
Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 33041 NEW Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 33041 NEW Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 33041 NEW Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 33041 NEW 
CELL # 305 340 8082 Call Greg to InventSomething! ...Next Revolution CELL # 305 340 8082 Call Greg to InventSomething! ...Next Revolution CELL # 305 340 8082 Call Greg to InventSomething! ...Next Revolution CELL # 305 340 8082 Call Greg to InventSomething! ...Next Revolution 
will be won by MD women! will be won by MD women! will be won by MD women! will be won by MD women! 

inventsomething@live.com inventsomething@live.com inventsomething@live.com inventsomething@live.com 

2-9-14 Greg 9 th day homeless in Key West... 2-9-14 Greg 9 th day homeless in Key West... 2-9-14 Greg 9 th day homeless in Key West... 2-9-14 Greg 9 th day homeless in Key West... 

2-9-14 Greg 9 th day homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video 2-9-14 Greg 9 th day homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video 2-9-14 Greg 9 th day homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video 2-9-14 Greg 9 th day homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video 
camera, it edits the past with present experiences Deborah Barrett is up camera, it edits the past with present experiences Deborah Barrett is up camera, it edits the past with present experiences Deborah Barrett is up camera, it edits the past with present experiences Deborah Barrett is up 
to NO GOOD! 400 Handwritten pages I wrote are out on the sidewalk at to NO GOOD! 400 Handwritten pages I wrote are out on the sidewalk at to NO GOOD! 400 Handwritten pages I wrote are out on the sidewalk at to NO GOOD! 400 Handwritten pages I wrote are out on the sidewalk at 
726 Emma St and Deb not my neighbor called the city to have them 726 Emma St and Deb not my neighbor called the city to have them 726 Emma St and Deb not my neighbor called the city to have them 726 Emma St and Deb not my neighbor called the city to have them 
trashed... from my illegal Eviction by Deb! trashed... from my illegal Eviction by Deb! trashed... from my illegal Eviction by Deb! trashed... from my illegal Eviction by Deb! 

2-9-14 Greg 9 th day homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video 2-9-14 Greg 9 th day homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video 2-9-14 Greg 9 th day homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video 2-9-14 Greg 9 th day homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video 
camera... As I biked into Mallory Pier Steve Carr at the Island Welcome camera... As I biked into Mallory Pier Steve Carr at the Island Welcome camera... As I biked into Mallory Pier Steve Carr at the Island Welcome camera... As I biked into Mallory Pier Steve Carr at the Island Welcome 
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Center selling Sail Boat Trips told me my 400 handwritten pages on the Center selling Sail Boat Trips told me my 400 handwritten pages on the Center selling Sail Boat Trips told me my 400 handwritten pages on the Center selling Sail Boat Trips told me my 400 handwritten pages on the 
sidewalk by my bike... neighbor called the City of Key West and is going sidewalk by my bike... neighbor called the City of Key West and is going sidewalk by my bike... neighbor called the City of Key West and is going sidewalk by my bike... neighbor called the City of Key West and is going 
to put them in the trash... NOT ON Camera... Steve Carr edited this with to put them in the trash... NOT ON Camera... Steve Carr edited this with to put them in the trash... NOT ON Camera... Steve Carr edited this with to put them in the trash... NOT ON Camera... Steve Carr edited this with 
Deborah Barrett and the 84 video cameras at Serenity House were Steve Deborah Barrett and the 84 video cameras at Serenity House were Steve Deborah Barrett and the 84 video cameras at Serenity House were Steve Deborah Barrett and the 84 video cameras at Serenity House were Steve 
Carr and Deborah Barrett live have this on video along with the NSA Carr and Deborah Barrett live have this on video along with the NSA Carr and Deborah Barrett live have this on video along with the NSA Carr and Deborah Barrett live have this on video along with the NSA 
and Verizon! Your Lies are no Video Camera. and Verizon! Your Lies are no Video Camera. and Verizon! Your Lies are no Video Camera. and Verizon! Your Lies are no Video Camera. 

2-9-14 Greg 9 th day homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video 2-9-14 Greg 9 th day homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video 2-9-14 Greg 9 th day homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video 2-9-14 Greg 9 th day homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video 
camera. I have a small claims court suit against Deborah Barrett and camera. I have a small claims court suit against Deborah Barrett and camera. I have a small claims court suit against Deborah Barrett and camera. I have a small claims court suit against Deborah Barrett and 
I will ask Judge Fowler to view all 84 cams on Deborah Barrett's iPhone I will ask Judge Fowler to view all 84 cams on Deborah Barrett's iPhone I will ask Judge Fowler to view all 84 cams on Deborah Barrett's iPhone I will ask Judge Fowler to view all 84 cams on Deborah Barrett's iPhone 
as she watched them on her iPhone cell all the time. as she watched them on her iPhone cell all the time. as she watched them on her iPhone cell all the time. as she watched them on her iPhone cell all the time. 

2-9-14 Greg 9 th day homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video 2-9-14 Greg 9 th day homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video 2-9-14 Greg 9 th day homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video 2-9-14 Greg 9 th day homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video 
camera. I will also tell Judge Fowler I suspect Victor Cushman and camera. I will also tell Judge Fowler I suspect Victor Cushman and camera. I will also tell Judge Fowler I suspect Victor Cushman and camera. I will also tell Judge Fowler I suspect Victor Cushman and 
Deborah Barrett watch secret cam's in my room. Deborah Barrett watch secret cam's in my room. Deborah Barrett watch secret cam's in my room. Deborah Barrett watch secret cam's in my room. 

2-9-14 Greg 9 th day homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video 2-9-14 Greg 9 th day homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video 2-9-14 Greg 9 th day homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video 2-9-14 Greg 9 th day homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video 
camera... Your memory is no Video Camera... Mom + Dad, Husband + camera... Your memory is no Video Camera... Mom + Dad, Husband + camera... Your memory is no Video Camera... Mom + Dad, Husband + camera... Your memory is no Video Camera... Mom + Dad, Husband + 
Wives and have living room cam's for the kids life on video. Windfall Wives and have living room cam's for the kids life on video. Windfall Wives and have living room cam's for the kids life on video. Windfall Wives and have living room cam's for the kids life on video. Windfall 
for Seagate Hard Drives. for Seagate Hard Drives. for Seagate Hard Drives. for Seagate Hard Drives. 

2-9-14 Greg 9 th day homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video 2-9-14 Greg 9 th day homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video 2-9-14 Greg 9 th day homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video 2-9-14 Greg 9 th day homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video 
camera.. 2 terabytes hard drives like Victor Cushman just bought before camera.. 2 terabytes hard drives like Victor Cushman just bought before camera.. 2 terabytes hard drives like Victor Cushman just bought before camera.. 2 terabytes hard drives like Victor Cushman just bought before 
Christmas. Christmas. Christmas. Christmas. 

2-9-14 Greg 9 th day homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video 2-9-14 Greg 9 th day homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video 2-9-14 Greg 9 th day homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video 2-9-14 Greg 9 th day homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video 
camera, Victor spit on Christmas... he did and I have the video tape on camera, Victor spit on Christmas... he did and I have the video tape on camera, Victor spit on Christmas... he did and I have the video tape on camera, Victor spit on Christmas... he did and I have the video tape on 
a hard drive at NSA or Verizon!! Victor Cushmans Christmas Day a hard drive at NSA or Verizon!! Victor Cushmans Christmas Day a hard drive at NSA or Verizon!! Victor Cushmans Christmas Day a hard drive at NSA or Verizon!! Victor Cushmans Christmas Day 
greetings the 3 years... I talked to him on Christmas Day were Hostel to greetings the 3 years... I talked to him on Christmas Day were Hostel to greetings the 3 years... I talked to him on Christmas Day were Hostel to greetings the 3 years... I talked to him on Christmas Day were Hostel to 
Psychotic for his behavior and screaming tantrums... Hillary reads my Psychotic for his behavior and screaming tantrums... Hillary reads my Psychotic for his behavior and screaming tantrums... Hillary reads my Psychotic for his behavior and screaming tantrums... Hillary reads my 
web I told Vic 1st Christmas here and he went crazy... He only read by web I told Vic 1st Christmas here and he went crazy... He only read by web I told Vic 1st Christmas here and he went crazy... He only read by web I told Vic 1st Christmas here and he went crazy... He only read by 
SECRET file a few weeks ago. Grin! I could have showed him the SECRET SECRET file a few weeks ago. Grin! I could have showed him the SECRET SECRET file a few weeks ago. Grin! I could have showed him the SECRET SECRET file a few weeks ago. Grin! I could have showed him the SECRET 
ElectricWindmillCar file when he had a tantrum over Hillary... but ElectricWindmillCar file when he had a tantrum over Hillary... but ElectricWindmillCar file when he had a tantrum over Hillary... but ElectricWindmillCar file when he had a tantrum over Hillary... but 
didn't! didn't! didn't! didn't! 

2-9-14 Greg 9 th day homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video 2-9-14 Greg 9 th day homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video 2-9-14 Greg 9 th day homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video 2-9-14 Greg 9 th day homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video 
camera... Your memory is no video camera but some MD's do have a camera... Your memory is no video camera but some MD's do have a camera... Your memory is no video camera but some MD's do have a camera... Your memory is no video camera but some MD's do have a 
video camera for a memory. Greg + Wives will Brainstorm this video camera for a memory. Greg + Wives will Brainstorm this video camera for a memory. Greg + Wives will Brainstorm this video camera for a memory. Greg + Wives will Brainstorm this 
invention project and give everyone in Key West the Memory of a MD invention project and give everyone in Key West the Memory of a MD invention project and give everyone in Key West the Memory of a MD invention project and give everyone in Key West the Memory of a MD 
and the Riches of Mecca! and the Riches of Mecca! and the Riches of Mecca! and the Riches of Mecca! 

2-9-14 Greg 9 th day homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video 2-9-14 Greg 9 th day homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video 2-9-14 Greg 9 th day homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video 2-9-14 Greg 9 th day homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video 
camera...Oh, Deborah Barrett's memory is going fast... she forgets camera...Oh, Deborah Barrett's memory is going fast... she forgets camera...Oh, Deborah Barrett's memory is going fast... she forgets camera...Oh, Deborah Barrett's memory is going fast... she forgets 
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everything and misplaces things constantly so thank God Judge Fowler everything and misplaces things constantly so thank God Judge Fowler everything and misplaces things constantly so thank God Judge Fowler everything and misplaces things constantly so thank God Judge Fowler 
will have access to video cameras! will have access to video cameras! will have access to video cameras! will have access to video cameras! 

2-9-14 Greg 9 th day homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video 2-9-14 Greg 9 th day homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video 2-9-14 Greg 9 th day homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video 2-9-14 Greg 9 th day homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video 
camera... Justin Bieber clocked 'speeding at 136 MPH' in Lamoborghini camera... Justin Bieber clocked 'speeding at 136 MPH' in Lamoborghini camera... Justin Bieber clocked 'speeding at 136 MPH' in Lamoborghini camera... Justin Bieber clocked 'speeding at 136 MPH' in Lamoborghini 
hours before arrest on the GPS of the car... hours before arrest on the GPS of the car... hours before arrest on the GPS of the car... hours before arrest on the GPS of the car... 

2-9-14 Greg 9 th day homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video 2-9-14 Greg 9 th day homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video 2-9-14 Greg 9 th day homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video 2-9-14 Greg 9 th day homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video 
camera... Deborah Barrett installed a Progressive GPS and she breaks camera... Deborah Barrett installed a Progressive GPS and she breaks camera... Deborah Barrett installed a Progressive GPS and she breaks camera... Deborah Barrett installed a Progressive GPS and she breaks 
hard follows to close. And has no plans to drive any differently!!! She is hard follows to close. And has no plans to drive any differently!!! She is hard follows to close. And has no plans to drive any differently!!! She is hard follows to close. And has no plans to drive any differently!!! She is 
almost as Psychotic as Vic! almost as Psychotic as Vic! almost as Psychotic as Vic! almost as Psychotic as Vic! 

2-9-14 Greg 9 th day homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video 2-9-14 Greg 9 th day homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video 2-9-14 Greg 9 th day homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video 2-9-14 Greg 9 th day homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video 
camera... Growing Organs in Space? Scientists Taking Stem Cells to camera... Growing Organs in Space? Scientists Taking Stem Cells to camera... Growing Organs in Space? Scientists Taking Stem Cells to camera... Growing Organs in Space? Scientists Taking Stem Cells to 
Space Station to Test Their Potential in Microgravity... Space Station to Test Their Potential in Microgravity... Space Station to Test Their Potential in Microgravity... Space Station to Test Their Potential in Microgravity... 

2-9-14 Greg 9 th day homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video 2-9-14 Greg 9 th day homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video 2-9-14 Greg 9 th day homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video 2-9-14 Greg 9 th day homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video 
camera... Greg Proposed to Mary B. to take her on a weeks Honeymoon camera... Greg Proposed to Mary B. to take her on a weeks Honeymoon camera... Greg Proposed to Mary B. to take her on a weeks Honeymoon camera... Greg Proposed to Mary B. to take her on a weeks Honeymoon 
after our Hemingway House Wedding in Key West to the Space Station. after our Hemingway House Wedding in Key West to the Space Station. after our Hemingway House Wedding in Key West to the Space Station. after our Hemingway House Wedding in Key West to the Space Station. 

2-9-14 Greg 9 th day homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video 2-9-14 Greg 9 th day homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video 2-9-14 Greg 9 th day homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video 2-9-14 Greg 9 th day homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video 
camera... Gravity - how gravity is generated will be the #1 camera... Gravity - how gravity is generated will be the #1 camera... Gravity - how gravity is generated will be the #1 camera... Gravity - how gravity is generated will be the #1 
brainstorming on our Honeymoon on the Space Station. brainstorming on our Honeymoon on the Space Station. brainstorming on our Honeymoon on the Space Station. brainstorming on our Honeymoon on the Space Station. 

2-9-14 Greg 9 th day homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video 2-9-14 Greg 9 th day homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video 2-9-14 Greg 9 th day homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video 2-9-14 Greg 9 th day homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video 
camera... Greg + Wives will Discover how gravity is generated no camera... Greg + Wives will Discover how gravity is generated no camera... Greg + Wives will Discover how gravity is generated no camera... Greg + Wives will Discover how gravity is generated no 
forgetful memory here... just the instant replay for everyone on Earth of forgetful memory here... just the instant replay for everyone on Earth of forgetful memory here... just the instant replay for everyone on Earth of forgetful memory here... just the instant replay for everyone on Earth of 
our Space Station Honeymoon Discover of how Gravity is Generated!! our Space Station Honeymoon Discover of how Gravity is Generated!! our Space Station Honeymoon Discover of how Gravity is Generated!! our Space Station Honeymoon Discover of how Gravity is Generated!! 
Stem cell therapy is poised to change how many diseases are treated Stem cell therapy is poised to change how many diseases are treated Stem cell therapy is poised to change how many diseases are treated Stem cell therapy is poised to change how many diseases are treated 
and even entire organs may one day be grown in labs before surgical and even entire organs may one day be grown in labs before surgical and even entire organs may one day be grown in labs before surgical and even entire organs may one day be grown in labs before surgical 
implantation. Some scientists suspect that a gravity-free environment implantation. Some scientists suspect that a gravity-free environment implantation. Some scientists suspect that a gravity-free environment implantation. Some scientists suspect that a gravity-free environment 
may promote the growth of stem cells, and even the organs they may may promote the growth of stem cells, and even the organs they may may promote the growth of stem cells, and even the organs they may may promote the growth of stem cells, and even the organs they may 
differentiate into. To test this hypothesis. differentiate into. To test this hypothesis. differentiate into. To test this hypothesis. differentiate into. To test this hypothesis. 

2-9-14 Greg 9 th day homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video 2-9-14 Greg 9 th day homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video 2-9-14 Greg 9 th day homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video 2-9-14 Greg 9 th day homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video 
camera... Mayo Clinic is planning to send up a laboratory to the camera... Mayo Clinic is planning to send up a laboratory to the camera... Mayo Clinic is planning to send up a laboratory to the camera... Mayo Clinic is planning to send up a laboratory to the 
International Space Station to compare how stem cells grow in space International Space Station to compare how stem cells grow in space International Space Station to compare how stem cells grow in space International Space Station to compare how stem cells grow in space 
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while the same cells are grown in a lab on Earth. while the same cells are grown in a lab on Earth. while the same cells are grown in a lab on Earth. while the same cells are grown in a lab on Earth. 

2-9-14 Greg 9 th day homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video 2-9-14 Greg 9 th day homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video 2-9-14 Greg 9 th day homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video 2-9-14 Greg 9 th day homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video 
camera... Greg will build a Super Shuttle Bus like the Key West Tour camera... Greg will build a Super Shuttle Bus like the Key West Tour camera... Greg will build a Super Shuttle Bus like the Key West Tour camera... Greg will build a Super Shuttle Bus like the Key West Tour 
Buses that take a block in front of Mel Fisher Pirate Treasures. Buses that take a block in front of Mel Fisher Pirate Treasures. Buses that take a block in front of Mel Fisher Pirate Treasures. Buses that take a block in front of Mel Fisher Pirate Treasures. 

2-9-14 Greg 9 th day homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video 2-9-14 Greg 9 th day homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video 2-9-14 Greg 9 th day homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video 2-9-14 Greg 9 th day homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video 
camera... Lecture hall Super Shuttle Bus to brainstorm the gravity camera... Lecture hall Super Shuttle Bus to brainstorm the gravity camera... Lecture hall Super Shuttle Bus to brainstorm the gravity camera... Lecture hall Super Shuttle Bus to brainstorm the gravity 
engine... how time + how 177 Trillion Galaxies can expand into empty engine... how time + how 177 Trillion Galaxies can expand into empty engine... how time + how 177 Trillion Galaxies can expand into empty engine... how time + how 177 Trillion Galaxies can expand into empty 
space at million of miles per hour right now... space at million of miles per hour right now... space at million of miles per hour right now... space at million of miles per hour right now... 

2-9-14 Greg 9 th day homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video 2-9-14 Greg 9 th day homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video 2-9-14 Greg 9 th day homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video 2-9-14 Greg 9 th day homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video 
camera... Right now in Mecca Video Cameras show all the Key West camera... Right now in Mecca Video Cameras show all the Key West camera... Right now in Mecca Video Cameras show all the Key West camera... Right now in Mecca Video Cameras show all the Key West 
homeless at Mallory Pier were greg is plugged into City of Key West homeless at Mallory Pier were greg is plugged into City of Key West homeless at Mallory Pier were greg is plugged into City of Key West homeless at Mallory Pier were greg is plugged into City of Key West 
electricity typing this. electricity typing this. electricity typing this. electricity typing this. 

2-9-14 Greg 9 th day homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video 2-9-14 Greg 9 th day homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video 2-9-14 Greg 9 th day homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video 2-9-14 Greg 9 th day homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video 
camera... Salvation Army for Key West Homeless, Tomorrow can be in camera... Salvation Army for Key West Homeless, Tomorrow can be in camera... Salvation Army for Key West Homeless, Tomorrow can be in camera... Salvation Army for Key West Homeless, Tomorrow can be in 
the Ocean Keys Hotel and Pier House Hotel with Mecca's confiscated the Ocean Keys Hotel and Pier House Hotel with Mecca's confiscated the Ocean Keys Hotel and Pier House Hotel with Mecca's confiscated the Ocean Keys Hotel and Pier House Hotel with Mecca's confiscated 
$177 Trillion paying the hotel bills, until the City of Key West and spent $177 Trillion paying the hotel bills, until the City of Key West and spent $177 Trillion paying the hotel bills, until the City of Key West and spent $177 Trillion paying the hotel bills, until the City of Key West and spent 
the $177 Trillion in Confiscated Mecca Oil Revenues on Housing, free the $177 Trillion in Confiscated Mecca Oil Revenues on Housing, free the $177 Trillion in Confiscated Mecca Oil Revenues on Housing, free the $177 Trillion in Confiscated Mecca Oil Revenues on Housing, free 
Medical Care and Education... just like Mecca has at this moment on Medical Care and Education... just like Mecca has at this moment on Medical Care and Education... just like Mecca has at this moment on Medical Care and Education... just like Mecca has at this moment on 
someone's Video Camera! Key West the New Rich Mecca someone's Video Camera! Key West the New Rich Mecca someone's Video Camera! Key West the New Rich Mecca someone's Video Camera! Key West the New Rich Mecca 

2-9-14 Greg 9 th day homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video 2-9-14 Greg 9 th day homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video 2-9-14 Greg 9 th day homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video 2-9-14 Greg 9 th day homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video 
camera, could have been in 1980 when the ElectricWindmillCar was camera, could have been in 1980 when the ElectricWindmillCar was camera, could have been in 1980 when the ElectricWindmillCar was camera, could have been in 1980 when the ElectricWindmillCar was 
invention during the Saudi Oil Embargo of long lines at the gas invention during the Saudi Oil Embargo of long lines at the gas invention during the Saudi Oil Embargo of long lines at the gas invention during the Saudi Oil Embargo of long lines at the gas 
station. station. station. station. 

2-9-14 Greg 9 th day homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video 2-9-14 Greg 9 th day homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video 2-9-14 Greg 9 th day homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video 2-9-14 Greg 9 th day homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video 
camera... Reagan used the ElectricWindmillCar for politics too and camera... Reagan used the ElectricWindmillCar for politics too and camera... Reagan used the ElectricWindmillCar for politics too and camera... Reagan used the ElectricWindmillCar for politics too and 
signed some SECRET executive order, Mary B. commented on this and signed some SECRET executive order, Mary B. commented on this and signed some SECRET executive order, Mary B. commented on this and signed some SECRET executive order, Mary B. commented on this and 
other Observers have too over the years. I thing he used it to TEAR other Observers have too over the years. I thing he used it to TEAR other Observers have too over the years. I thing he used it to TEAR other Observers have too over the years. I thing he used it to TEAR 
DOWN THIS WALL being the Berlin Wall now today this moment Berlin DOWN THIS WALL being the Berlin Wall now today this moment Berlin DOWN THIS WALL being the Berlin Wall now today this moment Berlin DOWN THIS WALL being the Berlin Wall now today this moment Berlin 
has enough Poison Gasoline Particles in the Air to cause 1K childhood has enough Poison Gasoline Particles in the Air to cause 1K childhood has enough Poison Gasoline Particles in the Air to cause 1K childhood has enough Poison Gasoline Particles in the Air to cause 1K childhood 
birth defects and cancers. birth defects and cancers. birth defects and cancers. birth defects and cancers. 
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2-9-14 Greg 9 th day homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video 2-9-14 Greg 9 th day homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video 2-9-14 Greg 9 th day homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video 2-9-14 Greg 9 th day homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video 
camera... When Berlin Was East + West the Russians didn't KNOWING camera... When Berlin Was East + West the Russians didn't KNOWING camera... When Berlin Was East + West the Russians didn't KNOWING camera... When Berlin Was East + West the Russians didn't KNOWING 
give children cancers and birth defects via the air they breath but give children cancers and birth defects via the air they breath but give children cancers and birth defects via the air they breath but give children cancers and birth defects via the air they breath but 
today Video Cameras document the particles of gasoline in the air today Video Cameras document the particles of gasoline in the air today Video Cameras document the particles of gasoline in the air today Video Cameras document the particles of gasoline in the air 
children in Berlin breath. children in Berlin breath. children in Berlin breath. children in Berlin breath. 

2-9-14 Greg 9 th day homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video 2-9-14 Greg 9 th day homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video 2-9-14 Greg 9 th day homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video 2-9-14 Greg 9 th day homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video 
camera... This is a Holocaust II and even Germany goes along with camera... This is a Holocaust II and even Germany goes along with camera... This is a Holocaust II and even Germany goes along with camera... This is a Holocaust II and even Germany goes along with 
letting Mecca have $177 Trillion in Oil Revenue for SECRET Swiss Bank letting Mecca have $177 Trillion in Oil Revenue for SECRET Swiss Bank letting Mecca have $177 Trillion in Oil Revenue for SECRET Swiss Bank letting Mecca have $177 Trillion in Oil Revenue for SECRET Swiss Bank 
Account for the Top Brass in Berlin Today. Account for the Top Brass in Berlin Today. Account for the Top Brass in Berlin Today. Account for the Top Brass in Berlin Today. 

2-9-14 Greg 9 th day homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video 2-9-14 Greg 9 th day homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video 2-9-14 Greg 9 th day homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video 2-9-14 Greg 9 th day homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video 
camera... Yes Video Cameras recorded every Swiss Bank Account pay off camera... Yes Video Cameras recorded every Swiss Bank Account pay off camera... Yes Video Cameras recorded every Swiss Bank Account pay off camera... Yes Video Cameras recorded every Swiss Bank Account pay off 
giving children Poison Gasoline Exhaust to Breath! giving children Poison Gasoline Exhaust to Breath! giving children Poison Gasoline Exhaust to Breath! giving children Poison Gasoline Exhaust to Breath! 

2-9-14 Greg 9 th day homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video 2-9-14 Greg 9 th day homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video 2-9-14 Greg 9 th day homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video 2-9-14 Greg 9 th day homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video 
camera... Deborah Barrett breaths in Salem Gold 100... CVS in Key West camera... Deborah Barrett breaths in Salem Gold 100... CVS in Key West camera... Deborah Barrett breaths in Salem Gold 100... CVS in Key West camera... Deborah Barrett breaths in Salem Gold 100... CVS in Key West 
will no long sell... Gasoline should no longer be sold! will no long sell... Gasoline should no longer be sold! will no long sell... Gasoline should no longer be sold! will no long sell... Gasoline should no longer be sold! 

2-9-14 Greg 9 th day homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video 2-9-14 Greg 9 th day homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video 2-9-14 Greg 9 th day homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video 2-9-14 Greg 9 th day homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video 
camera... Key West Mug Shots all the locals log on to should include camera... Key West Mug Shots all the locals log on to should include camera... Key West Mug Shots all the locals log on to should include camera... Key West Mug Shots all the locals log on to should include 
diseases, HIV, Hepatitis, HPV, Warts, Syphilis... etc. diseases, HIV, Hepatitis, HPV, Warts, Syphilis... etc. diseases, HIV, Hepatitis, HPV, Warts, Syphilis... etc. diseases, HIV, Hepatitis, HPV, Warts, Syphilis... etc. 

2-9-14 Greg 9 th day homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video 2-9-14 Greg 9 th day homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video 2-9-14 Greg 9 th day homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video 2-9-14 Greg 9 th day homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video 
camera... Women fare worse than men following stroke The bad news: camera... Women fare worse than men following stroke The bad news: camera... Women fare worse than men following stroke The bad news: camera... Women fare worse than men following stroke The bad news: 
Women who survive stroke have a worse quality of life than men. Women who survive stroke have a worse quality of life than men. Women who survive stroke have a worse quality of life than men. Women who survive stroke have a worse quality of life than men. 

2-9-14 Greg 9 th day homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video 2-9-14 Greg 9 th day homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video 2-9-14 Greg 9 th day homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video 2-9-14 Greg 9 th day homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video 
camera... Deborah Barrett always orders out from China Gardens and camera... Deborah Barrett always orders out from China Gardens and camera... Deborah Barrett always orders out from China Gardens and camera... Deborah Barrett always orders out from China Gardens and 
this has the highest SALT of any foods in Key West and a #1 cause of this has the highest SALT of any foods in Key West and a #1 cause of this has the highest SALT of any foods in Key West and a #1 cause of this has the highest SALT of any foods in Key West and a #1 cause of 
Strokes in Women. Thank God Progressive does not have a GPS for Strokes in Women. Thank God Progressive does not have a GPS for Strokes in Women. Thank God Progressive does not have a GPS for Strokes in Women. Thank God Progressive does not have a GPS for 
recording good diet like they give rewards for good driving - not recording good diet like they give rewards for good driving - not recording good diet like they give rewards for good driving - not recording good diet like they give rewards for good driving - not 
breaking hard with no intention of every changing! The £150,000 breaking hard with no intention of every changing! The £150,000 breaking hard with no intention of every changing! The £150,000 breaking hard with no intention of every changing! The £150,000 
supercar Bieber was driving has a built-in GPS tracking system which supercar Bieber was driving has a built-in GPS tracking system which supercar Bieber was driving has a built-in GPS tracking system which supercar Bieber was driving has a built-in GPS tracking system which 
has apparently recorded Bieber's speed and location at all times. has apparently recorded Bieber's speed and location at all times. has apparently recorded Bieber's speed and location at all times. has apparently recorded Bieber's speed and location at all times. 
Bieber Drug Deals are recoded by the same government workers who Bieber Drug Deals are recoded by the same government workers who Bieber Drug Deals are recoded by the same government workers who Bieber Drug Deals are recoded by the same government workers who 
typed up Greg's SECRET file and Blacked out most of page 18, 19 and 20. typed up Greg's SECRET file and Blacked out most of page 18, 19 and 20. typed up Greg's SECRET file and Blacked out most of page 18, 19 and 20. typed up Greg's SECRET file and Blacked out most of page 18, 19 and 20. 
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Page 3,000 must have been written my first Day in Key West 3-4-2011. Page 3,000 must have been written my first Day in Key West 3-4-2011. Page 3,000 must have been written my first Day in Key West 3-4-2011. Page 3,000 must have been written my first Day in Key West 3-4-2011. 

2-9-14 Greg 9 th day homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video 2-9-14 Greg 9 th day homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video 2-9-14 Greg 9 th day homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video 2-9-14 Greg 9 th day homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video 
camera... Salvation Army Coffee I told Deb the cook, don't want to spoil camera... Salvation Army Coffee I told Deb the cook, don't want to spoil camera... Salvation Army Coffee I told Deb the cook, don't want to spoil camera... Salvation Army Coffee I told Deb the cook, don't want to spoil 
your breakfast for the homeless, but I'm a veggies. I will get a bagel your breakfast for the homeless, but I'm a veggies. I will get a bagel your breakfast for the homeless, but I'm a veggies. I will get a bagel your breakfast for the homeless, but I'm a veggies. I will get a bagel 
tomorrow. thanks for the Church Service Today! tomorrow. thanks for the Church Service Today! tomorrow. thanks for the Church Service Today! tomorrow. thanks for the Church Service Today! 

2-8-14 Navy Fighter Jet 100' overhead last night coming in to land 2-8-14 Navy Fighter Jet 100' overhead last night coming in to land 2-8-14 Navy Fighter Jet 100' overhead last night coming in to land 2-8-14 Navy Fighter Jet 100' overhead last night coming in to land 
another days $ Oil's Revenues WINDFALL + GODSEND for Mecca, Navy another days $ Oil's Revenues WINDFALL + GODSEND for Mecca, Navy another days $ Oil's Revenues WINDFALL + GODSEND for Mecca, Navy another days $ Oil's Revenues WINDFALL + GODSEND for Mecca, Navy 
Fighter Jets attacking Mecca... Admiral Baby Killers of Vietnam, Poison Fighter Jets attacking Mecca... Admiral Baby Killers of Vietnam, Poison Fighter Jets attacking Mecca... Admiral Baby Killers of Vietnam, Poison Fighter Jets attacking Mecca... Admiral Baby Killers of Vietnam, Poison 
Gasoline Exhaust keeps St. Jude taking credit for curing childhood Gasoline Exhaust keeps St. Jude taking credit for curing childhood Gasoline Exhaust keeps St. Jude taking credit for curing childhood Gasoline Exhaust keeps St. Jude taking credit for curing childhood 
birth defects and cancers from SMOG, not in Beijing, China though! As birth defects and cancers from SMOG, not in Beijing, China though! As birth defects and cancers from SMOG, not in Beijing, China though! As birth defects and cancers from SMOG, not in Beijing, China though! As 
Beijing would need 1,001 St. Jude Hospitals built today! Gregs 8th Day Beijing would need 1,001 St. Jude Hospitals built today! Gregs 8th Day Beijing would need 1,001 St. Jude Hospitals built today! Gregs 8th Day Beijing would need 1,001 St. Jude Hospitals built today! Gregs 8th Day 
Homeless in KW... Childhood cancers created TODAY on greg's 8th day Homeless in KW... Childhood cancers created TODAY on greg's 8th day Homeless in KW... Childhood cancers created TODAY on greg's 8th day Homeless in KW... Childhood cancers created TODAY on greg's 8th day 
Homeless in Key West, French women speaking French at Smathers Homeless in Key West, French women speaking French at Smathers Homeless in Key West, French women speaking French at Smathers Homeless in Key West, French women speaking French at Smathers 
Beach for last nights sunset... New French Revolution Starts Today, Oui! Beach for last nights sunset... New French Revolution Starts Today, Oui! Beach for last nights sunset... New French Revolution Starts Today, Oui! Beach for last nights sunset... New French Revolution Starts Today, Oui! 
A Shark Has a Better GPS Than "Commanders" writing the days orders A Shark Has a Better GPS Than "Commanders" writing the days orders A Shark Has a Better GPS Than "Commanders" writing the days orders A Shark Has a Better GPS Than "Commanders" writing the days orders 
with no feats astounding feats of navigation LEADING 8 Billion to with no feats astounding feats of navigation LEADING 8 Billion to with no feats astounding feats of navigation LEADING 8 Billion to with no feats astounding feats of navigation LEADING 8 Billion to 
START star travel to the 3 nearest Stars! Pirates of Key West at the Navy START star travel to the 3 nearest Stars! Pirates of Key West at the Navy START star travel to the 3 nearest Stars! Pirates of Key West at the Navy START star travel to the 3 nearest Stars! Pirates of Key West at the Navy 
Base IQ and EI... ET call home. Cops wife or kids missing last 1 hour, Base IQ and EI... ET call home. Cops wife or kids missing last 1 hour, Base IQ and EI... ET call home. Cops wife or kids missing last 1 hour, Base IQ and EI... ET call home. Cops wife or kids missing last 1 hour, 
don't call even think of calling 911. Numb Nuts Dictators are don't call even think of calling 911. Numb Nuts Dictators are don't call even think of calling 911. Numb Nuts Dictators are don't call even think of calling 911. Numb Nuts Dictators are 
responsible for 1,001 murders of MIA world wide by limiting GPS responsible for 1,001 murders of MIA world wide by limiting GPS responsible for 1,001 murders of MIA world wide by limiting GPS responsible for 1,001 murders of MIA world wide by limiting GPS 
tracking of your friends! Stupid Criminals second home is in Mecca not tracking of your friends! Stupid Criminals second home is in Mecca not tracking of your friends! Stupid Criminals second home is in Mecca not tracking of your friends! Stupid Criminals second home is in Mecca not 
Key West. GPS in Mecca for the Prince late showing up by 1 hour... YOU Key West. GPS in Mecca for the Prince late showing up by 1 hour... YOU Key West. GPS in Mecca for the Prince late showing up by 1 hour... YOU Key West. GPS in Mecca for the Prince late showing up by 1 hour... YOU 
Know it!! Know it!! Know it!! Know it!! 

2-8-14 Greg 8 th day homeless in Key West... Cuban Coffee Observers 2-8-14 Greg 8 th day homeless in Key West... Cuban Coffee Observers 2-8-14 Greg 8 th day homeless in Key West... Cuban Coffee Observers 2-8-14 Greg 8 th day homeless in Key West... Cuban Coffee Observers 
Spitting at Greg via Admirals thinking of getting the Nobel for the Rx Spitting at Greg via Admirals thinking of getting the Nobel for the Rx Spitting at Greg via Admirals thinking of getting the Nobel for the Rx Spitting at Greg via Admirals thinking of getting the Nobel for the Rx 
Cure Overnight of Breast Cancer... 40,000 women who die from Breast Cure Overnight of Breast Cancer... 40,000 women who die from Breast Cure Overnight of Breast Cancer... 40,000 women who die from Breast Cure Overnight of Breast Cancer... 40,000 women who die from Breast 
Cancer in 2014 all refused Buried at Arlington!!!! Navy Seals in Key Cancer in 2014 all refused Buried at Arlington!!!! Navy Seals in Key Cancer in 2014 all refused Buried at Arlington!!!! Navy Seals in Key Cancer in 2014 all refused Buried at Arlington!!!! Navy Seals in Key 
West spit on all 40,000 every time they buy Cuban Coffee in Key West, West spit on all 40,000 every time they buy Cuban Coffee in Key West, West spit on all 40,000 every time they buy Cuban Coffee in Key West, West spit on all 40,000 every time they buy Cuban Coffee in Key West, 
Greg tries to run them over on his 3 wheel bike. Come out from behind Greg tries to run them over on his 3 wheel bike. Come out from behind Greg tries to run them over on his 3 wheel bike. Come out from behind Greg tries to run them over on his 3 wheel bike. Come out from behind 
your hidden cameras!!!! your hidden cameras!!!! your hidden cameras!!!! your hidden cameras!!!! 

2-8-14 Greg 8 th day homeless in Key West... DC seniors fight city after 2-8-14 Greg 8 th day homeless in Key West... DC seniors fight city after 2-8-14 Greg 8 th day homeless in Key West... DC seniors fight city after 2-8-14 Greg 8 th day homeless in Key West... DC seniors fight city after 
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gambling ban shuts down poker game... 1,001 Invention Projects shut gambling ban shuts down poker game... 1,001 Invention Projects shut gambling ban shuts down poker game... 1,001 Invention Projects shut gambling ban shuts down poker game... 1,001 Invention Projects shut 
down by Numb Nuts Dictators, baby killers in Vietnam and Today! down by Numb Nuts Dictators, baby killers in Vietnam and Today! down by Numb Nuts Dictators, baby killers in Vietnam and Today! down by Numb Nuts Dictators, baby killers in Vietnam and Today! 

2-8-14 Greg 8 th day homeless in Key West... Polygamous Marriage 2-8-14 Greg 8 th day homeless in Key West... Polygamous Marriage 2-8-14 Greg 8 th day homeless in Key West... Polygamous Marriage 2-8-14 Greg 8 th day homeless in Key West... Polygamous Marriage 
License in Key West would require everyone to agree to start every License in Key West would require everyone to agree to start every License in Key West would require everyone to agree to start every License in Key West would require everyone to agree to start every 
conversation with something about 1,001 Invention Projects, conversation with something about 1,001 Invention Projects, conversation with something about 1,001 Invention Projects, conversation with something about 1,001 Invention Projects, 
brainstorming conversations thought about before, during, and after brainstorming conversations thought about before, during, and after brainstorming conversations thought about before, during, and after brainstorming conversations thought about before, during, and after 
LOVE. LOVE. LOVE. LOVE. 

2-8-14 Greg 8 th day homeless in Key West... Admirals with high 2-8-14 Greg 8 th day homeless in Key West... Admirals with high 2-8-14 Greg 8 th day homeless in Key West... Admirals with high 2-8-14 Greg 8 th day homeless in Key West... Admirals with high 
emotional intelligence never ever think of winning a Nobel for the Rx emotional intelligence never ever think of winning a Nobel for the Rx emotional intelligence never ever think of winning a Nobel for the Rx emotional intelligence never ever think of winning a Nobel for the Rx 
Overnight Penicillin Like Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer... Overnight Penicillin Like Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer... Overnight Penicillin Like Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer... Overnight Penicillin Like Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer... 
GPS is not public, 40,000 deaths in 2014 from Breast Cancer in the USA GPS is not public, 40,000 deaths in 2014 from Breast Cancer in the USA GPS is not public, 40,000 deaths in 2014 from Breast Cancer in the USA GPS is not public, 40,000 deaths in 2014 from Breast Cancer in the USA 
more in Israel than any Nation! No GPS EI... "Rap" porn, Hoe, more in Israel than any Nation! No GPS EI... "Rap" porn, Hoe, more in Israel than any Nation! No GPS EI... "Rap" porn, Hoe, more in Israel than any Nation! No GPS EI... "Rap" porn, Hoe, 
analyzing emotional responses amongst performing classical pianists, analyzing emotional responses amongst performing classical pianists, analyzing emotional responses amongst performing classical pianists, analyzing emotional responses amongst performing classical pianists, 
Oppenheimer started ever day with a Overture from live people telling Oppenheimer started ever day with a Overture from live people telling Oppenheimer started ever day with a Overture from live people telling Oppenheimer started ever day with a Overture from live people telling 
him he can Invent the A Bomb! Musicians with high emotional him he can Invent the A Bomb! Musicians with high emotional him he can Invent the A Bomb! Musicians with high emotional him he can Invent the A Bomb! Musicians with high emotional 
intelligence are more likely to get in the 'zone', research from intelligence are more likely to get in the 'zone', research from intelligence are more likely to get in the 'zone', research from intelligence are more likely to get in the 'zone', research from 
Goldsmiths, University of London has shown. By ana lysing emotional Goldsmiths, University of London has shown. By ana lysing emotional Goldsmiths, University of London has shown. By ana lysing emotional Goldsmiths, University of London has shown. By ana lysing emotional 
responses amongst performing classical pianists, researchers have responses amongst performing classical pianists, researchers have responses amongst performing classical pianists, researchers have responses amongst performing classical pianists, researchers have 
discovered new clues why some easier reach 'flow' - a psychological state discovered new clues why some easier reach 'flow' - a psychological state discovered new clues why some easier reach 'flow' - a psychological state discovered new clues why some easier reach 'flow' - a psychological state 
associated with extreme fulfillment, optimized performance, health associated with extreme fulfillment, optimized performance, health associated with extreme fulfillment, optimized performance, health associated with extreme fulfillment, optimized performance, health 
and well-being. "'Flow' experience is highly emotional, rewarding, and and well-being. "'Flow' experience is highly emotional, rewarding, and and well-being. "'Flow' experience is highly emotional, rewarding, and and well-being. "'Flow' experience is highly emotional, rewarding, and 
music is strongly communicative of emotions and rewarding as well. So music is strongly communicative of emotions and rewarding as well. So music is strongly communicative of emotions and rewarding as well. So music is strongly communicative of emotions and rewarding as well. So 
it makes sense that those with high emotional intelligence ultimately it makes sense that those with high emotional intelligence ultimately it makes sense that those with high emotional intelligence ultimately it makes sense that those with high emotional intelligence ultimately 
find it easier to 'zone in'." 'Flow' is often researched in the context of find it easier to 'zone in'." 'Flow' is often researched in the context of find it easier to 'zone in'." 'Flow' is often researched in the context of find it easier to 'zone in'." 'Flow' is often researched in the context of 
performance and sports, but this study is the first to explain the performance and sports, but this study is the first to explain the performance and sports, but this study is the first to explain the performance and sports, but this study is the first to explain the 
individual differences in the relation between 'flow' and emotional individual differences in the relation between 'flow' and emotional individual differences in the relation between 'flow' and emotional individual differences in the relation between 'flow' and emotional 
experience of music. Certain musical types of music also affected the experience of music. Certain musical types of music also affected the experience of music. Certain musical types of music also affected the experience of music. Certain musical types of music also affected the 
'flow' experience. The majority of participants found that playing 'flow' experience. The majority of participants found that playing 'flow' experience. The majority of participants found that playing 'flow' experience. The majority of participants found that playing 
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Classical music (specifically the music by Frédéric Chopin and other Classical music (specifically the music by Frédéric Chopin and other Classical music (specifically the music by Frédéric Chopin and other Classical music (specifically the music by Frédéric Chopin and other 
composers of the Romantic era) was far more likely to bring out 'flow' composers of the Romantic era) was far more likely to bring out 'flow' composers of the Romantic era) was far more likely to bring out 'flow' composers of the Romantic era) was far more likely to bring out 'flow' 
than for example Jazz. Professor Bhattacharya added: "What is really than for example Jazz. Professor Bhattacharya added: "What is really than for example Jazz. Professor Bhattacharya added: "What is really than for example Jazz. Professor Bhattacharya added: "What is really 
interesting here is what this can tell us about 'flow' in general. If the interesting here is what this can tell us about 'flow' in general. If the interesting here is what this can tell us about 'flow' in general. If the interesting here is what this can tell us about 'flow' in general. If the 
ability to experience flow depends on both individual differences ability to experience flow depends on both individual differences ability to experience flow depends on both individual differences ability to experience flow depends on both individual differences 
amongst pianists and genres of music, how can we apply this in other amongst pianists and genres of music, how can we apply this in other amongst pianists and genres of music, how can we apply this in other amongst pianists and genres of music, how can we apply this in other 
contexts such as sports or even in the workplace?" Admirals thinking of contexts such as sports or even in the workplace?" Admirals thinking of contexts such as sports or even in the workplace?" Admirals thinking of contexts such as sports or even in the workplace?" Admirals thinking of 
getting the Nobel for the Rx Cure Overnight of Breast Cancer... 40,000 getting the Nobel for the Rx Cure Overnight of Breast Cancer... 40,000 getting the Nobel for the Rx Cure Overnight of Breast Cancer... 40,000 getting the Nobel for the Rx Cure Overnight of Breast Cancer... 40,000 
women who die from Breast Cancer in 2014 all refused Buried at women who die from Breast Cancer in 2014 all refused Buried at women who die from Breast Cancer in 2014 all refused Buried at women who die from Breast Cancer in 2014 all refused Buried at 
Arlington!!!! Navy Seals in Key West spit on all 40,000 every time they Arlington!!!! Navy Seals in Key West spit on all 40,000 every time they Arlington!!!! Navy Seals in Key West spit on all 40,000 every time they Arlington!!!! Navy Seals in Key West spit on all 40,000 every time they 
buy Cuban Coffee in Key West, Greg tries to run them over on his 3 wheel buy Cuban Coffee in Key West, Greg tries to run them over on his 3 wheel buy Cuban Coffee in Key West, Greg tries to run them over on his 3 wheel buy Cuban Coffee in Key West, Greg tries to run them over on his 3 wheel 
bike. Come out from behind your hidden cameras!!!! bike. Come out from behind your hidden cameras!!!! bike. Come out from behind your hidden cameras!!!! bike. Come out from behind your hidden cameras!!!! 

2-8-14 Greg 8 th day homeless in Key West... 2-8-14 Greg 8 th day homeless in Key West... 2-8-14 Greg 8 th day homeless in Key West... 2-8-14 Greg 8 th day homeless in Key West... 

2-7-14 Greg 7 th day homeless in Key West WINDFALL + GODSEND for 2-7-14 Greg 7 th day homeless in Key West WINDFALL + GODSEND for 2-7-14 Greg 7 th day homeless in Key West WINDFALL + GODSEND for 2-7-14 Greg 7 th day homeless in Key West WINDFALL + GODSEND for 
Circle K Cigarettes... as Deborah Barrett who failed Hemingway Writing Circle K Cigarettes... as Deborah Barrett who failed Hemingway Writing Circle K Cigarettes... as Deborah Barrett who failed Hemingway Writing Circle K Cigarettes... as Deborah Barrett who failed Hemingway Writing 
Classes at the Hemingway House smoked 1 Trillion Salem Gold 100 in Classes at the Hemingway House smoked 1 Trillion Salem Gold 100 in Classes at the Hemingway House smoked 1 Trillion Salem Gold 100 in Classes at the Hemingway House smoked 1 Trillion Salem Gold 100 in 
the last 7 days, Greg burned 1 Trillion calories biking and walking the last 7 days, Greg burned 1 Trillion calories biking and walking the last 7 days, Greg burned 1 Trillion calories biking and walking the last 7 days, Greg burned 1 Trillion calories biking and walking 
around Key West with a ton of junk! CVS must stop selling Butter! around Key West with a ton of junk! CVS must stop selling Butter! around Key West with a ton of junk! CVS must stop selling Butter! around Key West with a ton of junk! CVS must stop selling Butter! 

2-7-14 Mecca 693 Homeless NO LONGER Zero soon Ground Zero when the 2-7-14 Mecca 693 Homeless NO LONGER Zero soon Ground Zero when the 2-7-14 Mecca 693 Homeless NO LONGER Zero soon Ground Zero when the 2-7-14 Mecca 693 Homeless NO LONGER Zero soon Ground Zero when the 
Key West Homeless confiscate $177 Trillion in Holocaust II oil revenues Key West Homeless confiscate $177 Trillion in Holocaust II oil revenues Key West Homeless confiscate $177 Trillion in Holocaust II oil revenues Key West Homeless confiscate $177 Trillion in Holocaust II oil revenues 
Greg 7 th day homeless in Key West The Florida Keys on Jan. 28 had 693 Greg 7 th day homeless in Key West The Florida Keys on Jan. 28 had 693 Greg 7 th day homeless in Key West The Florida Keys on Jan. 28 had 693 Greg 7 th day homeless in Key West The Florida Keys on Jan. 28 had 693 
homeless people on the streets or in shelters, according to preliminary homeless people on the streets or in shelters, according to preliminary homeless people on the streets or in shelters, according to preliminary homeless people on the streets or in shelters, according to preliminary 
numbers of the single-day census released Thursday by the Monroe numbers of the single-day census released Thursday by the Monroe numbers of the single-day census released Thursday by the Monroe numbers of the single-day census released Thursday by the Monroe 
County Continuum of Care. Mandy Miles of the Key West Citizen can't County Continuum of Care. Mandy Miles of the Key West Citizen can't County Continuum of Care. Mandy Miles of the Key West Citizen can't County Continuum of Care. Mandy Miles of the Key West Citizen can't 
write about sending Key West Homeless to Mecca... or to the GM Ford write about sending Key West Homeless to Mecca... or to the GM Ford write about sending Key West Homeless to Mecca... or to the GM Ford write about sending Key West Homeless to Mecca... or to the GM Ford 
assembly line building ElectricWindmillCars... assembly line building ElectricWindmillCars... assembly line building ElectricWindmillCars... assembly line building ElectricWindmillCars... 

2-7-14 7 th day Yale New about Butter in Key West and no one in Key 2-7-14 7 th day Yale New about Butter in Key West and no one in Key 2-7-14 7 th day Yale New about Butter in Key West and no one in Key 2-7-14 7 th day Yale New about Butter in Key West and no one in Key 
West ever did a Google Image search for Aorta as they are Mindless West ever did a Google Image search for Aorta as they are Mindless West ever did a Google Image search for Aorta as they are Mindless West ever did a Google Image search for Aorta as they are Mindless 
Butter Eaters like Clinton was... CVS must stop selling Butter! Butter Eaters like Clinton was... CVS must stop selling Butter! Butter Eaters like Clinton was... CVS must stop selling Butter! Butter Eaters like Clinton was... CVS must stop selling Butter! 

2-7-14 Yale Campus teaching student when Yale guys who work for CVS 2-7-14 Yale Campus teaching student when Yale guys who work for CVS 2-7-14 Yale Campus teaching student when Yale guys who work for CVS 2-7-14 Yale Campus teaching student when Yale guys who work for CVS 
should stop selling BUTTER and Tobacco!!!!! Yale The Vegan Hunger should stop selling BUTTER and Tobacco!!!!! Yale The Vegan Hunger should stop selling BUTTER and Tobacco!!!!! Yale The Vegan Hunger should stop selling BUTTER and Tobacco!!!!! Yale The Vegan Hunger 
Games. Yale is in the running to be named the “favorite vegan-friendly Games. Yale is in the running to be named the “favorite vegan-friendly Games. Yale is in the running to be named the “favorite vegan-friendly Games. Yale is in the running to be named the “favorite vegan-friendly 
college” of PETA’s youth division, peta2. According to a press release, college” of PETA’s youth division, peta2. According to a press release, college” of PETA’s youth division, peta2. According to a press release, college” of PETA’s youth division, peta2. According to a press release, 
Yale is notable for “offering students delicious, healthy, cruelty-free Yale is notable for “offering students delicious, healthy, cruelty-free Yale is notable for “offering students delicious, healthy, cruelty-free Yale is notable for “offering students delicious, healthy, cruelty-free 
food — including General Tso’s tofu and sweet potato quinoa burgers — food — including General Tso’s tofu and sweet potato quinoa burgers — food — including General Tso’s tofu and sweet potato quinoa burgers — food — including General Tso’s tofu and sweet potato quinoa burgers — 
that would be the envy of many upscale restaurants.” The release also that would be the envy of many upscale restaurants.” The release also that would be the envy of many upscale restaurants.” The release also that would be the envy of many upscale restaurants.” The release also 
noted that “fellow Ivy League school Cornell” is also still in the race. noted that “fellow Ivy League school Cornell” is also still in the race. noted that “fellow Ivy League school Cornell” is also still in the race. noted that “fellow Ivy League school Cornell” is also still in the race. 
Yale 1,001 Brainstorming thoughts for 2-7-14 Going out or to outer Yale 1,001 Brainstorming thoughts for 2-7-14 Going out or to outer Yale 1,001 Brainstorming thoughts for 2-7-14 Going out or to outer Yale 1,001 Brainstorming thoughts for 2-7-14 Going out or to outer 
space? Today marks the start of Movie Night at the Planetarium at the space? Today marks the start of Movie Night at the Planetarium at the space? Today marks the start of Movie Night at the Planetarium at the space? Today marks the start of Movie Night at the Planetarium at the 
Leitner Observatory Planetarium at 355 Prospect St. The movie for Leitner Observatory Planetarium at 355 Prospect St. The movie for Leitner Observatory Planetarium at 355 Prospect St. The movie for Leitner Observatory Planetarium at 355 Prospect St. The movie for 
tonight is “Deep Impact,” which is about the science and threat of tonight is “Deep Impact,” which is about the science and threat of tonight is “Deep Impact,” which is about the science and threat of tonight is “Deep Impact,” which is about the science and threat of 
asteroid impacts. Yale needs to find Aliens for Yale Grads who work at asteroid impacts. Yale needs to find Aliens for Yale Grads who work at asteroid impacts. Yale needs to find Aliens for Yale Grads who work at asteroid impacts. Yale needs to find Aliens for Yale Grads who work at 
the Pentagon like Kerry can search and destroy Aliens... grin Find the Pentagon like Kerry can search and destroy Aliens... grin Find the Pentagon like Kerry can search and destroy Aliens... grin Find the Pentagon like Kerry can search and destroy Aliens... grin Find 
them first! First Contact Movie was a long time ago by a Yale Grad and them first! First Contact Movie was a long time ago by a Yale Grad and them first! First Contact Movie was a long time ago by a Yale Grad and them first! First Contact Movie was a long time ago by a Yale Grad and 
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no one at Yale has brain stormed how to discover Aliens.... Not Carrie no one at Yale has brain stormed how to discover Aliens.... Not Carrie no one at Yale has brain stormed how to discover Aliens.... Not Carrie no one at Yale has brain stormed how to discover Aliens.... Not Carrie 
Mathison. Former CIA Clandestine Officer Robert Steele visited Yale Mathison. Former CIA Clandestine Officer Robert Steele visited Yale Mathison. Former CIA Clandestine Officer Robert Steele visited Yale Mathison. Former CIA Clandestine Officer Robert Steele visited Yale 
campus Thursday for a talk hosted by the Global Perspectives Society campus Thursday for a talk hosted by the Global Perspectives Society campus Thursday for a talk hosted by the Global Perspectives Society campus Thursday for a talk hosted by the Global Perspectives Society 
and The Politic where he discussed “ethics, intelligence and reality,” and The Politic where he discussed “ethics, intelligence and reality,” and The Politic where he discussed “ethics, intelligence and reality,” and The Politic where he discussed “ethics, intelligence and reality,” 
and tried to prove those three subjects are not mutually exclusive. THIS and tried to prove those three subjects are not mutually exclusive. THIS and tried to prove those three subjects are not mutually exclusive. THIS and tried to prove those three subjects are not mutually exclusive. THIS 
DAY IN YALE HISTORY 1967 Around 50 demonstrators protest outside the DAY IN YALE HISTORY 1967 Around 50 demonstrators protest outside the DAY IN YALE HISTORY 1967 Around 50 demonstrators protest outside the DAY IN YALE HISTORY 1967 Around 50 demonstrators protest outside the 
New Haven Post Office after David Mitchell is imprisoned for not New Haven Post Office after David Mitchell is imprisoned for not New Haven Post Office after David Mitchell is imprisoned for not New Haven Post Office after David Mitchell is imprisoned for not 
cooperating with the draft. One woman holds up a sign in the snow cooperating with the draft. One woman holds up a sign in the snow cooperating with the draft. One woman holds up a sign in the snow cooperating with the draft. One woman holds up a sign in the snow 
which reads “Jail the war criminals... Mecca St Jude Childhood birth which reads “Jail the war criminals... Mecca St Jude Childhood birth which reads “Jail the war criminals... Mecca St Jude Childhood birth which reads “Jail the war criminals... Mecca St Jude Childhood birth 
defects cause by poison gasoline exhaust... jail the Pentagon Generals defects cause by poison gasoline exhaust... jail the Pentagon Generals defects cause by poison gasoline exhaust... jail the Pentagon Generals defects cause by poison gasoline exhaust... jail the Pentagon Generals 
for Holocaust II or just let the CIA visit Yale and talk about it with for Holocaust II or just let the CIA visit Yale and talk about it with for Holocaust II or just let the CIA visit Yale and talk about it with for Holocaust II or just let the CIA visit Yale and talk about it with 
students... students... students... students... 

2-7-14 Greg 7 th day homeless in Key West via Deborah Barrett who had 2-7-14 Greg 7 th day homeless in Key West via Deborah Barrett who had 2-7-14 Greg 7 th day homeless in Key West via Deborah Barrett who had 2-7-14 Greg 7 th day homeless in Key West via Deborah Barrett who had 
Greg Bike to CVS and Circle K for Cigarettes... works at the Hemingway Greg Bike to CVS and Circle K for Cigarettes... works at the Hemingway Greg Bike to CVS and Circle K for Cigarettes... works at the Hemingway Greg Bike to CVS and Circle K for Cigarettes... works at the Hemingway 
House. Who evicted Greg for Writing, as Deb said Writing is not a JOB! House. Who evicted Greg for Writing, as Deb said Writing is not a JOB! House. Who evicted Greg for Writing, as Deb said Writing is not a JOB! House. Who evicted Greg for Writing, as Deb said Writing is not a JOB! 
Get a Job or get evicted! wow! Deb smokes as do most employees at Get a Job or get evicted! wow! Deb smokes as do most employees at Get a Job or get evicted! wow! Deb smokes as do most employees at Get a Job or get evicted! wow! Deb smokes as do most employees at 
Hemingway House in Key West and no Hemingway Writing Classes Hemingway House in Key West and no Hemingway Writing Classes Hemingway House in Key West and no Hemingway Writing Classes Hemingway House in Key West and no Hemingway Writing Classes 
Today for Homeless Greg! Don't smoke, especially if you get migraine Today for Homeless Greg! Don't smoke, especially if you get migraine Today for Homeless Greg! Don't smoke, especially if you get migraine Today for Homeless Greg! Don't smoke, especially if you get migraine 
headaches with aura yes she does, don't eat high-salt foods yes she headaches with aura yes she does, don't eat high-salt foods yes she headaches with aura yes she does, don't eat high-salt foods yes she headaches with aura yes she does, don't eat high-salt foods yes she 
does... Stroke Prevent for women in todays Google News so much for does... Stroke Prevent for women in todays Google News so much for does... Stroke Prevent for women in todays Google News so much for does... Stroke Prevent for women in todays Google News so much for 
reading the news from Big Brother 1984... Numb Nuts Dictators will reading the news from Big Brother 1984... Numb Nuts Dictators will reading the news from Big Brother 1984... Numb Nuts Dictators will reading the news from Big Brother 1984... Numb Nuts Dictators will 
send SWF sex slaves to Mecca today... Victor Cushman will pay several send SWF sex slaves to Mecca today... Victor Cushman will pay several send SWF sex slaves to Mecca today... Victor Cushman will pay several send SWF sex slaves to Mecca today... Victor Cushman will pay several 
workers in cash... Thank God for the IRS Whistle Blower Rewards web workers in cash... Thank God for the IRS Whistle Blower Rewards web workers in cash... Thank God for the IRS Whistle Blower Rewards web workers in cash... Thank God for the IRS Whistle Blower Rewards web 
page! ElectricWindmillcar Godsent to Mecca via the Pentagon and Key page! ElectricWindmillcar Godsent to Mecca via the Pentagon and Key page! ElectricWindmillcar Godsent to Mecca via the Pentagon and Key page! ElectricWindmillcar Godsent to Mecca via the Pentagon and Key 
West Navy navigating by the STARS with no Aliens yet discovered by West Navy navigating by the STARS with no Aliens yet discovered by West Navy navigating by the STARS with no Aliens yet discovered by West Navy navigating by the STARS with no Aliens yet discovered by 
Greg + Wives in Key West. Sort of Homeless in Key West and the Universe... Greg + Wives in Key West. Sort of Homeless in Key West and the Universe... Greg + Wives in Key West. Sort of Homeless in Key West and the Universe... Greg + Wives in Key West. Sort of Homeless in Key West and the Universe... 

2-6-14 6 th Day Homeless in Key West via Deborah Barrett of 2-6-14 6 th Day Homeless in Key West via Deborah Barrett of 2-6-14 6 th Day Homeless in Key West via Deborah Barrett of 2-6-14 6 th Day Homeless in Key West via Deborah Barrett of 
Hemingway House so writing up my 1,001 Invention Projects for kids Hemingway House so writing up my 1,001 Invention Projects for kids Hemingway House so writing up my 1,001 Invention Projects for kids Hemingway House so writing up my 1,001 Invention Projects for kids 
and adults at the Cafe. There is NO City of Key West wifi so only connect and adults at the Cafe. There is NO City of Key West wifi so only connect and adults at the Cafe. There is NO City of Key West wifi so only connect and adults at the Cafe. There is NO City of Key West wifi so only connect 
3 hours a day Homeless. Vs 16 hours a day when I had a home. My 3 hours a day Homeless. Vs 16 hours a day when I had a home. My 3 hours a day Homeless. Vs 16 hours a day when I had a home. My 3 hours a day Homeless. Vs 16 hours a day when I had a home. My 
reading has been cut by a lot, ask Bush and Bush to do the Math as reading has been cut by a lot, ask Bush and Bush to do the Math as reading has been cut by a lot, ask Bush and Bush to do the Math as reading has been cut by a lot, ask Bush and Bush to do the Math as 
some President Signed Something Some Years ago concerning Greg + some President Signed Something Some Years ago concerning Greg + some President Signed Something Some Years ago concerning Greg + some President Signed Something Some Years ago concerning Greg + 
the ElectricWindmillCar invention. Key West 1984 Observers know what the ElectricWindmillCar invention. Key West 1984 Observers know what the ElectricWindmillCar invention. Key West 1984 Observers know what the ElectricWindmillCar invention. Key West 1984 Observers know what 
this was as was brought to my attention yesterday on the BUS ride with this was as was brought to my attention yesterday on the BUS ride with this was as was brought to my attention yesterday on the BUS ride with this was as was brought to my attention yesterday on the BUS ride with 
Mary, Mary + Greg will take a Vacation from Key West for a week on the Mary, Mary + Greg will take a Vacation from Key West for a week on the Mary, Mary + Greg will take a Vacation from Key West for a week on the Mary, Mary + Greg will take a Vacation from Key West for a week on the 
Space Station to think up invention projects in less GRAVITY grin.... as Space Station to think up invention projects in less GRAVITY grin.... as Space Station to think up invention projects in less GRAVITY grin.... as Space Station to think up invention projects in less GRAVITY grin.... as 
another President Signed Something A Long Time Ago about Castro another President Signed Something A Long Time Ago about Castro another President Signed Something A Long Time Ago about Castro another President Signed Something A Long Time Ago about Castro 
and it's still in effect. Greg + Castro have Long Ago Signed Orders from and it's still in effect. Greg + Castro have Long Ago Signed Orders from and it's still in effect. Greg + Castro have Long Ago Signed Orders from and it's still in effect. Greg + Castro have Long Ago Signed Orders from 
some Dead 1984 President of the USA... So here are my 3 hours of some Dead 1984 President of the USA... So here are my 3 hours of some Dead 1984 President of the USA... So here are my 3 hours of some Dead 1984 President of the USA... So here are my 3 hours of 
invention research notes for Homeless Day 6. Gas from the companion invention research notes for Homeless Day 6. Gas from the companion invention research notes for Homeless Day 6. Gas from the companion invention research notes for Homeless Day 6. Gas from the companion 
star is pulled in towards the black hole, gets ripped apart in the strong star is pulled in towards the black hole, gets ripped apart in the strong star is pulled in towards the black hole, gets ripped apart in the strong star is pulled in towards the black hole, gets ripped apart in the strong 
gravity. Israel news about this heating things up creating a Star... gravity. Israel news about this heating things up creating a Star... gravity. Israel news about this heating things up creating a Star... gravity. Israel news about this heating things up creating a Star... 
when they have NO IDEA now Gravity is Generated. Aliens too! 2-6-14 when they have NO IDEA now Gravity is Generated. Aliens too! 2-6-14 when they have NO IDEA now Gravity is Generated. Aliens too! 2-6-14 when they have NO IDEA now Gravity is Generated. Aliens too! 2-6-14 
THIS DAY IN YALE HISTORY 1950 The Camera Club sponsors a THIS DAY IN YALE HISTORY 1950 The Camera Club sponsors a THIS DAY IN YALE HISTORY 1950 The Camera Club sponsors a THIS DAY IN YALE HISTORY 1950 The Camera Club sponsors a 
photography contest for all undergraduates. 2014 Yale missed a photography contest for all undergraduates. 2014 Yale missed a photography contest for all undergraduates. 2014 Yale missed a photography contest for all undergraduates. 2014 Yale missed a 
Invention Project for iPhone007 spy as Sony's Vaio notebooks don't sell Invention Project for iPhone007 spy as Sony's Vaio notebooks don't sell Invention Project for iPhone007 spy as Sony's Vaio notebooks don't sell Invention Project for iPhone007 spy as Sony's Vaio notebooks don't sell 
because the camera is useless! Yale grad's working for Sony should have because the camera is useless! Yale grad's working for Sony should have because the camera is useless! Yale grad's working for Sony should have because the camera is useless! Yale grad's working for Sony should have 
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put the NBC Sony cam's from Today Show in the iPhone5s... less gravity put the NBC Sony cam's from Today Show in the iPhone5s... less gravity put the NBC Sony cam's from Today Show in the iPhone5s... less gravity put the NBC Sony cam's from Today Show in the iPhone5s... less gravity 
of course soon as the Yale Grads figure out how Gravity is Generated in of course soon as the Yale Grads figure out how Gravity is Generated in of course soon as the Yale Grads figure out how Gravity is Generated in of course soon as the Yale Grads figure out how Gravity is Generated in 
Black Holes and how to Gear Down Gravity in NBC Today Show Cameras Black Holes and how to Gear Down Gravity in NBC Today Show Cameras Black Holes and how to Gear Down Gravity in NBC Today Show Cameras Black Holes and how to Gear Down Gravity in NBC Today Show Cameras 
to a iPhone007 and Acer Notebook which Greg has used for last 3 years. to a iPhone007 and Acer Notebook which Greg has used for last 3 years. to a iPhone007 and Acer Notebook which Greg has used for last 3 years. to a iPhone007 and Acer Notebook which Greg has used for last 3 years. 
Live Mail from Microsoft just debited my account for another year and Live Mail from Microsoft just debited my account for another year and Live Mail from Microsoft just debited my account for another year and Live Mail from Microsoft just debited my account for another year and 
didn't update the insert date and time they left off when the New Live didn't update the insert date and time they left off when the New Live didn't update the insert date and time they left off when the New Live didn't update the insert date and time they left off when the New Live 
Mail came out... yet too Live Mail when under and Microsoft just put Mail came out... yet too Live Mail when under and Microsoft just put Mail came out... yet too Live Mail when under and Microsoft just put Mail came out... yet too Live Mail when under and Microsoft just put 
another name to their newest Mail Software and I bet a Trillion Stars another name to their newest Mail Software and I bet a Trillion Stars another name to their newest Mail Software and I bet a Trillion Stars another name to their newest Mail Software and I bet a Trillion Stars 
there is no insert time and date! Though Apple sells its own wildly there is no insert time and date! Though Apple sells its own wildly there is no insert time and date! Though Apple sells its own wildly there is no insert time and date! Though Apple sells its own wildly 
popular iPhone smartphone, the company might want to consider popular iPhone smartphone, the company might want to consider popular iPhone smartphone, the company might want to consider popular iPhone smartphone, the company might want to consider 
offering a phone based on the rival Google Android platform, too, Apple offering a phone based on the rival Google Android platform, too, Apple offering a phone based on the rival Google Android platform, too, Apple offering a phone based on the rival Google Android platform, too, Apple 
co-founder Steve Wozniak suggested on Wednesday. 2-6-14 Greg suggest co-founder Steve Wozniak suggested on Wednesday. 2-6-14 Greg suggest co-founder Steve Wozniak suggested on Wednesday. 2-6-14 Greg suggest co-founder Steve Wozniak suggested on Wednesday. 2-6-14 Greg suggest 
to Apple to gear down gravity of the NBC Today Show Sony Camera to fit to Apple to gear down gravity of the NBC Today Show Sony Camera to fit to Apple to gear down gravity of the NBC Today Show Sony Camera to fit to Apple to gear down gravity of the NBC Today Show Sony Camera to fit 
into an iPhone007spy and Retina MacBook Pros. iDashCam will sell into an iPhone007spy and Retina MacBook Pros. iDashCam will sell into an iPhone007spy and Retina MacBook Pros. iDashCam will sell into an iPhone007spy and Retina MacBook Pros. iDashCam will sell 
trillions soon as the ElectricWindmillCar Era get mandatory Dash trillions soon as the ElectricWindmillCar Era get mandatory Dash trillions soon as the ElectricWindmillCar Era get mandatory Dash trillions soon as the ElectricWindmillCar Era get mandatory Dash 
Cams on 1 Trillion Cars World Wide. If Hemingway House in Key West Cams on 1 Trillion Cars World Wide. If Hemingway House in Key West Cams on 1 Trillion Cars World Wide. If Hemingway House in Key West Cams on 1 Trillion Cars World Wide. If Hemingway House in Key West 
had witting classes on Greg's Day 6 of being Homeless I could spent the had witting classes on Greg's Day 6 of being Homeless I could spent the had witting classes on Greg's Day 6 of being Homeless I could spent the had witting classes on Greg's Day 6 of being Homeless I could spent the 
day there writing up ideas products inventions for 1 Trillion Cars day there writing up ideas products inventions for 1 Trillion Cars day there writing up ideas products inventions for 1 Trillion Cars day there writing up ideas products inventions for 1 Trillion Cars 
World Wide! World Wide! World Wide! World Wide! 

2-5-14 CVS to stop selling cigarettes... "1984" Numb Nuts Dictator of the 2-5-14 CVS to stop selling cigarettes... "1984" Numb Nuts Dictator of the 2-5-14 CVS to stop selling cigarettes... "1984" Numb Nuts Dictator of the 2-5-14 CVS to stop selling cigarettes... "1984" Numb Nuts Dictator of the 
USA is one Psychotic Big Brother who will Destroy the Earth while USA is one Psychotic Big Brother who will Destroy the Earth while USA is one Psychotic Big Brother who will Destroy the Earth while USA is one Psychotic Big Brother who will Destroy the Earth while 
smoking a Cuba Cigar even Castro Quit, for another $177 Trillion in smoking a Cuba Cigar even Castro Quit, for another $177 Trillion in smoking a Cuba Cigar even Castro Quit, for another $177 Trillion in smoking a Cuba Cigar even Castro Quit, for another $177 Trillion in 
Oil, Tobacco, Alcohol sales, Really! 19K SWF will be murdered by a Oil, Tobacco, Alcohol sales, Really! 19K SWF will be murdered by a Oil, Tobacco, Alcohol sales, Really! 19K SWF will be murdered by a Oil, Tobacco, Alcohol sales, Really! 19K SWF will be murdered by a 
drunk man in 2014, another 100K will be given HIV, HPV, Hepatitis, drunk man in 2014, another 100K will be given HIV, HPV, Hepatitis, drunk man in 2014, another 100K will be given HIV, HPV, Hepatitis, drunk man in 2014, another 100K will be given HIV, HPV, Hepatitis, 
Anus Cancer with NO Mug Shots of these Men Verizon has the Medical Anus Cancer with NO Mug Shots of these Men Verizon has the Medical Anus Cancer with NO Mug Shots of these Men Verizon has the Medical Anus Cancer with NO Mug Shots of these Men Verizon has the Medical 
Records but no Amber Alerts for SWF, and Homeland Security guards Records but no Amber Alerts for SWF, and Homeland Security guards Records but no Amber Alerts for SWF, and Homeland Security guards Records but no Amber Alerts for SWF, and Homeland Security guards 
the Social Security Offices! 2-5-14 CVS to stop selling cigarettes... 2-5-14 the Social Security Offices! 2-5-14 CVS to stop selling cigarettes... 2-5-14 the Social Security Offices! 2-5-14 CVS to stop selling cigarettes... 2-5-14 the Social Security Offices! 2-5-14 CVS to stop selling cigarettes... 2-5-14 
The UN has demanded that the Vatican "immediately remove" all The UN has demanded that the Vatican "immediately remove" all The UN has demanded that the Vatican "immediately remove" all The UN has demanded that the Vatican "immediately remove" all 
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clergy who are known or suspected child abusers. Comcast, NBC clergy who are known or suspected child abusers. Comcast, NBC clergy who are known or suspected child abusers. Comcast, NBC clergy who are known or suspected child abusers. Comcast, NBC 
promotes their Pedophiles in a "1984" society that lets Woody Allen go promotes their Pedophiles in a "1984" society that lets Woody Allen go promotes their Pedophiles in a "1984" society that lets Woody Allen go promotes their Pedophiles in a "1984" society that lets Woody Allen go 
free... 20 years ago! And everyone You Watch on the Tonight and Today free... 20 years ago! And everyone You Watch on the Tonight and Today free... 20 years ago! And everyone You Watch on the Tonight and Today free... 20 years ago! And everyone You Watch on the Tonight and Today 
Show last 20 years. 2-5-14 CVS to stop selling cigarettes... 2-5-14 CVS to Show last 20 years. 2-5-14 CVS to stop selling cigarettes... 2-5-14 CVS to Show last 20 years. 2-5-14 CVS to stop selling cigarettes... 2-5-14 CVS to Show last 20 years. 2-5-14 CVS to stop selling cigarettes... 2-5-14 CVS to 
stop selling cigarettes... Verizon employees recorded all this... 2-5-14 stop selling cigarettes... Verizon employees recorded all this... 2-5-14 stop selling cigarettes... Verizon employees recorded all this... 2-5-14 stop selling cigarettes... Verizon employees recorded all this... 2-5-14 
Snowden will never LEAK the ElectricWindmillCar! Snowden will never LEAK the ElectricWindmillCar! Snowden will never LEAK the ElectricWindmillCar! Snowden will never LEAK the ElectricWindmillCar! 

2-5-14 177 Trillion Aliens in the Universe! Lost to Key West Navy Seals in 2-5-14 177 Trillion Aliens in the Universe! Lost to Key West Navy Seals in 2-5-14 177 Trillion Aliens in the Universe! Lost to Key West Navy Seals in 2-5-14 177 Trillion Aliens in the Universe! Lost to Key West Navy Seals in 
the Key West Citizen yesterday today Citizen "Catching Wind" Surfing the Key West Citizen yesterday today Citizen "Catching Wind" Surfing the Key West Citizen yesterday today Citizen "Catching Wind" Surfing the Key West Citizen yesterday today Citizen "Catching Wind" Surfing 
on the front page... Catching the ElectricWindmillCar Era of the Start of on the front page... Catching the ElectricWindmillCar Era of the Start of on the front page... Catching the ElectricWindmillCar Era of the Start of on the front page... Catching the ElectricWindmillCar Era of the Start of 
Star Travels and Homeless in Key West Sent to Mecca... $$$ 177 Trillion Star Travels and Homeless in Key West Sent to Mecca... $$$ 177 Trillion Star Travels and Homeless in Key West Sent to Mecca... $$$ 177 Trillion Star Travels and Homeless in Key West Sent to Mecca... $$$ 177 Trillion 
Aliens in the Universe! $$$ 177 Trillion USD in Mecca from the Key West Aliens in the Universe! $$$ 177 Trillion USD in Mecca from the Key West Aliens in the Universe! $$$ 177 Trillion USD in Mecca from the Key West Aliens in the Universe! $$$ 177 Trillion USD in Mecca from the Key West 
Citizen hooking up with BP Oil Holocaust II Era... St Jude Childhood Citizen hooking up with BP Oil Holocaust II Era... St Jude Childhood Citizen hooking up with BP Oil Holocaust II Era... St Jude Childhood Citizen hooking up with BP Oil Holocaust II Era... St Jude Childhood 
cancers will never be on the front page of the Key West Citizen as they cancers will never be on the front page of the Key West Citizen as they cancers will never be on the front page of the Key West Citizen as they cancers will never be on the front page of the Key West Citizen as they 
would have to write up the poison gasoline exhaust, not even Mandy would have to write up the poison gasoline exhaust, not even Mandy would have to write up the poison gasoline exhaust, not even Mandy would have to write up the poison gasoline exhaust, not even Mandy 
Miles would write this article. Mandy Miles might be in the New French Miles would write this article. Mandy Miles might be in the New French Miles would write this article. Mandy Miles might be in the New French Miles would write this article. Mandy Miles might be in the New French 
Revolution History Books at Yale History Dept. as Yale Key West Medical Revolution History Books at Yale History Dept. as Yale Key West Medical Revolution History Books at Yale History Dept. as Yale Key West Medical Revolution History Books at Yale History Dept. as Yale Key West Medical 
School will be HERE! THEN! School will be HERE! THEN! School will be HERE! THEN! School will be HERE! THEN! 

2-5-14 END to bottom as I wrote up my on going Holocaust II Poison 2-5-14 END to bottom as I wrote up my on going Holocaust II Poison 2-5-14 END to bottom as I wrote up my on going Holocaust II Poison 2-5-14 END to bottom as I wrote up my on going Holocaust II Poison 
Gasoline Exhaust LEAK... Snowden will not LEAK... GREG BUELL is writing Gasoline Exhaust LEAK... Snowden will not LEAK... GREG BUELL is writing Gasoline Exhaust LEAK... Snowden will not LEAK... GREG BUELL is writing Gasoline Exhaust LEAK... Snowden will not LEAK... GREG BUELL is writing 
a Encyclopedia for Children about "1,001 Inventions" and 1,001 Future a Encyclopedia for Children about "1,001 Inventions" and 1,001 Future a Encyclopedia for Children about "1,001 Inventions" and 1,001 Future a Encyclopedia for Children about "1,001 Inventions" and 1,001 Future 
Inventions in a Childrens Encyclopedia, (One for Adults too) Snowden Inventions in a Childrens Encyclopedia, (One for Adults too) Snowden Inventions in a Childrens Encyclopedia, (One for Adults too) Snowden Inventions in a Childrens Encyclopedia, (One for Adults too) Snowden 
will not Leak! "Gravity" movie, discover how Gravity is generated!! Lost will not Leak! "Gravity" movie, discover how Gravity is generated!! Lost will not Leak! "Gravity" movie, discover how Gravity is generated!! Lost will not Leak! "Gravity" movie, discover how Gravity is generated!! Lost 
to Key West Navy Seals in the Key West Citizen Today... 177 Trillion to Key West Navy Seals in the Key West Citizen Today... 177 Trillion to Key West Navy Seals in the Key West Citizen Today... 177 Trillion to Key West Navy Seals in the Key West Citizen Today... 177 Trillion 
Aliens in the Universe too! Aliens in the Universe too! Aliens in the Universe too! Aliens in the Universe too! 

2-5-14 7 am just stopped by Starbucks on Duval in Key West has wifi but 2-5-14 7 am just stopped by Starbucks on Duval in Key West has wifi but 2-5-14 7 am just stopped by Starbucks on Duval in Key West has wifi but 2-5-14 7 am just stopped by Starbucks on Duval in Key West has wifi but 
no bathrooms because the La Conch Hotel is remodeling, HQ might no bathrooms because the La Conch Hotel is remodeling, HQ might no bathrooms because the La Conch Hotel is remodeling, HQ might no bathrooms because the La Conch Hotel is remodeling, HQ might 
read this a put a port-a-potty on Duval so we can use Starbucks during read this a put a port-a-potty on Duval so we can use Starbucks during read this a put a port-a-potty on Duval so we can use Starbucks during read this a put a port-a-potty on Duval so we can use Starbucks during 
the Hotel Construction... grin the Hotel Construction... grin the Hotel Construction... grin the Hotel Construction... grin 

2 4 14 Greg is HOMELESS TODAY IN A GEORGE ORWELL SOCIETY IN KEY 2 4 14 Greg is HOMELESS TODAY IN A GEORGE ORWELL SOCIETY IN KEY 2 4 14 Greg is HOMELESS TODAY IN A GEORGE ORWELL SOCIETY IN KEY 2 4 14 Greg is HOMELESS TODAY IN A GEORGE ORWELL SOCIETY IN KEY 
WEST. KEY WEST CITIZEN NEWSPAPER HEADLINES THE NAVY SEALS WORK WEST. KEY WEST CITIZEN NEWSPAPER HEADLINES THE NAVY SEALS WORK WEST. KEY WEST CITIZEN NEWSPAPER HEADLINES THE NAVY SEALS WORK WEST. KEY WEST CITIZEN NEWSPAPER HEADLINES THE NAVY SEALS WORK 
THE LAST 20 YEARS NO MENTION OF FIERY COP CAR WRECKS IN LA, THE LAST 20 YEARS NO MENTION OF FIERY COP CAR WRECKS IN LA, THE LAST 20 YEARS NO MENTION OF FIERY COP CAR WRECKS IN LA, THE LAST 20 YEARS NO MENTION OF FIERY COP CAR WRECKS IN LA, 
PARIS, ROME, MOSCOW LAST 20 YEARS! Today! UN.......New cases of PARIS, ROME, MOSCOW LAST 20 YEARS! Today! UN.......New cases of PARIS, ROME, MOSCOW LAST 20 YEARS! Today! UN.......New cases of PARIS, ROME, MOSCOW LAST 20 YEARS! Today! UN.......New cases of 
cancer will rise by half by 2030, reaching 21.6 million per year cancer will rise by half by 2030, reaching 21.6 million per year cancer will rise by half by 2030, reaching 21.6 million per year cancer will rise by half by 2030, reaching 21.6 million per year 
compared to 14 million in 2012, the UN said on Monday in a global compared to 14 million in 2012, the UN said on Monday in a global compared to 14 million in 2012, the UN said on Monday in a global compared to 14 million in 2012, the UN said on Monday in a global 
analysis of the scourge. St. Jude is Bullied by our Numb Nuts Dictators! analysis of the scourge. St. Jude is Bullied by our Numb Nuts Dictators! analysis of the scourge. St. Jude is Bullied by our Numb Nuts Dictators! analysis of the scourge. St. Jude is Bullied by our Numb Nuts Dictators! 
St. Jude will not LEAK that most of the Childhood birth defects and St. Jude will not LEAK that most of the Childhood birth defects and St. Jude will not LEAK that most of the Childhood birth defects and St. Jude will not LEAK that most of the Childhood birth defects and 
Childhood cancers are Caused by the suppression of the 1980 Model Childhood cancers are Caused by the suppression of the 1980 Model Childhood cancers are Caused by the suppression of the 1980 Model Childhood cancers are Caused by the suppression of the 1980 Model 
ElectricWindmillcar, 2014 Model ElectricWindmillCar TODAY in Times ElectricWindmillcar, 2014 Model ElectricWindmillCar TODAY in Times ElectricWindmillcar, 2014 Model ElectricWindmillCar TODAY in Times ElectricWindmillcar, 2014 Model ElectricWindmillCar TODAY in Times 
Square 911 would never have happened too... most the St. Jude children Square 911 would never have happened too... most the St. Jude children Square 911 would never have happened too... most the St. Jude children Square 911 would never have happened too... most the St. Jude children 
who died since 1980 would be driving with NO Poison Gasoline Exhaust who died since 1980 would be driving with NO Poison Gasoline Exhaust who died since 1980 would be driving with NO Poison Gasoline Exhaust who died since 1980 would be driving with NO Poison Gasoline Exhaust 
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2 3 14 Greg Buell's "GEORGE ORWELL EVICTION NOTICE" Below as a bmp - 2 3 14 Greg Buell's "GEORGE ORWELL EVICTION NOTICE" Below as a bmp - 2 3 14 Greg Buell's "GEORGE ORWELL EVICTION NOTICE" Below as a bmp - 2 3 14 Greg Buell's "GEORGE ORWELL EVICTION NOTICE" Below as a bmp - 
My Eviction Notice for not Being a Hemingway writer, Victor Cushman My Eviction Notice for not Being a Hemingway writer, Victor Cushman My Eviction Notice for not Being a Hemingway writer, Victor Cushman My Eviction Notice for not Being a Hemingway writer, Victor Cushman 
+ Deborah Barrett told Greg Buell "writing is NOT a JOB" and YOU have + Deborah Barrett told Greg Buell "writing is NOT a JOB" and YOU have + Deborah Barrett told Greg Buell "writing is NOT a JOB" and YOU have + Deborah Barrett told Greg Buell "writing is NOT a JOB" and YOU have 
NO JOB, GREG BUELL is writing a Encyclopedia for Children about NO JOB, GREG BUELL is writing a Encyclopedia for Children about NO JOB, GREG BUELL is writing a Encyclopedia for Children about NO JOB, GREG BUELL is writing a Encyclopedia for Children about 
"1,001 Inventions" and 1,001 Future Inventions in a Childrens "1,001 Inventions" and 1,001 Future Inventions in a Childrens "1,001 Inventions" and 1,001 Future Inventions in a Childrens "1,001 Inventions" and 1,001 Future Inventions in a Childrens 
Encyclopedia, (One for Adults too) Encyclopedia, (One for Adults too) Encyclopedia, (One for Adults too) Encyclopedia, (One for Adults too) 

850 pages moved to this web link 850 pages moved to this web link 850 pages moved to this web link 850 pages moved to this web link 
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/04Wives.htmlhttp://www.electricwindmillcar.com/04Wives.htmlhttp://www.electricwindmillcar.com/04Wives.htmlhttp://www.electricwindmillcar.com/04Wives.html

2013 moved to this web link 2013 moved to this web link 2013 moved to this web link 2013 moved to this web link 
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/05Wives.htmlhttp://www.electricwindmillcar.com/05Wives.htmlhttp://www.electricwindmillcar.com/05Wives.htmlhttp://www.electricwindmillcar.com/05Wives.html

2 3 14 Greg Buell's "GEORGE ORWELL EVICTION NOTICE" Below as a bmp - 2 3 14 Greg Buell's "GEORGE ORWELL EVICTION NOTICE" Below as a bmp - 2 3 14 Greg Buell's "GEORGE ORWELL EVICTION NOTICE" Below as a bmp - 2 3 14 Greg Buell's "GEORGE ORWELL EVICTION NOTICE" Below as a bmp - 
My Eviction Notice for not Being a Hemingway writer, Victor Cushman My Eviction Notice for not Being a Hemingway writer, Victor Cushman My Eviction Notice for not Being a Hemingway writer, Victor Cushman My Eviction Notice for not Being a Hemingway writer, Victor Cushman 
+ Deborah Barrett told Greg Buell "writing is NOT a JOB" and YOU have + Deborah Barrett told Greg Buell "writing is NOT a JOB" and YOU have + Deborah Barrett told Greg Buell "writing is NOT a JOB" and YOU have + Deborah Barrett told Greg Buell "writing is NOT a JOB" and YOU have 
NO JOB, GREG BUELL is writing a Encyclopedia for Children about NO JOB, GREG BUELL is writing a Encyclopedia for Children about NO JOB, GREG BUELL is writing a Encyclopedia for Children about NO JOB, GREG BUELL is writing a Encyclopedia for Children about 
"1,001 Inventions" and 1,001 Future Inventions in a Childrens "1,001 Inventions" and 1,001 Future Inventions in a Childrens "1,001 Inventions" and 1,001 Future Inventions in a Childrens "1,001 Inventions" and 1,001 Future Inventions in a Childrens 
Encyclopedia, (One for Adults too) Encyclopedia, (One for Adults too) Encyclopedia, (One for Adults too) Encyclopedia, (One for Adults too) 

2 3 14 NO "Natural Gas" wells, would have been drilled in Colorado... 2 3 14 NO "Natural Gas" wells, would have been drilled in Colorado... 2 3 14 NO "Natural Gas" wells, would have been drilled in Colorado... 2 3 14 NO "Natural Gas" wells, would have been drilled in Colorado... 
New French Revolution in Colorado!! New study: Babies near gas wells New French Revolution in Colorado!! New study: Babies near gas wells New French Revolution in Colorado!! New study: Babies near gas wells New French Revolution in Colorado!! New study: Babies near gas wells 
more likely to have birth defects. Women who live near natural gas more likely to have birth defects. Women who live near natural gas more likely to have birth defects. Women who live near natural gas more likely to have birth defects. Women who live near natural gas 
wells in rural Colorado are more likely to have babies with neural tube wells in rural Colorado are more likely to have babies with neural tube wells in rural Colorado are more likely to have babies with neural tube wells in rural Colorado are more likely to have babies with neural tube 
and congenital heart defects, according to a new study. As natural gas and congenital heart defects, according to a new study. As natural gas and congenital heart defects, according to a new study. As natural gas and congenital heart defects, according to a new study. As natural gas 
extraction soars in the United States, the findings add to a growing extraction soars in the United States, the findings add to a growing extraction soars in the United States, the findings add to a growing extraction soars in the United States, the findings add to a growing 
concern by many activists and residents about the potential for health concern by many activists and residents about the potential for health concern by many activists and residents about the potential for health concern by many activists and residents about the potential for health 
effects from air and water pollution. Environmental Health News effects from air and water pollution. Environmental Health News effects from air and water pollution. Environmental Health News effects from air and water pollution. Environmental Health News 
http://www.environmentalhealthnews.org/ehs/news/2014/jan/natural-http://www.environmentalhealthnews.org/ehs/news/2014/jan/natural-http://www.environmentalhealthnews.org/ehs/news/2014/jan/natural-http://www.environmentalhealthnews.org/ehs/news/2014/jan/natural-
gas-wells-and-birth-defects. gas-wells-and-birth-defects. gas-wells-and-birth-defects. gas-wells-and-birth-defects. 
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Greg Buell's "GEORGE ORWELL EVICTION NOTICE" Below as a bmp - My Greg Buell's "GEORGE ORWELL EVICTION NOTICE" Below as a bmp - My Greg Buell's "GEORGE ORWELL EVICTION NOTICE" Below as a bmp - My Greg Buell's "GEORGE ORWELL EVICTION NOTICE" Below as a bmp - My 
Eviction Notice for not Being a Hemingway writer, Victor Cushman told Eviction Notice for not Being a Hemingway writer, Victor Cushman told Eviction Notice for not Being a Hemingway writer, Victor Cushman told Eviction Notice for not Being a Hemingway writer, Victor Cushman told 
Greg Buell "writing is NOT a JOB" and YOU have NO JOB VIA Victor Greg Buell "writing is NOT a JOB" and YOU have NO JOB VIA Victor Greg Buell "writing is NOT a JOB" and YOU have NO JOB VIA Victor Greg Buell "writing is NOT a JOB" and YOU have NO JOB VIA Victor 
Cushman, GREG BUELL writing a Encyclopedia for Children about 1,001 Cushman, GREG BUELL writing a Encyclopedia for Children about 1,001 Cushman, GREG BUELL writing a Encyclopedia for Children about 1,001 Cushman, GREG BUELL writing a Encyclopedia for Children about 1,001 
Inventions, and 1,001 Future Inventions in a Childrens Encyclopedia, Inventions, and 1,001 Future Inventions in a Childrens Encyclopedia, Inventions, and 1,001 Future Inventions in a Childrens Encyclopedia, Inventions, and 1,001 Future Inventions in a Childrens Encyclopedia, 
(One for Adults too) a Children's Novel with 1,001 Invention Projects in (One for Adults too) a Children's Novel with 1,001 Invention Projects in (One for Adults too) a Children's Novel with 1,001 Invention Projects in (One for Adults too) a Children's Novel with 1,001 Invention Projects in 
chapter 1. Victor Cushman SCREAMED this is not a JOB, not a job!!! chapter 1. Victor Cushman SCREAMED this is not a JOB, not a job!!! chapter 1. Victor Cushman SCREAMED this is not a JOB, not a job!!! chapter 1. Victor Cushman SCREAMED this is not a JOB, not a job!!! 
Victor Cushman Screamed! NOT A JOB! HE SCREAMED THIS OVER AND Victor Cushman Screamed! NOT A JOB! HE SCREAMED THIS OVER AND Victor Cushman Screamed! NOT A JOB! HE SCREAMED THIS OVER AND Victor Cushman Screamed! NOT A JOB! HE SCREAMED THIS OVER AND 
OVER AND OVER AGAIN IN OUR 1 HOUR TALK. Knowing his Manager OVER AND OVER AGAIN IN OUR 1 HOUR TALK. Knowing his Manager OVER AND OVER AGAIN IN OUR 1 HOUR TALK. Knowing his Manager OVER AND OVER AGAIN IN OUR 1 HOUR TALK. Knowing his Manager 
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Deborah Barrett works at the Hemingway House and Earnest Deborah Barrett works at the Hemingway House and Earnest Deborah Barrett works at the Hemingway House and Earnest Deborah Barrett works at the Hemingway House and Earnest 
Hemingway's job was writing! Thank God NSA recorded Victor Cushman Hemingway's job was writing! Thank God NSA recorded Victor Cushman Hemingway's job was writing! Thank God NSA recorded Victor Cushman Hemingway's job was writing! Thank God NSA recorded Victor Cushman 
stifling 1,001 Inventions! And wasting my time getting evicted. stifling 1,001 Inventions! And wasting my time getting evicted. stifling 1,001 Inventions! And wasting my time getting evicted. stifling 1,001 Inventions! And wasting my time getting evicted. 

1-27-14 Sunday END to bottom of this page as I wrote up my on going 1-27-14 Sunday END to bottom of this page as I wrote up my on going 1-27-14 Sunday END to bottom of this page as I wrote up my on going 1-27-14 Sunday END to bottom of this page as I wrote up my on going 
Holocaust II Poison Gasoline Exhaust LEAK... Snowden will not LEAK... Holocaust II Poison Gasoline Exhaust LEAK... Snowden will not LEAK... Holocaust II Poison Gasoline Exhaust LEAK... Snowden will not LEAK... Holocaust II Poison Gasoline Exhaust LEAK... Snowden will not LEAK... 
WHO at the UN knows how many Childhood Cancers St. Jude can expect WHO at the UN knows how many Childhood Cancers St. Jude can expect WHO at the UN knows how many Childhood Cancers St. Jude can expect WHO at the UN knows how many Childhood Cancers St. Jude can expect 
from Today's Smog Alerts in China + India! Snowden will never leak from Today's Smog Alerts in China + India! Snowden will never leak from Today's Smog Alerts in China + India! Snowden will never leak from Today's Smog Alerts in China + India! Snowden will never leak 
this ... St. Jude will never leak this! Because Putin has $7 Trillion in Oil this ... St. Jude will never leak this! Because Putin has $7 Trillion in Oil this ... St. Jude will never leak this! Because Putin has $7 Trillion in Oil this ... St. Jude will never leak this! Because Putin has $7 Trillion in Oil 
Revenues! Greg will get into the Key West Court this week I hope unless Revenues! Greg will get into the Key West Court this week I hope unless Revenues! Greg will get into the Key West Court this week I hope unless Revenues! Greg will get into the Key West Court this week I hope unless 
the Federal "George Orwell" Observers stop it. Victor Cushman and the Federal "George Orwell" Observers stop it. Victor Cushman and the Federal "George Orwell" Observers stop it. Victor Cushman and the Federal "George Orwell" Observers stop it. Victor Cushman and 
Deborah Barrett are Bullies and Greg is the 37th Eviction on their Deborah Barrett are Bullies and Greg is the 37th Eviction on their Deborah Barrett are Bullies and Greg is the 37th Eviction on their Deborah Barrett are Bullies and Greg is the 37th Eviction on their 
antisocial psychotic goings-on. I have a Trump Card, a invoice for antisocial psychotic goings-on. I have a Trump Card, a invoice for antisocial psychotic goings-on. I have a Trump Card, a invoice for antisocial psychotic goings-on. I have a Trump Card, a invoice for 
cleaning up Victor Cushmans BM mess "Irritable Bowel Syndrome" or cleaning up Victor Cushmans BM mess "Irritable Bowel Syndrome" or cleaning up Victor Cushmans BM mess "Irritable Bowel Syndrome" or cleaning up Victor Cushmans BM mess "Irritable Bowel Syndrome" or 
"Colon Cancer" I will make a invoice for $500 for 2 times I was forced to "Colon Cancer" I will make a invoice for $500 for 2 times I was forced to "Colon Cancer" I will make a invoice for $500 for 2 times I was forced to "Colon Cancer" I will make a invoice for $500 for 2 times I was forced to 
clean this up at 909 Grinnell in Key West. ADAM LINHARDT Citizen Staff clean this up at 909 Grinnell in Key West. ADAM LINHARDT Citizen Staff clean this up at 909 Grinnell in Key West. ADAM LINHARDT Citizen Staff clean this up at 909 Grinnell in Key West. ADAM LINHARDT Citizen Staff 
reporter WILL NOT WRITE ABOUT HOLOCAUST II POISON GASOLINE reporter WILL NOT WRITE ABOUT HOLOCAUST II POISON GASOLINE reporter WILL NOT WRITE ABOUT HOLOCAUST II POISON GASOLINE reporter WILL NOT WRITE ABOUT HOLOCAUST II POISON GASOLINE 
EXHAUST causing childhood cancers and birth defects, BUT wrote EXHAUST causing childhood cancers and birth defects, BUT wrote EXHAUST causing childhood cancers and birth defects, BUT wrote EXHAUST causing childhood cancers and birth defects, BUT wrote 
about Victor Cushmans white roof fight... not sick workers... norovirus, about Victor Cushmans white roof fight... not sick workers... norovirus, about Victor Cushmans white roof fight... not sick workers... norovirus, about Victor Cushmans white roof fight... not sick workers... norovirus, 
the leading cause of food borne illness. The likely culprit? Sick food the leading cause of food borne illness. The likely culprit? Sick food the leading cause of food borne illness. The likely culprit? Sick food the leading cause of food borne illness. The likely culprit? Sick food 
service workers. Most are paid in CASH... in Key West. service workers. Most are paid in CASH... in Key West. service workers. Most are paid in CASH... in Key West. service workers. Most are paid in CASH... in Key West. 
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ Victor Cushman pays 10 - 15 workers in cash $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ Victor Cushman pays 10 - 15 workers in cash $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ Victor Cushman pays 10 - 15 workers in cash $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ Victor Cushman pays 10 - 15 workers in cash 
and has for the last 30 years! Paying workers in cash in Key West is and has for the last 30 years! Paying workers in cash in Key West is and has for the last 30 years! Paying workers in cash in Key West is and has for the last 30 years! Paying workers in cash in Key West is 
"observed" + know by the Mayor and "Locals." Deborah Barrett most "observed" + know by the Mayor and "Locals." Deborah Barrett most "observed" + know by the Mayor and "Locals." Deborah Barrett most "observed" + know by the Mayor and "Locals." Deborah Barrett most 
likely took $10K a year for the last 5 years in Cash + Cell phone perks! likely took $10K a year for the last 5 years in Cash + Cell phone perks! likely took $10K a year for the last 5 years in Cash + Cell phone perks! likely took $10K a year for the last 5 years in Cash + Cell phone perks! 

http://www.thefarrahfawcettfoundation.org/ http://www.thefarrahfawcettfoundation.org/ http://www.thefarrahfawcettfoundation.org/ http://www.thefarrahfawcettfoundation.org/ 

Disney Movie Farrah as a young Girl Scout working on a Merit Badge Disney Movie Farrah as a young Girl Scout working on a Merit Badge Disney Movie Farrah as a young Girl Scout working on a Merit Badge Disney Movie Farrah as a young Girl Scout working on a Merit Badge 
should be the Innocent opening scene! Next scene "Mary" screams No at should be the Innocent opening scene! Next scene "Mary" screams No at should be the Innocent opening scene! Next scene "Mary" screams No at should be the Innocent opening scene! Next scene "Mary" screams No at 
this Front Page News Key West Citizen, a Cook Chef has HIV, TB, Lung this Front Page News Key West Citizen, a Cook Chef has HIV, TB, Lung this Front Page News Key West Citizen, a Cook Chef has HIV, TB, Lung this Front Page News Key West Citizen, a Cook Chef has HIV, TB, Lung 
Cancer, STD's, Hepatitis, HIV, Syphilis, HPV, Anus Cancer! And works Cancer, STD's, Hepatitis, HIV, Syphilis, HPV, Anus Cancer! And works Cancer, STD's, Hepatitis, HIV, Syphilis, HPV, Anus Cancer! And works Cancer, STD's, Hepatitis, HIV, Syphilis, HPV, Anus Cancer! And works 
every day! "Mary" screams No at this Front Page News Key West Citizen! every day! "Mary" screams No at this Front Page News Key West Citizen! every day! "Mary" screams No at this Front Page News Key West Citizen! every day! "Mary" screams No at this Front Page News Key West Citizen! 
Farrah screamed NO when she found out someone gave her Anus Farrah screamed NO when she found out someone gave her Anus Farrah screamed NO when she found out someone gave her Anus Farrah screamed NO when she found out someone gave her Anus 
Cancer, listen in your mind, hear Farrah Screaming... Cancer, listen in your mind, hear Farrah Screaming... Cancer, listen in your mind, hear Farrah Screaming... Cancer, listen in your mind, hear Farrah Screaming... 
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1-27-14 Victor Cushman! He wants me to get a "job" at a "Duval Bar" 1-27-14 Victor Cushman! He wants me to get a "job" at a "Duval Bar" 1-27-14 Victor Cushman! He wants me to get a "job" at a "Duval Bar" 1-27-14 Victor Cushman! He wants me to get a "job" at a "Duval Bar" 
Social Security IS NOT INCOME FROM A JOB. "YOU HAVE NO JOB SO I Social Security IS NOT INCOME FROM A JOB. "YOU HAVE NO JOB SO I Social Security IS NOT INCOME FROM A JOB. "YOU HAVE NO JOB SO I Social Security IS NOT INCOME FROM A JOB. "YOU HAVE NO JOB SO I 
WILL DOUBLE YOUR WEEKLY RENT STARTING THIS WEEK..." VICTOR WILL DOUBLE YOUR WEEKLY RENT STARTING THIS WEEK..." VICTOR WILL DOUBLE YOUR WEEKLY RENT STARTING THIS WEEK..." VICTOR WILL DOUBLE YOUR WEEKLY RENT STARTING THIS WEEK..." VICTOR 
CUSHMAN THEN SAID HEMINGWAY DIDN'T HAVE A JOB, WRITING A BOOK CUSHMAN THEN SAID HEMINGWAY DIDN'T HAVE A JOB, WRITING A BOOK CUSHMAN THEN SAID HEMINGWAY DIDN'T HAVE A JOB, WRITING A BOOK CUSHMAN THEN SAID HEMINGWAY DIDN'T HAVE A JOB, WRITING A BOOK 
IS NOT A JOB. WHEN I MOVED IN HERE AT SERENITY HOUSE on March 4, IS NOT A JOB. WHEN I MOVED IN HERE AT SERENITY HOUSE on March 4, IS NOT A JOB. WHEN I MOVED IN HERE AT SERENITY HOUSE on March 4, IS NOT A JOB. WHEN I MOVED IN HERE AT SERENITY HOUSE on March 4, 
2011 I WAS ON SOCIAL SECURITY AND IT WAS OK. VICTOR CUSHMAN 2011 I WAS ON SOCIAL SECURITY AND IT WAS OK. VICTOR CUSHMAN 2011 I WAS ON SOCIAL SECURITY AND IT WAS OK. VICTOR CUSHMAN 2011 I WAS ON SOCIAL SECURITY AND IT WAS OK. VICTOR CUSHMAN 
MADE HAVING A JOB TO RENT A ROOM A REQUIREMENT ALMOST A YEAR MADE HAVING A JOB TO RENT A ROOM A REQUIREMENT ALMOST A YEAR MADE HAVING A JOB TO RENT A ROOM A REQUIREMENT ALMOST A YEAR MADE HAVING A JOB TO RENT A ROOM A REQUIREMENT ALMOST A YEAR 
AGO. SO GREG BUELL writing a Encyclopedia for Childrens 1,001 AGO. SO GREG BUELL writing a Encyclopedia for Childrens 1,001 AGO. SO GREG BUELL writing a Encyclopedia for Childrens 1,001 AGO. SO GREG BUELL writing a Encyclopedia for Childrens 1,001 
Inventions and a Novel with 1,001 Invention Projects in chapter 1 was Inventions and a Novel with 1,001 Invention Projects in chapter 1 was Inventions and a Novel with 1,001 Invention Projects in chapter 1 was Inventions and a Novel with 1,001 Invention Projects in chapter 1 was 
S***, NOT A JOB! HE SCREAMED THIS OVER AND OVER AND OVER AGAIN S***, NOT A JOB! HE SCREAMED THIS OVER AND OVER AND OVER AGAIN S***, NOT A JOB! HE SCREAMED THIS OVER AND OVER AND OVER AGAIN S***, NOT A JOB! HE SCREAMED THIS OVER AND OVER AND OVER AGAIN 
IN OUR 1 HOUR TALK. This was recorded by Victor Cushmans 5 cameras IN OUR 1 HOUR TALK. This was recorded by Victor Cushmans 5 cameras IN OUR 1 HOUR TALK. This was recorded by Victor Cushmans 5 cameras IN OUR 1 HOUR TALK. This was recorded by Victor Cushmans 5 cameras 
outside and NSA! I have a SECRET Leaked file on Mr. Buell. Victor outside and NSA! I have a SECRET Leaked file on Mr. Buell. Victor outside and NSA! I have a SECRET Leaked file on Mr. Buell. Victor outside and NSA! I have a SECRET Leaked file on Mr. Buell. Victor 
Cushman wants me to get a "job" at a "Duval Bar" in High Season here Cushman wants me to get a "job" at a "Duval Bar" in High Season here Cushman wants me to get a "job" at a "Duval Bar" in High Season here Cushman wants me to get a "job" at a "Duval Bar" in High Season here 
in Key West. He was a Alcoholic and Drug Addict, the Manager in Key West. He was a Alcoholic and Drug Addict, the Manager in Key West. He was a Alcoholic and Drug Addict, the Manager in Key West. He was a Alcoholic and Drug Addict, the Manager 
Deborah Barrett who signed this Eviction works at the Hemingway Deborah Barrett who signed this Eviction works at the Hemingway Deborah Barrett who signed this Eviction works at the Hemingway Deborah Barrett who signed this Eviction works at the Hemingway 
House. So being EVICTED will "stifle" my writing. Hemingway's writing House. So being EVICTED will "stifle" my writing. Hemingway's writing House. So being EVICTED will "stifle" my writing. Hemingway's writing House. So being EVICTED will "stifle" my writing. Hemingway's writing 
was stifled at times, losing a Novel here and there. How Deborah was stifled at times, losing a Novel here and there. How Deborah was stifled at times, losing a Novel here and there. How Deborah was stifled at times, losing a Novel here and there. How Deborah 
Barrett can go along with "Stifling" my writing, being EVICTED. How Barrett can go along with "Stifling" my writing, being EVICTED. How Barrett can go along with "Stifling" my writing, being EVICTED. How Barrett can go along with "Stifling" my writing, being EVICTED. How 
Deborah Barrett can say writing is not a job, over and over and over Deborah Barrett can say writing is not a job, over and over and over Deborah Barrett can say writing is not a job, over and over and over Deborah Barrett can say writing is not a job, over and over and over 
again and again the last 5 months is a "Crime!" again and again the last 5 months is a "Crime!" again and again the last 5 months is a "Crime!" again and again the last 5 months is a "Crime!" 

1 19 14 Eviction Notice for Being a Hemingway "writer", witch is not a 1 19 14 Eviction Notice for Being a Hemingway "writer", witch is not a 1 19 14 Eviction Notice for Being a Hemingway "writer", witch is not a 1 19 14 Eviction Notice for Being a Hemingway "writer", witch is not a 
"JOB" over and over, again and again 100 times Victor Cushman and "JOB" over and over, again and again 100 times Victor Cushman and "JOB" over and over, again and again 100 times Victor Cushman and "JOB" over and over, again and again 100 times Victor Cushman and 
Deborah Barrett told Greg Buell writing a Encyclopedia for Childrens Deborah Barrett told Greg Buell writing a Encyclopedia for Childrens Deborah Barrett told Greg Buell writing a Encyclopedia for Childrens Deborah Barrett told Greg Buell writing a Encyclopedia for Childrens 
1,001 Invention and Novels with 1,001 Invention Projects in chapter 1 1,001 Invention and Novels with 1,001 Invention Projects in chapter 1 1,001 Invention and Novels with 1,001 Invention Projects in chapter 1 1,001 Invention and Novels with 1,001 Invention Projects in chapter 1 
was S*** and NOT A JOB!!!!! Victor Cushman and Deborah Barrett was S*** and NOT A JOB!!!!! Victor Cushman and Deborah Barrett was S*** and NOT A JOB!!!!! Victor Cushman and Deborah Barrett was S*** and NOT A JOB!!!!! Victor Cushman and Deborah Barrett 
wanted me to get a "job" at a "Duval Bar" "washing dishes" as writing is wanted me to get a "job" at a "Duval Bar" "washing dishes" as writing is wanted me to get a "job" at a "Duval Bar" "washing dishes" as writing is wanted me to get a "job" at a "Duval Bar" "washing dishes" as writing is 
NOT A JOB!!!!! YOU HAVE TO HAVE A JOB TO LIVE HERE EVEN IF YOU PAY NOT A JOB!!!!! YOU HAVE TO HAVE A JOB TO LIVE HERE EVEN IF YOU PAY NOT A JOB!!!!! YOU HAVE TO HAVE A JOB TO LIVE HERE EVEN IF YOU PAY NOT A JOB!!!!! YOU HAVE TO HAVE A JOB TO LIVE HERE EVEN IF YOU PAY 
YOUR RENT ON TIME!!!!! Victor Cushman was a Alcoholic and Drug YOUR RENT ON TIME!!!!! Victor Cushman was a Alcoholic and Drug YOUR RENT ON TIME!!!!! Victor Cushman was a Alcoholic and Drug YOUR RENT ON TIME!!!!! Victor Cushman was a Alcoholic and Drug 
Addict, the Manager Deborah Barrett who signed this Eviction works at Addict, the Manager Deborah Barrett who signed this Eviction works at Addict, the Manager Deborah Barrett who signed this Eviction works at Addict, the Manager Deborah Barrett who signed this Eviction works at 
the Hemingway House. Deborah Barrett was manager 3 years ago when the Hemingway House. Deborah Barrett was manager 3 years ago when the Hemingway House. Deborah Barrett was manager 3 years ago when the Hemingway House. Deborah Barrett was manager 3 years ago when 
I moved into Serenity House. She was at work at the Hemingway House I moved into Serenity House. She was at work at the Hemingway House I moved into Serenity House. She was at work at the Hemingway House I moved into Serenity House. She was at work at the Hemingway House 
on 4 March 2011 when I moved in this room! Deborah Barrett IS going on 4 March 2011 when I moved in this room! Deborah Barrett IS going on 4 March 2011 when I moved in this room! Deborah Barrett IS going on 4 March 2011 when I moved in this room! Deborah Barrett IS going 
along with EVICTING GREG FOR NOT HAVING A "JOB." Greg is being along with EVICTING GREG FOR NOT HAVING A "JOB." Greg is being along with EVICTING GREG FOR NOT HAVING A "JOB." Greg is being along with EVICTING GREG FOR NOT HAVING A "JOB." Greg is being 
evicted because he writes... which Greg calls his job. Writing is part of evicted because he writes... which Greg calls his job. Writing is part of evicted because he writes... which Greg calls his job. Writing is part of evicted because he writes... which Greg calls his job. Writing is part of 
Hemingway House Key West Culture! Key West Sickness.. . is landlords Hemingway House Key West Culture! Key West Sickness.. . is landlords Hemingway House Key West Culture! Key West Sickness.. . is landlords Hemingway House Key West Culture! Key West Sickness.. . is landlords 
like Victor Cushman. Deborah Barrett who most likely got paid $10K in like Victor Cushman. Deborah Barrett who most likely got paid $10K in like Victor Cushman. Deborah Barrett who most likely got paid $10K in like Victor Cushman. Deborah Barrett who most likely got paid $10K in 
cash for the last few years... she following orders from Victor Cushman cash for the last few years... she following orders from Victor Cushman cash for the last few years... she following orders from Victor Cushman cash for the last few years... she following orders from Victor Cushman 
so Deborah tells me a few time a week for the last 5 months GET JOB OR so Deborah tells me a few time a week for the last 5 months GET JOB OR so Deborah tells me a few time a week for the last 5 months GET JOB OR so Deborah tells me a few time a week for the last 5 months GET JOB OR 
GET EVICTED EVEN THOUGH YOU ARE PAYING THE RENT ON TIME!!!!! GET EVICTED EVEN THOUGH YOU ARE PAYING THE RENT ON TIME!!!!! GET EVICTED EVEN THOUGH YOU ARE PAYING THE RENT ON TIME!!!!! GET EVICTED EVEN THOUGH YOU ARE PAYING THE RENT ON TIME!!!!! 
VICTOR AND I WILL EVICT YOU IF YOU DONT GET A JOB!!!!! VICTOR VICTOR AND I WILL EVICT YOU IF YOU DONT GET A JOB!!!!! VICTOR VICTOR AND I WILL EVICT YOU IF YOU DONT GET A JOB!!!!! VICTOR VICTOR AND I WILL EVICT YOU IF YOU DONT GET A JOB!!!!! VICTOR 
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CUSHMAN on County Court web page has 36 evictions (with 36 felony CUSHMAN on County Court web page has 36 evictions (with 36 felony CUSHMAN on County Court web page has 36 evictions (with 36 felony CUSHMAN on County Court web page has 36 evictions (with 36 felony 
lies, 36 perjuries deliberate, willful giving of false, testimony under lies, 36 perjuries deliberate, willful giving of false, testimony under lies, 36 perjuries deliberate, willful giving of false, testimony under lies, 36 perjuries deliberate, willful giving of false, testimony under 
oath. I copied all 36 court cases and the last one a guy evicted from oath. I copied all 36 court cases and the last one a guy evicted from oath. I copied all 36 court cases and the last one a guy evicted from oath. I copied all 36 court cases and the last one a guy evicted from 
909 Grinnell I cleaned this apt. and observed Victor, Joan Cushman 909 Grinnell I cleaned this apt. and observed Victor, Joan Cushman 909 Grinnell I cleaned this apt. and observed Victor, Joan Cushman 909 Grinnell I cleaned this apt. and observed Victor, Joan Cushman 
and Janice the other cleaning person getting their stories straight for and Janice the other cleaning person getting their stories straight for and Janice the other cleaning person getting their stories straight for and Janice the other cleaning person getting their stories straight for 
lies about nicks and starches in the apt.) NSA was recording all this as lies about nicks and starches in the apt.) NSA was recording all this as lies about nicks and starches in the apt.) NSA was recording all this as lies about nicks and starches in the apt.) NSA was recording all this as 
I have a NSA Secret file on Mr. Buell. Victor Cushman has read it and I have a NSA Secret file on Mr. Buell. Victor Cushman has read it and I have a NSA Secret file on Mr. Buell. Victor Cushman has read it and I have a NSA Secret file on Mr. Buell. Victor Cushman has read it and 
then "spit" on it because it documents the ELECTRICWINDMILLCAR!!!!! then "spit" on it because it documents the ELECTRICWINDMILLCAR!!!!! then "spit" on it because it documents the ELECTRICWINDMILLCAR!!!!! then "spit" on it because it documents the ELECTRICWINDMILLCAR!!!!! 
NSA writers don't mention fiery cop car wrecks in LA, Paris, Rome, NSA writers don't mention fiery cop car wrecks in LA, Paris, Rome, NSA writers don't mention fiery cop car wrecks in LA, Paris, Rome, NSA writers don't mention fiery cop car wrecks in LA, Paris, Rome, 
Moscow are the side effects of suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar. Hell Moscow are the side effects of suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar. Hell Moscow are the side effects of suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar. Hell Moscow are the side effects of suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar. Hell 
in Miami News yesterday there was a head on crash and both cars burst in Miami News yesterday there was a head on crash and both cars burst in Miami News yesterday there was a head on crash and both cars burst in Miami News yesterday there was a head on crash and both cars burst 
into flames. I also have a Super Air Bags On The Outside invention for into flames. I also have a Super Air Bags On The Outside invention for into flames. I also have a Super Air Bags On The Outside invention for into flames. I also have a Super Air Bags On The Outside invention for 
ElectricWindmillCars. Mr. Buell's, ElectricWindmillCar is suppressed ElectricWindmillCars. Mr. Buell's, ElectricWindmillCar is suppressed ElectricWindmillCars. Mr. Buell's, ElectricWindmillCar is suppressed ElectricWindmillCars. Mr. Buell's, ElectricWindmillCar is suppressed 
along with the Yale Key West Medical School built on an Eiffel Tower along with the Yale Key West Medical School built on an Eiffel Tower along with the Yale Key West Medical School built on an Eiffel Tower along with the Yale Key West Medical School built on an Eiffel Tower 
Base. Reason Victor Cushman gave me for eviction yesterday was Base. Reason Victor Cushman gave me for eviction yesterday was Base. Reason Victor Cushman gave me for eviction yesterday was Base. Reason Victor Cushman gave me for eviction yesterday was 
writing + reading like Hemingway IS NOT A JOB! Victor Cushman will writing + reading like Hemingway IS NOT A JOB! Victor Cushman will writing + reading like Hemingway IS NOT A JOB! Victor Cushman will writing + reading like Hemingway IS NOT A JOB! Victor Cushman will 
commit felony perjury when we get in front of the Key West Judge and commit felony perjury when we get in front of the Key West Judge and commit felony perjury when we get in front of the Key West Judge and commit felony perjury when we get in front of the Key West Judge and 
he deny's this! Thank God NSA is recording, had recorded our hour he deny's this! Thank God NSA is recording, had recorded our hour he deny's this! Thank God NSA is recording, had recorded our hour he deny's this! Thank God NSA is recording, had recorded our hour 
long conversation. long conversation. long conversation. long conversation. 

1-19-14 "1984" movie... Horror/sci-fi movie: Tropic Cinema Key West 1-19-14 "1984" movie... Horror/sci-fi movie: Tropic Cinema Key West 1-19-14 "1984" movie... Horror/sci-fi movie: Tropic Cinema Key West 1-19-14 "1984" movie... Horror/sci-fi movie: Tropic Cinema Key West 
Drama... "WILL..." Greg's Will and Free Will of NASA, NASA has Drama... "WILL..." Greg's Will and Free Will of NASA, NASA has Drama... "WILL..." Greg's Will and Free Will of NASA, NASA has Drama... "WILL..." Greg's Will and Free Will of NASA, NASA has 
discovered the “NAVY built 15 Super Carriers for $15 Billion Each discovered the “NAVY built 15 Super Carriers for $15 Billion Each discovered the “NAVY built 15 Super Carriers for $15 Billion Each discovered the “NAVY built 15 Super Carriers for $15 Billion Each 
windfall from Mecca's Oil $.” NASA with 15 Super Shuttles should have windfall from Mecca's Oil $.” NASA with 15 Super Shuttles should have windfall from Mecca's Oil $.” NASA with 15 Super Shuttles should have windfall from Mecca's Oil $.” NASA with 15 Super Shuttles should have 
sank the NAVY'S 15 Super Carriers... then NASA would discovered 888 sank the NAVY'S 15 Super Carriers... then NASA would discovered 888 sank the NAVY'S 15 Super Carriers... then NASA would discovered 888 sank the NAVY'S 15 Super Carriers... then NASA would discovered 888 
Trillion Aliens, Aliens at Every Star In the Universe! Horror/sci-fi... Trillion Aliens, Aliens at Every Star In the Universe! Horror/sci-fi... Trillion Aliens, Aliens at Every Star In the Universe! Horror/sci-fi... Trillion Aliens, Aliens at Every Star In the Universe! Horror/sci-fi... 
horrible for the NAVY, windfall for NASA! NASA will be given the Navy horrible for the NAVY, windfall for NASA! NASA will be given the Navy horrible for the NAVY, windfall for NASA! NASA will be given the Navy horrible for the NAVY, windfall for NASA! NASA will be given the Navy 
Base at Key West! Share it with the Yale Key West Medical School! Base at Key West! Share it with the Yale Key West Medical School! Base at Key West! Share it with the Yale Key West Medical School! Base at Key West! Share it with the Yale Key West Medical School! 
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1-19-14 "1984" movie... Horror/sci-fi movie: Tropic Cinema Key West 1-19-14 "1984" movie... Horror/sci-fi movie: Tropic Cinema Key West 1-19-14 "1984" movie... Horror/sci-fi movie: Tropic Cinema Key West 1-19-14 "1984" movie... Horror/sci-fi movie: Tropic Cinema Key West 
Drama... "WILL..." Greg's Will and Free Will of NASA, NASA has Drama... "WILL..." Greg's Will and Free Will of NASA, NASA has Drama... "WILL..." Greg's Will and Free Will of NASA, NASA has Drama... "WILL..." Greg's Will and Free Will of NASA, NASA has 
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discovered the “NAVY built 15 Super Carriers for $15 Billion Each discovered the “NAVY built 15 Super Carriers for $15 Billion Each discovered the “NAVY built 15 Super Carriers for $15 Billion Each discovered the “NAVY built 15 Super Carriers for $15 Billion Each 
windfall from Mecca's Oil $.” NASA with 15 Super Shuttles should have windfall from Mecca's Oil $.” NASA with 15 Super Shuttles should have windfall from Mecca's Oil $.” NASA with 15 Super Shuttles should have windfall from Mecca's Oil $.” NASA with 15 Super Shuttles should have 
sank the NAVY'S 15 Super Carriers... then NASA would discovered 888 sank the NAVY'S 15 Super Carriers... then NASA would discovered 888 sank the NAVY'S 15 Super Carriers... then NASA would discovered 888 sank the NAVY'S 15 Super Carriers... then NASA would discovered 888 
Trillion Aliens, Aliens at Every Star In the Universe! Horror/sci-fi... Trillion Aliens, Aliens at Every Star In the Universe! Horror/sci-fi... Trillion Aliens, Aliens at Every Star In the Universe! Horror/sci-fi... Trillion Aliens, Aliens at Every Star In the Universe! Horror/sci-fi... 
horrible for the NAVY, windfall for NASA! NASA will be given the Navy horrible for the NAVY, windfall for NASA! NASA will be given the Navy horrible for the NAVY, windfall for NASA! NASA will be given the Navy horrible for the NAVY, windfall for NASA! NASA will be given the Navy 
Base at Key West! Share it with the Yale Key West Medical School! Base at Key West! Share it with the Yale Key West Medical School! Base at Key West! Share it with the Yale Key West Medical School! Base at Key West! Share it with the Yale Key West Medical School! 

1-15-14 "1984" movie... Horror/sci-fi movie: Tropic Cinema Key West 1-15-14 "1984" movie... Horror/sci-fi movie: Tropic Cinema Key West 1-15-14 "1984" movie... Horror/sci-fi movie: Tropic Cinema Key West 1-15-14 "1984" movie... Horror/sci-fi movie: Tropic Cinema Key West 
Drama... "WILL..." Greg's Will and Free Will of NASA, NASA is building Drama... "WILL..." Greg's Will and Free Will of NASA, NASA is building Drama... "WILL..." Greg's Will and Free Will of NASA, NASA is building Drama... "WILL..." Greg's Will and Free Will of NASA, NASA is building 
the Worlds biggest telescope, the James Webb telescope! Goddard Space the Worlds biggest telescope, the James Webb telescope! Goddard Space the Worlds biggest telescope, the James Webb telescope! Goddard Space the Worlds biggest telescope, the James Webb telescope! Goddard Space 
Center, NASA's top priority. Numb Nuts Dictators who built 1 million gas Center, NASA's top priority. Numb Nuts Dictators who built 1 million gas Center, NASA's top priority. Numb Nuts Dictators who built 1 million gas Center, NASA's top priority. Numb Nuts Dictators who built 1 million gas 
exhaust cars for China must have built this telescope with no one on exhaust cars for China must have built this telescope with no one on exhaust cars for China must have built this telescope with no one on exhaust cars for China must have built this telescope with no one on 
board to fix it. $658 million in funding for the project this year alone. board to fix it. $658 million in funding for the project this year alone. board to fix it. $658 million in funding for the project this year alone. board to fix it. $658 million in funding for the project this year alone. 
NASA said it's the world's largest space telescope and will be pushed four NASA said it's the world's largest space telescope and will be pushed four NASA said it's the world's largest space telescope and will be pushed four NASA said it's the world's largest space telescope and will be pushed four 
times farther than the moon to gather information about galaxies and times farther than the moon to gather information about galaxies and times farther than the moon to gather information about galaxies and times farther than the moon to gather information about galaxies and 
stars. The Webb Telescope's Orbit is going to be about a million miles stars. The Webb Telescope's Orbit is going to be about a million miles stars. The Webb Telescope's Orbit is going to be about a million miles stars. The Webb Telescope's Orbit is going to be about a million miles 
from earth," Stupid Criminals... Win 8.2 fix 4 times the distance than from earth," Stupid Criminals... Win 8.2 fix 4 times the distance than from earth," Stupid Criminals... Win 8.2 fix 4 times the distance than from earth," Stupid Criminals... Win 8.2 fix 4 times the distance than 
the moon... Bill + Melinda refuse to give 1 million people a Win 8.2 fix. the moon... Bill + Melinda refuse to give 1 million people a Win 8.2 fix. the moon... Bill + Melinda refuse to give 1 million people a Win 8.2 fix. the moon... Bill + Melinda refuse to give 1 million people a Win 8.2 fix. 
Numb Nuts Dictators of "1984" just killed 15 million with Poison Gas Numb Nuts Dictators of "1984" just killed 15 million with Poison Gas Numb Nuts Dictators of "1984" just killed 15 million with Poison Gas Numb Nuts Dictators of "1984" just killed 15 million with Poison Gas 
Exhaust, they are "Lone Survivors" movie makers WHO caused 30 school Exhaust, they are "Lone Survivors" movie makers WHO caused 30 school Exhaust, they are "Lone Survivors" movie makers WHO caused 30 school Exhaust, they are "Lone Survivors" movie makers WHO caused 30 school 
+ Movie Theater senseless shooting. Excitability of War Movie Trailers! + Movie Theater senseless shooting. Excitability of War Movie Trailers! + Movie Theater senseless shooting. Excitability of War Movie Trailers! + Movie Theater senseless shooting. Excitability of War Movie Trailers! 
Numb Nuts Dictators of "1984" War Movies they know will win all the Numb Nuts Dictators of "1984" War Movies they know will win all the Numb Nuts Dictators of "1984" War Movies they know will win all the Numb Nuts Dictators of "1984" War Movies they know will win all the 
Movie Awards for Best Actress, Actor ahead of time as its all in the Movie Awards for Best Actress, Actor ahead of time as its all in the Movie Awards for Best Actress, Actor ahead of time as its all in the Movie Awards for Best Actress, Actor ahead of time as its all in the 
script! Numb Nuts Dictators are Alcoholics harming innocent people. script! Numb Nuts Dictators are Alcoholics harming innocent people. script! Numb Nuts Dictators are Alcoholics harming innocent people. script! Numb Nuts Dictators are Alcoholics harming innocent people. 
WHO at the UN has Observed this getting worse and worse every year WHO at the UN has Observed this getting worse and worse every year WHO at the UN has Observed this getting worse and worse every year WHO at the UN has Observed this getting worse and worse every year 
since the 1980 invention of the ElectricWindmillCar! Rx Miracle Cure since the 1980 invention of the ElectricWindmillCar! Rx Miracle Cure since the 1980 invention of the ElectricWindmillCar! Rx Miracle Cure since the 1980 invention of the ElectricWindmillCar! Rx Miracle Cure 
for Murder is on the Front Page of the New York Times... and they refuse for Murder is on the Front Page of the New York Times... and they refuse for Murder is on the Front Page of the New York Times... and they refuse for Murder is on the Front Page of the New York Times... and they refuse 
the 8.2 Fix Also! the 8.2 Fix Also! the 8.2 Fix Also! the 8.2 Fix Also! 

1-15-14 "1984" movie... Horror/Medical Misdiagnosis movie about the 1-15-14 "1984" movie... Horror/Medical Misdiagnosis movie about the 1-15-14 "1984" movie... Horror/Medical Misdiagnosis movie about the 1-15-14 "1984" movie... Horror/Medical Misdiagnosis movie about the 
World Health Organization NOT trying to block the sale of Jim Beam World Health Organization NOT trying to block the sale of Jim Beam World Health Organization NOT trying to block the sale of Jim Beam World Health Organization NOT trying to block the sale of Jim Beam 
Whiskey to a Japanese Company for $15 Billion. When 15 billion people Whiskey to a Japanese Company for $15 Billion. When 15 billion people Whiskey to a Japanese Company for $15 Billion. When 15 billion people Whiskey to a Japanese Company for $15 Billion. When 15 billion people 
belong to the UN WHO will be the Hero who gets "Prohibition" Era in belong to the UN WHO will be the Hero who gets "Prohibition" Era in belong to the UN WHO will be the Hero who gets "Prohibition" Era in belong to the UN WHO will be the Hero who gets "Prohibition" Era in 
2018 and a Holocaust III memorial in Israel because alcohol 2018 and a Holocaust III memorial in Israel because alcohol 2018 and a Holocaust III memorial in Israel because alcohol 2018 and a Holocaust III memorial in Israel because alcohol 
consumption is a leading preventable cause of deaths and cancer consumption is a leading preventable cause of deaths and cancer consumption is a leading preventable cause of deaths and cancer consumption is a leading preventable cause of deaths and cancer 
deaths! Jim Beam made Billions in Profits + caused more than 7 deaths! Jim Beam made Billions in Profits + caused more than 7 deaths! Jim Beam made Billions in Profits + caused more than 7 deaths! Jim Beam made Billions in Profits + caused more than 7 
million deaths, surpassing the Jewish Holocaust! million deaths, surpassing the Jewish Holocaust! million deaths, surpassing the Jewish Holocaust! million deaths, surpassing the Jewish Holocaust! 

1-19-14 "1984" movie... Horror/Alcoholic movie: movie: Tropic Cinema 1-19-14 "1984" movie... Horror/Alcoholic movie: movie: Tropic Cinema 1-19-14 "1984" movie... Horror/Alcoholic movie: movie: Tropic Cinema 1-19-14 "1984" movie... Horror/Alcoholic movie: movie: Tropic Cinema 
Key West serves wine with the movie, yes they serve alcoholics... texting Key West serves wine with the movie, yes they serve alcoholics... texting Key West serves wine with the movie, yes they serve alcoholics... texting Key West serves wine with the movie, yes they serve alcoholics... texting 
in a Florida movie theater ended with a retired Tampa former police in a Florida movie theater ended with a retired Tampa former police in a Florida movie theater ended with a retired Tampa former police in a Florida movie theater ended with a retired Tampa former police 
captain, Curtis Reeves, 71 fatally shooting a man sitting in front of captain, Curtis Reeves, 71 fatally shooting a man sitting in front of captain, Curtis Reeves, 71 fatally shooting a man sitting in front of captain, Curtis Reeves, 71 fatally shooting a man sitting in front of 
him, with both wives watching... in Horror! "Lone Survivor." movie him, with both wives watching... in Horror! "Lone Survivor." movie him, with both wives watching... in Horror! "Lone Survivor." movie him, with both wives watching... in Horror! "Lone Survivor." movie 
caused this senseless shooting. Excitability of War Movie Trailers! Add caused this senseless shooting. Excitability of War Movie Trailers! Add caused this senseless shooting. Excitability of War Movie Trailers! Add caused this senseless shooting. Excitability of War Movie Trailers! Add 
alcoholics... and its War! alcoholics... and its War! alcoholics... and its War! alcoholics... and its War! 

1-15-14 "2014" Movie... Murder mystery/Biography of Farrah Fawcett... 1-15-14 "2014" Movie... Murder mystery/Biography of Farrah Fawcett... 1-15-14 "2014" Movie... Murder mystery/Biography of Farrah Fawcett... 1-15-14 "2014" Movie... Murder mystery/Biography of Farrah Fawcett... 
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Title is "Medical Biography of Farrah Fawcett" Title is "Medical Biography of Farrah Fawcett" Title is "Medical Biography of Farrah Fawcett" Title is "Medical Biography of Farrah Fawcett" 

1-14-2014 Nineteen Eighty-Four going Public this Year! Then 1,001 1-14-2014 Nineteen Eighty-Four going Public this Year! Then 1,001 1-14-2014 Nineteen Eighty-Four going Public this Year! Then 1,001 1-14-2014 Nineteen Eighty-Four going Public this Year! Then 1,001 
Invention Projects will go Public too! Beautiful Existence... Getting Invention Projects will go Public too! Beautiful Existence... Getting Invention Projects will go Public too! Beautiful Existence... Getting Invention Projects will go Public too! Beautiful Existence... Getting 
Married "1984" Tell All.. No Secrets from your Wives but what NSA Married "1984" Tell All.. No Secrets from your Wives but what NSA Married "1984" Tell All.. No Secrets from your Wives but what NSA Married "1984" Tell All.. No Secrets from your Wives but what NSA 
blackened out, grin! "4 Wives Coup D'Etat" finally Legal Polygamous blackened out, grin! "4 Wives Coup D'Etat" finally Legal Polygamous blackened out, grin! "4 Wives Coup D'Etat" finally Legal Polygamous blackened out, grin! "4 Wives Coup D'Etat" finally Legal Polygamous 
Marriage License!!!! Marriage License!!!! Marriage License!!!! Marriage License!!!! 

1-15-14 "1984" movie... Horror/sci-fi movie: Alien's live and breed 1-15-14 "1984" movie... Horror/sci-fi movie: Alien's live and breed 1-15-14 "1984" movie... Horror/sci-fi movie: Alien's live and breed 1-15-14 "1984" movie... Horror/sci-fi movie: Alien's live and breed 
undetected at "Every Star in the Universe!" An estimated 888 Trillion undetected at "Every Star in the Universe!" An estimated 888 Trillion undetected at "Every Star in the Universe!" An estimated 888 Trillion undetected at "Every Star in the Universe!" An estimated 888 Trillion 
Aliens, same amount of Trillions, 888 is the $ Trillions of dollars NASA Aliens, same amount of Trillions, 888 is the $ Trillions of dollars NASA Aliens, same amount of Trillions, 888 is the $ Trillions of dollars NASA Aliens, same amount of Trillions, 888 is the $ Trillions of dollars NASA 
let the Pentagon give Mecca + Allah without leaking these Top Secrets! let the Pentagon give Mecca + Allah without leaking these Top Secrets! let the Pentagon give Mecca + Allah without leaking these Top Secrets! let the Pentagon give Mecca + Allah without leaking these Top Secrets! 

1-15-14 "1984" movie... Horror/sci-fi movie:texting in a Florida movie 1-15-14 "1984" movie... Horror/sci-fi movie:texting in a Florida movie 1-15-14 "1984" movie... Horror/sci-fi movie:texting in a Florida movie 1-15-14 "1984" movie... Horror/sci-fi movie:texting in a Florida movie 
waiting for the Movie "Lone Survivor" fatally shooting a man sitting in waiting for the Movie "Lone Survivor" fatally shooting a man sitting in waiting for the Movie "Lone Survivor" fatally shooting a man sitting in waiting for the Movie "Lone Survivor" fatally shooting a man sitting in 
front of him, both wives observed the 10 minute argument leading to front of him, both wives observed the 10 minute argument leading to front of him, both wives observed the 10 minute argument leading to front of him, both wives observed the 10 minute argument leading to 
the shooting! the shooting! the shooting! the shooting! 

1-14-14 "1984" movie... Horror/Wives Murdered movie about the 1-14-14 "1984" movie... Horror/Wives Murdered movie about the 1-14-14 "1984" movie... Horror/Wives Murdered movie about the 1-14-14 "1984" movie... Horror/Wives Murdered movie about the 
Afghanistan Civilian Causality coming home from WAR, not in the Afghanistan Civilian Causality coming home from WAR, not in the Afghanistan Civilian Causality coming home from WAR, not in the Afghanistan Civilian Causality coming home from WAR, not in the 
statistics! 19K wives killed in 2014 many Afghanistan Civilian statistics! 19K wives killed in 2014 many Afghanistan Civilian statistics! 19K wives killed in 2014 many Afghanistan Civilian statistics! 19K wives killed in 2014 many Afghanistan Civilian 
Causalities over a 10 minute argument about Afghanistan Causalities over a 10 minute argument about Afghanistan Causalities over a 10 minute argument about Afghanistan Causalities over a 10 minute argument about Afghanistan 

1-15-14 "1984" movie... Horror/sci-fi movie about the suppression of the 1-15-14 "1984" movie... Horror/sci-fi movie about the suppression of the 1-15-14 "1984" movie... Horror/sci-fi movie about the suppression of the 1-15-14 "1984" movie... Horror/sci-fi movie about the suppression of the 
ElectricWindmillCar Era and 15 Super Shuttles for NASA, ElectricWindmillCar Era and 15 Super Shuttles for NASA, ElectricWindmillCar Era and 15 Super Shuttles for NASA, ElectricWindmillCar Era and 15 Super Shuttles for NASA, 

1-15-14 "1984" movie... Horror/sci-fi movie about Afghanistan not be a 1-15-14 "1984" movie... Horror/sci-fi movie about Afghanistan not be a 1-15-14 "1984" movie... Horror/sci-fi movie about Afghanistan not be a 1-15-14 "1984" movie... Horror/sci-fi movie about Afghanistan not be a 
#1 movie. #1 movie. #1 movie. #1 movie. 

1-15-14 "1984" movie... Horror/sci-fi movie about Colorado Movie 1-15-14 "1984" movie... Horror/sci-fi movie about Colorado Movie 1-15-14 "1984" movie... Horror/sci-fi movie about Colorado Movie 1-15-14 "1984" movie... Horror/sci-fi movie about Colorado Movie 
Madness our "1984" numb nuts Dictators have created. NSA, CIA know Madness our "1984" numb nuts Dictators have created. NSA, CIA know Madness our "1984" numb nuts Dictators have created. NSA, CIA know Madness our "1984" numb nuts Dictators have created. NSA, CIA know 
who these Numb Nuts Dictators are in our "1984" Era and refuse to LEAK who these Numb Nuts Dictators are in our "1984" Era and refuse to LEAK who these Numb Nuts Dictators are in our "1984" Era and refuse to LEAK who these Numb Nuts Dictators are in our "1984" Era and refuse to LEAK 
their Names! their Names! their Names! their Names! 

1-15-14 "2014" Movie... Biography of Farrah Fawcett... Much different 1-15-14 "2014" Movie... Biography of Farrah Fawcett... Much different 1-15-14 "2014" Movie... Biography of Farrah Fawcett... Much different 1-15-14 "2014" Movie... Biography of Farrah Fawcett... Much different 
title than a Ordinary Biography Movie... Title is "Medical Biography of title than a Ordinary Biography Movie... Title is "Medical Biography of title than a Ordinary Biography Movie... Title is "Medical Biography of title than a Ordinary Biography Movie... Title is "Medical Biography of 
Farrah Fawcett" poisoned by a KGB, CIA spy with polonium-poisoning... Farrah Fawcett" poisoned by a KGB, CIA spy with polonium-poisoning... Farrah Fawcett" poisoned by a KGB, CIA spy with polonium-poisoning... Farrah Fawcett" poisoned by a KGB, CIA spy with polonium-poisoning... 
just as deadly poisoned by the HPV virus A Murdered Farrah Fawcett... just as deadly poisoned by the HPV virus A Murdered Farrah Fawcett... just as deadly poisoned by the HPV virus A Murdered Farrah Fawcett... just as deadly poisoned by the HPV virus A Murdered Farrah Fawcett... 
of course it was a boyfriend with HPV virus! of course it was a boyfriend with HPV virus! of course it was a boyfriend with HPV virus! of course it was a boyfriend with HPV virus! 

1-15-14 "1984" movie... Horror/sci-fi movie about the World Health 1-15-14 "1984" movie... Horror/sci-fi movie about the World Health 1-15-14 "1984" movie... Horror/sci-fi movie about the World Health 1-15-14 "1984" movie... Horror/sci-fi movie about the World Health 
Organization schistosomiasis + malaria toll on human health, 200K Organization schistosomiasis + malaria toll on human health, 200K Organization schistosomiasis + malaria toll on human health, 200K Organization schistosomiasis + malaria toll on human health, 200K 
die yearly from schistosomiasis + 1 million from malaria. HPV cervical die yearly from schistosomiasis + 1 million from malaria. HPV cervical die yearly from schistosomiasis + 1 million from malaria. HPV cervical die yearly from schistosomiasis + 1 million from malaria. HPV cervical 
cancer + Anus cancer 30K in the USA 30 Million in Africa, just as many cancer + Anus cancer 30K in the USA 30 Million in Africa, just as many cancer + Anus cancer 30K in the USA 30 Million in Africa, just as many cancer + Anus cancer 30K in the USA 30 Million in Africa, just as many 
or more in China + India. NBC TV shows about teens getting pregnant or more in China + India. NBC TV shows about teens getting pregnant or more in China + India. NBC TV shows about teens getting pregnant or more in China + India. NBC TV shows about teens getting pregnant 
dramatically reduced the number of teen pregnancies. NBC Today dramatically reduced the number of teen pregnancies. NBC Today dramatically reduced the number of teen pregnancies. NBC Today dramatically reduced the number of teen pregnancies. NBC Today 
Show Today had Maria Shriver doing research for Obama, she will Show Today had Maria Shriver doing research for Obama, she will Show Today had Maria Shriver doing research for Obama, she will Show Today had Maria Shriver doing research for Obama, she will 
meet with him and leak her cause of single Moms doing it all and still meet with him and leak her cause of single Moms doing it all and still meet with him and leak her cause of single Moms doing it all and still meet with him and leak her cause of single Moms doing it all and still 
not making enough money. not making enough money. not making enough money. not making enough money. 
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1-15-14 "1984" movie... Horror/sci-fi movie... Jewish MD's at WHO 1-15-14 "1984" movie... Horror/sci-fi movie... Jewish MD's at WHO 1-15-14 "1984" movie... Horror/sci-fi movie... Jewish MD's at WHO 1-15-14 "1984" movie... Horror/sci-fi movie... Jewish MD's at WHO 
"Observed" 8 million, 9 million, 10 million people die from alcohol and "Observed" 8 million, 9 million, 10 million people die from alcohol and "Observed" 8 million, 9 million, 10 million people die from alcohol and "Observed" 8 million, 9 million, 10 million people die from alcohol and 
didn't try to stop this Holocaust. These Jewish MD's at WHO will be didn't try to stop this Holocaust. These Jewish MD's at WHO will be didn't try to stop this Holocaust. These Jewish MD's at WHO will be didn't try to stop this Holocaust. These Jewish MD's at WHO will be 
hanged like Saddam in the New French Revolution! 20 Million Jews + hanged like Saddam in the New French Revolution! 20 Million Jews + hanged like Saddam in the New French Revolution! 20 Million Jews + hanged like Saddam in the New French Revolution! 20 Million Jews + 
Non-Jews Gassed to Death in the SMOG of Poison Gasoline Exhaust, Non-Jews Gassed to Death in the SMOG of Poison Gasoline Exhaust, Non-Jews Gassed to Death in the SMOG of Poison Gasoline Exhaust, Non-Jews Gassed to Death in the SMOG of Poison Gasoline Exhaust, 
Jewish MD's at WHO will be hanged twice! Two Holocaust and not one Jewish MD's at WHO will be hanged twice! Two Holocaust and not one Jewish MD's at WHO will be hanged twice! Two Holocaust and not one Jewish MD's at WHO will be hanged twice! Two Holocaust and not one 
Jewish MD at WHO tried to save 15 million from Jim Beam Profits + BP Jewish MD at WHO tried to save 15 million from Jim Beam Profits + BP Jewish MD at WHO tried to save 15 million from Jim Beam Profits + BP Jewish MD at WHO tried to save 15 million from Jim Beam Profits + BP 
Oil Profits! Oil Profits! Oil Profits! Oil Profits! 

1-15-14 "1984" movie... Horror/sci-fi movie... Disney will make many 1-15-14 "1984" movie... Horror/sci-fi movie... Disney will make many 1-15-14 "1984" movie... Horror/sci-fi movie... Disney will make many 1-15-14 "1984" movie... Horror/sci-fi movie... Disney will make many 
"War Movies." "Lone Survivor" Disney Movie with the same title and Hype "War Movies." "Lone Survivor" Disney Movie with the same title and Hype "War Movies." "Lone Survivor" Disney Movie with the same title and Hype "War Movies." "Lone Survivor" Disney Movie with the same title and Hype 
that caused the Tampa Cop to shoot a guy in the chest dead over a cell that caused the Tampa Cop to shoot a guy in the chest dead over a cell that caused the Tampa Cop to shoot a guy in the chest dead over a cell that caused the Tampa Cop to shoot a guy in the chest dead over a cell 
phone texting argument. Observers watching this argument, some phone texting argument. Observers watching this argument, some phone texting argument. Observers watching this argument, some phone texting argument. Observers watching this argument, some 
Jewish people were at the movie as War Movies attract Jewish people. So Jewish people were at the movie as War Movies attract Jewish people. So Jewish people were at the movie as War Movies attract Jewish people. So Jewish people were at the movie as War Movies attract Jewish people. So 
its safe to say Jewish Movie goers to "Lone Survivor" didn't try to prevent its safe to say Jewish Movie goers to "Lone Survivor" didn't try to prevent its safe to say Jewish Movie goers to "Lone Survivor" didn't try to prevent its safe to say Jewish Movie goers to "Lone Survivor" didn't try to prevent 
the death! The Horror/Madness Movie in so many peoples Minds the death! The Horror/Madness Movie in so many peoples Minds the death! The Horror/Madness Movie in so many peoples Minds the death! The Horror/Madness Movie in so many peoples Minds 
replaying the shooting they witnessed! Nightmares caused by War replaying the shooting they witnessed! Nightmares caused by War replaying the shooting they witnessed! Nightmares caused by War replaying the shooting they witnessed! Nightmares caused by War 
Movie's to Inflame... mass murder, this is why so many Wives of troops Movie's to Inflame... mass murder, this is why so many Wives of troops Movie's to Inflame... mass murder, this is why so many Wives of troops Movie's to Inflame... mass murder, this is why so many Wives of troops 
coming home as a Lone Survivor, murder their wives! Every Week a wife coming home as a Lone Survivor, murder their wives! Every Week a wife coming home as a Lone Survivor, murder their wives! Every Week a wife coming home as a Lone Survivor, murder their wives! Every Week a wife 
is murdered, will be murdered in 2014 and 2015. The Pentagon got is murdered, will be murdered in 2014 and 2015. The Pentagon got is murdered, will be murdered in 2014 and 2015. The Pentagon got is murdered, will be murdered in 2014 and 2015. The Pentagon got 
this Classified, Secret! Scenes from the Pentagon Generals who did this this Classified, Secret! Scenes from the Pentagon Generals who did this this Classified, Secret! Scenes from the Pentagon Generals who did this this Classified, Secret! Scenes from the Pentagon Generals who did this 
will be in the Disney Movie! will be in the Disney Movie! will be in the Disney Movie! will be in the Disney Movie! 

1-15-14 "1984" movie... Horror/sci-fi movie Arnold Schwarzenegger his 1-15-14 "1984" movie... Horror/sci-fi movie Arnold Schwarzenegger his 1-15-14 "1984" movie... Horror/sci-fi movie Arnold Schwarzenegger his 1-15-14 "1984" movie... Horror/sci-fi movie Arnold Schwarzenegger his 
divorce ... to Maria Shriver in a Movie Making Hollywood couple with divorce ... to Maria Shriver in a Movie Making Hollywood couple with divorce ... to Maria Shriver in a Movie Making Hollywood couple with divorce ... to Maria Shriver in a Movie Making Hollywood couple with 
no "Living Room Cam's" to observe Arnold's sex with the housekeeper for no "Living Room Cam's" to observe Arnold's sex with the housekeeper for no "Living Room Cam's" to observe Arnold's sex with the housekeeper for no "Living Room Cam's" to observe Arnold's sex with the housekeeper for 
7 years. Horror/Murder of Maria Shriver if Arnold came home from the 7 years. Horror/Murder of Maria Shriver if Arnold came home from the 7 years. Horror/Murder of Maria Shriver if Arnold came home from the 7 years. Horror/Murder of Maria Shriver if Arnold came home from the 
Afghanistan War... and the divorce was about Moslem Prostitutes he Afghanistan War... and the divorce was about Moslem Prostitutes he Afghanistan War... and the divorce was about Moslem Prostitutes he Afghanistan War... and the divorce was about Moslem Prostitutes he 
caught STD's, HIV, Hepatitis etc from. caught STD's, HIV, Hepatitis etc from. caught STD's, HIV, Hepatitis etc from. caught STD's, HIV, Hepatitis etc from. 

1-15-2014 Nineteen Eighty-Four going Public this Year! Then 1,001 1-15-2014 Nineteen Eighty-Four going Public this Year! Then 1,001 1-15-2014 Nineteen Eighty-Four going Public this Year! Then 1,001 1-15-2014 Nineteen Eighty-Four going Public this Year! Then 1,001 
Invention Projects will go Public too! Beautiful Existence... Getting Invention Projects will go Public too! Beautiful Existence... Getting Invention Projects will go Public too! Beautiful Existence... Getting Invention Projects will go Public too! Beautiful Existence... Getting 
Married "1984" Tell All.. No Secrets from your Wives but what NSA Married "1984" Tell All.. No Secrets from your Wives but what NSA Married "1984" Tell All.. No Secrets from your Wives but what NSA Married "1984" Tell All.. No Secrets from your Wives but what NSA 
blackened out, grin! "4 Wives Coup D'Etat" movie, Inventive! Full of blackened out, grin! "4 Wives Coup D'Etat" movie, Inventive! Full of blackened out, grin! "4 Wives Coup D'Etat" movie, Inventive! Full of blackened out, grin! "4 Wives Coup D'Etat" movie, Inventive! Full of 
futuristic inventions, Key West Hemingway with a new invention in futuristic inventions, Key West Hemingway with a new invention in futuristic inventions, Key West Hemingway with a new invention in futuristic inventions, Key West Hemingway with a new invention in 
every chapter. First movie Yale will give you credit for in their every chapter. First movie Yale will give you credit for in their every chapter. First movie Yale will give you credit for in their every chapter. First movie Yale will give you credit for in their 
Hemingway Writing Class. Med School Writing Class! Hemingway Writing Class. Med School Writing Class! Hemingway Writing Class. Med School Writing Class! Hemingway Writing Class. Med School Writing Class! 

1-15-14 "1984" movie... Horror/sci-fi movie... Disney will make many 1-15-14 "1984" movie... Horror/sci-fi movie... Disney will make many 1-15-14 "1984" movie... Horror/sci-fi movie... Disney will make many 1-15-14 "1984" movie... Horror/sci-fi movie... Disney will make many 
"War Movies." Disney Horror/Medical Movies will not be made in 2014 "War Movies." Disney Horror/Medical Movies will not be made in 2014 "War Movies." Disney Horror/Medical Movies will not be made in 2014 "War Movies." Disney Horror/Medical Movies will not be made in 2014 
for Whooping Cough, Childhood birth defects + cancers from Poison for Whooping Cough, Childhood birth defects + cancers from Poison for Whooping Cough, Childhood birth defects + cancers from Poison for Whooping Cough, Childhood birth defects + cancers from Poison 
Gasoline Exhaust. Does Disney follow orders from the Pentagon's Movie Gasoline Exhaust. Does Disney follow orders from the Pentagon's Movie Gasoline Exhaust. Does Disney follow orders from the Pentagon's Movie Gasoline Exhaust. Does Disney follow orders from the Pentagon's Movie 
Makers? Yes I would say as Disney Movie about the 1980 OPEC Oil Makers? Yes I would say as Disney Movie about the 1980 OPEC Oil Makers? Yes I would say as Disney Movie about the 1980 OPEC Oil Makers? Yes I would say as Disney Movie about the 1980 OPEC Oil 
Embargo ending mysteriously by the 1980 invention of the Embargo ending mysteriously by the 1980 invention of the Embargo ending mysteriously by the 1980 invention of the Embargo ending mysteriously by the 1980 invention of the 
ElectricWindmillCar was stopped dead on the cutting room floor by the ElectricWindmillCar was stopped dead on the cutting room floor by the ElectricWindmillCar was stopped dead on the cutting room floor by the ElectricWindmillCar was stopped dead on the cutting room floor by the 
Pentagon! Same year John Lennon was shot in NYC. 1980 Model Pentagon! Same year John Lennon was shot in NYC. 1980 Model Pentagon! Same year John Lennon was shot in NYC. 1980 Model Pentagon! Same year John Lennon was shot in NYC. 1980 Model 
ElectricWindmillCars would have stopped 911 Terrorists from Saudi ElectricWindmillCars would have stopped 911 Terrorists from Saudi ElectricWindmillCars would have stopped 911 Terrorists from Saudi ElectricWindmillCars would have stopped 911 Terrorists from Saudi 
Arabia as they would all have been Homeless in Mecca$ World Health Arabia as they would all have been Homeless in Mecca$ World Health Arabia as they would all have been Homeless in Mecca$ World Health Arabia as they would all have been Homeless in Mecca$ World Health 
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Organization has noticed a global upsurge in whooping cough cases. Organization has noticed a global upsurge in whooping cough cases. Organization has noticed a global upsurge in whooping cough cases. Organization has noticed a global upsurge in whooping cough cases. 
This disease now accounts for 20 to 40 million cases and for about This disease now accounts for 20 to 40 million cases and for about This disease now accounts for 20 to 40 million cases and for about This disease now accounts for 20 to 40 million cases and for about 
200,000 casualties per year across the world. In the USA, the highest 200,000 casualties per year across the world. In the USA, the highest 200,000 casualties per year across the world. In the USA, the highest 200,000 casualties per year across the world. In the USA, the highest 
number of cases in 60 years was recorded in 2012, with more than number of cases in 60 years was recorded in 2012, with more than number of cases in 60 years was recorded in 2012, with more than number of cases in 60 years was recorded in 2012, with more than 
48,000 cases. There is a similar trend in the UK, the Netherlands, 48,000 cases. There is a similar trend in the UK, the Netherlands, 48,000 cases. There is a similar trend in the UK, the Netherlands, 48,000 cases. There is a similar trend in the UK, the Netherlands, 
Germany, Japan and Australia... This upsurge is attributed to a Germany, Japan and Australia... This upsurge is attributed to a Germany, Japan and Australia... This upsurge is attributed to a Germany, Japan and Australia... This upsurge is attributed to a 
limited long-term efficacy of the traditional vaccine delivered during limited long-term efficacy of the traditional vaccine delivered during limited long-term efficacy of the traditional vaccine delivered during limited long-term efficacy of the traditional vaccine delivered during 
childhood. And refusing the Vaccine by adults, being Illiterate as to if childhood. And refusing the Vaccine by adults, being Illiterate as to if childhood. And refusing the Vaccine by adults, being Illiterate as to if childhood. And refusing the Vaccine by adults, being Illiterate as to if 
you are infected. Publix and Whole Food Grocery stores could scan you are infected. Publix and Whole Food Grocery stores could scan you are infected. Publix and Whole Food Grocery stores could scan you are infected. Publix and Whole Food Grocery stores could scan 
everyone for Whooping Cough and will after the coup. As a result, everyone for Whooping Cough and will after the coup. As a result, everyone for Whooping Cough and will after the coup. As a result, everyone for Whooping Cough and will after the coup. As a result, 
teenagers and adults catch whooping cough and infect infants, who teenagers and adults catch whooping cough and infect infants, who teenagers and adults catch whooping cough and infect infants, who teenagers and adults catch whooping cough and infect infants, who 
are much more sensitive to the disease. A new nasal vaccine will not be are much more sensitive to the disease. A new nasal vaccine will not be are much more sensitive to the disease. A new nasal vaccine will not be are much more sensitive to the disease. A new nasal vaccine will not be 
ready for 10 years 2024 - you do the Math Bush would say! "1984" ready for 10 years 2024 - you do the Math Bush would say! "1984" ready for 10 years 2024 - you do the Math Bush would say! "1984" ready for 10 years 2024 - you do the Math Bush would say! "1984" 
movie... Horror/sci-fi movie... Disney will make many "War Movies." movie... Horror/sci-fi movie... Disney will make many "War Movies." movie... Horror/sci-fi movie... Disney will make many "War Movies." movie... Horror/sci-fi movie... Disney will make many "War Movies." 
Disney Horror/Medical Movies will not be made in 2014 for Whooping Disney Horror/Medical Movies will not be made in 2014 for Whooping Disney Horror/Medical Movies will not be made in 2014 for Whooping Disney Horror/Medical Movies will not be made in 2014 for Whooping 
Cough kids breathing in particles of SMOG, Disney refuses the Win 8.2 Cough kids breathing in particles of SMOG, Disney refuses the Win 8.2 Cough kids breathing in particles of SMOG, Disney refuses the Win 8.2 Cough kids breathing in particles of SMOG, Disney refuses the Win 8.2 
fix, Hell No We Won't Go... Disney refuses to tell this to the Pentagon so fix, Hell No We Won't Go... Disney refuses to tell this to the Pentagon so fix, Hell No We Won't Go... Disney refuses to tell this to the Pentagon so fix, Hell No We Won't Go... Disney refuses to tell this to the Pentagon so 
remember the statistics above as they were published today! This Disney remember the statistics above as they were published today! This Disney remember the statistics above as they were published today! This Disney remember the statistics above as they were published today! This Disney 
Movie Horror/Medical will not be made for 10 years! 2024... Whooping Movie Horror/Medical will not be made for 10 years! 2024... Whooping Movie Horror/Medical will not be made for 10 years! 2024... Whooping Movie Horror/Medical will not be made for 10 years! 2024... Whooping 
Cough dead on the battlefield to stop the Pentagon from suppressing Cough dead on the battlefield to stop the Pentagon from suppressing Cough dead on the battlefield to stop the Pentagon from suppressing Cough dead on the battlefield to stop the Pentagon from suppressing 
the ElectricWindmillCar Era that does allow the Win 8.2 fix with 1,001 the ElectricWindmillCar Era that does allow the Win 8.2 fix with 1,001 the ElectricWindmillCar Era that does allow the Win 8.2 fix with 1,001 the ElectricWindmillCar Era that does allow the Win 8.2 fix with 1,001 
Medical Inventions spelled out with links to get you started inventing Medical Inventions spelled out with links to get you started inventing Medical Inventions spelled out with links to get you started inventing Medical Inventions spelled out with links to get you started inventing 
something. Record this internet session to share with brainstorming something. Record this internet session to share with brainstorming something. Record this internet session to share with brainstorming something. Record this internet session to share with brainstorming 
wives. NSA + Verizon record your internet sessions but don't Brainstorm wives. NSA + Verizon record your internet sessions but don't Brainstorm wives. NSA + Verizon record your internet sessions but don't Brainstorm wives. NSA + Verizon record your internet sessions but don't Brainstorm 
a Rx Overnight Miracle Cure for any Childhood Disease, Birth Defect, a Rx Overnight Miracle Cure for any Childhood Disease, Birth Defect, a Rx Overnight Miracle Cure for any Childhood Disease, Birth Defect, a Rx Overnight Miracle Cure for any Childhood Disease, Birth Defect, 
Cancer! Homeland Security is to scan for Terrorists with $ Trillions in Cancer! Homeland Security is to scan for Terrorists with $ Trillions in Cancer! Homeland Security is to scan for Terrorists with $ Trillions in Cancer! Homeland Security is to scan for Terrorists with $ Trillions in 
Oil Money not to Scan for adults who are infected with Whooping Oil Money not to Scan for adults who are infected with Whooping Oil Money not to Scan for adults who are infected with Whooping Oil Money not to Scan for adults who are infected with Whooping 
Cough! Cough! Cough! Cough! 
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Gregs Invention of Super Air Bags on the Outside has been suppressed Gregs Invention of Super Air Bags on the Outside has been suppressed Gregs Invention of Super Air Bags on the Outside has been suppressed Gregs Invention of Super Air Bags on the Outside has been suppressed 
for decades of these crashes and this is a crime by our George Orwell for decades of these crashes and this is a crime by our George Orwell for decades of these crashes and this is a crime by our George Orwell for decades of these crashes and this is a crime by our George Orwell 
Numb Nuts Dictators! Numb Nuts Dictators! Numb Nuts Dictators! Numb Nuts Dictators! 

1-14-2014 Tropic Cinema Key West Drama... "WILL..." Greg's Will and 1-14-2014 Tropic Cinema Key West Drama... "WILL..." Greg's Will and 1-14-2014 Tropic Cinema Key West Drama... "WILL..." Greg's Will and 1-14-2014 Tropic Cinema Key West Drama... "WILL..." Greg's Will and 
Free Will of NASA, NASA has discovered the “Hand of God.” pictured Free Will of NASA, NASA has discovered the “Hand of God.” pictured Free Will of NASA, NASA has discovered the “Hand of God.” pictured Free Will of NASA, NASA has discovered the “Hand of God.” pictured 
below. NASA will invent the "GRAVITY ENGINE" and its movie will play at below. NASA will invent the "GRAVITY ENGINE" and its movie will play at below. NASA will invent the "GRAVITY ENGINE" and its movie will play at below. NASA will invent the "GRAVITY ENGINE" and its movie will play at 
the Tropic Cinema Key West as a Drama... "Will" the Pentagon let Greg the Tropic Cinema Key West as a Drama... "Will" the Pentagon let Greg the Tropic Cinema Key West as a Drama... "Will" the Pentagon let Greg the Tropic Cinema Key West as a Drama... "Will" the Pentagon let Greg 
marry to make the invention + movie... come true or will the Pentagon marry to make the invention + movie... come true or will the Pentagon marry to make the invention + movie... come true or will the Pentagon marry to make the invention + movie... come true or will the Pentagon 
let Seoul be Nuked in 2014? let Seoul be Nuked in 2014? let Seoul be Nuked in 2014? let Seoul be Nuked in 2014? 
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1-12-2014 "Mary" got in trouble at the Tropic Cinema, NSA Observers 1-12-2014 "Mary" got in trouble at the Tropic Cinema, NSA Observers 1-12-2014 "Mary" got in trouble at the Tropic Cinema, NSA Observers 1-12-2014 "Mary" got in trouble at the Tropic Cinema, NSA Observers 
write everything down. SECRET file on Mr. Buell when the Top Secret is write everything down. SECRET file on Mr. Buell when the Top Secret is write everything down. SECRET file on Mr. Buell when the Top Secret is write everything down. SECRET file on Mr. Buell when the Top Secret is 
the Suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar made into a the Suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar made into a the Suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar made into a the Suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar made into a 
autobiographical "Movie," show times at the Tropic Cinema in Key autobiographical "Movie," show times at the Tropic Cinema in Key autobiographical "Movie," show times at the Tropic Cinema in Key autobiographical "Movie," show times at the Tropic Cinema in Key 
West??????? Call meet at the Hard Rock Cafe, Key West. New Movie plot West??????? Call meet at the Hard Rock Cafe, Key West. New Movie plot West??????? Call meet at the Hard Rock Cafe, Key West. New Movie plot West??????? Call meet at the Hard Rock Cafe, Key West. New Movie plot 
for a Farrah Fawcett medical biography, who really murdered Farrah for a Farrah Fawcett medical biography, who really murdered Farrah for a Farrah Fawcett medical biography, who really murdered Farrah for a Farrah Fawcett medical biography, who really murdered Farrah 
Fawcett... of course it was her boyfriends with HPV virus! Drama is Fawcett... of course it was her boyfriends with HPV virus! Drama is Fawcett... of course it was her boyfriends with HPV virus! Drama is Fawcett... of course it was her boyfriends with HPV virus! Drama is 
which one murdered her and how many other women did he murder which one murdered her and how many other women did he murder which one murdered her and how many other women did he murder which one murdered her and how many other women did he murder 
with his HPV virus, not a Disney Movie! Farrah as a young Girl Scout with his HPV virus, not a Disney Movie! Farrah as a young Girl Scout with his HPV virus, not a Disney Movie! Farrah as a young Girl Scout with his HPV virus, not a Disney Movie! Farrah as a young Girl Scout 
working on a Merit Badge should be the Innocent opening scene! Next working on a Merit Badge should be the Innocent opening scene! Next working on a Merit Badge should be the Innocent opening scene! Next working on a Merit Badge should be the Innocent opening scene! Next 
scene "Mary" screams No at this Front Page News Key West Citizen, a scene "Mary" screams No at this Front Page News Key West Citizen, a scene "Mary" screams No at this Front Page News Key West Citizen, a scene "Mary" screams No at this Front Page News Key West Citizen, a 
Cook Chef has HIV, TB, Lung Cancer, STD's, Hepatitis, HIV, Syphilis, HPV, Cook Chef has HIV, TB, Lung Cancer, STD's, Hepatitis, HIV, Syphilis, HPV, Cook Chef has HIV, TB, Lung Cancer, STD's, Hepatitis, HIV, Syphilis, HPV, Cook Chef has HIV, TB, Lung Cancer, STD's, Hepatitis, HIV, Syphilis, HPV, 
Anus Cancer! And works every day! "Mary" screams No at this Front Anus Cancer! And works every day! "Mary" screams No at this Front Anus Cancer! And works every day! "Mary" screams No at this Front Anus Cancer! And works every day! "Mary" screams No at this Front 
Page News Key West Citizen! Farrah screamed NO when she found out Page News Key West Citizen! Farrah screamed NO when she found out Page News Key West Citizen! Farrah screamed NO when she found out Page News Key West Citizen! Farrah screamed NO when she found out 
someone gave her Anus Cancer, listen in your mind, hear Farrah someone gave her Anus Cancer, listen in your mind, hear Farrah someone gave her Anus Cancer, listen in your mind, hear Farrah someone gave her Anus Cancer, listen in your mind, hear Farrah 
Screaming... Sad, Mary would say! "Will" Mary Marry Greg to Screaming... Sad, Mary would say! "Will" Mary Marry Greg to Screaming... Sad, Mary would say! "Will" Mary Marry Greg to Screaming... Sad, Mary would say! "Will" Mary Marry Greg to 
brainstorm the Rx Cure? Next Movie is hers... will she make contact, go brainstorm the Rx Cure? Next Movie is hers... will she make contact, go brainstorm the Rx Cure? Next Movie is hers... will she make contact, go brainstorm the Rx Cure? Next Movie is hers... will she make contact, go 
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public with the "1984" George Orwell Era? PS don't tell Bill + Melinda public with the "1984" George Orwell Era? PS don't tell Bill + Melinda public with the "1984" George Orwell Era? PS don't tell Bill + Melinda public with the "1984" George Orwell Era? PS don't tell Bill + Melinda 
Greg got the Invention Project for to Cure Malaria as they will be pissed Greg got the Invention Project for to Cure Malaria as they will be pissed Greg got the Invention Project for to Cure Malaria as they will be pissed Greg got the Invention Project for to Cure Malaria as they will be pissed 
off worst than my Key West Landlord. off worst than my Key West Landlord. off worst than my Key West Landlord. off worst than my Key West Landlord. 

1-12-2014 Merit Badges for Girl Scouts of America 2014 "Farrah's Anus 1-12-2014 Merit Badges for Girl Scouts of America 2014 "Farrah's Anus 1-12-2014 Merit Badges for Girl Scouts of America 2014 "Farrah's Anus 1-12-2014 Merit Badges for Girl Scouts of America 2014 "Farrah's Anus 
Cancer" Stagnated... Girl Scouts of America 2014 or a New Generation Cancer" Stagnated... Girl Scouts of America 2014 or a New Generation Cancer" Stagnated... Girl Scouts of America 2014 or a New Generation Cancer" Stagnated... Girl Scouts of America 2014 or a New Generation 
of young women beautiful as Farrah! Unaware "Men are Addicted" to of young women beautiful as Farrah! Unaware "Men are Addicted" to of young women beautiful as Farrah! Unaware "Men are Addicted" to of young women beautiful as Farrah! Unaware "Men are Addicted" to 
wanting sex without telling her what diseases they have. Front Page wanting sex without telling her what diseases they have. Front Page wanting sex without telling her what diseases they have. Front Page wanting sex without telling her what diseases they have. Front Page 
News Key West Citizen, a Cook Chef has HIV, TB, Lung Cancer, STD's, News Key West Citizen, a Cook Chef has HIV, TB, Lung Cancer, STD's, News Key West Citizen, a Cook Chef has HIV, TB, Lung Cancer, STD's, News Key West Citizen, a Cook Chef has HIV, TB, Lung Cancer, STD's, 
Hepatitis, HIV, Syphilis, HPV, Anus Cancer! And works every day! 19K Hepatitis, HIV, Syphilis, HPV, Anus Cancer! And works every day! 19K Hepatitis, HIV, Syphilis, HPV, Anus Cancer! And works every day! 19K Hepatitis, HIV, Syphilis, HPV, Anus Cancer! And works every day! 19K 
SWF in the USA murdered in 2014 statistics are with guns etc no SWF in the USA murdered in 2014 statistics are with guns etc no SWF in the USA murdered in 2014 statistics are with guns etc no SWF in the USA murdered in 2014 statistics are with guns etc no 
statistics on how many are murdered by giving her a HPV virus and statistics on how many are murdered by giving her a HPV virus and statistics on how many are murdered by giving her a HPV virus and statistics on how many are murdered by giving her a HPV virus and 
cervical cancer... NSA and Snowden don't care about these women, cervical cancer... NSA and Snowden don't care about these women, cervical cancer... NSA and Snowden don't care about these women, cervical cancer... NSA and Snowden don't care about these women, 
really, think about it! really, think about it! really, think about it! really, think about it! 

1-11-2014 "GRAVITY ENGINE" movie at the Tropic Cinema Key West 1-11-2014 "GRAVITY ENGINE" movie at the Tropic Cinema Key West 1-11-2014 "GRAVITY ENGINE" movie at the Tropic Cinema Key West 1-11-2014 "GRAVITY ENGINE" movie at the Tropic Cinema Key West 
Drama... "Will" NASA discovered they lost a fleet of 15 Super Shuttle to Drama... "Will" NASA discovered they lost a fleet of 15 Super Shuttle to Drama... "Will" NASA discovered they lost a fleet of 15 Super Shuttle to Drama... "Will" NASA discovered they lost a fleet of 15 Super Shuttle to 
the Navy's 15 Super Carriers BECAUSE THE Tropic Cinema in Key the Navy's 15 Super Carriers BECAUSE THE Tropic Cinema in Key the Navy's 15 Super Carriers BECAUSE THE Tropic Cinema in Key the Navy's 15 Super Carriers BECAUSE THE Tropic Cinema in Key 
West,"free will" was seduced by a "BULLY" Of a Admiral in Key West! Navy West,"free will" was seduced by a "BULLY" Of a Admiral in Key West! Navy West,"free will" was seduced by a "BULLY" Of a Admiral in Key West! Navy West,"free will" was seduced by a "BULLY" Of a Admiral in Key West! Navy 
Special Forces killed everyone at NASA! Special Forces killed everyone at NASA! Special Forces killed everyone at NASA! Special Forces killed everyone at NASA! 

1-11-2014 Saving Mr. Banks Drama, The Wolf of Wall Street Drama, 1-11-2014 Saving Mr. Banks Drama, The Wolf of Wall Street Drama, 1-11-2014 Saving Mr. Banks Drama, The Wolf of Wall Street Drama, 1-11-2014 Saving Mr. Banks Drama, The Wolf of Wall Street Drama, 
Her, Romance Philomena, Drama.. Her, Romance Philomena, Drama.. Her, Romance Philomena, Drama.. Her, Romance Philomena, Drama.. 

1-11-2014 NASA has NOT discovered they lost a fleet of 15 Super Shuttle 1-11-2014 NASA has NOT discovered they lost a fleet of 15 Super Shuttle 1-11-2014 NASA has NOT discovered they lost a fleet of 15 Super Shuttle 1-11-2014 NASA has NOT discovered they lost a fleet of 15 Super Shuttle 
and Maned Space Telescopes to the Navy's 15 Super Carriers, JFK, and Maned Space Telescopes to the Navy's 15 Super Carriers, JFK, and Maned Space Telescopes to the Navy's 15 Super Carriers, JFK, and Maned Space Telescopes to the Navy's 15 Super Carriers, JFK, 
Caroline Kennedy will "Christen". "Will..." that leaves everything to Caroline Kennedy will "Christen". "Will..." that leaves everything to Caroline Kennedy will "Christen". "Will..." that leaves everything to Caroline Kennedy will "Christen". "Will..." that leaves everything to 
WAR! WAR! WAR! WAR! 

1-11-2014 NYC... Dr. with the Rx Overnight Penicillin Miracle Cure 1-11-2014 NYC... Dr. with the Rx Overnight Penicillin Miracle Cure 1-11-2014 NYC... Dr. with the Rx Overnight Penicillin Miracle Cure 1-11-2014 NYC... Dr. with the Rx Overnight Penicillin Miracle Cure 
"Mecca" can't seduce the Numb Nuts Dictators to suppress for $888 "Mecca" can't seduce the Numb Nuts Dictators to suppress for $888 "Mecca" can't seduce the Numb Nuts Dictators to suppress for $888 "Mecca" can't seduce the Numb Nuts Dictators to suppress for $888 
Trillion in Oil Revenues! Trillion in Oil Revenues! Trillion in Oil Revenues! Trillion in Oil Revenues! 

1-11-2014 Finally a Movie from Disney as Disney Movies since 1980 have 1-11-2014 Finally a Movie from Disney as Disney Movies since 1980 have 1-11-2014 Finally a Movie from Disney as Disney Movies since 1980 have 1-11-2014 Finally a Movie from Disney as Disney Movies since 1980 have 
only had Orwellian Comments in the Drama, Romance, Eureka of only had Orwellian Comments in the Drama, Romance, Eureka of only had Orwellian Comments in the Drama, Romance, Eureka of only had Orwellian Comments in the Drama, Romance, Eureka of 
Ending Oil + the Pentagon via 1 Movie... "Aliens" real ones! Ending Oil + the Pentagon via 1 Movie... "Aliens" real ones! Ending Oil + the Pentagon via 1 Movie... "Aliens" real ones! Ending Oil + the Pentagon via 1 Movie... "Aliens" real ones! 

1-11-2014 NASA lost the Fleet of 15 Manned Space Telescopes to 15 Super 1-11-2014 NASA lost the Fleet of 15 Manned Space Telescopes to 15 Super 1-11-2014 NASA lost the Fleet of 15 Manned Space Telescopes to 15 Super 1-11-2014 NASA lost the Fleet of 15 Manned Space Telescopes to 15 Super 
Carriers, one being the JFK soon to be Christened by Caroline. Carriers, one being the JFK soon to be Christened by Caroline. Carriers, one being the JFK soon to be Christened by Caroline. Carriers, one being the JFK soon to be Christened by Caroline. 

1-11-2014 1 Trillion gasoline Cars sent to China was a SCAM to Poison 1 1-11-2014 1 Trillion gasoline Cars sent to China was a SCAM to Poison 1 1-11-2014 1 Trillion gasoline Cars sent to China was a SCAM to Poison 1 1-11-2014 1 Trillion gasoline Cars sent to China was a SCAM to Poison 1 
Million Chinese with Poison Gasoline Exhaust, the Pentagons Secret Million Chinese with Poison Gasoline Exhaust, the Pentagons Secret Million Chinese with Poison Gasoline Exhaust, the Pentagons Secret Million Chinese with Poison Gasoline Exhaust, the Pentagons Secret 
Weapon in "39 Steps." Weapon in "39 Steps." Weapon in "39 Steps." Weapon in "39 Steps." 

1-11-2014 NASA “Hand of God.” "Will of God." 1-11-2014 NASA “Hand of God.” "Will of God." 1-11-2014 NASA “Hand of God.” "Will of God." 1-11-2014 NASA “Hand of God.” "Will of God." 

1-11-2014 Measure how fast the universe was expanding six billion 1-11-2014 Measure how fast the universe was expanding six billion 1-11-2014 Measure how fast the universe was expanding six billion 1-11-2014 Measure how fast the universe was expanding six billion 
years ago — to an accuracy of two percent." BOSS uses a custom years ago — to an accuracy of two percent." BOSS uses a custom years ago — to an accuracy of two percent." BOSS uses a custom years ago — to an accuracy of two percent." BOSS uses a custom 
designed instrument called a spectrograph on the SDSS 2.5-meter designed instrument called a spectrograph on the SDSS 2.5-meter designed instrument called a spectrograph on the SDSS 2.5-meter designed instrument called a spectrograph on the SDSS 2.5-meter 
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telescope at Apache Point Observatory in New Mexico. The project aims telescope at Apache Point Observatory in New Mexico. The project aims telescope at Apache Point Observatory in New Mexico. The project aims telescope at Apache Point Observatory in New Mexico. The project aims 
to observe more than a million galaxies in six years. The new findings to observe more than a million galaxies in six years. The new findings to observe more than a million galaxies in six years. The new findings to observe more than a million galaxies in six years. The new findings 
come from observations BOSS made of 250,000 galaxies in its first year come from observations BOSS made of 250,000 galaxies in its first year come from observations BOSS made of 250,000 galaxies in its first year come from observations BOSS made of 250,000 galaxies in its first year 
and a half of observations. As the project continues, astronomers expect and a half of observations. As the project continues, astronomers expect and a half of observations. As the project continues, astronomers expect and a half of observations. As the project continues, astronomers expect 
even more revealing finds. "For the past 13 years, we've had a simple even more revealing finds. "For the past 13 years, we've had a simple even more revealing finds. "For the past 13 years, we've had a simple even more revealing finds. "For the past 13 years, we've had a simple 
model of how dark energy works," said David Schlegel of the U.S. model of how dark energy works," said David Schlegel of the U.S. model of how dark energy works," said David Schlegel of the U.S. model of how dark energy works," said David Schlegel of the U.S. 
Department of Energy's Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory in Department of Energy's Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory in Department of Energy's Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory in Department of Energy's Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory in 
California, BOSS' principal investigator. "But the truth is, we only have California, BOSS' principal investigator. "But the truth is, we only have California, BOSS' principal investigator. "But the truth is, we only have California, BOSS' principal investigator. "But the truth is, we only have 
a little bit of data, and we're just beginning to explore the times when a little bit of data, and we're just beginning to explore the times when a little bit of data, and we're just beginning to explore the times when a little bit of data, and we're just beginning to explore the times when 
dark energy turned on. If there are surprises lurking out there, we dark energy turned on. If there are surprises lurking out there, we dark energy turned on. If there are surprises lurking out there, we dark energy turned on. If there are surprises lurking out there, we 
expect to find them." Researchers reported the first results from BOSS on expect to find them." Researchers reported the first results from BOSS on expect to find them." Researchers reported the first results from BOSS on expect to find them." Researchers reported the first results from BOSS on 
March 30 at the National Astronomy Meeting in Manchester, England. March 30 at the National Astronomy Meeting in Manchester, England. March 30 at the National Astronomy Meeting in Manchester, England. March 30 at the National Astronomy Meeting in Manchester, England. 
You can follow SPACE.com - See more at: http://www.space.com/15101-You can follow SPACE.com - See more at: http://www.space.com/15101-You can follow SPACE.com - See more at: http://www.space.com/15101-You can follow SPACE.com - See more at: http://www.space.com/15101-
dark-energy-distant-galaxy-map.html#sthash.D7Qxf48W.dpuf dark-energy-distant-galaxy-map.html#sthash.D7Qxf48W.dpuf dark-energy-distant-galaxy-map.html#sthash.D7Qxf48W.dpuf dark-energy-distant-galaxy-map.html#sthash.D7Qxf48W.dpuf 

1-11-2014 NASA “Hand of God.” "Will of God." Universe extends forever 1-11-2014 NASA “Hand of God.” "Will of God." Universe extends forever 1-11-2014 NASA “Hand of God.” "Will of God." Universe extends forever 1-11-2014 NASA “Hand of God.” "Will of God." Universe extends forever 
in space and will go on forever in time. in space and will go on forever in time. in space and will go on forever in time. in space and will go on forever in time. 

1-11-2014 THE END... this "Movie" will go on forever, least for the next 4 1-11-2014 THE END... this "Movie" will go on forever, least for the next 4 1-11-2014 THE END... this "Movie" will go on forever, least for the next 4 1-11-2014 THE END... this "Movie" will go on forever, least for the next 4 
Trillion Years, which is really forever for us Movie Goers at the Key West Trillion Years, which is really forever for us Movie Goers at the Key West Trillion Years, which is really forever for us Movie Goers at the Key West Trillion Years, which is really forever for us Movie Goers at the Key West 
Tropic Cinema! Tropic Cinema! Tropic Cinema! Tropic Cinema! 
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1 12 2014 Contributed $867 million for U.S. military forces in 2014, 40% 1 12 2014 Contributed $867 million for U.S. military forces in 2014, 40% 1 12 2014 Contributed $867 million for U.S. military forces in 2014, 40% 1 12 2014 Contributed $867 million for U.S. military forces in 2014, 40% 
so total cost would be $2 billion. South Korea said on Sunday it had so total cost would be $2 billion. South Korea said on Sunday it had so total cost would be $2 billion. South Korea said on Sunday it had so total cost would be $2 billion. South Korea said on Sunday it had 
agreed to pay $ Trillions after the Nuke strike on Seoul. 40% don't agreed to pay $ Trillions after the Nuke strike on Seoul. 40% don't agreed to pay $ Trillions after the Nuke strike on Seoul. 40% don't agreed to pay $ Trillions after the Nuke strike on Seoul. 40% don't 
believe Seoul will be nuked in 2014. 60% do, in the real world 100% believe Seoul will be nuked in 2014. 60% do, in the real world 100% believe Seoul will be nuked in 2014. 60% do, in the real world 100% believe Seoul will be nuked in 2014. 60% do, in the real world 100% 
chance Seoul will be Nuked in 2014 if not 2015 for sure 1 Trillion chance Seoul will be Nuked in 2014 if not 2015 for sure 1 Trillion chance Seoul will be Nuked in 2014 if not 2015 for sure 1 Trillion chance Seoul will be Nuked in 2014 if not 2015 for sure 1 Trillion 
Percent! Percent! Percent! Percent! 
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1-11-14 Yale Key West Medical School is Paradise in an Invented 1-11-14 Yale Key West Medical School is Paradise in an Invented 1-11-14 Yale Key West Medical School is Paradise in an Invented 1-11-14 Yale Key West Medical School is Paradise in an Invented 
Universe. Perfecting the latest invention... Assembly Line Surgery! 1980 Universe. Perfecting the latest invention... Assembly Line Surgery! 1980 Universe. Perfecting the latest invention... Assembly Line Surgery! 1980 Universe. Perfecting the latest invention... Assembly Line Surgery! 1980 
OPEC Oil Embargo made Headlines, same time Medical Students Price OPEC Oil Embargo made Headlines, same time Medical Students Price OPEC Oil Embargo made Headlines, same time Medical Students Price OPEC Oil Embargo made Headlines, same time Medical Students Price 
Fixing by Numb Nuts Dictators put a low # of new Medical Students so Fixing by Numb Nuts Dictators put a low # of new Medical Students so Fixing by Numb Nuts Dictators put a low # of new Medical Students so Fixing by Numb Nuts Dictators put a low # of new Medical Students so 
84% of MD's Today made a Million Dollars last year. 1-9-2014 OSLO 84% of MD's Today made a Million Dollars last year. 1-9-2014 OSLO 84% of MD's Today made a Million Dollars last year. 1-9-2014 OSLO 84% of MD's Today made a Million Dollars last year. 1-9-2014 OSLO 
(Reuters) - Everyone in Norway became COP KILLERS... via fiery wrecks, (Reuters) - Everyone in Norway became COP KILLERS... via fiery wrecks, (Reuters) - Everyone in Norway became COP KILLERS... via fiery wrecks, (Reuters) - Everyone in Norway became COP KILLERS... via fiery wrecks, 
in LA, Rome, Paris, Moscow... STUPID CRIMINALS!! OSLO (Reuters) - in LA, Rome, Paris, Moscow... STUPID CRIMINALS!! OSLO (Reuters) - in LA, Rome, Paris, Moscow... STUPID CRIMINALS!! OSLO (Reuters) - in LA, Rome, Paris, Moscow... STUPID CRIMINALS!! OSLO (Reuters) - 
Everyone in Norway became a millionaire thanks to high oil and gas Everyone in Norway became a millionaire thanks to high oil and gas Everyone in Norway became a millionaire thanks to high oil and gas Everyone in Norway became a millionaire thanks to high oil and gas 
prices. Since 1990, 5.11 trillion crowns $828.66 billion, fractionally prices. Since 1990, 5.11 trillion crowns $828.66 billion, fractionally prices. Since 1990, 5.11 trillion crowns $828.66 billion, fractionally prices. Since 1990, 5.11 trillion crowns $828.66 billion, fractionally 
more than a million times Norway population estimate of 5,096,300. more than a million times Norway population estimate of 5,096,300. more than a million times Norway population estimate of 5,096,300. more than a million times Norway population estimate of 5,096,300. 
"Outperformance" in our Beautiful Existence Inventing... 1,001 Medical "Outperformance" in our Beautiful Existence Inventing... 1,001 Medical "Outperformance" in our Beautiful Existence Inventing... 1,001 Medical "Outperformance" in our Beautiful Existence Inventing... 1,001 Medical 
Inventions spelled out... with links to get you started. 1,001 Invention Inventions spelled out... with links to get you started. 1,001 Invention Inventions spelled out... with links to get you started. 1,001 Invention Inventions spelled out... with links to get you started. 1,001 Invention 
Projects preinstalled in Win 8.2 fix and Mac Pro Super Computer will Projects preinstalled in Win 8.2 fix and Mac Pro Super Computer will Projects preinstalled in Win 8.2 fix and Mac Pro Super Computer will Projects preinstalled in Win 8.2 fix and Mac Pro Super Computer will 
Chase + cause the 100 Year Flood. Mecca has no Homeless problem, Key Chase + cause the 100 Year Flood. Mecca has no Homeless problem, Key Chase + cause the 100 Year Flood. Mecca has no Homeless problem, Key Chase + cause the 100 Year Flood. Mecca has no Homeless problem, Key 
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West Citizen put Homeless on the front page yesterday and didn't West Citizen put Homeless on the front page yesterday and didn't West Citizen put Homeless on the front page yesterday and didn't West Citizen put Homeless on the front page yesterday and didn't 
mention $$$Mecca$$$... 1-9-2014 MECCA (Reuters) - Everyone in Saudi mention $$$Mecca$$$... 1-9-2014 MECCA (Reuters) - Everyone in Saudi mention $$$Mecca$$$... 1-9-2014 MECCA (Reuters) - Everyone in Saudi mention $$$Mecca$$$... 1-9-2014 MECCA (Reuters) - Everyone in Saudi 
Arabia became COP KILLERS... via fiery wrecks, in LA, Rome, Paris, Arabia became COP KILLERS... via fiery wrecks, in LA, Rome, Paris, Arabia became COP KILLERS... via fiery wrecks, in LA, Rome, Paris, Arabia became COP KILLERS... via fiery wrecks, in LA, Rome, Paris, 
Moscow... STUPID CRIMINALS!! If George Orwell was Public Today the Moscow... STUPID CRIMINALS!! If George Orwell was Public Today the Moscow... STUPID CRIMINALS!! If George Orwell was Public Today the Moscow... STUPID CRIMINALS!! If George Orwell was Public Today the 
Numb Nuts who write todays Key West Citizen and read Gregs web page Numb Nuts who write todays Key West Citizen and read Gregs web page Numb Nuts who write todays Key West Citizen and read Gregs web page Numb Nuts who write todays Key West Citizen and read Gregs web page 
can report Mecca got Key West "Godsend of the ElectricWindmillCar in can report Mecca got Key West "Godsend of the ElectricWindmillCar in can report Mecca got Key West "Godsend of the ElectricWindmillCar in can report Mecca got Key West "Godsend of the ElectricWindmillCar in 
1980" If George Orwell were public today the 1 Trillionth 1980" If George Orwell were public today the 1 Trillionth 1980" If George Orwell were public today the 1 Trillionth 1980" If George Orwell were public today the 1 Trillionth 
ElectricWindmillcar would be coming off the Ford GM assembly lines ElectricWindmillcar would be coming off the Ford GM assembly lines ElectricWindmillcar would be coming off the Ford GM assembly lines ElectricWindmillcar would be coming off the Ford GM assembly lines 
today! Key West Homeless would be staying at the Hilton on their 3 day today! Key West Homeless would be staying at the Hilton on their 3 day today! Key West Homeless would be staying at the Hilton on their 3 day today! Key West Homeless would be staying at the Hilton on their 3 day 
vacation every other year... grind + grin of 16 hour shifts, double time vacation every other year... grind + grin of 16 hour shifts, double time vacation every other year... grind + grin of 16 hour shifts, double time vacation every other year... grind + grin of 16 hour shifts, double time 
pay and triple time pay building 1 Trillion ElectricWindmillCars in the pay and triple time pay building 1 Trillion ElectricWindmillCars in the pay and triple time pay building 1 Trillion ElectricWindmillCars in the pay and triple time pay building 1 Trillion ElectricWindmillCars in the 
USA. USA. USA. USA. 

1-7-14 Catch of the Day Invention Project, I know the George Orwell 1-7-14 Catch of the Day Invention Project, I know the George Orwell 1-7-14 Catch of the Day Invention Project, I know the George Orwell 1-7-14 Catch of the Day Invention Project, I know the George Orwell 
Observers who read this web will sent a ALERT to Dr Snyderman. As we Observers who read this web will sent a ALERT to Dr Snyderman. As we Observers who read this web will sent a ALERT to Dr Snyderman. As we Observers who read this web will sent a ALERT to Dr Snyderman. As we 
should share the Nobel for the Rx Cure for Malaria in the drinking should share the Nobel for the Rx Cure for Malaria in the drinking should share the Nobel for the Rx Cure for Malaria in the drinking should share the Nobel for the Rx Cure for Malaria in the drinking 
water or air we breath! One Hell of an Invention Project with 1 Trillion water or air we breath! One Hell of an Invention Project with 1 Trillion water or air we breath! One Hell of an Invention Project with 1 Trillion water or air we breath! One Hell of an Invention Project with 1 Trillion 
spin off invention projects... read more... spin off invention projects... read more... spin off invention projects... read more... spin off invention projects... read more... 
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1-9-14 One Million infected with Malaria, soon 1 Billion infected with 1-9-14 One Million infected with Malaria, soon 1 Billion infected with 1-9-14 One Million infected with Malaria, soon 1 Billion infected with 1-9-14 One Million infected with Malaria, soon 1 Billion infected with 
malaria – THOUGHTS LAST NIGHT READING THIS AND I THOUGHT OF DR malaria – THOUGHTS LAST NIGHT READING THIS AND I THOUGHT OF DR malaria – THOUGHTS LAST NIGHT READING THIS AND I THOUGHT OF DR malaria – THOUGHTS LAST NIGHT READING THIS AND I THOUGHT OF DR 
SNYDERMAN - PUT IT IN THE WATER... IF IT WORKS!!! Rx THAT CURES SNYDERMAN - PUT IT IN THE WATER... IF IT WORKS!!! Rx THAT CURES SNYDERMAN - PUT IT IN THE WATER... IF IT WORKS!!! Rx THAT CURES SNYDERMAN - PUT IT IN THE WATER... IF IT WORKS!!! Rx THAT CURES 
MALARIA PUT IN THE DRINKING WATER - CURES MALARIA FOR 1 MALARIA PUT IN THE DRINKING WATER - CURES MALARIA FOR 1 MALARIA PUT IN THE DRINKING WATER - CURES MALARIA FOR 1 MALARIA PUT IN THE DRINKING WATER - CURES MALARIA FOR 1 
BILLION INFECTED – SAFE FOR EVERYONE TO DRINK - RICE UNIV GETS AN BILLION INFECTED – SAFE FOR EVERYONE TO DRINK - RICE UNIV GETS AN BILLION INFECTED – SAFE FOR EVERYONE TO DRINK - RICE UNIV GETS AN BILLION INFECTED – SAFE FOR EVERYONE TO DRINK - RICE UNIV GETS AN 
F GRADE AS THEY WASTE TIME AND MONEY ON A LASER TO TEST FOR F GRADE AS THEY WASTE TIME AND MONEY ON A LASER TO TEST FOR F GRADE AS THEY WASTE TIME AND MONEY ON A LASER TO TEST FOR F GRADE AS THEY WASTE TIME AND MONEY ON A LASER TO TEST FOR 
MALARIA WHEN THEY NEED TO BE GETTING A RX CURE ALL - GREG + MALARIA WHEN THEY NEED TO BE GETTING A RX CURE ALL - GREG + MALARIA WHEN THEY NEED TO BE GETTING A RX CURE ALL - GREG + MALARIA WHEN THEY NEED TO BE GETTING A RX CURE ALL - GREG + 
NANCY WILL INVENT A WAY TO PUT THE RX DRUG THAT CURES MALARIA NANCY WILL INVENT A WAY TO PUT THE RX DRUG THAT CURES MALARIA NANCY WILL INVENT A WAY TO PUT THE RX DRUG THAT CURES MALARIA NANCY WILL INVENT A WAY TO PUT THE RX DRUG THAT CURES MALARIA 
IN THE WATER OR AIR WE BREATH... THE system RICE UNIV relies on IS a IN THE WATER OR AIR WE BREATH... THE system RICE UNIV relies on IS a IN THE WATER OR AIR WE BREATH... THE system RICE UNIV relies on IS a IN THE WATER OR AIR WE BREATH... THE system RICE UNIV relies on IS a 
laser that creates “vapor nanobubbles” within infected cells. These laser that creates “vapor nanobubbles” within infected cells. These laser that creates “vapor nanobubbles” within infected cells. These laser that creates “vapor nanobubbles” within infected cells. These 
bubbles eventually pop and create a signature sound that is bubbles eventually pop and create a signature sound that is bubbles eventually pop and create a signature sound that is bubbles eventually pop and create a signature sound that is 
acoustically detected by the device. In pre-clinical testing, the team acoustically detected by the device. In pre-clinical testing, the team acoustically detected by the device. In pre-clinical testing, the team acoustically detected by the device. In pre-clinical testing, the team 
showed that the device was able to spot single malaria infected cell showed that the device was able to spot single malaria infected cell showed that the device was able to spot single malaria infected cell showed that the device was able to spot single malaria infected cell 
among a million healthy ones without any false positives whatsoever. among a million healthy ones without any false positives whatsoever. among a million healthy ones without any false positives whatsoever. among a million healthy ones without any false positives whatsoever. 

1-9-2014 Merit Badges for Girl Scouts of America 2014 "Farrah's Anus 1-9-2014 Merit Badges for Girl Scouts of America 2014 "Farrah's Anus 1-9-2014 Merit Badges for Girl Scouts of America 2014 "Farrah's Anus 1-9-2014 Merit Badges for Girl Scouts of America 2014 "Farrah's Anus 
Cancer" Stagnated... Girl Scouts of America 2014 or a New Generation Cancer" Stagnated... Girl Scouts of America 2014 or a New Generation Cancer" Stagnated... Girl Scouts of America 2014 or a New Generation Cancer" Stagnated... Girl Scouts of America 2014 or a New Generation 
of young women beautiful as Farrah! Unaware "Men are Addicted" to of young women beautiful as Farrah! Unaware "Men are Addicted" to of young women beautiful as Farrah! Unaware "Men are Addicted" to of young women beautiful as Farrah! Unaware "Men are Addicted" to 
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wanting sex without telling her what diseases they have. Front Page wanting sex without telling her what diseases they have. Front Page wanting sex without telling her what diseases they have. Front Page wanting sex without telling her what diseases they have. Front Page 
News Key West Citizen, a Cook Chef has HIV, TB, Lung Cancer, STD's, News Key West Citizen, a Cook Chef has HIV, TB, Lung Cancer, STD's, News Key West Citizen, a Cook Chef has HIV, TB, Lung Cancer, STD's, News Key West Citizen, a Cook Chef has HIV, TB, Lung Cancer, STD's, 
Hepatitis, HIV, Syphilis, HPV, Anus Cancer! And works every day! Hepatitis, HIV, Syphilis, HPV, Anus Cancer! And works every day! Hepatitis, HIV, Syphilis, HPV, Anus Cancer! And works every day! Hepatitis, HIV, Syphilis, HPV, Anus Cancer! And works every day! 

1-9-2014 Merit Badges for Boy Scouts of America 2014 "Anus Cancer + 1-9-2014 Merit Badges for Boy Scouts of America 2014 "Anus Cancer + 1-9-2014 Merit Badges for Boy Scouts of America 2014 "Anus Cancer + 1-9-2014 Merit Badges for Boy Scouts of America 2014 "Anus Cancer + 
Syphilis, Herpes, STD's of the Anus" Front Page News Key West Citizen, a Syphilis, Herpes, STD's of the Anus" Front Page News Key West Citizen, a Syphilis, Herpes, STD's of the Anus" Front Page News Key West Citizen, a Syphilis, Herpes, STD's of the Anus" Front Page News Key West Citizen, a 
Cook Chef has HIV, TB, Lung Cancer, STD's, Hepatitis, HIV, Syphilis, HPV, Cook Chef has HIV, TB, Lung Cancer, STD's, Hepatitis, HIV, Syphilis, HPV, Cook Chef has HIV, TB, Lung Cancer, STD's, Hepatitis, HIV, Syphilis, HPV, Cook Chef has HIV, TB, Lung Cancer, STD's, Hepatitis, HIV, Syphilis, HPV, 
Anus Cancer! And works every day! Anus Cancer! And works every day! Anus Cancer! And works every day! Anus Cancer! And works every day! 

1-9-2014 Read more death statistics, tortuous deaths into Prohibition: 1-9-2014 Read more death statistics, tortuous deaths into Prohibition: 1-9-2014 Read more death statistics, tortuous deaths into Prohibition: 1-9-2014 Read more death statistics, tortuous deaths into Prohibition: 
Smoking: Tobacco Users Near 1 Billion Worldwide The rate of smoking Smoking: Tobacco Users Near 1 Billion Worldwide The rate of smoking Smoking: Tobacco Users Near 1 Billion Worldwide The rate of smoking Smoking: Tobacco Users Near 1 Billion Worldwide The rate of smoking 
in the U.S. has plummeted from 42% in 1980 to 18% in 2012, and the in the U.S. has plummeted from 42% in 1980 to 18% in 2012, and the in the U.S. has plummeted from 42% in 1980 to 18% in 2012, and the in the U.S. has plummeted from 42% in 1980 to 18% in 2012, and the 
total number of smokers has fallen over the same period from 52 total number of smokers has fallen over the same period from 52 total number of smokers has fallen over the same period from 52 total number of smokers has fallen over the same period from 52 
million to 38 million. Read more death statistics, tortuous deaths into million to 38 million. Read more death statistics, tortuous deaths into million to 38 million. Read more death statistics, tortuous deaths into million to 38 million. Read more death statistics, tortuous deaths into 
Prohibition: Smoking: Tobacco Users. Prohibition will work for Prohibition: Smoking: Tobacco Users. Prohibition will work for Prohibition: Smoking: Tobacco Users. Prohibition will work for Prohibition: Smoking: Tobacco Users. Prohibition will work for 
Smoking, we need a Pentagon Vietnam Body Count and fiery wrecks Smoking, we need a Pentagon Vietnam Body Count and fiery wrecks Smoking, we need a Pentagon Vietnam Body Count and fiery wrecks Smoking, we need a Pentagon Vietnam Body Count and fiery wrecks 
Video Gone Viral on ABC Good Morning America every Morning... Video Gone Viral on ABC Good Morning America every Morning... Video Gone Viral on ABC Good Morning America every Morning... Video Gone Viral on ABC Good Morning America every Morning... 
Caribbean islands of Antigua and Barbuda have the lowest prevalence Caribbean islands of Antigua and Barbuda have the lowest prevalence Caribbean islands of Antigua and Barbuda have the lowest prevalence Caribbean islands of Antigua and Barbuda have the lowest prevalence 
of smoking, at 5%, the BBC reports. East Timor has the highest rate of of smoking, at 5%, the BBC reports. East Timor has the highest rate of of smoking, at 5%, the BBC reports. East Timor has the highest rate of of smoking, at 5%, the BBC reports. East Timor has the highest rate of 
smoking at a whopping 61%. ABC Good Morning America is the lowest smoking at a whopping 61%. ABC Good Morning America is the lowest smoking at a whopping 61%. ABC Good Morning America is the lowest smoking at a whopping 61%. ABC Good Morning America is the lowest 
No side effects "WARNING LABEL" FROM ROBIN ROBERTS going with No side effects "WARNING LABEL" FROM ROBIN ROBERTS going with No side effects "WARNING LABEL" FROM ROBIN ROBERTS going with No side effects "WARNING LABEL" FROM ROBIN ROBERTS going with 
LESBIAN SEX... NO "WARNING LABEL" for HPV virus causing cancer! 5% or LESBIAN SEX... NO "WARNING LABEL" for HPV virus causing cancer! 5% or LESBIAN SEX... NO "WARNING LABEL" for HPV virus causing cancer! 5% or LESBIAN SEX... NO "WARNING LABEL" for HPV virus causing cancer! 5% or 
61% "Smokers" "Binge Drinkers" having oral sex with 4 women in one 61% "Smokers" "Binge Drinkers" having oral sex with 4 women in one 61% "Smokers" "Binge Drinkers" having oral sex with 4 women in one 61% "Smokers" "Binge Drinkers" having oral sex with 4 women in one 
day is "Binging Oral Sex" it spreads HPV STD's and causes "Girl Scouts" day is "Binging Oral Sex" it spreads HPV STD's and causes "Girl Scouts" day is "Binging Oral Sex" it spreads HPV STD's and causes "Girl Scouts" day is "Binging Oral Sex" it spreads HPV STD's and causes "Girl Scouts" 
Shock + Awe screaming at Robin, why didn't you WARN us! Comcast, GE, Shock + Awe screaming at Robin, why didn't you WARN us! Comcast, GE, Shock + Awe screaming at Robin, why didn't you WARN us! Comcast, GE, Shock + Awe screaming at Robin, why didn't you WARN us! Comcast, GE, 
Apple, Microsoft workers smoke + drink every day... Today Show did Apple, Microsoft workers smoke + drink every day... Today Show did Apple, Microsoft workers smoke + drink every day... Today Show did Apple, Microsoft workers smoke + drink every day... Today Show did 
Binge Drinking with 4 glasses of wine. ABC needs to do Binge Oral Sex Binge Drinking with 4 glasses of wine. ABC needs to do Binge Oral Sex Binge Drinking with 4 glasses of wine. ABC needs to do Binge Oral Sex Binge Drinking with 4 glasses of wine. ABC needs to do Binge Oral Sex 
with 4 women in one day, HPV virus comes grin in 120 different with 4 women in one day, HPV virus comes grin in 120 different with 4 women in one day, HPV virus comes grin in 120 different with 4 women in one day, HPV virus comes grin in 120 different 
versions so you do the math as George Orwell has not gone public! If versions so you do the math as George Orwell has not gone public! If versions so you do the math as George Orwell has not gone public! If versions so you do the math as George Orwell has not gone public! If 
George Orwell were public today "Girl Scouts" would be protected by George Orwell were public today "Girl Scouts" would be protected by George Orwell were public today "Girl Scouts" would be protected by George Orwell were public today "Girl Scouts" would be protected by 
Homeland Security from "Pedophiles" who don't tell anyone they have Homeland Security from "Pedophiles" who don't tell anyone they have Homeland Security from "Pedophiles" who don't tell anyone they have Homeland Security from "Pedophiles" who don't tell anyone they have 
HIV, HPV, STD's... Disney owns ABC and clip of a Disney Movie this HIV, HPV, STD's... Disney owns ABC and clip of a Disney Movie this HIV, HPV, STD's... Disney owns ABC and clip of a Disney Movie this HIV, HPV, STD's... Disney owns ABC and clip of a Disney Movie this 
morning. Disney Movie Shock + Awe with a Dr. Princes warning + morning. Disney Movie Shock + Awe with a Dr. Princes warning + morning. Disney Movie Shock + Awe with a Dr. Princes warning + morning. Disney Movie Shock + Awe with a Dr. Princes warning + 
curing HPV, STD, Girl Scouts! curing HPV, STD, Girl Scouts! curing HPV, STD, Girl Scouts! curing HPV, STD, Girl Scouts! 

1-2-2014 Nineteen Eighty-Four going Public this Year! 1,001 Invention 1-2-2014 Nineteen Eighty-Four going Public this Year! 1,001 Invention 1-2-2014 Nineteen Eighty-Four going Public this Year! 1,001 Invention 1-2-2014 Nineteen Eighty-Four going Public this Year! 1,001 Invention 
Projects will go Public too! 1 Trillion Cans of H @ -254 C much smaller Projects will go Public too! 1 Trillion Cans of H @ -254 C much smaller Projects will go Public too! 1 Trillion Cans of H @ -254 C much smaller Projects will go Public too! 1 Trillion Cans of H @ -254 C much smaller 
than this Tank of liquid Hydrogen. New Manhattan Project lead by Dr. than this Tank of liquid Hydrogen. New Manhattan Project lead by Dr. than this Tank of liquid Hydrogen. New Manhattan Project lead by Dr. than this Tank of liquid Hydrogen. New Manhattan Project lead by Dr. 
Nancy Oppenheimer for the Rx Overnight Penicillin Like Cure for Breast Nancy Oppenheimer for the Rx Overnight Penicillin Like Cure for Breast Nancy Oppenheimer for the Rx Overnight Penicillin Like Cure for Breast Nancy Oppenheimer for the Rx Overnight Penicillin Like Cure for Breast 
Cancer, and Dr. Nancy must use all of Los Alamos! Men who will destroy Cancer, and Dr. Nancy must use all of Los Alamos! Men who will destroy Cancer, and Dr. Nancy must use all of Los Alamos! Men who will destroy Cancer, and Dr. Nancy must use all of Los Alamos! Men who will destroy 
the Earth with 2014 Model Nukes, YES new Model Nukes for 2014, these the Earth with 2014 Model Nukes, YES new Model Nukes for 2014, these the Earth with 2014 Model Nukes, YES new Model Nukes for 2014, these the Earth with 2014 Model Nukes, YES new Model Nukes for 2014, these 
men will have the Mentally Needed to write the 1 Trillion dollar men will have the Mentally Needed to write the 1 Trillion dollar men will have the Mentally Needed to write the 1 Trillion dollar men will have the Mentally Needed to write the 1 Trillion dollar 
software program to Nuke the Cancer Cell. software program to Nuke the Cancer Cell. software program to Nuke the Cancer Cell. software program to Nuke the Cancer Cell. 
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1-2-2014 ABC 'The Assets' review: Real-life spy case in ABC miniseries is 1-2-2014 ABC 'The Assets' review: Real-life spy case in ABC miniseries is 1-2-2014 ABC 'The Assets' review: Real-life spy case in ABC miniseries is 1-2-2014 ABC 'The Assets' review: Real-life spy case in ABC miniseries is 
"Petty Cash" bribe for a car, etc. Saudi King gave the Pope $10 Billion in "Petty Cash" bribe for a car, etc. Saudi King gave the Pope $10 Billion in "Petty Cash" bribe for a car, etc. Saudi King gave the Pope $10 Billion in "Petty Cash" bribe for a car, etc. Saudi King gave the Pope $10 Billion in 
Cash, the Saudi King has given CIA Agents $10 Billion EACH in Cash Cash, the Saudi King has given CIA Agents $10 Billion EACH in Cash Cash, the Saudi King has given CIA Agents $10 Billion EACH in Cash Cash, the Saudi King has given CIA Agents $10 Billion EACH in Cash 
bribes as the King has $177 Trillion and will earn 888 Trillion Before bribes as the King has $177 Trillion and will earn 888 Trillion Before bribes as the King has $177 Trillion and will earn 888 Trillion Before bribes as the King has $177 Trillion and will earn 888 Trillion Before 
Saudi Oil Fields go dry! Saudi Oil Fields go dry! Saudi Oil Fields go dry! Saudi Oil Fields go dry! 

1-2-2014 Nineteen Eighty-Four going Public this Year! 1-2-2014 Nineteen Eighty-Four going Public this Year! 1-2-2014 Nineteen Eighty-Four going Public this Year! 1-2-2014 Nineteen Eighty-Four going Public this Year! 

1-2-2014 New Year is one of the most unifying moments on planet 1-2-2014 New Year is one of the most unifying moments on planet 1-2-2014 New Year is one of the most unifying moments on planet 1-2-2014 New Year is one of the most unifying moments on planet 
Earth! Now the Numb Nuts Dictators realize 1 of the Nearest Stars with Earth! Now the Numb Nuts Dictators realize 1 of the Nearest Stars with Earth! Now the Numb Nuts Dictators realize 1 of the Nearest Stars with Earth! Now the Numb Nuts Dictators realize 1 of the Nearest Stars with 
Alpha Centauri will shine for the Next 4 Trillion Years! Alpha Centauri will shine for the Next 4 Trillion Years! Alpha Centauri will shine for the Next 4 Trillion Years! Alpha Centauri will shine for the Next 4 Trillion Years! 

1-2-2014 The best New Year's resolutions are those you can keep... save 1-2-2014 The best New Year's resolutions are those you can keep... save 1-2-2014 The best New Year's resolutions are those you can keep... save 1-2-2014 The best New Year's resolutions are those you can keep... save 
the Lives of 1 million Alcoholics in 2014 and 1 million Smokers! the Lives of 1 million Alcoholics in 2014 and 1 million Smokers! the Lives of 1 million Alcoholics in 2014 and 1 million Smokers! the Lives of 1 million Alcoholics in 2014 and 1 million Smokers! 

1-2-2014 Nineteen Eighty-Four going Public this year not just New York 1-2-2014 Nineteen Eighty-Four going Public this year not just New York 1-2-2014 Nineteen Eighty-Four going Public this year not just New York 1-2-2014 Nineteen Eighty-Four going Public this year not just New York 
Times Headlines of NSA leaks by Snowden. Times Headlines of NSA leaks by Snowden. Times Headlines of NSA leaks by Snowden. Times Headlines of NSA leaks by Snowden. 
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1-2-2014 Is the Run-Up to Nineteen Eighty-Four Going Public!! 1-2-2014 Is the Run-Up to Nineteen Eighty-Four Going Public!! 1-2-2014 Is the Run-Up to Nineteen Eighty-Four Going Public!! 1-2-2014 Is the Run-Up to Nineteen Eighty-Four Going Public!! 

1-2-2014 SECRET leaked file I have proves the government has a file on 1-2-2014 SECRET leaked file I have proves the government has a file on 1-2-2014 SECRET leaked file I have proves the government has a file on 1-2-2014 SECRET leaked file I have proves the government has a file on 
Mr. Buell's Wind Car which he calls the ElectricWindmillCar!! Mr. Buell's Wind Car which he calls the ElectricWindmillCar!! Mr. Buell's Wind Car which he calls the ElectricWindmillCar!! Mr. Buell's Wind Car which he calls the ElectricWindmillCar!! 

1-2-2014 The best New Year's resolutions are those you can keep... 1-2-2014 The best New Year's resolutions are those you can keep... 1-2-2014 The best New Year's resolutions are those you can keep... 1-2-2014 The best New Year's resolutions are those you can keep... 

1-2-2014 Pentagon LEAKed a Nuke War with North Korea will come with 1-2-2014 Pentagon LEAKed a Nuke War with North Korea will come with 1-2-2014 Pentagon LEAKed a Nuke War with North Korea will come with 1-2-2014 Pentagon LEAKed a Nuke War with North Korea will come with 
this Year 2014 this Year 2014 this Year 2014 this Year 2014 

1-2-2014 Nuclear Bomb War with North Korea the USA will WIN it! Yes + 1-2-2014 Nuclear Bomb War with North Korea the USA will WIN it! Yes + 1-2-2014 Nuclear Bomb War with North Korea the USA will WIN it! Yes + 1-2-2014 Nuclear Bomb War with North Korea the USA will WIN it! Yes + 
No the Pentagon didn't Provoke this Nuke War with North Korea... No the Pentagon didn't Provoke this Nuke War with North Korea... No the Pentagon didn't Provoke this Nuke War with North Korea... No the Pentagon didn't Provoke this Nuke War with North Korea... 
Bullied Maybe with the riches of $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues since Bullied Maybe with the riches of $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues since Bullied Maybe with the riches of $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues since Bullied Maybe with the riches of $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues since 
1980 for MIT Drones and War Toys! Fleet of 15 Super Carriers at $15 1980 for MIT Drones and War Toys! Fleet of 15 Super Carriers at $15 1980 for MIT Drones and War Toys! Fleet of 15 Super Carriers at $15 1980 for MIT Drones and War Toys! Fleet of 15 Super Carriers at $15 
Billion each, and 1st one for 2014 will be the USS JFK with Caroline Billion each, and 1st one for 2014 will be the USS JFK with Caroline Billion each, and 1st one for 2014 will be the USS JFK with Caroline Billion each, and 1st one for 2014 will be the USS JFK with Caroline 
Kennedy and NO 10K windmills on its decks and 1 Trillion cans of H at Kennedy and NO 10K windmills on its decks and 1 Trillion cans of H at Kennedy and NO 10K windmills on its decks and 1 Trillion cans of H at Kennedy and NO 10K windmills on its decks and 1 Trillion cans of H at 
-254 C below decks! -254 C below decks! -254 C below decks! -254 C below decks! 

1-2-2014 Nineteen Eighty-Four may be three decades late, but it 1-2-2014 Nineteen Eighty-Four may be three decades late, but it 1-2-2014 Nineteen Eighty-Four may be three decades late, but it 1-2-2014 Nineteen Eighty-Four may be three decades late, but it 
appears to be around the corner. The only question is whether the U.S. appears to be around the corner. The only question is whether the U.S. appears to be around the corner. The only question is whether the U.S. appears to be around the corner. The only question is whether the U.S. 
government or Google will be Big Brother -- and which would be worse. government or Google will be Big Brother -- and which would be worse. government or Google will be Big Brother -- and which would be worse. government or Google will be Big Brother -- and which would be worse. 
The NSA wants all our data, but it doesn't seem capable of crunching it. The NSA wants all our data, but it doesn't seem capable of crunching it. The NSA wants all our data, but it doesn't seem capable of crunching it. The NSA wants all our data, but it doesn't seem capable of crunching it. 
Google is more competent, but that could make it scarier, as it appears Google is more competent, but that could make it scarier, as it appears Google is more competent, but that could make it scarier, as it appears Google is more competent, but that could make it scarier, as it appears 
to be taking us toward a Terminator future. Nuclear War with North to be taking us toward a Terminator future. Nuclear War with North to be taking us toward a Terminator future. Nuclear War with North to be taking us toward a Terminator future. Nuclear War with North 
Korea... Peace has been Totally Ruled Out by McCain + Kerry! Korea... Peace has been Totally Ruled Out by McCain + Kerry! Korea... Peace has been Totally Ruled Out by McCain + Kerry! Korea... Peace has been Totally Ruled Out by McCain + Kerry! 

1-2-2014 Nineteen Eighty-Four may be three decades late, but it 1-2-2014 Nineteen Eighty-Four may be three decades late, but it 1-2-2014 Nineteen Eighty-Four may be three decades late, but it 1-2-2014 Nineteen Eighty-Four may be three decades late, but it 
appears to be around the corner. BP Oil will be Big Brother, has been appears to be around the corner. BP Oil will be Big Brother, has been appears to be around the corner. BP Oil will be Big Brother, has been appears to be around the corner. BP Oil will be Big Brother, has been 
since the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar since 1980, paying off since the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar since 1980, paying off since the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar since 1980, paying off since the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar since 1980, paying off 
the Pentagon + Pope! the Pentagon + Pope! the Pentagon + Pope! the Pentagon + Pope! 

1-2-2014 The Best New Year's "Invention Projects" are those you can 1-2-2014 The Best New Year's "Invention Projects" are those you can 1-2-2014 The Best New Year's "Invention Projects" are those you can 1-2-2014 The Best New Year's "Invention Projects" are those you can 
Brainstorm 24/7 with many wives in a legal Polygamous Marriage Brainstorm 24/7 with many wives in a legal Polygamous Marriage Brainstorm 24/7 with many wives in a legal Polygamous Marriage Brainstorm 24/7 with many wives in a legal Polygamous Marriage 
arranged to get as many Inventions for Humanity as Possible arranged to get as many Inventions for Humanity as Possible arranged to get as many Inventions for Humanity as Possible arranged to get as many Inventions for Humanity as Possible 

1 2 2014 "1984" Book, When he breaks the Mirror it's revealed the 1 2 2014 "1984" Book, When he breaks the Mirror it's revealed the 1 2 2014 "1984" Book, When he breaks the Mirror it's revealed the 1 2 2014 "1984" Book, When he breaks the Mirror it's revealed the 
Government caused his Divorce... Sandy Hook murdered students by GE Government caused his Divorce... Sandy Hook murdered students by GE Government caused his Divorce... Sandy Hook murdered students by GE Government caused his Divorce... Sandy Hook murdered students by GE 
dads son divorced. GE Windmill Farms and GE is Big Brother Provoking dads son divorced. GE Windmill Farms and GE is Big Brother Provoking dads son divorced. GE Windmill Farms and GE is Big Brother Provoking dads son divorced. GE Windmill Farms and GE is Big Brother Provoking 
"Divorce" just like the Book "1984," this is a crime much more than "Divorce" just like the Book "1984," this is a crime much more than "Divorce" just like the Book "1984," this is a crime much more than "Divorce" just like the Book "1984," this is a crime much more than 
NSA... recording everything! GE KILLED ALL THESE KIDS BY SUPPRESSING NSA... recording everything! GE KILLED ALL THESE KIDS BY SUPPRESSING NSA... recording everything! GE KILLED ALL THESE KIDS BY SUPPRESSING NSA... recording everything! GE KILLED ALL THESE KIDS BY SUPPRESSING 
1,001 INVENTION PROJECTS + ELECTRICWINDMILLCAR ERA... GE Dad 1,001 INVENTION PROJECTS + ELECTRICWINDMILLCAR ERA... GE Dad 1,001 INVENTION PROJECTS + ELECTRICWINDMILLCAR ERA... GE Dad 1,001 INVENTION PROJECTS + ELECTRICWINDMILLCAR ERA... GE Dad 
took his son to Yale MD too. Yale Should be sued like OJ was by Nichol's took his son to Yale MD too. Yale Should be sued like OJ was by Nichol's took his son to Yale MD too. Yale Should be sued like OJ was by Nichol's took his son to Yale MD too. Yale Should be sued like OJ was by Nichol's 
mom + Dad as Yale Medical School let the shooters mom refuse his Rx mom + Dad as Yale Medical School let the shooters mom refuse his Rx mom + Dad as Yale Medical School let the shooters mom refuse his Rx mom + Dad as Yale Medical School let the shooters mom refuse his Rx 
and no MD's at Yale Medical School had a list of 1,001 Medical and no MD's at Yale Medical School had a list of 1,001 Medical and no MD's at Yale Medical School had a list of 1,001 Medical and no MD's at Yale Medical School had a list of 1,001 Medical 
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Invention Projects as my IP have been suppressed like the Invention Projects as my IP have been suppressed like the Invention Projects as my IP have been suppressed like the Invention Projects as my IP have been suppressed like the 
ElectricWindmillCar with a HT iPhone5s Spy Dash Cam that can listen, ElectricWindmillCar with a HT iPhone5s Spy Dash Cam that can listen, ElectricWindmillCar with a HT iPhone5s Spy Dash Cam that can listen, ElectricWindmillCar with a HT iPhone5s Spy Dash Cam that can listen, 
speak, smell and call 911... so here is the Yale Med School news with speak, smell and call 911... so here is the Yale Med School news with speak, smell and call 911... so here is the Yale Med School news with speak, smell and call 911... so here is the Yale Med School news with 
nothing about Mom + Dads Divorce videos this kids played in his minds nothing about Mom + Dads Divorce videos this kids played in his minds nothing about Mom + Dads Divorce videos this kids played in his minds nothing about Mom + Dads Divorce videos this kids played in his minds 
eye... 12 30 13 Yale Child Study Center Adam Lanza Nancy said no to eye... 12 30 13 Yale Child Study Center Adam Lanza Nancy said no to eye... 12 30 13 Yale Child Study Center Adam Lanza Nancy said no to eye... 12 30 13 Yale Child Study Center Adam Lanza Nancy said no to 
Rx Meds in Orwellian Society A final report on the Connecticut State Rx Meds in Orwellian Society A final report on the Connecticut State Rx Meds in Orwellian Society A final report on the Connecticut State Rx Meds in Orwellian Society A final report on the Connecticut State 
Police’s investigation into last December’s shootings at Sandy Hook Police’s investigation into last December’s shootings at Sandy Hook Police’s investigation into last December’s shootings at Sandy Hook Police’s investigation into last December’s shootings at Sandy Hook 
Elementary School shed new light on perpetrator Adam Lanza’s mental Elementary School shed new light on perpetrator Adam Lanza’s mental Elementary School shed new light on perpetrator Adam Lanza’s mental Elementary School shed new light on perpetrator Adam Lanza’s mental 
health history, which included treatment at the Yale Child Study health history, which included treatment at the Yale Child Study health history, which included treatment at the Yale Child Study health history, which included treatment at the Yale Child Study 
Center. The report shows that Lanza, per the efforts of his father, Peter, Center. The report shows that Lanza, per the efforts of his father, Peter, Center. The report shows that Lanza, per the efforts of his father, Peter, Center. The report shows that Lanza, per the efforts of his father, Peter, 
was examined by local psychiatrist Paul Fox before being referred to was examined by local psychiatrist Paul Fox before being referred to was examined by local psychiatrist Paul Fox before being referred to was examined by local psychiatrist Paul Fox before being referred to 
Prof. Robert King and Kathleen Koenig MSN ’88 from the Child Study Prof. Robert King and Kathleen Koenig MSN ’88 from the Child Study Prof. Robert King and Kathleen Koenig MSN ’88 from the Child Study Prof. Robert King and Kathleen Koenig MSN ’88 from the Child Study 
Center. Documents show that Peter Lanza was worried about his son, Center. Documents show that Peter Lanza was worried about his son, Center. Documents show that Peter Lanza was worried about his son, Center. Documents show that Peter Lanza was worried about his son, 
who had been a seemingly happy child, becoming increasingly stressed who had been a seemingly happy child, becoming increasingly stressed who had been a seemingly happy child, becoming increasingly stressed who had been a seemingly happy child, becoming increasingly stressed 
and irritable by age 12. In 2006, when Lanza was about 14 years old, and irritable by age 12. In 2006, when Lanza was about 14 years old, and irritable by age 12. In 2006, when Lanza was about 14 years old, and irritable by age 12. In 2006, when Lanza was about 14 years old, 
King put him through a thorough investigation and found Lanza to be King put him through a thorough investigation and found Lanza to be King put him through a thorough investigation and found Lanza to be King put him through a thorough investigation and found Lanza to be 
socially detached and diagnosed him with obsessive compulsive socially detached and diagnosed him with obsessive compulsive socially detached and diagnosed him with obsessive compulsive socially detached and diagnosed him with obsessive compulsive 
disorder. Lanza demonstrated several behaviors typical of those with disorder. Lanza demonstrated several behaviors typical of those with disorder. Lanza demonstrated several behaviors typical of those with disorder. Lanza demonstrated several behaviors typical of those with 
the disorder, including repeated rituals involving cleanliness. the disorder, including repeated rituals involving cleanliness. the disorder, including repeated rituals involving cleanliness. the disorder, including repeated rituals involving cleanliness. 
“[Lanza] displayed a profound autism spectrum disorder with rigidity, “[Lanza] displayed a profound autism spectrum disorder with rigidity, “[Lanza] displayed a profound autism spectrum disorder with rigidity, “[Lanza] displayed a profound autism spectrum disorder with rigidity, 
isolation and a lack of comprehension of ordinary social interaction isolation and a lack of comprehension of ordinary social interaction isolation and a lack of comprehension of ordinary social interaction isolation and a lack of comprehension of ordinary social interaction 
and communications,” King said in the report, adding that he was and communications,” King said in the report, adding that he was and communications,” King said in the report, adding that he was and communications,” King said in the report, adding that he was 
concerned that these isolationist behaviors were worsening. King was concerned that these isolationist behaviors were worsening. King was concerned that these isolationist behaviors were worsening. King was concerned that these isolationist behaviors were worsening. King was 
the one to direct the Lanzas to Koenig, who said that she had four in-the one to direct the Lanzas to Koenig, who said that she had four in-the one to direct the Lanzas to Koenig, who said that she had four in-the one to direct the Lanzas to Koenig, who said that she had four in-
person meetings with Adam Lanza. These meetings began in October person meetings with Adam Lanza. These meetings began in October person meetings with Adam Lanza. These meetings began in October person meetings with Adam Lanza. These meetings began in October 
2006 and ended in February 2007, during which time Koenig kept in 2006 and ended in February 2007, during which time Koenig kept in 2006 and ended in February 2007, during which time Koenig kept in 2006 and ended in February 2007, during which time Koenig kept in 
touch with Lanza’s mother, Nancy, via email and telephone. According touch with Lanza’s mother, Nancy, via email and telephone. According touch with Lanza’s mother, Nancy, via email and telephone. According touch with Lanza’s mother, Nancy, via email and telephone. According 
to the police documents, Koenig deemed Lanza to be “emotionally to the police documents, Koenig deemed Lanza to be “emotionally to the police documents, Koenig deemed Lanza to be “emotionally to the police documents, Koenig deemed Lanza to be “emotionally 
paralyzed” and prescribed the antidepressant Celexa. Koenig later told paralyzed” and prescribed the antidepressant Celexa. Koenig later told paralyzed” and prescribed the antidepressant Celexa. Koenig later told paralyzed” and prescribed the antidepressant Celexa. Koenig later told 
state police that Nancy Lanza opposed both further in-office visits and state police that Nancy Lanza opposed both further in-office visits and state police that Nancy Lanza opposed both further in-office visits and state police that Nancy Lanza opposed both further in-office visits and 
the medication. This resistance caused Koenig to reach out to Fox, who the medication. This resistance caused Koenig to reach out to Fox, who the medication. This resistance caused Koenig to reach out to Fox, who the medication. This resistance caused Koenig to reach out to Fox, who 
remained Lanza’s primary psychiatrist, in order to devise a best-course remained Lanza’s primary psychiatrist, in order to devise a best-course remained Lanza’s primary psychiatrist, in order to devise a best-course remained Lanza’s primary psychiatrist, in order to devise a best-course 
to treat Lanza’s case. King’s profile on the School of Medicine’s website to treat Lanza’s case. King’s profile on the School of Medicine’s website to treat Lanza’s case. King’s profile on the School of Medicine’s website to treat Lanza’s case. King’s profile on the School of Medicine’s website 
lists Tourette’s syndrome, obsessive-compulsive disorder in children and lists Tourette’s syndrome, obsessive-compulsive disorder in children and lists Tourette’s syndrome, obsessive-compulsive disorder in children and lists Tourette’s syndrome, obsessive-compulsive disorder in children and 
adolescents and adolescent suicide as his main research interests. adolescents and adolescent suicide as his main research interests. adolescents and adolescent suicide as his main research interests. adolescents and adolescent suicide as his main research interests. 

1 2 2014 there is no such thing as too much too fast and set 1 2 2014 there is no such thing as too much too fast and set 1 2 2014 there is no such thing as too much too fast and set 1 2 2014 there is no such thing as too much too fast and set 
unattainable Invention Projects goals as 1 Trillion Aliens could be at unattainable Invention Projects goals as 1 Trillion Aliens could be at unattainable Invention Projects goals as 1 Trillion Aliens could be at unattainable Invention Projects goals as 1 Trillion Aliens could be at 
the 100 Nearest Stars and the Pentagon will Kill Every Single Alien if we the 100 Nearest Stars and the Pentagon will Kill Every Single Alien if we the 100 Nearest Stars and the Pentagon will Kill Every Single Alien if we the 100 Nearest Stars and the Pentagon will Kill Every Single Alien if we 
don't bankrupt them first! don't bankrupt them first! don't bankrupt them first! don't bankrupt them first! 
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Proxima Centauri 4.2 light years and will shine as a Blue Dwarf for 4 Proxima Centauri 4.2 light years and will shine as a Blue Dwarf for 4 Proxima Centauri 4.2 light years and will shine as a Blue Dwarf for 4 Proxima Centauri 4.2 light years and will shine as a Blue Dwarf for 4 
Trillion Years longer! 4 Trillion Aliens might be among the 100 Nearest Trillion Years longer! 4 Trillion Aliens might be among the 100 Nearest Trillion Years longer! 4 Trillion Aliens might be among the 100 Nearest Trillion Years longer! 4 Trillion Aliens might be among the 100 Nearest 
Stars to Earth. Invent a Space Station with 100's of State of the Arts Stars to Earth. Invent a Space Station with 100's of State of the Arts Stars to Earth. Invent a Space Station with 100's of State of the Arts Stars to Earth. Invent a Space Station with 100's of State of the Arts 
Telescopes on your new Apple Mac Pro and Demand Apple preinstall all Telescopes on your new Apple Mac Pro and Demand Apple preinstall all Telescopes on your new Apple Mac Pro and Demand Apple preinstall all Telescopes on your new Apple Mac Pro and Demand Apple preinstall all 
the research articles you will need to get started. the research articles you will need to get started. the research articles you will need to get started. the research articles you will need to get started. 

1-2-2014 There is no sense in making a resolution to wake up every 1-2-2014 There is no sense in making a resolution to wake up every 1-2-2014 There is no sense in making a resolution to wake up every 1-2-2014 There is no sense in making a resolution to wake up every 
morning at 5 a.m. and run five miles morning at 5 a.m. and run five miles morning at 5 a.m. and run five miles morning at 5 a.m. and run five miles 

1-2-2014 Invention and Resolution Sense In Making Treadmill Desk 1-2-2014 Invention and Resolution Sense In Making Treadmill Desk 1-2-2014 Invention and Resolution Sense In Making Treadmill Desk 1-2-2014 Invention and Resolution Sense In Making Treadmill Desk 
part of the Living Room, Class Room, Office, etc! part of the Living Room, Class Room, Office, etc! part of the Living Room, Class Room, Office, etc! part of the Living Room, Class Room, Office, etc! 

1-2-2014 There is no such thing as too much too fast and set 1-2-2014 There is no such thing as too much too fast and set 1-2-2014 There is no such thing as too much too fast and set 1-2-2014 There is no such thing as too much too fast and set 
unattainable Invention Projects goals to save 1 million lives in 2014 unattainable Invention Projects goals to save 1 million lives in 2014 unattainable Invention Projects goals to save 1 million lives in 2014 unattainable Invention Projects goals to save 1 million lives in 2014 
via Airport and Publix Grocery Store lung cancer screenings as the via Airport and Publix Grocery Store lung cancer screenings as the via Airport and Publix Grocery Store lung cancer screenings as the via Airport and Publix Grocery Store lung cancer screenings as the 
benefits outweigh risks... comments no comments yet? benefits outweigh risks... comments no comments yet? benefits outweigh risks... comments no comments yet? benefits outweigh risks... comments no comments yet? 

1-2-2014 Surround yourself with Many Wives who are supportive of your 1-2-2014 Surround yourself with Many Wives who are supportive of your 1-2-2014 Surround yourself with Many Wives who are supportive of your 1-2-2014 Surround yourself with Many Wives who are supportive of your 
goals with Role Playing with the Wife's as Cheerleader... I am Women, I goals with Role Playing with the Wife's as Cheerleader... I am Women, I goals with Role Playing with the Wife's as Cheerleader... I am Women, I goals with Role Playing with the Wife's as Cheerleader... I am Women, I 
am One of Your Wives, I can get you to Invent Anything + Everything, am One of Your Wives, I can get you to Invent Anything + Everything, am One of Your Wives, I can get you to Invent Anything + Everything, am One of Your Wives, I can get you to Invent Anything + Everything, 
now get to work! MD Wives will be able and willing to Read Aloud now get to work! MD Wives will be able and willing to Read Aloud now get to work! MD Wives will be able and willing to Read Aloud now get to work! MD Wives will be able and willing to Read Aloud 
record this DNA invention projects must know and must think about all record this DNA invention projects must know and must think about all record this DNA invention projects must know and must think about all record this DNA invention projects must know and must think about all 
the time... the time... the time... the time... 

1-2-2014 DNA in its functional form is not the isolated nucleotides, but 1-2-2014 DNA in its functional form is not the isolated nucleotides, but 1-2-2014 DNA in its functional form is not the isolated nucleotides, but 1-2-2014 DNA in its functional form is not the isolated nucleotides, but 
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a polymer built from the mono nucleotides (G, C, A, T). A DNA polymer a polymer built from the mono nucleotides (G, C, A, T). A DNA polymer a polymer built from the mono nucleotides (G, C, A, T). A DNA polymer a polymer built from the mono nucleotides (G, C, A, T). A DNA polymer 
is constructed through condensation to form a phosphodiester linkage is constructed through condensation to form a phosphodiester linkage is constructed through condensation to form a phosphodiester linkage is constructed through condensation to form a phosphodiester linkage 
that bridges the O3’ and O5’ oxygens of sequential nucleotides (Fig. that bridges the O3’ and O5’ oxygens of sequential nucleotides (Fig. that bridges the O3’ and O5’ oxygens of sequential nucleotides (Fig. that bridges the O3’ and O5’ oxygens of sequential nucleotides (Fig. 
2A). The primary structure, or sequence, of a DNA polymer strand is 2A). The primary structure, or sequence, of a DNA polymer strand is 2A). The primary structure, or sequence, of a DNA polymer strand is 2A). The primary structure, or sequence, of a DNA polymer strand is 
written in the direction that they are synthesized in the cell, starting written in the direction that they are synthesized in the cell, starting written in the direction that they are synthesized in the cell, starting written in the direction that they are synthesized in the cell, starting 
at the free O5’ oxygen (5’-end) and progresses to the free O3’–end. Two at the free O5’ oxygen (5’-end) and progresses to the free O3’–end. Two at the free O5’ oxygen (5’-end) and progresses to the free O3’–end. Two at the free O5’ oxygen (5’-end) and progresses to the free O3’–end. Two 
complementary strands are brought together in a sequence specific complementary strands are brought together in a sequence specific complementary strands are brought together in a sequence specific complementary strands are brought together in a sequence specific 
manner to form an antiparallel double-strand, aligning one strand manner to form an antiparallel double-strand, aligning one strand manner to form an antiparallel double-strand, aligning one strand manner to form an antiparallel double-strand, aligning one strand 
in the 5’ to 3’ direction and the complement 3’ to 5’. Nearly all in the 5’ to 3’ direction and the complement 3’ to 5’. Nearly all in the 5’ to 3’ direction and the complement 3’ to 5’. Nearly all in the 5’ to 3’ direction and the complement 3’ to 5’. Nearly all 
functional secondary structures of DNA are multi-stranded, most functional secondary structures of DNA are multi-stranded, most functional secondary structures of DNA are multi-stranded, most functional secondary structures of DNA are multi-stranded, most 
commonly double-stranded. As the sequence of one strand dictates that commonly double-stranded. As the sequence of one strand dictates that commonly double-stranded. As the sequence of one strand dictates that commonly double-stranded. As the sequence of one strand dictates that 
of its complement, double-stranded DNA is often considered as a single of its complement, double-stranded DNA is often considered as a single of its complement, double-stranded DNA is often considered as a single of its complement, double-stranded DNA is often considered as a single 
biological molecule, even though the strands are not covalently linked. biological molecule, even though the strands are not covalently linked. biological molecule, even though the strands are not covalently linked. biological molecule, even though the strands are not covalently linked. 

1-2-2014 Surround yourself with Many Wives who are supportive of your 1-2-2014 Surround yourself with Many Wives who are supportive of your 1-2-2014 Surround yourself with Many Wives who are supportive of your 1-2-2014 Surround yourself with Many Wives who are supportive of your 
goals will Role Play the Wife Cheerleader I am Women I am One of Your goals will Role Play the Wife Cheerleader I am Women I am One of Your goals will Role Play the Wife Cheerleader I am Women I am One of Your goals will Role Play the Wife Cheerleader I am Women I am One of Your 
Wives, I can get you to Invent Anything + Everything, now get to work! Wives, I can get you to Invent Anything + Everything, now get to work! Wives, I can get you to Invent Anything + Everything, now get to work! Wives, I can get you to Invent Anything + Everything, now get to work! 

1-2-2014 4 Trillion Aliens are in the Stars Below, now invent a way to 1-2-2014 4 Trillion Aliens are in the Stars Below, now invent a way to 1-2-2014 4 Trillion Aliens are in the Stars Below, now invent a way to 1-2-2014 4 Trillion Aliens are in the Stars Below, now invent a way to 
Observe and Hear them! Observe and Hear them! Observe and Hear them! Observe and Hear them! 

Proxima Centauri Alpha 4.3 light years Proxima Centauri Alpha 4.3 light years Proxima Centauri Alpha 4.3 light years Proxima Centauri Alpha 4.3 light years 

Rigil Kentaurus Alpha 4.3 Rigil Kentaurus Alpha 4.3 Rigil Kentaurus Alpha 4.3 Rigil Kentaurus Alpha 4.3 

Alpha Centauri B 4.3 Alpha Centauri B 4.3 Alpha Centauri B 4.3 Alpha Centauri B 4.3 

1-2-2014 Rx Perfumed Memory of an Einstein for all! Is in the Book 1-2-2014 Rx Perfumed Memory of an Einstein for all! Is in the Book 1-2-2014 Rx Perfumed Memory of an Einstein for all! Is in the Book 1-2-2014 Rx Perfumed Memory of an Einstein for all! Is in the Book 
Frontal Lobe! Frontal Lobe! Frontal Lobe! Frontal Lobe! 

1-2-2014 New York City's Mayor-elect Bill de Blasio on Monday named 1-2-2014 New York City's Mayor-elect Bill de Blasio on Monday named 1-2-2014 New York City's Mayor-elect Bill de Blasio on Monday named 1-2-2014 New York City's Mayor-elect Bill de Blasio on Monday named 
Carmen Farina, a longtime teacher Blasio head of the NYC Schools. He Carmen Farina, a longtime teacher Blasio head of the NYC Schools. He Carmen Farina, a longtime teacher Blasio head of the NYC Schools. He Carmen Farina, a longtime teacher Blasio head of the NYC Schools. He 
didn't read the book "Another Day in the Frontal Lobe" her father was didn't read the book "Another Day in the Frontal Lobe" her father was didn't read the book "Another Day in the Frontal Lobe" her father was didn't read the book "Another Day in the Frontal Lobe" her father was 
an MD who took her to Medical school when she was 5, appointing a MD an MD who took her to Medical school when she was 5, appointing a MD an MD who took her to Medical school when she was 5, appointing a MD an MD who took her to Medical school when she was 5, appointing a MD 
Brain Surgeon to run NYC School would have given the new Mayor of Brain Surgeon to run NYC School would have given the new Mayor of Brain Surgeon to run NYC School would have given the new Mayor of Brain Surgeon to run NYC School would have given the new Mayor of 
NYC an A and now we have to give him an F grade. MD Brain Surgeon NYC an A and now we have to give him an F grade. MD Brain Surgeon NYC an A and now we have to give him an F grade. MD Brain Surgeon NYC an A and now we have to give him an F grade. MD Brain Surgeon 
in Charge of NYC Schools would save 1 million lives, so the New Mayor in Charge of NYC Schools would save 1 million lives, so the New Mayor in Charge of NYC Schools would save 1 million lives, so the New Mayor in Charge of NYC Schools would save 1 million lives, so the New Mayor 
Blasio killed 1 million from this mistake, right, Hell Yes I'm Right! Blasio killed 1 million from this mistake, right, Hell Yes I'm Right! Blasio killed 1 million from this mistake, right, Hell Yes I'm Right! Blasio killed 1 million from this mistake, right, Hell Yes I'm Right! 

Barnard's Star 5.9 light years Barnard's Star 5.9 light years Barnard's Star 5.9 light years Barnard's Star 5.9 light years 

Wolf 359 7.6 Wolf 359 7.6 Wolf 359 7.6 Wolf 359 7.6 
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Lalande 21185 8.1 light years Lalande 21185 8.1 light years Lalande 21185 8.1 light years Lalande 21185 8.1 light years 

Sirius A 8.6 light years Sirius A 8.6 light years Sirius A 8.6 light years Sirius A 8.6 light years 

Sirius B 8.6 Sirius B 8.6 Sirius B 8.6 Sirius B 8.6 

Luyten726-8A 8.9 light years Luyten726-8A 8.9 light years Luyten726-8A 8.9 light years Luyten726-8A 8.9 light years 

Luyten 726-8B 8.9 Luyten 726-8B 8.9 Luyten 726-8B 8.9 Luyten 726-8B 8.9 

Ross 154 9.4 Ross 154 9.4 Ross 154 9.4 Ross 154 9.4 

Ross248 10.3 Ross248 10.3 Ross248 10.3 Ross248 10.3 

Epsilon Eridani 10.7 light years Epsilon Eridani 10.7 light years Epsilon Eridani 10.7 light years Epsilon Eridani 10.7 light years 

Luyten 789-6 10.8 Luyten 789-6 10.8 Luyten 789-6 10.8 Luyten 789-6 10.8 

Ross 128 10.8 light years Ross 128 10.8 light years Ross 128 10.8 light years Ross 128 10.8 light years 
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New ----- New YouTube I Just Made -- CLICK HERE * * * New ----- New YouTube I Just Made -- CLICK HERE * * * New ----- New YouTube I Just Made -- CLICK HERE * * * New ----- New YouTube I Just Made -- CLICK HERE * * * 

Greg Buell ON YouTube Video ------------ GREG'S 1ST VIDEO HERE ! Greg Buell ON YouTube Video ------------ GREG'S 1ST VIDEO HERE ! Greg Buell ON YouTube Video ------------ GREG'S 1ST VIDEO HERE ! Greg Buell ON YouTube Video ------------ GREG'S 1ST VIDEO HERE ! 
About End War On Earth and the Cure for Breast CancerAbout End War On Earth and the Cure for Breast CancerAbout End War On Earth and the Cure for Breast CancerAbout End War On Earth and the Cure for Breast Cancer
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IoQ895niX8w http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IoQ895niX8w http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IoQ895niX8w http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IoQ895niX8w 

Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 33041 Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 33041 Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 33041 Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 33041 

NEW CELL # 305 340 8082 NEW CELL # 305 340 8082 NEW CELL # 305 340 8082 NEW CELL # 305 340 8082 
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http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/photoshttp://www.electricwindmillcar.com/photoshttp://www.electricwindmillcar.com/photoshttp://www.electricwindmillcar.com/photos

1-2-2014 New Year's Eve is one of the most unifying moments on planet 1-2-2014 New Year's Eve is one of the most unifying moments on planet 1-2-2014 New Year's Eve is one of the most unifying moments on planet 1-2-2014 New Year's Eve is one of the most unifying moments on planet 
Earth! Earth! Earth! Earth! 

1-2-2014 The best New Year's resolutions are those you can keep - LEAK 1-2-2014 The best New Year's resolutions are those you can keep - LEAK 1-2-2014 The best New Year's resolutions are those you can keep - LEAK 1-2-2014 The best New Year's resolutions are those you can keep - LEAK 
for 2014 the Run-Up to Nineteen Eighty-Four going Public not just New for 2014 the Run-Up to Nineteen Eighty-Four going Public not just New for 2014 the Run-Up to Nineteen Eighty-Four going Public not just New for 2014 the Run-Up to Nineteen Eighty-Four going Public not just New 
York Times Headlines of NSA leaks by Snowden. York Times Headlines of NSA leaks by Snowden. York Times Headlines of NSA leaks by Snowden. York Times Headlines of NSA leaks by Snowden. 

1-2-2014 Is the Run-Up to Nineteen Eighty-Four Going Public!! 1-2-2014 Is the Run-Up to Nineteen Eighty-Four Going Public!! 1-2-2014 Is the Run-Up to Nineteen Eighty-Four Going Public!! 1-2-2014 Is the Run-Up to Nineteen Eighty-Four Going Public!! 

1-2-2014 Surround yourself with Many Wives who are supportive of your 1-2-2014 Surround yourself with Many Wives who are supportive of your 1-2-2014 Surround yourself with Many Wives who are supportive of your 1-2-2014 Surround yourself with Many Wives who are supportive of your 
goals will Role Play the Wife Cheerleader I am Women I am One of Your goals will Role Play the Wife Cheerleader I am Women I am One of Your goals will Role Play the Wife Cheerleader I am Women I am One of Your goals will Role Play the Wife Cheerleader I am Women I am One of Your 
Wives, I can get you to Invent Anything + Everything, now get to work! Wives, I can get you to Invent Anything + Everything, now get to work! Wives, I can get you to Invent Anything + Everything, now get to work! Wives, I can get you to Invent Anything + Everything, now get to work! 

1-2-2014 Avoiding that new year's hangover... save the Lives of 1 1-2-2014 Avoiding that new year's hangover... save the Lives of 1 1-2-2014 Avoiding that new year's hangover... save the Lives of 1 1-2-2014 Avoiding that new year's hangover... save the Lives of 1 
million Alcoholics with 1 Rx Invention and as Dr. Nancy Says if it million Alcoholics with 1 Rx Invention and as Dr. Nancy Says if it million Alcoholics with 1 Rx Invention and as Dr. Nancy Says if it million Alcoholics with 1 Rx Invention and as Dr. Nancy Says if it 
works put it in the water... comments no comments... Dash Cam on works put it in the water... comments no comments... Dash Cam on works put it in the water... comments no comments... Dash Cam on works put it in the water... comments no comments... Dash Cam on 
Model 2014 Ford, GM etc would have ended all Drunk Driving Deaths, Model 2014 Ford, GM etc would have ended all Drunk Driving Deaths, Model 2014 Ford, GM etc would have ended all Drunk Driving Deaths, Model 2014 Ford, GM etc would have ended all Drunk Driving Deaths, 
as this high tech Dash Cam is like an iPhone5s SPY as it can monitor as this high tech Dash Cam is like an iPhone5s SPY as it can monitor as this high tech Dash Cam is like an iPhone5s SPY as it can monitor as this high tech Dash Cam is like an iPhone5s SPY as it can monitor 
more than just your Heart Beat and EEG... learn how to write Apps as more than just your Heart Beat and EEG... learn how to write Apps as more than just your Heart Beat and EEG... learn how to write Apps as more than just your Heart Beat and EEG... learn how to write Apps as 
millions will be needed for Model 2015 Ford, GM cars with Dash Cams! millions will be needed for Model 2015 Ford, GM cars with Dash Cams! millions will be needed for Model 2015 Ford, GM cars with Dash Cams! millions will be needed for Model 2015 Ford, GM cars with Dash Cams! 

1-8-2014 Read more death statistics, tortuous deaths into Prohibition: 1-8-2014 Read more death statistics, tortuous deaths into Prohibition: 1-8-2014 Read more death statistics, tortuous deaths into Prohibition: 1-8-2014 Read more death statistics, tortuous deaths into Prohibition: 
Smoking: Tobacco Users Near 1 Billion Worldwide The rate of smoking Smoking: Tobacco Users Near 1 Billion Worldwide The rate of smoking Smoking: Tobacco Users Near 1 Billion Worldwide The rate of smoking Smoking: Tobacco Users Near 1 Billion Worldwide The rate of smoking 
in the U.S. has plummeted from 42% in 1980 to 18% in 2012, and the in the U.S. has plummeted from 42% in 1980 to 18% in 2012, and the in the U.S. has plummeted from 42% in 1980 to 18% in 2012, and the in the U.S. has plummeted from 42% in 1980 to 18% in 2012, and the 
total number of smokers has fallen over the same period from 52 total number of smokers has fallen over the same period from 52 total number of smokers has fallen over the same period from 52 total number of smokers has fallen over the same period from 52 
million to 38 million. Read more death statistics, tortuous deaths into million to 38 million. Read more death statistics, tortuous deaths into million to 38 million. Read more death statistics, tortuous deaths into million to 38 million. Read more death statistics, tortuous deaths into 
Prohibition: Smoking: Tobacco Users. Prohibition will work for Prohibition: Smoking: Tobacco Users. Prohibition will work for Prohibition: Smoking: Tobacco Users. Prohibition will work for Prohibition: Smoking: Tobacco Users. Prohibition will work for 
Smoking, we need a Pentagon Vietnam Body Count and fiery wrecks Smoking, we need a Pentagon Vietnam Body Count and fiery wrecks Smoking, we need a Pentagon Vietnam Body Count and fiery wrecks Smoking, we need a Pentagon Vietnam Body Count and fiery wrecks 
Video Gone Viral on ABC Good Morning America every Morning... Video Gone Viral on ABC Good Morning America every Morning... Video Gone Viral on ABC Good Morning America every Morning... Video Gone Viral on ABC Good Morning America every Morning... 
Caribbean islands of Antigua and Barbuda have the lowest prevalence Caribbean islands of Antigua and Barbuda have the lowest prevalence Caribbean islands of Antigua and Barbuda have the lowest prevalence Caribbean islands of Antigua and Barbuda have the lowest prevalence 
of smoking, at 5%, the BBC reports. East Timor has the highest rate of of smoking, at 5%, the BBC reports. East Timor has the highest rate of of smoking, at 5%, the BBC reports. East Timor has the highest rate of of smoking, at 5%, the BBC reports. East Timor has the highest rate of 
smoking at a whopping 61%. ABC Good Morning America has the lowest smoking at a whopping 61%. ABC Good Morning America has the lowest smoking at a whopping 61%. ABC Good Morning America has the lowest smoking at a whopping 61%. ABC Good Morning America has the lowest 
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"WARNING LABEL" FROM ROBIN ROBERT'S WHO IS INTO LESBIAN SEX... "WARNING LABEL" FROM ROBIN ROBERT'S WHO IS INTO LESBIAN SEX... "WARNING LABEL" FROM ROBIN ROBERT'S WHO IS INTO LESBIAN SEX... "WARNING LABEL" FROM ROBIN ROBERT'S WHO IS INTO LESBIAN SEX... 
with no cancer "WARNING LABEL" after she came down with 2 different with no cancer "WARNING LABEL" after she came down with 2 different with no cancer "WARNING LABEL" after she came down with 2 different with no cancer "WARNING LABEL" after she came down with 2 different 
cancers!!! HPV virus on her Tongue and then throat cancer, this must cancers!!! HPV virus on her Tongue and then throat cancer, this must cancers!!! HPV virus on her Tongue and then throat cancer, this must cancers!!! HPV virus on her Tongue and then throat cancer, this must 
be highest in the USA! 5% or 61% of Comcast, GE, Apple, Microsoft workers be highest in the USA! 5% or 61% of Comcast, GE, Apple, Microsoft workers be highest in the USA! 5% or 61% of Comcast, GE, Apple, Microsoft workers be highest in the USA! 5% or 61% of Comcast, GE, Apple, Microsoft workers 
smoke + drink every day... Today Show did Binge Drinking with 4 smoke + drink every day... Today Show did Binge Drinking with 4 smoke + drink every day... Today Show did Binge Drinking with 4 smoke + drink every day... Today Show did Binge Drinking with 4 
glasses of wine. ABC needs to do Binge Oral Sex on 4 women in one day, glasses of wine. ABC needs to do Binge Oral Sex on 4 women in one day, glasses of wine. ABC needs to do Binge Oral Sex on 4 women in one day, glasses of wine. ABC needs to do Binge Oral Sex on 4 women in one day, 
HPV virus comes grin in 120 different versions so you do the math as HPV virus comes grin in 120 different versions so you do the math as HPV virus comes grin in 120 different versions so you do the math as HPV virus comes grin in 120 different versions so you do the math as 
George Orwell has not gone public and he gets $100 million in taxes on George Orwell has not gone public and he gets $100 million in taxes on George Orwell has not gone public and he gets $100 million in taxes on George Orwell has not gone public and he gets $100 million in taxes on 
Tobacco and Alcohol Liquor Store Owners and Bartenders fire bombed Tobacco and Alcohol Liquor Store Owners and Bartenders fire bombed Tobacco and Alcohol Liquor Store Owners and Bartenders fire bombed Tobacco and Alcohol Liquor Store Owners and Bartenders fire bombed 
another car load of Drunk Drivers in LA, Paris, Moscow, bombing another car load of Drunk Drivers in LA, Paris, Moscow, bombing another car load of Drunk Drivers in LA, Paris, Moscow, bombing another car load of Drunk Drivers in LA, Paris, Moscow, bombing 
caught on video very dramatic but Russian Alcoholics Deaths and caught on video very dramatic but Russian Alcoholics Deaths and caught on video very dramatic but Russian Alcoholics Deaths and caught on video very dramatic but Russian Alcoholics Deaths and 
Suicide Bombers right before the Olympics because Putin's suppression Suicide Bombers right before the Olympics because Putin's suppression Suicide Bombers right before the Olympics because Putin's suppression Suicide Bombers right before the Olympics because Putin's suppression 
of 1,001 Invention Projects and the Euphoria and warmth of a of 1,001 Invention Projects and the Euphoria and warmth of a of 1,001 Invention Projects and the Euphoria and warmth of a of 1,001 Invention Projects and the Euphoria and warmth of a 
ElectricWindmillCar Era caused 1 million Russians to drink themselves ElectricWindmillCar Era caused 1 million Russians to drink themselves ElectricWindmillCar Era caused 1 million Russians to drink themselves ElectricWindmillCar Era caused 1 million Russians to drink themselves 
to death! Recent suicide bombs going off on live tv would never have to death! Recent suicide bombs going off on live tv would never have to death! Recent suicide bombs going off on live tv would never have to death! Recent suicide bombs going off on live tv would never have 
happened if the 1980 Model ElectricWindmillCar was not suppressed by happened if the 1980 Model ElectricWindmillCar was not suppressed by happened if the 1980 Model ElectricWindmillCar was not suppressed by happened if the 1980 Model ElectricWindmillCar was not suppressed by 
Putin. Putin. Putin. Putin. 

1-2-2014 Purge Oil, Poison Gasoline Exhaust, Smog! 1-2-2014 Purge Oil, Poison Gasoline Exhaust, Smog! 1-2-2014 Purge Oil, Poison Gasoline Exhaust, Smog! 1-2-2014 Purge Oil, Poison Gasoline Exhaust, Smog! 

1-2-2014 TOUCHPOINT: Leaders of the worst genocides in the 20th 1-2-2014 TOUCHPOINT: Leaders of the worst genocides in the 20th 1-2-2014 TOUCHPOINT: Leaders of the worst genocides in the 20th 1-2-2014 TOUCHPOINT: Leaders of the worst genocides in the 20th 
century. China's Mao Zedong, Germany's Adolf Hitler, Soviet Union's century. China's Mao Zedong, Germany's Adolf Hitler, Soviet Union's century. China's Mao Zedong, Germany's Adolf Hitler, Soviet Union's century. China's Mao Zedong, Germany's Adolf Hitler, Soviet Union's 
Joseph Stalin, Japan's Hideki Tojo combined to kill between 62 and 95 Joseph Stalin, Japan's Hideki Tojo combined to kill between 62 and 95 Joseph Stalin, Japan's Hideki Tojo combined to kill between 62 and 95 Joseph Stalin, Japan's Hideki Tojo combined to kill between 62 and 95 
million. Poison Gasoline Exhaust has killed 1 Billion. 1 Billion Drink million. Poison Gasoline Exhaust has killed 1 Billion. 1 Billion Drink million. Poison Gasoline Exhaust has killed 1 Billion. 1 Billion Drink million. Poison Gasoline Exhaust has killed 1 Billion. 1 Billion Drink 
Dirty Water and WHO at the UN... MD's would be killed if they every Dirty Water and WHO at the UN... MD's would be killed if they every Dirty Water and WHO at the UN... MD's would be killed if they every Dirty Water and WHO at the UN... MD's would be killed if they every 
LEAKED this is another Holocaust III by the Pentagon. LEAKED this is another Holocaust III by the Pentagon. LEAKED this is another Holocaust III by the Pentagon. LEAKED this is another Holocaust III by the Pentagon. 

1-2-2014 Touching, Sensitive Point Holocaust II is the Poison Gasoline 1-2-2014 Touching, Sensitive Point Holocaust II is the Poison Gasoline 1-2-2014 Touching, Sensitive Point Holocaust II is the Poison Gasoline 1-2-2014 Touching, Sensitive Point Holocaust II is the Poison Gasoline 
Exhaust with Birth defects and Childhood Cancers not even St. Jude Exhaust with Birth defects and Childhood Cancers not even St. Jude Exhaust with Birth defects and Childhood Cancers not even St. Jude Exhaust with Birth defects and Childhood Cancers not even St. Jude 
can LEAK as the Cause of all the Childhood Cancers they treat! can LEAK as the Cause of all the Childhood Cancers they treat! can LEAK as the Cause of all the Childhood Cancers they treat! can LEAK as the Cause of all the Childhood Cancers they treat! 

1-2-2014 Afghanistan in 2014. 1-2-2014 Afghanistan in 2014. 1-2-2014 Afghanistan in 2014. 1-2-2014 Afghanistan in 2014. 

1-2-2014 According to an Associated Press tally, NATO casualties fell to 1-2-2014 According to an Associated Press tally, NATO casualties fell to 1-2-2014 According to an Associated Press tally, NATO casualties fell to 1-2-2014 According to an Associated Press tally, NATO casualties fell to 
151 in 2013, down from 394 a year earlier. The U.S. bore the brunt of 151 in 2013, down from 394 a year earlier. The U.S. bore the brunt of 151 in 2013, down from 394 a year earlier. The U.S. bore the brunt of 151 in 2013, down from 394 a year earlier. The U.S. bore the brunt of 
these attacks, with 118 deaths, down from 297 in 2012. these attacks, with 118 deaths, down from 297 in 2012. these attacks, with 118 deaths, down from 297 in 2012. these attacks, with 118 deaths, down from 297 in 2012. 

1-2-2014 Afghan army and police rose to 2,767, up from 1,870 the year 1-2-2014 Afghan army and police rose to 2,767, up from 1,870 the year 1-2-2014 Afghan army and police rose to 2,767, up from 1,870 the year 1-2-2014 Afghan army and police rose to 2,767, up from 1,870 the year 
before before before before 

1-2-2014 Afghan civilians continued to bear the worst of the war's 1-2-2014 Afghan civilians continued to bear the worst of the war's 1-2-2014 Afghan civilians continued to bear the worst of the war's 1-2-2014 Afghan civilians continued to bear the worst of the war's 
violence, with the United Nations recording 2,730 deaths and 5,169 violence, with the United Nations recording 2,730 deaths and 5,169 violence, with the United Nations recording 2,730 deaths and 5,169 violence, with the United Nations recording 2,730 deaths and 5,169 
wounded wounded wounded wounded 
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1-2-2014 insider attacks, the so-called "green-on-blue" incidents in 1-2-2014 insider attacks, the so-called "green-on-blue" incidents in 1-2-2014 insider attacks, the so-called "green-on-blue" incidents in 1-2-2014 insider attacks, the so-called "green-on-blue" incidents in 
which Afghan security turn on their NATO partners. Last year, attacks which Afghan security turn on their NATO partners. Last year, attacks which Afghan security turn on their NATO partners. Last year, attacks which Afghan security turn on their NATO partners. Last year, attacks 
like this killed 53 coalition troops in 38 separate incidents. In 2013, like this killed 53 coalition troops in 38 separate incidents. In 2013, like this killed 53 coalition troops in 38 separate incidents. In 2013, like this killed 53 coalition troops in 38 separate incidents. In 2013, 
there were 16 deaths in 10 separate insider attacks there were 16 deaths in 10 separate insider attacks there were 16 deaths in 10 separate insider attacks there were 16 deaths in 10 separate insider attacks 

1-2-2014 1,788 Americans have been killed in action in Afghanistan 1-2-2014 1,788 Americans have been killed in action in Afghanistan 1-2-2014 1,788 Americans have been killed in action in Afghanistan 1-2-2014 1,788 Americans have been killed in action in Afghanistan 
since the U.S. invasion in 2001 through Dec. 30. Some 19,541 have been since the U.S. invasion in 2001 through Dec. 30. Some 19,541 have been since the U.S. invasion in 2001 through Dec. 30. Some 19,541 have been since the U.S. invasion in 2001 through Dec. 30. Some 19,541 have been 
wounded wounded wounded wounded 

1-2-2014 19K American women have been killed by Troops at War in 1-2-2014 19K American women have been killed by Troops at War in 1-2-2014 19K American women have been killed by Troops at War in 1-2-2014 19K American women have been killed by Troops at War in 
Afghanistan or at war with themselves... every Year from 1980 to 2014 Afghanistan or at war with themselves... every Year from 1980 to 2014 Afghanistan or at war with themselves... every Year from 1980 to 2014 Afghanistan or at war with themselves... every Year from 1980 to 2014 
and 2015 19K more SWF and MWF will be killed mostly by drunk men in and 2015 19K more SWF and MWF will be killed mostly by drunk men in and 2015 19K more SWF and MWF will be killed mostly by drunk men in and 2015 19K more SWF and MWF will be killed mostly by drunk men in 
the USA! Invent a way to save her life! WHO MD's know this and can't the USA! Invent a way to save her life! WHO MD's know this and can't the USA! Invent a way to save her life! WHO MD's know this and can't the USA! Invent a way to save her life! WHO MD's know this and can't 
leak it on the front Page Headlines of the NY Times! leak it on the front Page Headlines of the NY Times! leak it on the front Page Headlines of the NY Times! leak it on the front Page Headlines of the NY Times! 

1-2-2014 1 million women have been killed fighting over who gave who 1-2-2014 1 million women have been killed fighting over who gave who 1-2-2014 1 million women have been killed fighting over who gave who 1-2-2014 1 million women have been killed fighting over who gave who 
STD, HIV, HPV, look what happen to Michael Douglas, she left him just STD, HIV, HPV, look what happen to Michael Douglas, she left him just STD, HIV, HPV, look what happen to Michael Douglas, she left him just STD, HIV, HPV, look what happen to Michael Douglas, she left him just 
for making Oral Sex public, which will save others from getting the for making Oral Sex public, which will save others from getting the for making Oral Sex public, which will save others from getting the for making Oral Sex public, which will save others from getting the 
same tongue cancer as Michael Douglas got. same tongue cancer as Michael Douglas got. same tongue cancer as Michael Douglas got. same tongue cancer as Michael Douglas got. 

1-2-2014 Judge on Tuesday struck down a Florida law requiring drug 1-2-2014 Judge on Tuesday struck down a Florida law requiring drug 1-2-2014 Judge on Tuesday struck down a Florida law requiring drug 1-2-2014 Judge on Tuesday struck down a Florida law requiring drug 
screening, HIV, STD Syphilis, HPV, Anus Cancer screening. screening, HIV, STD Syphilis, HPV, Anus Cancer screening. screening, HIV, STD Syphilis, HPV, Anus Cancer screening. screening, HIV, STD Syphilis, HPV, Anus Cancer screening. 

1-2-2014 Judge must be the same Judge who faces arrest for 1st degree 1-2-2014 Judge must be the same Judge who faces arrest for 1st degree 1-2-2014 Judge must be the same Judge who faces arrest for 1st degree 1-2-2014 Judge must be the same Judge who faces arrest for 1st degree 
murder of Mary Kennedy hanged in the Barn! murder of Mary Kennedy hanged in the Barn! murder of Mary Kennedy hanged in the Barn! murder of Mary Kennedy hanged in the Barn! 

1-2-2014 Merit Badges for Boy Scouts of America 2014 "Anus Cancer + 1-2-2014 Merit Badges for Boy Scouts of America 2014 "Anus Cancer + 1-2-2014 Merit Badges for Boy Scouts of America 2014 "Anus Cancer + 1-2-2014 Merit Badges for Boy Scouts of America 2014 "Anus Cancer + 
Syphilis, Herpes, STD's of the Anus" Detective Merit Badge... which wife Syphilis, Herpes, STD's of the Anus" Detective Merit Badge... which wife Syphilis, Herpes, STD's of the Anus" Detective Merit Badge... which wife Syphilis, Herpes, STD's of the Anus" Detective Merit Badge... which wife 
gave Mike Douglas Tongue Cancer from HPV virus from him performing gave Mike Douglas Tongue Cancer from HPV virus from him performing gave Mike Douglas Tongue Cancer from HPV virus from him performing gave Mike Douglas Tongue Cancer from HPV virus from him performing 
oral sex on his wife? oral sex on his wife? oral sex on his wife? oral sex on his wife? 

1-2-2014 Judge ruled if you get Syphilis, STD, HIV, or childhood cancer 1-2-2014 Judge ruled if you get Syphilis, STD, HIV, or childhood cancer 1-2-2014 Judge ruled if you get Syphilis, STD, HIV, or childhood cancer 1-2-2014 Judge ruled if you get Syphilis, STD, HIV, or childhood cancer 
from Smog no one is libel for your medical cost. from Smog no one is libel for your medical cost. from Smog no one is libel for your medical cost. from Smog no one is libel for your medical cost. 

1-2-2014 Books to read in 2014 only if you are looking for the "Animal 1-2-2014 Books to read in 2014 only if you are looking for the "Animal 1-2-2014 Books to read in 2014 only if you are looking for the "Animal 1-2-2014 Books to read in 2014 only if you are looking for the "Animal 
Farm's" Windmill for 1,001 Invention projects you are constantly Farm's" Windmill for 1,001 Invention projects you are constantly Farm's" Windmill for 1,001 Invention projects you are constantly Farm's" Windmill for 1,001 Invention projects you are constantly 
thinking about... 1 Invention to "See + Observe Aliens" think of this thinking about... 1 Invention to "See + Observe Aliens" think of this thinking about... 1 Invention to "See + Observe Aliens" think of this thinking about... 1 Invention to "See + Observe Aliens" think of this 
invention project when you are thinking, reading article, books, invention project when you are thinking, reading article, books, invention project when you are thinking, reading article, books, invention project when you are thinking, reading article, books, 
someone will get it just like Kodak did and then don't go bankrupt like someone will get it just like Kodak did and then don't go bankrupt like someone will get it just like Kodak did and then don't go bankrupt like someone will get it just like Kodak did and then don't go bankrupt like 
Kodak did grin. Stanley inventor of the Stanley Steamer got the $1 Kodak did grin. Stanley inventor of the Stanley Steamer got the $1 Kodak did grin. Stanley inventor of the Stanley Steamer got the $1 Kodak did grin. Stanley inventor of the Stanley Steamer got the $1 
million to build his steam car by inventing a way for Kodak to develop million to build his steam car by inventing a way for Kodak to develop million to build his steam car by inventing a way for Kodak to develop million to build his steam car by inventing a way for Kodak to develop 
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pictures 1 million times faster... this is what the Mac Pro does in saving pictures 1 million times faster... this is what the Mac Pro does in saving pictures 1 million times faster... this is what the Mac Pro does in saving pictures 1 million times faster... this is what the Mac Pro does in saving 
files as its 100 times faster than a hard drive in an HP or Dell Work files as its 100 times faster than a hard drive in an HP or Dell Work files as its 100 times faster than a hard drive in an HP or Dell Work files as its 100 times faster than a hard drive in an HP or Dell Work 
Station. Station. Station. Station. 

1-2-2014 Rx Perfumed Memory of an Einstein for all! Is in the Book 1-2-2014 Rx Perfumed Memory of an Einstein for all! Is in the Book 1-2-2014 Rx Perfumed Memory of an Einstein for all! Is in the Book 1-2-2014 Rx Perfumed Memory of an Einstein for all! Is in the Book 
Frontal Lobe! Frontal Lobe! Frontal Lobe! Frontal Lobe! 

1-2-2014 New York City's Mayor-elect Bill de Blasio on Monday named 1-2-2014 New York City's Mayor-elect Bill de Blasio on Monday named 1-2-2014 New York City's Mayor-elect Bill de Blasio on Monday named 1-2-2014 New York City's Mayor-elect Bill de Blasio on Monday named 
Carmen Farina, a longtime teacher Blasio head of the NYC Schools. He Carmen Farina, a longtime teacher Blasio head of the NYC Schools. He Carmen Farina, a longtime teacher Blasio head of the NYC Schools. He Carmen Farina, a longtime teacher Blasio head of the NYC Schools. He 
didn't read the book "Another Day in the Frontal Lobe" her father was didn't read the book "Another Day in the Frontal Lobe" her father was didn't read the book "Another Day in the Frontal Lobe" her father was didn't read the book "Another Day in the Frontal Lobe" her father was 
an MD who took her to Medical school when she was 5, appointing a MD an MD who took her to Medical school when she was 5, appointing a MD an MD who took her to Medical school when she was 5, appointing a MD an MD who took her to Medical school when she was 5, appointing a MD 
Brain Surgeon to run NYC School would have given the new Mayor of Brain Surgeon to run NYC School would have given the new Mayor of Brain Surgeon to run NYC School would have given the new Mayor of Brain Surgeon to run NYC School would have given the new Mayor of 
NYC an A and now we have to give him an F grade. MD Brain Surgeon NYC an A and now we have to give him an F grade. MD Brain Surgeon NYC an A and now we have to give him an F grade. MD Brain Surgeon NYC an A and now we have to give him an F grade. MD Brain Surgeon 
in Charge of NYC Schools would save 1 million lives, so the New Mayor in Charge of NYC Schools would save 1 million lives, so the New Mayor in Charge of NYC Schools would save 1 million lives, so the New Mayor in Charge of NYC Schools would save 1 million lives, so the New Mayor 
Blasio killed 1 million from this mistake, right, Hell Yes I'm Right! Blasio killed 1 million from this mistake, right, Hell Yes I'm Right! Blasio killed 1 million from this mistake, right, Hell Yes I'm Right! Blasio killed 1 million from this mistake, right, Hell Yes I'm Right! 

1-2-2014 iPad Air or iPad Mini... Apps, futuristic one's in 2014 1-2-2014 iPad Air or iPad Mini... Apps, futuristic one's in 2014 1-2-2014 iPad Air or iPad Mini... Apps, futuristic one's in 2014 1-2-2014 iPad Air or iPad Mini... Apps, futuristic one's in 2014 

1-2-2014 NYC Mayor Today in History for 1-1-2015 911 Windfall of $177 1-2-2014 NYC Mayor Today in History for 1-1-2015 911 Windfall of $177 1-2-2014 NYC Mayor Today in History for 1-1-2015 911 Windfall of $177 1-2-2014 NYC Mayor Today in History for 1-1-2015 911 Windfall of $177 
Trillion confiscated from Saudi Arabia were the Terrorists were given $ Trillion confiscated from Saudi Arabia were the Terrorists were given $ Trillion confiscated from Saudi Arabia were the Terrorists were given $ Trillion confiscated from Saudi Arabia were the Terrorists were given $ 
Oil Money. These 911 Terrorists would have been Homeless In Mecca if Oil Money. These 911 Terrorists would have been Homeless In Mecca if Oil Money. These 911 Terrorists would have been Homeless In Mecca if Oil Money. These 911 Terrorists would have been Homeless In Mecca if 
Carter + Kennedy didn't suppress the 1980 to 2014 Models of the Carter + Kennedy didn't suppress the 1980 to 2014 Models of the Carter + Kennedy didn't suppress the 1980 to 2014 Models of the Carter + Kennedy didn't suppress the 1980 to 2014 Models of the 
ElectricWindmillCar!!! New York Times got a new 55 Story Building for ElectricWindmillCar!!! New York Times got a new 55 Story Building for ElectricWindmillCar!!! New York Times got a new 55 Story Building for ElectricWindmillCar!!! New York Times got a new 55 Story Building for 
not LEAKing the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar! Obama got a not LEAKing the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar! Obama got a not LEAKing the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar! Obama got a not LEAKing the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar! Obama got a 
President Perk from Kennedy for going alone with the Holocaust II President Perk from Kennedy for going alone with the Holocaust II President Perk from Kennedy for going alone with the Holocaust II President Perk from Kennedy for going alone with the Holocaust II 
Poison Gasoline Exhaust and Fiery Cop Car wrecks in LA, Paris, Rome, Poison Gasoline Exhaust and Fiery Cop Car wrecks in LA, Paris, Rome, Poison Gasoline Exhaust and Fiery Cop Car wrecks in LA, Paris, Rome, Poison Gasoline Exhaust and Fiery Cop Car wrecks in LA, Paris, Rome, 
Moscow! Only OJ has a worst conscience! He gave SWF every STD, HIV, Moscow! Only OJ has a worst conscience! He gave SWF every STD, HIV, Moscow! Only OJ has a worst conscience! He gave SWF every STD, HIV, Moscow! Only OJ has a worst conscience! He gave SWF every STD, HIV, 
HPV virus then left a blood murder scene just one of 19K a year every HPV virus then left a blood murder scene just one of 19K a year every HPV virus then left a blood murder scene just one of 19K a year every HPV virus then left a blood murder scene just one of 19K a year every 
year from 1980 to 2014 and if Homeland Security doesn't get out of the year from 1980 to 2014 and if Homeland Security doesn't get out of the year from 1980 to 2014 and if Homeland Security doesn't get out of the year from 1980 to 2014 and if Homeland Security doesn't get out of the 
Social Security Offices and into SWF living rooms another 19K will be Social Security Offices and into SWF living rooms another 19K will be Social Security Offices and into SWF living rooms another 19K will be Social Security Offices and into SWF living rooms another 19K will be 
murdered just in the USA by OJ and Drunk Men this Year! murdered just in the USA by OJ and Drunk Men this Year! murdered just in the USA by OJ and Drunk Men this Year! murdered just in the USA by OJ and Drunk Men this Year! 

1-2-2014 The NYC Mayor will give all Schools in NYC the $3K dollar 1-2-2014 The NYC Mayor will give all Schools in NYC the $3K dollar 1-2-2014 The NYC Mayor will give all Schools in NYC the $3K dollar 1-2-2014 The NYC Mayor will give all Schools in NYC the $3K dollar 

1-2-2014 no new blockbuster drugs or breakthroughs in cancer and 1-2-2014 no new blockbuster drugs or breakthroughs in cancer and 1-2-2014 no new blockbuster drugs or breakthroughs in cancer and 1-2-2014 no new blockbuster drugs or breakthroughs in cancer and 
heart disease, many experts say that public health issues such as these heart disease, many experts say that public health issues such as these heart disease, many experts say that public health issues such as these heart disease, many experts say that public health issues such as these 
were dominated by Pentagon Drones killing more Civilians were dominated by Pentagon Drones killing more Civilians were dominated by Pentagon Drones killing more Civilians were dominated by Pentagon Drones killing more Civilians 

1-2-2014 Refusing the Flu Shot and Whooping Cough Vaccine killed 1-2-2014 Refusing the Flu Shot and Whooping Cough Vaccine killed 1-2-2014 Refusing the Flu Shot and Whooping Cough Vaccine killed 1-2-2014 Refusing the Flu Shot and Whooping Cough Vaccine killed 
more "Babies" than all the War Dead in Afghanistan + 381,000 more "Babies" than all the War Dead in Afghanistan + 381,000 more "Babies" than all the War Dead in Afghanistan + 381,000 more "Babies" than all the War Dead in Afghanistan + 381,000 
Americans were hospitalized during the 2012-13 flu Americans were hospitalized during the 2012-13 flu Americans were hospitalized during the 2012-13 flu Americans were hospitalized during the 2012-13 flu 

1-2-2014 North Korea Kim would execute all the MD's at the World 1-2-2014 North Korea Kim would execute all the MD's at the World 1-2-2014 North Korea Kim would execute all the MD's at the World 1-2-2014 North Korea Kim would execute all the MD's at the World 
Health Organization for filth, selling out 7 Billion People for Oil's Health Organization for filth, selling out 7 Billion People for Oil's Health Organization for filth, selling out 7 Billion People for Oil's Health Organization for filth, selling out 7 Billion People for Oil's 
Wealth money and perks. Wealth money and perks. Wealth money and perks. Wealth money and perks. 
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1-2-2014 seven strains of salmonella Heidelberg involved in the 1-2-2014 seven strains of salmonella Heidelberg involved in the 1-2-2014 seven strains of salmonella Heidelberg involved in the 1-2-2014 seven strains of salmonella Heidelberg involved in the 
outbreak appear to be especially virulent. Thirty-nine percent of those outbreak appear to be especially virulent. Thirty-nine percent of those outbreak appear to be especially virulent. Thirty-nine percent of those outbreak appear to be especially virulent. Thirty-nine percent of those 
who fell ill have been hospitalized Bill + Melinda deleted this invention who fell ill have been hospitalized Bill + Melinda deleted this invention who fell ill have been hospitalized Bill + Melinda deleted this invention who fell ill have been hospitalized Bill + Melinda deleted this invention 
project from the Win 8.2 fix Invention Project to kill salmonella on project from the Win 8.2 fix Invention Project to kill salmonella on project from the Win 8.2 fix Invention Project to kill salmonella on project from the Win 8.2 fix Invention Project to kill salmonella on 
chicken too. chicken too. chicken too. chicken too. 

1-2-2014 US ready to usher in 'Obamacare' popularity not rated yet | 1-2-2014 US ready to usher in 'Obamacare' popularity not rated yet | 1-2-2014 US ready to usher in 'Obamacare' popularity not rated yet | 1-2-2014 US ready to usher in 'Obamacare' popularity not rated yet | 
comments no comments yet only SECRET stats would "LEAK" there are comments no comments yet only SECRET stats would "LEAK" there are comments no comments yet only SECRET stats would "LEAK" there are comments no comments yet only SECRET stats would "LEAK" there are 
more Yale + Harvard MD's working in Mecca than NYC and the most more Yale + Harvard MD's working in Mecca than NYC and the most more Yale + Harvard MD's working in Mecca than NYC and the most more Yale + Harvard MD's working in Mecca than NYC and the most 
expensive VIP Medical Care is given to all patients, $100K dollar IV's expensive VIP Medical Care is given to all patients, $100K dollar IV's expensive VIP Medical Care is given to all patients, $100K dollar IV's expensive VIP Medical Care is given to all patients, $100K dollar IV's 
and antibiotics are the norm not the exception when you have $177 and antibiotics are the norm not the exception when you have $177 and antibiotics are the norm not the exception when you have $177 and antibiotics are the norm not the exception when you have $177 
Trillion to spend on your patients getting cured! Trillion to spend on your patients getting cured! Trillion to spend on your patients getting cured! Trillion to spend on your patients getting cured! 

1-2-2014 Study identifies factors associated with pain one year after 1-2-2014 Study identifies factors associated with pain one year after 1-2-2014 Study identifies factors associated with pain one year after 1-2-2014 Study identifies factors associated with pain one year after 
breast cancer surgery popularity not rated yet | comments no comments breast cancer surgery popularity not rated yet | comments no comments breast cancer surgery popularity not rated yet | comments no comments breast cancer surgery popularity not rated yet | comments no comments 
yet Greg + Wives are willing to work 24/7 brainstorming a Rx Overnight yet Greg + Wives are willing to work 24/7 brainstorming a Rx Overnight yet Greg + Wives are willing to work 24/7 brainstorming a Rx Overnight yet Greg + Wives are willing to work 24/7 brainstorming a Rx Overnight 
Cure in Key West, please email all the Key West Orwell Observers who Cure in Key West, please email all the Key West Orwell Observers who Cure in Key West, please email all the Key West Orwell Observers who Cure in Key West, please email all the Key West Orwell Observers who 
only spit at Greg in Key West. only spit at Greg in Key West. only spit at Greg in Key West. only spit at Greg in Key West. 

1-2-2014 PAIN in the ASS from Farrah's HPV anus cancer + Greg's 1-2-2014 PAIN in the ASS from Farrah's HPV anus cancer + Greg's 1-2-2014 PAIN in the ASS from Farrah's HPV anus cancer + Greg's 1-2-2014 PAIN in the ASS from Farrah's HPV anus cancer + Greg's 
LEAKING of Comcast $ Billions of dollars a Month Profits, with 30 ESPN LEAKING of Comcast $ Billions of dollars a Month Profits, with 30 ESPN LEAKING of Comcast $ Billions of dollars a Month Profits, with 30 ESPN LEAKING of Comcast $ Billions of dollars a Month Profits, with 30 ESPN 
Cable Channels, 30 more Cable Channels of Stupid TV Shows, and NO Cable Channels, 30 more Cable Channels of Stupid TV Shows, and NO Cable Channels, 30 more Cable Channels of Stupid TV Shows, and NO Cable Channels, 30 more Cable Channels of Stupid TV Shows, and NO 
Cancer + Medical Channel. Worst Comcast Suppressed any and all news Cancer + Medical Channel. Worst Comcast Suppressed any and all news Cancer + Medical Channel. Worst Comcast Suppressed any and all news Cancer + Medical Channel. Worst Comcast Suppressed any and all news 
of THE NEW Manhattan PROJECT FOR THE Rx Overnight Penicillin like of THE NEW Manhattan PROJECT FOR THE Rx Overnight Penicillin like of THE NEW Manhattan PROJECT FOR THE Rx Overnight Penicillin like of THE NEW Manhattan PROJECT FOR THE Rx Overnight Penicillin like 
Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer Lead by Dr Nancy Oppenheimer with a Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer Lead by Dr Nancy Oppenheimer with a Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer Lead by Dr Nancy Oppenheimer with a Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer Lead by Dr Nancy Oppenheimer with a 
$1 Trillion dollar budge all confiscated from Mecca. Best Part of this $1 Trillion dollar budge all confiscated from Mecca. Best Part of this $1 Trillion dollar budge all confiscated from Mecca. Best Part of this $1 Trillion dollar budge all confiscated from Mecca. Best Part of this 
new Manhattan Projects same Psychotic "Men" as the Ordinal new Manhattan Projects same Psychotic "Men" as the Ordinal new Manhattan Projects same Psychotic "Men" as the Ordinal new Manhattan Projects same Psychotic "Men" as the Ordinal 
Manhattan Project in Los Alamos will write the Super Computer Manhattan Project in Los Alamos will write the Super Computer Manhattan Project in Los Alamos will write the Super Computer Manhattan Project in Los Alamos will write the Super Computer 
Programs to Nuke Breast Cancer on $1 Trillion dollars worth of IBM Programs to Nuke Breast Cancer on $1 Trillion dollars worth of IBM Programs to Nuke Breast Cancer on $1 Trillion dollars worth of IBM Programs to Nuke Breast Cancer on $1 Trillion dollars worth of IBM 
Super Computers this is not the one Comcast Made News Headlines Big Super Computers this is not the one Comcast Made News Headlines Big Super Computers this is not the one Comcast Made News Headlines Big Super Computers this is not the one Comcast Made News Headlines Big 
Blue goes into Medicine! Blue goes into Medicine! Blue goes into Medicine! Blue goes into Medicine! 

1-2-2014 Apple 15.4" MacBook Pro with Retina display, quad-core Intel 1-2-2014 Apple 15.4" MacBook Pro with Retina display, quad-core Intel 1-2-2014 Apple 15.4" MacBook Pro with Retina display, quad-core Intel 1-2-2014 Apple 15.4" MacBook Pro with Retina display, quad-core Intel 
Core i7 2.3GHz, 16GB RAM, 1TB flash storage, Intel Iris Pro Graphics + Core i7 2.3GHz, 16GB RAM, 1TB flash storage, Intel Iris Pro Graphics + Core i7 2.3GHz, 16GB RAM, 1TB flash storage, Intel Iris Pro Graphics + Core i7 2.3GHz, 16GB RAM, 1TB flash storage, Intel Iris Pro Graphics + 
NVIDIA GeForce and have $176 Trillion dollars left over for $Apps$ NVIDIA GeForce and have $176 Trillion dollars left over for $Apps$ NVIDIA GeForce and have $176 Trillion dollars left over for $Apps$ NVIDIA GeForce and have $176 Trillion dollars left over for $Apps$ 

1-2-2014 NYC Mayor of Mecca vs NYC Mayor of NYC one wanting $15 a 1-2-2014 NYC Mayor of Mecca vs NYC Mayor of NYC one wanting $15 a 1-2-2014 NYC Mayor of Mecca vs NYC Mayor of NYC one wanting $15 a 1-2-2014 NYC Mayor of Mecca vs NYC Mayor of NYC one wanting $15 a 
hour for McDonalds employees other paying its students a high salary hour for McDonalds employees other paying its students a high salary hour for McDonalds employees other paying its students a high salary hour for McDonalds employees other paying its students a high salary 
to work hard and do homework for an MIT, Harvard degree! You do the to work hard and do homework for an MIT, Harvard degree! You do the to work hard and do homework for an MIT, Harvard degree! You do the to work hard and do homework for an MIT, Harvard degree! You do the 
Math as Bush fails in doing the Math, and Failed many Generations of Math as Bush fails in doing the Math, and Failed many Generations of Math as Bush fails in doing the Math, and Failed many Generations of Math as Bush fails in doing the Math, and Failed many Generations of 
NYC HS kids since the 1980 Invention and Suppression of the NYC HS kids since the 1980 Invention and Suppression of the NYC HS kids since the 1980 Invention and Suppression of the NYC HS kids since the 1980 Invention and Suppression of the 
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ElectricWindmillCar Era and End of Oil's Rockefeller Holocaust II ElectricWindmillCar Era and End of Oil's Rockefeller Holocaust II ElectricWindmillCar Era and End of Oil's Rockefeller Holocaust II ElectricWindmillCar Era and End of Oil's Rockefeller Holocaust II 

1-2-2014 VATICAN CITY - Pope Francis is offering “words of strength, 1-2-2014 VATICAN CITY - Pope Francis is offering “words of strength, 1-2-2014 VATICAN CITY - Pope Francis is offering “words of strength, 1-2-2014 VATICAN CITY - Pope Francis is offering “words of strength, 
courage and hope” as the world begins a new year. That was his courage and hope” as the world begins a new year. That was his courage and hope” as the world begins a new year. That was his courage and hope” as the world begins a new year. That was his 
emphasis in a homily during Mass in St. Peter's Basilica on Wednesday emphasis in a homily during Mass in St. Peter's Basilica on Wednesday emphasis in a homily during Mass in St. Peter's Basilica on Wednesday emphasis in a homily during Mass in St. Peter's Basilica on Wednesday 
morning. morning. morning. morning. 

1-2-2014 Ring in the New Year with bombs + flashes, Stars, Wedding 1-2-2014 Ring in the New Year with bombs + flashes, Stars, Wedding 1-2-2014 Ring in the New Year with bombs + flashes, Stars, Wedding 1-2-2014 Ring in the New Year with bombs + flashes, Stars, Wedding 
Rings for Polygamous New Year Miracle Cures, Discoveries, inventions! Rings for Polygamous New Year Miracle Cures, Discoveries, inventions! Rings for Polygamous New Year Miracle Cures, Discoveries, inventions! Rings for Polygamous New Year Miracle Cures, Discoveries, inventions! 

1-2-2014 Traffic grid lock, rush hour 50 car pile-ups, Police car chases, 1-2-2014 Traffic grid lock, rush hour 50 car pile-ups, Police car chases, 1-2-2014 Traffic grid lock, rush hour 50 car pile-ups, Police car chases, 1-2-2014 Traffic grid lock, rush hour 50 car pile-ups, Police car chases, 
running red light video of the crash, Smart Cars under the Semi Truck; running red light video of the crash, Smart Cars under the Semi Truck; running red light video of the crash, Smart Cars under the Semi Truck; running red light video of the crash, Smart Cars under the Semi Truck; 
Parking in Key West, Eiffel Tower Parking Structure... Invention. Parking in Key West, Eiffel Tower Parking Structure... Invention. Parking in Key West, Eiffel Tower Parking Structure... Invention. Parking in Key West, Eiffel Tower Parking Structure... Invention. 

1-2-2014 Cook, Chef with HIV, STD's works every day in Key West... No 1-2-2014 Cook, Chef with HIV, STD's works every day in Key West... No 1-2-2014 Cook, Chef with HIV, STD's works every day in Key West... No 1-2-2014 Cook, Chef with HIV, STD's works every day in Key West... No 
mandatory Lung Cancer Screening or HIV, STD's and 1st Prohibition mandatory Lung Cancer Screening or HIV, STD's and 1st Prohibition mandatory Lung Cancer Screening or HIV, STD's and 1st Prohibition mandatory Lung Cancer Screening or HIV, STD's and 1st Prohibition 
since Alcohol is a winner... Tobacco prohibition since Alcohol is a winner... Tobacco prohibition since Alcohol is a winner... Tobacco prohibition since Alcohol is a winner... Tobacco prohibition 

1-2-2014 Blow into this and get your blood alcohol level, smokers need 1-2-2014 Blow into this and get your blood alcohol level, smokers need 1-2-2014 Blow into this and get your blood alcohol level, smokers need 1-2-2014 Blow into this and get your blood alcohol level, smokers need 
the poison gas levels in their blood REALIZATION... electronic iPhone the poison gas levels in their blood REALIZATION... electronic iPhone the poison gas levels in their blood REALIZATION... electronic iPhone the poison gas levels in their blood REALIZATION... electronic iPhone 
App App App App 
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1-2-2014 ABC 'The Assets' review: Real-life spy case in ABC miniseries is 1-2-2014 ABC 'The Assets' review: Real-life spy case in ABC miniseries is 1-2-2014 ABC 'The Assets' review: Real-life spy case in ABC miniseries is 1-2-2014 ABC 'The Assets' review: Real-life spy case in ABC miniseries is 
"Petty Cash" bribe for a car, etc. Saudi King gave the Pope $10 Billion in "Petty Cash" bribe for a car, etc. Saudi King gave the Pope $10 Billion in "Petty Cash" bribe for a car, etc. Saudi King gave the Pope $10 Billion in "Petty Cash" bribe for a car, etc. Saudi King gave the Pope $10 Billion in 
Cash, the Saudi King has given CIA Agents $10 Billion EACH in Cash Cash, the Saudi King has given CIA Agents $10 Billion EACH in Cash Cash, the Saudi King has given CIA Agents $10 Billion EACH in Cash Cash, the Saudi King has given CIA Agents $10 Billion EACH in Cash 
bribes as the King has $177 Trillion and will earn 888 Trillion Before bribes as the King has $177 Trillion and will earn 888 Trillion Before bribes as the King has $177 Trillion and will earn 888 Trillion Before bribes as the King has $177 Trillion and will earn 888 Trillion Before 
Saudi Oil Fields go dry! Saudi Oil Fields go dry! Saudi Oil Fields go dry! Saudi Oil Fields go dry! 

1-2-2014 Nineteen Eighty-Four going Public this Year! 1-2-2014 Nineteen Eighty-Four going Public this Year! 1-2-2014 Nineteen Eighty-Four going Public this Year! 1-2-2014 Nineteen Eighty-Four going Public this Year! 

12-30-13 White House Doctor seeming to have stagnated... the Rx 12-30-13 White House Doctor seeming to have stagnated... the Rx 12-30-13 White House Doctor seeming to have stagnated... the Rx 12-30-13 White House Doctor seeming to have stagnated... the Rx 
Perfume "Farrah"!!! Perfume "Farrah"!!! Perfume "Farrah"!!! Perfume "Farrah"!!! 
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12-30-13 Stagnated Comcast Criminals, billions in profits every 12-30-13 Stagnated Comcast Criminals, billions in profits every 12-30-13 Stagnated Comcast Criminals, billions in profits every 12-30-13 Stagnated Comcast Criminals, billions in profits every 
Month... high cable rates and NO CABLE Channel for Cancers... Or Birth Month... high cable rates and NO CABLE Channel for Cancers... Or Birth Month... high cable rates and NO CABLE Channel for Cancers... Or Birth Month... high cable rates and NO CABLE Channel for Cancers... Or Birth 
Defects. Defects. Defects. Defects. 

12-30-13 Stagnated Software on the New Apple Mac pro! Apple gives you 12-30-13 Stagnated Software on the New Apple Mac pro! Apple gives you 12-30-13 Stagnated Software on the New Apple Mac pro! Apple gives you 12-30-13 Stagnated Software on the New Apple Mac pro! Apple gives you 
a Los Alamos super computer for $9584 without any Medical or a Los Alamos super computer for $9584 without any Medical or a Los Alamos super computer for $9584 without any Medical or a Los Alamos super computer for $9584 without any Medical or 
Engineering Journals preinstalled. No Invention Projects with links to Engineering Journals preinstalled. No Invention Projects with links to Engineering Journals preinstalled. No Invention Projects with links to Engineering Journals preinstalled. No Invention Projects with links to 
get you started working on 1,001 Invention Projects! get you started working on 1,001 Invention Projects! get you started working on 1,001 Invention Projects! get you started working on 1,001 Invention Projects! 
InventingSomething! 880 gigabytes of Invention Projects research InventingSomething! 880 gigabytes of Invention Projects research InventingSomething! 880 gigabytes of Invention Projects research InventingSomething! 880 gigabytes of Invention Projects research 
already done for you... really this was done for Humanity. A much already done for you... really this was done for Humanity. A much already done for you... really this was done for Humanity. A much already done for you... really this was done for Humanity. A much 
better idea than Jimmy Carters habitat for Humanity Houses! But it better idea than Jimmy Carters habitat for Humanity Houses! But it better idea than Jimmy Carters habitat for Humanity Houses! But it better idea than Jimmy Carters habitat for Humanity Houses! But it 
has been stagnated by Apple Software Politics of what to load for free has been stagnated by Apple Software Politics of what to load for free has been stagnated by Apple Software Politics of what to load for free has been stagnated by Apple Software Politics of what to load for free 
and what to charge you a mortgage for! and what to charge you a mortgage for! and what to charge you a mortgage for! and what to charge you a mortgage for! 

12-30-13 Stagnated... 1 invention that will give 5 billion people on 12-30-13 Stagnated... 1 invention that will give 5 billion people on 12-30-13 Stagnated... 1 invention that will give 5 billion people on 12-30-13 Stagnated... 1 invention that will give 5 billion people on 
Earth the Memory of an Einstein! This 1 dramatic invention is written Earth the Memory of an Einstein! This 1 dramatic invention is written Earth the Memory of an Einstein! This 1 dramatic invention is written Earth the Memory of an Einstein! This 1 dramatic invention is written 
up in the book "Another Day in the Frontal Lobe" up in the book "Another Day in the Frontal Lobe" up in the book "Another Day in the Frontal Lobe" up in the book "Another Day in the Frontal Lobe" 

12-30-13 Stagnated... memory until you buy the Rx Perfume "Farrah"!!! 12-30-13 Stagnated... memory until you buy the Rx Perfume "Farrah"!!! 12-30-13 Stagnated... memory until you buy the Rx Perfume "Farrah"!!! 12-30-13 Stagnated... memory until you buy the Rx Perfume "Farrah"!!! 

12-30-13 White House Doctor seeming to have stagnated...TB airborne, 12-30-13 White House Doctor seeming to have stagnated...TB airborne, 12-30-13 White House Doctor seeming to have stagnated...TB airborne, 12-30-13 White House Doctor seeming to have stagnated...TB airborne, 
Sneezing Bravado, flu and Norovirus a variant strains of a single Sneezing Bravado, flu and Norovirus a variant strains of a single Sneezing Bravado, flu and Norovirus a variant strains of a single Sneezing Bravado, flu and Norovirus a variant strains of a single 
species called Norwalk virus.will live on the Oreo Cookies package at species called Norwalk virus.will live on the Oreo Cookies package at species called Norwalk virus.will live on the Oreo Cookies package at species called Norwalk virus.will live on the Oreo Cookies package at 
Publix for a few days! Next Carnival passenger to touch the Oreo Publix for a few days! Next Carnival passenger to touch the Oreo Publix for a few days! Next Carnival passenger to touch the Oreo Publix for a few days! Next Carnival passenger to touch the Oreo 
Cookies package will get the virus on their hands, then touch the Oreo, Cookies package will get the virus on their hands, then touch the Oreo, Cookies package will get the virus on their hands, then touch the Oreo, Cookies package will get the virus on their hands, then touch the Oreo, 
then get sick. then get sick. then get sick. then get sick. 

12-30-13 Stagnant subscriptions on line to the New England Journal of 12-30-13 Stagnant subscriptions on line to the New England Journal of 12-30-13 Stagnant subscriptions on line to the New England Journal of 12-30-13 Stagnant subscriptions on line to the New England Journal of 
Medicine caused by the White House Doctors who have stagnated... Medicine caused by the White House Doctors who have stagnated... Medicine caused by the White House Doctors who have stagnated... Medicine caused by the White House Doctors who have stagnated... 

12-30-13 Stagnant subscriptions on line to the New England Journal of 12-30-13 Stagnant subscriptions on line to the New England Journal of 12-30-13 Stagnant subscriptions on line to the New England Journal of 12-30-13 Stagnant subscriptions on line to the New England Journal of 
Medicine - White House Web Site for Obama Care Health Insurance got Medicine - White House Web Site for Obama Care Health Insurance got Medicine - White House Web Site for Obama Care Health Insurance got Medicine - White House Web Site for Obama Care Health Insurance got 
more hits, why is because NEJM wants to be read by only 1% of more hits, why is because NEJM wants to be read by only 1% of more hits, why is because NEJM wants to be read by only 1% of more hits, why is because NEJM wants to be read by only 1% of 
Americans! NEJM limited Yale Med School to only 100 New Med Students Americans! NEJM limited Yale Med School to only 100 New Med Students Americans! NEJM limited Yale Med School to only 100 New Med Students Americans! NEJM limited Yale Med School to only 100 New Med Students 
a Year even after they learned of the 1980 Model ElectricWindmillCar! a Year even after they learned of the 1980 Model ElectricWindmillCar! a Year even after they learned of the 1980 Model ElectricWindmillCar! a Year even after they learned of the 1980 Model ElectricWindmillCar! 

12-30-13 Stagnated... airborne bravado of Blue Angles Navy Jets Poison 12-30-13 Stagnated... airborne bravado of Blue Angles Navy Jets Poison 12-30-13 Stagnated... airborne bravado of Blue Angles Navy Jets Poison 12-30-13 Stagnated... airborne bravado of Blue Angles Navy Jets Poison 
Exhaust. Exhaust. Exhaust. Exhaust. 

12-30-13 Navy Doctors seeming to have stagnated... this Poison Exhaust 12-30-13 Navy Doctors seeming to have stagnated... this Poison Exhaust 12-30-13 Navy Doctors seeming to have stagnated... this Poison Exhaust 12-30-13 Navy Doctors seeming to have stagnated... this Poison Exhaust 
of Blue Angel Jets in the Headlines! of Blue Angel Jets in the Headlines! of Blue Angel Jets in the Headlines! of Blue Angel Jets in the Headlines! 

12-30-13 End of the Years News for Key West Citizen Today is the Navy 12-30-13 End of the Years News for Key West Citizen Today is the Navy 12-30-13 End of the Years News for Key West Citizen Today is the Navy 12-30-13 End of the Years News for Key West Citizen Today is the Navy 
Blue Angels show costing $450K and drew 30K Observers for 2 days of Blue Angels show costing $450K and drew 30K Observers for 2 days of Blue Angels show costing $450K and drew 30K Observers for 2 days of Blue Angels show costing $450K and drew 30K Observers for 2 days of 
airborne bravado by stagnated Star Travelers! airborne bravado by stagnated Star Travelers! airborne bravado by stagnated Star Travelers! airborne bravado by stagnated Star Travelers! 

12-30-13 Key West Citizen Newspaper seeming to have stagnated... Cuba 12-30-13 Key West Citizen Newspaper seeming to have stagnated... Cuba 12-30-13 Key West Citizen Newspaper seeming to have stagnated... Cuba 12-30-13 Key West Citizen Newspaper seeming to have stagnated... Cuba 
is still 90 miles away Alpha Centauri is 4.3 light years away and no is still 90 miles away Alpha Centauri is 4.3 light years away and no is still 90 miles away Alpha Centauri is 4.3 light years away and no is still 90 miles away Alpha Centauri is 4.3 light years away and no 
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Cubans have ever read this in the Key West Citizen! Cubans have ever read this in the Key West Citizen! Cubans have ever read this in the Key West Citizen! Cubans have ever read this in the Key West Citizen! 

12-30-13 In the End of the Years News, St. Jude TV Commercials seeming 12-30-13 In the End of the Years News, St. Jude TV Commercials seeming 12-30-13 In the End of the Years News, St. Jude TV Commercials seeming 12-30-13 In the End of the Years News, St. Jude TV Commercials seeming 
to have stagnated... getting less than $450K and TV commercials drew to have stagnated... getting less than $450K and TV commercials drew to have stagnated... getting less than $450K and TV commercials drew to have stagnated... getting less than $450K and TV commercials drew 
300K Observers. 300K Observers. 300K Observers. 300K Observers. 

12-30-13 End of Life News Clips of a few kids who died on Christmas Day 12-30-13 End of Life News Clips of a few kids who died on Christmas Day 12-30-13 End of Life News Clips of a few kids who died on Christmas Day 12-30-13 End of Life News Clips of a few kids who died on Christmas Day 
fighting the battle with Childhood Cancers! fighting the battle with Childhood Cancers! fighting the battle with Childhood Cancers! fighting the battle with Childhood Cancers! 

12-30-13 Stagnated... "Men are stuck' in gender roles, data suggest, no 12-30-13 Stagnated... "Men are stuck' in gender roles, data suggest, no 12-30-13 Stagnated... "Men are stuck' in gender roles, data suggest, no 12-30-13 Stagnated... "Men are stuck' in gender roles, data suggest, no 
more than 1% have read the book "Another Day in the Frontal Lobe" by more than 1% have read the book "Another Day in the Frontal Lobe" by more than 1% have read the book "Another Day in the Frontal Lobe" by more than 1% have read the book "Another Day in the Frontal Lobe" by 
Dr Katrina Furlik Dr Katrina Furlik Dr Katrina Furlik Dr Katrina Furlik 

12-30-13 Stagnated... 1 invention that will give 5 billion people on 12-30-13 Stagnated... 1 invention that will give 5 billion people on 12-30-13 Stagnated... 1 invention that will give 5 billion people on 12-30-13 Stagnated... 1 invention that will give 5 billion people on 
Earth the Memory of an Einstein! This 1 dramatic invention is written Earth the Memory of an Einstein! This 1 dramatic invention is written Earth the Memory of an Einstein! This 1 dramatic invention is written Earth the Memory of an Einstein! This 1 dramatic invention is written 
up in the book "Another Day in the Frontal Lobe" up in the book "Another Day in the Frontal Lobe" up in the book "Another Day in the Frontal Lobe" up in the book "Another Day in the Frontal Lobe" 

12-30-13 Stagnated... "Men are stuck' in gender roles, data suggest, no 12-30-13 Stagnated... "Men are stuck' in gender roles, data suggest, no 12-30-13 Stagnated... "Men are stuck' in gender roles, data suggest, no 12-30-13 Stagnated... "Men are stuck' in gender roles, data suggest, no 
more than 1% are working on putting together a list of 1,001 Invention more than 1% are working on putting together a list of 1,001 Invention more than 1% are working on putting together a list of 1,001 Invention more than 1% are working on putting together a list of 1,001 Invention 
Projects with links to get you started inventing something with several Projects with links to get you started inventing something with several Projects with links to get you started inventing something with several Projects with links to get you started inventing something with several 
wives in a Legal Polygamous Marriage. wives in a Legal Polygamous Marriage. wives in a Legal Polygamous Marriage. wives in a Legal Polygamous Marriage. 

12-30-13 White House Doctor seeming to have stagnated... the Rx 12-30-13 White House Doctor seeming to have stagnated... the Rx 12-30-13 White House Doctor seeming to have stagnated... the Rx 12-30-13 White House Doctor seeming to have stagnated... the Rx 
Perfume "Farrah"!!! Perfume "Farrah"!!! Perfume "Farrah"!!! Perfume "Farrah"!!! 

12-30-13 Stagnated... "Men are stuck' in gender roles, data suggest, less 12-30-13 Stagnated... "Men are stuck' in gender roles, data suggest, less 12-30-13 Stagnated... "Men are stuck' in gender roles, data suggest, less 12-30-13 Stagnated... "Men are stuck' in gender roles, data suggest, less 
than 1% of the Men in Mecca who have several legal wives today let than 1% of the Men in Mecca who have several legal wives today let than 1% of the Men in Mecca who have several legal wives today let than 1% of the Men in Mecca who have several legal wives today let 
them Drive to Discover the Rx Overnight Penicillin like Miracle Cure for them Drive to Discover the Rx Overnight Penicillin like Miracle Cure for them Drive to Discover the Rx Overnight Penicillin like Miracle Cure for them Drive to Discover the Rx Overnight Penicillin like Miracle Cure for 
Breast Cancer. Breast Cancer. Breast Cancer. Breast Cancer. 

12-30-13 Stagnated... "Men are stuck' in gender roles, data suggest, less 12-30-13 Stagnated... "Men are stuck' in gender roles, data suggest, less 12-30-13 Stagnated... "Men are stuck' in gender roles, data suggest, less 12-30-13 Stagnated... "Men are stuck' in gender roles, data suggest, less 
than 1% have any idea what the "Learning Curve" is for an Inventor than 1% have any idea what the "Learning Curve" is for an Inventor than 1% have any idea what the "Learning Curve" is for an Inventor than 1% have any idea what the "Learning Curve" is for an Inventor 
MBA or PhD. MBA or PhD. MBA or PhD. MBA or PhD. 

12-30-13 Stagnated... Yale + Harvard 1% have Stagnated building the 12-30-13 Stagnated... Yale + Harvard 1% have Stagnated building the 12-30-13 Stagnated... Yale + Harvard 1% have Stagnated building the 12-30-13 Stagnated... Yale + Harvard 1% have Stagnated building the 
Yale Key West Medical School on an Eiffel Tower base Yale Key West Medical School on an Eiffel Tower base Yale Key West Medical School on an Eiffel Tower base Yale Key West Medical School on an Eiffel Tower base 
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12-30-13 Stagnated... Free Health Care and University Education in 12-30-13 Stagnated... Free Health Care and University Education in 12-30-13 Stagnated... Free Health Care and University Education in 12-30-13 Stagnated... Free Health Care and University Education in 
the USA + Polygamous Marriage Made Legal in the USA to Hell with the USA + Polygamous Marriage Made Legal in the USA to Hell with the USA + Polygamous Marriage Made Legal in the USA to Hell with the USA + Polygamous Marriage Made Legal in the USA to Hell with 
Mecca, were Wives can't Drive! And Men die to get 72 Virgins in Mecca, were Wives can't Drive! And Men die to get 72 Virgins in Mecca, were Wives can't Drive! And Men die to get 72 Virgins in Mecca, were Wives can't Drive! And Men die to get 72 Virgins in 
Heaven... disinformation! Heaven... disinformation! Heaven... disinformation! Heaven... disinformation! 

12-30-13 Stagnated... Paris has Stagnated because the French 12-30-13 Stagnated... Paris has Stagnated because the French 12-30-13 Stagnated... Paris has Stagnated because the French 12-30-13 Stagnated... Paris has Stagnated because the French 
Government Owns the Nations Oil Company "Total Oil" and all the Oil Government Owns the Nations Oil Company "Total Oil" and all the Oil Government Owns the Nations Oil Company "Total Oil" and all the Oil Government Owns the Nations Oil Company "Total Oil" and all the Oil 
Fields are in Africa under attack. Today 25,000 White Army Troops are Fields are in Africa under attack. Today 25,000 White Army Troops are Fields are in Africa under attack. Today 25,000 White Army Troops are Fields are in Africa under attack. Today 25,000 White Army Troops are 
marching toward its Oil fields in Sudan for the Money! marching toward its Oil fields in Sudan for the Money! marching toward its Oil fields in Sudan for the Money! marching toward its Oil fields in Sudan for the Money! 

12-30-13 Stagnated... China Smog, gunbattles behind the Celebrations 12-30-13 Stagnated... China Smog, gunbattles behind the Celebrations 12-30-13 Stagnated... China Smog, gunbattles behind the Celebrations 12-30-13 Stagnated... China Smog, gunbattles behind the Celebrations 
of Chairman Mao's Birthday! Cultural Revolution gives birth to Chinese of Chairman Mao's Birthday! Cultural Revolution gives birth to Chinese of Chairman Mao's Birthday! Cultural Revolution gives birth to Chinese of Chairman Mao's Birthday! Cultural Revolution gives birth to Chinese 
Babies with birth defects and childhood cancer. This would be Dr. Mom Babies with birth defects and childhood cancer. This would be Dr. Mom Babies with birth defects and childhood cancer. This would be Dr. Mom Babies with birth defects and childhood cancer. This would be Dr. Mom 
Revolution in China Today. The Chinese Men sold their "Women + Revolution in China Today. The Chinese Men sold their "Women + Revolution in China Today. The Chinese Men sold their "Women + Revolution in China Today. The Chinese Men sold their "Women + 
Children Out" for Oil's Wealth! Children Out" for Oil's Wealth! Children Out" for Oil's Wealth! Children Out" for Oil's Wealth! 

12-30-13 Key West Citizen Newspaper Headlines seeming to have 12-30-13 Key West Citizen Newspaper Headlines seeming to have 12-30-13 Key West Citizen Newspaper Headlines seeming to have 12-30-13 Key West Citizen Newspaper Headlines seeming to have 
stagnated... Today in History in the Key West Citizen today and no stagnated... Today in History in the Key West Citizen today and no stagnated... Today in History in the Key West Citizen today and no stagnated... Today in History in the Key West Citizen today and no 
Childhood Cancer Deaths reported let alone the Daily Body Count like Childhood Cancer Deaths reported let alone the Daily Body Count like Childhood Cancer Deaths reported let alone the Daily Body Count like Childhood Cancer Deaths reported let alone the Daily Body Count like 
they give for the War in Afghanistan, so impersonal as 4 NATO troops they give for the War in Afghanistan, so impersonal as 4 NATO troops they give for the War in Afghanistan, so impersonal as 4 NATO troops they give for the War in Afghanistan, so impersonal as 4 NATO troops 
killed.... better news coverage than the kids who died from childhood killed.... better news coverage than the kids who died from childhood killed.... better news coverage than the kids who died from childhood killed.... better news coverage than the kids who died from childhood 
cancers today, they aren't even on page 8 section F. cancers today, they aren't even on page 8 section F. cancers today, they aren't even on page 8 section F. cancers today, they aren't even on page 8 section F. 

12-30-13 White House Doctor seeming to have stagnated... 12-30-13 White House Doctor seeming to have stagnated... 12-30-13 White House Doctor seeming to have stagnated... 12-30-13 White House Doctor seeming to have stagnated... 

12-30-13 Stagnated... Free Health Care and University Education in 12-30-13 Stagnated... Free Health Care and University Education in 12-30-13 Stagnated... Free Health Care and University Education in 12-30-13 Stagnated... Free Health Care and University Education in 
the USA the USA the USA the USA 

12-30-13 Stagnant subscriptions on line to the New England Journal of 12-30-13 Stagnant subscriptions on line to the New England Journal of 12-30-13 Stagnant subscriptions on line to the New England Journal of 12-30-13 Stagnant subscriptions on line to the New England Journal of 
Medicine caused by the White House Doctors who have stagnated... Medicine caused by the White House Doctors who have stagnated... Medicine caused by the White House Doctors who have stagnated... Medicine caused by the White House Doctors who have stagnated... 
advising the President Football Games would be better for the masses! advising the President Football Games would be better for the masses! advising the President Football Games would be better for the masses! advising the President Football Games would be better for the masses! 

12-30-13 Stagnated Comcast Criminals, billions in profits every 12-30-13 Stagnated Comcast Criminals, billions in profits every 12-30-13 Stagnated Comcast Criminals, billions in profits every 12-30-13 Stagnated Comcast Criminals, billions in profits every 
Month... high cable rates and NO CABLE Channel for Cancers... Or Birth Month... high cable rates and NO CABLE Channel for Cancers... Or Birth Month... high cable rates and NO CABLE Channel for Cancers... Or Birth Month... high cable rates and NO CABLE Channel for Cancers... Or Birth 
Defects. Defects. Defects. Defects. 

12-30-13 Key West Citizen Newspaper Headlines seeming to have 12-30-13 Key West Citizen Newspaper Headlines seeming to have 12-30-13 Key West Citizen Newspaper Headlines seeming to have 12-30-13 Key West Citizen Newspaper Headlines seeming to have 
stagnated... Speed boat races + Jet Fighter acrobats. stagnated... Speed boat races + Jet Fighter acrobats. stagnated... Speed boat races + Jet Fighter acrobats. stagnated... Speed boat races + Jet Fighter acrobats. 
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12-30-13 White House Doctor seeming to have stagnated... watching 12-30-13 White House Doctor seeming to have stagnated... watching 12-30-13 White House Doctor seeming to have stagnated... watching 12-30-13 White House Doctor seeming to have stagnated... watching 
the Blue Angel display and the display of "Drunk Men" spending their the Blue Angel display and the display of "Drunk Men" spending their the Blue Angel display and the display of "Drunk Men" spending their the Blue Angel display and the display of "Drunk Men" spending their 
Months Pay on a 2 day drunk watching airborne bravado of Blue Months Pay on a 2 day drunk watching airborne bravado of Blue Months Pay on a 2 day drunk watching airborne bravado of Blue Months Pay on a 2 day drunk watching airborne bravado of Blue 
Angels "Not Seeing" the lead atoms from the Blue Angels Jet Engine Angels "Not Seeing" the lead atoms from the Blue Angels Jet Engine Angels "Not Seeing" the lead atoms from the Blue Angels Jet Engine Angels "Not Seeing" the lead atoms from the Blue Angels Jet Engine 
exhaust... this is stagnation! This is Stupid Criminals! This is Baby exhaust... this is stagnation! This is Stupid Criminals! This is Baby exhaust... this is stagnation! This is Stupid Criminals! This is Baby exhaust... this is stagnation! This is Stupid Criminals! This is Baby 
Killers who are stagnated, stupid enough to spent $450K, same time 451 Killers who are stagnated, stupid enough to spent $450K, same time 451 Killers who are stagnated, stupid enough to spent $450K, same time 451 Killers who are stagnated, stupid enough to spent $450K, same time 451 
Kids world wide died fighting the battle of their life, with Childhood Kids world wide died fighting the battle of their life, with Childhood Kids world wide died fighting the battle of their life, with Childhood Kids world wide died fighting the battle of their life, with Childhood 
birth defects and cancer caused by Jet Fuel's Poison Exhaust. birth defects and cancer caused by Jet Fuel's Poison Exhaust. birth defects and cancer caused by Jet Fuel's Poison Exhaust. birth defects and cancer caused by Jet Fuel's Poison Exhaust. 

12-30-13 White House Doctor seeming to have stagnated... the Rx 12-30-13 White House Doctor seeming to have stagnated... the Rx 12-30-13 White House Doctor seeming to have stagnated... the Rx 12-30-13 White House Doctor seeming to have stagnated... the Rx 
Perfume "Farrah"!!! Perfume "Farrah"!!! Perfume "Farrah"!!! Perfume "Farrah"!!! 

12-30-13 The Admirals + Atoms only thought are atoms in A-Bombs not 12-30-13 The Admirals + Atoms only thought are atoms in A-Bombs not 12-30-13 The Admirals + Atoms only thought are atoms in A-Bombs not 12-30-13 The Admirals + Atoms only thought are atoms in A-Bombs not 
Blue Angel Jet Engine Exhaust, as these atom that kill 451K are not the Blue Angel Jet Engine Exhaust, as these atom that kill 451K are not the Blue Angel Jet Engine Exhaust, as these atom that kill 451K are not the Blue Angel Jet Engine Exhaust, as these atom that kill 451K are not the 
"Terrorists" Pentagon Propaganda seemingly to have stagnated... "Terrorists" Pentagon Propaganda seemingly to have stagnated... "Terrorists" Pentagon Propaganda seemingly to have stagnated... "Terrorists" Pentagon Propaganda seemingly to have stagnated... 

12-30-13 White House Doctor seeming to have stagnated... 12-30-13 White House Doctor seeming to have stagnated... 12-30-13 White House Doctor seeming to have stagnated... 12-30-13 White House Doctor seeming to have stagnated... 

12-30-13 Editor of the journal "Psychology of Men and Masculinity?, 12-30-13 Editor of the journal "Psychology of Men and Masculinity?, 12-30-13 Editor of the journal "Psychology of Men and Masculinity?, 12-30-13 Editor of the journal "Psychology of Men and Masculinity?, 
said When it comes to gender progress, "men are stuck." With the Navy said When it comes to gender progress, "men are stuck." With the Navy said When it comes to gender progress, "men are stuck." With the Navy said When it comes to gender progress, "men are stuck." With the Navy 
Blue Angels Propaganda at the Key West Citizen End of Year News, that Blue Angels Propaganda at the Key West Citizen End of Year News, that Blue Angels Propaganda at the Key West Citizen End of Year News, that Blue Angels Propaganda at the Key West Citizen End of Year News, that 
stagnated Christmas News of lost battles by kids with cancer and no stagnated Christmas News of lost battles by kids with cancer and no stagnated Christmas News of lost battles by kids with cancer and no stagnated Christmas News of lost battles by kids with cancer and no 
Navy Doctors to view this Air Combat Show with Cancer Cells... Admirals Navy Doctors to view this Air Combat Show with Cancer Cells... Admirals Navy Doctors to view this Air Combat Show with Cancer Cells... Admirals Navy Doctors to view this Air Combat Show with Cancer Cells... Admirals 
mental image of the kids battle with cancer is limited to NBC Nightly mental image of the kids battle with cancer is limited to NBC Nightly mental image of the kids battle with cancer is limited to NBC Nightly mental image of the kids battle with cancer is limited to NBC Nightly 
News Video Clip of the kid in a Hospital bed, not a Los Alamos computer News Video Clip of the kid in a Hospital bed, not a Los Alamos computer News Video Clip of the kid in a Hospital bed, not a Los Alamos computer News Video Clip of the kid in a Hospital bed, not a Los Alamos computer 
simulation of the internal medicine battle of cells and proteins the simulation of the internal medicine battle of cells and proteins the simulation of the internal medicine battle of cells and proteins the simulation of the internal medicine battle of cells and proteins the 
Admiral has never ever heard the names of let alone can pronounce. Admiral has never ever heard the names of let alone can pronounce. Admiral has never ever heard the names of let alone can pronounce. Admiral has never ever heard the names of let alone can pronounce. 
One Atom of Lead from One Blue Angel Jet caused this kids DNA to One Atom of Lead from One Blue Angel Jet caused this kids DNA to One Atom of Lead from One Blue Angel Jet caused this kids DNA to One Atom of Lead from One Blue Angel Jet caused this kids DNA to 
mutate into Childhood Cancer, One Atom from poison Gasoline mutate into Childhood Cancer, One Atom from poison Gasoline mutate into Childhood Cancer, One Atom from poison Gasoline mutate into Childhood Cancer, One Atom from poison Gasoline 
Exhaust! Exhaust! Exhaust! Exhaust! 

12-30-13 Stagnated Dept. of Education... Bush, No Child Left Behind 12-30-13 Stagnated Dept. of Education... Bush, No Child Left Behind 12-30-13 Stagnated Dept. of Education... Bush, No Child Left Behind 12-30-13 Stagnated Dept. of Education... Bush, No Child Left Behind 
Failure caused 1 million kids to die of Childhood Cancers. 1 million Failure caused 1 million kids to die of Childhood Cancers. 1 million Failure caused 1 million kids to die of Childhood Cancers. 1 million Failure caused 1 million kids to die of Childhood Cancers. 1 million 
birth defects. Jenna Bush will never ever put this as her story on NBC birth defects. Jenna Bush will never ever put this as her story on NBC birth defects. Jenna Bush will never ever put this as her story on NBC birth defects. Jenna Bush will never ever put this as her story on NBC 
Today show. Monday's NBC Today Show sets out to Stagnate all of its Today show. Monday's NBC Today Show sets out to Stagnate all of its Today show. Monday's NBC Today Show sets out to Stagnate all of its Today show. Monday's NBC Today Show sets out to Stagnate all of its 
viewers... premeditated murder of a Childhood Cancer Cure on "Today viewers... premeditated murder of a Childhood Cancer Cure on "Today viewers... premeditated murder of a Childhood Cancer Cure on "Today viewers... premeditated murder of a Childhood Cancer Cure on "Today 
Show" I know it will not be worth watching... like the worst Football Show" I know it will not be worth watching... like the worst Football Show" I know it will not be worth watching... like the worst Football Show" I know it will not be worth watching... like the worst Football 
game when you know who will lose. Kids with Childhood Cancer will game when you know who will lose. Kids with Childhood Cancer will game when you know who will lose. Kids with Childhood Cancer will game when you know who will lose. Kids with Childhood Cancer will 
lose their life, die a tortured death, their news clip will be on some lose their life, die a tortured death, their news clip will be on some lose their life, die a tortured death, their news clip will be on some lose their life, die a tortured death, their news clip will be on some 
Future Today Show. Monday's Today Show will stagnate saving kids Future Today Show. Monday's Today Show will stagnate saving kids Future Today Show. Monday's Today Show will stagnate saving kids Future Today Show. Monday's Today Show will stagnate saving kids 
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with cancers from any MD who wants to and turns on TV to the Today with cancers from any MD who wants to and turns on TV to the Today with cancers from any MD who wants to and turns on TV to the Today with cancers from any MD who wants to and turns on TV to the Today 
Show for some Intellectual Conversations to get the cure ideas! Show for some Intellectual Conversations to get the cure ideas! Show for some Intellectual Conversations to get the cure ideas! Show for some Intellectual Conversations to get the cure ideas! 
Stagnated Comcast Criminals, billions in profits every Month... high Stagnated Comcast Criminals, billions in profits every Month... high Stagnated Comcast Criminals, billions in profits every Month... high Stagnated Comcast Criminals, billions in profits every Month... high 
cable rates and NO CABLE Channel for Cancers... Or Birth Defects. Look cable rates and NO CABLE Channel for Cancers... Or Birth Defects. Look cable rates and NO CABLE Channel for Cancers... Or Birth Defects. Look cable rates and NO CABLE Channel for Cancers... Or Birth Defects. Look 
at all the Comcast Channels, most are Stupid TV Show. Now baby killers at all the Comcast Channels, most are Stupid TV Show. Now baby killers at all the Comcast Channels, most are Stupid TV Show. Now baby killers at all the Comcast Channels, most are Stupid TV Show. Now baby killers 
at Comcast. When "Leaked"! Who wrote this Today Show and Why at Comcast. When "Leaked"! Who wrote this Today Show and Why at Comcast. When "Leaked"! Who wrote this Today Show and Why at Comcast. When "Leaked"! Who wrote this Today Show and Why 
stagnate the cure for Childhood cancer by 1 more day. Why is because stagnate the cure for Childhood cancer by 1 more day. Why is because stagnate the cure for Childhood cancer by 1 more day. Why is because stagnate the cure for Childhood cancer by 1 more day. Why is because 
they don't have the body Count... 4 NATO Troops, no one but the CIA they don't have the body Count... 4 NATO Troops, no one but the CIA they don't have the body Count... 4 NATO Troops, no one but the CIA they don't have the body Count... 4 NATO Troops, no one but the CIA 
knows the daily body count for Childhood Cancer and this is classified knows the daily body count for Childhood Cancer and this is classified knows the daily body count for Childhood Cancer and this is classified knows the daily body count for Childhood Cancer and this is classified 
by our Numb Nuts Dictators! by our Numb Nuts Dictators! by our Numb Nuts Dictators! by our Numb Nuts Dictators! 

12-30-13 Stagnated Comcast Criminals, billions in profits every 12-30-13 Stagnated Comcast Criminals, billions in profits every 12-30-13 Stagnated Comcast Criminals, billions in profits every 12-30-13 Stagnated Comcast Criminals, billions in profits every 
Month... high cable rates and NO CABLE Channel for Cancers... Or Birth Month... high cable rates and NO CABLE Channel for Cancers... Or Birth Month... high cable rates and NO CABLE Channel for Cancers... Or Birth Month... high cable rates and NO CABLE Channel for Cancers... Or Birth 
Defects. Look at all the Comcast Channels, most are Stupid TV Shows. Defects. Look at all the Comcast Channels, most are Stupid TV Shows. Defects. Look at all the Comcast Channels, most are Stupid TV Shows. Defects. Look at all the Comcast Channels, most are Stupid TV Shows. 
Now baby killers at Comcast convicted by their Cable Channel line up! Now baby killers at Comcast convicted by their Cable Channel line up! Now baby killers at Comcast convicted by their Cable Channel line up! Now baby killers at Comcast convicted by their Cable Channel line up! 
ESPN has 30 Cable Channels for Football... this is a crime against kids ESPN has 30 Cable Channels for Football... this is a crime against kids ESPN has 30 Cable Channels for Football... this is a crime against kids ESPN has 30 Cable Channels for Football... this is a crime against kids 
with Cancer who want a cure by Big Brother. "1984"... Billions in Profits with Cancer who want a cure by Big Brother. "1984"... Billions in Profits with Cancer who want a cure by Big Brother. "1984"... Billions in Profits with Cancer who want a cure by Big Brother. "1984"... Billions in Profits 
Every Month since the 1980 Invention of the ElectricWindmillCar. Era of Every Month since the 1980 Invention of the ElectricWindmillCar. Era of Every Month since the 1980 Invention of the ElectricWindmillCar. Era of Every Month since the 1980 Invention of the ElectricWindmillCar. Era of 
the Suppressed ElectricWindmillCar... Cable Channel Line Up.... the Suppressed ElectricWindmillCar... Cable Channel Line Up.... the Suppressed ElectricWindmillCar... Cable Channel Line Up.... the Suppressed ElectricWindmillCar... Cable Channel Line Up.... 
Stagnated is a mild description! Stagnated is a mild description! Stagnated is a mild description! Stagnated is a mild description! 

12-30-13 Stagnated... If these kids on Christmas day who died in their 12-30-13 Stagnated... If these kids on Christmas day who died in their 12-30-13 Stagnated... If these kids on Christmas day who died in their 12-30-13 Stagnated... If these kids on Christmas day who died in their 
Battle with Cancer for the Pentagon's $ 1 Trillion dollar budget Battle with Cancer for the Pentagon's $ 1 Trillion dollar budget Battle with Cancer for the Pentagon's $ 1 Trillion dollar budget Battle with Cancer for the Pentagon's $ 1 Trillion dollar budget 
reported by the New York Times instead of "Leaks" by Snowden reported by the New York Times instead of "Leaks" by Snowden reported by the New York Times instead of "Leaks" by Snowden reported by the New York Times instead of "Leaks" by Snowden 
Headlines... with Headline of Dr Nancy Oppenheimer $1 Trillion dollar Headlines... with Headline of Dr Nancy Oppenheimer $1 Trillion dollar Headlines... with Headline of Dr Nancy Oppenheimer $1 Trillion dollar Headlines... with Headline of Dr Nancy Oppenheimer $1 Trillion dollar 
budget for the New Manhattan Project for the Rx Overnight Miracle budget for the New Manhattan Project for the Rx Overnight Miracle budget for the New Manhattan Project for the Rx Overnight Miracle budget for the New Manhattan Project for the Rx Overnight Miracle 
Cure of Breast Cancer. Adding Dr. Nancy wants Polygamous Marriage Cure of Breast Cancer. Adding Dr. Nancy wants Polygamous Marriage Cure of Breast Cancer. Adding Dr. Nancy wants Polygamous Marriage Cure of Breast Cancer. Adding Dr. Nancy wants Polygamous Marriage 
Made legal so several wives can Brainstorm 24/7 with their husband Made legal so several wives can Brainstorm 24/7 with their husband Made legal so several wives can Brainstorm 24/7 with their husband Made legal so several wives can Brainstorm 24/7 with their husband 
Greg... Greg... Greg... Greg... 

12-30-13 White House Doctor seeming to have stagnated... the Rx 12-30-13 White House Doctor seeming to have stagnated... the Rx 12-30-13 White House Doctor seeming to have stagnated... the Rx 12-30-13 White House Doctor seeming to have stagnated... the Rx 
Perfume "Farrah"!!! Perfume "Farrah"!!! Perfume "Farrah"!!! Perfume "Farrah"!!! 

12-30-13 Department of Education failed the Admirals + Generals... if 12-30-13 Department of Education failed the Admirals + Generals... if 12-30-13 Department of Education failed the Admirals + Generals... if 12-30-13 Department of Education failed the Admirals + Generals... if 
they could have pronounce the names of all the cells and proteins in they could have pronounce the names of all the cells and proteins in they could have pronounce the names of all the cells and proteins in they could have pronounce the names of all the cells and proteins in 
this battle with cancer... and all the names of the different Cancers. this battle with cancer... and all the names of the different Cancers. this battle with cancer... and all the names of the different Cancers. this battle with cancer... and all the names of the different Cancers. 
Cancer would have lost the war with Bush + No Child Left Behind... Cancer would have lost the war with Bush + No Child Left Behind... Cancer would have lost the war with Bush + No Child Left Behind... Cancer would have lost the war with Bush + No Child Left Behind... 

12-30-13 Stagnated... your kids and the Admirals kids failed to get an 12-30-13 Stagnated... your kids and the Admirals kids failed to get an 12-30-13 Stagnated... your kids and the Admirals kids failed to get an 12-30-13 Stagnated... your kids and the Admirals kids failed to get an 
A in the No Child Left Behind Test at school so the Admirals got rid of A in the No Child Left Behind Test at school so the Admirals got rid of A in the No Child Left Behind Test at school so the Admirals got rid of A in the No Child Left Behind Test at school so the Admirals got rid of 
the test so his kids can get an A on Why did the USA lose the War on the test so his kids can get an A on Why did the USA lose the War on the test so his kids can get an A on Why did the USA lose the War on the test so his kids can get an A on Why did the USA lose the War on 
Cancer? MIT Drones killed kids in Pakistan + Boston! Cancer? MIT Drones killed kids in Pakistan + Boston! Cancer? MIT Drones killed kids in Pakistan + Boston! Cancer? MIT Drones killed kids in Pakistan + Boston! 
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12-30-13 Hell if the Admiral can't pronounce all the Cancer Names + 12-30-13 Hell if the Admiral can't pronounce all the Cancer Names + 12-30-13 Hell if the Admiral can't pronounce all the Cancer Names + 12-30-13 Hell if the Admiral can't pronounce all the Cancer Names + 
Cells in the Battle, how the Hell is he going to win the War on Cancer... Cells in the Battle, how the Hell is he going to win the War on Cancer... Cells in the Battle, how the Hell is he going to win the War on Cancer... Cells in the Battle, how the Hell is he going to win the War on Cancer... 

12-30-13 He will have the Key West Citizen put the Blue Angels on as 12-30-13 He will have the Key West Citizen put the Blue Angels on as 12-30-13 He will have the Key West Citizen put the Blue Angels on as 12-30-13 He will have the Key West Citizen put the Blue Angels on as 
Headlines not kids meeting God's Angels in the Infinite Universe! Headlines not kids meeting God's Angels in the Infinite Universe! Headlines not kids meeting God's Angels in the Infinite Universe! Headlines not kids meeting God's Angels in the Infinite Universe! 

12-30-13 White House Doctor seeming to have stagnated... in the War 12-30-13 White House Doctor seeming to have stagnated... in the War 12-30-13 White House Doctor seeming to have stagnated... in the War 12-30-13 White House Doctor seeming to have stagnated... in the War 
on Cancer when discussed in the issues. Jerusalem Post, Israel. on Cancer when discussed in the issues. Jerusalem Post, Israel. on Cancer when discussed in the issues. Jerusalem Post, Israel. on Cancer when discussed in the issues. Jerusalem Post, Israel. 
Chemicals and kids can be a deadly combination. Surprisingly, Chemicals and kids can be a deadly combination. Surprisingly, Chemicals and kids can be a deadly combination. Surprisingly, Chemicals and kids can be a deadly combination. Surprisingly, 
children’s environmental health is still a new field. Many medical children’s environmental health is still a new field. Many medical children’s environmental health is still a new field. Many medical children’s environmental health is still a new field. Many medical 
conditions result from what youngsters breathe in, eat, drink and conditions result from what youngsters breathe in, eat, drink and conditions result from what youngsters breathe in, eat, drink and conditions result from what youngsters breathe in, eat, drink and 
touch. A recent international conference in Jerusalem discussed the touch. A recent international conference in Jerusalem discussed the touch. A recent international conference in Jerusalem discussed the touch. A recent international conference in Jerusalem discussed the 
issues. Jerusalem Post, Israel. Jews in Key West know who the cooks, Chefs issues. Jerusalem Post, Israel. Jews in Key West know who the cooks, Chefs issues. Jerusalem Post, Israel. Jews in Key West know who the cooks, Chefs issues. Jerusalem Post, Israel. Jews in Key West know who the cooks, Chefs 
with HIV, STD's are working Today! with HIV, STD's are working Today! with HIV, STD's are working Today! with HIV, STD's are working Today! 

12-30-13 Stagnated... Israel building 15,000 new homes when they 12-30-13 Stagnated... Israel building 15,000 new homes when they 12-30-13 Stagnated... Israel building 15,000 new homes when they 12-30-13 Stagnated... Israel building 15,000 new homes when they 
know 15,000 Israel Women have died of breast cancer this year and know 15,000 Israel Women have died of breast cancer this year and know 15,000 Israel Women have died of breast cancer this year and know 15,000 Israel Women have died of breast cancer this year and 
another 15,000 will die of breast cancer next year and they know how another 15,000 will die of breast cancer next year and they know how another 15,000 will die of breast cancer next year and they know how another 15,000 will die of breast cancer next year and they know how 
many Israel kids will get birth defects and childhood cancers... Yet they many Israel kids will get birth defects and childhood cancers... Yet they many Israel kids will get birth defects and childhood cancers... Yet they many Israel kids will get birth defects and childhood cancers... Yet they 
are Stuck + Stagnated into building 15,000 Houses just like Jimmy are Stuck + Stagnated into building 15,000 Houses just like Jimmy are Stuck + Stagnated into building 15,000 Houses just like Jimmy are Stuck + Stagnated into building 15,000 Houses just like Jimmy 
Carter and his wife in the USA build Habitat for Humanity Homes and Carter and his wife in the USA build Habitat for Humanity Homes and Carter and his wife in the USA build Habitat for Humanity Homes and Carter and his wife in the USA build Habitat for Humanity Homes and 
the wife dies of breast cancer and the kids get birth defects and cancer the wife dies of breast cancer and the kids get birth defects and cancer the wife dies of breast cancer and the kids get birth defects and cancer the wife dies of breast cancer and the kids get birth defects and cancer 
from breathing the air... Air the Navy Blue Angel Jets poisoned with from breathing the air... Air the Navy Blue Angel Jets poisoned with from breathing the air... Air the Navy Blue Angel Jets poisoned with from breathing the air... Air the Navy Blue Angel Jets poisoned with 
Lead Atoms in the Jet Fuel. Hell GE could have converted the Blue Angel Lead Atoms in the Jet Fuel. Hell GE could have converted the Blue Angel Lead Atoms in the Jet Fuel. Hell GE could have converted the Blue Angel Lead Atoms in the Jet Fuel. Hell GE could have converted the Blue Angel 
Jet Engines to burn H at -254 C in 1990 Jet Engines to burn H at -254 C in 1990 Jet Engines to burn H at -254 C in 1990 Jet Engines to burn H at -254 C in 1990 

12-30-13 Hell GE could have converted the Blue Angel Jet Engines to 12-30-13 Hell GE could have converted the Blue Angel Jet Engines to 12-30-13 Hell GE could have converted the Blue Angel Jet Engines to 12-30-13 Hell GE could have converted the Blue Angel Jet Engines to 
burn H at -254 C in 1990 burn H at -254 C in 1990 burn H at -254 C in 1990 burn H at -254 C in 1990 

12-30-13 Men are stuck' as "BLack OJ's" going after the MOST... 12-30-13 Men are stuck' as "BLack OJ's" going after the MOST... 12-30-13 Men are stuck' as "BLack OJ's" going after the MOST... 12-30-13 Men are stuck' as "BLack OJ's" going after the MOST... 
"Beautiful Women" only to kill her one way or another... with HPV Anus "Beautiful Women" only to kill her one way or another... with HPV Anus "Beautiful Women" only to kill her one way or another... with HPV Anus "Beautiful Women" only to kill her one way or another... with HPV Anus 
cancer or a "Bloody Crime Scene like Nichol Simpson Photos" cancer or a "Bloody Crime Scene like Nichol Simpson Photos" cancer or a "Bloody Crime Scene like Nichol Simpson Photos" cancer or a "Bloody Crime Scene like Nichol Simpson Photos" 

12-30-13 Stagnated... Homeland Security let 19K women be murdered 12-30-13 Stagnated... Homeland Security let 19K women be murdered 12-30-13 Stagnated... Homeland Security let 19K women be murdered 12-30-13 Stagnated... Homeland Security let 19K women be murdered 
in 2013 guarding the Social Security offices in every town and city in in 2013 guarding the Social Security offices in every town and city in in 2013 guarding the Social Security offices in every town and city in in 2013 guarding the Social Security offices in every town and city in 
the USA from Terrorists... Stupid Criminals! the USA from Terrorists... Stupid Criminals! the USA from Terrorists... Stupid Criminals! the USA from Terrorists... Stupid Criminals! 

12-30-13 Stagnated... Headlines of the 19K USA women who will be 12-30-13 Stagnated... Headlines of the 19K USA women who will be 12-30-13 Stagnated... Headlines of the 19K USA women who will be 12-30-13 Stagnated... Headlines of the 19K USA women who will be 
murdered in 2014 by a drunk man! murdered in 2014 by a drunk man! murdered in 2014 by a drunk man! murdered in 2014 by a drunk man! 

12-30-13 White House Doctor seeming to have stagnated... the Rx 12-30-13 White House Doctor seeming to have stagnated... the Rx 12-30-13 White House Doctor seeming to have stagnated... the Rx 12-30-13 White House Doctor seeming to have stagnated... the Rx 
Perfume "Farrah"!!! Perfume "Farrah"!!! Perfume "Farrah"!!! Perfume "Farrah"!!! 
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12-30-13 Stagnated... "Men are stuck' in gender roles, data suggest, 12-30-13 Stagnated... "Men are stuck' in gender roles, data suggest, 12-30-13 Stagnated... "Men are stuck' in gender roles, data suggest, 12-30-13 Stagnated... "Men are stuck' in gender roles, data suggest, 
more than 1% more than 1% more than 1% more than 1% 

12-30-13 Stagnated... Men are stuck' in gender roles, data suggest, 12-30-13 Stagnated... Men are stuck' in gender roles, data suggest, 12-30-13 Stagnated... Men are stuck' in gender roles, data suggest, 12-30-13 Stagnated... Men are stuck' in gender roles, data suggest, 
more than 1%... Editor of the journal Psychology of Men and more than 1%... Editor of the journal Psychology of Men and more than 1%... Editor of the journal Psychology of Men and more than 1%... Editor of the journal Psychology of Men and 
Masculinity, said "men are stuck" in a super black hole of Gravity Masculinity, said "men are stuck" in a super black hole of Gravity Masculinity, said "men are stuck" in a super black hole of Gravity Masculinity, said "men are stuck" in a super black hole of Gravity 

12-30-13 Stagnated... Men are stuck' in gender roles for Intellectual 12-30-13 Stagnated... Men are stuck' in gender roles for Intellectual 12-30-13 Stagnated... Men are stuck' in gender roles for Intellectual 12-30-13 Stagnated... Men are stuck' in gender roles for Intellectual 
Conversations Conversations Conversations Conversations 

12-30-13 Stagnated... Men are stuck' with NBC ESPN Sports, Football 12-30-13 Stagnated... Men are stuck' with NBC ESPN Sports, Football 12-30-13 Stagnated... Men are stuck' with NBC ESPN Sports, Football 12-30-13 Stagnated... Men are stuck' with NBC ESPN Sports, Football 
24/7 on several Comcast Channels! 24/7 on several Comcast Channels! 24/7 on several Comcast Channels! 24/7 on several Comcast Channels! 

12-30-13 Stagnated... Comcast, Verizon, limit your megabytes when the 12-30-13 Stagnated... Comcast, Verizon, limit your megabytes when the 12-30-13 Stagnated... Comcast, Verizon, limit your megabytes when the 12-30-13 Stagnated... Comcast, Verizon, limit your megabytes when the 
Mac pro gives you a Los Alamos super computer for $9584 without any Mac pro gives you a Los Alamos super computer for $9584 without any Mac pro gives you a Los Alamos super computer for $9584 without any Mac pro gives you a Los Alamos super computer for $9584 without any 
Medical or Engineering Journals preinstalled. No Invention Projects Medical or Engineering Journals preinstalled. No Invention Projects Medical or Engineering Journals preinstalled. No Invention Projects Medical or Engineering Journals preinstalled. No Invention Projects 
with links to get you started working on 1,001 Invention Projects! with links to get you started working on 1,001 Invention Projects! with links to get you started working on 1,001 Invention Projects! with links to get you started working on 1,001 Invention Projects! 
InventingSomething! 880 gigabytes of Invention Projects research InventingSomething! 880 gigabytes of Invention Projects research InventingSomething! 880 gigabytes of Invention Projects research InventingSomething! 880 gigabytes of Invention Projects research 
already done for you... really this was done for Humanity. A much already done for you... really this was done for Humanity. A much already done for you... really this was done for Humanity. A much already done for you... really this was done for Humanity. A much 
better idea than Jimmy Carters habitat for Humanity Houses! better idea than Jimmy Carters habitat for Humanity Houses! better idea than Jimmy Carters habitat for Humanity Houses! better idea than Jimmy Carters habitat for Humanity Houses! 

12-30-13 Stagnated... Bill + Melinda are Super Stagnated because they 12-30-13 Stagnated... Bill + Melinda are Super Stagnated because they 12-30-13 Stagnated... Bill + Melinda are Super Stagnated because they 12-30-13 Stagnated... Bill + Melinda are Super Stagnated because they 
bought their 2nd home in Mecca not Key West! bought their 2nd home in Mecca not Key West! bought their 2nd home in Mecca not Key West! bought their 2nd home in Mecca not Key West! 

12-30-13 Stagnated... 4 Trillion Years crossing galaxy after galaxy 12-30-13 Stagnated... 4 Trillion Years crossing galaxy after galaxy 12-30-13 Stagnated... 4 Trillion Years crossing galaxy after galaxy 12-30-13 Stagnated... 4 Trillion Years crossing galaxy after galaxy 
finally meeting the 1 Trillion Aliens the Pentagon killed, at Alpha finally meeting the 1 Trillion Aliens the Pentagon killed, at Alpha finally meeting the 1 Trillion Aliens the Pentagon killed, at Alpha finally meeting the 1 Trillion Aliens the Pentagon killed, at Alpha 
Centauri! Centauri! Centauri! Centauri! 

12-30-13 Stagnated... St Jude commercials, no one has ever paid for 12-30-13 Stagnated... St Jude commercials, no one has ever paid for 12-30-13 Stagnated... St Jude commercials, no one has ever paid for 12-30-13 Stagnated... St Jude commercials, no one has ever paid for 
hospital care, we cure 90% of Childhood cancer but don't tell you hospital care, we cure 90% of Childhood cancer but don't tell you hospital care, we cure 90% of Childhood cancer but don't tell you hospital care, we cure 90% of Childhood cancer but don't tell you 
"Poison Gasoline Exhaust" + Coal Era cause 99% of Childhood Cancers "Poison Gasoline Exhaust" + Coal Era cause 99% of Childhood Cancers "Poison Gasoline Exhaust" + Coal Era cause 99% of Childhood Cancers "Poison Gasoline Exhaust" + Coal Era cause 99% of Childhood Cancers 
and birth defects! and birth defects! and birth defects! and birth defects! 

12-30-13 Stagnated... Coal stuck in another Era... 12-30-13 Stagnated... Coal stuck in another Era... 12-30-13 Stagnated... Coal stuck in another Era... 12-30-13 Stagnated... Coal stuck in another Era... 

12-30-13 Editor of the journal "Psychology of Men and Masculinity?, 12-30-13 Editor of the journal "Psychology of Men and Masculinity?, 12-30-13 Editor of the journal "Psychology of Men and Masculinity?, 12-30-13 Editor of the journal "Psychology of Men and Masculinity?, 
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said When it comes to gender progress, "men are stuck." said When it comes to gender progress, "men are stuck." said When it comes to gender progress, "men are stuck." said When it comes to gender progress, "men are stuck." 

12-30-13 White House Doctor seeming to have stagnated... the Rx 12-30-13 White House Doctor seeming to have stagnated... the Rx 12-30-13 White House Doctor seeming to have stagnated... the Rx 12-30-13 White House Doctor seeming to have stagnated... the Rx 
Perfume "Farrah"!!! Perfume "Farrah"!!! Perfume "Farrah"!!! Perfume "Farrah"!!! 

12-30-13 Stagnated... Men are stuck Burning Up for the Love of women, 12-30-13 Stagnated... Men are stuck Burning Up for the Love of women, 12-30-13 Stagnated... Men are stuck Burning Up for the Love of women, 12-30-13 Stagnated... Men are stuck Burning Up for the Love of women, 
on fire... in the frontal lobe is jealousy, shame, violence, futuristic on fire... in the frontal lobe is jealousy, shame, violence, futuristic on fire... in the frontal lobe is jealousy, shame, violence, futuristic on fire... in the frontal lobe is jealousy, shame, violence, futuristic 
brain surgeon inserts a long needle into the Mans Brain to stagnate brain surgeon inserts a long needle into the Mans Brain to stagnate brain surgeon inserts a long needle into the Mans Brain to stagnate brain surgeon inserts a long needle into the Mans Brain to stagnate 
jealousy, bad tempers, desire to fly Navy Blue Angel Fighter Jets but lets jealousy, bad tempers, desire to fly Navy Blue Angel Fighter Jets but lets jealousy, bad tempers, desire to fly Navy Blue Angel Fighter Jets but lets jealousy, bad tempers, desire to fly Navy Blue Angel Fighter Jets but lets 
You have the desire for NASA fleets of Shuttle, catch 1 trillion fish in the You have the desire for NASA fleets of Shuttle, catch 1 trillion fish in the You have the desire for NASA fleets of Shuttle, catch 1 trillion fish in the You have the desire for NASA fleets of Shuttle, catch 1 trillion fish in the 
Ocean. Love women, win her Soul-Mate gamble on with 4 Trillion Ocean. Love women, win her Soul-Mate gamble on with 4 Trillion Ocean. Love women, win her Soul-Mate gamble on with 4 Trillion Ocean. Love women, win her Soul-Mate gamble on with 4 Trillion 
Galaxies, all expanding into infinite space. Most will shine with her Galaxies, all expanding into infinite space. Most will shine with her Galaxies, all expanding into infinite space. Most will shine with her Galaxies, all expanding into infinite space. Most will shine with her 
and you for the next 4 Trillion years, which is really Forever! and you for the next 4 Trillion years, which is really Forever! and you for the next 4 Trillion years, which is really Forever! and you for the next 4 Trillion years, which is really Forever! 

12-30-13 Stagnated... 1 Invention to hear + see Aliens before our lucky 12-30-13 Stagnated... 1 Invention to hear + see Aliens before our lucky 12-30-13 Stagnated... 1 Invention to hear + see Aliens before our lucky 12-30-13 Stagnated... 1 Invention to hear + see Aliens before our lucky 
Terra Fermi is destroyed by the New York Times... 1 Trillion Stars, more Terra Fermi is destroyed by the New York Times... 1 Trillion Stars, more Terra Fermi is destroyed by the New York Times... 1 Trillion Stars, more Terra Fermi is destroyed by the New York Times... 1 Trillion Stars, more 
than 70% will shine for 4 trillion years after their Mad Men Headlines than 70% will shine for 4 trillion years after their Mad Men Headlines than 70% will shine for 4 trillion years after their Mad Men Headlines than 70% will shine for 4 trillion years after their Mad Men Headlines 
Destroy the Earth. Destroy the Earth. Destroy the Earth. Destroy the Earth. 

12-30-13 Stagnated... Brilliance of Einstein in less than 1% of school 12-30-13 Stagnated... Brilliance of Einstein in less than 1% of school 12-30-13 Stagnated... Brilliance of Einstein in less than 1% of school 12-30-13 Stagnated... Brilliance of Einstein in less than 1% of school 
kids is disinformation by the CIA so the Pentagon will get $1 Trillion kids is disinformation by the CIA so the Pentagon will get $1 Trillion kids is disinformation by the CIA so the Pentagon will get $1 Trillion kids is disinformation by the CIA so the Pentagon will get $1 Trillion 
next year not the Dept. of Education! next year not the Dept. of Education! next year not the Dept. of Education! next year not the Dept. of Education! 

12-30-13 Stagnated... 1 invention that will give 5 billion people on 12-30-13 Stagnated... 1 invention that will give 5 billion people on 12-30-13 Stagnated... 1 invention that will give 5 billion people on 12-30-13 Stagnated... 1 invention that will give 5 billion people on 
Earth the Memory of an Einstein! This 1 dramatic invention is written Earth the Memory of an Einstein! This 1 dramatic invention is written Earth the Memory of an Einstein! This 1 dramatic invention is written Earth the Memory of an Einstein! This 1 dramatic invention is written 
up in the book "Another Day in the Frontal Lobe" up in the book "Another Day in the Frontal Lobe" up in the book "Another Day in the Frontal Lobe" up in the book "Another Day in the Frontal Lobe" 

12-30-13 Stagnated... $1 Trillion for the Dept. of Education 12-30-13 Stagnated... $1 Trillion for the Dept. of Education 12-30-13 Stagnated... $1 Trillion for the Dept. of Education 12-30-13 Stagnated... $1 Trillion for the Dept. of Education 

12-30-13 Stagnated... $1 Trillion for Blue Angel Navy Jets 12-30-13 Stagnated... $1 Trillion for Blue Angel Navy Jets 12-30-13 Stagnated... $1 Trillion for Blue Angel Navy Jets 12-30-13 Stagnated... $1 Trillion for Blue Angel Navy Jets 

12-30-13 Stagnated... a New Universe of 1 Trillion Galaxies, stars that 12-30-13 Stagnated... a New Universe of 1 Trillion Galaxies, stars that 12-30-13 Stagnated... a New Universe of 1 Trillion Galaxies, stars that 12-30-13 Stagnated... a New Universe of 1 Trillion Galaxies, stars that 
will shine for 4 Trillion years, more than a Billion times of the Age of will shine for 4 Trillion years, more than a Billion times of the Age of will shine for 4 Trillion years, more than a Billion times of the Age of will shine for 4 Trillion years, more than a Billion times of the Age of 
Current Universe. Current Universe. Current Universe. Current Universe. 

12-30-13 Stagnated... Men are stuck' in gender roles, data suggest less 12-30-13 Stagnated... Men are stuck' in gender roles, data suggest less 12-30-13 Stagnated... Men are stuck' in gender roles, data suggest less 12-30-13 Stagnated... Men are stuck' in gender roles, data suggest less 
than 1% would tell a women before sex if they have TB, Lung Cancer, than 1% would tell a women before sex if they have TB, Lung Cancer, than 1% would tell a women before sex if they have TB, Lung Cancer, than 1% would tell a women before sex if they have TB, Lung Cancer, 
STD's, Hepatitis, HIV, Syphilis, HPV, Anus Cancer! STD's, Hepatitis, HIV, Syphilis, HPV, Anus Cancer! STD's, Hepatitis, HIV, Syphilis, HPV, Anus Cancer! STD's, Hepatitis, HIV, Syphilis, HPV, Anus Cancer! 
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12-30-13 Stagnated... New Generation of young women beautiful as 12-30-13 Stagnated... New Generation of young women beautiful as 12-30-13 Stagnated... New Generation of young women beautiful as 12-30-13 Stagnated... New Generation of young women beautiful as 
Farrah! Unaware "Men are Addicted" wanting sex without telling her Farrah! Unaware "Men are Addicted" wanting sex without telling her Farrah! Unaware "Men are Addicted" wanting sex without telling her Farrah! Unaware "Men are Addicted" wanting sex without telling her 
what diseases they have. Front Page News Key West Citizen, a Cook Chef what diseases they have. Front Page News Key West Citizen, a Cook Chef what diseases they have. Front Page News Key West Citizen, a Cook Chef what diseases they have. Front Page News Key West Citizen, a Cook Chef 
has HIV, TB, Lung Cancer, STD's, Hepatitis, HIV, Syphilis, HPV, Anus has HIV, TB, Lung Cancer, STD's, Hepatitis, HIV, Syphilis, HPV, Anus has HIV, TB, Lung Cancer, STD's, Hepatitis, HIV, Syphilis, HPV, Anus has HIV, TB, Lung Cancer, STD's, Hepatitis, HIV, Syphilis, HPV, Anus 
Cancer! And works every day! Cancer! And works every day! Cancer! And works every day! Cancer! And works every day! 

12-30-13 Stagnated... White House Doctor seeming to have stagnated... 12-30-13 Stagnated... White House Doctor seeming to have stagnated... 12-30-13 Stagnated... White House Doctor seeming to have stagnated... 12-30-13 Stagnated... White House Doctor seeming to have stagnated... 
reporting sex diseases to the next person you have sex with. reporting sex diseases to the next person you have sex with. reporting sex diseases to the next person you have sex with. reporting sex diseases to the next person you have sex with. 

12-30-13 Stagnated... Navy Blue Angels put on a show in Key West 12-30-13 Stagnated... Navy Blue Angels put on a show in Key West 12-30-13 Stagnated... Navy Blue Angels put on a show in Key West 12-30-13 Stagnated... Navy Blue Angels put on a show in Key West 
costing $450K display of "Drunk Men" spending the Navy's Pay on a 2 costing $450K display of "Drunk Men" spending the Navy's Pay on a 2 costing $450K display of "Drunk Men" spending the Navy's Pay on a 2 costing $450K display of "Drunk Men" spending the Navy's Pay on a 2 
day drunk watching airborne bravado + mindless overeating + day drunk watching airborne bravado + mindless overeating + day drunk watching airborne bravado + mindless overeating + day drunk watching airborne bravado + mindless overeating + 
drinking, life in a Roman Orgy with Caesar in 2013 drinking, life in a Roman Orgy with Caesar in 2013 drinking, life in a Roman Orgy with Caesar in 2013 drinking, life in a Roman Orgy with Caesar in 2013 

12-30-13 Stagnated... Popular ideas about masculinity seeming to 12-30-13 Stagnated... Popular ideas about masculinity seeming to 12-30-13 Stagnated... Popular ideas about masculinity seeming to 12-30-13 Stagnated... Popular ideas about masculinity seeming to 
have stagnated... registered sex offenders None With HIV, TB, Lung have stagnated... registered sex offenders None With HIV, TB, Lung have stagnated... registered sex offenders None With HIV, TB, Lung have stagnated... registered sex offenders None With HIV, TB, Lung 
Cancer, STD's, Hepatitis, HIV, Syphilis, HPV, Anus Cancer! And he works Cancer, STD's, Hepatitis, HIV, Syphilis, HPV, Anus Cancer! And he works Cancer, STD's, Hepatitis, HIV, Syphilis, HPV, Anus Cancer! And he works Cancer, STD's, Hepatitis, HIV, Syphilis, HPV, Anus Cancer! And he works 
every day! every day! every day! every day! 

12-30-13 White House Doctor seeming to have stagnated... the Rx 12-30-13 White House Doctor seeming to have stagnated... the Rx 12-30-13 White House Doctor seeming to have stagnated... the Rx 12-30-13 White House Doctor seeming to have stagnated... the Rx 
Perfume "Farrah"!!! Perfume "Farrah"!!! Perfume "Farrah"!!! Perfume "Farrah"!!! 

12-30-13 Stagnated... Mrs. 007 Bond has a "Pet Invention Project" for 12-30-13 Stagnated... Mrs. 007 Bond has a "Pet Invention Project" for 12-30-13 Stagnated... Mrs. 007 Bond has a "Pet Invention Project" for 12-30-13 Stagnated... Mrs. 007 Bond has a "Pet Invention Project" for 
Farrah Fawcett... Rx Overnight Miracle Cure for Anus Cancers, put it in Farrah Fawcett... Rx Overnight Miracle Cure for Anus Cancers, put it in Farrah Fawcett... Rx Overnight Miracle Cure for Anus Cancers, put it in Farrah Fawcett... Rx Overnight Miracle Cure for Anus Cancers, put it in 
the water... Water into Wine, now Water into a Rx Overnight Miracle the water... Water into Wine, now Water into a Rx Overnight Miracle the water... Water into Wine, now Water into a Rx Overnight Miracle the water... Water into Wine, now Water into a Rx Overnight Miracle 
Cure for the New Generation of Farrah's unaware of "BLack OJ's" Sex Cure for the New Generation of Farrah's unaware of "BLack OJ's" Sex Cure for the New Generation of Farrah's unaware of "BLack OJ's" Sex Cure for the New Generation of Farrah's unaware of "BLack OJ's" Sex 
without telling her what diseases they have. Front Page News Key West without telling her what diseases they have. Front Page News Key West without telling her what diseases they have. Front Page News Key West without telling her what diseases they have. Front Page News Key West 
Citizen, a Cook Chef has HIV and works every day! Citizen, a Cook Chef has HIV and works every day! Citizen, a Cook Chef has HIV and works every day! Citizen, a Cook Chef has HIV and works every day! 

12-30-13 Stagnated... "1980 Model ElectricWindmillCar" 12-30-13 Stagnated... "1980 Model ElectricWindmillCar" 12-30-13 Stagnated... "1980 Model ElectricWindmillCar" 12-30-13 Stagnated... "1980 Model ElectricWindmillCar" 

12-30-13 Stagnated... Susan G Komen... MUST GET... "40,000 Breast 12-30-13 Stagnated... Susan G Komen... MUST GET... "40,000 Breast 12-30-13 Stagnated... Susan G Komen... MUST GET... "40,000 Breast 12-30-13 Stagnated... Susan G Komen... MUST GET... "40,000 Breast 
Cancer Women who died" buried at Arlington! This MUST happen before Cancer Women who died" buried at Arlington! This MUST happen before Cancer Women who died" buried at Arlington! This MUST happen before Cancer Women who died" buried at Arlington! This MUST happen before 
the "Rx Penicillin Like Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer the "Rx Penicillin Like Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer the "Rx Penicillin Like Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer the "Rx Penicillin Like Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer 
Invention Project" is preinstalled in the Mac Pro or Win 8.2 Fix!!! Bill + Invention Project" is preinstalled in the Mac Pro or Win 8.2 Fix!!! Bill + Invention Project" is preinstalled in the Mac Pro or Win 8.2 Fix!!! Bill + Invention Project" is preinstalled in the Mac Pro or Win 8.2 Fix!!! Bill + 
Melinda are like Pope Frances they have Stagnated because they Melinda are like Pope Frances they have Stagnated because they Melinda are like Pope Frances they have Stagnated because they Melinda are like Pope Frances they have Stagnated because they 
bought their 2nd home in Mecca or Dubai instead of Key West! bought their 2nd home in Mecca or Dubai instead of Key West! bought their 2nd home in Mecca or Dubai instead of Key West! bought their 2nd home in Mecca or Dubai instead of Key West! 

12-30-13 Stagnated... airborne bravado of several wives Cheerleaders 12-30-13 Stagnated... airborne bravado of several wives Cheerleaders 12-30-13 Stagnated... airborne bravado of several wives Cheerleaders 12-30-13 Stagnated... airborne bravado of several wives Cheerleaders 
in the Legal Polygamous Marriage, 1st Super Bowl is against Breast in the Legal Polygamous Marriage, 1st Super Bowl is against Breast in the Legal Polygamous Marriage, 1st Super Bowl is against Breast in the Legal Polygamous Marriage, 1st Super Bowl is against Breast 
Cancer. A must win game! Rx Perfume "Farrah"!!! Cancer. A must win game! Rx Perfume "Farrah"!!! Cancer. A must win game! Rx Perfume "Farrah"!!! Cancer. A must win game! Rx Perfume "Farrah"!!! 

12-30-13 White House Doctor seeming to have stagnated... the Rx 12-30-13 White House Doctor seeming to have stagnated... the Rx 12-30-13 White House Doctor seeming to have stagnated... the Rx 12-30-13 White House Doctor seeming to have stagnated... the Rx 
Perfume "Farrah"!!! Perfume "Farrah"!!! Perfume "Farrah"!!! Perfume "Farrah"!!! 
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12-30-13 White House Doctor seeming to have stagnated... the Rx 12-30-13 White House Doctor seeming to have stagnated... the Rx 12-30-13 White House Doctor seeming to have stagnated... the Rx 12-30-13 White House Doctor seeming to have stagnated... the Rx 
Perfume "Farrah"!!! Perfume "Farrah"!!! Perfume "Farrah"!!! Perfume "Farrah"!!! 

12-25-13 Christmas Day... "1980 Model ElectricWindmillCar" Christmas 12-25-13 Christmas Day... "1980 Model ElectricWindmillCar" Christmas 12-25-13 Christmas Day... "1980 Model ElectricWindmillCar" Christmas 12-25-13 Christmas Day... "1980 Model ElectricWindmillCar" Christmas 
Day Day Day Day 

12-25-13 Christmas Day... Dash Cam Hell we need a Dash Cam on GM + 12-25-13 Christmas Day... Dash Cam Hell we need a Dash Cam on GM + 12-25-13 Christmas Day... Dash Cam Hell we need a Dash Cam on GM + 12-25-13 Christmas Day... Dash Cam Hell we need a Dash Cam on GM + 
Ford cars! Unaware of the 1,001 drunk driving wrecks on Christmas Ford cars! Unaware of the 1,001 drunk driving wrecks on Christmas Ford cars! Unaware of the 1,001 drunk driving wrecks on Christmas Ford cars! Unaware of the 1,001 drunk driving wrecks on Christmas 
Day Today! We need Dash Cams that can listen, smell, call 911 Day Today! We need Dash Cams that can listen, smell, call 911 Day Today! We need Dash Cams that can listen, smell, call 911 Day Today! We need Dash Cams that can listen, smell, call 911 

12-25-13 Christmas Day... only miracle cure for Smog we have... 12-25-13 Christmas Day... only miracle cure for Smog we have... 12-25-13 Christmas Day... only miracle cure for Smog we have... 12-25-13 Christmas Day... only miracle cure for Smog we have... 

12-25-13 Christmas Day... Navy + NASA can build 1 Trillion Cans of H @ 12-25-13 Christmas Day... Navy + NASA can build 1 Trillion Cans of H @ 12-25-13 Christmas Day... Navy + NASA can build 1 Trillion Cans of H @ 12-25-13 Christmas Day... Navy + NASA can build 1 Trillion Cans of H @ 
-254 C and not 1 can will "Explode" in a Fiery Wreck... 10K Windmills -254 C and not 1 can will "Explode" in a Fiery Wreck... 10K Windmills -254 C and not 1 can will "Explode" in a Fiery Wreck... 10K Windmills -254 C and not 1 can will "Explode" in a Fiery Wreck... 10K Windmills 
on the JFK will give Humanity for next Christmas Day 1 Trillion NASA on the JFK will give Humanity for next Christmas Day 1 Trillion NASA on the JFK will give Humanity for next Christmas Day 1 Trillion NASA on the JFK will give Humanity for next Christmas Day 1 Trillion NASA 
made cans of H at -254 C free... only miracle cure for Smog we have... made cans of H at -254 C free... only miracle cure for Smog we have... made cans of H at -254 C free... only miracle cure for Smog we have... made cans of H at -254 C free... only miracle cure for Smog we have... 
Pollution for Shanghai’s Christmas. Heavily-polluted air is expected to Pollution for Shanghai’s Christmas. Heavily-polluted air is expected to Pollution for Shanghai’s Christmas. Heavily-polluted air is expected to Pollution for Shanghai’s Christmas. Heavily-polluted air is expected to 
greet Chinese on Christmas Day, few are aware of the birth defects and greet Chinese on Christmas Day, few are aware of the birth defects and greet Chinese on Christmas Day, few are aware of the birth defects and greet Chinese on Christmas Day, few are aware of the birth defects and 
Childhood Cancer side effects! Childhood Cancer side effects! Childhood Cancer side effects! Childhood Cancer side effects! 

12-25-13 Christmas Day... VATICAN CITY (AP) - Pope Francis on 12-25-13 Christmas Day... VATICAN CITY (AP) - Pope Francis on 12-25-13 Christmas Day... VATICAN CITY (AP) - Pope Francis on 12-25-13 Christmas Day... VATICAN CITY (AP) - Pope Francis on 
Christmas Day is wishing for a better world, with peace for the land of Christmas Day is wishing for a better world, with peace for the land of Christmas Day is wishing for a better world, with peace for the land of Christmas Day is wishing for a better world, with peace for the land of 
Jesus' birth, for Syria and Sudan. Jesus' birth, for Syria and Sudan. Jesus' birth, for Syria and Sudan. Jesus' birth, for Syria and Sudan. 

12-25-13 Christmas Day... Syria's state news agency says the oil ministry 12-25-13 Christmas Day... Syria's state news agency says the oil ministry 12-25-13 Christmas Day... Syria's state news agency says the oil ministry 12-25-13 Christmas Day... Syria's state news agency says the oil ministry 
has signed a deal Today on Christmas Day with Russian oil and gas has signed a deal Today on Christmas Day with Russian oil and gas has signed a deal Today on Christmas Day with Russian oil and gas has signed a deal Today on Christmas Day with Russian oil and gas 
company Soyuzneftegaz to explore in the Mediterranean Sea. company Soyuzneftegaz to explore in the Mediterranean Sea. company Soyuzneftegaz to explore in the Mediterranean Sea. company Soyuzneftegaz to explore in the Mediterranean Sea. 

12-25-13 Christmas Day... The Ford Motor Company is raising the stakes 12-25-13 Christmas Day... The Ford Motor Company is raising the stakes 12-25-13 Christmas Day... The Ford Motor Company is raising the stakes 12-25-13 Christmas Day... The Ford Motor Company is raising the stakes 
in the pickup market with the introduction of an aluminum based in the pickup market with the introduction of an aluminum based in the pickup market with the introduction of an aluminum based in the pickup market with the introduction of an aluminum based 
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F-150 next year. Gasoline Engine, ElectricWindmillCar, Gravity Engine F-150 next year. Gasoline Engine, ElectricWindmillCar, Gravity Engine F-150 next year. Gasoline Engine, ElectricWindmillCar, Gravity Engine F-150 next year. Gasoline Engine, ElectricWindmillCar, Gravity Engine 

12-25-13 Christmas Day... Many are unaware of how Gravity is 12-25-13 Christmas Day... Many are unaware of how Gravity is 12-25-13 Christmas Day... Many are unaware of how Gravity is 12-25-13 Christmas Day... Many are unaware of how Gravity is 
Generated... Generated... Generated... Generated... 

12-25-13 Christmas Day... Many are unaware God's best Invention is 12-25-13 Christmas Day... Many are unaware God's best Invention is 12-25-13 Christmas Day... Many are unaware God's best Invention is 12-25-13 Christmas Day... Many are unaware God's best Invention is 
Women! Women! Women! Women! 

12-25-13 Christmas Day... Many with diabetes unaware of vision loss, 12-25-13 Christmas Day... Many with diabetes unaware of vision loss, 12-25-13 Christmas Day... Many with diabetes unaware of vision loss, 12-25-13 Christmas Day... Many with diabetes unaware of vision loss, 
many 1,001 in Sudan alone were killed fighting over "Oil Revenues" many 1,001 in Sudan alone were killed fighting over "Oil Revenues" many 1,001 in Sudan alone were killed fighting over "Oil Revenues" many 1,001 in Sudan alone were killed fighting over "Oil Revenues" 
unaware one of the 3 nearest Stars Proxima Centauri will Shine for the unaware one of the 3 nearest Stars Proxima Centauri will Shine for the unaware one of the 3 nearest Stars Proxima Centauri will Shine for the unaware one of the 3 nearest Stars Proxima Centauri will Shine for the 
next 4 TRILLION years. next 4 TRILLION years. next 4 TRILLION years. next 4 TRILLION years. 

12-25-13 Christmas Day... Rebel soldiers and government troops in 12-25-13 Christmas Day... Rebel soldiers and government troops in 12-25-13 Christmas Day... Rebel soldiers and government troops in 12-25-13 Christmas Day... Rebel soldiers and government troops in 
South Sudan are fighting for control of Malakal, the capital of oil-South Sudan are fighting for control of Malakal, the capital of oil-South Sudan are fighting for control of Malakal, the capital of oil-South Sudan are fighting for control of Malakal, the capital of oil-
producing Upper Nile State. producing Upper Nile State. producing Upper Nile State. producing Upper Nile State. 

12-25-13 Christmas Day... VATICAN CITY (AP) - Pope Francis on 12-25-13 Christmas Day... VATICAN CITY (AP) - Pope Francis on 12-25-13 Christmas Day... VATICAN CITY (AP) - Pope Francis on 12-25-13 Christmas Day... VATICAN CITY (AP) - Pope Francis on 
Christmas Day could not give or would not give Humanity the gift of Christmas Day could not give or would not give Humanity the gift of Christmas Day could not give or would not give Humanity the gift of Christmas Day could not give or would not give Humanity the gift of 
"LEAKING" $177 Trillion more from Oil Revenues Means WW III. "LEAKING" $177 Trillion more from Oil Revenues Means WW III. "LEAKING" $177 Trillion more from Oil Revenues Means WW III. "LEAKING" $177 Trillion more from Oil Revenues Means WW III. 

12-25-13 Christmas Day... VATICAN CITY (AP) - Pope Francis on 12-25-13 Christmas Day... VATICAN CITY (AP) - Pope Francis on 12-25-13 Christmas Day... VATICAN CITY (AP) - Pope Francis on 12-25-13 Christmas Day... VATICAN CITY (AP) - Pope Francis on 
Christmas Day is wishing for a better world, with peace for the land of Christmas Day is wishing for a better world, with peace for the land of Christmas Day is wishing for a better world, with peace for the land of Christmas Day is wishing for a better world, with peace for the land of 
Jesus' Clean Air To Breath... is not in Rome, Paris, Moscow, LA... leak Jesus' Clean Air To Breath... is not in Rome, Paris, Moscow, LA... leak Jesus' Clean Air To Breath... is not in Rome, Paris, Moscow, LA... leak Jesus' Clean Air To Breath... is not in Rome, Paris, Moscow, LA... leak 
this! this! this! this! 

12-25-13 Christmas Day... Many with diabetes unaware of vision loss, 12-25-13 Christmas Day... Many with diabetes unaware of vision loss, 12-25-13 Christmas Day... Many with diabetes unaware of vision loss, 12-25-13 Christmas Day... Many with diabetes unaware of vision loss, 
In a gruesome Christmas Eve nightmare, a volunteer firefighter In a gruesome Christmas Eve nightmare, a volunteer firefighter In a gruesome Christmas Eve nightmare, a volunteer firefighter In a gruesome Christmas Eve nightmare, a volunteer firefighter 
responding to a car crash in a small New Hampshire town tried to help responding to a car crash in a small New Hampshire town tried to help responding to a car crash in a small New Hampshire town tried to help responding to a car crash in a small New Hampshire town tried to help 
the victim - only to find the woman was his daughter, and she was the victim - only to find the woman was his daughter, and she was the victim - only to find the woman was his daughter, and she was the victim - only to find the woman was his daughter, and she was 
dying! NO Super Air Bags on the Outside of Cars... a Numb Nut dying! NO Super Air Bags on the Outside of Cars... a Numb Nut dying! NO Super Air Bags on the Outside of Cars... a Numb Nut dying! NO Super Air Bags on the Outside of Cars... a Numb Nut 
Dictators 1990 Christmas Present not given to Humanity yet! Dictators 1990 Christmas Present not given to Humanity yet! Dictators 1990 Christmas Present not given to Humanity yet! Dictators 1990 Christmas Present not given to Humanity yet! 

12-25-13 Christmas Day... VATICAN CITY (AP) - Pope Francis on 12-25-13 Christmas Day... VATICAN CITY (AP) - Pope Francis on 12-25-13 Christmas Day... VATICAN CITY (AP) - Pope Francis on 12-25-13 Christmas Day... VATICAN CITY (AP) - Pope Francis on 
Christmas Day should have "Opened" his present of Super Air Bags for Christmas Day should have "Opened" his present of Super Air Bags for Christmas Day should have "Opened" his present of Super Air Bags for Christmas Day should have "Opened" his present of Super Air Bags for 
the Outside of his Vatican Cars... the Outside of his Vatican Cars... the Outside of his Vatican Cars... the Outside of his Vatican Cars... 

12-25-13 Christmas Day... Edward Snowden has gloated that by 12-25-13 Christmas Day... Edward Snowden has gloated that by 12-25-13 Christmas Day... Edward Snowden has gloated that by 12-25-13 Christmas Day... Edward Snowden has gloated that by 
exposing the National Security Agency (NSA) to public scrutiny, his exposing the National Security Agency (NSA) to public scrutiny, his exposing the National Security Agency (NSA) to public scrutiny, his exposing the National Security Agency (NSA) to public scrutiny, his 
mission was "already accomplished." CBS Nightly News Anchor mission was "already accomplished." CBS Nightly News Anchor mission was "already accomplished." CBS Nightly News Anchor mission was "already accomplished." CBS Nightly News Anchor 
commented "Snowden is still working for the NSA." Orwellian Comment commented "Snowden is still working for the NSA." Orwellian Comment commented "Snowden is still working for the NSA." Orwellian Comment commented "Snowden is still working for the NSA." Orwellian Comment 
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towards the suppression of the "1980 Model ElectricWindmillCar." towards the suppression of the "1980 Model ElectricWindmillCar." towards the suppression of the "1980 Model ElectricWindmillCar." towards the suppression of the "1980 Model ElectricWindmillCar." 

12-25-13 Christmas Day... MOSCOW Snowden should have "Opened" his 12-25-13 Christmas Day... MOSCOW Snowden should have "Opened" his 12-25-13 Christmas Day... MOSCOW Snowden should have "Opened" his 12-25-13 Christmas Day... MOSCOW Snowden should have "Opened" his 
present of Super Air Bags for the Outside of his Vatican Cars... and present of Super Air Bags for the Outside of his Vatican Cars... and present of Super Air Bags for the Outside of his Vatican Cars... and present of Super Air Bags for the Outside of his Vatican Cars... and 
saved the lives of 1,001 Russian Alcoholics who will freeze to death in a saved the lives of 1,001 Russian Alcoholics who will freeze to death in a saved the lives of 1,001 Russian Alcoholics who will freeze to death in a saved the lives of 1,001 Russian Alcoholics who will freeze to death in a 
frozen car... as the ElectricWindmillCar will be Climate Controlled 78 F frozen car... as the ElectricWindmillCar will be Climate Controlled 78 F frozen car... as the ElectricWindmillCar will be Climate Controlled 78 F frozen car... as the ElectricWindmillCar will be Climate Controlled 78 F 
24/7... why is this so Top Secret? 24/7... why is this so Top Secret? 24/7... why is this so Top Secret? 24/7... why is this so Top Secret? 

12-25-13 Christmas Day... "1980 Model ElectricWindmillCar" Christmas 12-25-13 Christmas Day... "1980 Model ElectricWindmillCar" Christmas 12-25-13 Christmas Day... "1980 Model ElectricWindmillCar" Christmas 12-25-13 Christmas Day... "1980 Model ElectricWindmillCar" Christmas 
Day Miracle, Jimmy Carter's Christmas Day gift to Humanity is Habitat Day Miracle, Jimmy Carter's Christmas Day gift to Humanity is Habitat Day Miracle, Jimmy Carter's Christmas Day gift to Humanity is Habitat Day Miracle, Jimmy Carter's Christmas Day gift to Humanity is Habitat 
For Humanity. For Humanity. For Humanity. For Humanity. 

12-25-13 Christmas Day... in Key West "Jimmy" just spit at Greg on 12-25-13 Christmas Day... in Key West "Jimmy" just spit at Greg on 12-25-13 Christmas Day... in Key West "Jimmy" just spit at Greg on 12-25-13 Christmas Day... in Key West "Jimmy" just spit at Greg on 
Christmas Day 2013 in front of 1,001 George Orwell Observers watching Christmas Day 2013 in front of 1,001 George Orwell Observers watching Christmas Day 2013 in front of 1,001 George Orwell Observers watching Christmas Day 2013 in front of 1,001 George Orwell Observers watching 
Greg this Christmas Day on the web cam favorite they just clicked on! Greg this Christmas Day on the web cam favorite they just clicked on! Greg this Christmas Day on the web cam favorite they just clicked on! Greg this Christmas Day on the web cam favorite they just clicked on! 
Jimmy is drunk with Power of George Orwell at War on Christmas Day Jimmy is drunk with Power of George Orwell at War on Christmas Day Jimmy is drunk with Power of George Orwell at War on Christmas Day Jimmy is drunk with Power of George Orwell at War on Christmas Day 
next to a Navy Base! next to a Navy Base! next to a Navy Base! next to a Navy Base! 

12-25-13 Christmas Day... Rosalynn Carter (born Eleanor Rosalynn 12-25-13 Christmas Day... Rosalynn Carter (born Eleanor Rosalynn 12-25-13 Christmas Day... Rosalynn Carter (born Eleanor Rosalynn 12-25-13 Christmas Day... Rosalynn Carter (born Eleanor Rosalynn 
Smith; August 18, 1927) is the wife of the 39th President of the United Smith; August 18, 1927) is the wife of the 39th President of the United Smith; August 18, 1927) is the wife of the 39th President of the United Smith; August 18, 1927) is the wife of the 39th President of the United 
States, Jimmy Carter and in that capacity who to "EVICT" for their SIN's. States, Jimmy Carter and in that capacity who to "EVICT" for their SIN's. States, Jimmy Carter and in that capacity who to "EVICT" for their SIN's. States, Jimmy Carter and in that capacity who to "EVICT" for their SIN's. 

12-25-13 Christmas Day... Victor is God, God knows Victor is addicted to 12-25-13 Christmas Day... Victor is God, God knows Victor is addicted to 12-25-13 Christmas Day... Victor is God, God knows Victor is addicted to 12-25-13 Christmas Day... Victor is God, God knows Victor is addicted to 
War not near by stars that will shine for 4 trillion more years... Gregs 1 War not near by stars that will shine for 4 trillion more years... Gregs 1 War not near by stars that will shine for 4 trillion more years... Gregs 1 War not near by stars that will shine for 4 trillion more years... Gregs 1 
invention to Hear + Observe Aliens will make Greg the Victor! Sober invention to Hear + Observe Aliens will make Greg the Victor! Sober invention to Hear + Observe Aliens will make Greg the Victor! Sober invention to Hear + Observe Aliens will make Greg the Victor! Sober 
Victor too! Victor too! Victor too! Victor too! 

12-25-13 Christmas Day... Many with diabetes unaware of vision loss, 12-25-13 Christmas Day... Many with diabetes unaware of vision loss, 12-25-13 Christmas Day... Many with diabetes unaware of vision loss, 12-25-13 Christmas Day... Many with diabetes unaware of vision loss, 
Many in Georgia Today On Christmas Day. Many in Georgia Today On Christmas Day. Many in Georgia Today On Christmas Day. Many in Georgia Today On Christmas Day. 

12-25-13 Christmas Day... Yale Key West Medical School built in Key 12-25-13 Christmas Day... Yale Key West Medical School built in Key 12-25-13 Christmas Day... Yale Key West Medical School built in Key 12-25-13 Christmas Day... Yale Key West Medical School built in Key 
West and Georgia What Jimmy + Rosalynn should have built for West and Georgia What Jimmy + Rosalynn should have built for West and Georgia What Jimmy + Rosalynn should have built for West and Georgia What Jimmy + Rosalynn should have built for 
Humanity is Habitat For Humanity Yale Georgia Medical School built Humanity is Habitat For Humanity Yale Georgia Medical School built Humanity is Habitat For Humanity Yale Georgia Medical School built Humanity is Habitat For Humanity Yale Georgia Medical School built 
on an Eiffel Tower Base filled with Shipping Containers pre built as on an Eiffel Tower Base filled with Shipping Containers pre built as on an Eiffel Tower Base filled with Shipping Containers pre built as on an Eiffel Tower Base filled with Shipping Containers pre built as 
Class Rooms and OR's! Class Rooms and OR's! Class Rooms and OR's! Class Rooms and OR's! 

12-25-13 Christmas Day... Jimmy just spit at Greg on Christmas Day 12-25-13 Christmas Day... Jimmy just spit at Greg on Christmas Day 12-25-13 Christmas Day... Jimmy just spit at Greg on Christmas Day 12-25-13 Christmas Day... Jimmy just spit at Greg on Christmas Day 
2013 in front of 1,001 George Orwell Observers watching Greg this 2013 in front of 1,001 George Orwell Observers watching Greg this 2013 in front of 1,001 George Orwell Observers watching Greg this 2013 in front of 1,001 George Orwell Observers watching Greg this 
Christmas Day on the web cam favorite they just clicked on! Christmas Day on the web cam favorite they just clicked on! Christmas Day on the web cam favorite they just clicked on! Christmas Day on the web cam favorite they just clicked on! 

12-25-13 Christmas Day... Many with diabetes unaware of vision loss, 12-25-13 Christmas Day... Many with diabetes unaware of vision loss, 12-25-13 Christmas Day... Many with diabetes unaware of vision loss, 12-25-13 Christmas Day... Many with diabetes unaware of vision loss, 
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someone is always watching you on a web cam favorites on their someone is always watching you on a web cam favorites on their someone is always watching you on a web cam favorites on their someone is always watching you on a web cam favorites on their 
computer. computer. computer. computer. 

12-25-13 Christmas Day... Many with diabetes unaware of vision loss, 12-25-13 Christmas Day... Many with diabetes unaware of vision loss, 12-25-13 Christmas Day... Many with diabetes unaware of vision loss, 12-25-13 Christmas Day... Many with diabetes unaware of vision loss, 
adults with diabetic macular edema - a condition that can ultimately adults with diabetic macular edema - a condition that can ultimately adults with diabetic macular edema - a condition that can ultimately adults with diabetic macular edema - a condition that can ultimately 
lead to blindness - just 45 percent of respondents said they were literate lead to blindness - just 45 percent of respondents said they were literate lead to blindness - just 45 percent of respondents said they were literate lead to blindness - just 45 percent of respondents said they were literate 
in this. in this. in this. in this. 

12-25-13 Christmas Day... Mrs. Bond a new 007, now Dr. Bond 007... 12-25-13 Christmas Day... Mrs. Bond a new 007, now Dr. Bond 007... 12-25-13 Christmas Day... Mrs. Bond a new 007, now Dr. Bond 007... 12-25-13 Christmas Day... Mrs. Bond a new 007, now Dr. Bond 007... 
New Bond 007 Movie Titled... "Dr. 007 is Bond's New Wife + Life..." New Bond 007 Movie Titled... "Dr. 007 is Bond's New Wife + Life..." New Bond 007 Movie Titled... "Dr. 007 is Bond's New Wife + Life..." New Bond 007 Movie Titled... "Dr. 007 is Bond's New Wife + Life..." 
Florida Publix + Whole Foods to screen for Breast + Ovarian Cancer, TB, Florida Publix + Whole Foods to screen for Breast + Ovarian Cancer, TB, Florida Publix + Whole Foods to screen for Breast + Ovarian Cancer, TB, Florida Publix + Whole Foods to screen for Breast + Ovarian Cancer, TB, 
Lung Cancer, STD's, Hepatitis, HIV, Syphilis, HPV, Anus Cancer! Lung Cancer, STD's, Hepatitis, HIV, Syphilis, HPV, Anus Cancer! Lung Cancer, STD's, Hepatitis, HIV, Syphilis, HPV, Anus Cancer! Lung Cancer, STD's, Hepatitis, HIV, Syphilis, HPV, Anus Cancer! 

12-25-13 Christmas Day... Mrs. 007 Bond has a "Pet Invention Project" 12-25-13 Christmas Day... Mrs. 007 Bond has a "Pet Invention Project" 12-25-13 Christmas Day... Mrs. 007 Bond has a "Pet Invention Project" 12-25-13 Christmas Day... Mrs. 007 Bond has a "Pet Invention Project" 
for Farrah Fawcett... Rx Overnight Miracle Cure for Anus Cancers, put it for Farrah Fawcett... Rx Overnight Miracle Cure for Anus Cancers, put it for Farrah Fawcett... Rx Overnight Miracle Cure for Anus Cancers, put it for Farrah Fawcett... Rx Overnight Miracle Cure for Anus Cancers, put it 
in the water... Water into Wine, now Water into a Rx Overnight Miracle in the water... Water into Wine, now Water into a Rx Overnight Miracle in the water... Water into Wine, now Water into a Rx Overnight Miracle in the water... Water into Wine, now Water into a Rx Overnight Miracle 
Cure for the New Generation of Farrah's unaware of "BLack OJ's" Sex Cure for the New Generation of Farrah's unaware of "BLack OJ's" Sex Cure for the New Generation of Farrah's unaware of "BLack OJ's" Sex Cure for the New Generation of Farrah's unaware of "BLack OJ's" Sex 
without telling her what diseases you have. Front Page News Key West without telling her what diseases you have. Front Page News Key West without telling her what diseases you have. Front Page News Key West without telling her what diseases you have. Front Page News Key West 
Citizen, a Cook Chef has HIV and works every day! New Andy Warhol Citizen, a Cook Chef has HIV and works every day! New Andy Warhol Citizen, a Cook Chef has HIV and works every day! New Andy Warhol Citizen, a Cook Chef has HIV and works every day! New Andy Warhol 
and a New Era of Art, the portrait is Painted of "Brainstormed Ideas to and a New Era of Art, the portrait is Painted of "Brainstormed Ideas to and a New Era of Art, the portrait is Painted of "Brainstormed Ideas to and a New Era of Art, the portrait is Painted of "Brainstormed Ideas to 
get the "Windmill" in Animal Farm. Hemingway Writing Classes at the get the "Windmill" in Animal Farm. Hemingway Writing Classes at the get the "Windmill" in Animal Farm. Hemingway Writing Classes at the get the "Windmill" in Animal Farm. Hemingway Writing Classes at the 
Hemingway House in Key West will have all students write in Hemingway House in Key West will have all students write in Hemingway House in Key West will have all students write in Hemingway House in Key West will have all students write in 
"Windmills" in every chapter for the Inventors reading looking for a Rx "Windmills" in every chapter for the Inventors reading looking for a Rx "Windmills" in every chapter for the Inventors reading looking for a Rx "Windmills" in every chapter for the Inventors reading looking for a Rx 
Overnight Miracle Cure for Farrah. Overnight Miracle Cure for Farrah. Overnight Miracle Cure for Farrah. Overnight Miracle Cure for Farrah. 

12-25-13 Christmas Day... Polygamous Marriages at Hemingway House 12-25-13 Christmas Day... Polygamous Marriages at Hemingway House 12-25-13 Christmas Day... Polygamous Marriages at Hemingway House 12-25-13 Christmas Day... Polygamous Marriages at Hemingway House 
and the Verdict is IN... Brainstormed HPV virus dissected "FRAME" by and the Verdict is IN... Brainstormed HPV virus dissected "FRAME" by and the Verdict is IN... Brainstormed HPV virus dissected "FRAME" by and the Verdict is IN... Brainstormed HPV virus dissected "FRAME" by 
frame in Los Alamos Super computer video simulations. Dr. Nancy frame in Los Alamos Super computer video simulations. Dr. Nancy frame in Los Alamos Super computer video simulations. Dr. Nancy frame in Los Alamos Super computer video simulations. Dr. Nancy 
Oppenheimer, and her New Manhattan Project for the Rx Overnight Oppenheimer, and her New Manhattan Project for the Rx Overnight Oppenheimer, and her New Manhattan Project for the Rx Overnight Oppenheimer, and her New Manhattan Project for the Rx Overnight 
Miracle cure of Breast Cancer + all the wives in a legal polygamous Miracle cure of Breast Cancer + all the wives in a legal polygamous Miracle cure of Breast Cancer + all the wives in a legal polygamous Miracle cure of Breast Cancer + all the wives in a legal polygamous 
marriage working 24/7 brainstorming to get 1,001 Invention Rx marriage working 24/7 brainstorming to get 1,001 Invention Rx marriage working 24/7 brainstorming to get 1,001 Invention Rx marriage working 24/7 brainstorming to get 1,001 Invention Rx 
spelled out with links to get you started InventingSomething on 12-25-spelled out with links to get you started InventingSomething on 12-25-spelled out with links to get you started InventingSomething on 12-25-spelled out with links to get you started InventingSomething on 12-25-
13 Christmas Day... 13 Christmas Day... 13 Christmas Day... 13 Christmas Day... 

12-25-13 Christmas Day... bacteria produce a cell wall that is composed 12-25-13 Christmas Day... bacteria produce a cell wall that is composed 12-25-13 Christmas Day... bacteria produce a cell wall that is composed 12-25-13 Christmas Day... bacteria produce a cell wall that is composed 
partly of a macromolecule called peptidoglycan, itself made up of partly of a macromolecule called peptidoglycan, itself made up of partly of a macromolecule called peptidoglycan, itself made up of partly of a macromolecule called peptidoglycan, itself made up of 
amino sugars and short peptides. Human cells do not make or need amino sugars and short peptides. Human cells do not make or need amino sugars and short peptides. Human cells do not make or need amino sugars and short peptides. Human cells do not make or need 
peptidoglycan. Penicillin, one of the first antibiotics to be used widely, peptidoglycan. Penicillin, one of the first antibiotics to be used widely, peptidoglycan. Penicillin, one of the first antibiotics to be used widely, peptidoglycan. Penicillin, one of the first antibiotics to be used widely, 
prevents the final cross-linking step, or transpeptidation, in assembly of prevents the final cross-linking step, or transpeptidation, in assembly of prevents the final cross-linking step, or transpeptidation, in assembly of prevents the final cross-linking step, or transpeptidation, in assembly of 
this macromolecule. The result is a very fragile cell wall that bursts, this macromolecule. The result is a very fragile cell wall that bursts, this macromolecule. The result is a very fragile cell wall that bursts, this macromolecule. The result is a very fragile cell wall that bursts, 
killing the bacterium. killing the bacterium. killing the bacterium. killing the bacterium. 

12-25-13 Christmas Day... Christmas in Afghanistan: Thoughts of home 12-25-13 Christmas Day... Christmas in Afghanistan: Thoughts of home 12-25-13 Christmas Day... Christmas in Afghanistan: Thoughts of home 12-25-13 Christmas Day... Christmas in Afghanistan: Thoughts of home 
as US troops get on with job... come home and get NO..."1980 Model as US troops get on with job... come home and get NO..."1980 Model as US troops get on with job... come home and get NO..."1980 Model as US troops get on with job... come home and get NO..."1980 Model 
ElectricWindmillCar" - Get Jimmy Carter's Christmas Day gift to ElectricWindmillCar" - Get Jimmy Carter's Christmas Day gift to ElectricWindmillCar" - Get Jimmy Carter's Christmas Day gift to ElectricWindmillCar" - Get Jimmy Carter's Christmas Day gift to 
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Humanity, Habitat For Humanity built House by Jimmy who spits on Humanity, Habitat For Humanity built House by Jimmy who spits on Humanity, Habitat For Humanity built House by Jimmy who spits on Humanity, Habitat For Humanity built House by Jimmy who spits on 
them with this coming home from War Gift of a House when gasoline them with this coming home from War Gift of a House when gasoline them with this coming home from War Gift of a House when gasoline them with this coming home from War Gift of a House when gasoline 
smog will give their kids birth defects and Childhood Cancers not even smog will give their kids birth defects and Childhood Cancers not even smog will give their kids birth defects and Childhood Cancers not even smog will give their kids birth defects and Childhood Cancers not even 
St Jude can Cure! Rosalynn his only wife went along with this War St Jude can Cure! Rosalynn his only wife went along with this War St Jude can Cure! Rosalynn his only wife went along with this War St Jude can Cure! Rosalynn his only wife went along with this War 
Crime against his kids.... I make you aware Vets coming home from Crime against his kids.... I make you aware Vets coming home from Crime against his kids.... I make you aware Vets coming home from Crime against his kids.... I make you aware Vets coming home from 
War, to see their kids get birth defects and Childhood cancers from War, to see their kids get birth defects and Childhood cancers from War, to see their kids get birth defects and Childhood cancers from War, to see their kids get birth defects and Childhood cancers from 
gasoline smog!!! gasoline smog!!! gasoline smog!!! gasoline smog!!! 

12-25-13 Christmas Day... VATICAN CITY (AP) - Pope Francis on 12-25-13 Christmas Day... VATICAN CITY (AP) - Pope Francis on 12-25-13 Christmas Day... VATICAN CITY (AP) - Pope Francis on 12-25-13 Christmas Day... VATICAN CITY (AP) - Pope Francis on 
Christmas Day is wishing for a better world, with peace for the land of Christmas Day is wishing for a better world, with peace for the land of Christmas Day is wishing for a better world, with peace for the land of Christmas Day is wishing for a better world, with peace for the land of 
Jesus' Clean Air To Breath... is not in Rome, Paris, Moscow, LA... leak Jesus' Clean Air To Breath... is not in Rome, Paris, Moscow, LA... leak Jesus' Clean Air To Breath... is not in Rome, Paris, Moscow, LA... leak Jesus' Clean Air To Breath... is not in Rome, Paris, Moscow, LA... leak 
this! this! this! this! 

12-25-13 Christmas Day... Ice storm leaves 500,000 without electricity. 12-25-13 Christmas Day... Ice storm leaves 500,000 without electricity. 12-25-13 Christmas Day... Ice storm leaves 500,000 without electricity. 12-25-13 Christmas Day... Ice storm leaves 500,000 without electricity. 
Repair crews worked around the clock to restore power to nearly half a Repair crews worked around the clock to restore power to nearly half a Repair crews worked around the clock to restore power to nearly half a Repair crews worked around the clock to restore power to nearly half a 
million customers who faced a cold and dark Christmas in parts of million customers who faced a cold and dark Christmas in parts of million customers who faced a cold and dark Christmas in parts of million customers who faced a cold and dark Christmas in parts of 
central and northeastern U.S. and into eastern Canada. 1 Trillion central and northeastern U.S. and into eastern Canada. 1 Trillion central and northeastern U.S. and into eastern Canada. 1 Trillion central and northeastern U.S. and into eastern Canada. 1 Trillion 
cans of H for home electric generation... on Christmas Day! cans of H for home electric generation... on Christmas Day! cans of H for home electric generation... on Christmas Day! cans of H for home electric generation... on Christmas Day! 

12-25-13 Christmas Day... Dash Cam Hell we need a Dash Cam on GM + 12-25-13 Christmas Day... Dash Cam Hell we need a Dash Cam on GM + 12-25-13 Christmas Day... Dash Cam Hell we need a Dash Cam on GM + 12-25-13 Christmas Day... Dash Cam Hell we need a Dash Cam on GM + 
Ford cars! To get the drunks off the road + out of the Top Brass Ford cars! To get the drunks off the road + out of the Top Brass Ford cars! To get the drunks off the road + out of the Top Brass Ford cars! To get the drunks off the road + out of the Top Brass 
Invention Projects that built MIT drones not Dash Cams that can listen, Invention Projects that built MIT drones not Dash Cams that can listen, Invention Projects that built MIT drones not Dash Cams that can listen, Invention Projects that built MIT drones not Dash Cams that can listen, 
hear, talk, smell, call 911! hear, talk, smell, call 911! hear, talk, smell, call 911! hear, talk, smell, call 911! 

12-21-13 #1 to #8 Best Christmas Presents posted for today. I really like 12-21-13 #1 to #8 Best Christmas Presents posted for today. I really like 12-21-13 #1 to #8 Best Christmas Presents posted for today. I really like 12-21-13 #1 to #8 Best Christmas Presents posted for today. I really like 
#3 the Best Christmas Present is $177 Trillion dollars confiscated from #3 the Best Christmas Present is $177 Trillion dollars confiscated from #3 the Best Christmas Present is $177 Trillion dollars confiscated from #3 the Best Christmas Present is $177 Trillion dollars confiscated from 
Saudi Arabia + BP Oil $ Saudi Arabia + BP Oil $ Saudi Arabia + BP Oil $ Saudi Arabia + BP Oil $ 

12-21-13 #6 Best Christmas Present is 9/11 Families 'Ecstatic' They Can 12-21-13 #6 Best Christmas Present is 9/11 Families 'Ecstatic' They Can 12-21-13 #6 Best Christmas Present is 9/11 Families 'Ecstatic' They Can 12-21-13 #6 Best Christmas Present is 9/11 Families 'Ecstatic' They Can 
Finally Sue Saudi Arabia... Royal Family for $177 Trillion in illegal Finally Sue Saudi Arabia... Royal Family for $177 Trillion in illegal Finally Sue Saudi Arabia... Royal Family for $177 Trillion in illegal Finally Sue Saudi Arabia... Royal Family for $177 Trillion in illegal 
Gasoline Revenues since 1980 invention and suppression of the Gasoline Revenues since 1980 invention and suppression of the Gasoline Revenues since 1980 invention and suppression of the Gasoline Revenues since 1980 invention and suppression of the 
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ElectricWindmillCar by Teddy Kennedy bullying Jimmy Carter + his ElectricWindmillCar by Teddy Kennedy bullying Jimmy Carter + his ElectricWindmillCar by Teddy Kennedy bullying Jimmy Carter + his ElectricWindmillCar by Teddy Kennedy bullying Jimmy Carter + his 
wife! Robert Kennedy Jr would not have Bullied Mary Kennedy into wife! Robert Kennedy Jr would not have Bullied Mary Kennedy into wife! Robert Kennedy Jr would not have Bullied Mary Kennedy into wife! Robert Kennedy Jr would not have Bullied Mary Kennedy into 
hanging herself in the Barn as No Judge could be "Bought" by a hanging herself in the Barn as No Judge could be "Bought" by a hanging herself in the Barn as No Judge could be "Bought" by a hanging herself in the Barn as No Judge could be "Bought" by a 
Kennedy if Teddy Kennedy would have failed to Bully Carter into Kennedy if Teddy Kennedy would have failed to Bully Carter into Kennedy if Teddy Kennedy would have failed to Bully Carter into Kennedy if Teddy Kennedy would have failed to Bully Carter into 
suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar Era. suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar Era. suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar Era. suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar Era. 

12-21-13 #7 Best Christmas Present 1 Million American Women 12-21-13 #7 Best Christmas Present 1 Million American Women 12-21-13 #7 Best Christmas Present 1 Million American Women 12-21-13 #7 Best Christmas Present 1 Million American Women 
"Bullied" into becoming "Sex Slaves" for the Saudi Royal Family and "Bullied" into becoming "Sex Slaves" for the Saudi Royal Family and "Bullied" into becoming "Sex Slaves" for the Saudi Royal Family and "Bullied" into becoming "Sex Slaves" for the Saudi Royal Family and 
Saudi Princes living in Mecca, Can Finally Sue Saudi Arabia... and Saudi Princes living in Mecca, Can Finally Sue Saudi Arabia... and Saudi Princes living in Mecca, Can Finally Sue Saudi Arabia... and Saudi Princes living in Mecca, Can Finally Sue Saudi Arabia... and 
Verizon for not calling the U.N. High Commissioner for Human Rights Verizon for not calling the U.N. High Commissioner for Human Rights Verizon for not calling the U.N. High Commissioner for Human Rights Verizon for not calling the U.N. High Commissioner for Human Rights 
for letting Verizon Employees watch these YouTube Sex Slave Videos on for letting Verizon Employees watch these YouTube Sex Slave Videos on for letting Verizon Employees watch these YouTube Sex Slave Videos on for letting Verizon Employees watch these YouTube Sex Slave Videos on 
the job at Verizon! NSA + CIA. the job at Verizon! NSA + CIA. the job at Verizon! NSA + CIA. the job at Verizon! NSA + CIA. 

12-21-13 #8 Best Christmas Present is 1 Billion people can finally sue th 12-21-13 #8 Best Christmas Present is 1 Billion people can finally sue th 12-21-13 #8 Best Christmas Present is 1 Billion people can finally sue th 12-21-13 #8 Best Christmas Present is 1 Billion people can finally sue th 
U.N. 1 Million "Fiery Wrecks" and 1,001 "Fiery Cop Car Wrecks" burning U.N. 1 Million "Fiery Wrecks" and 1,001 "Fiery Cop Car Wrecks" burning U.N. 1 Million "Fiery Wrecks" and 1,001 "Fiery Cop Car Wrecks" burning U.N. 1 Million "Fiery Wrecks" and 1,001 "Fiery Cop Car Wrecks" burning 
cops writing a speeding ticket... in Paris, London, Moscow, LA is the cops writing a speeding ticket... in Paris, London, Moscow, LA is the cops writing a speeding ticket... in Paris, London, Moscow, LA is the cops writing a speeding ticket... in Paris, London, Moscow, LA is the 
worst crime by the UN unless the worst crimes by the UN is 1,001 kids left worst crime by the UN unless the worst crimes by the UN is 1,001 kids left worst crime by the UN unless the worst crimes by the UN is 1,001 kids left worst crime by the UN unless the worst crimes by the UN is 1,001 kids left 
in hot cars to die a tortured death when the ElectricWindmillCar has in hot cars to die a tortured death when the ElectricWindmillCar has in hot cars to die a tortured death when the ElectricWindmillCar has in hot cars to die a tortured death when the ElectricWindmillCar has 
A/C 24/7, and "Dash Cams" with apps that let cops give speeding tickets A/C 24/7, and "Dash Cams" with apps that let cops give speeding tickets A/C 24/7, and "Dash Cams" with apps that let cops give speeding tickets A/C 24/7, and "Dash Cams" with apps that let cops give speeding tickets 
by wifi and cell calls to the speeding drivers... "Dash Cam." Busted now by wifi and cell calls to the speeding drivers... "Dash Cam." Busted now by wifi and cell calls to the speeding drivers... "Dash Cam." Busted now by wifi and cell calls to the speeding drivers... "Dash Cam." Busted now 
slow down and here is your speeding ticket. slow down and here is your speeding ticket. slow down and here is your speeding ticket. slow down and here is your speeding ticket. 

12-21-13 #2 Best Christmas Present is that the "ElectricWindmillCar 12-21-13 #2 Best Christmas Present is that the "ElectricWindmillCar 12-21-13 #2 Best Christmas Present is that the "ElectricWindmillCar 12-21-13 #2 Best Christmas Present is that the "ElectricWindmillCar 
Era" will let women in Mecca Drive to become MD's, and drive a Era" will let women in Mecca Drive to become MD's, and drive a Era" will let women in Mecca Drive to become MD's, and drive a Era" will let women in Mecca Drive to become MD's, and drive a 
"Gasoline Car in Saudi Arabia!" NOT a made in the USA "Gasoline Car in Saudi Arabia!" NOT a made in the USA "Gasoline Car in Saudi Arabia!" NOT a made in the USA "Gasoline Car in Saudi Arabia!" NOT a made in the USA 
ElectricWindmillCar! ElectricWindmillCar! ElectricWindmillCar! ElectricWindmillCar! 

12-21-13 #3 Best Christmas Present is $177 Trillion dollars confiscated 12-21-13 #3 Best Christmas Present is $177 Trillion dollars confiscated 12-21-13 #3 Best Christmas Present is $177 Trillion dollars confiscated 12-21-13 #3 Best Christmas Present is $177 Trillion dollars confiscated 
from Saudi Arabia + BP Oil $ from Saudi Arabia + BP Oil $ from Saudi Arabia + BP Oil $ from Saudi Arabia + BP Oil $ 
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12-21-13 #4 Best Christmas Present is from Paris, the Yale Key West 12-21-13 #4 Best Christmas Present is from Paris, the Yale Key West 12-21-13 #4 Best Christmas Present is from Paris, the Yale Key West 12-21-13 #4 Best Christmas Present is from Paris, the Yale Key West 
Medical School built on an Eiffel Tower Structure + Med Students paid a Medical School built on an Eiffel Tower Structure + Med Students paid a Medical School built on an Eiffel Tower Structure + Med Students paid a Medical School built on an Eiffel Tower Structure + Med Students paid a 
salary from Mecca's Godsent $177 Trillion in confiscated money now salary from Mecca's Godsent $177 Trillion in confiscated money now salary from Mecca's Godsent $177 Trillion in confiscated money now salary from Mecca's Godsent $177 Trillion in confiscated money now 
"Safe" in Swiss Banks, same Swiss Banks Hitler used. "Safe" in Swiss Banks, same Swiss Banks Hitler used. "Safe" in Swiss Banks, same Swiss Banks Hitler used. "Safe" in Swiss Banks, same Swiss Banks Hitler used. 

12-21-13 #5 Best Christmas Present is from Paris, Pasteur University 12-21-13 #5 Best Christmas Present is from Paris, Pasteur University 12-21-13 #5 Best Christmas Present is from Paris, Pasteur University 12-21-13 #5 Best Christmas Present is from Paris, Pasteur University 
finally gets the Discover how to get the process of Pasteurization to work finally gets the Discover how to get the process of Pasteurization to work finally gets the Discover how to get the process of Pasteurization to work finally gets the Discover how to get the process of Pasteurization to work 
on fighting salmonella. 1 of 1,001 Invention Projects with links to get on fighting salmonella. 1 of 1,001 Invention Projects with links to get on fighting salmonella. 1 of 1,001 Invention Projects with links to get on fighting salmonella. 1 of 1,001 Invention Projects with links to get 
you started inventing DELETED by Bill + Melinda from the Win 8.2 Fix. you started inventing DELETED by Bill + Melinda from the Win 8.2 Fix. you started inventing DELETED by Bill + Melinda from the Win 8.2 Fix. you started inventing DELETED by Bill + Melinda from the Win 8.2 Fix. 

12-21-13 #1 Best Christmas Present is the "ElectricWindmillCar Era" of 12-21-13 #1 Best Christmas Present is the "ElectricWindmillCar Era" of 12-21-13 #1 Best Christmas Present is the "ElectricWindmillCar Era" of 12-21-13 #1 Best Christmas Present is the "ElectricWindmillCar Era" of 
2014 Mrs. Bond a new 007, now Dr. Bond 007... New Bond 007 Movie 2014 Mrs. Bond a new 007, now Dr. Bond 007... New Bond 007 Movie 2014 Mrs. Bond a new 007, now Dr. Bond 007... New Bond 007 Movie 2014 Mrs. Bond a new 007, now Dr. Bond 007... New Bond 007 Movie 
Titled... "Dr. 007 is Bond's New Wife + Life" New Years 2014 Hangover Titled... "Dr. 007 is Bond's New Wife + Life" New Years 2014 Hangover Titled... "Dr. 007 is Bond's New Wife + Life" New Years 2014 Hangover Titled... "Dr. 007 is Bond's New Wife + Life" New Years 2014 Hangover 
Cures, New Laws... Florida Publix + Whole Foods to screen for Breast + Cures, New Laws... Florida Publix + Whole Foods to screen for Breast + Cures, New Laws... Florida Publix + Whole Foods to screen for Breast + Cures, New Laws... Florida Publix + Whole Foods to screen for Breast + 
Ovarian Cancer, TB, Lung Cancer, STD's, Hepatitis, HIV, Syphilis, HPV, Ovarian Cancer, TB, Lung Cancer, STD's, Hepatitis, HIV, Syphilis, HPV, Ovarian Cancer, TB, Lung Cancer, STD's, Hepatitis, HIV, Syphilis, HPV, Ovarian Cancer, TB, Lung Cancer, STD's, Hepatitis, HIV, Syphilis, HPV, 
Anus Cancer! Mrs. 007 Bond has a "Pet Invention Project" for Farrah Anus Cancer! Mrs. 007 Bond has a "Pet Invention Project" for Farrah Anus Cancer! Mrs. 007 Bond has a "Pet Invention Project" for Farrah Anus Cancer! Mrs. 007 Bond has a "Pet Invention Project" for Farrah 
Fawcett... Her Andy Warhol portrait Verdict is IN... with a new "Frame" Fawcett... Her Andy Warhol portrait Verdict is IN... with a new "Frame" Fawcett... Her Andy Warhol portrait Verdict is IN... with a new "Frame" Fawcett... Her Andy Warhol portrait Verdict is IN... with a new "Frame" 
of Brainstormed HPV virus dissected "FRAME" by Dr. Nancy of Brainstormed HPV virus dissected "FRAME" by Dr. Nancy of Brainstormed HPV virus dissected "FRAME" by Dr. Nancy of Brainstormed HPV virus dissected "FRAME" by Dr. Nancy 
Oppenheimer! On Today Show Today a Wife dead from Lung Cancer Oppenheimer! On Today Show Today a Wife dead from Lung Cancer Oppenheimer! On Today Show Today a Wife dead from Lung Cancer Oppenheimer! On Today Show Today a Wife dead from Lung Cancer 
and no Lung Cancer "Brainstorming" Cure for her 5 year old daughter, and no Lung Cancer "Brainstorming" Cure for her 5 year old daughter, and no Lung Cancer "Brainstorming" Cure for her 5 year old daughter, and no Lung Cancer "Brainstorming" Cure for her 5 year old daughter, 
just Mom's Wedding Pictures! Nice Wedding Dress Picture!!! But Greg just Mom's Wedding Pictures! Nice Wedding Dress Picture!!! But Greg just Mom's Wedding Pictures! Nice Wedding Dress Picture!!! But Greg just Mom's Wedding Pictures! Nice Wedding Dress Picture!!! But Greg 
wants her to be a Yale MD... The making of a Yale Women MD starts at 5 wants her to be a Yale MD... The making of a Yale Women MD starts at 5 wants her to be a Yale MD... The making of a Yale Women MD starts at 5 wants her to be a Yale MD... The making of a Yale Women MD starts at 5 
years old, when Dad takes her on "Grand Rounds" at Yale Key West years old, when Dad takes her on "Grand Rounds" at Yale Key West years old, when Dad takes her on "Grand Rounds" at Yale Key West years old, when Dad takes her on "Grand Rounds" at Yale Key West 
Medical School, Tomorrow on Today Show they will have this version of Medical School, Tomorrow on Today Show they will have this version of Medical School, Tomorrow on Today Show they will have this version of Medical School, Tomorrow on Today Show they will have this version of 
the story with Dr. Nancy and her Dad taking 1 Trillion 5 year old girls the story with Dr. Nancy and her Dad taking 1 Trillion 5 year old girls the story with Dr. Nancy and her Dad taking 1 Trillion 5 year old girls the story with Dr. Nancy and her Dad taking 1 Trillion 5 year old girls 
who's Mom died from "2013 Plague of Cancers Era" to Work. Getting who's Mom died from "2013 Plague of Cancers Era" to Work. Getting who's Mom died from "2013 Plague of Cancers Era" to Work. Getting who's Mom died from "2013 Plague of Cancers Era" to Work. Getting 
started working on a Rx Overnight Penicillin Like Miracle Cure for started working on a Rx Overnight Penicillin Like Miracle Cure for started working on a Rx Overnight Penicillin Like Miracle Cure for started working on a Rx Overnight Penicillin Like Miracle Cure for 
Cancer at 5. Cancer at 5. Cancer at 5. Cancer at 5. 
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12-19-13 $3,999 - $9,999 Mac Pro is available TODAY with a 3.7 GHz 12-19-13 $3,999 - $9,999 Mac Pro is available TODAY with a 3.7 GHz 12-19-13 $3,999 - $9,999 Mac Pro is available TODAY with a 3.7 GHz 12-19-13 $3,999 - $9,999 Mac Pro is available TODAY with a 3.7 GHz 
quad-core Intel Xeon E5 processor... Greg wants the Mac Pro with a quad-core Intel Xeon E5 processor... Greg wants the Mac Pro with a quad-core Intel Xeon E5 processor... Greg wants the Mac Pro with a quad-core Intel Xeon E5 processor... Greg wants the Mac Pro with a 
"Back Up Battery" base with 12-core Intel Xeon E5 processors, AMD "Back Up Battery" base with 12-core Intel Xeon E5 processors, AMD "Back Up Battery" base with 12-core Intel Xeon E5 processors, AMD "Back Up Battery" base with 12-core Intel Xeon E5 processors, AMD 
FirePro D700 GPUs with 6GB of VRAM, up to 64GB of memory, and up to FirePro D700 GPUs with 6GB of VRAM, up to 64GB of memory, and up to FirePro D700 GPUs with 6GB of VRAM, up to 64GB of memory, and up to FirePro D700 GPUs with 6GB of VRAM, up to 64GB of memory, and up to 
1TB of PCIe-based flash storage. $10K with No Software add another 1TB of PCIe-based flash storage. $10K with No Software add another 1TB of PCIe-based flash storage. $10K with No Software add another 1TB of PCIe-based flash storage. $10K with No Software add another 
$10K for apps! And 1 for each of several wives working 24/7 on a Rx $10K for apps! And 1 for each of several wives working 24/7 on a Rx $10K for apps! And 1 for each of several wives working 24/7 on a Rx $10K for apps! And 1 for each of several wives working 24/7 on a Rx 
Cure for 1,001 diseases + cancers. 1,001 Invention Projects preinstalled Cure for 1,001 diseases + cancers. 1,001 Invention Projects preinstalled Cure for 1,001 diseases + cancers. 1,001 Invention Projects preinstalled Cure for 1,001 diseases + cancers. 1,001 Invention Projects preinstalled 
is available tomorrow or the day after... after Susan G Komen... gets the is available tomorrow or the day after... after Susan G Komen... gets the is available tomorrow or the day after... after Susan G Komen... gets the is available tomorrow or the day after... after Susan G Komen... gets the 
2013 dead... "40K Civilian Breast Cancer Dead" buried at Arlington! 2013 dead... "40K Civilian Breast Cancer Dead" buried at Arlington! 2013 dead... "40K Civilian Breast Cancer Dead" buried at Arlington! 2013 dead... "40K Civilian Breast Cancer Dead" buried at Arlington! 
This MUST happen before the "Rx Penicillin Like Overnight Miracle Cure This MUST happen before the "Rx Penicillin Like Overnight Miracle Cure This MUST happen before the "Rx Penicillin Like Overnight Miracle Cure This MUST happen before the "Rx Penicillin Like Overnight Miracle Cure 
for Breast Cancer Invention Project" is preinstalled in the Mac Pro or for Breast Cancer Invention Project" is preinstalled in the Mac Pro or for Breast Cancer Invention Project" is preinstalled in the Mac Pro or for Breast Cancer Invention Project" is preinstalled in the Mac Pro or 
Win 8.2 Fix!!! Bill + Melinda are like Pope Frances they will not say a Win 8.2 Fix!!! Bill + Melinda are like Pope Frances they will not say a Win 8.2 Fix!!! Bill + Melinda are like Pope Frances they will not say a Win 8.2 Fix!!! Bill + Melinda are like Pope Frances they will not say a 
PRAYER, for 40K dead women in 2013 + 2014, if they did it would mean PRAYER, for 40K dead women in 2013 + 2014, if they did it would mean PRAYER, for 40K dead women in 2013 + 2014, if they did it would mean PRAYER, for 40K dead women in 2013 + 2014, if they did it would mean 
the Vatican + Microsoft "took part in the murders via breast cancer" all the Vatican + Microsoft "took part in the murders via breast cancer" all the Vatican + Microsoft "took part in the murders via breast cancer" all the Vatican + Microsoft "took part in the murders via breast cancer" all 
these years from 1980 to 2013 all the Pentagon's "Civilian Causalities of these years from 1980 to 2013 all the Pentagon's "Civilian Causalities of these years from 1980 to 2013 all the Pentagon's "Civilian Causalities of these years from 1980 to 2013 all the Pentagon's "Civilian Causalities of 
War Dead from Breast Cancer" to "Cure" Syria, Afghanistan, Iraq, Iran, War Dead from Breast Cancer" to "Cure" Syria, Afghanistan, Iraq, Iran, War Dead from Breast Cancer" to "Cure" Syria, Afghanistan, Iraq, Iran, War Dead from Breast Cancer" to "Cure" Syria, Afghanistan, Iraq, Iran, 
Israeli! Jews the highest rate of Breast Cancer of any Nation... is Israeli. Israeli! Jews the highest rate of Breast Cancer of any Nation... is Israeli. Israeli! Jews the highest rate of Breast Cancer of any Nation... is Israeli. Israeli! Jews the highest rate of Breast Cancer of any Nation... is Israeli. 
Today Afghastan gets another $80 Billion... Breast Cancer Donations Today Afghastan gets another $80 Billion... Breast Cancer Donations Today Afghastan gets another $80 Billion... Breast Cancer Donations Today Afghastan gets another $80 Billion... Breast Cancer Donations 
Today will not come close to $80 Billion this is why the Pentagon, Bill + Today will not come close to $80 Billion this is why the Pentagon, Bill + Today will not come close to $80 Billion this is why the Pentagon, Bill + Today will not come close to $80 Billion this is why the Pentagon, Bill + 
Melinda + the Pope think on their SINS in exchange for $30 Trillion Melinda + the Pope think on their SINS in exchange for $30 Trillion Melinda + the Pope think on their SINS in exchange for $30 Trillion Melinda + the Pope think on their SINS in exchange for $30 Trillion 
Each in BP Oil Revenues! "Worst Pentagon Crimes of 2013" #1 has to be Each in BP Oil Revenues! "Worst Pentagon Crimes of 2013" #1 has to be Each in BP Oil Revenues! "Worst Pentagon Crimes of 2013" #1 has to be Each in BP Oil Revenues! "Worst Pentagon Crimes of 2013" #1 has to be 
restricting Greg + several MD Wives in a Legal Polygamous Marriage restricting Greg + several MD Wives in a Legal Polygamous Marriage restricting Greg + several MD Wives in a Legal Polygamous Marriage restricting Greg + several MD Wives in a Legal Polygamous Marriage 
from working on a Rx Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer! 2014 from working on a Rx Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer! 2014 from working on a Rx Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer! 2014 from working on a Rx Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer! 2014 
Greg + MD Wives with several Mac Pro's costing $10K each with No Greg + MD Wives with several Mac Pro's costing $10K each with No Greg + MD Wives with several Mac Pro's costing $10K each with No Greg + MD Wives with several Mac Pro's costing $10K each with No 
Software, add another $10K for apps! And 1 for each of several MD wives Software, add another $10K for apps! And 1 for each of several MD wives Software, add another $10K for apps! And 1 for each of several MD wives Software, add another $10K for apps! And 1 for each of several MD wives 
working 24/7 on a Rx Cure for 1,001 diseases + cancers, CIA has told working 24/7 on a Rx Cure for 1,001 diseases + cancers, CIA has told working 24/7 on a Rx Cure for 1,001 diseases + cancers, CIA has told working 24/7 on a Rx Cure for 1,001 diseases + cancers, CIA has told 
the Pentagon Generals Greg + Wives will get the Rx Cure for a few the Pentagon Generals Greg + Wives will get the Rx Cure for a few the Pentagon Generals Greg + Wives will get the Rx Cure for a few the Pentagon Generals Greg + Wives will get the Rx Cure for a few 
diseases + cancer if not win the Power Ball Lottery and get the Rx diseases + cancer if not win the Power Ball Lottery and get the Rx diseases + cancer if not win the Power Ball Lottery and get the Rx diseases + cancer if not win the Power Ball Lottery and get the Rx 
Overnight Cure for All Cancers... this is the #1 reason Greg was Home Overnight Cure for All Cancers... this is the #1 reason Greg was Home Overnight Cure for All Cancers... this is the #1 reason Greg was Home Overnight Cure for All Cancers... this is the #1 reason Greg was Home 
Alone in 2013 in Key West... this is why the #1 "Worst Pentagon Crime of Alone in 2013 in Key West... this is why the #1 "Worst Pentagon Crime of Alone in 2013 in Key West... this is why the #1 "Worst Pentagon Crime of Alone in 2013 in Key West... this is why the #1 "Worst Pentagon Crime of 
2013" #1 has to be restricting Greg + several MD Wives from working on 2013" #1 has to be restricting Greg + several MD Wives from working on 2013" #1 has to be restricting Greg + several MD Wives from working on 2013" #1 has to be restricting Greg + several MD Wives from working on 
a Rx Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer in 2013 because they a Rx Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer in 2013 because they a Rx Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer in 2013 because they a Rx Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer in 2013 because they 
didn't want us to get any Rx CURES not Major Cures Not General Cures, didn't want us to get any Rx CURES not Major Cures Not General Cures, didn't want us to get any Rx CURES not Major Cures Not General Cures, didn't want us to get any Rx CURES not Major Cures Not General Cures, 
Not 1 was the Pentagon Revenge on all Humanity + Greg!!! Not 1 was the Pentagon Revenge on all Humanity + Greg!!! Not 1 was the Pentagon Revenge on all Humanity + Greg!!! Not 1 was the Pentagon Revenge on all Humanity + Greg!!! 

12-15-13 2014 "Smog Revolution"... 1,001 Types of Smog in the Oxford 12-15-13 2014 "Smog Revolution"... 1,001 Types of Smog in the Oxford 12-15-13 2014 "Smog Revolution"... 1,001 Types of Smog in the Oxford 12-15-13 2014 "Smog Revolution"... 1,001 Types of Smog in the Oxford 
Dictionary of Invention Projects! 2014 Dictionary of Invention Projects! 2014 Dictionary of Invention Projects! 2014 Dictionary of Invention Projects! 2014 

12-15-13 "Will Power" 007 Mr. + Mrs Bond, Dr. + Mr. Bond as she had to 12-15-13 "Will Power" 007 Mr. + Mrs Bond, Dr. + Mr. Bond as she had to 12-15-13 "Will Power" 007 Mr. + Mrs Bond, Dr. + Mr. Bond as she had to 12-15-13 "Will Power" 007 Mr. + Mrs Bond, Dr. + Mr. Bond as she had to 
become an MD. 1st MD President of the USA too. SMOG is a social become an MD. 1st MD President of the USA too. SMOG is a social become an MD. 1st MD President of the USA too. SMOG is a social become an MD. 1st MD President of the USA too. SMOG is a social 
disease, Bill + Melinda can't cure with Win 8.2 fix! disease, Bill + Melinda can't cure with Win 8.2 fix! disease, Bill + Melinda can't cure with Win 8.2 fix! disease, Bill + Melinda can't cure with Win 8.2 fix! 
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"iPhone5sWorldPeace Apps via Lobotomy gas gas" 2014 iPhonesSpyPro "iPhone5sWorldPeace Apps via Lobotomy gas gas" 2014 iPhonesSpyPro "iPhone5sWorldPeace Apps via Lobotomy gas gas" 2014 iPhonesSpyPro "iPhone5sWorldPeace Apps via Lobotomy gas gas" 2014 iPhonesSpyPro 
Desktop Notebook with Spy Apps! Desktop Notebook with Spy Apps! Desktop Notebook with Spy Apps! Desktop Notebook with Spy Apps! 

"iPhone5sAliensCalled-Answered Apps" 2014 "iPhone5sAliensCalled-Answered Apps" 2014 "iPhone5sAliensCalled-Answered Apps" 2014 "iPhone5sAliensCalled-Answered Apps" 2014 

12-15-13 2014 007 Mrs. 007 Bond has a "Pet Invention Project" for 12-15-13 2014 007 Mrs. 007 Bond has a "Pet Invention Project" for 12-15-13 2014 007 Mrs. 007 Bond has a "Pet Invention Project" for 12-15-13 2014 007 Mrs. 007 Bond has a "Pet Invention Project" for 
Farrah Fawcett... anus cancer Rx Cure in 2014. 007 Bond Wife always Farrah Fawcett... anus cancer Rx Cure in 2014. 007 Bond Wife always Farrah Fawcett... anus cancer Rx Cure in 2014. 007 Bond Wife always Farrah Fawcett... anus cancer Rx Cure in 2014. 007 Bond Wife always 
ask her men before the 1st kiss... do you have any "Black Lung" diseases? ask her men before the 1st kiss... do you have any "Black Lung" diseases? ask her men before the 1st kiss... do you have any "Black Lung" diseases? ask her men before the 1st kiss... do you have any "Black Lung" diseases? 
At Oxford did you beat up your Prostitutes after you had sex with her? At Oxford did you beat up your Prostitutes after you had sex with her? At Oxford did you beat up your Prostitutes after you had sex with her? At Oxford did you beat up your Prostitutes after you had sex with her? 
Yale and Harvard men do! Yale and Harvard men do! Yale and Harvard men do! Yale and Harvard men do! 

12-15-13 2014 "Smog Revolution, In-China" 2014 12-15-13 2014 "Smog Revolution, In-China" 2014 12-15-13 2014 "Smog Revolution, In-China" 2014 12-15-13 2014 "Smog Revolution, In-China" 2014 

12-15-13 2014 "Smog Revolution in Paris" is the "New French Revolution 12-15-13 2014 "Smog Revolution in Paris" is the "New French Revolution 12-15-13 2014 "Smog Revolution in Paris" is the "New French Revolution 12-15-13 2014 "Smog Revolution in Paris" is the "New French Revolution 
of 2014" of 2014" of 2014" of 2014" 

12-15-13 2014 "Smog Revolution in Key West" "American Revolution 12-15-13 2014 "Smog Revolution in Key West" "American Revolution 12-15-13 2014 "Smog Revolution in Key West" "American Revolution 12-15-13 2014 "Smog Revolution in Key West" "American Revolution 
against the British BP Oil" Holocaust II Smog! 2014 against the British BP Oil" Holocaust II Smog! 2014 against the British BP Oil" Holocaust II Smog! 2014 against the British BP Oil" Holocaust II Smog! 2014 

"End of the "Made-In-China Era" 2014 "End of the "Made-In-China Era" 2014 "End of the "Made-In-China Era" 2014 "End of the "Made-In-China Era" 2014 

"Chinese iPhone5sCIA Apps" 2014 "Chinese iPhone5sCIA Apps" 2014 "Chinese iPhone5sCIA Apps" 2014 "Chinese iPhone5sCIA Apps" 2014 

"iPhone5sMD Apps" 2014 "iPhone5sMD Apps" 2014 "iPhone5sMD Apps" 2014 "iPhone5sMD Apps" 2014 

"iPhone5sWHO-UN-MD Apps" 2014 "iPhone5sWHO-UN-MD Apps" 2014 "iPhone5sWHO-UN-MD Apps" 2014 "iPhone5sWHO-UN-MD Apps" 2014 

"iPhone5s1,001-Med-Invention Projects Apps" 2014 "iPhone5s1,001-Med-Invention Projects Apps" 2014 "iPhone5s1,001-Med-Invention Projects Apps" 2014 "iPhone5s1,001-Med-Invention Projects Apps" 2014 

"iPhone5sLosAlamosSuperComputer Apps" 2014 "iPhone5sLosAlamosSuperComputer Apps" 2014 "iPhone5sLosAlamosSuperComputer Apps" 2014 "iPhone5sLosAlamosSuperComputer Apps" 2014 

"iPhone5sNobelPrize Apps" 2014 "iPhone5sNobelPrize Apps" 2014 "iPhone5sNobelPrize Apps" 2014 "iPhone5sNobelPrize Apps" 2014 

12-15-13 The 007's Outside the Key West Tropic Cinema to get his 12-15-13 The 007's Outside the Key West Tropic Cinema to get his 12-15-13 The 007's Outside the Key West Tropic Cinema to get his 12-15-13 The 007's Outside the Key West Tropic Cinema to get his 
updated "Will" signed, his signature has to be witnessed by 2 people. Of updated "Will" signed, his signature has to be witnessed by 2 people. Of updated "Will" signed, his signature has to be witnessed by 2 people. Of updated "Will" signed, his signature has to be witnessed by 2 people. Of 
course she is the soul-sole beneficiary! course she is the soul-sole beneficiary! course she is the soul-sole beneficiary! course she is the soul-sole beneficiary! 

"iPhone5soul-mate trillion year gambling Apps" 2014 "iPhone5soul-mate trillion year gambling Apps" 2014 "iPhone5soul-mate trillion year gambling Apps" 2014 "iPhone5soul-mate trillion year gambling Apps" 2014 

12-15-13 "Will Power" 007 Mr. + Mrs Bond, Dr. + Mr. Bond as she had to 12-15-13 "Will Power" 007 Mr. + Mrs Bond, Dr. + Mr. Bond as she had to 12-15-13 "Will Power" 007 Mr. + Mrs Bond, Dr. + Mr. Bond as she had to 12-15-13 "Will Power" 007 Mr. + Mrs Bond, Dr. + Mr. Bond as she had to 
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become an MD. 1st MD President of the USA too. SMOG is a social become an MD. 1st MD President of the USA too. SMOG is a social become an MD. 1st MD President of the USA too. SMOG is a social become an MD. 1st MD President of the USA too. SMOG is a social 
disease, Bill + Melinda can't cure with Win 8.2 fix! disease, Bill + Melinda can't cure with Win 8.2 fix! disease, Bill + Melinda can't cure with Win 8.2 fix! disease, Bill + Melinda can't cure with Win 8.2 fix! 

"iPhone5sWorldPeace Apps via Lobotomy gas gas" 2014 "iPhone5sWorldPeace Apps via Lobotomy gas gas" 2014 "iPhone5sWorldPeace Apps via Lobotomy gas gas" 2014 "iPhone5sWorldPeace Apps via Lobotomy gas gas" 2014 

"iPhone5sAliensCalled-Answered Apps" 2014 "iPhone5sAliensCalled-Answered Apps" 2014 "iPhone5sAliensCalled-Answered Apps" 2014 "iPhone5sAliensCalled-Answered Apps" 2014 

12-15-13 2014 "End of the Nobel Prize" 1980 to 2014 12-15-13 2014 "End of the Nobel Prize" 1980 to 2014 12-15-13 2014 "End of the Nobel Prize" 1980 to 2014 12-15-13 2014 "End of the Nobel Prize" 1980 to 2014 

12-15-13 2014 "End of the Nobel Prize in the Suppressed 12-15-13 2014 "End of the Nobel Prize in the Suppressed 12-15-13 2014 "End of the Nobel Prize in the Suppressed 12-15-13 2014 "End of the Nobel Prize in the Suppressed 
ElectricWindmillCar Era from 1980 to 2014" ElectricWindmillCar Era from 1980 to 2014" ElectricWindmillCar Era from 1980 to 2014" ElectricWindmillCar Era from 1980 to 2014" 

Peter C. Doherty, PhD, of St. Jude Immunology, won the Nobel Prize for Peter C. Doherty, PhD, of St. Jude Immunology, won the Nobel Prize for Peter C. Doherty, PhD, of St. Jude Immunology, won the Nobel Prize for Peter C. Doherty, PhD, of St. Jude Immunology, won the Nobel Prize for 
Physiology or Medicine in 1996. Physiology or Medicine in 1996. Physiology or Medicine in 1996. Physiology or Medicine in 1996. 

"End of the Nobel Prize in the Suppressed ElectricWindmillCar Era from "End of the Nobel Prize in the Suppressed ElectricWindmillCar Era from "End of the Nobel Prize in the Suppressed ElectricWindmillCar Era from "End of the Nobel Prize in the Suppressed ElectricWindmillCar Era from 
1980 to 2014" 1980 to 2014" 1980 to 2014" 1980 to 2014" 

"iPhone5sElectricWindmillCar Apps" 2014 "iPhone5sElectricWindmillCar Apps" 2014 "iPhone5sElectricWindmillCar Apps" 2014 "iPhone5sElectricWindmillCar Apps" 2014 

12-15-13 2014 MD written torture apps + mandatory flu vaccinations, 12-15-13 2014 MD written torture apps + mandatory flu vaccinations, 12-15-13 2014 MD written torture apps + mandatory flu vaccinations, 12-15-13 2014 MD written torture apps + mandatory flu vaccinations, 
that are not mandatory! So those infected from "Mexicans" who refuse that are not mandatory! So those infected from "Mexicans" who refuse that are not mandatory! So those infected from "Mexicans" who refuse that are not mandatory! So those infected from "Mexicans" who refuse 
the vaccine die from Whooping cough, flu, and 100's of other vaccine the vaccine die from Whooping cough, flu, and 100's of other vaccine the vaccine die from Whooping cough, flu, and 100's of other vaccine the vaccine die from Whooping cough, flu, and 100's of other vaccine 
preventable childhood diseases. This is Holocaust III as the number of preventable childhood diseases. This is Holocaust III as the number of preventable childhood diseases. This is Holocaust III as the number of preventable childhood diseases. This is Holocaust III as the number of 
dead kids are over 7 million more like 70 million since 1980 and the dead kids are over 7 million more like 70 million since 1980 and the dead kids are over 7 million more like 70 million since 1980 and the dead kids are over 7 million more like 70 million since 1980 and the 
Jews in NYC know this but don't want Greg to write its Holocaust III Jews in NYC know this but don't want Greg to write its Holocaust III Jews in NYC know this but don't want Greg to write its Holocaust III Jews in NYC know this but don't want Greg to write its Holocaust III 
which it is! 2014 which it is! 2014 which it is! 2014 which it is! 2014 

The Nobel Prize since 1980 is "Dead"!!! The Nobel Prize since 1980 is "Dead"!!! The Nobel Prize since 1980 is "Dead"!!! The Nobel Prize since 1980 is "Dead"!!! 

"iPhone5sMD Apps" 2014 "iPhone5sMD Apps" 2014 "iPhone5sMD Apps" 2014 "iPhone5sMD Apps" 2014 

"iPhone5sWHO-UN-MD Apps" 2014 "iPhone5sWHO-UN-MD Apps" 2014 "iPhone5sWHO-UN-MD Apps" 2014 "iPhone5sWHO-UN-MD Apps" 2014 

"iPhone5sNobelPrize Apps" 2014 "iPhone5sNobelPrize Apps" 2014 "iPhone5sNobelPrize Apps" 2014 "iPhone5sNobelPrize Apps" 2014 

12-15-13 2014 New York Times Headlines with the picture or a Santa 12-15-13 2014 New York Times Headlines with the picture or a Santa 12-15-13 2014 New York Times Headlines with the picture or a Santa 12-15-13 2014 New York Times Headlines with the picture or a Santa 
Look alike or Hemingway look alike CIA Agent missing in action. CIA Look alike or Hemingway look alike CIA Agent missing in action. CIA Look alike or Hemingway look alike CIA Agent missing in action. CIA Look alike or Hemingway look alike CIA Agent missing in action. CIA 
running covert, trillion dollar missions light years from dying from running covert, trillion dollar missions light years from dying from running covert, trillion dollar missions light years from dying from running covert, trillion dollar missions light years from dying from 
Breast Cancer Torture! Breast Cancer Torture! Breast Cancer Torture! Breast Cancer Torture! 
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"End of the "Made-In-China Era" 2014 "End of the "Made-In-China Era" 2014 "End of the "Made-In-China Era" 2014 "End of the "Made-In-China Era" 2014 

"Chinese iPhone5sCIA Apps" 2014 "Chinese iPhone5sCIA Apps" 2014 "Chinese iPhone5sCIA Apps" 2014 "Chinese iPhone5sCIA Apps" 2014 

"iPhone5sMD Apps" 2014 "iPhone5sMD Apps" 2014 "iPhone5sMD Apps" 2014 "iPhone5sMD Apps" 2014 

"iPhone5sElectricWindmillCar Apps" 2014 "iPhone5sElectricWindmillCar Apps" 2014 "iPhone5sElectricWindmillCar Apps" 2014 "iPhone5sElectricWindmillCar Apps" 2014 

12-15-13 2014 End of the Verizon Era of not calling 911 on (YouTube) 12-15-13 2014 End of the Verizon Era of not calling 911 on (YouTube) 12-15-13 2014 End of the Verizon Era of not calling 911 on (YouTube) 12-15-13 2014 End of the Verizon Era of not calling 911 on (YouTube) 
recorded "Pedophiles." 2014 recorded "Pedophiles." 2014 recorded "Pedophiles." 2014 recorded "Pedophiles." 2014 

12-15-13 2014 End of the Era of Farrah Fawcett sex partners not telling 12-15-13 2014 End of the Era of Farrah Fawcett sex partners not telling 12-15-13 2014 End of the Era of Farrah Fawcett sex partners not telling 12-15-13 2014 End of the Era of Farrah Fawcett sex partners not telling 
her about their HPV, HIV, STD's! 2014 her about their HPV, HIV, STD's! 2014 her about their HPV, HIV, STD's! 2014 her about their HPV, HIV, STD's! 2014 

12-15-13 2014 Verizon, Facebook not posting HPV, HIV, STD's "Mug Shot" 12-15-13 2014 Verizon, Facebook not posting HPV, HIV, STD's "Mug Shot" 12-15-13 2014 Verizon, Facebook not posting HPV, HIV, STD's "Mug Shot" 12-15-13 2014 Verizon, Facebook not posting HPV, HIV, STD's "Mug Shot" 
on Google Street Views! 2014 on Google Street Views! 2014 on Google Street Views! 2014 on Google Street Views! 2014 

12-15-13 2014 "Battered Women's Shelters in every city and town in the 12-15-13 2014 "Battered Women's Shelters in every city and town in the 12-15-13 2014 "Battered Women's Shelters in every city and town in the 12-15-13 2014 "Battered Women's Shelters in every city and town in the 
USA" are like gasoline when Homeland Security gets out of the Social USA" are like gasoline when Homeland Security gets out of the Social USA" are like gasoline when Homeland Security gets out of the Social USA" are like gasoline when Homeland Security gets out of the Social 
Security offices and into the Battered Womens living room and car Security offices and into the Battered Womens living room and car Security offices and into the Battered Womens living room and car Security offices and into the Battered Womens living room and car 
23/7 with cams! 23/7 with cams! 23/7 with cams! 23/7 with cams! 

"Chinese iPhone5sCIA Apps" 2014 "Chinese iPhone5sCIA Apps" 2014 "Chinese iPhone5sCIA Apps" 2014 "Chinese iPhone5sCIA Apps" 2014 

"iPhone5sMD Apps" 2014 "iPhone5sMD Apps" 2014 "iPhone5sMD Apps" 2014 "iPhone5sMD Apps" 2014 

"iPhone5sElectricWindmillCar Apps" "iPhone5sElectricWindmillCar Apps" "iPhone5sElectricWindmillCar Apps" "iPhone5sElectricWindmillCar Apps" 

12-15-13 2014 A NYC MD just "today" made Flu shots mandatory for NYC 12-15-13 2014 A NYC MD just "today" made Flu shots mandatory for NYC 12-15-13 2014 A NYC MD just "today" made Flu shots mandatory for NYC 12-15-13 2014 A NYC MD just "today" made Flu shots mandatory for NYC 
Day Care kids. 20K kids saved from flu's torture, wow! Day Care kids. 20K kids saved from flu's torture, wow! Day Care kids. 20K kids saved from flu's torture, wow! Day Care kids. 20K kids saved from flu's torture, wow! 

12-15-13 2014 St. Jude MD pediatricians are known to immunize 12-15-13 2014 St. Jude MD pediatricians are known to immunize 12-15-13 2014 St. Jude MD pediatricians are known to immunize 12-15-13 2014 St. Jude MD pediatricians are known to immunize 
children against diseases... children against diseases... children against diseases... children against diseases... 

12-15-13 2014 St. Jude Politics are like what Generates Gravity! 12-15-13 2014 St. Jude Politics are like what Generates Gravity! 12-15-13 2014 St. Jude Politics are like what Generates Gravity! 12-15-13 2014 St. Jude Politics are like what Generates Gravity! 

12-15-13 2014 Super Gravity of Smog in China causing 1 Trillion times 12-15-13 2014 Super Gravity of Smog in China causing 1 Trillion times 12-15-13 2014 Super Gravity of Smog in China causing 1 Trillion times 12-15-13 2014 Super Gravity of Smog in China causing 1 Trillion times 
as many childhood Leukemia patients than at St. Jude as many childhood Leukemia patients than at St. Jude as many childhood Leukemia patients than at St. Jude as many childhood Leukemia patients than at St. Jude 

12-15-13 2014 5,000 car pile ups, smart cars under 100's of semi trucks 12-15-13 2014 5,000 car pile ups, smart cars under 100's of semi trucks 12-15-13 2014 5,000 car pile ups, smart cars under 100's of semi trucks 12-15-13 2014 5,000 car pile ups, smart cars under 100's of semi trucks 
in Beijing fog, a smog cloud in Beijing fog, a smog cloud in Beijing fog, a smog cloud in Beijing fog, a smog cloud 

1 Trillion GM + Ford gasoline cars + trucks with no super air bags on 1 Trillion GM + Ford gasoline cars + trucks with no super air bags on 1 Trillion GM + Ford gasoline cars + trucks with no super air bags on 1 Trillion GM + Ford gasoline cars + trucks with no super air bags on 
the outside. the outside. the outside. the outside. 
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12-15-13 2014 MD's in China + LA need St Jude MD help in the OR... 50 12-15-13 2014 MD's in China + LA need St Jude MD help in the OR... 50 12-15-13 2014 MD's in China + LA need St Jude MD help in the OR... 50 12-15-13 2014 MD's in China + LA need St Jude MD help in the OR... 50 
car pile ups every day of the year, fiery wrecks too. car pile ups every day of the year, fiery wrecks too. car pile ups every day of the year, fiery wrecks too. car pile ups every day of the year, fiery wrecks too. 

"St.Jude iPhone5sMD Apps" "St.Jude iPhone5sMD Apps" "St.Jude iPhone5sMD Apps" "St.Jude iPhone5sMD Apps" 

"Chinese iPhone5sCIA Apps" "Chinese iPhone5sCIA Apps" "Chinese iPhone5sCIA Apps" "Chinese iPhone5sCIA Apps" 

"iPhone5sMD Apps" "iPhone5sMD Apps" "iPhone5sMD Apps" "iPhone5sMD Apps" 

"iPhone5sElectricWindmillCar Apps" "iPhone5sElectricWindmillCar Apps" "iPhone5sElectricWindmillCar Apps" "iPhone5sElectricWindmillCar Apps" 

12-15-13 2014 French Revolution let them Eat Cake made with trans 12-15-13 2014 French Revolution let them Eat Cake made with trans 12-15-13 2014 French Revolution let them Eat Cake made with trans 12-15-13 2014 French Revolution let them Eat Cake made with trans 
fats fats fats fats 

12-15-13 2014 British, lets sell them Opium 12-15-13 2014 British, lets sell them Opium 12-15-13 2014 British, lets sell them Opium 12-15-13 2014 British, lets sell them Opium 

12-15-13 2014 1 Trillion GM + Ford gasoline cars + trucks with no super 12-15-13 2014 1 Trillion GM + Ford gasoline cars + trucks with no super 12-15-13 2014 1 Trillion GM + Ford gasoline cars + trucks with no super 12-15-13 2014 1 Trillion GM + Ford gasoline cars + trucks with no super 
air bags on the outside. air bags on the outside. air bags on the outside. air bags on the outside. 

12-15-13 2014 1 Trillion GM + Ford gasoline cars + trucks 12-15-13 2014 1 Trillion GM + Ford gasoline cars + trucks 12-15-13 2014 1 Trillion GM + Ford gasoline cars + trucks 12-15-13 2014 1 Trillion GM + Ford gasoline cars + trucks 

12-15-13 2014 St. Jude has never put "Smog caused leukemia" in any 12-15-13 2014 St. Jude has never put "Smog caused leukemia" in any 12-15-13 2014 St. Jude has never put "Smog caused leukemia" in any 12-15-13 2014 St. Jude has never put "Smog caused leukemia" in any 
interviews with Dr. Nancy Snyderman! interviews with Dr. Nancy Snyderman! interviews with Dr. Nancy Snyderman! interviews with Dr. Nancy Snyderman! 

12-15-13 2014 $1 Trillion Dollar Dr. Nancy Oppenheimer lead "New 12-15-13 2014 $1 Trillion Dollar Dr. Nancy Oppenheimer lead "New 12-15-13 2014 $1 Trillion Dollar Dr. Nancy Oppenheimer lead "New 12-15-13 2014 $1 Trillion Dollar Dr. Nancy Oppenheimer lead "New 
Manhattan Project" for the Rx Overnight Cure of Breast Cancer! Manhattan Project" for the Rx Overnight Cure of Breast Cancer! Manhattan Project" for the Rx Overnight Cure of Breast Cancer! Manhattan Project" for the Rx Overnight Cure of Breast Cancer! 

12-15-13 2014 1 Trillion GM + Ford gasoline cars + trucks 12-15-13 2014 1 Trillion GM + Ford gasoline cars + trucks 12-15-13 2014 1 Trillion GM + Ford gasoline cars + trucks 12-15-13 2014 1 Trillion GM + Ford gasoline cars + trucks 

12-15-13 2014 $1 Trillion Dollar Dr. Nancy Oppenheimer lead "New 12-15-13 2014 $1 Trillion Dollar Dr. Nancy Oppenheimer lead "New 12-15-13 2014 $1 Trillion Dollar Dr. Nancy Oppenheimer lead "New 12-15-13 2014 $1 Trillion Dollar Dr. Nancy Oppenheimer lead "New 
Manhattan Project" for the Rx Overnight Cure of Breast Cancer! Manhattan Project" for the Rx Overnight Cure of Breast Cancer! Manhattan Project" for the Rx Overnight Cure of Breast Cancer! Manhattan Project" for the Rx Overnight Cure of Breast Cancer! 

12-15-13 2014 $177 Trillion Dollars confiscated from Saudi Arabia + 12-15-13 2014 $177 Trillion Dollars confiscated from Saudi Arabia + 12-15-13 2014 $177 Trillion Dollars confiscated from Saudi Arabia + 12-15-13 2014 $177 Trillion Dollars confiscated from Saudi Arabia + 
BP Oil for Holocaust II + III BP Oil for Holocaust II + III BP Oil for Holocaust II + III BP Oil for Holocaust II + III 

12-15-13 2014 St. Jude MD's "LEAk" the 1980 Model ElectricWindmillCar 12-15-13 2014 St. Jude MD's "LEAk" the 1980 Model ElectricWindmillCar 12-15-13 2014 St. Jude MD's "LEAk" the 1980 Model ElectricWindmillCar 12-15-13 2014 St. Jude MD's "LEAk" the 1980 Model ElectricWindmillCar 
Era Era Era Era 

12-15-13 2014 iPhone5sElite Yale Harvard Rich Kids drive drunk, kill, 12-15-13 2014 iPhone5sElite Yale Harvard Rich Kids drive drunk, kill, 12-15-13 2014 iPhone5sElite Yale Harvard Rich Kids drive drunk, kill, 12-15-13 2014 iPhone5sElite Yale Harvard Rich Kids drive drunk, kill, 
get probation, as adults kill again and again"Threatening" the wife, get probation, as adults kill again and again"Threatening" the wife, get probation, as adults kill again and again"Threatening" the wife, get probation, as adults kill again and again"Threatening" the wife, 
like the calls Robert Kennedy Jr made to Mary Kennedy about taking like the calls Robert Kennedy Jr made to Mary Kennedy about taking like the calls Robert Kennedy Jr made to Mary Kennedy about taking like the calls Robert Kennedy Jr made to Mary Kennedy about taking 
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away 5 kids from her! away 5 kids from her! away 5 kids from her! away 5 kids from her! 

12-15-13 2014 5 million childhood leukemia kids be taken away from 12-15-13 2014 5 million childhood leukemia kids be taken away from 12-15-13 2014 5 million childhood leukemia kids be taken away from 12-15-13 2014 5 million childhood leukemia kids be taken away from 
Mom in 2014 from "Smog" and dirty water caused by privileged special Mom in 2014 from "Smog" and dirty water caused by privileged special Mom in 2014 from "Smog" and dirty water caused by privileged special Mom in 2014 from "Smog" and dirty water caused by privileged special 
right, advantage, or immunity granted people Oil Men from Mecca to right, advantage, or immunity granted people Oil Men from Mecca to right, advantage, or immunity granted people Oil Men from Mecca to right, advantage, or immunity granted people Oil Men from Mecca to 
BP Oil London. BP Oil London. BP Oil London. BP Oil London. 

12-15-13 2014 Prince Harry at the South Pole with his iPhone5s007 12-15-13 2014 Prince Harry at the South Pole with his iPhone5s007 12-15-13 2014 Prince Harry at the South Pole with his iPhone5s007 12-15-13 2014 Prince Harry at the South Pole with his iPhone5s007 
smartphone calling BP Oil and French Oil men in Africa asking how smartphone calling BP Oil and French Oil men in Africa asking how smartphone calling BP Oil and French Oil men in Africa asking how smartphone calling BP Oil and French Oil men in Africa asking how 
many more Wounded Warriors are needed to get another $177 Trillion many more Wounded Warriors are needed to get another $177 Trillion many more Wounded Warriors are needed to get another $177 Trillion many more Wounded Warriors are needed to get another $177 Trillion 
in Oil Revenues. in Oil Revenues. in Oil Revenues. in Oil Revenues. 

12-15-13 2014 CBS Nightly News reporting on Prince Harry at the South 12-15-13 2014 CBS Nightly News reporting on Prince Harry at the South 12-15-13 2014 CBS Nightly News reporting on Prince Harry at the South 12-15-13 2014 CBS Nightly News reporting on Prince Harry at the South 
Pole knew all his "Wounded Warriors" were wounded so BP Oil could get Pole knew all his "Wounded Warriors" were wounded so BP Oil could get Pole knew all his "Wounded Warriors" were wounded so BP Oil could get Pole knew all his "Wounded Warriors" were wounded so BP Oil could get 
$177 Trillion in revenues! $177 Trillion in revenues! $177 Trillion in revenues! $177 Trillion in revenues! 

12-15-13 2014 Key West "Wounded Warriors" know their lost limbs were 12-15-13 2014 Key West "Wounded Warriors" know their lost limbs were 12-15-13 2014 Key West "Wounded Warriors" know their lost limbs were 12-15-13 2014 Key West "Wounded Warriors" know their lost limbs were 
for $177 Trillion in BP Oil Revenues! for $177 Trillion in BP Oil Revenues! for $177 Trillion in BP Oil Revenues! for $177 Trillion in BP Oil Revenues! 

12-15-13 2014 Key West "Wounded Warriors" still get the "Combat 12-15-13 2014 Key West "Wounded Warriors" still get the "Combat 12-15-13 2014 Key West "Wounded Warriors" still get the "Combat 12-15-13 2014 Key West "Wounded Warriors" still get the "Combat 
Wounded Warrior" Florida License plates... why? Wounded Warrior" Florida License plates... why? Wounded Warrior" Florida License plates... why? Wounded Warrior" Florida License plates... why? 

12-15-13 2014 "End of the "Made-In-China Era" of 1 Trillion Ford + GM 12-15-13 2014 "End of the "Made-In-China Era" of 1 Trillion Ford + GM 12-15-13 2014 "End of the "Made-In-China Era" of 1 Trillion Ford + GM 12-15-13 2014 "End of the "Made-In-China Era" of 1 Trillion Ford + GM 
gasoline cars in 2014 gasoline cars in 2014 gasoline cars in 2014 gasoline cars in 2014 

12-15-13 2014 "Chinese iPhone5sWHO MD's Apps" call 911 12-15-13 2014 "Chinese iPhone5sWHO MD's Apps" call 911 12-15-13 2014 "Chinese iPhone5sWHO MD's Apps" call 911 12-15-13 2014 "Chinese iPhone5sWHO MD's Apps" call 911 

12-15-13 2014 "Dr. Nancy Oppenheimer iPhone5sNYC Apps" want the $1 12-15-13 2014 "Dr. Nancy Oppenheimer iPhone5sNYC Apps" want the $1 12-15-13 2014 "Dr. Nancy Oppenheimer iPhone5sNYC Apps" want the $1 12-15-13 2014 "Dr. Nancy Oppenheimer iPhone5sNYC Apps" want the $1 
Trillion Dollar Dr. Nancy Oppenheimer lead "New Manhattan Project" Trillion Dollar Dr. Nancy Oppenheimer lead "New Manhattan Project" Trillion Dollar Dr. Nancy Oppenheimer lead "New Manhattan Project" Trillion Dollar Dr. Nancy Oppenheimer lead "New Manhattan Project" 
for the Rx Overnight Cure of Breast Cancer! for the Rx Overnight Cure of Breast Cancer! for the Rx Overnight Cure of Breast Cancer! for the Rx Overnight Cure of Breast Cancer! 

12-15-13 2014 "iPhone5sMD Apps" $1 Trillion Dollar Dr. Nancy 12-15-13 2014 "iPhone5sMD Apps" $1 Trillion Dollar Dr. Nancy 12-15-13 2014 "iPhone5sMD Apps" $1 Trillion Dollar Dr. Nancy 12-15-13 2014 "iPhone5sMD Apps" $1 Trillion Dollar Dr. Nancy 
Oppenheimer lead "New Manhattan Project" for the Rx Overnight Cure Oppenheimer lead "New Manhattan Project" for the Rx Overnight Cure Oppenheimer lead "New Manhattan Project" for the Rx Overnight Cure Oppenheimer lead "New Manhattan Project" for the Rx Overnight Cure 
of Breast Cancer! of Breast Cancer! of Breast Cancer! of Breast Cancer! 

12-15-13 2014 "iPhone5sElectricWindmillCar Apps" 12-15-13 2014 "iPhone5sElectricWindmillCar Apps" 12-15-13 2014 "iPhone5sElectricWindmillCar Apps" 12-15-13 2014 "iPhone5sElectricWindmillCar Apps" 

"Smog Revolution, In-China" "Smog Revolution, In-China" "Smog Revolution, In-China" "Smog Revolution, In-China" 

"Smog Revolution in Paris" "Smog Revolution in Paris" "Smog Revolution in Paris" "Smog Revolution in Paris" 
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"Smog Revolution in Key West" "Smog Revolution in Key West" "Smog Revolution in Key West" "Smog Revolution in Key West" 

"End of the "Made-In-China Era" "End of the "Made-In-China Era" "End of the "Made-In-China Era" "End of the "Made-In-China Era" 

"End of the Nobel Prize in the Suppressed ElectricWindmillCar Era from "End of the Nobel Prize in the Suppressed ElectricWindmillCar Era from "End of the Nobel Prize in the Suppressed ElectricWindmillCar Era from "End of the Nobel Prize in the Suppressed ElectricWindmillCar Era from 
1980 to 2014" 1980 to 2014" 1980 to 2014" 1980 to 2014" 

12-15-13 2014 Peter C. Doherty, PhD, of St. Jude Immunology, won the 12-15-13 2014 Peter C. Doherty, PhD, of St. Jude Immunology, won the 12-15-13 2014 Peter C. Doherty, PhD, of St. Jude Immunology, won the 12-15-13 2014 Peter C. Doherty, PhD, of St. Jude Immunology, won the 
Nobel Prize for Physiology or Medicine in 1996. He shares the award Nobel Prize for Physiology or Medicine in 1996. He shares the award Nobel Prize for Physiology or Medicine in 1996. He shares the award Nobel Prize for Physiology or Medicine in 1996. He shares the award 
with Rolf M. Zinkernagel, MD, of the University of Zurich. Their findings with Rolf M. Zinkernagel, MD, of the University of Zurich. Their findings with Rolf M. Zinkernagel, MD, of the University of Zurich. Their findings with Rolf M. Zinkernagel, MD, of the University of Zurich. Their findings 
have led to breakthroughs in the understanding and treatment of have led to breakthroughs in the understanding and treatment of have led to breakthroughs in the understanding and treatment of have led to breakthroughs in the understanding and treatment of 
viral infections and cancers, and in the development of organ viral infections and cancers, and in the development of organ viral infections and cancers, and in the development of organ viral infections and cancers, and in the development of organ 
transplant procedures and vaccines. transplant procedures and vaccines. transplant procedures and vaccines. transplant procedures and vaccines. 

12-15-13 2014 "End of the Nobel Prize in the Suppressed 12-15-13 2014 "End of the Nobel Prize in the Suppressed 12-15-13 2014 "End of the Nobel Prize in the Suppressed 12-15-13 2014 "End of the Nobel Prize in the Suppressed 
ElectricWindmillCar Era from 1980 to 2014" ElectricWindmillCar Era from 1980 to 2014" ElectricWindmillCar Era from 1980 to 2014" ElectricWindmillCar Era from 1980 to 2014" 

12-15-13 2014 Peter C. Doherty, PhD, of St. Jude Immunology, won the 12-15-13 2014 Peter C. Doherty, PhD, of St. Jude Immunology, won the 12-15-13 2014 Peter C. Doherty, PhD, of St. Jude Immunology, won the 12-15-13 2014 Peter C. Doherty, PhD, of St. Jude Immunology, won the 
Nobel Prize for Physiology or Medicine in 1996. Nobel Prize for Physiology or Medicine in 1996. Nobel Prize for Physiology or Medicine in 1996. Nobel Prize for Physiology or Medicine in 1996. 

12-15-13 2014 "End of the Nobel Prize in the Suppressed 12-15-13 2014 "End of the Nobel Prize in the Suppressed 12-15-13 2014 "End of the Nobel Prize in the Suppressed 12-15-13 2014 "End of the Nobel Prize in the Suppressed 
ElectricWindmillCar Era from 1980 to 2014" ElectricWindmillCar Era from 1980 to 2014" ElectricWindmillCar Era from 1980 to 2014" ElectricWindmillCar Era from 1980 to 2014" 

12-15-13 2014 All 21 miners trapped after a gas explosion at a pit in 12-15-13 2014 All 21 miners trapped after a gas explosion at a pit in 12-15-13 2014 All 21 miners trapped after a gas explosion at a pit in 12-15-13 2014 All 21 miners trapped after a gas explosion at a pit in 
north-west China are dead, explosion that ripped through a shaft at north-west China are dead, explosion that ripped through a shaft at north-west China are dead, explosion that ripped through a shaft at north-west China are dead, explosion that ripped through a shaft at 
the Baiyanggou coal mine in Xinjiang's Hutubi county. the Baiyanggou coal mine in Xinjiang's Hutubi county. the Baiyanggou coal mine in Xinjiang's Hutubi county. the Baiyanggou coal mine in Xinjiang's Hutubi county. 

12-15-13 2014 1,384 people died in coal mining accidents in China 12-15-13 2014 1,384 people died in coal mining accidents in China 12-15-13 2014 1,384 people died in coal mining accidents in China 12-15-13 2014 1,384 people died in coal mining accidents in China 
every year from 1980 to 2013 every year from 1980 to 2013 every year from 1980 to 2013 every year from 1980 to 2013 

12-15-13 2014 Coal Deaths in China will start the "Smog Revolution"! 12-15-13 2014 Coal Deaths in China will start the "Smog Revolution"! 12-15-13 2014 Coal Deaths in China will start the "Smog Revolution"! 12-15-13 2014 Coal Deaths in China will start the "Smog Revolution"! 

7,800 patients visit a hospital each day... 7,800 patients visit a hospital each day... 7,800 patients visit a hospital each day... 7,800 patients visit a hospital each day... 

The daily operating cost for St. Jude is $1.8 million The daily operating cost for St. Jude is $1.8 million The daily operating cost for St. Jude is $1.8 million The daily operating cost for St. Jude is $1.8 million 

12-15-13 2014 The medical and scientific staff published more than 12-15-13 2014 The medical and scientific staff published more than 12-15-13 2014 The medical and scientific staff published more than 12-15-13 2014 The medical and scientific staff published more than 
680 articles 680 articles 680 articles 680 articles 

St. Jude has 78 inpatient beds and treats upwards of 260 patients each St. Jude has 78 inpatient beds and treats upwards of 260 patients each St. Jude has 78 inpatient beds and treats upwards of 260 patients each St. Jude has 78 inpatient beds and treats upwards of 260 patients each 
day. day. day. day. 
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12-15-13 2014 St. Jude is the first and only pediatric cancer center to 12-15-13 2014 St. Jude is the first and only pediatric cancer center to 12-15-13 2014 St. Jude is the first and only pediatric cancer center to 12-15-13 2014 St. Jude is the first and only pediatric cancer center to 
be designated as a Comprehensive Cancer Center by the National be designated as a Comprehensive Cancer Center by the National be designated as a Comprehensive Cancer Center by the National be designated as a Comprehensive Cancer Center by the National 
Cancer Institute. Cancer Institute. Cancer Institute. Cancer Institute. 

12-15-13 2014 National Cancer Institute MD's are mostly drinking 12-15-13 2014 National Cancer Institute MD's are mostly drinking 12-15-13 2014 National Cancer Institute MD's are mostly drinking 12-15-13 2014 National Cancer Institute MD's are mostly drinking 
Wine at the Rum Barrel or Hard Rock, gambling in the Casino and Wine at the Rum Barrel or Hard Rock, gambling in the Casino and Wine at the Rum Barrel or Hard Rock, gambling in the Casino and Wine at the Rum Barrel or Hard Rock, gambling in the Casino and 
smoking... smoking... smoking... smoking... 

12-15-13 2014 They have to be as the CANCER statistics for alcoholics + 12-15-13 2014 They have to be as the CANCER statistics for alcoholics + 12-15-13 2014 They have to be as the CANCER statistics for alcoholics + 12-15-13 2014 They have to be as the CANCER statistics for alcoholics + 
smokers are "1 Trillion Times" more than St. Jude's Childhood leukemia smokers are "1 Trillion Times" more than St. Jude's Childhood leukemia smokers are "1 Trillion Times" more than St. Jude's Childhood leukemia smokers are "1 Trillion Times" more than St. Jude's Childhood leukemia 
statistics. statistics. statistics. statistics. 

12-15-13 2014 National Cancer Institute MD's are infected with HPV, 12-15-13 2014 National Cancer Institute MD's are infected with HPV, 12-15-13 2014 National Cancer Institute MD's are infected with HPV, 12-15-13 2014 National Cancer Institute MD's are infected with HPV, 
HIV, STD's... HIV, STD's... HIV, STD's... HIV, STD's... 

12-15-13 2014 007 Bond Wife will post "Mug" shots of all the Men with 12-15-13 2014 007 Bond Wife will post "Mug" shots of all the Men with 12-15-13 2014 007 Bond Wife will post "Mug" shots of all the Men with 12-15-13 2014 007 Bond Wife will post "Mug" shots of all the Men with 
HPV, HIV, STD's Hepatitis in Facebook and put them on Google Street HPV, HIV, STD's Hepatitis in Facebook and put them on Google Street HPV, HIV, STD's Hepatitis in Facebook and put them on Google Street HPV, HIV, STD's Hepatitis in Facebook and put them on Google Street 
View. View. View. View. 
12-15-13 007 Mr. Bond says to Mrs. Bond, I expect to outlive you, I will 12-15-13 007 Mr. Bond says to Mrs. Bond, I expect to outlive you, I will 12-15-13 007 Mr. Bond says to Mrs. Bond, I expect to outlive you, I will 12-15-13 007 Mr. Bond says to Mrs. Bond, I expect to outlive you, I will 
live to be 100 you will live to be 99. live to be 100 you will live to be 99. live to be 100 you will live to be 99. live to be 100 you will live to be 99. 

12-15-13 The 007's Outside the Key West Tropic Cinema to get his 12-15-13 The 007's Outside the Key West Tropic Cinema to get his 12-15-13 The 007's Outside the Key West Tropic Cinema to get his 12-15-13 The 007's Outside the Key West Tropic Cinema to get his 
updated "Will" signed, his signature has to be witnessed by 2 people. Of updated "Will" signed, his signature has to be witnessed by 2 people. Of updated "Will" signed, his signature has to be witnessed by 2 people. Of updated "Will" signed, his signature has to be witnessed by 2 people. Of 
course she is the soul-sole beneficiary! course she is the soul-sole beneficiary! course she is the soul-sole beneficiary! course she is the soul-sole beneficiary! 

12-15-13 "Will Power" 007 Mr. + Mrs Bond, Dr. + Mr. Bond as she had to 12-15-13 "Will Power" 007 Mr. + Mrs Bond, Dr. + Mr. Bond as she had to 12-15-13 "Will Power" 007 Mr. + Mrs Bond, Dr. + Mr. Bond as she had to 12-15-13 "Will Power" 007 Mr. + Mrs Bond, Dr. + Mr. Bond as she had to 
become an MD. 1st MD President of the USA too. SMOG is a social become an MD. 1st MD President of the USA too. SMOG is a social become an MD. 1st MD President of the USA too. SMOG is a social become an MD. 1st MD President of the USA too. SMOG is a social 
diseases, Bill + Melinda can't cure with Win 8.2 fix! diseases, Bill + Melinda can't cure with Win 8.2 fix! diseases, Bill + Melinda can't cure with Win 8.2 fix! diseases, Bill + Melinda can't cure with Win 8.2 fix! 

"iPhone5soul-mate trillion year gambling Apps" 2014 "iPhone5soul-mate trillion year gambling Apps" 2014 "iPhone5soul-mate trillion year gambling Apps" 2014 "iPhone5soul-mate trillion year gambling Apps" 2014 

12-15-13 "Will Power" 007 Mr. + Mrs Bond, Dr. + Mr. Bond as she had to 12-15-13 "Will Power" 007 Mr. + Mrs Bond, Dr. + Mr. Bond as she had to 12-15-13 "Will Power" 007 Mr. + Mrs Bond, Dr. + Mr. Bond as she had to 12-15-13 "Will Power" 007 Mr. + Mrs Bond, Dr. + Mr. Bond as she had to 
become an MD. 1st MD President of the USA too. SMOG is a social become an MD. 1st MD President of the USA too. SMOG is a social become an MD. 1st MD President of the USA too. SMOG is a social become an MD. 1st MD President of the USA too. SMOG is a social 
diseases, Bill + Melinda can't cure with Win 8.2 fix! diseases, Bill + Melinda can't cure with Win 8.2 fix! diseases, Bill + Melinda can't cure with Win 8.2 fix! diseases, Bill + Melinda can't cure with Win 8.2 fix! 

"iPhone5sWorldPeace Apps via Lobotomy gas gas" 2014 "iPhone5sWorldPeace Apps via Lobotomy gas gas" 2014 "iPhone5sWorldPeace Apps via Lobotomy gas gas" 2014 "iPhone5sWorldPeace Apps via Lobotomy gas gas" 2014 

"iPhone5sAliensCalled-Answered Apps" 2014 "iPhone5sAliensCalled-Answered Apps" 2014 "iPhone5sAliensCalled-Answered Apps" 2014 "iPhone5sAliensCalled-Answered Apps" 2014 

12-15-13 2014 "End of the Nobel Prize" 1980 to 2014 12-15-13 2014 "End of the Nobel Prize" 1980 to 2014 12-15-13 2014 "End of the Nobel Prize" 1980 to 2014 12-15-13 2014 "End of the Nobel Prize" 1980 to 2014 
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12-15-13 "Will Power" 007 Mr. + Mrs Bond, Dr. + Mr. Bond as she had to 12-15-13 "Will Power" 007 Mr. + Mrs Bond, Dr. + Mr. Bond as she had to 12-15-13 "Will Power" 007 Mr. + Mrs Bond, Dr. + Mr. Bond as she had to 12-15-13 "Will Power" 007 Mr. + Mrs Bond, Dr. + Mr. Bond as she had to 
become an MD. 1st MD President of the USA too. SMOG is a social become an MD. 1st MD President of the USA too. SMOG is a social become an MD. 1st MD President of the USA too. SMOG is a social become an MD. 1st MD President of the USA too. SMOG is a social 
diseases, Bill + Melinda can't cure with Win 8.2 fix! diseases, Bill + Melinda can't cure with Win 8.2 fix! diseases, Bill + Melinda can't cure with Win 8.2 fix! diseases, Bill + Melinda can't cure with Win 8.2 fix! 

"iPhone5soul-mate trillion year gambling Apps" 2014 "iPhone5soul-mate trillion year gambling Apps" 2014 "iPhone5soul-mate trillion year gambling Apps" 2014 "iPhone5soul-mate trillion year gambling Apps" 2014 

12-15-13 "Will Power" 007 Mr. + Mrs Bond, Dr. + Mr. Bond as she had to 12-15-13 "Will Power" 007 Mr. + Mrs Bond, Dr. + Mr. Bond as she had to 12-15-13 "Will Power" 007 Mr. + Mrs Bond, Dr. + Mr. Bond as she had to 12-15-13 "Will Power" 007 Mr. + Mrs Bond, Dr. + Mr. Bond as she had to 
become an MD. 1st MD President of the USA too. SMOG is a social become an MD. 1st MD President of the USA too. SMOG is a social become an MD. 1st MD President of the USA too. SMOG is a social become an MD. 1st MD President of the USA too. SMOG is a social 
Diseases, Bill + Melinda can't cure with Win 8.2 fix! Diseases, Bill + Melinda can't cure with Win 8.2 fix! Diseases, Bill + Melinda can't cure with Win 8.2 fix! Diseases, Bill + Melinda can't cure with Win 8.2 fix! 

12-13-13 007 Mr. Bond says to Mrs. Bond, I expect to outlive you, I will 12-13-13 007 Mr. Bond says to Mrs. Bond, I expect to outlive you, I will 12-13-13 007 Mr. Bond says to Mrs. Bond, I expect to outlive you, I will 12-13-13 007 Mr. Bond says to Mrs. Bond, I expect to outlive you, I will 
live to be 100 you will live to be 99. live to be 100 you will live to be 99. live to be 100 you will live to be 99. live to be 100 you will live to be 99. 

12-13-13 007's Outside the Key West Tropic Cinema to get his updated 12-13-13 007's Outside the Key West Tropic Cinema to get his updated 12-13-13 007's Outside the Key West Tropic Cinema to get his updated 12-13-13 007's Outside the Key West Tropic Cinema to get his updated 
"Will" signed, his signature has to be witnessed by 2 people. Of course "Will" signed, his signature has to be witnessed by 2 people. Of course "Will" signed, his signature has to be witnessed by 2 people. Of course "Will" signed, his signature has to be witnessed by 2 people. Of course 
she is the soul-sole beneficiary! As recent classified top secret document she is the soul-sole beneficiary! As recent classified top secret document she is the soul-sole beneficiary! As recent classified top secret document she is the soul-sole beneficiary! As recent classified top secret document 
from NASA points out one of the 3 nears stars Around Alpha Centauri from NASA points out one of the 3 nears stars Around Alpha Centauri from NASA points out one of the 3 nears stars Around Alpha Centauri from NASA points out one of the 3 nears stars Around Alpha Centauri 
will shine for the next 4 trillion years. This he said we can now"gamble" will shine for the next 4 trillion years. This he said we can now"gamble" will shine for the next 4 trillion years. This he said we can now"gamble" will shine for the next 4 trillion years. This he said we can now"gamble" 
and win big on being "Soul Mates" for 4 trillion years our soul- and win big on being "Soul Mates" for 4 trillion years our soul- and win big on being "Soul Mates" for 4 trillion years our soul- and win big on being "Soul Mates" for 4 trillion years our soul- 
Conscientiousness will shine as there is more to the Universe than the Conscientiousness will shine as there is more to the Universe than the Conscientiousness will shine as there is more to the Universe than the Conscientiousness will shine as there is more to the Universe than the 
Worlds Numb Nuts Dictator Observe + Suppress! Worlds Numb Nuts Dictator Observe + Suppress! Worlds Numb Nuts Dictator Observe + Suppress! Worlds Numb Nuts Dictator Observe + Suppress! 

2-13-13 007's conversation least to "Gambling" winning the $400 2-13-13 007's conversation least to "Gambling" winning the $400 2-13-13 007's conversation least to "Gambling" winning the $400 2-13-13 007's conversation least to "Gambling" winning the $400 
Million Power Ball Lottery... A Scam by Worlds Numb Nuts Dictators of Million Power Ball Lottery... A Scam by Worlds Numb Nuts Dictators of Million Power Ball Lottery... A Scam by Worlds Numb Nuts Dictators of Million Power Ball Lottery... A Scam by Worlds Numb Nuts Dictators of 
course $$$... New York Times Headlines during the Height of the course $$$... New York Times Headlines during the Height of the course $$$... New York Times Headlines during the Height of the course $$$... New York Times Headlines during the Height of the 
Vietnam War said God is Dead. Most believed this was wishful thinking Vietnam War said God is Dead. Most believed this was wishful thinking Vietnam War said God is Dead. Most believed this was wishful thinking Vietnam War said God is Dead. Most believed this was wishful thinking 
by the CIA. by the CIA. by the CIA. by the CIA. 

12-13-13 007 Mr. Bond says to Mrs. Bond, I expect to outlive you, I will 12-13-13 007 Mr. Bond says to Mrs. Bond, I expect to outlive you, I will 12-13-13 007 Mr. Bond says to Mrs. Bond, I expect to outlive you, I will 12-13-13 007 Mr. Bond says to Mrs. Bond, I expect to outlive you, I will 
live to be 100 you will live to be 99. Ms Bond will not die early -- from live to be 100 you will live to be 99. Ms Bond will not die early -- from live to be 100 you will live to be 99. Ms Bond will not die early -- from live to be 100 you will live to be 99. Ms Bond will not die early -- from 
booze, she says No I will live to 100 too. 007 Mr. Bond says to Mrs. Bond, booze, she says No I will live to 100 too. 007 Mr. Bond says to Mrs. Bond, booze, she says No I will live to 100 too. 007 Mr. Bond says to Mrs. Bond, booze, she says No I will live to 100 too. 007 Mr. Bond says to Mrs. Bond, 
These Bond characters are from the "ElectricWindmillCar Era" that is These Bond characters are from the "ElectricWindmillCar Era" that is These Bond characters are from the "ElectricWindmillCar Era" that is These Bond characters are from the "ElectricWindmillCar Era" that is 
being suppressed by BP Oil and the Queen. In her time when the being suppressed by BP Oil and the Queen. In her time when the being suppressed by BP Oil and the Queen. In her time when the being suppressed by BP Oil and the Queen. In her time when the 
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consequences were not so well known selling Opium to China, is not the consequences were not so well known selling Opium to China, is not the consequences were not so well known selling Opium to China, is not the consequences were not so well known selling Opium to China, is not the 
same as selling "Smog" to China as more TV "Doctors" on BBC and same as selling "Smog" to China as more TV "Doctors" on BBC and same as selling "Smog" to China as more TV "Doctors" on BBC and same as selling "Smog" to China as more TV "Doctors" on BBC and 
Today Show for 5 mins a day. "Smog + Opium" are in different times! Today Show for 5 mins a day. "Smog + Opium" are in different times! Today Show for 5 mins a day. "Smog + Opium" are in different times! Today Show for 5 mins a day. "Smog + Opium" are in different times! 
Time can go on for the next 4 Trillion years as one of the nearest stars Time can go on for the next 4 Trillion years as one of the nearest stars Time can go on for the next 4 Trillion years as one of the nearest stars Time can go on for the next 4 Trillion years as one of the nearest stars 
will shine for 4 trillion years. Queen of England thinking about will shine for 4 trillion years. Queen of England thinking about will shine for 4 trillion years. Queen of England thinking about will shine for 4 trillion years. Queen of England thinking about 
"Forever" dismissed this idea of time can go on "Forever" all her life! "Forever" dismissed this idea of time can go on "Forever" all her life! "Forever" dismissed this idea of time can go on "Forever" all her life! "Forever" dismissed this idea of time can go on "Forever" all her life! 
Today she believes time can go on for 4 Trillion more years as she knows Today she believes time can go on for 4 Trillion more years as she knows Today she believes time can go on for 4 Trillion more years as she knows Today she believes time can go on for 4 Trillion more years as she knows 
more about the Universe! more about the Universe! more about the Universe! more about the Universe! 

12-13-13 007's he said she said booze is not as bad as smoking, he says 12-13-13 007's he said she said booze is not as bad as smoking, he says 12-13-13 007's he said she said booze is not as bad as smoking, he says 12-13-13 007's he said she said booze is not as bad as smoking, he says 
it worst than smoking, she thinks he might be right... they go inside it worst than smoking, she thinks he might be right... they go inside it worst than smoking, she thinks he might be right... they go inside it worst than smoking, she thinks he might be right... they go inside 

12-13-13 007 at the Key West Tropic Cinema... "Will" needs to be signed 12-13-13 007 at the Key West Tropic Cinema... "Will" needs to be signed 12-13-13 007 at the Key West Tropic Cinema... "Will" needs to be signed 12-13-13 007 at the Key West Tropic Cinema... "Will" needs to be signed 
as "Black Oil" in "Quantum of Solace" unexpectedly killed Ms. Fields as "Black Oil" in "Quantum of Solace" unexpectedly killed Ms. Fields as "Black Oil" in "Quantum of Solace" unexpectedly killed Ms. Fields as "Black Oil" in "Quantum of Solace" unexpectedly killed Ms. Fields 
when the Scam was over water for H2O H fuel exploding the "Hotel" when the Scam was over water for H2O H fuel exploding the "Hotel" when the Scam was over water for H2O H fuel exploding the "Hotel" when the Scam was over water for H2O H fuel exploding the "Hotel" 
made in China cans of Hydrogen of course. Ms. Fields covered on the made in China cans of Hydrogen of course. Ms. Fields covered on the made in China cans of Hydrogen of course. Ms. Fields covered on the made in China cans of Hydrogen of course. Ms. Fields covered on the 
bed in "Black Oil" was not expected. bed in "Black Oil" was not expected. bed in "Black Oil" was not expected. bed in "Black Oil" was not expected. 

12-13-13 Mrs. Bond with a non-drinking 007 spouts off in front of the 12-13-13 Mrs. Bond with a non-drinking 007 spouts off in front of the 12-13-13 Mrs. Bond with a non-drinking 007 spouts off in front of the 12-13-13 Mrs. Bond with a non-drinking 007 spouts off in front of the 
Key West Tropic Cinema I will live to 100 too as they look for 2 movie Key West Tropic Cinema I will live to 100 too as they look for 2 movie Key West Tropic Cinema I will live to 100 too as they look for 2 movie Key West Tropic Cinema I will live to 100 too as they look for 2 movie 
goers to witness his signature on a new "Will" leaving her soul-sole goers to witness his signature on a new "Will" leaving her soul-sole goers to witness his signature on a new "Will" leaving her soul-sole goers to witness his signature on a new "Will" leaving her soul-sole 
beneficiary. Inside we only found 1 women willing to sign. beneficiary. Inside we only found 1 women willing to sign. beneficiary. Inside we only found 1 women willing to sign. beneficiary. Inside we only found 1 women willing to sign. 

12-13-13 007 Mrs. Bond, polished off one and a half bottles of wine just 12-13-13 007 Mrs. Bond, polished off one and a half bottles of wine just 12-13-13 007 Mrs. Bond, polished off one and a half bottles of wine just 12-13-13 007 Mrs. Bond, polished off one and a half bottles of wine just 
at the Key West Tropic Cinema watching Quantum of Solace were Bond at the Key West Tropic Cinema watching Quantum of Solace were Bond at the Key West Tropic Cinema watching Quantum of Solace were Bond at the Key West Tropic Cinema watching Quantum of Solace were Bond 
loses his last women covered in "Black Oil" Ms Fields was just a officer loses his last women covered in "Black Oil" Ms Fields was just a officer loses his last women covered in "Black Oil" Ms Fields was just a officer loses his last women covered in "Black Oil" Ms Fields was just a officer 
worker M screams! worker M screams! worker M screams! worker M screams! 

12-13-13 007 Movie back in Korea! A "Will" as the will power at Oxford + 12-13-13 007 Movie back in Korea! A "Will" as the will power at Oxford + 12-13-13 007 Movie back in Korea! A "Will" as the will power at Oxford + 12-13-13 007 Movie back in Korea! A "Will" as the will power at Oxford + 
Nottingham University Hospitals, told the BBC: "You wouldn't want the Nottingham University Hospitals, told the BBC: "You wouldn't want the Nottingham University Hospitals, told the BBC: "You wouldn't want the Nottingham University Hospitals, told the BBC: "You wouldn't want the 
Worlds Numb Nuts Dictators debugging this nuclear bomb on its way to Worlds Numb Nuts Dictators debugging this nuclear bomb on its way to Worlds Numb Nuts Dictators debugging this nuclear bomb on its way to Worlds Numb Nuts Dictators debugging this nuclear bomb on its way to 
Soul Korea! North Korea's execution of the man in charge of its Soul Korea! North Korea's execution of the man in charge of its Soul Korea! North Korea's execution of the man in charge of its Soul Korea! North Korea's execution of the man in charge of its 
relationship with top ally China may reduce the chance that the relationship with top ally China may reduce the chance that the relationship with top ally China may reduce the chance that the relationship with top ally China may reduce the chance that the 
isolated nation adopts the embrace of markets that has seen its isolated nation adopts the embrace of markets that has seen its isolated nation adopts the embrace of markets that has seen its isolated nation adopts the embrace of markets that has seen its 
neighbor build a middle class... China's "Smog Revolution" will execute neighbor build a middle class... China's "Smog Revolution" will execute neighbor build a middle class... China's "Smog Revolution" will execute neighbor build a middle class... China's "Smog Revolution" will execute 
all the Chinese you see on TV... their crimes of embracing markets of BP all the Chinese you see on TV... their crimes of embracing markets of BP all the Chinese you see on TV... their crimes of embracing markets of BP all the Chinese you see on TV... their crimes of embracing markets of BP 
Oil and Coal. Chinese parents with 1 child will see the kid die of Oil and Coal. Chinese parents with 1 child will see the kid die of Oil and Coal. Chinese parents with 1 child will see the kid die of Oil and Coal. Chinese parents with 1 child will see the kid die of 
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"Childhood Cancers leukemia" St. Jude would need $177 Trillion "Childhood Cancers leukemia" St. Jude would need $177 Trillion "Childhood Cancers leukemia" St. Jude would need $177 Trillion "Childhood Cancers leukemia" St. Jude would need $177 Trillion 
dollars just to save 1 million Chinese kids who will get leukemia from dollars just to save 1 million Chinese kids who will get leukemia from dollars just to save 1 million Chinese kids who will get leukemia from dollars just to save 1 million Chinese kids who will get leukemia from 
"Smog" in the next 10 years! "Smog" in the next 10 years! "Smog" in the next 10 years! "Smog" in the next 10 years! 

12-13-13 Today Show everyone is buying a Power Ball Lottery Ticket as 12-13-13 Today Show everyone is buying a Power Ball Lottery Ticket as 12-13-13 Today Show everyone is buying a Power Ball Lottery Ticket as 12-13-13 Today Show everyone is buying a Power Ball Lottery Ticket as 
if you win its $400 million. A Scam by Worlds Numb Nuts Dictators of if you win its $400 million. A Scam by Worlds Numb Nuts Dictators of if you win its $400 million. A Scam by Worlds Numb Nuts Dictators of if you win its $400 million. A Scam by Worlds Numb Nuts Dictators of 
course$$$ course$$$ course$$$ course$$$ 

12-13-13 Incompatible with the lifestyle of an alcoholic 007 Numb Nuts 12-13-13 Incompatible with the lifestyle of an alcoholic 007 Numb Nuts 12-13-13 Incompatible with the lifestyle of an alcoholic 007 Numb Nuts 12-13-13 Incompatible with the lifestyle of an alcoholic 007 Numb Nuts 
Boss M, no more like Dr. No in the Nuke Movie! Boss M, no more like Dr. No in the Nuke Movie! Boss M, no more like Dr. No in the Nuke Movie! Boss M, no more like Dr. No in the Nuke Movie! 

12-13-13 US drone attack killed 15 people at a wedding party in 12-13-13 US drone attack killed 15 people at a wedding party in 12-13-13 US drone attack killed 15 people at a wedding party in 12-13-13 US drone attack killed 15 people at a wedding party in 
central Yemen yesterday evening after mistaking them for an al-central Yemen yesterday evening after mistaking them for an al-central Yemen yesterday evening after mistaking them for an al-central Yemen yesterday evening after mistaking them for an al-
Qaeda convoy. Qaeda convoy. Qaeda convoy. Qaeda convoy. 

12-13-13 US "Drone" strike in "Key West" hit Greg + MD Wives Legal 12-13-13 US "Drone" strike in "Key West" hit Greg + MD Wives Legal 12-13-13 US "Drone" strike in "Key West" hit Greg + MD Wives Legal 12-13-13 US "Drone" strike in "Key West" hit Greg + MD Wives Legal 
Polygamous Wedding Party at the Hemingway House when 150 People Polygamous Wedding Party at the Hemingway House when 150 People Polygamous Wedding Party at the Hemingway House when 150 People Polygamous Wedding Party at the Hemingway House when 150 People 
were all in a "Writing Class" brainstorming 150 Invention projects all were all in a "Writing Class" brainstorming 150 Invention projects all were all in a "Writing Class" brainstorming 150 Invention projects all were all in a "Writing Class" brainstorming 150 Invention projects all 
in Chapter 1, just started Chapter 2 when the US "Drone" killed all, and in Chapter 1, just started Chapter 2 when the US "Drone" killed all, and in Chapter 1, just started Chapter 2 when the US "Drone" killed all, and in Chapter 1, just started Chapter 2 when the US "Drone" killed all, and 
destroyed the Yale Key West Medical School built on a Pink Eiffel Tower! destroyed the Yale Key West Medical School built on a Pink Eiffel Tower! destroyed the Yale Key West Medical School built on a Pink Eiffel Tower! destroyed the Yale Key West Medical School built on a Pink Eiffel Tower! 

12-13-13 Key West has a Movie Star Island, well TV Stars Island called 12-13-13 Key West has a Movie Star Island, well TV Stars Island called 12-13-13 Key West has a Movie Star Island, well TV Stars Island called 12-13-13 Key West has a Movie Star Island, well TV Stars Island called 
Sunset Keys... Everyone you see on TV has a home on Sunset Keys. I have Sunset Keys... Everyone you see on TV has a home on Sunset Keys. I have Sunset Keys... Everyone you see on TV has a home on Sunset Keys. I have Sunset Keys... Everyone you see on TV has a home on Sunset Keys. I have 
read + written across from this Island for almost 3 years and talked to read + written across from this Island for almost 3 years and talked to read + written across from this Island for almost 3 years and talked to read + written across from this Island for almost 3 years and talked to 
locals and tourists just who has a $5 million dollar house over there. As locals and tourists just who has a $5 million dollar house over there. As locals and tourists just who has a $5 million dollar house over there. As locals and tourists just who has a $5 million dollar house over there. As 
its just over 100 yards from Key West. Well the Mayor of Key West and the its just over 100 yards from Key West. Well the Mayor of Key West and the its just over 100 yards from Key West. Well the Mayor of Key West and the its just over 100 yards from Key West. Well the Mayor of Key West and the 
other city leaders all have gotten drunk, and probably stoned on crack other city leaders all have gotten drunk, and probably stoned on crack other city leaders all have gotten drunk, and probably stoned on crack other city leaders all have gotten drunk, and probably stoned on crack 
cocaine visiting celebrates there... the British Cook who used cocaine cocaine visiting celebrates there... the British Cook who used cocaine cocaine visiting celebrates there... the British Cook who used cocaine cocaine visiting celebrates there... the British Cook who used cocaine 
every day in front of kids and staff. Sisters who spent $1 million on her every day in front of kids and staff. Sisters who spent $1 million on her every day in front of kids and staff. Sisters who spent $1 million on her every day in front of kids and staff. Sisters who spent $1 million on her 
credit card are on trial in London Today... well back to Key West City credit card are on trial in London Today... well back to Key West City credit card are on trial in London Today... well back to Key West City credit card are on trial in London Today... well back to Key West City 
leaders on yesterday were divided over whether to send a formal leaders on yesterday were divided over whether to send a formal leaders on yesterday were divided over whether to send a formal leaders on yesterday were divided over whether to send a formal 
response to the Fox News network over a recent segment that mocked response to the Fox News network over a recent segment that mocked response to the Fox News network over a recent segment that mocked response to the Fox News network over a recent segment that mocked 
Key West as a haven for low-rent drunks who can't identify Vice Key West as a haven for low-rent drunks who can't identify Vice Key West as a haven for low-rent drunks who can't identify Vice Key West as a haven for low-rent drunks who can't identify Vice 
President Joe Biden.. Host Bill O'Reilly also concludes in the show that President Joe Biden.. Host Bill O'Reilly also concludes in the show that President Joe Biden.. Host Bill O'Reilly also concludes in the show that President Joe Biden.. Host Bill O'Reilly also concludes in the show that 
Key West is no place for families to vacation. "People on vacation with Key West is no place for families to vacation. "People on vacation with Key West is no place for families to vacation. "People on vacation with Key West is no place for families to vacation. "People on vacation with 
kids?" CNN, Fox, half the houses on Sunset Keys are owned by these kids?" CNN, Fox, half the houses on Sunset Keys are owned by these kids?" CNN, Fox, half the houses on Sunset Keys are owned by these kids?" CNN, Fox, half the houses on Sunset Keys are owned by these 
people at CNN + Fox! people at CNN + Fox! people at CNN + Fox! people at CNN + Fox! 

12-13-13 Amnesty International said they are a "Front" for the "CIA." 12-13-13 Amnesty International said they are a "Front" for the "CIA." 12-13-13 Amnesty International said they are a "Front" for the "CIA." 12-13-13 Amnesty International said they are a "Front" for the "CIA." 

12-13-13 Teddy Kennedy drunk driving off bridge killed Mary Jo... 12-13-13 Teddy Kennedy drunk driving off bridge killed Mary Jo... 12-13-13 Teddy Kennedy drunk driving off bridge killed Mary Jo... 12-13-13 Teddy Kennedy drunk driving off bridge killed Mary Jo... 
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Robert Kennedy Jr killed Mary by Hanging her in the barn... defense Robert Kennedy Jr killed Mary by Hanging her in the barn... defense Robert Kennedy Jr killed Mary by Hanging her in the barn... defense Robert Kennedy Jr killed Mary by Hanging her in the barn... defense 
psychologist called it “affluenza,” a syndrome that keeps someone from psychologist called it “affluenza,” a syndrome that keeps someone from psychologist called it “affluenza,” a syndrome that keeps someone from psychologist called it “affluenza,” a syndrome that keeps someone from 
a wealthy background from learning that bad behavior has a wealthy background from learning that bad behavior has a wealthy background from learning that bad behavior has a wealthy background from learning that bad behavior has 
consequences todays News is the Rich Oil Mans Kid in Texas killed 4 consequences todays News is the Rich Oil Mans Kid in Texas killed 4 consequences todays News is the Rich Oil Mans Kid in Texas killed 4 consequences todays News is the Rich Oil Mans Kid in Texas killed 4 
pedestrians driving drunk! pedestrians driving drunk! pedestrians driving drunk! pedestrians driving drunk! 

12-13-13 Cell phones on flights get poor reception from air travelers, 12-13-13 Cell phones on flights get poor reception from air travelers, 12-13-13 Cell phones on flights get poor reception from air travelers, 12-13-13 Cell phones on flights get poor reception from air travelers, 
Flying in to Key West Air Travelers get a Hemingway Writing Class and Flying in to Key West Air Travelers get a Hemingway Writing Class and Flying in to Key West Air Travelers get a Hemingway Writing Class and Flying in to Key West Air Travelers get a Hemingway Writing Class and 
you must put 3 aviation invention projects in Chapter 1 before you land you must put 3 aviation invention projects in Chapter 1 before you land you must put 3 aviation invention projects in Chapter 1 before you land you must put 3 aviation invention projects in Chapter 1 before you land 
in Key West... hint for 1 is "39 Steps" secret engineering to make Jet in Key West... hint for 1 is "39 Steps" secret engineering to make Jet in Key West... hint for 1 is "39 Steps" secret engineering to make Jet in Key West... hint for 1 is "39 Steps" secret engineering to make Jet 
Fighters engine silent... NO you can't put a "Gravity Engine" in the Fighters engine silent... NO you can't put a "Gravity Engine" in the Fighters engine silent... NO you can't put a "Gravity Engine" in the Fighters engine silent... NO you can't put a "Gravity Engine" in the 
Navy's Fighter Jets. Navy's Fighter Jets. Navy's Fighter Jets. Navy's Fighter Jets. 

12-13-13 International Space Station A/C cooling pump is going out 12-13-13 International Space Station A/C cooling pump is going out 12-13-13 International Space Station A/C cooling pump is going out 12-13-13 International Space Station A/C cooling pump is going out 
again. A/C in 2013 Model ElectricWindmillcars would have saved the again. A/C in 2013 Model ElectricWindmillcars would have saved the again. A/C in 2013 Model ElectricWindmillcars would have saved the again. A/C in 2013 Model ElectricWindmillcars would have saved the 
lives of 100 kids who were left in hot cars to die... While Verizon lives of 100 kids who were left in hot cars to die... While Verizon lives of 100 kids who were left in hot cars to die... While Verizon lives of 100 kids who were left in hot cars to die... While Verizon 
recorded the screaming parents, cops who know all recorded the screaming parents, cops who know all recorded the screaming parents, cops who know all recorded the screaming parents, cops who know all 
ElectricWindmillCars will be climate controlled just like a Key West ElectricWindmillCars will be climate controlled just like a Key West ElectricWindmillCars will be climate controlled just like a Key West ElectricWindmillCars will be climate controlled just like a Key West 
Home! Home! Home! Home! 

12-13-13 007 Mrs. Bond, we expect you to die -- from booze before you 12-13-13 007 Mrs. Bond, we expect you to die -- from booze before you 12-13-13 007 Mrs. Bond, we expect you to die -- from booze before you 12-13-13 007 Mrs. Bond, we expect you to die -- from booze before you 
are 99 years old, sorry! are 99 years old, sorry! are 99 years old, sorry! are 99 years old, sorry! 

12-13-13 007 Mrs. Bond, polished off one and a half bottles of wine just 12-13-13 007 Mrs. Bond, polished off one and a half bottles of wine just 12-13-13 007 Mrs. Bond, polished off one and a half bottles of wine just 12-13-13 007 Mrs. Bond, polished off one and a half bottles of wine just 
at the Key West Tropic Cinema watching Quantum of Solace were Bond at the Key West Tropic Cinema watching Quantum of Solace were Bond at the Key West Tropic Cinema watching Quantum of Solace were Bond at the Key West Tropic Cinema watching Quantum of Solace were Bond 
lost his last women covered in "Black Oil" Ms Fields was just a officer lost his last women covered in "Black Oil" Ms Fields was just a officer lost his last women covered in "Black Oil" Ms Fields was just a officer lost his last women covered in "Black Oil" Ms Fields was just a officer 
worker M screams! worker M screams! worker M screams! worker M screams! 

12-13-13 Mrs. Bond with a non-drinking 007 spouts off in front of the 12-13-13 Mrs. Bond with a non-drinking 007 spouts off in front of the 12-13-13 Mrs. Bond with a non-drinking 007 spouts off in front of the 12-13-13 Mrs. Bond with a non-drinking 007 spouts off in front of the 
Key West Tropic Cinema I will live to 100 too as they look for 2 movie Key West Tropic Cinema I will live to 100 too as they look for 2 movie Key West Tropic Cinema I will live to 100 too as they look for 2 movie Key West Tropic Cinema I will live to 100 too as they look for 2 movie 
goers to witness his signature on a new "Will" leaving her soul-sole goers to witness his signature on a new "Will" leaving her soul-sole goers to witness his signature on a new "Will" leaving her soul-sole goers to witness his signature on a new "Will" leaving her soul-sole 
beneficiary. Inside we only found 1 women willing to sign. She has such beneficiary. Inside we only found 1 women willing to sign. She has such beneficiary. Inside we only found 1 women willing to sign. She has such beneficiary. Inside we only found 1 women willing to sign. She has such 
a severe drinking problem, probably suffers from hand tremors that a severe drinking problem, probably suffers from hand tremors that a severe drinking problem, probably suffers from hand tremors that a severe drinking problem, probably suffers from hand tremors that 
make stirring a cocktail - if not shooting a gun - impossible, say make stirring a cocktail - if not shooting a gun - impossible, say make stirring a cocktail - if not shooting a gun - impossible, say make stirring a cocktail - if not shooting a gun - impossible, say 
doctors who studied her ... her red nose of a wine o. doctors who studied her ... her red nose of a wine o. doctors who studied her ... her red nose of a wine o. doctors who studied her ... her red nose of a wine o. 

12-13-13 Salute Bar on Higgs beach is on the front page of the Key West 12-13-13 Salute Bar on Higgs beach is on the front page of the Key West 12-13-13 Salute Bar on Higgs beach is on the front page of the Key West 12-13-13 Salute Bar on Higgs beach is on the front page of the Key West 
Citizen today just below Fox Mocking Key West. Well 1 Turtle is going to Citizen today just below Fox Mocking Key West. Well 1 Turtle is going to Citizen today just below Fox Mocking Key West. Well 1 Turtle is going to Citizen today just below Fox Mocking Key West. Well 1 Turtle is going to 
be released after being in the Key West Hospital for the last 3 months. 4 be released after being in the Key West Hospital for the last 3 months. 4 be released after being in the Key West Hospital for the last 3 months. 4 be released after being in the Key West Hospital for the last 3 months. 4 
Trillion Years from "Reality of our Universe" this "Good Deed" is. 1 Trillion Years from "Reality of our Universe" this "Good Deed" is. 1 Trillion Years from "Reality of our Universe" this "Good Deed" is. 1 Trillion Years from "Reality of our Universe" this "Good Deed" is. 1 
Trillion Turtles need to be raised in the Ocean off Key West. Hemingway Trillion Turtles need to be raised in the Ocean off Key West. Hemingway Trillion Turtles need to be raised in the Ocean off Key West. Hemingway Trillion Turtles need to be raised in the Ocean off Key West. Hemingway 
Beach would be the name of this beach if Hemingway put in an Beach would be the name of this beach if Hemingway put in an Beach would be the name of this beach if Hemingway put in an Beach would be the name of this beach if Hemingway put in an 
Invention Project in 1935 to get his Navy drinking buddies to raise 1 Invention Project in 1935 to get his Navy drinking buddies to raise 1 Invention Project in 1935 to get his Navy drinking buddies to raise 1 Invention Project in 1935 to get his Navy drinking buddies to raise 1 
Trillion Turtles. When In Key West stop by the Turtle Museum and take a Trillion Turtles. When In Key West stop by the Turtle Museum and take a Trillion Turtles. When In Key West stop by the Turtle Museum and take a Trillion Turtles. When In Key West stop by the Turtle Museum and take a 
picture of the cans of Turtle Soup there are 2 different brands. 15 picture of the cans of Turtle Soup there are 2 different brands. 15 picture of the cans of Turtle Soup there are 2 different brands. 15 picture of the cans of Turtle Soup there are 2 different brands. 15 
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Billion people will be living on Earth by the time the Today's Navy Billion people will be living on Earth by the time the Today's Navy Billion people will be living on Earth by the time the Today's Navy Billion people will be living on Earth by the time the Today's Navy 
Drunks at Sloppy Joes decide to raise 1 Trillion turtles for 2030. Drunks at Sloppy Joes decide to raise 1 Trillion turtles for 2030. Drunks at Sloppy Joes decide to raise 1 Trillion turtles for 2030. Drunks at Sloppy Joes decide to raise 1 Trillion turtles for 2030. 

12-13-13 Red Meat is linked to Colon Cancer. Smoking + Drinking are 12-13-13 Red Meat is linked to Colon Cancer. Smoking + Drinking are 12-13-13 Red Meat is linked to Colon Cancer. Smoking + Drinking are 12-13-13 Red Meat is linked to Colon Cancer. Smoking + Drinking are 
linked to many health problems. linked to many health problems. linked to many health problems. linked to many health problems. 

12-13-13 Clusters of Breast Cancer.... 12-13-13 Clusters of Breast Cancer.... 12-13-13 Clusters of Breast Cancer.... 12-13-13 Clusters of Breast Cancer.... 

12=13=13 Clusters of Childhood leukemia... 12=13=13 Clusters of Childhood leukemia... 12=13=13 Clusters of Childhood leukemia... 12=13=13 Clusters of Childhood leukemia... 

12-13-13 Clusters of Lung Cancer + cirrhosis of the liver 12-13-13 Clusters of Lung Cancer + cirrhosis of the liver 12-13-13 Clusters of Lung Cancer + cirrhosis of the liver 12-13-13 Clusters of Lung Cancer + cirrhosis of the liver 

12-13-13 One Cluster in the news today 12-13-13 in "Environmental 12-13-13 One Cluster in the news today 12-13-13 in "Environmental 12-13-13 One Cluster in the news today 12-13-13 in "Environmental 12-13-13 One Cluster in the news today 12-13-13 in "Environmental 
Science and Technology" by Edwards also revisits a 1987-1988 Science and Technology" by Edwards also revisits a 1987-1988 Science and Technology" by Edwards also revisits a 1987-1988 Science and Technology" by Edwards also revisits a 1987-1988 
miscarriage cluster at the former headquarters of the newspaper USA miscarriage cluster at the former headquarters of the newspaper USA miscarriage cluster at the former headquarters of the newspaper USA miscarriage cluster at the former headquarters of the newspaper USA 
Today, which was then located in Arlington, Va. In this case, 100 Today, which was then located in Arlington, Va. In this case, 100 Today, which was then located in Arlington, Va. In this case, 100 Today, which was then located in Arlington, Va. In this case, 100 
percent of the pregnant women miscarried, this rate had been percent of the pregnant women miscarried, this rate had been percent of the pregnant women miscarried, this rate had been percent of the pregnant women miscarried, this rate had been 
documented for women on certain floors that were undergoing documented for women on certain floors that were undergoing documented for women on certain floors that were undergoing documented for women on certain floors that were undergoing 
construction renovations. You can do a Google Search for the full construction renovations. You can do a Google Search for the full construction renovations. You can do a Google Search for the full construction renovations. You can do a Google Search for the full 
article. article. article. article. 

12-13-13 Red Meat is linked to Colon Cancer. Smoking + Drinking are 12-13-13 Red Meat is linked to Colon Cancer. Smoking + Drinking are 12-13-13 Red Meat is linked to Colon Cancer. Smoking + Drinking are 12-13-13 Red Meat is linked to Colon Cancer. Smoking + Drinking are 
linked to many health problems. linked to many health problems. linked to many health problems. linked to many health problems. 

12-13-13 Clusters of Breast Cancer.... 12-13-13 Clusters of Breast Cancer.... 12-13-13 Clusters of Breast Cancer.... 12-13-13 Clusters of Breast Cancer.... 

12=13=13 Clusters of Childhood leukemia... 12=13=13 Clusters of Childhood leukemia... 12=13=13 Clusters of Childhood leukemia... 12=13=13 Clusters of Childhood leukemia... 

12-13-13 Clusters of Lung Cancer + cirrhosis of the liver 12-13-13 Clusters of Lung Cancer + cirrhosis of the liver 12-13-13 Clusters of Lung Cancer + cirrhosis of the liver 12-13-13 Clusters of Lung Cancer + cirrhosis of the liver 

12-13-13 Clusters of War's when the ElectricWindmillCar used as a 12-13-13 Clusters of War's when the ElectricWindmillCar used as a 12-13-13 Clusters of War's when the ElectricWindmillCar used as a 12-13-13 Clusters of War's when the ElectricWindmillCar used as a 
weapon of war would have bankrupt Iran, Iraq, in 1980 before Prince weapon of war would have bankrupt Iran, Iraq, in 1980 before Prince weapon of war would have bankrupt Iran, Iraq, in 1980 before Prince weapon of war would have bankrupt Iran, Iraq, in 1980 before Prince 
Harry was born... now War in the South Pole trip for the Queen of Harry was born... now War in the South Pole trip for the Queen of Harry was born... now War in the South Pole trip for the Queen of Harry was born... now War in the South Pole trip for the Queen of 
England who knows God will sent her to Hell for 4 Trillion Years! England who knows God will sent her to Hell for 4 Trillion Years! England who knows God will sent her to Hell for 4 Trillion Years! England who knows God will sent her to Hell for 4 Trillion Years! 

12-13-13 Afghanistan will not be bullied into signing a security pact 12-13-13 Afghanistan will not be bullied into signing a security pact 12-13-13 Afghanistan will not be bullied into signing a security pact 12-13-13 Afghanistan will not be bullied into signing a security pact 
allowing US troops to stay on after next year, President Hamid Karzai allowing US troops to stay on after next year, President Hamid Karzai allowing US troops to stay on after next year, President Hamid Karzai allowing US troops to stay on after next year, President Hamid Karzai 
said. said. said. said. 

12-13-13 Afghanistan Model 2014 ElectricWindmillCars... 12-13-13 Afghanistan Model 2014 ElectricWindmillCars... 12-13-13 Afghanistan Model 2014 ElectricWindmillCars... 12-13-13 Afghanistan Model 2014 ElectricWindmillCars... 
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12-13-13 Prince Harry reaches South Pole with wounded veterans 12-13-13 Prince Harry reaches South Pole with wounded veterans 12-13-13 Prince Harry reaches South Pole with wounded veterans 12-13-13 Prince Harry reaches South Pole with wounded veterans 
Today! He got them wounded by not leaking the suppressing of the 1980 Today! He got them wounded by not leaking the suppressing of the 1980 Today! He got them wounded by not leaking the suppressing of the 1980 Today! He got them wounded by not leaking the suppressing of the 1980 
Model ElectricWindmillCar... Prince Harry got Billions in BP Oil Model ElectricWindmillCar... Prince Harry got Billions in BP Oil Model ElectricWindmillCar... Prince Harry got Billions in BP Oil Model ElectricWindmillCar... Prince Harry got Billions in BP Oil 
Revenue for going along with the Holocaust II Poison Gasoline Smog Revenue for going along with the Holocaust II Poison Gasoline Smog Revenue for going along with the Holocaust II Poison Gasoline Smog Revenue for going along with the Holocaust II Poison Gasoline Smog 
Era! Era! Era! Era! 

12-13-13 Arizona Sheriff Joe Arpaio to House Jailed Vets Together. In 12-13-13 Arizona Sheriff Joe Arpaio to House Jailed Vets Together. In 12-13-13 Arizona Sheriff Joe Arpaio to House Jailed Vets Together. In 12-13-13 Arizona Sheriff Joe Arpaio to House Jailed Vets Together. In 
Phoenix, more than 100 veteran inmates have been told they will be Phoenix, more than 100 veteran inmates have been told they will be Phoenix, more than 100 veteran inmates have been told they will be Phoenix, more than 100 veteran inmates have been told they will be 
moving to a segregated wing of the Maricopa County Jail. moving to a segregated wing of the Maricopa County Jail. moving to a segregated wing of the Maricopa County Jail. moving to a segregated wing of the Maricopa County Jail. 

12-13-13 Detroit Mayor not willing to "LEAK" the suppression of the 12-13-13 Detroit Mayor not willing to "LEAK" the suppression of the 12-13-13 Detroit Mayor not willing to "LEAK" the suppression of the 12-13-13 Detroit Mayor not willing to "LEAK" the suppression of the 
ElectricWindmillcar" that if and when LEAKED will give the USA full ElectricWindmillcar" that if and when LEAKED will give the USA full ElectricWindmillcar" that if and when LEAKED will give the USA full ElectricWindmillcar" that if and when LEAKED will give the USA full 
employment 100% No one will join the Army, Navy, as Ford + GM workers employment 100% No one will join the Army, Navy, as Ford + GM workers employment 100% No one will join the Army, Navy, as Ford + GM workers employment 100% No one will join the Army, Navy, as Ford + GM workers 
will make more than Obama. will make more than Obama. will make more than Obama. will make more than Obama. 

12-13-13 Tesla Model E to debut in Detroit...in 2015 with less than 100 12-13-13 Tesla Model E to debut in Detroit...in 2015 with less than 100 12-13-13 Tesla Model E to debut in Detroit...in 2015 with less than 100 12-13-13 Tesla Model E to debut in Detroit...in 2015 with less than 100 
jobs. jobs. jobs. jobs. 

12-13-13 US unemployment aid applications surge to 368,000 Today. 12-13-13 US unemployment aid applications surge to 368,000 Today. 12-13-13 US unemployment aid applications surge to 368,000 Today. 12-13-13 US unemployment aid applications surge to 368,000 Today. 

12-13-13 Tesla is a CIA front company same as Amnesty International, 12-13-13 Tesla is a CIA front company same as Amnesty International, 12-13-13 Tesla is a CIA front company same as Amnesty International, 12-13-13 Tesla is a CIA front company same as Amnesty International, 
Facebook, NBC Nightly News, 60 Minutes.... 12-13-13 Prince Harry Facebook, NBC Nightly News, 60 Minutes.... 12-13-13 Prince Harry Facebook, NBC Nightly News, 60 Minutes.... 12-13-13 Prince Harry Facebook, NBC Nightly News, 60 Minutes.... 12-13-13 Prince Harry 
reaches Pakistan... Pakistan's 7,000 so-called "ghost schools", where no reaches Pakistan... Pakistan's 7,000 so-called "ghost schools", where no reaches Pakistan... Pakistan's 7,000 so-called "ghost schools", where no reaches Pakistan... Pakistan's 7,000 so-called "ghost schools", where no 
formal classes can be taught. These abandoned pupils are part of a formal classes can be taught. These abandoned pupils are part of a formal classes can be taught. These abandoned pupils are part of a formal classes can be taught. These abandoned pupils are part of a 
growing education crisis in the country where, according to the United growing education crisis in the country where, according to the United growing education crisis in the country where, according to the United growing education crisis in the country where, according to the United 
Nations, over five million children do not attend primary school. Nations, over five million children do not attend primary school. Nations, over five million children do not attend primary school. Nations, over five million children do not attend primary school. 

12-13-13 Pakistan's Numb Nuts Dictators are spending the school lunch 12-13-13 Pakistan's Numb Nuts Dictators are spending the school lunch 12-13-13 Pakistan's Numb Nuts Dictators are spending the school lunch 12-13-13 Pakistan's Numb Nuts Dictators are spending the school lunch 
money on $400 Million Dollar Lottery Tickets Today. money on $400 Million Dollar Lottery Tickets Today. money on $400 Million Dollar Lottery Tickets Today. money on $400 Million Dollar Lottery Tickets Today. 

12-13-13 Pakistan Numb Nuts Dictators have lost $400 million 12-13-13 Pakistan Numb Nuts Dictators have lost $400 million 12-13-13 Pakistan Numb Nuts Dictators have lost $400 million 12-13-13 Pakistan Numb Nuts Dictators have lost $400 million 
Gambling in Vegas on Friday the 13th Gambling in Vegas on Friday the 13th Gambling in Vegas on Friday the 13th Gambling in Vegas on Friday the 13th 

12-13-13 Saudi Arabia Numb Nuts Princes have lost $4 Trillion dollar 12-13-13 Saudi Arabia Numb Nuts Princes have lost $4 Trillion dollar 12-13-13 Saudi Arabia Numb Nuts Princes have lost $4 Trillion dollar 12-13-13 Saudi Arabia Numb Nuts Princes have lost $4 Trillion dollar 
in Vegas and 4 Trillion Years in the Moslem Heaven with 72 Virgins. in Vegas and 4 Trillion Years in the Moslem Heaven with 72 Virgins. in Vegas and 4 Trillion Years in the Moslem Heaven with 72 Virgins. in Vegas and 4 Trillion Years in the Moslem Heaven with 72 Virgins. 
seems like 72 USA Sex Slaves from Victoria Secret was irresistible lust seems like 72 USA Sex Slaves from Victoria Secret was irresistible lust seems like 72 USA Sex Slaves from Victoria Secret was irresistible lust seems like 72 USA Sex Slaves from Victoria Secret was irresistible lust 
same as Teddy Kennedy drunk driving on the bridge, and Robert same as Teddy Kennedy drunk driving on the bridge, and Robert same as Teddy Kennedy drunk driving on the bridge, and Robert same as Teddy Kennedy drunk driving on the bridge, and Robert 
Kennedy killing Mary in the Barn. Both knew only God can touch them! Kennedy killing Mary in the Barn. Both knew only God can touch them! Kennedy killing Mary in the Barn. Both knew only God can touch them! Kennedy killing Mary in the Barn. Both knew only God can touch them! 

12-13-13 Ethiopia expects 150,000 to return, from Saudi Arabia but has 12-13-13 Ethiopia expects 150,000 to return, from Saudi Arabia but has 12-13-13 Ethiopia expects 150,000 to return, from Saudi Arabia but has 12-13-13 Ethiopia expects 150,000 to return, from Saudi Arabia but has 
been repeatedly forced to scale up its predictions as the returnee's been repeatedly forced to scale up its predictions as the returnee's been repeatedly forced to scale up its predictions as the returnee's been repeatedly forced to scale up its predictions as the returnee's 
continue to flood back. Thousands -- some pregnant, traumatized or continue to flood back. Thousands -- some pregnant, traumatized or continue to flood back. Thousands -- some pregnant, traumatized or continue to flood back. Thousands -- some pregnant, traumatized or 
sick -- continue to land daily, many with tales of abuse and sick -- continue to land daily, many with tales of abuse and sick -- continue to land daily, many with tales of abuse and sick -- continue to land daily, many with tales of abuse and 
mistreatment. mistreatment. mistreatment. mistreatment. 
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12-13-13 Clinton's, Bill + Melinda wined + dinned with these Saudi 12-13-13 Clinton's, Bill + Melinda wined + dinned with these Saudi 12-13-13 Clinton's, Bill + Melinda wined + dinned with these Saudi 12-13-13 Clinton's, Bill + Melinda wined + dinned with these Saudi 
Princes, Hell Bush walked hand and hand with a Saudi Prince who Princes, Hell Bush walked hand and hand with a Saudi Prince who Princes, Hell Bush walked hand and hand with a Saudi Prince who Princes, Hell Bush walked hand and hand with a Saudi Prince who 
abused, beat, murdered women in public view. abused, beat, murdered women in public view. abused, beat, murdered women in public view. abused, beat, murdered women in public view. 

12-13-13 The 1980 Model ElectricWindmillCar was not LEAKED by 12-13-13 The 1980 Model ElectricWindmillCar was not LEAKED by 12-13-13 The 1980 Model ElectricWindmillCar was not LEAKED by 12-13-13 The 1980 Model ElectricWindmillCar was not LEAKED by 
Amnesty International or the UN Human Rights Commission... Amnesty International or the UN Human Rights Commission... Amnesty International or the UN Human Rights Commission... Amnesty International or the UN Human Rights Commission... 

12-13-13 Back in London, Cooking Cardiac Arrest Burgers is Nigella 12-13-13 Back in London, Cooking Cardiac Arrest Burgers is Nigella 12-13-13 Back in London, Cooking Cardiac Arrest Burgers is Nigella 12-13-13 Back in London, Cooking Cardiac Arrest Burgers is Nigella 
Lawson in court. Judge rebukes British PM over comments.. British Lawson in court. Judge rebukes British PM over comments.. British Lawson in court. Judge rebukes British PM over comments.. British Lawson in court. Judge rebukes British PM over comments.. British 
Prime Minister David Cameron was rebuked Thursday by the judge in Prime Minister David Cameron was rebuked Thursday by the judge in Prime Minister David Cameron was rebuked Thursday by the judge in Prime Minister David Cameron was rebuked Thursday by the judge in 
the trial of Nigella Lawson's personal assistants when he said her the trial of Nigella Lawson's personal assistants when he said her the trial of Nigella Lawson's personal assistants when he said her the trial of Nigella Lawson's personal assistants when he said her 
cooking is the best! cooking is the best! cooking is the best! cooking is the best! 

12-13-13 007 Cardiac Arrest from London's finest Restaurants will 12-13-13 007 Cardiac Arrest from London's finest Restaurants will 12-13-13 007 Cardiac Arrest from London's finest Restaurants will 12-13-13 007 Cardiac Arrest from London's finest Restaurants will 
never be in a scene! never be in a scene! never be in a scene! never be in a scene! 

12-13-13 007 at the Oxford Hospital getting his Aorta Cleaned out... 12-13-13 007 at the Oxford Hospital getting his Aorta Cleaned out... 12-13-13 007 at the Oxford Hospital getting his Aorta Cleaned out... 12-13-13 007 at the Oxford Hospital getting his Aorta Cleaned out... 
not in a 007 Movie! not in a 007 Movie! not in a 007 Movie! not in a 007 Movie! 

12-13-13 GE father of the Elementary School killings has not been on 12-13-13 GE father of the Elementary School killings has not been on 12-13-13 GE father of the Elementary School killings has not been on 12-13-13 GE father of the Elementary School killings has not been on 
NBC Nightly News! Newtown's gun-control families, a year of mixed NBC Nightly News! Newtown's gun-control families, a year of mixed NBC Nightly News! Newtown's gun-control families, a year of mixed NBC Nightly News! Newtown's gun-control families, a year of mixed 
results Yet a year later, Newtown is becoming associated with a Numb results Yet a year later, Newtown is becoming associated with a Numb results Yet a year later, Newtown is becoming associated with a Numb results Yet a year later, Newtown is becoming associated with a Numb 
Nuts Dictators Era of killing kids with MIT "Drones", and mom + dads Nuts Dictators Era of killing kids with MIT "Drones", and mom + dads Nuts Dictators Era of killing kids with MIT "Drones", and mom + dads Nuts Dictators Era of killing kids with MIT "Drones", and mom + dads 
hand guns in the dresser. Most of the Parents blame the shooters mother hand guns in the dresser. Most of the Parents blame the shooters mother hand guns in the dresser. Most of the Parents blame the shooters mother hand guns in the dresser. Most of the Parents blame the shooters mother 
for taking him to firing range so many times. Pentagon has everyone for taking him to firing range so many times. Pentagon has everyone for taking him to firing range so many times. Pentagon has everyone for taking him to firing range so many times. Pentagon has everyone 
go to the shooting range more than necessary too. NBC Nightly News go to the shooting range more than necessary too. NBC Nightly News go to the shooting range more than necessary too. NBC Nightly News go to the shooting range more than necessary too. NBC Nightly News 
does story after story of Airport Security at Elementary Schools will only does story after story of Airport Security at Elementary Schools will only does story after story of Airport Security at Elementary Schools will only does story after story of Airport Security at Elementary Schools will only 
cost $13 million for each school. cost $13 million for each school. cost $13 million for each school. cost $13 million for each school. 

12-13-13 Newtown, CT is near Yale University. Yale Paper has had 12-13-13 Newtown, CT is near Yale University. Yale Paper has had 12-13-13 Newtown, CT is near Yale University. Yale Paper has had 12-13-13 Newtown, CT is near Yale University. Yale Paper has had 
several articles on the school shooting. None have mentioned the several articles on the school shooting. None have mentioned the several articles on the school shooting. None have mentioned the several articles on the school shooting. None have mentioned the 
shooters father is a GE vice president. GE Windmill Farm are responsible shooters father is a GE vice president. GE Windmill Farm are responsible shooters father is a GE vice president. GE Windmill Farm are responsible shooters father is a GE vice president. GE Windmill Farm are responsible 
for the Holocaust II + III statistics of deaths from Saudi's $177 Trillion for the Holocaust II + III statistics of deaths from Saudi's $177 Trillion for the Holocaust II + III statistics of deaths from Saudi's $177 Trillion for the Holocaust II + III statistics of deaths from Saudi's $177 Trillion 
in Oil Revenues since 1980 and the LOST 1,001 Invention from the in Oil Revenues since 1980 and the LOST 1,001 Invention from the in Oil Revenues since 1980 and the LOST 1,001 Invention from the in Oil Revenues since 1980 and the LOST 1,001 Invention from the 
Euphoria of the 1980 ElectricWindmillCar Era. Euphoria of the 1980 ElectricWindmillCar Era. Euphoria of the 1980 ElectricWindmillCar Era. Euphoria of the 1980 ElectricWindmillCar Era. 

12-13-13 Yale Universe picked Singapore for a New Campus not Key West 12-13-13 Yale Universe picked Singapore for a New Campus not Key West 12-13-13 Yale Universe picked Singapore for a New Campus not Key West 12-13-13 Yale Universe picked Singapore for a New Campus not Key West 
because prostitutes are legal in Singapore... California officials are because prostitutes are legal in Singapore... California officials are because prostitutes are legal in Singapore... California officials are because prostitutes are legal in Singapore... California officials are 
considering whether to change a decades-old anti-crime regulation considering whether to change a decades-old anti-crime regulation considering whether to change a decades-old anti-crime regulation considering whether to change a decades-old anti-crime regulation 
and allow prostitutes to receive money from a victim compensation and allow prostitutes to receive money from a victim compensation and allow prostitutes to receive money from a victim compensation and allow prostitutes to receive money from a victim compensation 
fund if for being beat up. fund if for being beat up. fund if for being beat up. fund if for being beat up. 

12-13-13 Did Bush and Bush, Clinton and Kerry beat up the New Haven 12-13-13 Did Bush and Bush, Clinton and Kerry beat up the New Haven 12-13-13 Did Bush and Bush, Clinton and Kerry beat up the New Haven 12-13-13 Did Bush and Bush, Clinton and Kerry beat up the New Haven 
Prostitutes they used when students at Yale? Prostitutes they used when students at Yale? Prostitutes they used when students at Yale? Prostitutes they used when students at Yale? 
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12-13-13 007 coup by Mr + Mrs Bond will put on Facebook mug shots of 12-13-13 007 coup by Mr + Mrs Bond will put on Facebook mug shots of 12-13-13 007 coup by Mr + Mrs Bond will put on Facebook mug shots of 12-13-13 007 coup by Mr + Mrs Bond will put on Facebook mug shots of 
Yale Students who use New Haven Prostitutes... Yale Students who use New Haven Prostitutes... Yale Students who use New Haven Prostitutes... Yale Students who use New Haven Prostitutes... 

12-13-13 007's "Will" leaves everything to Mrs. Bond and his many wives 12-13-13 007's "Will" leaves everything to Mrs. Bond and his many wives 12-13-13 007's "Will" leaves everything to Mrs. Bond and his many wives 12-13-13 007's "Will" leaves everything to Mrs. Bond and his many wives 
in the Legal Polygamous Marriage. in the Legal Polygamous Marriage. in the Legal Polygamous Marriage. in the Legal Polygamous Marriage. 

12-13-13 Saudi Arabia Prostitutes are "Sex Slaves", Bill + Melinda can 12-13-13 Saudi Arabia Prostitutes are "Sex Slaves", Bill + Melinda can 12-13-13 Saudi Arabia Prostitutes are "Sex Slaves", Bill + Melinda can 12-13-13 Saudi Arabia Prostitutes are "Sex Slaves", Bill + Melinda can 
document this! document this! document this! document this! 

12-13-13 Saudi Arabia Compensation for "Sex Slaves"... 12-13-13 Saudi Arabia Compensation for "Sex Slaves"... 12-13-13 Saudi Arabia Compensation for "Sex Slaves"... 12-13-13 Saudi Arabia Compensation for "Sex Slaves"... 

12-13-13 007 Mrs. 007 has a "Pet Invention Project" for Farrah 12-13-13 007 Mrs. 007 has a "Pet Invention Project" for Farrah 12-13-13 007 Mrs. 007 has a "Pet Invention Project" for Farrah 12-13-13 007 Mrs. 007 has a "Pet Invention Project" for Farrah 
Fawcett... to get a Rx Cure for anus cancer, most likely caused by the Fawcett... to get a Rx Cure for anus cancer, most likely caused by the Fawcett... to get a Rx Cure for anus cancer, most likely caused by the Fawcett... to get a Rx Cure for anus cancer, most likely caused by the 
HPV virus. The Andy Warhol portrait of Farrah Fawcett that "hangs"... HPV virus. The Andy Warhol portrait of Farrah Fawcett that "hangs"... HPV virus. The Andy Warhol portrait of Farrah Fawcett that "hangs"... HPV virus. The Andy Warhol portrait of Farrah Fawcett that "hangs"... 
The 007 Bond Wife wants to "Hang" all Farrah Fawcett sex partners who The 007 Bond Wife wants to "Hang" all Farrah Fawcett sex partners who The 007 Bond Wife wants to "Hang" all Farrah Fawcett sex partners who The 007 Bond Wife wants to "Hang" all Farrah Fawcett sex partners who 
gave HPV to Farrah, as they didn't tell her they were infected before gave HPV to Farrah, as they didn't tell her they were infected before gave HPV to Farrah, as they didn't tell her they were infected before gave HPV to Farrah, as they didn't tell her they were infected before 
they had sex. Or get tested at the Publix or Whole Foods Grocery store they had sex. Or get tested at the Publix or Whole Foods Grocery store they had sex. Or get tested at the Publix or Whole Foods Grocery store they had sex. Or get tested at the Publix or Whole Foods Grocery store 
picking up the wine! picking up the wine! picking up the wine! picking up the wine! 

12-13-13 The 007 Bond Wife will post "Mug" shots of all the Men with 12-13-13 The 007 Bond Wife will post "Mug" shots of all the Men with 12-13-13 The 007 Bond Wife will post "Mug" shots of all the Men with 12-13-13 The 007 Bond Wife will post "Mug" shots of all the Men with 
HPV, HIV, STD's Hepatitis in Facebook and put them on Google Street HPV, HIV, STD's Hepatitis in Facebook and put them on Google Street HPV, HIV, STD's Hepatitis in Facebook and put them on Google Street HPV, HIV, STD's Hepatitis in Facebook and put them on Google Street 
View. View. View. View. 

The 007 Bond Wife always ask her men before the 1st kiss... have you The 007 Bond Wife always ask her men before the 1st kiss... have you The 007 Bond Wife always ask her men before the 1st kiss... have you The 007 Bond Wife always ask her men before the 1st kiss... have you 
been tested for Hepatitis A, B, C ? Do you have Hepatitis. Get tested at been tested for Hepatitis A, B, C ? Do you have Hepatitis. Get tested at been tested for Hepatitis A, B, C ? Do you have Hepatitis. Get tested at been tested for Hepatitis A, B, C ? Do you have Hepatitis. Get tested at 
the Publix or Whole Foods Grocery store picking up the wine! the Publix or Whole Foods Grocery store picking up the wine! the Publix or Whole Foods Grocery store picking up the wine! the Publix or Whole Foods Grocery store picking up the wine! 

12-13-13 We talk about 2014 and the cure for cancer outside the Tropic 12-13-13 We talk about 2014 and the cure for cancer outside the Tropic 12-13-13 We talk about 2014 and the cure for cancer outside the Tropic 12-13-13 We talk about 2014 and the cure for cancer outside the Tropic 
Cinema Cinema Cinema Cinema 

12-13-13 I gave her a picture of the surface of the sun, we both know a 12-13-13 I gave her a picture of the surface of the sun, we both know a 12-13-13 I gave her a picture of the surface of the sun, we both know a 12-13-13 I gave her a picture of the surface of the sun, we both know a 
nearby sun will shine for the next 4 Trillion years... expanding into nearby sun will shine for the next 4 Trillion years... expanding into nearby sun will shine for the next 4 Trillion years... expanding into nearby sun will shine for the next 4 Trillion years... expanding into 
infinite space! infinite space! infinite space! infinite space! 

12-13-13 I wanted to write something at "Sippin Internet Cafe" over a 12-13-13 I wanted to write something at "Sippin Internet Cafe" over a 12-13-13 I wanted to write something at "Sippin Internet Cafe" over a 12-13-13 I wanted to write something at "Sippin Internet Cafe" over a 
cup of coffee... she wants to drink wine at Hard Rock or the Rum Barrel. cup of coffee... she wants to drink wine at Hard Rock or the Rum Barrel. cup of coffee... she wants to drink wine at Hard Rock or the Rum Barrel. cup of coffee... she wants to drink wine at Hard Rock or the Rum Barrel. 
And live to be 100 doing this, how many 100 year old wine-o's are And live to be 100 doing this, how many 100 year old wine-o's are And live to be 100 doing this, how many 100 year old wine-o's are And live to be 100 doing this, how many 100 year old wine-o's are 
there? there? there? there? 

12-13-13 Trillions of Thoughts were exchanged between us in our 12-13-13 Trillions of Thoughts were exchanged between us in our 12-13-13 Trillions of Thoughts were exchanged between us in our 12-13-13 Trillions of Thoughts were exchanged between us in our 
George Orwell Era in Key West George Orwell Era in Key West George Orwell Era in Key West George Orwell Era in Key West 
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12-13-13 Sanctions + Restrictions from the Numb Nuts Admirals + 12-13-13 Sanctions + Restrictions from the Numb Nuts Admirals + 12-13-13 Sanctions + Restrictions from the Numb Nuts Admirals + 12-13-13 Sanctions + Restrictions from the Numb Nuts Admirals + 
Dictators are real and hurt writing and inventing. Love Making to as Dictators are real and hurt writing and inventing. Love Making to as Dictators are real and hurt writing and inventing. Love Making to as Dictators are real and hurt writing and inventing. Love Making to as 
the "Observers" don't even want to watch just yet! 1st Woman who told the "Observers" don't even want to watch just yet! 1st Woman who told the "Observers" don't even want to watch just yet! 1st Woman who told the "Observers" don't even want to watch just yet! 1st Woman who told 
me she could see me on hidden cameras in my room was a FBI women me she could see me on hidden cameras in my room was a FBI women me she could see me on hidden cameras in my room was a FBI women me she could see me on hidden cameras in my room was a FBI women 
in 1979 week after I meet Teddy Kennedy and several months before I in 1979 week after I meet Teddy Kennedy and several months before I in 1979 week after I meet Teddy Kennedy and several months before I in 1979 week after I meet Teddy Kennedy and several months before I 
invented the ElectricWindmillCar. invented the ElectricWindmillCar. invented the ElectricWindmillCar. invented the ElectricWindmillCar. 

12-13-13 Merry Christmas, I want a wife for Christmas, many wives if I 12-13-13 Merry Christmas, I want a wife for Christmas, many wives if I 12-13-13 Merry Christmas, I want a wife for Christmas, many wives if I 12-13-13 Merry Christmas, I want a wife for Christmas, many wives if I 
can be a little greedy as long as I leave everything in my Will to the can be a little greedy as long as I leave everything in my Will to the can be a little greedy as long as I leave everything in my Will to the can be a little greedy as long as I leave everything in my Will to the 
wives who Out Live me. And we Brainstorm 1,001 inventions a year. 1st wives who Out Live me. And we Brainstorm 1,001 inventions a year. 1st wives who Out Live me. And we Brainstorm 1,001 inventions a year. 1st wives who Out Live me. And we Brainstorm 1,001 inventions a year. 1st 
Year Anniversary of Greg + Wives Wedding at Hemingway House I'm Year Anniversary of Greg + Wives Wedding at Hemingway House I'm Year Anniversary of Greg + Wives Wedding at Hemingway House I'm Year Anniversary of Greg + Wives Wedding at Hemingway House I'm 
sure the "Observers" and Numb Nuts Dictators will have email of the sure the "Observers" and Numb Nuts Dictators will have email of the sure the "Observers" and Numb Nuts Dictators will have email of the sure the "Observers" and Numb Nuts Dictators will have email of the 
Years Inventions we got Brainstorming 24/7. Years Inventions we got Brainstorming 24/7. Years Inventions we got Brainstorming 24/7. Years Inventions we got Brainstorming 24/7. 

12-13-13 007 Movie Mr. + Mrs. Bond are speeding along a Ocean 12-13-13 007 Movie Mr. + Mrs. Bond are speeding along a Ocean 12-13-13 007 Movie Mr. + Mrs. Bond are speeding along a Ocean 12-13-13 007 Movie Mr. + Mrs. Bond are speeding along a Ocean 
highway in their new 2014 ElectricWindmillCar. JFK Aircraft Carrier highway in their new 2014 ElectricWindmillCar. JFK Aircraft Carrier highway in their new 2014 ElectricWindmillCar. JFK Aircraft Carrier highway in their new 2014 ElectricWindmillCar. JFK Aircraft Carrier 
with its 10K windmills can be seen next to the Key West Sunset. CNN + with its 10K windmills can be seen next to the Key West Sunset. CNN + with its 10K windmills can be seen next to the Key West Sunset. CNN + with its 10K windmills can be seen next to the Key West Sunset. CNN + 
Fox employees and owners with a house on Sunset Keys are... spoiler as Fox employees and owners with a house on Sunset Keys are... spoiler as Fox employees and owners with a house on Sunset Keys are... spoiler as Fox employees and owners with a house on Sunset Keys are... spoiler as 
this is a futuristic Bond Movie, I can tell you one scene in it though. this is a futuristic Bond Movie, I can tell you one scene in it though. this is a futuristic Bond Movie, I can tell you one scene in it though. this is a futuristic Bond Movie, I can tell you one scene in it though. 
Mrs Bond buys the first GM car with a "Gravity Engine". Something she Mrs Bond buys the first GM car with a "Gravity Engine". Something she Mrs Bond buys the first GM car with a "Gravity Engine". Something she Mrs Bond buys the first GM car with a "Gravity Engine". Something she 
just had to have, like getting married at Hemingway House to the just had to have, like getting married at Hemingway House to the just had to have, like getting married at Hemingway House to the just had to have, like getting married at Hemingway House to the 
Inventor of the ElectricWindmillCar in the first Polygamous Marriage Inventor of the ElectricWindmillCar in the first Polygamous Marriage Inventor of the ElectricWindmillCar in the first Polygamous Marriage Inventor of the ElectricWindmillCar in the first Polygamous Marriage 
at Hemingway House. at Hemingway House. at Hemingway House. at Hemingway House. 

12-13-13 Wishful thinking about Christmas Inventing with many wives 12-13-13 Wishful thinking about Christmas Inventing with many wives 12-13-13 Wishful thinking about Christmas Inventing with many wives 12-13-13 Wishful thinking about Christmas Inventing with many wives 
+ Then New Years 2014 Invention's we will get! + Then New Years 2014 Invention's we will get! + Then New Years 2014 Invention's we will get! + Then New Years 2014 Invention's we will get! 

12-12-13 This week's top 10 paid and free apps for iPhone and iPad on 12-12-13 This week's top 10 paid and free apps for iPhone and iPad on 12-12-13 This week's top 10 paid and free apps for iPhone and iPad on 12-12-13 This week's top 10 paid and free apps for iPhone and iPad on 
the App Store are behind the "Times" as 2014 "New Year's Apps" have no the App Store are behind the "Times" as 2014 "New Year's Apps" have no the App Store are behind the "Times" as 2014 "New Year's Apps" have no the App Store are behind the "Times" as 2014 "New Year's Apps" have no 
"Manhattan Project" to Cure the coming 2014 Korean War + 1950 "War "Manhattan Project" to Cure the coming 2014 Korean War + 1950 "War "Manhattan Project" to Cure the coming 2014 Korean War + 1950 "War "Manhattan Project" to Cure the coming 2014 Korean War + 1950 "War 
On Cancer!" On Cancer!" On Cancer!" On Cancer!" 

12-12-13 This week's top 10 paid and free apps for iPhone and iPad on 12-12-13 This week's top 10 paid and free apps for iPhone and iPad on 12-12-13 This week's top 10 paid and free apps for iPhone and iPad on 12-12-13 This week's top 10 paid and free apps for iPhone and iPad on 
the App Store are behind the "Times" as were after 50 Years the End to the App Store are behind the "Times" as were after 50 Years the End to the App Store are behind the "Times" as were after 50 Years the End to the App Store are behind the "Times" as were after 50 Years the End to 
the Korean War will be decided in 2014! You don't have to be a "Rocket the Korean War will be decided in 2014! You don't have to be a "Rocket the Korean War will be decided in 2014! You don't have to be a "Rocket the Korean War will be decided in 2014! You don't have to be a "Rocket 
Scientists" to do this Math, just don't let Bush + Bush do this Math as Scientists" to do this Math, just don't let Bush + Bush do this Math as Scientists" to do this Math, just don't let Bush + Bush do this Math as Scientists" to do this Math, just don't let Bush + Bush do this Math as 
Clintons will cheat + lie, they are chronic Con Men! Clintons will cheat + lie, they are chronic Con Men! Clintons will cheat + lie, they are chronic Con Men! Clintons will cheat + lie, they are chronic Con Men! 
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12-12-13 This week's top 10 paid and free apps for iPhone and iPad on 12-12-13 This week's top 10 paid and free apps for iPhone and iPad on 12-12-13 This week's top 10 paid and free apps for iPhone and iPad on 12-12-13 This week's top 10 paid and free apps for iPhone and iPad on 
the App Store are behind the "Times" as WHO said there was an "urgent the App Store are behind the "Times" as WHO said there was an "urgent the App Store are behind the "Times" as WHO said there was an "urgent the App Store are behind the "Times" as WHO said there was an "urgent 
need" for the advances made in detection, diagnoses and treatment of need" for the advances made in detection, diagnoses and treatment of need" for the advances made in detection, diagnoses and treatment of need" for the advances made in detection, diagnoses and treatment of 
breast cancer to be implemented in 140 Nations and Greg along with breast cancer to be implemented in 140 Nations and Greg along with breast cancer to be implemented in 140 Nations and Greg along with breast cancer to be implemented in 140 Nations and Greg along with 
Dr. Nancy who wants to "Put it in the Water" when the Rx Cure is Dr. Nancy who wants to "Put it in the Water" when the Rx Cure is Dr. Nancy who wants to "Put it in the Water" when the Rx Cure is Dr. Nancy who wants to "Put it in the Water" when the Rx Cure is 
Discovered. We want to SCAN + Treat Breast Cancer, STD, HIV, Warts, Discovered. We want to SCAN + Treat Breast Cancer, STD, HIV, Warts, Discovered. We want to SCAN + Treat Breast Cancer, STD, HIV, Warts, Discovered. We want to SCAN + Treat Breast Cancer, STD, HIV, Warts, 
HPV, etc in Publix Grocery Stores, and in Whole Foods Grocery Stores... HPV, etc in Publix Grocery Stores, and in Whole Foods Grocery Stores... HPV, etc in Publix Grocery Stores, and in Whole Foods Grocery Stores... HPV, etc in Publix Grocery Stores, and in Whole Foods Grocery Stores... 
WHO's "urgent" detection, diagnoses and treatment of breast cancer, WHO's "urgent" detection, diagnoses and treatment of breast cancer, WHO's "urgent" detection, diagnoses and treatment of breast cancer, WHO's "urgent" detection, diagnoses and treatment of breast cancer, 
and SCAN for Breast Cancer and Cancers at 140 International Air and SCAN for Breast Cancer and Cancers at 140 International Air and SCAN for Breast Cancer and Cancers at 140 International Air and SCAN for Breast Cancer and Cancers at 140 International Air 
Ports!! WHO MD's lost all respect for suggestion like Scan + Treat all at Ports!! WHO MD's lost all respect for suggestion like Scan + Treat all at Ports!! WHO MD's lost all respect for suggestion like Scan + Treat all at Ports!! WHO MD's lost all respect for suggestion like Scan + Treat all at 
the Public Grocery Store or Airports with the Numb Nuts Dictators in 140 the Public Grocery Store or Airports with the Numb Nuts Dictators in 140 the Public Grocery Store or Airports with the Numb Nuts Dictators in 140 the Public Grocery Store or Airports with the Numb Nuts Dictators in 140 
Nations! WHO has done their "Dirty Work" for the last 50 years. Hitler's Nations! WHO has done their "Dirty Work" for the last 50 years. Hitler's Nations! WHO has done their "Dirty Work" for the last 50 years. Hitler's Nations! WHO has done their "Dirty Work" for the last 50 years. Hitler's 
MD's Followed the Same orders!!! WHO, the UN + Time's Person of the MD's Followed the Same orders!!! WHO, the UN + Time's Person of the MD's Followed the Same orders!!! WHO, the UN + Time's Person of the MD's Followed the Same orders!!! WHO, the UN + Time's Person of the 
Year cause the Holocaust II + III today! Korean War of 2014 is a LOSER! Year cause the Holocaust II + III today! Korean War of 2014 is a LOSER! Year cause the Holocaust II + III today! Korean War of 2014 is a LOSER! Year cause the Holocaust II + III today! Korean War of 2014 is a LOSER! 

12-12-13 This week's top 10 paid and free apps for iPhone and iPad on 12-12-13 This week's top 10 paid and free apps for iPhone and iPad on 12-12-13 This week's top 10 paid and free apps for iPhone and iPad on 12-12-13 This week's top 10 paid and free apps for iPhone and iPad on 
the App Store are behind the "Times" as "Dash Cam + Living Room Cam" the App Store are behind the "Times" as "Dash Cam + Living Room Cam" the App Store are behind the "Times" as "Dash Cam + Living Room Cam" the App Store are behind the "Times" as "Dash Cam + Living Room Cam" 
are the "great equalizer" reducing the likelihood of aggression, are the "great equalizer" reducing the likelihood of aggression, are the "great equalizer" reducing the likelihood of aggression, are the "great equalizer" reducing the likelihood of aggression, 
between Men + Women. WHO at the UN only put out Cancer Statistic between Men + Women. WHO at the UN only put out Cancer Statistic between Men + Women. WHO at the UN only put out Cancer Statistic between Men + Women. WHO at the UN only put out Cancer Statistic 
today, not 2014 stats on the 19K USA women who will be "Murdered" in today, not 2014 stats on the 19K USA women who will be "Murdered" in today, not 2014 stats on the 19K USA women who will be "Murdered" in today, not 2014 stats on the 19K USA women who will be "Murdered" in 
2014... Happy New Year 2014 and don't get murdered by a drunk on 2014... Happy New Year 2014 and don't get murdered by a drunk on 2014... Happy New Year 2014 and don't get murdered by a drunk on 2014... Happy New Year 2014 and don't get murdered by a drunk on 
New Years Day, sorry state of Numb Nuts Dictators + Doctors (at WHO) is New Years Day, sorry state of Numb Nuts Dictators + Doctors (at WHO) is New Years Day, sorry state of Numb Nuts Dictators + Doctors (at WHO) is New Years Day, sorry state of Numb Nuts Dictators + Doctors (at WHO) is 
many women in 140 Nations will be murdered by a drunk on New Years many women in 140 Nations will be murdered by a drunk on New Years many women in 140 Nations will be murdered by a drunk on New Years many women in 140 Nations will be murdered by a drunk on New Years 
Day 2014 and Verizon has refused ahead of time for any Amber Day 2014 and Verizon has refused ahead of time for any Amber Day 2014 and Verizon has refused ahead of time for any Amber Day 2014 and Verizon has refused ahead of time for any Amber 
Alerts!!! Alerts!!! Alerts!!! Alerts!!! 

12-12-13 This week's top 10 paid and free apps for iPhone and iPad on 12-12-13 This week's top 10 paid and free apps for iPhone and iPad on 12-12-13 This week's top 10 paid and free apps for iPhone and iPad on 12-12-13 This week's top 10 paid and free apps for iPhone and iPad on 
the App Store are behind the "Times" as #1 App the Winner is Flu Shots in the App Store are behind the "Times" as #1 App the Winner is Flu Shots in the App Store are behind the "Times" as #1 App the Winner is Flu Shots in the App Store are behind the "Times" as #1 App the Winner is Flu Shots in 
NYC will be mandatory for everyone at "Day Care" centers. The MD who NYC will be mandatory for everyone at "Day Care" centers. The MD who NYC will be mandatory for everyone at "Day Care" centers. The MD who NYC will be mandatory for everyone at "Day Care" centers. The MD who 
help write this app gave his statistics 20K little kids will not get the flu... help write this app gave his statistics 20K little kids will not get the flu... help write this app gave his statistics 20K little kids will not get the flu... help write this app gave his statistics 20K little kids will not get the flu... 
I's sure some Pentagon Psychotic MD will miss all these little kids being I's sure some Pentagon Psychotic MD will miss all these little kids being I's sure some Pentagon Psychotic MD will miss all these little kids being I's sure some Pentagon Psychotic MD will miss all these little kids being 
tortured by the flu... but he better watch out, one of these little kids will tortured by the flu... but he better watch out, one of these little kids will tortured by the flu... but he better watch out, one of these little kids will tortured by the flu... but he better watch out, one of these little kids will 
invent the "Gas Lobotomy Gas" for Pentagon MD's who write the "Torture invent the "Gas Lobotomy Gas" for Pentagon MD's who write the "Torture invent the "Gas Lobotomy Gas" for Pentagon MD's who write the "Torture invent the "Gas Lobotomy Gas" for Pentagon MD's who write the "Torture 
Apps.". White Russians, SWF, MWF next flu shot is for the Pentagon Apps.". White Russians, SWF, MWF next flu shot is for the Pentagon Apps.". White Russians, SWF, MWF next flu shot is for the Pentagon Apps.". White Russians, SWF, MWF next flu shot is for the Pentagon 
Whores in 140 Nations... free them from Korean Comfort Girls, Oh that Whores in 140 Nations... free them from Korean Comfort Girls, Oh that Whores in 140 Nations... free them from Korean Comfort Girls, Oh that Whores in 140 Nations... free them from Korean Comfort Girls, Oh that 
was Japan... was Japan... was Japan... was Japan... 

12-12-13 This week's top 10 paid and free apps for iPhone and iPad on 12-12-13 This week's top 10 paid and free apps for iPhone and iPad on 12-12-13 This week's top 10 paid and free apps for iPhone and iPad on 12-12-13 This week's top 10 paid and free apps for iPhone and iPad on 
the App Store are behind the "Times" as how "Time + Gravity" are the App Store are behind the "Times" as how "Time + Gravity" are the App Store are behind the "Times" as how "Time + Gravity" are the App Store are behind the "Times" as how "Time + Gravity" are 
Generated, and the invention of the "Gravity Engine". Generated, and the invention of the "Gravity Engine". Generated, and the invention of the "Gravity Engine". Generated, and the invention of the "Gravity Engine". 
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12-12-13 Pentagon + Russia, both which has spent $1 Trillion a year 12-12-13 Pentagon + Russia, both which has spent $1 Trillion a year 12-12-13 Pentagon + Russia, both which has spent $1 Trillion a year 12-12-13 Pentagon + Russia, both which has spent $1 Trillion a year 
EACH since 1980 on "War Toys!"... $177 Trillion Windfall from BP Oil EACH since 1980 on "War Toys!"... $177 Trillion Windfall from BP Oil EACH since 1980 on "War Toys!"... $177 Trillion Windfall from BP Oil EACH since 1980 on "War Toys!"... $177 Trillion Windfall from BP Oil 
Revenues via $4 gasoline. Revenues via $4 gasoline. Revenues via $4 gasoline. Revenues via $4 gasoline. 

12-12-13 Putin said developing such weapons, just because you have a 12-12-13 Putin said developing such weapons, just because you have a 12-12-13 Putin said developing such weapons, just because you have a 12-12-13 Putin said developing such weapons, just because you have a 
"Secret Scam Fund" has destabilized Korea were after 50 Years the End "Secret Scam Fund" has destabilized Korea were after 50 Years the End "Secret Scam Fund" has destabilized Korea were after 50 Years the End "Secret Scam Fund" has destabilized Korea were after 50 Years the End 
to the Korean war will be decided in 2014! You don't have to be a to the Korean war will be decided in 2014! You don't have to be a to the Korean war will be decided in 2014! You don't have to be a to the Korean war will be decided in 2014! You don't have to be a 
"Rocket Scientists" to do this Math, just don't let Bush + Bush do this "Rocket Scientists" to do this Math, just don't let Bush + Bush do this "Rocket Scientists" to do this Math, just don't let Bush + Bush do this "Rocket Scientists" to do this Math, just don't let Bush + Bush do this 
Math as Clintons will cheat + lie, they are chronic Con Men! Math as Clintons will cheat + lie, they are chronic Con Men! Math as Clintons will cheat + lie, they are chronic Con Men! Math as Clintons will cheat + lie, they are chronic Con Men! 

12-12-13 This week's top 10 paid and free apps for iPhone and iPad on 12-12-13 This week's top 10 paid and free apps for iPhone and iPad on 12-12-13 This week's top 10 paid and free apps for iPhone and iPad on 12-12-13 This week's top 10 paid and free apps for iPhone and iPad on 
the App Store are behind the "Times" as how is Time + Gravity the App Store are behind the "Times" as how is Time + Gravity the App Store are behind the "Times" as how is Time + Gravity the App Store are behind the "Times" as how is Time + Gravity 
generated. And Yale "Read Week" Apple doesn't have any app for 1,001 generated. And Yale "Read Week" Apple doesn't have any app for 1,001 generated. And Yale "Read Week" Apple doesn't have any app for 1,001 generated. And Yale "Read Week" Apple doesn't have any app for 1,001 
Invention Projects which you can only "Win" a invention by "Reading" Invention Projects which you can only "Win" a invention by "Reading" Invention Projects which you can only "Win" a invention by "Reading" Invention Projects which you can only "Win" a invention by "Reading" 
and looking for the "Windmill" as Greg did getting the and looking for the "Windmill" as Greg did getting the and looking for the "Windmill" as Greg did getting the and looking for the "Windmill" as Greg did getting the 
ElectricWindmillCar invention in 1980 reading "Animal Farm" while ElectricWindmillCar invention in 1980 reading "Animal Farm" while ElectricWindmillCar invention in 1980 reading "Animal Farm" while ElectricWindmillCar invention in 1980 reading "Animal Farm" while 
thinking constantly of a "ElectricCar" invention! thinking constantly of a "ElectricCar" invention! thinking constantly of a "ElectricCar" invention! thinking constantly of a "ElectricCar" invention! 

12-12-13 This week's top 10 paid and free apps for iPhone and iPad on 12-12-13 This week's top 10 paid and free apps for iPhone and iPad on 12-12-13 This week's top 10 paid and free apps for iPhone and iPad on 12-12-13 This week's top 10 paid and free apps for iPhone and iPad on 
the App Store are behind the "Times" as how many people will be the App Store are behind the "Times" as how many people will be the App Store are behind the "Times" as how many people will be the App Store are behind the "Times" as how many people will be 
diagnosed with "CANCER" in 2013... 14 Million!!! diagnosed with "CANCER" in 2013... 14 Million!!! diagnosed with "CANCER" in 2013... 14 Million!!! diagnosed with "CANCER" in 2013... 14 Million!!! 

12-12-13 This week's top 10 paid and free apps for iPhone and iPad on 12-12-13 This week's top 10 paid and free apps for iPhone and iPad on 12-12-13 This week's top 10 paid and free apps for iPhone and iPad on 12-12-13 This week's top 10 paid and free apps for iPhone and iPad on 
the App Store are behind the "Times" as Carriers of Diseases, Aircraft the App Store are behind the "Times" as Carriers of Diseases, Aircraft the App Store are behind the "Times" as Carriers of Diseases, Aircraft the App Store are behind the "Times" as Carriers of Diseases, Aircraft 
Carriers, Drive by Shootings, Armed Robberies, Security Camera Carriers, Drive by Shootings, Armed Robberies, Security Camera Carriers, Drive by Shootings, Armed Robberies, Security Camera Carriers, Drive by Shootings, Armed Robberies, Security Camera 
Pictures on the local Miami news all are hard to see the "Criminals." Pictures on the local Miami news all are hard to see the "Criminals." Pictures on the local Miami news all are hard to see the "Criminals." Pictures on the local Miami news all are hard to see the "Criminals." 
App to make your iPhone and iPad a Personal Security Cam needs new App to make your iPhone and iPad a Personal Security Cam needs new App to make your iPhone and iPad a Personal Security Cam needs new App to make your iPhone and iPad a Personal Security Cam needs new 
parts, batteries, cam lens! parts, batteries, cam lens! parts, batteries, cam lens! parts, batteries, cam lens! 

12-12-13 This week's top 10 paid and free apps for iPhone and iPad on 12-12-13 This week's top 10 paid and free apps for iPhone and iPad on 12-12-13 This week's top 10 paid and free apps for iPhone and iPad on 12-12-13 This week's top 10 paid and free apps for iPhone and iPad on 
the App Store are behind the "Times" as Steve Jobs died of "CANCER" and the App Store are behind the "Times" as Steve Jobs died of "CANCER" and the App Store are behind the "Times" as Steve Jobs died of "CANCER" and the App Store are behind the "Times" as Steve Jobs died of "CANCER" and 
no follow up apps are sold on this Apple Boss!! no follow up apps are sold on this Apple Boss!! no follow up apps are sold on this Apple Boss!! no follow up apps are sold on this Apple Boss!! 

12-12-13 This week's top 10 paid and free apps for iPhone and iPad on 12-12-13 This week's top 10 paid and free apps for iPhone and iPad on 12-12-13 This week's top 10 paid and free apps for iPhone and iPad on 12-12-13 This week's top 10 paid and free apps for iPhone and iPad on 
the App Store are behind the "Times" as how the number of deaths from the App Store are behind the "Times" as how the number of deaths from the App Store are behind the "Times" as how the number of deaths from the App Store are behind the "Times" as how the number of deaths from 
CANCER... number of deaths has also increased, from 7.6 million to 8.2 CANCER... number of deaths has also increased, from 7.6 million to 8.2 CANCER... number of deaths has also increased, from 7.6 million to 8.2 CANCER... number of deaths has also increased, from 7.6 million to 8.2 
million from 2012 to 2013. million from 2012 to 2013. million from 2012 to 2013. million from 2012 to 2013. 

12-12-13 This week's top 10 paid and free apps for iPhone and iPad on 12-12-13 This week's top 10 paid and free apps for iPhone and iPad on 12-12-13 This week's top 10 paid and free apps for iPhone and iPad on 12-12-13 This week's top 10 paid and free apps for iPhone and iPad on 
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the App Store are behind the "Times" as WHO described a "sharp rise" in the App Store are behind the "Times" as WHO described a "sharp rise" in the App Store are behind the "Times" as WHO described a "sharp rise" in the App Store are behind the "Times" as WHO described a "sharp rise" in 
cases of breast cancer. Both the incidence and mortality have cases of breast cancer. Both the incidence and mortality have cases of breast cancer. Both the incidence and mortality have cases of breast cancer. Both the incidence and mortality have 
increased since 2008. The disease in now the most common cancer in increased since 2008. The disease in now the most common cancer in increased since 2008. The disease in now the most common cancer in increased since 2008. The disease in now the most common cancer in 
women in 140 countries. women in 140 countries. women in 140 countries. women in 140 countries. 

12-12-13 This week's top 10 paid and free apps for iPhone and iPad on 12-12-13 This week's top 10 paid and free apps for iPhone and iPad on 12-12-13 This week's top 10 paid and free apps for iPhone and iPad on 12-12-13 This week's top 10 paid and free apps for iPhone and iPad on 
the App Store are behind the "Times" as Apple has no app for "The New the App Store are behind the "Times" as Apple has no app for "The New the App Store are behind the "Times" as Apple has no app for "The New the App Store are behind the "Times" as Apple has no app for "The New 
Manhattan Project for the Rx Penicillin Like Overnight Miracle Godsent Manhattan Project for the Rx Penicillin Like Overnight Miracle Godsent Manhattan Project for the Rx Penicillin Like Overnight Miracle Godsent Manhattan Project for the Rx Penicillin Like Overnight Miracle Godsent 
Cure" Cure" Cure" Cure" 

12-12-13 This week's top 10 paid and free apps for iPhone and iPad on 12-12-13 This week's top 10 paid and free apps for iPhone and iPad on 12-12-13 This week's top 10 paid and free apps for iPhone and iPad on 12-12-13 This week's top 10 paid and free apps for iPhone and iPad on 
the App Store are behind the "Times" as "Compare" is only on the "Mac the App Store are behind the "Times" as "Compare" is only on the "Mac the App Store are behind the "Times" as "Compare" is only on the "Mac the App Store are behind the "Times" as "Compare" is only on the "Mac 
Pro" Apple page coming in Dec. so 140 Nations can't compare "Surface Pro" Apple page coming in Dec. so 140 Nations can't compare "Surface Pro" Apple page coming in Dec. so 140 Nations can't compare "Surface Pro" Apple page coming in Dec. so 140 Nations can't compare "Surface 
2" to the "Mac Pro" after Apple gives away 1,001 Invention Projects with 2" to the "Mac Pro" after Apple gives away 1,001 Invention Projects with 2" to the "Mac Pro" after Apple gives away 1,001 Invention Projects with 2" to the "Mac Pro" after Apple gives away 1,001 Invention Projects with 
links to get you started on the "Mac Pro" hard drive which is the size of links to get you started on the "Mac Pro" hard drive which is the size of links to get you started on the "Mac Pro" hard drive which is the size of links to get you started on the "Mac Pro" hard drive which is the size of 
the Universe when you can "Compare" it to the "Surface 2"!! the Universe when you can "Compare" it to the "Surface 2"!! the Universe when you can "Compare" it to the "Surface 2"!! the Universe when you can "Compare" it to the "Surface 2"!! 

12-12-13 This week's top 10 paid and free apps for iPhone and iPad on 12-12-13 This week's top 10 paid and free apps for iPhone and iPad on 12-12-13 This week's top 10 paid and free apps for iPhone and iPad on 12-12-13 This week's top 10 paid and free apps for iPhone and iPad on 
the App Store are behind the "Times" as HP Workstations "Compare" to the App Store are behind the "Times" as HP Workstations "Compare" to the App Store are behind the "Times" as HP Workstations "Compare" to the App Store are behind the "Times" as HP Workstations "Compare" to 
out RANK "Surface 2" almost... ha, ha, ha!!! out RANK "Surface 2" almost... ha, ha, ha!!! out RANK "Surface 2" almost... ha, ha, ha!!! out RANK "Surface 2" almost... ha, ha, ha!!! 

12-12-13 This week's top 10 paid and free apps for iPhone and iPad on 12-12-13 This week's top 10 paid and free apps for iPhone and iPad on 12-12-13 This week's top 10 paid and free apps for iPhone and iPad on 12-12-13 This week's top 10 paid and free apps for iPhone and iPad on 
the App Store are behind the "Times" as WHO said there was an "urgent the App Store are behind the "Times" as WHO said there was an "urgent the App Store are behind the "Times" as WHO said there was an "urgent the App Store are behind the "Times" as WHO said there was an "urgent 
need" for the advances made in detection, diagnoses and treatment of need" for the advances made in detection, diagnoses and treatment of need" for the advances made in detection, diagnoses and treatment of need" for the advances made in detection, diagnoses and treatment of 
breast cancer to be implemented in 140 Nations and Greg along with breast cancer to be implemented in 140 Nations and Greg along with breast cancer to be implemented in 140 Nations and Greg along with breast cancer to be implemented in 140 Nations and Greg along with 
Dr. Nancy who want to "Put it in the Water" when the Rx Cure is Dr. Nancy who want to "Put it in the Water" when the Rx Cure is Dr. Nancy who want to "Put it in the Water" when the Rx Cure is Dr. Nancy who want to "Put it in the Water" when the Rx Cure is 
Discovered, we want to put it in Publix Grocery Stores, put it in Whole Discovered, we want to put it in Publix Grocery Stores, put it in Whole Discovered, we want to put it in Publix Grocery Stores, put it in Whole Discovered, we want to put it in Publix Grocery Stores, put it in Whole 
Foods Grocery Stores... WHO's "urgent" detection, diagnoses and Foods Grocery Stores... WHO's "urgent" detection, diagnoses and Foods Grocery Stores... WHO's "urgent" detection, diagnoses and Foods Grocery Stores... WHO's "urgent" detection, diagnoses and 
treatment of breast cancer, and SCAN for Breast Cancer and Cancers at treatment of breast cancer, and SCAN for Breast Cancer and Cancers at treatment of breast cancer, and SCAN for Breast Cancer and Cancers at treatment of breast cancer, and SCAN for Breast Cancer and Cancers at 
140 International Air Ports!! 140 International Air Ports!! 140 International Air Ports!! 140 International Air Ports!! 

12-12-13 This week's top 10 paid and free apps for iPhone and iPad on 12-12-13 This week's top 10 paid and free apps for iPhone and iPad on 12-12-13 This week's top 10 paid and free apps for iPhone and iPad on 12-12-13 This week's top 10 paid and free apps for iPhone and iPad on 
the App Store are behind the "Times" as statistics from WHO-WHO the App Store are behind the "Times" as statistics from WHO-WHO the App Store are behind the "Times" as statistics from WHO-WHO the App Store are behind the "Times" as statistics from WHO-WHO 
predicts the number of cancer cases will soar to more than 19 million a predicts the number of cancer cases will soar to more than 19 million a predicts the number of cancer cases will soar to more than 19 million a predicts the number of cancer cases will soar to more than 19 million a 
year by 2025. year by 2025. year by 2025. year by 2025. 

12-12-13 President Vladimir Putin pledged to continue an ambitious 12-12-13 President Vladimir Putin pledged to continue an ambitious 12-12-13 President Vladimir Putin pledged to continue an ambitious 12-12-13 President Vladimir Putin pledged to continue an ambitious 
weapons modernization program and to expand Russia's military weapons modernization program and to expand Russia's military weapons modernization program and to expand Russia's military weapons modernization program and to expand Russia's military 
presence in the Arctic region. Putin has pointed at the U.S. navy presence in the Arctic region. Putin has pointed at the U.S. navy presence in the Arctic region. Putin has pointed at the U.S. navy presence in the Arctic region. Putin has pointed at the U.S. navy 
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presence in the Arctic Ocean as one of the reasons behind the buildup, presence in the Arctic Ocean as one of the reasons behind the buildup, presence in the Arctic Ocean as one of the reasons behind the buildup, presence in the Arctic Ocean as one of the reasons behind the buildup, 
saying that Russia is concerned because it takes U.S. missiles just 15 to saying that Russia is concerned because it takes U.S. missiles just 15 to saying that Russia is concerned because it takes U.S. missiles just 15 to saying that Russia is concerned because it takes U.S. missiles just 15 to 
16 minutes to reach Moscow from a submarine in the Barents Sea... $1 16 minutes to reach Moscow from a submarine in the Barents Sea... $1 16 minutes to reach Moscow from a submarine in the Barents Sea... $1 16 minutes to reach Moscow from a submarine in the Barents Sea... $1 
Trillion has been spent just on Model 2013 Submarines! With many Trillion has been spent just on Model 2013 Submarines! With many Trillion has been spent just on Model 2013 Submarines! With many Trillion has been spent just on Model 2013 Submarines! With many 
apps, grin! No fishing from the Sub is the Admirals pet rule of course. 1 apps, grin! No fishing from the Sub is the Admirals pet rule of course. 1 apps, grin! No fishing from the Sub is the Admirals pet rule of course. 1 apps, grin! No fishing from the Sub is the Admirals pet rule of course. 1 
Trillion fish and Turtles feed by the Fleets Admirals, NO Way! Are you a Trillion fish and Turtles feed by the Fleets Admirals, NO Way! Are you a Trillion fish and Turtles feed by the Fleets Admirals, NO Way! Are you a Trillion fish and Turtles feed by the Fleets Admirals, NO Way! Are you a 
Alien? Alien? Alien? Alien? 

12-12-13 This week's top 10 paid and free apps for iPhone and iPad on 12-12-13 This week's top 10 paid and free apps for iPhone and iPad on 12-12-13 This week's top 10 paid and free apps for iPhone and iPad on 12-12-13 This week's top 10 paid and free apps for iPhone and iPad on 
the App Store are behind the "Times" as how is Time + Gravity the App Store are behind the "Times" as how is Time + Gravity the App Store are behind the "Times" as how is Time + Gravity the App Store are behind the "Times" as how is Time + Gravity 
generated. And Yale "Read Week" Apple doesn't have any app for 1,001 generated. And Yale "Read Week" Apple doesn't have any app for 1,001 generated. And Yale "Read Week" Apple doesn't have any app for 1,001 generated. And Yale "Read Week" Apple doesn't have any app for 1,001 
Invention Projects which you can only "Win" a invention by "Reading" Invention Projects which you can only "Win" a invention by "Reading" Invention Projects which you can only "Win" a invention by "Reading" Invention Projects which you can only "Win" a invention by "Reading" 
and looking for the "Windmill" as Greg did getting the and looking for the "Windmill" as Greg did getting the and looking for the "Windmill" as Greg did getting the and looking for the "Windmill" as Greg did getting the 
ElectricWindmillCar invention in 1980 reading "Animal Farm" while ElectricWindmillCar invention in 1980 reading "Animal Farm" while ElectricWindmillCar invention in 1980 reading "Animal Farm" while ElectricWindmillCar invention in 1980 reading "Animal Farm" while 
thinking constantly of a "ElectricCar" invention! thinking constantly of a "ElectricCar" invention! thinking constantly of a "ElectricCar" invention! thinking constantly of a "ElectricCar" invention! 

12-12-13 This week's top 10 paid and free apps for iPhone and iPad on 12-12-13 This week's top 10 paid and free apps for iPhone and iPad on 12-12-13 This week's top 10 paid and free apps for iPhone and iPad on 12-12-13 This week's top 10 paid and free apps for iPhone and iPad on 
the App Store are behind the "Times" as how many people will be the App Store are behind the "Times" as how many people will be the App Store are behind the "Times" as how many people will be the App Store are behind the "Times" as how many people will be 
diagnosed with "CANCER" in 2013... 14 Million!!! diagnosed with "CANCER" in 2013... 14 Million!!! diagnosed with "CANCER" in 2013... 14 Million!!! diagnosed with "CANCER" in 2013... 14 Million!!! 

12-12-13 This week's top 10 paid and free apps for iPhone and iPad on 12-12-13 This week's top 10 paid and free apps for iPhone and iPad on 12-12-13 This week's top 10 paid and free apps for iPhone and iPad on 12-12-13 This week's top 10 paid and free apps for iPhone and iPad on 
the App Store are behind the "Times" as Steve Jobs died of "CANCER" and the App Store are behind the "Times" as Steve Jobs died of "CANCER" and the App Store are behind the "Times" as Steve Jobs died of "CANCER" and the App Store are behind the "Times" as Steve Jobs died of "CANCER" and 
no follow up apps are sold on this Apple Boss!! no follow up apps are sold on this Apple Boss!! no follow up apps are sold on this Apple Boss!! no follow up apps are sold on this Apple Boss!! 

12-12-13 This week's top 10 paid and free apps for iPhone and iPad on 12-12-13 This week's top 10 paid and free apps for iPhone and iPad on 12-12-13 This week's top 10 paid and free apps for iPhone and iPad on 12-12-13 This week's top 10 paid and free apps for iPhone and iPad on 
the App Store are behind the "Times" as how the number of deaths from the App Store are behind the "Times" as how the number of deaths from the App Store are behind the "Times" as how the number of deaths from the App Store are behind the "Times" as how the number of deaths from 
CANCER... number of deaths has also increased, from 7.6 million to 8.2 CANCER... number of deaths has also increased, from 7.6 million to 8.2 CANCER... number of deaths has also increased, from 7.6 million to 8.2 CANCER... number of deaths has also increased, from 7.6 million to 8.2 
million from 2012 to 2013. million from 2012 to 2013. million from 2012 to 2013. million from 2012 to 2013. 

12-12-13 This week's top 10 paid and free apps for iPhone and iPad on 12-12-13 This week's top 10 paid and free apps for iPhone and iPad on 12-12-13 This week's top 10 paid and free apps for iPhone and iPad on 12-12-13 This week's top 10 paid and free apps for iPhone and iPad on 
the App Store are behind the "Times" as #1 App the Winner is Flu Shots in the App Store are behind the "Times" as #1 App the Winner is Flu Shots in the App Store are behind the "Times" as #1 App the Winner is Flu Shots in the App Store are behind the "Times" as #1 App the Winner is Flu Shots in 
NYC will be mandatory for everyone at "Day Care" centers. The MD who NYC will be mandatory for everyone at "Day Care" centers. The MD who NYC will be mandatory for everyone at "Day Care" centers. The MD who NYC will be mandatory for everyone at "Day Care" centers. The MD who 
help write this app gave his statistics 20K little kids will not get the flu... help write this app gave his statistics 20K little kids will not get the flu... help write this app gave his statistics 20K little kids will not get the flu... help write this app gave his statistics 20K little kids will not get the flu... 
I's sure some Pentagon Psychotic MD will miss all these little kids being I's sure some Pentagon Psychotic MD will miss all these little kids being I's sure some Pentagon Psychotic MD will miss all these little kids being I's sure some Pentagon Psychotic MD will miss all these little kids being 
tortured by the flu... but he better watch out, one of these little kids will tortured by the flu... but he better watch out, one of these little kids will tortured by the flu... but he better watch out, one of these little kids will tortured by the flu... but he better watch out, one of these little kids will 
invent the "Gas Lobotomy Gas" for Pentagon MD's who write the "Torture invent the "Gas Lobotomy Gas" for Pentagon MD's who write the "Torture invent the "Gas Lobotomy Gas" for Pentagon MD's who write the "Torture invent the "Gas Lobotomy Gas" for Pentagon MD's who write the "Torture 
Apps.". White Russians, SWF, MWF next flu shot is for the Pentagon Apps.". White Russians, SWF, MWF next flu shot is for the Pentagon Apps.". White Russians, SWF, MWF next flu shot is for the Pentagon Apps.". White Russians, SWF, MWF next flu shot is for the Pentagon 
Whores in 140 Nations... free them from Korean Comfort Girls, Oh that Whores in 140 Nations... free them from Korean Comfort Girls, Oh that Whores in 140 Nations... free them from Korean Comfort Girls, Oh that Whores in 140 Nations... free them from Korean Comfort Girls, Oh that 
was Japan... was Japan... was Japan... was Japan... 
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12-11-13 GM Bailout cost Verizon the switch from "Cell Towers" to 'Cell 12-11-13 GM Bailout cost Verizon the switch from "Cell Towers" to 'Cell 12-11-13 GM Bailout cost Verizon the switch from "Cell Towers" to 'Cell 12-11-13 GM Bailout cost Verizon the switch from "Cell Towers" to 'Cell 
Satellites" in low Earth Orbit $ GPS tracking of all drivers, recorded Satellites" in low Earth Orbit $ GPS tracking of all drivers, recorded Satellites" in low Earth Orbit $ GPS tracking of all drivers, recorded Satellites" in low Earth Orbit $ GPS tracking of all drivers, recorded 
same as all cell calls are recorded. same as all cell calls are recorded. same as all cell calls are recorded. same as all cell calls are recorded. 

12-11-13 Money may corrupt, but thinking about "Time" + "Gravity" how 12-11-13 Money may corrupt, but thinking about "Time" + "Gravity" how 12-11-13 Money may corrupt, but thinking about "Time" + "Gravity" how 12-11-13 Money may corrupt, but thinking about "Time" + "Gravity" how 
they are generated can prevent "Road Rage" + WW III over "Smog" they are generated can prevent "Road Rage" + WW III over "Smog" they are generated can prevent "Road Rage" + WW III over "Smog" they are generated can prevent "Road Rage" + WW III over "Smog" 
Poison Gasoline Exhaust given to China as Opium was! Poison Gasoline Exhaust given to China as Opium was! Poison Gasoline Exhaust given to China as Opium was! Poison Gasoline Exhaust given to China as Opium was! 

12-11-13 News: 'Time' Person of the Year: Pope Francis. Calling him "The 12-11-13 News: 'Time' Person of the Year: Pope Francis. Calling him "The 12-11-13 News: 'Time' Person of the Year: Pope Francis. Calling him "The 12-11-13 News: 'Time' Person of the Year: Pope Francis. Calling him "The 
People's Pope," Time magazine Today named Pope Francis its Person of People's Pope," Time magazine Today named Pope Francis its Person of People's Pope," Time magazine Today named Pope Francis its Person of People's Pope," Time magazine Today named Pope Francis its Person of 
the Year. the Year. the Year. the Year. 

12-10-13 Priming Pope Francis to think about "time," its creation by 12-10-13 Priming Pope Francis to think about "time," its creation by 12-10-13 Priming Pope Francis to think about "time," its creation by 12-10-13 Priming Pope Francis to think about "time," its creation by 
God. "seems To" or "Should" strengthen "HIS" moral compass... Thou God. "seems To" or "Should" strengthen "HIS" moral compass... Thou God. "seems To" or "Should" strengthen "HIS" moral compass... Thou God. "seems To" or "Should" strengthen "HIS" moral compass... Thou 
Shall Not Go Along With The Pentagon's Suppression Of The Shall Not Go Along With The Pentagon's Suppression Of The Shall Not Go Along With The Pentagon's Suppression Of The Shall Not Go Along With The Pentagon's Suppression Of The 
ElectricWindmillCar Era 1980 to 2013 $ for a % of the $177 Trillion in ElectricWindmillCar Era 1980 to 2013 $ for a % of the $177 Trillion in ElectricWindmillCar Era 1980 to 2013 $ for a % of the $177 Trillion in ElectricWindmillCar Era 1980 to 2013 $ for a % of the $177 Trillion in 
BP Oil Revenues since 1980. BP Oil Revenues since 1980. BP Oil Revenues since 1980. BP Oil Revenues since 1980. 

12-11-13 GM Bailout Costs Taxpayers $10.5 Billion 12-11-13 GM Bailout Costs Taxpayers $10.5 Billion 12-11-13 GM Bailout Costs Taxpayers $10.5 Billion 12-11-13 GM Bailout Costs Taxpayers $10.5 Billion 

12-11-13 GM Bailout Costs Taxpayers $10.5 Billion + Yale Key West 12-11-13 GM Bailout Costs Taxpayers $10.5 Billion + Yale Key West 12-11-13 GM Bailout Costs Taxpayers $10.5 Billion + Yale Key West 12-11-13 GM Bailout Costs Taxpayers $10.5 Billion + Yale Key West 
Medical School built on an Eiffel Tower Super Structure painted "Pink" + Medical School built on an Eiffel Tower Super Structure painted "Pink" + Medical School built on an Eiffel Tower Super Structure painted "Pink" + Medical School built on an Eiffel Tower Super Structure painted "Pink" + 
"Pink" lights, for the Rx Overnight Penicillin Like Miracle Cure for "Pink" lights, for the Rx Overnight Penicillin Like Miracle Cure for "Pink" lights, for the Rx Overnight Penicillin Like Miracle Cure for "Pink" lights, for the Rx Overnight Penicillin Like Miracle Cure for 
Breast Cancer!!! Paris Eiffel Tower on Victoria Secret CBS Special last Breast Cancer!!! Paris Eiffel Tower on Victoria Secret CBS Special last Breast Cancer!!! Paris Eiffel Tower on Victoria Secret CBS Special last Breast Cancer!!! Paris Eiffel Tower on Victoria Secret CBS Special last 
night let the Pairs Elite Bail Out from Brainstorming a Rx Overnight night let the Pairs Elite Bail Out from Brainstorming a Rx Overnight night let the Pairs Elite Bail Out from Brainstorming a Rx Overnight night let the Pairs Elite Bail Out from Brainstorming a Rx Overnight 
Cure for Breast Cancer, Poor Victoria Secret Women... stood up by the Cure for Breast Cancer, Poor Victoria Secret Women... stood up by the Cure for Breast Cancer, Poor Victoria Secret Women... stood up by the Cure for Breast Cancer, Poor Victoria Secret Women... stood up by the 
French Men with Money!!! Lets Hope the New Manhattan Project comes French Men with Money!!! Lets Hope the New Manhattan Project comes French Men with Money!!! Lets Hope the New Manhattan Project comes French Men with Money!!! Lets Hope the New Manhattan Project comes 
through for Dr. Nancy Oppenheimer in 2014... through for Dr. Nancy Oppenheimer in 2014... through for Dr. Nancy Oppenheimer in 2014... through for Dr. Nancy Oppenheimer in 2014... 

12-11-13 GM Bailout Costs Taxpayers $10.5 Billion. Treasury Secretary 12-11-13 GM Bailout Costs Taxpayers $10.5 Billion. Treasury Secretary 12-11-13 GM Bailout Costs Taxpayers $10.5 Billion. Treasury Secretary 12-11-13 GM Bailout Costs Taxpayers $10.5 Billion. Treasury Secretary 
Jacob Lew says "Poison Gasoline Exhaust" Smog over Beijing, Shanghai, Jacob Lew says "Poison Gasoline Exhaust" Smog over Beijing, Shanghai, Jacob Lew says "Poison Gasoline Exhaust" Smog over Beijing, Shanghai, Jacob Lew says "Poison Gasoline Exhaust" Smog over Beijing, Shanghai, 
LA, Paris, Moscow is "Holocaust II" $ LA, Paris, Moscow is "Holocaust II" $ LA, Paris, Moscow is "Holocaust II" $ LA, Paris, Moscow is "Holocaust II" $ 

12-11-13 GM Bailout Costs Taxpayers $10.5 Billion. Treasury Secretary 12-11-13 GM Bailout Costs Taxpayers $10.5 Billion. Treasury Secretary 12-11-13 GM Bailout Costs Taxpayers $10.5 Billion. Treasury Secretary 12-11-13 GM Bailout Costs Taxpayers $10.5 Billion. Treasury Secretary 
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Jacob Lew says MECCA got GM's $177 Trillion in Profits from 1980 to Jacob Lew says MECCA got GM's $177 Trillion in Profits from 1980 to Jacob Lew says MECCA got GM's $177 Trillion in Profits from 1980 to Jacob Lew says MECCA got GM's $177 Trillion in Profits from 1980 to 
2013... this is a "Terrorists Economic Crime" against Detroit $ by Mecca 2013... this is a "Terrorists Economic Crime" against Detroit $ by Mecca 2013... this is a "Terrorists Economic Crime" against Detroit $ by Mecca 2013... this is a "Terrorists Economic Crime" against Detroit $ by Mecca 
and the Pope for not calling 911 on this and on Pedophiles he knows of and the Pope for not calling 911 on this and on Pedophiles he knows of and the Pope for not calling 911 on this and on Pedophiles he knows of and the Pope for not calling 911 on this and on Pedophiles he knows of 
Today! Today! Today! Today! 

12-11-13 GM Bailout Cost 1,001 people their lives in the 2014 Model 12-11-13 GM Bailout Cost 1,001 people their lives in the 2014 Model 12-11-13 GM Bailout Cost 1,001 people their lives in the 2014 Model 12-11-13 GM Bailout Cost 1,001 people their lives in the 2014 Model 
"Smart Cars" with no super air bags on the outside $ "Smart Cars" with no super air bags on the outside $ "Smart Cars" with no super air bags on the outside $ "Smart Cars" with no super air bags on the outside $ 

12-11-13 GM Bailout Cost Mary Barra the New Woman CEO all her 12-11-13 GM Bailout Cost Mary Barra the New Woman CEO all her 12-11-13 GM Bailout Cost Mary Barra the New Woman CEO all her 12-11-13 GM Bailout Cost Mary Barra the New Woman CEO all her 
"Time" years at the "New Product Developments" job she just had is a "Time" years at the "New Product Developments" job she just had is a "Time" years at the "New Product Developments" job she just had is a "Time" years at the "New Product Developments" job she just had is a 
SCAM $ that caused kids to die in "Hot Cars", Drunk + Drugged Driver SCAM $ that caused kids to die in "Hot Cars", Drunk + Drugged Driver SCAM $ that caused kids to die in "Hot Cars", Drunk + Drugged Driver SCAM $ that caused kids to die in "Hot Cars", Drunk + Drugged Driver 
to get into a GM car drive it and Crash + Burn in a head on into to get into a GM car drive it and Crash + Burn in a head on into to get into a GM car drive it and Crash + Burn in a head on into to get into a GM car drive it and Crash + Burn in a head on into 
"Innocent" victims of Mary Barra's New Products Development job at GM "Innocent" victims of Mary Barra's New Products Development job at GM "Innocent" victims of Mary Barra's New Products Development job at GM "Innocent" victims of Mary Barra's New Products Development job at GM 
that suppressed these GM car accessories from being installed on the that suppressed these GM car accessories from being installed on the that suppressed these GM car accessories from being installed on the that suppressed these GM car accessories from being installed on the 
assembly line... this is Mass Murder by Mary Barra!!! Dash Cam Hell we assembly line... this is Mass Murder by Mary Barra!!! Dash Cam Hell we assembly line... this is Mass Murder by Mary Barra!!! Dash Cam Hell we assembly line... this is Mass Murder by Mary Barra!!! Dash Cam Hell we 
need a Cam on the next GM New Products Development women who gets need a Cam on the next GM New Products Development women who gets need a Cam on the next GM New Products Development women who gets need a Cam on the next GM New Products Development women who gets 
her old job! 1,001 apps, accessories can be in the 2014 Model GM. For the her old job! 1,001 apps, accessories can be in the 2014 Model GM. For the her old job! 1,001 apps, accessories can be in the 2014 Model GM. For the her old job! 1,001 apps, accessories can be in the 2014 Model GM. For the 
1st time in history we can invent the GM Car Technology to reduce car 1st time in history we can invent the GM Car Technology to reduce car 1st time in history we can invent the GM Car Technology to reduce car 1st time in history we can invent the GM Car Technology to reduce car 
crashes repair cost by 99% and highway Deaths by 99%. Just like NASA crashes repair cost by 99% and highway Deaths by 99%. Just like NASA crashes repair cost by 99% and highway Deaths by 99%. Just like NASA crashes repair cost by 99% and highway Deaths by 99%. Just like NASA 
can build 1 Trillion Cans of H @ -254 C and not 1 can will "Explode" in can build 1 Trillion Cans of H @ -254 C and not 1 can will "Explode" in can build 1 Trillion Cans of H @ -254 C and not 1 can will "Explode" in can build 1 Trillion Cans of H @ -254 C and not 1 can will "Explode" in 
a Fiery Wreck into a Gasoline Fueled GM car or Truck! a Fiery Wreck into a Gasoline Fueled GM car or Truck! a Fiery Wreck into a Gasoline Fueled GM car or Truck! a Fiery Wreck into a Gasoline Fueled GM car or Truck! 

12-11-13 GM Bailout Costs Taxpayers $10.5 Billion. The Treasury 12-11-13 GM Bailout Costs Taxpayers $10.5 Billion. The Treasury 12-11-13 GM Bailout Costs Taxpayers $10.5 Billion. The Treasury 12-11-13 GM Bailout Costs Taxpayers $10.5 Billion. The Treasury 
Department has sold its final GM shares Monday, recovering $39 billion Department has sold its final GM shares Monday, recovering $39 billion Department has sold its final GM shares Monday, recovering $39 billion Department has sold its final GM shares Monday, recovering $39 billion 
of the $49.5 billion it spent to save the auto maker five years ago. of the $49.5 billion it spent to save the auto maker five years ago. of the $49.5 billion it spent to save the auto maker five years ago. of the $49.5 billion it spent to save the auto maker five years ago. 

12-11-13 GM Bailout Costs Taxpayers $10.5 Billion. Treasury Secretary 12-11-13 GM Bailout Costs Taxpayers $10.5 Billion. Treasury Secretary 12-11-13 GM Bailout Costs Taxpayers $10.5 Billion. Treasury Secretary 12-11-13 GM Bailout Costs Taxpayers $10.5 Billion. Treasury Secretary 
Jacob Lew says that without the bailout, the US would have lost more Jacob Lew says that without the bailout, the US would have lost more Jacob Lew says that without the bailout, the US would have lost more Jacob Lew says that without the bailout, the US would have lost more 
than a million jobs, and the economy could have slipped from recession than a million jobs, and the economy could have slipped from recession than a million jobs, and the economy could have slipped from recession than a million jobs, and the economy could have slipped from recession 
into a depression. Research by the Michigan-based Center for into a depression. Research by the Michigan-based Center for into a depression. Research by the Michigan-based Center for into a depression. Research by the Michigan-based Center for 
Automotive Research says the bailout saved 1.2 million jobs. Automotive Research says the bailout saved 1.2 million jobs. Automotive Research says the bailout saved 1.2 million jobs. Automotive Research says the bailout saved 1.2 million jobs. 

12-11-13 GM Bailout Costs Taxpayers $10.5 Billion. US government lost 12-11-13 GM Bailout Costs Taxpayers $10.5 Billion. US government lost 12-11-13 GM Bailout Costs Taxpayers $10.5 Billion. US government lost 12-11-13 GM Bailout Costs Taxpayers $10.5 Billion. US government lost 
$10.5 billion on the General Motors bailout, but it says the alternative $10.5 billion on the General Motors bailout, but it says the alternative $10.5 billion on the General Motors bailout, but it says the alternative $10.5 billion on the General Motors bailout, but it says the alternative 
would have been far worse... would have been far worse... would have been far worse... would have been far worse... 

12-11-13 GM Bailout Cost Americans $177 Trillion given to Mecca by 12-11-13 GM Bailout Cost Americans $177 Trillion given to Mecca by 12-11-13 GM Bailout Cost Americans $177 Trillion given to Mecca by 12-11-13 GM Bailout Cost Americans $177 Trillion given to Mecca by 
the Pentagon $ the Pentagon $ the Pentagon $ the Pentagon $ 

12-11-13 GM Bailout Cost Women with Breast Cancer their 1980 Rx 12-11-13 GM Bailout Cost Women with Breast Cancer their 1980 Rx 12-11-13 GM Bailout Cost Women with Breast Cancer their 1980 Rx 12-11-13 GM Bailout Cost Women with Breast Cancer their 1980 Rx 
Overnight Miracle Cure via Greg + Wives brainstorming 24/7 with Los Overnight Miracle Cure via Greg + Wives brainstorming 24/7 with Los Overnight Miracle Cure via Greg + Wives brainstorming 24/7 with Los Overnight Miracle Cure via Greg + Wives brainstorming 24/7 with Los 
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Alamos Super Computers $ Alamos Super Computers $ Alamos Super Computers $ Alamos Super Computers $ 

12-11-13 GM Bailout Costs Taxpayers $10.5 Billion 12-11-13 GM Bailout Costs Taxpayers $10.5 Billion 12-11-13 GM Bailout Costs Taxpayers $10.5 Billion 12-11-13 GM Bailout Costs Taxpayers $10.5 Billion 

12-11-13 GM Bailout Cost Americans $177 Trillion given to Mecca by 12-11-13 GM Bailout Cost Americans $177 Trillion given to Mecca by 12-11-13 GM Bailout Cost Americans $177 Trillion given to Mecca by 12-11-13 GM Bailout Cost Americans $177 Trillion given to Mecca by 
the Pentagon $ the Pentagon $ the Pentagon $ the Pentagon $ 

12-11-13 GM Bailout Cost the lives of 100's of Cops burned and burned 12-11-13 GM Bailout Cost the lives of 100's of Cops burned and burned 12-11-13 GM Bailout Cost the lives of 100's of Cops burned and burned 12-11-13 GM Bailout Cost the lives of 100's of Cops burned and burned 
to death in fiery cop car wrecks $ to death in fiery cop car wrecks $ to death in fiery cop car wrecks $ to death in fiery cop car wrecks $ 

12-11-13 GM Bailout Cost the New Woman CEO Mary Barra, her "moral 12-11-13 GM Bailout Cost the New Woman CEO Mary Barra, her "moral 12-11-13 GM Bailout Cost the New Woman CEO Mary Barra, her "moral 12-11-13 GM Bailout Cost the New Woman CEO Mary Barra, her "moral 
sanity" in "Heaven or Hell" by sleeping with "Cop Killers;" the Pentagon! sanity" in "Heaven or Hell" by sleeping with "Cop Killers;" the Pentagon! sanity" in "Heaven or Hell" by sleeping with "Cop Killers;" the Pentagon! sanity" in "Heaven or Hell" by sleeping with "Cop Killers;" the Pentagon! 
If Mary Barra were born in Mecca she would not get 72 Virgins in If Mary Barra were born in Mecca she would not get 72 Virgins in If Mary Barra were born in Mecca she would not get 72 Virgins in If Mary Barra were born in Mecca she would not get 72 Virgins in 
"Heaven" the Moslems believe in $ "Heaven" the Moslems believe in $ "Heaven" the Moslems believe in $ "Heaven" the Moslems believe in $ 

12-11-13 General Motors Co CEO Dan Akerson will step down next 12-11-13 General Motors Co CEO Dan Akerson will step down next 12-11-13 General Motors Co CEO Dan Akerson will step down next 12-11-13 General Motors Co CEO Dan Akerson will step down next 
month and be replaced by GM "lifer" and global product chief Mary month and be replaced by GM "lifer" and global product chief Mary month and be replaced by GM "lifer" and global product chief Mary month and be replaced by GM "lifer" and global product chief Mary 
Barra, a sign that the development of new vehicles will be the Barra, a sign that the development of new vehicles will be the Barra, a sign that the development of new vehicles will be the Barra, a sign that the development of new vehicles will be the 
paramount focus of the company. paramount focus of the company. paramount focus of the company. paramount focus of the company. 

12-11-13 GM Bailout Cost Mary Barra the New Woman CEO all "New 12-11-13 GM Bailout Cost Mary Barra the New Woman CEO all "New 12-11-13 GM Bailout Cost Mary Barra the New Woman CEO all "New 12-11-13 GM Bailout Cost Mary Barra the New Woman CEO all "New 
Product Developments" VP job she just had a SCAM $ Product Developments" VP job she just had a SCAM $ Product Developments" VP job she just had a SCAM $ Product Developments" VP job she just had a SCAM $ 

12-11-13 GM Bailout Cost Mom her sanity leaving 100 Kids every 12-11-13 GM Bailout Cost Mom her sanity leaving 100 Kids every 12-11-13 GM Bailout Cost Mom her sanity leaving 100 Kids every 12-11-13 GM Bailout Cost Mom her sanity leaving 100 Kids every 
Summer to Die in a Hot Car no Verizon Alerts either $ Summer to Die in a Hot Car no Verizon Alerts either $ Summer to Die in a Hot Car no Verizon Alerts either $ Summer to Die in a Hot Car no Verizon Alerts either $ 

12-11-13 GM Bailout Cost Detroit Victoria Secret Models who had to sell 12-11-13 GM Bailout Cost Detroit Victoria Secret Models who had to sell 12-11-13 GM Bailout Cost Detroit Victoria Secret Models who had to sell 12-11-13 GM Bailout Cost Detroit Victoria Secret Models who had to sell 
"Sex" to Saudi Arabia Princes $ "Sex" to Saudi Arabia Princes $ "Sex" to Saudi Arabia Princes $ "Sex" to Saudi Arabia Princes $ 

12-11-13 GM Bailout Cost Gas Station Employees their lives in 12-11-13 GM Bailout Cost Gas Station Employees their lives in 12-11-13 GM Bailout Cost Gas Station Employees their lives in 12-11-13 GM Bailout Cost Gas Station Employees their lives in 
Murderous Hold Ups by Desperate Men $ Murderous Hold Ups by Desperate Men $ Murderous Hold Ups by Desperate Men $ Murderous Hold Ups by Desperate Men $ 

12-11-13 GM Bailout Cost 1,001 Cops their lives with No Dash Cam Mic + 12-11-13 GM Bailout Cost 1,001 Cops their lives with No Dash Cam Mic + 12-11-13 GM Bailout Cost 1,001 Cops their lives with No Dash Cam Mic + 12-11-13 GM Bailout Cost 1,001 Cops their lives with No Dash Cam Mic + 
Speaker, ability to see driver before red lights go on $ Speaker, ability to see driver before red lights go on $ Speaker, ability to see driver before red lights go on $ Speaker, ability to see driver before red lights go on $ 

12-11-13 GM Bailout Cost "Shock + Awe" Bush + Bush weapon of Mass 12-11-13 GM Bailout Cost "Shock + Awe" Bush + Bush weapon of Mass 12-11-13 GM Bailout Cost "Shock + Awe" Bush + Bush weapon of Mass 12-11-13 GM Bailout Cost "Shock + Awe" Bush + Bush weapon of Mass 
Destruction is "Gasoline's Poison Exhaust" gives kids cancers + birth Destruction is "Gasoline's Poison Exhaust" gives kids cancers + birth Destruction is "Gasoline's Poison Exhaust" gives kids cancers + birth Destruction is "Gasoline's Poison Exhaust" gives kids cancers + birth 
defects for the next 100 years! "Shock + Awe" of kids with cancer and defects for the next 100 years! "Shock + Awe" of kids with cancer and defects for the next 100 years! "Shock + Awe" of kids with cancer and defects for the next 100 years! "Shock + Awe" of kids with cancer and 
birth defects from breathing in air mixed with Texas Oil $ will start the birth defects from breathing in air mixed with Texas Oil $ will start the birth defects from breathing in air mixed with Texas Oil $ will start the birth defects from breathing in air mixed with Texas Oil $ will start the 
New French Revolution in "Time" when some Intellectuals in Paris New French Revolution in "Time" when some Intellectuals in Paris New French Revolution in "Time" when some Intellectuals in Paris New French Revolution in "Time" when some Intellectuals in Paris 
realize "Time" + "Gravity" are generated and the "Gravity Engine" can realize "Time" + "Gravity" are generated and the "Gravity Engine" can realize "Time" + "Gravity" are generated and the "Gravity Engine" can realize "Time" + "Gravity" are generated and the "Gravity Engine" can 
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be Invented $ be Invented $ be Invented $ be Invented $ 

12-11-13 GM Bailout Cost USA the $1 Trillion Dollar New Manhattan 12-11-13 GM Bailout Cost USA the $1 Trillion Dollar New Manhattan 12-11-13 GM Bailout Cost USA the $1 Trillion Dollar New Manhattan 12-11-13 GM Bailout Cost USA the $1 Trillion Dollar New Manhattan 
Project run by Dr.Nancy Oppenheimer $ Project run by Dr.Nancy Oppenheimer $ Project run by Dr.Nancy Oppenheimer $ Project run by Dr.Nancy Oppenheimer $ 

12-11-13 GM Bailout Cost, LOST generations of student their 1,001 12-11-13 GM Bailout Cost, LOST generations of student their 1,001 12-11-13 GM Bailout Cost, LOST generations of student their 1,001 12-11-13 GM Bailout Cost, LOST generations of student their 1,001 
Invention Projects Bill + Melinda deleted from Win 8.1 fix $ Invention Projects Bill + Melinda deleted from Win 8.1 fix $ Invention Projects Bill + Melinda deleted from Win 8.1 fix $ Invention Projects Bill + Melinda deleted from Win 8.1 fix $ 

12-11-13 GM Bailout cost Verizon the switch from "Cell Towers" to 'Cell 12-11-13 GM Bailout cost Verizon the switch from "Cell Towers" to 'Cell 12-11-13 GM Bailout cost Verizon the switch from "Cell Towers" to 'Cell 12-11-13 GM Bailout cost Verizon the switch from "Cell Towers" to 'Cell 
Satellites" in low Earth Orbit $ Satellites" in low Earth Orbit $ Satellites" in low Earth Orbit $ Satellites" in low Earth Orbit $ 

12-11-13 GM Bailout cost Verizon the switch from "Cell Towers" to 'Cell 12-11-13 GM Bailout cost Verizon the switch from "Cell Towers" to 'Cell 12-11-13 GM Bailout cost Verizon the switch from "Cell Towers" to 'Cell 12-11-13 GM Bailout cost Verizon the switch from "Cell Towers" to 'Cell 
Satellites" in low Earth Orbit $ GPS tracking of all drivers, recording Satellites" in low Earth Orbit $ GPS tracking of all drivers, recording Satellites" in low Earth Orbit $ GPS tracking of all drivers, recording Satellites" in low Earth Orbit $ GPS tracking of all drivers, recording 
same as all cell calls are recorded. same as all cell calls are recorded. same as all cell calls are recorded. same as all cell calls are recorded. 

12-11-13 GM Bailout cost Verizon the switch from "Cell Towers" to 'Cell 12-11-13 GM Bailout cost Verizon the switch from "Cell Towers" to 'Cell 12-11-13 GM Bailout cost Verizon the switch from "Cell Towers" to 'Cell 12-11-13 GM Bailout cost Verizon the switch from "Cell Towers" to 'Cell 
Satellites" in low Earth Orbit $ GPS tracking of all drivers, recorded Satellites" in low Earth Orbit $ GPS tracking of all drivers, recorded Satellites" in low Earth Orbit $ GPS tracking of all drivers, recorded Satellites" in low Earth Orbit $ GPS tracking of all drivers, recorded 
same as all cell calls are recorded. same as all cell calls are recorded. same as all cell calls are recorded. same as all cell calls are recorded. 

12-10-13 Money may corrupt, but thinking about "Time" can 12-10-13 Money may corrupt, but thinking about "Time" can 12-10-13 Money may corrupt, but thinking about "Time" can 12-10-13 Money may corrupt, but thinking about "Time" can 
strengthen morality! Headlines... strengthen morality! Headlines... strengthen morality! Headlines... strengthen morality! Headlines... 

12-10-13 Priming readers to think about "time" its creation by God. 12-10-13 Priming readers to think about "time" its creation by God. 12-10-13 Priming readers to think about "time" its creation by God. 12-10-13 Priming readers to think about "time" its creation by God. 
"seems To" strengthen their moral compass... Thou Shall Not Kill. "seems To" strengthen their moral compass... Thou Shall Not Kill. "seems To" strengthen their moral compass... Thou Shall Not Kill. "seems To" strengthen their moral compass... Thou Shall Not Kill. 

12-10-13 Money may corrupt, but thinking about "time" can strengthen 12-10-13 Money may corrupt, but thinking about "time" can strengthen 12-10-13 Money may corrupt, but thinking about "time" can strengthen 12-10-13 Money may corrupt, but thinking about "time" can strengthen 
morality! Headlines... Research just published in "Psychological Science morality! Headlines... Research just published in "Psychological Science morality! Headlines... Research just published in "Psychological Science morality! Headlines... Research just published in "Psychological Science 
Journal" a journal of the "Association for Psychological Science." Journal" a journal of the "Association for Psychological Science." Journal" a journal of the "Association for Psychological Science." Journal" a journal of the "Association for Psychological Science." 
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12-10-13 Top Brass who Own these "Journals" know about the $177 12-10-13 Top Brass who Own these "Journals" know about the $177 12-10-13 Top Brass who Own these "Journals" know about the $177 12-10-13 Top Brass who Own these "Journals" know about the $177 
Trillion in BP Oil Revenues made suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar Trillion in BP Oil Revenues made suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar Trillion in BP Oil Revenues made suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar Trillion in BP Oil Revenues made suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar 
Era since 1980. Era since 1980. Era since 1980. Era since 1980. 

12-10-13 Priming Stimulus for Greg's Readers Here I have to insert this 12-10-13 Priming Stimulus for Greg's Readers Here I have to insert this 12-10-13 Priming Stimulus for Greg's Readers Here I have to insert this 12-10-13 Priming Stimulus for Greg's Readers Here I have to insert this 
$177 Trillion is the worst "Money" crime in the History of Earth + $177 Trillion is the worst "Money" crime in the History of Earth + $177 Trillion is the worst "Money" crime in the History of Earth + $177 Trillion is the worst "Money" crime in the History of Earth + 
Mankind... and the Stupid Criminals think they will get to spent all Mankind... and the Stupid Criminals think they will get to spent all Mankind... and the Stupid Criminals think they will get to spent all Mankind... and the Stupid Criminals think they will get to spent all 
$177 Trillion on "MIT Drones" and Vegas Christmas + New Year Parties $177 Trillion on "MIT Drones" and Vegas Christmas + New Year Parties $177 Trillion on "MIT Drones" and Vegas Christmas + New Year Parties $177 Trillion on "MIT Drones" and Vegas Christmas + New Year Parties 
with "Sex Slaves!" with "Sex Slaves!" with "Sex Slaves!" with "Sex Slaves!" 

12-10-13 Money may corrupt, but thinking about "time" can strengthen 12-10-13 Money may corrupt, but thinking about "time" can strengthen 12-10-13 Money may corrupt, but thinking about "time" can strengthen 12-10-13 Money may corrupt, but thinking about "time" can strengthen 
morality! Headlines... morality! Headlines... morality! Headlines... morality! Headlines... 

12-10-13 Proxima Centauri is a red dwarf, a flare star that will shine 12-10-13 Proxima Centauri is a red dwarf, a flare star that will shine 12-10-13 Proxima Centauri is a red dwarf, a flare star that will shine 12-10-13 Proxima Centauri is a red dwarf, a flare star that will shine 
for 4 Trillion more years! for 4 Trillion more years! for 4 Trillion more years! for 4 Trillion more years! 

12-10-13 Priming is an implicit memory effect in which exposure to a 12-10-13 Priming is an implicit memory effect in which exposure to a 12-10-13 Priming is an implicit memory effect in which exposure to a 12-10-13 Priming is an implicit memory effect in which exposure to a 
stimulus influences a response to a later stimulus.... Proxima Centauri stimulus influences a response to a later stimulus.... Proxima Centauri stimulus influences a response to a later stimulus.... Proxima Centauri stimulus influences a response to a later stimulus.... Proxima Centauri 
is a red dwarf, a flare star that will shine for 4 Trillion more years! is a red dwarf, a flare star that will shine for 4 Trillion more years! is a red dwarf, a flare star that will shine for 4 Trillion more years! is a red dwarf, a flare star that will shine for 4 Trillion more years! 

12-10-13 Priming Stimulus here is 4 Trillion Years from Today Proxima 12-10-13 Priming Stimulus here is 4 Trillion Years from Today Proxima 12-10-13 Priming Stimulus here is 4 Trillion Years from Today Proxima 12-10-13 Priming Stimulus here is 4 Trillion Years from Today Proxima 
Centauri, 4.2 light years from Earth will burn the last of its Hydrogen... Centauri, 4.2 light years from Earth will burn the last of its Hydrogen... Centauri, 4.2 light years from Earth will burn the last of its Hydrogen... Centauri, 4.2 light years from Earth will burn the last of its Hydrogen... 
Our Sun will burn the last of its Hydrogen in 7 Billion Years. So the Our Sun will burn the last of its Hydrogen in 7 Billion Years. So the Our Sun will burn the last of its Hydrogen in 7 Billion Years. So the Our Sun will burn the last of its Hydrogen in 7 Billion Years. So the 
Stimulus about "TIME" is like 4 Trillion BDays! It can occur following Stimulus about "TIME" is like 4 Trillion BDays! It can occur following Stimulus about "TIME" is like 4 Trillion BDays! It can occur following Stimulus about "TIME" is like 4 Trillion BDays! It can occur following 
perceptual, semantic, or conceptual stimulus. perceptual, semantic, or conceptual stimulus. perceptual, semantic, or conceptual stimulus. perceptual, semantic, or conceptual stimulus. 

12-10-13 Priming... How is "Time Generated" is "Conceptual Stimulus". 12-10-13 Priming... How is "Time Generated" is "Conceptual Stimulus". 12-10-13 Priming... How is "Time Generated" is "Conceptual Stimulus". 12-10-13 Priming... How is "Time Generated" is "Conceptual Stimulus". 

12-10-13 Priming... How "Gravity is Generated" is "Conceptual 12-10-13 Priming... How "Gravity is Generated" is "Conceptual 12-10-13 Priming... How "Gravity is Generated" is "Conceptual 12-10-13 Priming... How "Gravity is Generated" is "Conceptual 
Stimulus". Stimulus". Stimulus". Stimulus". 

12-10-13 Priming... "Gravity Engine" will be invented is a "Reality 12-10-13 Priming... "Gravity Engine" will be invented is a "Reality 12-10-13 Priming... "Gravity Engine" will be invented is a "Reality 12-10-13 Priming... "Gravity Engine" will be invented is a "Reality 
Stimulus". Stimulus". Stimulus". Stimulus". 
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12-10-13 Priming... is Greg's "Years" ago LOST Invention of... "Dash 12-10-13 Priming... is Greg's "Years" ago LOST Invention of... "Dash 12-10-13 Priming... is Greg's "Years" ago LOST Invention of... "Dash 12-10-13 Priming... is Greg's "Years" ago LOST Invention of... "Dash 
Cam's" with mic and speaker so the cops can talk and listen to 50 Cam's" with mic and speaker so the cops can talk and listen to 50 Cam's" with mic and speaker so the cops can talk and listen to 50 Cam's" with mic and speaker so the cops can talk and listen to 50 
drivers frustrated by the lack of information in the Snowy Fatal 50-Car drivers frustrated by the lack of information in the Snowy Fatal 50-Car drivers frustrated by the lack of information in the Snowy Fatal 50-Car drivers frustrated by the lack of information in the Snowy Fatal 50-Car 
Pile-Up waiting. Stimulus is a BDay Realization our Government's Pile-Up waiting. Stimulus is a BDay Realization our Government's Pile-Up waiting. Stimulus is a BDay Realization our Government's Pile-Up waiting. Stimulus is a BDay Realization our Government's 
Numb Nuts Dictators are Alcoholic Gamblers in Vegas and will all go to Numb Nuts Dictators are Alcoholic Gamblers in Vegas and will all go to Numb Nuts Dictators are Alcoholic Gamblers in Vegas and will all go to Numb Nuts Dictators are Alcoholic Gamblers in Vegas and will all go to 
Hell in some Distant Galaxy! Hell in some Distant Galaxy! Hell in some Distant Galaxy! Hell in some Distant Galaxy! 

12-10-13 Priming works best when the two stimuli are in the same 12-10-13 Priming works best when the two stimuli are in the same 12-10-13 Priming works best when the two stimuli are in the same 12-10-13 Priming works best when the two stimuli are in the same 
modality. Priming also occurs between modalities, or between modality. Priming also occurs between modalities, or between modality. Priming also occurs between modalities, or between modality. Priming also occurs between modalities, or between 
semantically related words such as "doctor" + "nurse". semantically related words such as "doctor" + "nurse". semantically related words such as "doctor" + "nurse". semantically related words such as "doctor" + "nurse". 

12-10-13 Doctors + Nurses Realization our Government's Numb Nuts 12-10-13 Doctors + Nurses Realization our Government's Numb Nuts 12-10-13 Doctors + Nurses Realization our Government's Numb Nuts 12-10-13 Doctors + Nurses Realization our Government's Numb Nuts 
Dictators are Alcoholic Gamblers in Vegas and will all go to Hell in Dictators are Alcoholic Gamblers in Vegas and will all go to Hell in Dictators are Alcoholic Gamblers in Vegas and will all go to Hell in Dictators are Alcoholic Gamblers in Vegas and will all go to Hell in 
some Distant Galaxy! some Distant Galaxy! some Distant Galaxy! some Distant Galaxy! 

12-10-13 Free Obama Care like Saudi Arabia has doesn't let "Women" 12-10-13 Free Obama Care like Saudi Arabia has doesn't let "Women" 12-10-13 Free Obama Care like Saudi Arabia has doesn't let "Women" 12-10-13 Free Obama Care like Saudi Arabia has doesn't let "Women" 
drive an ElectricWindmillCar! drive an ElectricWindmillCar! drive an ElectricWindmillCar! drive an ElectricWindmillCar! 

12-10-13 Medicare for All Executive Order by Obama on page 2 would 12-10-13 Medicare for All Executive Order by Obama on page 2 would 12-10-13 Medicare for All Executive Order by Obama on page 2 would 12-10-13 Medicare for All Executive Order by Obama on page 2 would 
have Nursed to Doctor Education Perks. Free Medical School for All have Nursed to Doctor Education Perks. Free Medical School for All have Nursed to Doctor Education Perks. Free Medical School for All have Nursed to Doctor Education Perks. Free Medical School for All 
Nurses who want to become an MD Doctor! Saudi Arabia has this today, Nurses who want to become an MD Doctor! Saudi Arabia has this today, Nurses who want to become an MD Doctor! Saudi Arabia has this today, Nurses who want to become an MD Doctor! Saudi Arabia has this today, 
All Medical Students are paid a "Salary" to attend Medical School at All Medical Students are paid a "Salary" to attend Medical School at All Medical Students are paid a "Salary" to attend Medical School at All Medical Students are paid a "Salary" to attend Medical School at 
Yale + Harvard, but only 1 or 2 women enrolled and this was not a Yale + Harvard, but only 1 or 2 women enrolled and this was not a Yale + Harvard, but only 1 or 2 women enrolled and this was not a Yale + Harvard, but only 1 or 2 women enrolled and this was not a 
Mecca Web Page Glitch... ha, ha, ha! Mecca Web Page Glitch... ha, ha, ha! Mecca Web Page Glitch... ha, ha, ha! Mecca Web Page Glitch... ha, ha, ha! 

12-10-13 When "Women" Nurses paid a "Salary" enter Yale + Harvard 12-10-13 When "Women" Nurses paid a "Salary" enter Yale + Harvard 12-10-13 When "Women" Nurses paid a "Salary" enter Yale + Harvard 12-10-13 When "Women" Nurses paid a "Salary" enter Yale + Harvard 
Medical School they will need a parking permit for their Medical School they will need a parking permit for their Medical School they will need a parking permit for their Medical School they will need a parking permit for their 
ElectricWindmillCar as Yale + Harvard Campus are not safe enough for ElectricWindmillCar as Yale + Harvard Campus are not safe enough for ElectricWindmillCar as Yale + Harvard Campus are not safe enough for ElectricWindmillCar as Yale + Harvard Campus are not safe enough for 
women to walk home at midnight from the campus library! women to walk home at midnight from the campus library! women to walk home at midnight from the campus library! women to walk home at midnight from the campus library! 

12-10-13 CBS Priming of "Women" to become an "Engineer" build a 12-10-13 CBS Priming of "Women" to become an "Engineer" build a 12-10-13 CBS Priming of "Women" to become an "Engineer" build a 12-10-13 CBS Priming of "Women" to become an "Engineer" build a 
coffee table or chair... exposed CBS Producer of "This Morning" as a coffee table or chair... exposed CBS Producer of "This Morning" as a coffee table or chair... exposed CBS Producer of "This Morning" as a coffee table or chair... exposed CBS Producer of "This Morning" as a 
Numb Nuts... Dr. Nancy would have Priming CBS women viewers to Numb Nuts... Dr. Nancy would have Priming CBS women viewers to Numb Nuts... Dr. Nancy would have Priming CBS women viewers to Numb Nuts... Dr. Nancy would have Priming CBS women viewers to 
"Riot" for Nurse to Doctor MD in Obama Care paid for by $4 Gasoline "Riot" for Nurse to Doctor MD in Obama Care paid for by $4 Gasoline "Riot" for Nurse to Doctor MD in Obama Care paid for by $4 Gasoline "Riot" for Nurse to Doctor MD in Obama Care paid for by $4 Gasoline 
Revenues that will be confiscated from Saudi Arabia soon! Revenues that will be confiscated from Saudi Arabia soon! Revenues that will be confiscated from Saudi Arabia soon! Revenues that will be confiscated from Saudi Arabia soon! 

12-10-13 Implicit memory is a type of memory in which previous 12-10-13 Implicit memory is a type of memory in which previous 12-10-13 Implicit memory is a type of memory in which previous 12-10-13 Implicit memory is a type of memory in which previous 
experiences aid in the performance of a task without conscious experiences aid in the performance of a task without conscious experiences aid in the performance of a task without conscious experiences aid in the performance of a task without conscious 
awareness of these previous experiences. Evidence for implicit memory awareness of these previous experiences. Evidence for implicit memory awareness of these previous experiences. Evidence for implicit memory awareness of these previous experiences. Evidence for implicit memory 
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arises in priming, a process whereby subjects are measured by how they arises in priming, a process whereby subjects are measured by how they arises in priming, a process whereby subjects are measured by how they arises in priming, a process whereby subjects are measured by how they 
have improved their performance on tasks for which they have been have improved their performance on tasks for which they have been have improved their performance on tasks for which they have been have improved their performance on tasks for which they have been 
subconsciously prepared. Implicit memory also leads to the illusion-of-subconsciously prepared. Implicit memory also leads to the illusion-of-subconsciously prepared. Implicit memory also leads to the illusion-of-subconsciously prepared. Implicit memory also leads to the illusion-of-
truth effect, which suggests that subjects are more likely to rate as true truth effect, which suggests that subjects are more likely to rate as true truth effect, which suggests that subjects are more likely to rate as true truth effect, which suggests that subjects are more likely to rate as true 
those statements that they have already heard! Thou Shall Not Kill. those statements that they have already heard! Thou Shall Not Kill. those statements that they have already heard! Thou Shall Not Kill. those statements that they have already heard! Thou Shall Not Kill. 
Don't build the "Death Star" Nuke at Los Alamos let the Men Engineers Don't build the "Death Star" Nuke at Los Alamos let the Men Engineers Don't build the "Death Star" Nuke at Los Alamos let the Men Engineers Don't build the "Death Star" Nuke at Los Alamos let the Men Engineers 
built it... God will sort this out! How you spent the next 4 Trillion Years built it... God will sort this out! How you spent the next 4 Trillion Years built it... God will sort this out! How you spent the next 4 Trillion Years built it... God will sort this out! How you spent the next 4 Trillion Years 
in the Universe! in the Universe! in the Universe! in the Universe! 

12-10-13 Practice Makes Perfect -Evidence for implicit memory arises in 12-10-13 Practice Makes Perfect -Evidence for implicit memory arises in 12-10-13 Practice Makes Perfect -Evidence for implicit memory arises in 12-10-13 Practice Makes Perfect -Evidence for implicit memory arises in 
priming, a process whereby subjects are measured by how they have priming, a process whereby subjects are measured by how they have priming, a process whereby subjects are measured by how they have priming, a process whereby subjects are measured by how they have 
improved their performance on tasks. improved their performance on tasks. improved their performance on tasks. improved their performance on tasks. 

12-10-13 Greg is rereading the book... "Another Day in the Frontal 12-10-13 Greg is rereading the book... "Another Day in the Frontal 12-10-13 Greg is rereading the book... "Another Day in the Frontal 12-10-13 Greg is rereading the book... "Another Day in the Frontal 
Lobe" by Katrina Firlik MD, what I read yesterday started an new Lobe" by Katrina Firlik MD, what I read yesterday started an new Lobe" by Katrina Firlik MD, what I read yesterday started an new Lobe" by Katrina Firlik MD, what I read yesterday started an new 
Invention Project for the Observers. What the Observers must organize Invention Project for the Observers. What the Observers must organize Invention Project for the Observers. What the Observers must organize Invention Project for the Observers. What the Observers must organize 
now. Mainly the Professor Observers! Is a end of the Chapter in all now. Mainly the Professor Observers! Is a end of the Chapter in all now. Mainly the Professor Observers! Is a end of the Chapter in all now. Mainly the Professor Observers! Is a end of the Chapter in all 
Textbooks quiz. This Quiz will be on all the "101 Inventions" I have Textbooks quiz. This Quiz will be on all the "101 Inventions" I have Textbooks quiz. This Quiz will be on all the "101 Inventions" I have Textbooks quiz. This Quiz will be on all the "101 Inventions" I have 
made since 1980. Most are in the 850 Page link above and links within made since 1980. Most are in the 850 Page link above and links within made since 1980. Most are in the 850 Page link above and links within made since 1980. Most are in the 850 Page link above and links within 
these 850 pages. So everyone wanting to "InventSomething" can these 850 pages. So everyone wanting to "InventSomething" can these 850 pages. So everyone wanting to "InventSomething" can these 850 pages. So everyone wanting to "InventSomething" can 
Practice on 101 Inventions Greg has made as a POW Inventor of our Practice on 101 Inventions Greg has made as a POW Inventor of our Practice on 101 Inventions Greg has made as a POW Inventor of our Practice on 101 Inventions Greg has made as a POW Inventor of our 
Numb Nuts Dictators since 1980. wow! How is "Time" generated? Numb Nuts Dictators since 1980. wow! How is "Time" generated? Numb Nuts Dictators since 1980. wow! How is "Time" generated? Numb Nuts Dictators since 1980. wow! How is "Time" generated? 

12-10-13 This 101 Inventions quiz will lead "YOU + Humanity" to build 12-10-13 This 101 Inventions quiz will lead "YOU + Humanity" to build 12-10-13 This 101 Inventions quiz will lead "YOU + Humanity" to build 12-10-13 This 101 Inventions quiz will lead "YOU + Humanity" to build 
the "Gravity Engine" and I hope the little girls mom's who just watched the "Gravity Engine" and I hope the little girls mom's who just watched the "Gravity Engine" and I hope the little girls mom's who just watched the "Gravity Engine" and I hope the little girls mom's who just watched 
CBS "This Morning" GoldieBlox CEO on inspiring girls to become CBS "This Morning" GoldieBlox CEO on inspiring girls to become CBS "This Morning" GoldieBlox CEO on inspiring girls to become CBS "This Morning" GoldieBlox CEO on inspiring girls to become 
engineers gets a more "Priming Stimulus" on making her daughters engineers gets a more "Priming Stimulus" on making her daughters engineers gets a more "Priming Stimulus" on making her daughters engineers gets a more "Priming Stimulus" on making her daughters 
into a MD from Dr. Nancy Snyderman! into a MD from Dr. Nancy Snyderman! into a MD from Dr. Nancy Snyderman! into a MD from Dr. Nancy Snyderman! 

12-10-13 MIT Engineer built all the "Drones" that killed 100's of kids 12-10-13 MIT Engineer built all the "Drones" that killed 100's of kids 12-10-13 MIT Engineer built all the "Drones" that killed 100's of kids 12-10-13 MIT Engineer built all the "Drones" that killed 100's of kids 
and the MIT Engineers had no choice but to build "Weapons of War" or and the MIT Engineers had no choice but to build "Weapons of War" or and the MIT Engineers had no choice but to build "Weapons of War" or and the MIT Engineers had no choice but to build "Weapons of War" or 
die! die! die! die! 

12-19-13 Debbie Sterling, should take a tour of Los Alamos and ask 12-19-13 Debbie Sterling, should take a tour of Los Alamos and ask 12-19-13 Debbie Sterling, should take a tour of Los Alamos and ask 12-19-13 Debbie Sterling, should take a tour of Los Alamos and ask 
does she want "Women" building the "Death Star Nuke" at Los Alamos! does she want "Women" building the "Death Star Nuke" at Los Alamos! does she want "Women" building the "Death Star Nuke" at Los Alamos! does she want "Women" building the "Death Star Nuke" at Los Alamos! 
No Woman would kill 1 Billion people, Numb Nuts Dictators will. No Woman would kill 1 Billion people, Numb Nuts Dictators will. No Woman would kill 1 Billion people, Numb Nuts Dictators will. No Woman would kill 1 Billion people, Numb Nuts Dictators will. 
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12-10-13 "Women Engineers"... Can Save 15 Billion People from the 12-10-13 "Women Engineers"... Can Save 15 Billion People from the 12-10-13 "Women Engineers"... Can Save 15 Billion People from the 12-10-13 "Women Engineers"... Can Save 15 Billion People from the 
Pentagons War Toy MEN Engineers by inventing a way to Hear + Observe Pentagons War Toy MEN Engineers by inventing a way to Hear + Observe Pentagons War Toy MEN Engineers by inventing a way to Hear + Observe Pentagons War Toy MEN Engineers by inventing a way to Hear + Observe 
Aliens 4 light years from Earth... Aliens are the only Force in the Aliens 4 light years from Earth... Aliens are the only Force in the Aliens 4 light years from Earth... Aliens are the only Force in the Aliens 4 light years from Earth... Aliens are the only Force in the 
Universe that can Stop the Pentagon from Destroying Earth! Universe that can Stop the Pentagon from Destroying Earth! Universe that can Stop the Pentagon from Destroying Earth! Universe that can Stop the Pentagon from Destroying Earth! 

12-10-13 Debbie Sterling, the chief executive officer of the toy start-up 12-10-13 Debbie Sterling, the chief executive officer of the toy start-up 12-10-13 Debbie Sterling, the chief executive officer of the toy start-up 12-10-13 Debbie Sterling, the chief executive officer of the toy start-up 
company GoldieBlox, joins the "CBS This Morning" co-hosts to discuss company GoldieBlox, joins the "CBS This Morning" co-hosts to discuss company GoldieBlox, joins the "CBS This Morning" co-hosts to discuss company GoldieBlox, joins the "CBS This Morning" co-hosts to discuss 
her goal of creating toys to inspire young women to pursue her goal of creating toys to inspire young women to pursue her goal of creating toys to inspire young women to pursue her goal of creating toys to inspire young women to pursue 
engineering. engineering. engineering. engineering. 

12-10-13 MIT MEN Engineer's built all the "Drones" that killed 100's of 12-10-13 MIT MEN Engineer's built all the "Drones" that killed 100's of 12-10-13 MIT MEN Engineer's built all the "Drones" that killed 100's of 12-10-13 MIT MEN Engineer's built all the "Drones" that killed 100's of 
kids and the MIT Engineers had no choice but to build "Weapons of kids and the MIT Engineers had no choice but to build "Weapons of kids and the MIT Engineers had no choice but to build "Weapons of kids and the MIT Engineers had no choice but to build "Weapons of 
War" or die! War" or die! War" or die! War" or die! 

12-9-13 long-term potentials... Memory Rx for "Total Recall" or Rx 12-9-13 long-term potentials... Memory Rx for "Total Recall" or Rx 12-9-13 long-term potentials... Memory Rx for "Total Recall" or Rx 12-9-13 long-term potentials... Memory Rx for "Total Recall" or Rx 
Memory Perfume to have the Memory of a MD Memory Perfume to have the Memory of a MD Memory Perfume to have the Memory of a MD Memory Perfume to have the Memory of a MD 

12-9-13 long-term potentials... synaptic strengthening is known as 12-9-13 long-term potentials... synaptic strengthening is known as 12-9-13 long-term potentials... synaptic strengthening is known as 12-9-13 long-term potentials... synaptic strengthening is known as 
long-term potentials (LTP). long-term potentials (LTP). long-term potentials (LTP). long-term potentials (LTP). 

12-9-13 long-term potentials... $1 Trillion dollar "New Manhattan 12-9-13 long-term potentials... $1 Trillion dollar "New Manhattan 12-9-13 long-term potentials... $1 Trillion dollar "New Manhattan 12-9-13 long-term potentials... $1 Trillion dollar "New Manhattan 
Projects" for Breast Cancer, How Gravity is Generated, How to put HPV Projects" for Breast Cancer, How Gravity is Generated, How to put HPV Projects" for Breast Cancer, How Gravity is Generated, How to put HPV Projects" for Breast Cancer, How Gravity is Generated, How to put HPV 
vaccine in the water, How to stop 19K murders in 2014 of women by vaccine in the water, How to stop 19K murders in 2014 of women by vaccine in the water, How to stop 19K murders in 2014 of women by vaccine in the water, How to stop 19K murders in 2014 of women by 
"Drunk Men"... CERN got a Higgs particle with its Paris Project! A Scam! "Drunk Men"... CERN got a Higgs particle with its Paris Project! A Scam! "Drunk Men"... CERN got a Higgs particle with its Paris Project! A Scam! "Drunk Men"... CERN got a Higgs particle with its Paris Project! A Scam! 
Gravity Engine Manhattan Project does not turn back the mileage but Gravity Engine Manhattan Project does not turn back the mileage but Gravity Engine Manhattan Project does not turn back the mileage but Gravity Engine Manhattan Project does not turn back the mileage but 
speeds up Contact with Aliens in a Universe RULED more by Gravity speeds up Contact with Aliens in a Universe RULED more by Gravity speeds up Contact with Aliens in a Universe RULED more by Gravity speeds up Contact with Aliens in a Universe RULED more by Gravity 
than Higgs particles! than Higgs particles! than Higgs particles! than Higgs particles! 

12-9-13 long-term potentials... $177 Trillion confiscated from Saudi 12-9-13 long-term potentials... $177 Trillion confiscated from Saudi 12-9-13 long-term potentials... $177 Trillion confiscated from Saudi 12-9-13 long-term potentials... $177 Trillion confiscated from Saudi 
Arabia by friends of Officer Jason, burned + burned to death in fiery Arabia by friends of Officer Jason, burned + burned to death in fiery Arabia by friends of Officer Jason, burned + burned to death in fiery Arabia by friends of Officer Jason, burned + burned to death in fiery 
cop car wrecks in LA, Paris, Moscow, Rome! cop car wrecks in LA, Paris, Moscow, Rome! cop car wrecks in LA, Paris, Moscow, Rome! cop car wrecks in LA, Paris, Moscow, Rome! 
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12-9-13 Gunmen attack liquor stores in Baghdad, killing nine. 12-9-13 Gunmen attack liquor stores in Baghdad, killing nine. 12-9-13 Gunmen attack liquor stores in Baghdad, killing nine. 12-9-13 Gunmen attack liquor stores in Baghdad, killing nine. 
Gunmen attacked 12 liquor stores in Baghdad on Saturday, killing Gunmen attacked 12 liquor stores in Baghdad on Saturday, killing Gunmen attacked 12 liquor stores in Baghdad on Saturday, killing Gunmen attacked 12 liquor stores in Baghdad on Saturday, killing 
nine people, police said, the latest in a series of assaults on alcohol nine people, police said, the latest in a series of assaults on alcohol nine people, police said, the latest in a series of assaults on alcohol nine people, police said, the latest in a series of assaults on alcohol 
sellers in the capital. Police said sellers in the capital. Police said sellers in the capital. Police said sellers in the capital. Police said 

12-9-13 long-term potentials... "Prohibition" Era + The 12-9-13 long-term potentials... "Prohibition" Era + The 12-9-13 long-term potentials... "Prohibition" Era + The 12-9-13 long-term potentials... "Prohibition" Era + The 
ElectricWindmillCar Era with Los Alamos Super Computer Simulations ElectricWindmillCar Era with Los Alamos Super Computer Simulations ElectricWindmillCar Era with Los Alamos Super Computer Simulations ElectricWindmillCar Era with Los Alamos Super Computer Simulations 
of the Alcohol Molecule inside your body, you will be required to take of the Alcohol Molecule inside your body, you will be required to take of the Alcohol Molecule inside your body, you will be required to take of the Alcohol Molecule inside your body, you will be required to take 
this New Course in Anatomy + Physiology... Never before offered at Yale this New Course in Anatomy + Physiology... Never before offered at Yale this New Course in Anatomy + Physiology... Never before offered at Yale this New Course in Anatomy + Physiology... Never before offered at Yale 
Medical School. Medical School. Medical School. Medical School. 

12-9-13 long-term potentials... "Prohibition" Era + The 12-9-13 long-term potentials... "Prohibition" Era + The 12-9-13 long-term potentials... "Prohibition" Era + The 12-9-13 long-term potentials... "Prohibition" Era + The 
ElectricWindmillCar Era with Los Alamos Super Computer Simulations. ElectricWindmillCar Era with Los Alamos Super Computer Simulations. ElectricWindmillCar Era with Los Alamos Super Computer Simulations. ElectricWindmillCar Era with Los Alamos Super Computer Simulations. 

12-9-13 long-term potentials... Dash Cam's with mic and speaker so the 12-9-13 long-term potentials... Dash Cam's with mic and speaker so the 12-9-13 long-term potentials... Dash Cam's with mic and speaker so the 12-9-13 long-term potentials... Dash Cam's with mic and speaker so the 
cops can talk and listen to 50 drivers frustrated by the lack of cops can talk and listen to 50 drivers frustrated by the lack of cops can talk and listen to 50 drivers frustrated by the lack of cops can talk and listen to 50 drivers frustrated by the lack of 
information in the Snowy Fatal 50-Car Pile-Up information in the Snowy Fatal 50-Car Pile-Up information in the Snowy Fatal 50-Car Pile-Up information in the Snowy Fatal 50-Car Pile-Up 

12-9-13 Alcoholic Drivers in LA, DC, NYC, Paris + Moscow, Moscow alone 12-9-13 Alcoholic Drivers in LA, DC, NYC, Paris + Moscow, Moscow alone 12-9-13 Alcoholic Drivers in LA, DC, NYC, Paris + Moscow, Moscow alone 12-9-13 Alcoholic Drivers in LA, DC, NYC, Paris + Moscow, Moscow alone 
kill 9 on a Saturday Night! kill 9 on a Saturday Night! kill 9 on a Saturday Night! kill 9 on a Saturday Night! 

12-9-13 Iran Students Hope "Smog" is never a Los Alamos Super 12-9-13 Iran Students Hope "Smog" is never a Los Alamos Super 12-9-13 Iran Students Hope "Smog" is never a Los Alamos Super 12-9-13 Iran Students Hope "Smog" is never a Los Alamos Super 
Computer Simulations of the "Poison Gasoline Particles, Atoms, inside Computer Simulations of the "Poison Gasoline Particles, Atoms, inside Computer Simulations of the "Poison Gasoline Particles, Atoms, inside Computer Simulations of the "Poison Gasoline Particles, Atoms, inside 
your body. Iranian students in U.S. hope nuclear deal will ease tuition your body. Iranian students in U.S. hope nuclear deal will ease tuition your body. Iranian students in U.S. hope nuclear deal will ease tuition your body. Iranian students in U.S. hope nuclear deal will ease tuition 
woes with $4 gas money from home! More "Smog" Holocaust II by Iran woes with $4 gas money from home! More "Smog" Holocaust II by Iran woes with $4 gas money from home! More "Smog" Holocaust II by Iran woes with $4 gas money from home! More "Smog" Holocaust II by Iran 
with "Smog". with "Smog". with "Smog". with "Smog". 

12-9-13 long-term potentials... USA Motorists Stranded for Hours After 12-9-13 long-term potentials... USA Motorists Stranded for Hours After 12-9-13 long-term potentials... USA Motorists Stranded for Hours After 12-9-13 long-term potentials... USA Motorists Stranded for Hours After 
Fatal 50-Car Pile-Up in PA... 100K PA homes without electricity and no Fatal 50-Car Pile-Up in PA... 100K PA homes without electricity and no Fatal 50-Car Pile-Up in PA... 100K PA homes without electricity and no Fatal 50-Car Pile-Up in PA... 100K PA homes without electricity and no 
H @ -254 C in NASA made cans to generate your home electricity for H @ -254 C in NASA made cans to generate your home electricity for H @ -254 C in NASA made cans to generate your home electricity for H @ -254 C in NASA made cans to generate your home electricity for 
heat etc. heat etc. heat etc. heat etc. 

12-9-13 long-term potentials... No super air bags on the outside of these 12-9-13 long-term potentials... No super air bags on the outside of these 12-9-13 long-term potentials... No super air bags on the outside of these 12-9-13 long-term potentials... No super air bags on the outside of these 
50 cars... No heating elements in Red Square or the USA icy highways... 50 cars... No heating elements in Red Square or the USA icy highways... 50 cars... No heating elements in Red Square or the USA icy highways... 50 cars... No heating elements in Red Square or the USA icy highways... 
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12-9-13 long-term potentials... "Prohibition" Era + The 12-9-13 long-term potentials... "Prohibition" Era + The 12-9-13 long-term potentials... "Prohibition" Era + The 12-9-13 long-term potentials... "Prohibition" Era + The 
ElectricWindmillCar Era with Los Alamos Super Computer Simulations. ElectricWindmillCar Era with Los Alamos Super Computer Simulations. ElectricWindmillCar Era with Los Alamos Super Computer Simulations. ElectricWindmillCar Era with Los Alamos Super Computer Simulations. 

12-9-13 long-term potentials... Dash Cam's with mic and speaker so the 12-9-13 long-term potentials... Dash Cam's with mic and speaker so the 12-9-13 long-term potentials... Dash Cam's with mic and speaker so the 12-9-13 long-term potentials... Dash Cam's with mic and speaker so the 
cops can talk and listen to 50 drivers frustrated by the lack of cops can talk and listen to 50 drivers frustrated by the lack of cops can talk and listen to 50 drivers frustrated by the lack of cops can talk and listen to 50 drivers frustrated by the lack of 
information in the Snowy Fatal 50-Car Pile-Up information in the Snowy Fatal 50-Car Pile-Up information in the Snowy Fatal 50-Car Pile-Up information in the Snowy Fatal 50-Car Pile-Up 

12-9-13 long-term potentials... Dash Cam's with mic and speaker so the 12-9-13 long-term potentials... Dash Cam's with mic and speaker so the 12-9-13 long-term potentials... Dash Cam's with mic and speaker so the 12-9-13 long-term potentials... Dash Cam's with mic and speaker so the 
cops can talk and listen to 50 drivers frustrated by the lack of cops can talk and listen to 50 drivers frustrated by the lack of cops can talk and listen to 50 drivers frustrated by the lack of cops can talk and listen to 50 drivers frustrated by the lack of 
information in the Snowy Fatal 50-Car Pile-Up waiting in the Snowy information in the Snowy Fatal 50-Car Pile-Up waiting in the Snowy information in the Snowy Fatal 50-Car Pile-Up waiting in the Snowy information in the Snowy Fatal 50-Car Pile-Up waiting in the Snowy 
Highway in the middle of the Fatal 50-Car Pile-Up. Highway in the middle of the Fatal 50-Car Pile-Up. Highway in the middle of the Fatal 50-Car Pile-Up. Highway in the middle of the Fatal 50-Car Pile-Up. 

12-9-13 long-term potentials... No Dash Cam's with mic and speaker so 12-9-13 long-term potentials... No Dash Cam's with mic and speaker so 12-9-13 long-term potentials... No Dash Cam's with mic and speaker so 12-9-13 long-term potentials... No Dash Cam's with mic and speaker so 
the cops can talk and listen to Everyone in the Fatal 50-Car Pile-Up. the cops can talk and listen to Everyone in the Fatal 50-Car Pile-Up. the cops can talk and listen to Everyone in the Fatal 50-Car Pile-Up. the cops can talk and listen to Everyone in the Fatal 50-Car Pile-Up. 

12-9-13 long-term potentials... Wal-Mart, has agreed to contribute 12-9-13 long-term potentials... Wal-Mart, has agreed to contribute 12-9-13 long-term potentials... Wal-Mart, has agreed to contribute 12-9-13 long-term potentials... Wal-Mart, has agreed to contribute 
about $25 million to settle unresolved lawsuits filed on behalf of about $25 million to settle unresolved lawsuits filed on behalf of about $25 million to settle unresolved lawsuits filed on behalf of about $25 million to settle unresolved lawsuits filed on behalf of 
consumers allegedly injured or killed in explosions involving portable consumers allegedly injured or killed in explosions involving portable consumers allegedly injured or killed in explosions involving portable consumers allegedly injured or killed in explosions involving portable 
plastic gas cans... Gregs writes up of this is below. MD's at the Burn Units plastic gas cans... Gregs writes up of this is below. MD's at the Burn Units plastic gas cans... Gregs writes up of this is below. MD's at the Burn Units plastic gas cans... Gregs writes up of this is below. MD's at the Burn Units 
will get all $25 Million of course! will get all $25 Million of course! will get all $25 Million of course! will get all $25 Million of course! 

12-9-13 long-term potentials... Gregs writes up of HPV vaccine... this is 12-9-13 long-term potentials... Gregs writes up of HPV vaccine... this is 12-9-13 long-term potentials... Gregs writes up of HPV vaccine... this is 12-9-13 long-term potentials... Gregs writes up of HPV vaccine... this is 
below but what is New or the Same Old PR from the Medical News writers below but what is New or the Same Old PR from the Medical News writers below but what is New or the Same Old PR from the Medical News writers below but what is New or the Same Old PR from the Medical News writers 
is NO WAY.... without a INNOVATIVE way the Vaccine is given will is NO WAY.... without a INNOVATIVE way the Vaccine is given will is NO WAY.... without a INNOVATIVE way the Vaccine is given will is NO WAY.... without a INNOVATIVE way the Vaccine is given will 
Medical Reporters have anything NEW on the rates of Vaccinations! Medical Reporters have anything NEW on the rates of Vaccinations! Medical Reporters have anything NEW on the rates of Vaccinations! Medical Reporters have anything NEW on the rates of Vaccinations! 

12-9-13 long-term potentials... $177 Trillion confiscated from Saudi 12-9-13 long-term potentials... $177 Trillion confiscated from Saudi 12-9-13 long-term potentials... $177 Trillion confiscated from Saudi 12-9-13 long-term potentials... $177 Trillion confiscated from Saudi 
Arabia by friends of Officer Jason, burned + burned to death in fiery Arabia by friends of Officer Jason, burned + burned to death in fiery Arabia by friends of Officer Jason, burned + burned to death in fiery Arabia by friends of Officer Jason, burned + burned to death in fiery 
cop car wrecks in LA, Paris, Moscow, Rome! cop car wrecks in LA, Paris, Moscow, Rome! cop car wrecks in LA, Paris, Moscow, Rome! cop car wrecks in LA, Paris, Moscow, Rome! 

12-9-13 long-term potentials... "Prohibition" Era + The 12-9-13 long-term potentials... "Prohibition" Era + The 12-9-13 long-term potentials... "Prohibition" Era + The 12-9-13 long-term potentials... "Prohibition" Era + The 
ElectricWindmillCar Era with Los Alamos Super Computer Simulations. ElectricWindmillCar Era with Los Alamos Super Computer Simulations. ElectricWindmillCar Era with Los Alamos Super Computer Simulations. ElectricWindmillCar Era with Los Alamos Super Computer Simulations. 

12-9-13 long-term potentials... Dash Cam's with mic and speaker so the 12-9-13 long-term potentials... Dash Cam's with mic and speaker so the 12-9-13 long-term potentials... Dash Cam's with mic and speaker so the 12-9-13 long-term potentials... Dash Cam's with mic and speaker so the 
cops can talk and listen to 50 drivers frustrated by the lack of cops can talk and listen to 50 drivers frustrated by the lack of cops can talk and listen to 50 drivers frustrated by the lack of cops can talk and listen to 50 drivers frustrated by the lack of 
information in the Snowy Fatal 50-Car Pile-Up information in the Snowy Fatal 50-Car Pile-Up information in the Snowy Fatal 50-Car Pile-Up information in the Snowy Fatal 50-Car Pile-Up 
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12-9-13 long-term potentials... For 50 years, contact lenses have been A 12-9-13 long-term potentials... For 50 years, contact lenses have been A 12-9-13 long-term potentials... For 50 years, contact lenses have been A 12-9-13 long-term potentials... For 50 years, contact lenses have been A 
INVENTION Project... as a means of ocular drug delivery that may INVENTION Project... as a means of ocular drug delivery that may INVENTION Project... as a means of ocular drug delivery that may INVENTION Project... as a means of ocular drug delivery that may 
someday replace eye drops, but achieving controlled drug release has someday replace eye drops, but achieving controlled drug release has someday replace eye drops, but achieving controlled drug release has someday replace eye drops, but achieving controlled drug release has 
been a significant challenge. Researchers at Massachusetts Eye and been a significant challenge. Researchers at Massachusetts Eye and been a significant challenge. Researchers at Massachusetts Eye and been a significant challenge. Researchers at Massachusetts Eye and 
Ear/Harvard Medical School Department of Ophthalmology, Boston Ear/Harvard Medical School Department of Ophthalmology, Boston Ear/Harvard Medical School Department of Ophthalmology, Boston Ear/Harvard Medical School Department of Ophthalmology, Boston 
Children's Hospital, and the Massachusetts Institute of Technology are Children's Hospital, and the Massachusetts Institute of Technology are Children's Hospital, and the Massachusetts Institute of Technology are Children's Hospital, and the Massachusetts Institute of Technology are 
one step closer to an eye drop-free reality with the development of a one step closer to an eye drop-free reality with the development of a one step closer to an eye drop-free reality with the development of a one step closer to an eye drop-free reality with the development of a 
drug-eluting contact lens designed for prolonged delivery of drug-eluting contact lens designed for prolonged delivery of drug-eluting contact lens designed for prolonged delivery of drug-eluting contact lens designed for prolonged delivery of 
latanoprost, a common drug used for the treatment of glaucoma, the latanoprost, a common drug used for the treatment of glaucoma, the latanoprost, a common drug used for the treatment of glaucoma, the latanoprost, a common drug used for the treatment of glaucoma, the 
leading cause of irreversible blindness worldwide. leading cause of irreversible blindness worldwide. leading cause of irreversible blindness worldwide. leading cause of irreversible blindness worldwide. 

12-9-13 long-term potentials... The contacts were designed with 12-9-13 long-term potentials... The contacts were designed with 12-9-13 long-term potentials... The contacts were designed with 12-9-13 long-term potentials... The contacts were designed with 
materials that are FDA-approved for use on the eye. The latanoprost-materials that are FDA-approved for use on the eye. The latanoprost-materials that are FDA-approved for use on the eye. The latanoprost-materials that are FDA-approved for use on the eye. The latanoprost-
eluting contact lenses were created by encapsulating latanoprost-eluting contact lenses were created by encapsulating latanoprost-eluting contact lenses were created by encapsulating latanoprost-eluting contact lenses were created by encapsulating latanoprost-
polymer films in commonly used contact lens hydrogel. Their findings polymer films in commonly used contact lens hydrogel. Their findings polymer films in commonly used contact lens hydrogel. Their findings polymer films in commonly used contact lens hydrogel. Their findings 
are described online and will be in the January 2014 printed issue of are described online and will be in the January 2014 printed issue of are described online and will be in the January 2014 printed issue of are described online and will be in the January 2014 printed issue of 
Biomaterials. Biomaterials. Biomaterials. Biomaterials. 

12-9-13 long-term potentials... Biomaterials you must login and $ pay 12-9-13 long-term potentials... Biomaterials you must login and $ pay 12-9-13 long-term potentials... Biomaterials you must login and $ pay 12-9-13 long-term potentials... Biomaterials you must login and $ pay 
to read Joseph Ciolino, M.D, Mass. Eye and Ear cornea specialist and to read Joseph Ciolino, M.D, Mass. Eye and Ear cornea specialist and to read Joseph Ciolino, M.D, Mass. Eye and Ear cornea specialist and to read Joseph Ciolino, M.D, Mass. Eye and Ear cornea specialist and 
lead author of the paper. lead author of the paper. lead author of the paper. lead author of the paper. 

12-9-13 long-term potentials... HPV for 7 years 33% of rich SWF got it - 12-9-13 long-term potentials... HPV for 7 years 33% of rich SWF got it - 12-9-13 long-term potentials... HPV for 7 years 33% of rich SWF got it - 12-9-13 long-term potentials... HPV for 7 years 33% of rich SWF got it - 
3% or less of SBW, SMF, No Invention Project from the Rx maker to put it 3% or less of SBW, SMF, No Invention Project from the Rx maker to put it 3% or less of SBW, SMF, No Invention Project from the Rx maker to put it 3% or less of SBW, SMF, No Invention Project from the Rx maker to put it 
in the Water like Dr. Nancy would do or put the Vaccine in a Contact in the Water like Dr. Nancy would do or put the Vaccine in a Contact in the Water like Dr. Nancy would do or put the Vaccine in a Contact in the Water like Dr. Nancy would do or put the Vaccine in a Contact 
Lense! Lense! Lense! Lense! 

12-9-13 long-term potentials... HPV vaccine has been available for 12-9-13 long-term potentials... HPV vaccine has been available for 12-9-13 long-term potentials... HPV vaccine has been available for 12-9-13 long-term potentials... HPV vaccine has been available for 
seven years, uptake remains low, Alcaraz says. For example, only 33 seven years, uptake remains low, Alcaraz says. For example, only 33 seven years, uptake remains low, Alcaraz says. For example, only 33 seven years, uptake remains low, Alcaraz says. For example, only 33 
percent of adolescent girls have received the recommended three doses percent of adolescent girls have received the recommended three doses percent of adolescent girls have received the recommended three doses percent of adolescent girls have received the recommended three doses 
of HPV vaccine. In addition, non-Hispanic black women, Hispanic of HPV vaccine. In addition, non-Hispanic black women, Hispanic of HPV vaccine. In addition, non-Hispanic black women, Hispanic of HPV vaccine. In addition, non-Hispanic black women, Hispanic 
women, and women with low incomes are less likely than other women women, and women with low incomes are less likely than other women women, and women with low incomes are less likely than other women women, and women with low incomes are less likely than other women 
to have obtained the HPV vaccine despite having disproportionately to have obtained the HPV vaccine despite having disproportionately to have obtained the HPV vaccine despite having disproportionately to have obtained the HPV vaccine despite having disproportionately 
higher rates of cervical cancer incidence and mortality. higher rates of cervical cancer incidence and mortality. higher rates of cervical cancer incidence and mortality. higher rates of cervical cancer incidence and mortality. 

12-9-13 long-term potentials... "Prohibition" Era + The 12-9-13 long-term potentials... "Prohibition" Era + The 12-9-13 long-term potentials... "Prohibition" Era + The 12-9-13 long-term potentials... "Prohibition" Era + The 
ElectricWindmillCar Era with Los Alamos Super Computer Simulations. ElectricWindmillCar Era with Los Alamos Super Computer Simulations. ElectricWindmillCar Era with Los Alamos Super Computer Simulations. ElectricWindmillCar Era with Los Alamos Super Computer Simulations. 

12-9-13 long-term potentials... Dash Cam's with mic and speaker so the 12-9-13 long-term potentials... Dash Cam's with mic and speaker so the 12-9-13 long-term potentials... Dash Cam's with mic and speaker so the 12-9-13 long-term potentials... Dash Cam's with mic and speaker so the 
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cops can talk and listen to 50 drivers frustrated by the lack of cops can talk and listen to 50 drivers frustrated by the lack of cops can talk and listen to 50 drivers frustrated by the lack of cops can talk and listen to 50 drivers frustrated by the lack of 
information in the Snowy Fatal 50-Car Pile-Up information in the Snowy Fatal 50-Car Pile-Up information in the Snowy Fatal 50-Car Pile-Up information in the Snowy Fatal 50-Car Pile-Up 

12-9-13 long-term potentials... $177 Trillion confiscated from Saudi 12-9-13 long-term potentials... $177 Trillion confiscated from Saudi 12-9-13 long-term potentials... $177 Trillion confiscated from Saudi 12-9-13 long-term potentials... $177 Trillion confiscated from Saudi 
Arabia by friends of Officer Jason, burned + burned to death in fiery Arabia by friends of Officer Jason, burned + burned to death in fiery Arabia by friends of Officer Jason, burned + burned to death in fiery Arabia by friends of Officer Jason, burned + burned to death in fiery 
cop car wrecks in LA, Paris, Moscow, Rome! cop car wrecks in LA, Paris, Moscow, Rome! cop car wrecks in LA, Paris, Moscow, Rome! cop car wrecks in LA, Paris, Moscow, Rome! 

12-9-13 long-term potentials... Memory Rx for "Total Recall" or Rx 12-9-13 long-term potentials... Memory Rx for "Total Recall" or Rx 12-9-13 long-term potentials... Memory Rx for "Total Recall" or Rx 12-9-13 long-term potentials... Memory Rx for "Total Recall" or Rx 
Memory Perfume to have the Memory of a MD Memory Perfume to have the Memory of a MD Memory Perfume to have the Memory of a MD Memory Perfume to have the Memory of a MD 

12-9-13 long-term potentials... synaptic strengthening is known as 12-9-13 long-term potentials... synaptic strengthening is known as 12-9-13 long-term potentials... synaptic strengthening is known as 12-9-13 long-term potentials... synaptic strengthening is known as 
long-term potentials (LTP). long-term potentials (LTP). long-term potentials (LTP). long-term potentials (LTP). 

12-9-13 long-term potentials... LTP is one of several phenomena 12-9-13 long-term potentials... LTP is one of several phenomena 12-9-13 long-term potentials... LTP is one of several phenomena 12-9-13 long-term potentials... LTP is one of several phenomena 
underlying synaptic plasticity, the ability of chemical synapses to underlying synaptic plasticity, the ability of chemical synapses to underlying synaptic plasticity, the ability of chemical synapses to underlying synaptic plasticity, the ability of chemical synapses to 
change their strength. Memories are thought to be created, or encoded, change their strength. Memories are thought to be created, or encoded, change their strength. Memories are thought to be created, or encoded, change their strength. Memories are thought to be created, or encoded, 
by modifications in synaptic strength. It is known that LTP and by modifications in synaptic strength. It is known that LTP and by modifications in synaptic strength. It is known that LTP and by modifications in synaptic strength. It is known that LTP and 
memory formation requires gene transcription at cell nucleus. memory formation requires gene transcription at cell nucleus. memory formation requires gene transcription at cell nucleus. memory formation requires gene transcription at cell nucleus. 

12-9-13 long-term potentials... Yasuda's team has been looking at the 12-9-13 long-term potentials... Yasuda's team has been looking at the 12-9-13 long-term potentials... Yasuda's team has been looking at the 12-9-13 long-term potentials... Yasuda's team has been looking at the 
behaviors of proteins involved in synaptic plasticity within dendritic behaviors of proteins involved in synaptic plasticity within dendritic behaviors of proteins involved in synaptic plasticity within dendritic behaviors of proteins involved in synaptic plasticity within dendritic 
spines – small bristles on the surface of neurons that receive synaptic spines – small bristles on the surface of neurons that receive synaptic spines – small bristles on the surface of neurons that receive synaptic spines – small bristles on the surface of neurons that receive synaptic 
signals. There are roughly 10,000 spines on the dendritic branches of signals. There are roughly 10,000 spines on the dendritic branches of signals. There are roughly 10,000 spines on the dendritic branches of signals. There are roughly 10,000 spines on the dendritic branches of 
each neuron (and roughly 100 billion neurons in the adult brain). each neuron (and roughly 100 billion neurons in the adult brain). each neuron (and roughly 100 billion neurons in the adult brain). each neuron (and roughly 100 billion neurons in the adult brain). 

12-9-13 long-term potentials... His team's most surprising and 12-9-13 long-term potentials... His team's most surprising and 12-9-13 long-term potentials... His team's most surprising and 12-9-13 long-term potentials... His team's most surprising and 
unexpected finding, he said, was that induction of LTP in as few as unexpected finding, he said, was that induction of LTP in as few as unexpected finding, he said, was that induction of LTP in as few as unexpected finding, he said, was that induction of LTP in as few as 
three of these spines was sufficient to exert profound effects on activity three of these spines was sufficient to exert profound effects on activity three of these spines was sufficient to exert profound effects on activity three of these spines was sufficient to exert profound effects on activity 
of proteins that control gene transcription in the cell nucleus. The of proteins that control gene transcription in the cell nucleus. The of proteins that control gene transcription in the cell nucleus. The of proteins that control gene transcription in the cell nucleus. The 
team also discovered that these spines needed to be distributed over at team also discovered that these spines needed to be distributed over at team also discovered that these spines needed to be distributed over at team also discovered that these spines needed to be distributed over at 
least two dendritic branches for this process to be triggered. least two dendritic branches for this process to be triggered. least two dendritic branches for this process to be triggered. least two dendritic branches for this process to be triggered. 
Interestingly, efficiency of gene transcription was higher with a more Interestingly, efficiency of gene transcription was higher with a more Interestingly, efficiency of gene transcription was higher with a more Interestingly, efficiency of gene transcription was higher with a more 
geographically distributed pattern of spines. geographically distributed pattern of spines. geographically distributed pattern of spines. geographically distributed pattern of spines. 

12-9-13 long-term potentials... "Prohibition" Era + The 12-9-13 long-term potentials... "Prohibition" Era + The 12-9-13 long-term potentials... "Prohibition" Era + The 12-9-13 long-term potentials... "Prohibition" Era + The 
ElectricWindmillCar Era with Los Alamos Super Computer Simulations. ElectricWindmillCar Era with Los Alamos Super Computer Simulations. ElectricWindmillCar Era with Los Alamos Super Computer Simulations. ElectricWindmillCar Era with Los Alamos Super Computer Simulations. 

12-9-13 long-term potentials... Dash Cam's with mic and speaker so the 12-9-13 long-term potentials... Dash Cam's with mic and speaker so the 12-9-13 long-term potentials... Dash Cam's with mic and speaker so the 12-9-13 long-term potentials... Dash Cam's with mic and speaker so the 
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cops can talk and listen to 50 drivers were frustrated by the lack of cops can talk and listen to 50 drivers were frustrated by the lack of cops can talk and listen to 50 drivers were frustrated by the lack of cops can talk and listen to 50 drivers were frustrated by the lack of 
information in the Snowy Fatal 50-Car Pile-Up information in the Snowy Fatal 50-Car Pile-Up information in the Snowy Fatal 50-Car Pile-Up information in the Snowy Fatal 50-Car Pile-Up 

12-9-13 long-term potentials... $177 Trillion confiscated from Saudi 12-9-13 long-term potentials... $177 Trillion confiscated from Saudi 12-9-13 long-term potentials... $177 Trillion confiscated from Saudi 12-9-13 long-term potentials... $177 Trillion confiscated from Saudi 
Arabia by friends of Officer Jason, burned + burned to death in fiery Arabia by friends of Officer Jason, burned + burned to death in fiery Arabia by friends of Officer Jason, burned + burned to death in fiery Arabia by friends of Officer Jason, burned + burned to death in fiery 
cop car wrecks in LA, Paris, Moscow, Rome! cop car wrecks in LA, Paris, Moscow, Rome! cop car wrecks in LA, Paris, Moscow, Rome! cop car wrecks in LA, Paris, Moscow, Rome! 

12-9-13 long-term potentials... Inside CERN's $10 billion collider Ruled 12-9-13 long-term potentials... Inside CERN's $10 billion collider Ruled 12-9-13 long-term potentials... Inside CERN's $10 billion collider Ruled 12-9-13 long-term potentials... Inside CERN's $10 billion collider Ruled 
Over by the French Government. physicist Joe Incandela with us Over by the French Government. physicist Joe Incandela with us Over by the French Government. physicist Joe Incandela with us Over by the French Government. physicist Joe Incandela with us 
descended in an elevator 27 stories below a French Town. A 17-mile descended in an elevator 27 stories below a French Town. A 17-mile descended in an elevator 27 stories below a French Town. A 17-mile descended in an elevator 27 stories below a French Town. A 17-mile 
circular tunnel straddling the French-Swiss 17 stories underground. circular tunnel straddling the French-Swiss 17 stories underground. circular tunnel straddling the French-Swiss 17 stories underground. circular tunnel straddling the French-Swiss 17 stories underground. 
$10 Billion dollar Higgs Particle $10 Billion dollar Higgs Particle $10 Billion dollar Higgs Particle $10 Billion dollar Higgs Particle 

12-9-13 long-term potentials... $1 Trillion New Manhattan Project to 12-9-13 long-term potentials... $1 Trillion New Manhattan Project to 12-9-13 long-term potentials... $1 Trillion New Manhattan Project to 12-9-13 long-term potentials... $1 Trillion New Manhattan Project to 
put HPV vaccine in the drinking water only way to vaccinate the non-put HPV vaccine in the drinking water only way to vaccinate the non-put HPV vaccine in the drinking water only way to vaccinate the non-put HPV vaccine in the drinking water only way to vaccinate the non-
Hispanic black women, Hispanic women, and women with low incomes Hispanic black women, Hispanic women, and women with low incomes Hispanic black women, Hispanic women, and women with low incomes Hispanic black women, Hispanic women, and women with low incomes 

12-9-13 long-term potentials... $1 Trillion New Manhattan Project at 12-9-13 long-term potentials... $1 Trillion New Manhattan Project at 12-9-13 long-term potentials... $1 Trillion New Manhattan Project at 12-9-13 long-term potentials... $1 Trillion New Manhattan Project at 
CERN is How is Gravity Generated! CERN is How is Gravity Generated! CERN is How is Gravity Generated! CERN is How is Gravity Generated! 

12-9-13 long-term potentials... CERN spent $10 Billion on... Why does 12-9-13 long-term potentials... CERN spent $10 Billion on... Why does 12-9-13 long-term potentials... CERN spent $10 Billion on... Why does 12-9-13 long-term potentials... CERN spent $10 Billion on... Why does 
matter have mass? 4,000 scientists are not in this $10 billion so add in matter have mass? 4,000 scientists are not in this $10 billion so add in matter have mass? 4,000 scientists are not in this $10 billion so add in matter have mass? 4,000 scientists are not in this $10 billion so add in 
another $10 Billion a Year! another $10 Billion a Year! another $10 Billion a Year! another $10 Billion a Year! 

12-9-13 long-term potentials... the Higgs boson has been observed at a 12-9-13 long-term potentials... the Higgs boson has been observed at a 12-9-13 long-term potentials... the Higgs boson has been observed at a 12-9-13 long-term potentials... the Higgs boson has been observed at a 
cost of $20 Billion... A SCAM when you read what Greg Buell Lovestar cost of $20 Billion... A SCAM when you read what Greg Buell Lovestar cost of $20 Billion... A SCAM when you read what Greg Buell Lovestar cost of $20 Billion... A SCAM when you read what Greg Buell Lovestar 
write about the New Manhattan Project to discover How Gravity is write about the New Manhattan Project to discover How Gravity is write about the New Manhattan Project to discover How Gravity is write about the New Manhattan Project to discover How Gravity is 
Generated will lead to a Gravity Engine! Generated will lead to a Gravity Engine! Generated will lead to a Gravity Engine! Generated will lead to a Gravity Engine! 

12-9-13 long-term potentials... "Prohibition" Era + The 12-9-13 long-term potentials... "Prohibition" Era + The 12-9-13 long-term potentials... "Prohibition" Era + The 12-9-13 long-term potentials... "Prohibition" Era + The 
ElectricWindmillCar Era with Los Alamos Super Computer Simulations. ElectricWindmillCar Era with Los Alamos Super Computer Simulations. ElectricWindmillCar Era with Los Alamos Super Computer Simulations. ElectricWindmillCar Era with Los Alamos Super Computer Simulations. 

12-9-13 long-term potentials... Dash Cam's with mic and speaker so the 12-9-13 long-term potentials... Dash Cam's with mic and speaker so the 12-9-13 long-term potentials... Dash Cam's with mic and speaker so the 12-9-13 long-term potentials... Dash Cam's with mic and speaker so the 
cops can talk and listen to 50 drivers were frustrated by the lack of cops can talk and listen to 50 drivers were frustrated by the lack of cops can talk and listen to 50 drivers were frustrated by the lack of cops can talk and listen to 50 drivers were frustrated by the lack of 
information in the Snowy Fatal 50-Car Pile-Up information in the Snowy Fatal 50-Car Pile-Up information in the Snowy Fatal 50-Car Pile-Up information in the Snowy Fatal 50-Car Pile-Up 
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12-9-13 long-term potentials... $177 Trillion confiscated from Saudi 12-9-13 long-term potentials... $177 Trillion confiscated from Saudi 12-9-13 long-term potentials... $177 Trillion confiscated from Saudi 12-9-13 long-term potentials... $177 Trillion confiscated from Saudi 
Arabia by friends of Officer Jason, burned + burned to death in fiery Arabia by friends of Officer Jason, burned + burned to death in fiery Arabia by friends of Officer Jason, burned + burned to death in fiery Arabia by friends of Officer Jason, burned + burned to death in fiery 
cop car wrecks in LA, Paris, Moscow, Rome! cop car wrecks in LA, Paris, Moscow, Rome! cop car wrecks in LA, Paris, Moscow, Rome! cop car wrecks in LA, Paris, Moscow, Rome! 

12-9-13 long-term potentials... International Space Station set to turn 12-9-13 long-term potentials... International Space Station set to turn 12-9-13 long-term potentials... International Space Station set to turn 12-9-13 long-term potentials... International Space Station set to turn 
15 15 15 15 

12-9-13 long-term potentials... 1,001 Saudi Prince has bought a new 12-9-13 long-term potentials... 1,001 Saudi Prince has bought a new 12-9-13 long-term potentials... 1,001 Saudi Prince has bought a new 12-9-13 long-term potentials... 1,001 Saudi Prince has bought a new 
car every year for last 15 and a new sex slave, CIA and Verizon can car every year for last 15 and a new sex slave, CIA and Verizon can car every year for last 15 and a new sex slave, CIA and Verizon can car every year for last 15 and a new sex slave, CIA and Verizon can 
document this as its all recorded by the NSA... grin! document this as its all recorded by the NSA... grin! document this as its all recorded by the NSA... grin! document this as its all recorded by the NSA... grin! 

12-9-13 long-term potentials... International Space Station set to turn 12-9-13 long-term potentials... International Space Station set to turn 12-9-13 long-term potentials... International Space Station set to turn 12-9-13 long-term potentials... International Space Station set to turn 
15 15 15 15 

12-9-13 long-term potentials... $177 Trillion confiscated from Saudi 12-9-13 long-term potentials... $177 Trillion confiscated from Saudi 12-9-13 long-term potentials... $177 Trillion confiscated from Saudi 12-9-13 long-term potentials... $177 Trillion confiscated from Saudi 
Arabia by friends of Officer Jason. Islamists returned to Saudi Arabia Arabia by friends of Officer Jason. Islamists returned to Saudi Arabia Arabia by friends of Officer Jason. Islamists returned to Saudi Arabia Arabia by friends of Officer Jason. Islamists returned to Saudi Arabia 
from wars in Iraq and Afghanistan with skills they later turned from wars in Iraq and Afghanistan with skills they later turned from wars in Iraq and Afghanistan with skills they later turned from wars in Iraq and Afghanistan with skills they later turned 
against the Al Saud family and its control of the world’s second-largest against the Al Saud family and its control of the world’s second-largest against the Al Saud family and its control of the world’s second-largest against the Al Saud family and its control of the world’s second-largest 
crude reserves. As Saudi leaders contemplate the risk of a repeat in crude reserves. As Saudi leaders contemplate the risk of a repeat in crude reserves. As Saudi leaders contemplate the risk of a repeat in crude reserves. As Saudi leaders contemplate the risk of a repeat in 
Syria, where Islamist groups are playing a growing role in the fight to Syria, where Islamist groups are playing a growing role in the fight to Syria, where Islamist groups are playing a growing role in the fight to Syria, where Islamist groups are playing a growing role in the fight to 
oust Bashar al-Assad, the Interior Ministry is widening the rehab oust Bashar al-Assad, the Interior Ministry is widening the rehab oust Bashar al-Assad, the Interior Ministry is widening the rehab oust Bashar al-Assad, the Interior Ministry is widening the rehab 
program. It opened a second center in Jeddah this year, and says it program. It opened a second center in Jeddah this year, and says it program. It opened a second center in Jeddah this year, and says it program. It opened a second center in Jeddah this year, and says it 
plans three more. Motivated to Fight - USA Cops like Officer Jason's plans three more. Motivated to Fight - USA Cops like Officer Jason's plans three more. Motivated to Fight - USA Cops like Officer Jason's plans three more. Motivated to Fight - USA Cops like Officer Jason's 
friends... Officer Jason is one of 10's of thousands burned and burned friends... Officer Jason is one of 10's of thousands burned and burned friends... Officer Jason is one of 10's of thousands burned and burned friends... Officer Jason is one of 10's of thousands burned and burned 
to death in a Fiery Cop Car Wreck or "Smart Car" fiery wreck and of to death in a Fiery Cop Car Wreck or "Smart Car" fiery wreck and of to death in a Fiery Cop Car Wreck or "Smart Car" fiery wreck and of to death in a Fiery Cop Car Wreck or "Smart Car" fiery wreck and of 
course the Fiery Porsche wreck with the Fast and Furious Actor... In course the Fiery Porsche wreck with the Fast and Furious Actor... In course the Fiery Porsche wreck with the Fast and Furious Actor... In course the Fiery Porsche wreck with the Fast and Furious Actor... In 
Boulder Colorado a decade ago a Porsche was speeding and hit a Boulder Colorado a decade ago a Porsche was speeding and hit a Boulder Colorado a decade ago a Porsche was speeding and hit a Boulder Colorado a decade ago a Porsche was speeding and hit a 
Boulder decoration by the City killing the woman passenger... the Boulder decoration by the City killing the woman passenger... the Boulder decoration by the City killing the woman passenger... the Boulder decoration by the City killing the woman passenger... the 
driver was drunk and let go... as his parents a Kennedy or Rockefeller! driver was drunk and let go... as his parents a Kennedy or Rockefeller! driver was drunk and let go... as his parents a Kennedy or Rockefeller! driver was drunk and let go... as his parents a Kennedy or Rockefeller! 

12-9-13 long-term potentials... "Prohibition" Era + The 12-9-13 long-term potentials... "Prohibition" Era + The 12-9-13 long-term potentials... "Prohibition" Era + The 12-9-13 long-term potentials... "Prohibition" Era + The 
ElectricWindmillCar Era with Los Alamos Super Computer Simulations. ElectricWindmillCar Era with Los Alamos Super Computer Simulations. ElectricWindmillCar Era with Los Alamos Super Computer Simulations. ElectricWindmillCar Era with Los Alamos Super Computer Simulations. 

12-9-13 long-term potentials... Dash Cam's with mic and speaker so the 12-9-13 long-term potentials... Dash Cam's with mic and speaker so the 12-9-13 long-term potentials... Dash Cam's with mic and speaker so the 12-9-13 long-term potentials... Dash Cam's with mic and speaker so the 
cops can talk and listen to 50 drivers frustrated by the lack of cops can talk and listen to 50 drivers frustrated by the lack of cops can talk and listen to 50 drivers frustrated by the lack of cops can talk and listen to 50 drivers frustrated by the lack of 
information in the Snowy Fatal 50-Car Pile-Up information in the Snowy Fatal 50-Car Pile-Up information in the Snowy Fatal 50-Car Pile-Up information in the Snowy Fatal 50-Car Pile-Up 
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12-9-13 long-term potentials... 63 Mi-17s are being acquired through 12-9-13 long-term potentials... 63 Mi-17s are being acquired through 12-9-13 long-term potentials... 63 Mi-17s are being acquired through 12-9-13 long-term potentials... 63 Mi-17s are being acquired through 
the 2011 contract. It was awarded without competition to Russia's arms the 2011 contract. It was awarded without competition to Russia's arms the 2011 contract. It was awarded without competition to Russia's arms the 2011 contract. It was awarded without competition to Russia's arms 
export agency, Rosoboronexport, even though the Pentagon condemned export agency, Rosoboronexport, even though the Pentagon condemned export agency, Rosoboronexport, even though the Pentagon condemned export agency, Rosoboronexport, even though the Pentagon condemned 
the agency after Syrian President Bashar Assad's forces used Russian the agency after Syrian President Bashar Assad's forces used Russian the agency after Syrian President Bashar Assad's forces used Russian the agency after Syrian President Bashar Assad's forces used Russian 
weapons to "murder Syrian civilians."Boeing executives informed weapons to "murder Syrian civilians."Boeing executives informed weapons to "murder Syrian civilians."Boeing executives informed weapons to "murder Syrian civilians."Boeing executives informed 
congressional staff during a meeting held in late September that the congressional staff during a meeting held in late September that the congressional staff during a meeting held in late September that the congressional staff during a meeting held in late September that the 
cost of a refurbished CH-47D would be in the $12 million to $14 million cost of a refurbished CH-47D would be in the $12 million to $14 million cost of a refurbished CH-47D would be in the $12 million to $14 million cost of a refurbished CH-47D would be in the $12 million to $14 million 
range, according to a person knowledgeable about the discussion but range, according to a person knowledgeable about the discussion but range, according to a person knowledgeable about the discussion but range, according to a person knowledgeable about the discussion but 
not authorized to be identified as the source of the information. not authorized to be identified as the source of the information. not authorized to be identified as the source of the information. not authorized to be identified as the source of the information. 

12-9-13 long-term potentials... 63 Mi-17s are big as the 10.000 12-9-13 long-term potentials... 63 Mi-17s are big as the 10.000 12-9-13 long-term potentials... 63 Mi-17s are big as the 10.000 12-9-13 long-term potentials... 63 Mi-17s are big as the 10.000 
HELICOPTER COMBINES will be... HELICOPTER COMBINES will be... HELICOPTER COMBINES will be... HELICOPTER COMBINES will be... 

12-9-13 long-term potentials... 63 Mi-17s are big as the 10.000 12-9-13 long-term potentials... 63 Mi-17s are big as the 10.000 12-9-13 long-term potentials... 63 Mi-17s are big as the 10.000 12-9-13 long-term potentials... 63 Mi-17s are big as the 10.000 
HELICOPTER COMBINES will be... HELICOPTER COMBINES will be... HELICOPTER COMBINES will be... HELICOPTER COMBINES will be... 

12-9-13 long-term potentials... 63 Mi-17s are big as the 10.000 12-9-13 long-term potentials... 63 Mi-17s are big as the 10.000 12-9-13 long-term potentials... 63 Mi-17s are big as the 10.000 12-9-13 long-term potentials... 63 Mi-17s are big as the 10.000 
HELICOPTER COMBINES will be... HELICOPTER COMBINES will be... HELICOPTER COMBINES will be... HELICOPTER COMBINES will be... 

12-9-13 long-term potentials... $177 Trillion confiscated from Saudi 12-9-13 long-term potentials... $177 Trillion confiscated from Saudi 12-9-13 long-term potentials... $177 Trillion confiscated from Saudi 12-9-13 long-term potentials... $177 Trillion confiscated from Saudi 
Arabia by friends of Officer Jason, burned + burned to death in fiery Arabia by friends of Officer Jason, burned + burned to death in fiery Arabia by friends of Officer Jason, burned + burned to death in fiery Arabia by friends of Officer Jason, burned + burned to death in fiery 
cop car wrecks in LA, Paris, Moscow, Rome! cop car wrecks in LA, Paris, Moscow, Rome! cop car wrecks in LA, Paris, Moscow, Rome! cop car wrecks in LA, Paris, Moscow, Rome! 

12-9-13 long-term potentials... "Prohibition" Era + The 12-9-13 long-term potentials... "Prohibition" Era + The 12-9-13 long-term potentials... "Prohibition" Era + The 12-9-13 long-term potentials... "Prohibition" Era + The 
ElectricWindmillCar Era with Los Alamos Super Computer Simulations. ElectricWindmillCar Era with Los Alamos Super Computer Simulations. ElectricWindmillCar Era with Los Alamos Super Computer Simulations. ElectricWindmillCar Era with Los Alamos Super Computer Simulations. 

12-9-13 long-term potentials... Dash Cam's with mic and speaker so the 12-9-13 long-term potentials... Dash Cam's with mic and speaker so the 12-9-13 long-term potentials... Dash Cam's with mic and speaker so the 12-9-13 long-term potentials... Dash Cam's with mic and speaker so the 
cops can talk and listen to 50 drivers frustrated by the lack of cops can talk and listen to 50 drivers frustrated by the lack of cops can talk and listen to 50 drivers frustrated by the lack of cops can talk and listen to 50 drivers frustrated by the lack of 
information in the Snowy Fatal 50-Car Pile-Up information in the Snowy Fatal 50-Car Pile-Up information in the Snowy Fatal 50-Car Pile-Up information in the Snowy Fatal 50-Car Pile-Up 

12-7-13 NBC "Today's Headlines Japan Attacks Pearl Harbor" 12-7-13 NBC "Today's Headlines Japan Attacks Pearl Harbor" 12-7-13 NBC "Today's Headlines Japan Attacks Pearl Harbor" 12-7-13 NBC "Today's Headlines Japan Attacks Pearl Harbor" 

12-7-13 New York Times Headlines on Pearl Harbor Day... TOKYO — 12-7-13 New York Times Headlines on Pearl Harbor Day... TOKYO — 12-7-13 New York Times Headlines on Pearl Harbor Day... TOKYO — 12-7-13 New York Times Headlines on Pearl Harbor Day... TOKYO — 
Parliament passed a "Secrecy Law" Parliament passed a "Secrecy Law" Parliament passed a "Secrecy Law" Parliament passed a "Secrecy Law" 
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12-7-13 Key West Citizen Newspaper Today... $4.3 Billion dollar Aircraft 12-7-13 Key West Citizen Newspaper Today... $4.3 Billion dollar Aircraft 12-7-13 Key West Citizen Newspaper Today... $4.3 Billion dollar Aircraft 12-7-13 Key West Citizen Newspaper Today... $4.3 Billion dollar Aircraft 
Carrier 1,022 foot USS Theodore Roosevelt Headlines in the Key West Carrier 1,022 foot USS Theodore Roosevelt Headlines in the Key West Carrier 1,022 foot USS Theodore Roosevelt Headlines in the Key West Carrier 1,022 foot USS Theodore Roosevelt Headlines in the Key West 
with a fleet of noisy Fighter Jets! with a fleet of noisy Fighter Jets! with a fleet of noisy Fighter Jets! with a fleet of noisy Fighter Jets! 

12-7-13 We have the technology to find alien life, 5 Billion Aliens 4.3 12-7-13 We have the technology to find alien life, 5 Billion Aliens 4.3 12-7-13 We have the technology to find alien life, 5 Billion Aliens 4.3 12-7-13 We have the technology to find alien life, 5 Billion Aliens 4.3 
light years away at Alpha Centauri, MIT scientists tell Congress light years away at Alpha Centauri, MIT scientists tell Congress light years away at Alpha Centauri, MIT scientists tell Congress light years away at Alpha Centauri, MIT scientists tell Congress 

12-7-13 This is a ERA of LOST + STOLE... Picasso Paintings of Inventions 12-7-13 This is a ERA of LOST + STOLE... Picasso Paintings of Inventions 12-7-13 This is a ERA of LOST + STOLE... Picasso Paintings of Inventions 12-7-13 This is a ERA of LOST + STOLE... Picasso Paintings of Inventions 
(Futuristic Manned Space Telescopes) and Picasso's Polygamous (Futuristic Manned Space Telescopes) and Picasso's Polygamous (Futuristic Manned Space Telescopes) and Picasso's Polygamous (Futuristic Manned Space Telescopes) and Picasso's Polygamous 
Marriage made legal to keep the Paintings coming from God's best Marriage made legal to keep the Paintings coming from God's best Marriage made legal to keep the Paintings coming from God's best Marriage made legal to keep the Paintings coming from God's best 
Invention... Women! Invention... Women! Invention... Women! Invention... Women! 

12-7-13 This is a ERA of Verizon recording "Pedophile" cell calls and 12-7-13 This is a ERA of Verizon recording "Pedophile" cell calls and 12-7-13 This is a ERA of Verizon recording "Pedophile" cell calls and 12-7-13 This is a ERA of Verizon recording "Pedophile" cell calls and 
not calling 911, a crime by the Pope + Cardinals who refused to call not calling 911, a crime by the Pope + Cardinals who refused to call not calling 911, a crime by the Pope + Cardinals who refused to call not calling 911, a crime by the Pope + Cardinals who refused to call 
911. 911. 911. 911. 

12-7-13 $10.3 Billion JFK Aircraft Carrier will launch in 2014 without 12-7-13 $10.3 Billion JFK Aircraft Carrier will launch in 2014 without 12-7-13 $10.3 Billion JFK Aircraft Carrier will launch in 2014 without 12-7-13 $10.3 Billion JFK Aircraft Carrier will launch in 2014 without 
10K windmills and 1 Trillion NASA made cans of H @ -254C 10K windmills and 1 Trillion NASA made cans of H @ -254C 10K windmills and 1 Trillion NASA made cans of H @ -254C 10K windmills and 1 Trillion NASA made cans of H @ -254C 

12-7-13 MIT scientists tell Congress - "This is the first time in human 12-7-13 MIT scientists tell Congress - "This is the first time in human 12-7-13 MIT scientists tell Congress - "This is the first time in human 12-7-13 MIT scientists tell Congress - "This is the first time in human 
history we have the technological inventive reach to find "ALIEN" life history we have the technological inventive reach to find "ALIEN" life history we have the technological inventive reach to find "ALIEN" life history we have the technological inventive reach to find "ALIEN" life 
on other planets via New Telescopes for $4.2 billion! on other planets via New Telescopes for $4.2 billion! on other planets via New Telescopes for $4.2 billion! on other planets via New Telescopes for $4.2 billion! 

12-7-13 Nothing in the News about $4,2 Billion Dollar Manned Hubble 12-7-13 Nothing in the News about $4,2 Billion Dollar Manned Hubble 12-7-13 Nothing in the News about $4,2 Billion Dollar Manned Hubble 12-7-13 Nothing in the News about $4,2 Billion Dollar Manned Hubble 
Space Telescope II that could launch in 2014. And Observe Aliens! Space Telescope II that could launch in 2014. And Observe Aliens! Space Telescope II that could launch in 2014. And Observe Aliens! Space Telescope II that could launch in 2014. And Observe Aliens! 

12-7-13 NASA + MIT news for today was about the $2.5 billion Hubble 12-7-13 NASA + MIT news for today was about the $2.5 billion Hubble 12-7-13 NASA + MIT news for today was about the $2.5 billion Hubble 12-7-13 NASA + MIT news for today was about the $2.5 billion Hubble 
Space Telescope! Space Telescope! Space Telescope! Space Telescope! 

12-7-13 MIT scientists tell Congress - "This is the first time in human 12-7-13 MIT scientists tell Congress - "This is the first time in human 12-7-13 MIT scientists tell Congress - "This is the first time in human 12-7-13 MIT scientists tell Congress - "This is the first time in human 
history we have the technological reach to find "ALIEN" life on other history we have the technological reach to find "ALIEN" life on other history we have the technological reach to find "ALIEN" life on other history we have the technological reach to find "ALIEN" life on other 
planets," Sara Seager, a planetary scientist at MIT, said at a House planets," Sara Seager, a planetary scientist at MIT, said at a House planets," Sara Seager, a planetary scientist at MIT, said at a House planets," Sara Seager, a planetary scientist at MIT, said at a House 
Committee on Science, Space and Technology hearing today. "People Committee on Science, Space and Technology hearing today. "People Committee on Science, Space and Technology hearing today. "People Committee on Science, Space and Technology hearing today. "People 
will look back at us as the (generation) who found "Aliens" in the will look back at us as the (generation) who found "Aliens" in the will look back at us as the (generation) who found "Aliens" in the will look back at us as the (generation) who found "Aliens" in the 
Universe!" Universe!" Universe!" Universe!" 

12-7-13 NBC "Today's Headlines Japan Attacks Pearl Harbor" 12-7-13 NBC "Today's Headlines Japan Attacks Pearl Harbor" 12-7-13 NBC "Today's Headlines Japan Attacks Pearl Harbor" 12-7-13 NBC "Today's Headlines Japan Attacks Pearl Harbor" 
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12-7-13 New York Times Headlines on Pearl Harbor Day... TOKYO — 12-7-13 New York Times Headlines on Pearl Harbor Day... TOKYO — 12-7-13 New York Times Headlines on Pearl Harbor Day... TOKYO — 12-7-13 New York Times Headlines on Pearl Harbor Day... TOKYO — 
Parliament passed a "Secrecy Law" Parliament passed a "Secrecy Law" Parliament passed a "Secrecy Law" Parliament passed a "Secrecy Law" 

12-7-13 Key West Citizen Newspaper Today... $4.3 Billion dollar Aircraft 12-7-13 Key West Citizen Newspaper Today... $4.3 Billion dollar Aircraft 12-7-13 Key West Citizen Newspaper Today... $4.3 Billion dollar Aircraft 12-7-13 Key West Citizen Newspaper Today... $4.3 Billion dollar Aircraft 
Carrier 1,022 foot USS Theodore Roosevelt Headlines in the Key West Carrier 1,022 foot USS Theodore Roosevelt Headlines in the Key West Carrier 1,022 foot USS Theodore Roosevelt Headlines in the Key West Carrier 1,022 foot USS Theodore Roosevelt Headlines in the Key West 
with a fleet of noisy Fighter Jets! with a fleet of noisy Fighter Jets! with a fleet of noisy Fighter Jets! with a fleet of noisy Fighter Jets! 

12-7-13 This is a ERA of LOST + STOLE... Picasso Paintings of Inventions 12-7-13 This is a ERA of LOST + STOLE... Picasso Paintings of Inventions 12-7-13 This is a ERA of LOST + STOLE... Picasso Paintings of Inventions 12-7-13 This is a ERA of LOST + STOLE... Picasso Paintings of Inventions 
(Futuristic Manned Space Telescopes) and Picasso's Polygamous (Futuristic Manned Space Telescopes) and Picasso's Polygamous (Futuristic Manned Space Telescopes) and Picasso's Polygamous (Futuristic Manned Space Telescopes) and Picasso's Polygamous 
Marriage made legal to keep the Paintings coming from God's best Marriage made legal to keep the Paintings coming from God's best Marriage made legal to keep the Paintings coming from God's best Marriage made legal to keep the Paintings coming from God's best 
Invention... Women! Invention... Women! Invention... Women! Invention... Women! 

12-7-13 This is a ERA of Verizon recording "Pedophile" cell calls and 12-7-13 This is a ERA of Verizon recording "Pedophile" cell calls and 12-7-13 This is a ERA of Verizon recording "Pedophile" cell calls and 12-7-13 This is a ERA of Verizon recording "Pedophile" cell calls and 
not calling 911, a crime by the Pope + Cardinals who refused to call not calling 911, a crime by the Pope + Cardinals who refused to call not calling 911, a crime by the Pope + Cardinals who refused to call not calling 911, a crime by the Pope + Cardinals who refused to call 
911. 911. 911. 911. 

12-7-13 Prime Minister Shinzo Abe said the New Secrets Law would 12-7-13 Prime Minister Shinzo Abe said the New Secrets Law would 12-7-13 Prime Minister Shinzo Abe said the New Secrets Law would 12-7-13 Prime Minister Shinzo Abe said the New Secrets Law would 
strengthen national security but opponents warned would stifle strengthen national security but opponents warned would stifle strengthen national security but opponents warned would stifle strengthen national security but opponents warned would stifle 
democracy. STIFLE THE 1980 MODEL ELECTRICWINDMILLCar! democracy. STIFLE THE 1980 MODEL ELECTRICWINDMILLCar! democracy. STIFLE THE 1980 MODEL ELECTRICWINDMILLCar! democracy. STIFLE THE 1980 MODEL ELECTRICWINDMILLCar! 

12-7-13 95 Japan Nuclear Power Plants built by GE are over Earth 12-7-13 95 Japan Nuclear Power Plants built by GE are over Earth 12-7-13 95 Japan Nuclear Power Plants built by GE are over Earth 12-7-13 95 Japan Nuclear Power Plants built by GE are over Earth 
Quake Areas. 90 out of 95 will be Destroyed in 1 Day when the Big One Quake Areas. 90 out of 95 will be Destroyed in 1 Day when the Big One Quake Areas. 90 out of 95 will be Destroyed in 1 Day when the Big One Quake Areas. 90 out of 95 will be Destroyed in 1 Day when the Big One 
hits Japan... just like Boulder, Colorado the University ruled City said hits Japan... just like Boulder, Colorado the University ruled City said hits Japan... just like Boulder, Colorado the University ruled City said hits Japan... just like Boulder, Colorado the University ruled City said 
the "Big One Flood" would not happen for 300 years or even 3K years the "Big One Flood" would not happen for 300 years or even 3K years the "Big One Flood" would not happen for 300 years or even 3K years the "Big One Flood" would not happen for 300 years or even 3K years 
and it hit Boulder Colorado in 2013. George Orwell disinformation is and it hit Boulder Colorado in 2013. George Orwell disinformation is and it hit Boulder Colorado in 2013. George Orwell disinformation is and it hit Boulder Colorado in 2013. George Orwell disinformation is 
so "Intense!!!" Wow! CIA believes their own made up disinformation... as so "Intense!!!" Wow! CIA believes their own made up disinformation... as so "Intense!!!" Wow! CIA believes their own made up disinformation... as so "Intense!!!" Wow! CIA believes their own made up disinformation... as 
least the University of Colorado at Boulder Numb Nuts did! least the University of Colorado at Boulder Numb Nuts did! least the University of Colorado at Boulder Numb Nuts did! least the University of Colorado at Boulder Numb Nuts did! 

12-7-13 "This was the most complex shuttle mission that had ever been 12-7-13 "This was the most complex shuttle mission that had ever been 12-7-13 "This was the most complex shuttle mission that had ever been 12-7-13 "This was the most complex shuttle mission that had ever been 
undertaken," Hoffman said about This month marks the 20th undertaken," Hoffman said about This month marks the 20th undertaken," Hoffman said about This month marks the 20th undertaken," Hoffman said about This month marks the 20th 
anniversary of STS-61, which would become the first of five space-shuttle anniversary of STS-61, which would become the first of five space-shuttle anniversary of STS-61, which would become the first of five space-shuttle anniversary of STS-61, which would become the first of five space-shuttle 
flights to upgrade the Hubble Space Telescope. On Dec. 2, 1993, flights to upgrade the Hubble Space Telescope. On Dec. 2, 1993, flights to upgrade the Hubble Space Telescope. On Dec. 2, 1993, flights to upgrade the Hubble Space Telescope. On Dec. 2, 1993, 
astronauts Richard Covey, Kenneth Bowersox, Kathryn Thornton, astronauts Richard Covey, Kenneth Bowersox, Kathryn Thornton, astronauts Richard Covey, Kenneth Bowersox, Kathryn Thornton, astronauts Richard Covey, Kenneth Bowersox, Kathryn Thornton, 
Claude Nicollier, Jeffrey Hoffman, Story Musgrave and Thomas Akers Claude Nicollier, Jeffrey Hoffman, Story Musgrave and Thomas Akers Claude Nicollier, Jeffrey Hoffman, Story Musgrave and Thomas Akers Claude Nicollier, Jeffrey Hoffman, Story Musgrave and Thomas Akers 
launched aboard the space shuttle Endeavour on a mission to correct launched aboard the space shuttle Endeavour on a mission to correct launched aboard the space shuttle Endeavour on a mission to correct launched aboard the space shuttle Endeavour on a mission to correct 
Hubble's faulty optics. The astronauts spent more than a week in orbit, Hubble's faulty optics. The astronauts spent more than a week in orbit, Hubble's faulty optics. The astronauts spent more than a week in orbit, Hubble's faulty optics. The astronauts spent more than a week in orbit, 
and completed a record-setting five consecutive days of spacewalks. and completed a record-setting five consecutive days of spacewalks. and completed a record-setting five consecutive days of spacewalks. and completed a record-setting five consecutive days of spacewalks. 

12-7-13 Hubble Space Telescope launched into orbit in 1990, the 12-7-13 Hubble Space Telescope launched into orbit in 1990, the 12-7-13 Hubble Space Telescope launched into orbit in 1990, the 12-7-13 Hubble Space Telescope launched into orbit in 1990, the 
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observatory promised to provide dazzling and unprecedented views of observatory promised to provide dazzling and unprecedented views of observatory promised to provide dazzling and unprecedented views of observatory promised to provide dazzling and unprecedented views of 
space that would rewrite humans' understanding of the cosmos. But space that would rewrite humans' understanding of the cosmos. But space that would rewrite humans' understanding of the cosmos. But space that would rewrite humans' understanding of the cosmos. But 
soon after the $2.5 billion Hubble Space telescope was turned on, soon after the $2.5 billion Hubble Space telescope was turned on, soon after the $2.5 billion Hubble Space telescope was turned on, soon after the $2.5 billion Hubble Space telescope was turned on, 
mission managers knew something was horribly wrong: Instead of rich mission managers knew something was horribly wrong: Instead of rich mission managers knew something was horribly wrong: Instead of rich mission managers knew something was horribly wrong: Instead of rich 
and vibrant views of nebulas and galaxies, the images beamed back and vibrant views of nebulas and galaxies, the images beamed back and vibrant views of nebulas and galaxies, the images beamed back and vibrant views of nebulas and galaxies, the images beamed back 
from Hubble were fuzzy, and seemed out-of-focus. It was later from Hubble were fuzzy, and seemed out-of-focus. It was later from Hubble were fuzzy, and seemed out-of-focus. It was later from Hubble were fuzzy, and seemed out-of-focus. It was later 
discovered that a slip-up during Hubble's construction phase left its discovered that a slip-up during Hubble's construction phase left its discovered that a slip-up during Hubble's construction phase left its discovered that a slip-up during Hubble's construction phase left its 
main mirror flawed. The telescope's blurry vision dealt an main mirror flawed. The telescope's blurry vision dealt an main mirror flawed. The telescope's blurry vision dealt an main mirror flawed. The telescope's blurry vision dealt an 
embarrassing blow to NASA, and the task of repairing Hubble fell to embarrassing blow to NASA, and the task of repairing Hubble fell to embarrassing blow to NASA, and the task of repairing Hubble fell to embarrassing blow to NASA, and the task of repairing Hubble fell to 
seven astronauts, who embarked on a bold mission in 1993 to restore seven astronauts, who embarked on a bold mission in 1993 to restore seven astronauts, who embarked on a bold mission in 1993 to restore seven astronauts, who embarked on a bold mission in 1993 to restore 
the observatory's sight — and, in effect, to rescue the agency's the observatory's sight — and, in effect, to rescue the agency's the observatory's sight — and, in effect, to rescue the agency's the observatory's sight — and, in effect, to rescue the agency's 
reputation. reputation. reputation. reputation. 

12-7-13 This is a ERA of LOST + STOLE... Picasso Paintings of Inventions 12-7-13 This is a ERA of LOST + STOLE... Picasso Paintings of Inventions 12-7-13 This is a ERA of LOST + STOLE... Picasso Paintings of Inventions 12-7-13 This is a ERA of LOST + STOLE... Picasso Paintings of Inventions 
(Futuristic Manned Space Telescopes) and Picasso's Polygamous (Futuristic Manned Space Telescopes) and Picasso's Polygamous (Futuristic Manned Space Telescopes) and Picasso's Polygamous (Futuristic Manned Space Telescopes) and Picasso's Polygamous 
Marriage made legal to keep the Paintings coming from God's best Marriage made legal to keep the Paintings coming from God's best Marriage made legal to keep the Paintings coming from God's best Marriage made legal to keep the Paintings coming from God's best 
Invention... Women! Invention... Women! Invention... Women! Invention... Women! 

12-7-13 This is a ERA of Verizon recording "Pedophile" cell calls and 12-7-13 This is a ERA of Verizon recording "Pedophile" cell calls and 12-7-13 This is a ERA of Verizon recording "Pedophile" cell calls and 12-7-13 This is a ERA of Verizon recording "Pedophile" cell calls and 
not calling 911, a crime by the Pope + Cardinals who refused to call not calling 911, a crime by the Pope + Cardinals who refused to call not calling 911, a crime by the Pope + Cardinals who refused to call not calling 911, a crime by the Pope + Cardinals who refused to call 
911. 911. 911. 911. 

12-7-13 CIA Agency's Reputation if WW III starts with China over 12-7-13 CIA Agency's Reputation if WW III starts with China over 12-7-13 CIA Agency's Reputation if WW III starts with China over 12-7-13 CIA Agency's Reputation if WW III starts with China over 
"Smog" before WW III starts with Korea! "Smog" before WW III starts with Korea! "Smog" before WW III starts with Korea! "Smog" before WW III starts with Korea! 

12-7-13 Key West Citizen Newspaper Today... $4.3 Billion dollar Aircraft 12-7-13 Key West Citizen Newspaper Today... $4.3 Billion dollar Aircraft 12-7-13 Key West Citizen Newspaper Today... $4.3 Billion dollar Aircraft 12-7-13 Key West Citizen Newspaper Today... $4.3 Billion dollar Aircraft 
Carrier 1,022 foot USS Theodore Roosevelt Headlines in the Key West Carrier 1,022 foot USS Theodore Roosevelt Headlines in the Key West Carrier 1,022 foot USS Theodore Roosevelt Headlines in the Key West Carrier 1,022 foot USS Theodore Roosevelt Headlines in the Key West 
with a fleet of noisy Fighter Jets! with a fleet of noisy Fighter Jets! with a fleet of noisy Fighter Jets! with a fleet of noisy Fighter Jets! 

12-7-13 $10.3 Billion JFK Aircraft Carrier will launch in 2014 without 12-7-13 $10.3 Billion JFK Aircraft Carrier will launch in 2014 without 12-7-13 $10.3 Billion JFK Aircraft Carrier will launch in 2014 without 12-7-13 $10.3 Billion JFK Aircraft Carrier will launch in 2014 without 
10K windmills and 1 Trillion NASA made cans of H @ -254C 10K windmills and 1 Trillion NASA made cans of H @ -254C 10K windmills and 1 Trillion NASA made cans of H @ -254C 10K windmills and 1 Trillion NASA made cans of H @ -254C 

12-7-13 CIA Agency's Reputation Look back at the 1980 generation who 12-7-13 CIA Agency's Reputation Look back at the 1980 generation who 12-7-13 CIA Agency's Reputation Look back at the 1980 generation who 12-7-13 CIA Agency's Reputation Look back at the 1980 generation who 
lost growing up with the 1980 Model ElectricWindmillCar! lost growing up with the 1980 Model ElectricWindmillCar! lost growing up with the 1980 Model ElectricWindmillCar! lost growing up with the 1980 Model ElectricWindmillCar! 

12-7-13 Look ahead at WW III with China over the "Scam" of "Poison 12-7-13 Look ahead at WW III with China over the "Scam" of "Poison 12-7-13 Look ahead at WW III with China over the "Scam" of "Poison 12-7-13 Look ahead at WW III with China over the "Scam" of "Poison 
Gasoline Exhaust" killing millions in Beijing + Shanghai! Gasoline Exhaust" killing millions in Beijing + Shanghai! Gasoline Exhaust" killing millions in Beijing + Shanghai! Gasoline Exhaust" killing millions in Beijing + Shanghai! 
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12-7-13 This is a ERA of LOST + STOLE... Picasso Paintings of Inventions 12-7-13 This is a ERA of LOST + STOLE... Picasso Paintings of Inventions 12-7-13 This is a ERA of LOST + STOLE... Picasso Paintings of Inventions 12-7-13 This is a ERA of LOST + STOLE... Picasso Paintings of Inventions 
(Futuristic Manned Space Telescopes) and Picasso's Polygamous (Futuristic Manned Space Telescopes) and Picasso's Polygamous (Futuristic Manned Space Telescopes) and Picasso's Polygamous (Futuristic Manned Space Telescopes) and Picasso's Polygamous 
Marriage made legal to keep the Paintings coming from God's best Marriage made legal to keep the Paintings coming from God's best Marriage made legal to keep the Paintings coming from God's best Marriage made legal to keep the Paintings coming from God's best 
Invention... Women! Invention... Women! Invention... Women! Invention... Women! 

12-7-13 This is a ERA of Verizon recording "Pedophile" cell calls and 12-7-13 This is a ERA of Verizon recording "Pedophile" cell calls and 12-7-13 This is a ERA of Verizon recording "Pedophile" cell calls and 12-7-13 This is a ERA of Verizon recording "Pedophile" cell calls and 
not calling 911, a crime by the Pope + Cardinals who refused to call not calling 911, a crime by the Pope + Cardinals who refused to call not calling 911, a crime by the Pope + Cardinals who refused to call not calling 911, a crime by the Pope + Cardinals who refused to call 
911. 911. 911. 911. 

12-7-13 We have the technology to find alien life, 5 Billion Aliens 4.3 12-7-13 We have the technology to find alien life, 5 Billion Aliens 4.3 12-7-13 We have the technology to find alien life, 5 Billion Aliens 4.3 12-7-13 We have the technology to find alien life, 5 Billion Aliens 4.3 
light years away at Alpha Centauri, MIT scientists tell Congress - "This light years away at Alpha Centauri, MIT scientists tell Congress - "This light years away at Alpha Centauri, MIT scientists tell Congress - "This light years away at Alpha Centauri, MIT scientists tell Congress - "This 
is the first time in human history we have the technological reach to is the first time in human history we have the technological reach to is the first time in human history we have the technological reach to is the first time in human history we have the technological reach to 
find life on other planets," Sara Seager, a planetary scientist at MIT, find life on other planets," Sara Seager, a planetary scientist at MIT, find life on other planets," Sara Seager, a planetary scientist at MIT, find life on other planets," Sara Seager, a planetary scientist at MIT, 
said at a House Committee on Science, Space and Technology hearing said at a House Committee on Science, Space and Technology hearing said at a House Committee on Science, Space and Technology hearing said at a House Committee on Science, Space and Technology hearing 
today. "People will look back at us as the (generation) who found today. "People will look back at us as the (generation) who found today. "People will look back at us as the (generation) who found today. "People will look back at us as the (generation) who found 
Earth-like worlds." Earth-like worlds." Earth-like worlds." Earth-like worlds." 

12-7-13 Pentagon will go Bankrupt when 5 Billion Aliens are 12-7-13 Pentagon will go Bankrupt when 5 Billion Aliens are 12-7-13 Pentagon will go Bankrupt when 5 Billion Aliens are 12-7-13 Pentagon will go Bankrupt when 5 Billion Aliens are 
Discovered at the Nearest Star Alpha Centauri. Detroit went Bankrupt Discovered at the Nearest Star Alpha Centauri. Detroit went Bankrupt Discovered at the Nearest Star Alpha Centauri. Detroit went Bankrupt Discovered at the Nearest Star Alpha Centauri. Detroit went Bankrupt 
from the Pentagon going along with the suppression of the 1980 Model from the Pentagon going along with the suppression of the 1980 Model from the Pentagon going along with the suppression of the 1980 Model from the Pentagon going along with the suppression of the 1980 Model 
ElectricWindmillCar and the 1,001 Invention Projects it would have ElectricWindmillCar and the 1,001 Invention Projects it would have ElectricWindmillCar and the 1,001 Invention Projects it would have ElectricWindmillCar and the 1,001 Invention Projects it would have 
gotten! In 1980 the technology finally was Invented to Bankrupt Oil + gotten! In 1980 the technology finally was Invented to Bankrupt Oil + gotten! In 1980 the technology finally was Invented to Bankrupt Oil + gotten! In 1980 the technology finally was Invented to Bankrupt Oil + 
Gas Industry. 2013 the technology to record every Cell Phone by Verizon Gas Industry. 2013 the technology to record every Cell Phone by Verizon Gas Industry. 2013 the technology to record every Cell Phone by Verizon Gas Industry. 2013 the technology to record every Cell Phone by Verizon 
was "LEAKED." Threatening phone calls from the ex and fiery cop car was "LEAKED." Threatening phone calls from the ex and fiery cop car was "LEAKED." Threatening phone calls from the ex and fiery cop car was "LEAKED." Threatening phone calls from the ex and fiery cop car 
wrecks were not Bankrupted by this New Technology, as Baby Killers, wrecks were not Bankrupted by this New Technology, as Baby Killers, wrecks were not Bankrupted by this New Technology, as Baby Killers, wrecks were not Bankrupted by this New Technology, as Baby Killers, 
Psychotic Men are Earths Numb Nut Dictators! We have the technology Psychotic Men are Earths Numb Nut Dictators! We have the technology Psychotic Men are Earths Numb Nut Dictators! We have the technology Psychotic Men are Earths Numb Nut Dictators! We have the technology 
to find 5 Billion Aliens 4.3 light years from Earth, this Discovery will to find 5 Billion Aliens 4.3 light years from Earth, this Discovery will to find 5 Billion Aliens 4.3 light years from Earth, this Discovery will to find 5 Billion Aliens 4.3 light years from Earth, this Discovery will 
Bankrupt the Pentagon once and for all finally! MIT scientists tell Bankrupt the Pentagon once and for all finally! MIT scientists tell Bankrupt the Pentagon once and for all finally! MIT scientists tell Bankrupt the Pentagon once and for all finally! MIT scientists tell 
Congress! For thousands of years, humans have been wondering Congress! For thousands of years, humans have been wondering Congress! For thousands of years, humans have been wondering Congress! For thousands of years, humans have been wondering 
whether there's life elsewhere in the universe. Now, the technology whether there's life elsewhere in the universe. Now, the technology whether there's life elsewhere in the universe. Now, the technology whether there's life elsewhere in the universe. Now, the technology 
finally can be Invented to search for it. $4.3 Billion dollar Aircraft finally can be Invented to search for it. $4.3 Billion dollar Aircraft finally can be Invented to search for it. $4.3 Billion dollar Aircraft finally can be Invented to search for it. $4.3 Billion dollar Aircraft 
Carrier 1,022 foot USS Theodore Roosevelt Headlines in the Key West Carrier 1,022 foot USS Theodore Roosevelt Headlines in the Key West Carrier 1,022 foot USS Theodore Roosevelt Headlines in the Key West Carrier 1,022 foot USS Theodore Roosevelt Headlines in the Key West 
Citizen Newspaper Today Citizen Newspaper Today Citizen Newspaper Today Citizen Newspaper Today 
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12-7-13 This is a ERA of LOST + STOLE... Picasso Paintings of Inventions 12-7-13 This is a ERA of LOST + STOLE... Picasso Paintings of Inventions 12-7-13 This is a ERA of LOST + STOLE... Picasso Paintings of Inventions 12-7-13 This is a ERA of LOST + STOLE... Picasso Paintings of Inventions 
(Futuristic Manned Space Telescopes) and Picasso's Polygamous (Futuristic Manned Space Telescopes) and Picasso's Polygamous (Futuristic Manned Space Telescopes) and Picasso's Polygamous (Futuristic Manned Space Telescopes) and Picasso's Polygamous 
Marriage made legal to keep the Paintings coming from God's best Marriage made legal to keep the Paintings coming from God's best Marriage made legal to keep the Paintings coming from God's best Marriage made legal to keep the Paintings coming from God's best 
Invention... Women! Invention... Women! Invention... Women! Invention... Women! 

12-7-13 This is a ERA of Verizon recording "Pedophile" cell calls and 12-7-13 This is a ERA of Verizon recording "Pedophile" cell calls and 12-7-13 This is a ERA of Verizon recording "Pedophile" cell calls and 12-7-13 This is a ERA of Verizon recording "Pedophile" cell calls and 
not calling 911, a crime by the Pope + Cardinals who refused to call not calling 911, a crime by the Pope + Cardinals who refused to call not calling 911, a crime by the Pope + Cardinals who refused to call not calling 911, a crime by the Pope + Cardinals who refused to call 
911. 911. 911. 911. 

12-7-13 Top Secret NOT in the Key West Citizen newspaper today is the 12-7-13 Top Secret NOT in the Key West Citizen newspaper today is the 12-7-13 Top Secret NOT in the Key West Citizen newspaper today is the 12-7-13 Top Secret NOT in the Key West Citizen newspaper today is the 
new $4.3 Billion Aircraft Carrier came from selling Poison Gasoline new $4.3 Billion Aircraft Carrier came from selling Poison Gasoline new $4.3 Billion Aircraft Carrier came from selling Poison Gasoline new $4.3 Billion Aircraft Carrier came from selling Poison Gasoline 
Exhaust to Beijing. Exhaust to Beijing. Exhaust to Beijing. Exhaust to Beijing. 

12-7-13 China's Top News Headlines again today is "Smog" but the 12-7-13 China's Top News Headlines again today is "Smog" but the 12-7-13 China's Top News Headlines again today is "Smog" but the 12-7-13 China's Top News Headlines again today is "Smog" but the 
Numb Nuts Dictators in China are not ready to "Leak" the suppression of Numb Nuts Dictators in China are not ready to "Leak" the suppression of Numb Nuts Dictators in China are not ready to "Leak" the suppression of Numb Nuts Dictators in China are not ready to "Leak" the suppression of 
the 1980 Model ElectricWindmillCar was a mistake worst than the Dry the 1980 Model ElectricWindmillCar was a mistake worst than the Dry the 1980 Model ElectricWindmillCar was a mistake worst than the Dry the 1980 Model ElectricWindmillCar was a mistake worst than the Dry 
Cleaner Chemicals at the Camp Lejeune Marine Base News Cleaner Chemicals at the Camp Lejeune Marine Base News Cleaner Chemicals at the Camp Lejeune Marine Base News Cleaner Chemicals at the Camp Lejeune Marine Base News 

12-7-13 Today Camp Lejeune Marine Base News of the Children who got 12-7-13 Today Camp Lejeune Marine Base News of the Children who got 12-7-13 Today Camp Lejeune Marine Base News of the Children who got 12-7-13 Today Camp Lejeune Marine Base News of the Children who got 
cancer for this cover up for Decades by Marine Generals, Baby Killers as cancer for this cover up for Decades by Marine Generals, Baby Killers as cancer for this cover up for Decades by Marine Generals, Baby Killers as cancer for this cover up for Decades by Marine Generals, Baby Killers as 
100's of Kids drinking Marine Base water died from DRINKING TAP 100's of Kids drinking Marine Base water died from DRINKING TAP 100's of Kids drinking Marine Base water died from DRINKING TAP 100's of Kids drinking Marine Base water died from DRINKING TAP 
WATER ON BASE... this has to be a war crime and no Marine Generals WATER ON BASE... this has to be a war crime and no Marine Generals WATER ON BASE... this has to be a war crime and no Marine Generals WATER ON BASE... this has to be a war crime and no Marine Generals 
will ever Hang! will ever Hang! will ever Hang! will ever Hang! 

12-7-13 80 men with Lejeune ties have been diagnosed with an 12-7-13 80 men with Lejeune ties have been diagnosed with an 12-7-13 80 men with Lejeune ties have been diagnosed with an 12-7-13 80 men with Lejeune ties have been diagnosed with an 
extremely rare form of breast cancer. extremely rare form of breast cancer. extremely rare form of breast cancer. extremely rare form of breast cancer. 

12-7-13 Military Generals have repeatedly issued public statements 12-7-13 Military Generals have repeatedly issued public statements 12-7-13 Military Generals have repeatedly issued public statements 12-7-13 Military Generals have repeatedly issued public statements 
downplaying health risks from drinking the tainted water!!! The most downplaying health risks from drinking the tainted water!!! The most downplaying health risks from drinking the tainted water!!! The most downplaying health risks from drinking the tainted water!!! The most 
highly contaminated wells were closed in 1984 and 1985, after a highly contaminated wells were closed in 1984 and 1985, after a highly contaminated wells were closed in 1984 and 1985, after a highly contaminated wells were closed in 1984 and 1985, after a 
round of more extensive testing found dangerous concentrations of round of more extensive testing found dangerous concentrations of round of more extensive testing found dangerous concentrations of round of more extensive testing found dangerous concentrations of 
toxins associated with degreasing solvents and gasoline. toxins associated with degreasing solvents and gasoline. toxins associated with degreasing solvents and gasoline. toxins associated with degreasing solvents and gasoline. 

12-7-13 This is a ERA of LOST + STOLE... Picasso Paintings of Inventions 12-7-13 This is a ERA of LOST + STOLE... Picasso Paintings of Inventions 12-7-13 This is a ERA of LOST + STOLE... Picasso Paintings of Inventions 12-7-13 This is a ERA of LOST + STOLE... Picasso Paintings of Inventions 
(Futuristic Manned Space Telescopes) and Picasso's Polygamous (Futuristic Manned Space Telescopes) and Picasso's Polygamous (Futuristic Manned Space Telescopes) and Picasso's Polygamous (Futuristic Manned Space Telescopes) and Picasso's Polygamous 
Marriage made legal to keep the Paintings coming from God's best Marriage made legal to keep the Paintings coming from God's best Marriage made legal to keep the Paintings coming from God's best Marriage made legal to keep the Paintings coming from God's best 
Invention... Women! Invention... Women! Invention... Women! Invention... Women! 

12-7-13 This is a ERA of Verizon recording "Pedophile" cell calls and 12-7-13 This is a ERA of Verizon recording "Pedophile" cell calls and 12-7-13 This is a ERA of Verizon recording "Pedophile" cell calls and 12-7-13 This is a ERA of Verizon recording "Pedophile" cell calls and 
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not calling 911, a crime by the Pope + Cardinals who refused to call not calling 911, a crime by the Pope + Cardinals who refused to call not calling 911, a crime by the Pope + Cardinals who refused to call not calling 911, a crime by the Pope + Cardinals who refused to call 
911. 911. 911. 911. 

12-7-13 1,000,000,000 Exxon BP Oil gas station tanks have leaked 12-7-13 1,000,000,000 Exxon BP Oil gas station tanks have leaked 12-7-13 1,000,000,000 Exxon BP Oil gas station tanks have leaked 12-7-13 1,000,000,000 Exxon BP Oil gas station tanks have leaked 
"Gasoline" into the ground since 1980. "Gasoline" into the ground since 1980. "Gasoline" into the ground since 1980. "Gasoline" into the ground since 1980. 

12-7-13 Not just Camp Lejeune! Testing also found high levels of 12-7-13 Not just Camp Lejeune! Testing also found high levels of 12-7-13 Not just Camp Lejeune! Testing also found high levels of 12-7-13 Not just Camp Lejeune! Testing also found high levels of 
benzene, a fuel additive. The ground water contamination was traced benzene, a fuel additive. The ground water contamination was traced benzene, a fuel additive. The ground water contamination was traced benzene, a fuel additive. The ground water contamination was traced 
to two primary sources: a leaky on-base fuel depot and an off-base dry to two primary sources: a leaky on-base fuel depot and an off-base dry to two primary sources: a leaky on-base fuel depot and an off-base dry to two primary sources: a leaky on-base fuel depot and an off-base dry 
cleaner. cleaner. cleaner. cleaner. 

12-7-13 Beijing Top Brass traced the "Smog" to USA Dictators selling 12-7-13 Beijing Top Brass traced the "Smog" to USA Dictators selling 12-7-13 Beijing Top Brass traced the "Smog" to USA Dictators selling 12-7-13 Beijing Top Brass traced the "Smog" to USA Dictators selling 
them 1,000,000 Ford + Chevy gasoline engine cars every Year! them 1,000,000 Ford + Chevy gasoline engine cars every Year! them 1,000,000 Ford + Chevy gasoline engine cars every Year! them 1,000,000 Ford + Chevy gasoline engine cars every Year! 

12-7-13 ElectricWindmillCar could spark WW III with China in 2014 as 12-7-13 ElectricWindmillCar could spark WW III with China in 2014 as 12-7-13 ElectricWindmillCar could spark WW III with China in 2014 as 12-7-13 ElectricWindmillCar could spark WW III with China in 2014 as 
1 Billion People are Pissed Off to the Max. 1 Billion Children and more 1 Billion People are Pissed Off to the Max. 1 Billion Children and more 1 Billion People are Pissed Off to the Max. 1 Billion Children and more 1 Billion People are Pissed Off to the Max. 1 Billion Children and more 
than 80 men like Lejeune ties will be diagnosed with an extremely rare than 80 men like Lejeune ties will be diagnosed with an extremely rare than 80 men like Lejeune ties will be diagnosed with an extremely rare than 80 men like Lejeune ties will be diagnosed with an extremely rare 
form of breast cancer. China's Military Generals and Top Brass kids will form of breast cancer. China's Military Generals and Top Brass kids will form of breast cancer. China's Military Generals and Top Brass kids will form of breast cancer. China's Military Generals and Top Brass kids will 
die by the 100's from "Smog" sold to China like British sold "Opium." I die by the 100's from "Smog" sold to China like British sold "Opium." I die by the 100's from "Smog" sold to China like British sold "Opium." I die by the 100's from "Smog" sold to China like British sold "Opium." I 
have never been to London but was told the London Text books don't have never been to London but was told the London Text books don't have never been to London but was told the London Text books don't have never been to London but was told the London Text books don't 
have the history of Briton selling "Opium" to China and the "Opium have the history of Briton selling "Opium" to China and the "Opium have the history of Briton selling "Opium" to China and the "Opium have the history of Briton selling "Opium" to China and the "Opium 
Wars" have been deleted from all London Textbooks. Wars" have been deleted from all London Textbooks. Wars" have been deleted from all London Textbooks. Wars" have been deleted from all London Textbooks. 

12-7-13 This is a ERA of LOST + STOLE... Picasso Paintings of Inventions 12-7-13 This is a ERA of LOST + STOLE... Picasso Paintings of Inventions 12-7-13 This is a ERA of LOST + STOLE... Picasso Paintings of Inventions 12-7-13 This is a ERA of LOST + STOLE... Picasso Paintings of Inventions 
(Futuristic Manned Space Telescopes) and Picasso's Polygamous (Futuristic Manned Space Telescopes) and Picasso's Polygamous (Futuristic Manned Space Telescopes) and Picasso's Polygamous (Futuristic Manned Space Telescopes) and Picasso's Polygamous 
Marriage made legal to keep the Paintings coming from God's best Marriage made legal to keep the Paintings coming from God's best Marriage made legal to keep the Paintings coming from God's best Marriage made legal to keep the Paintings coming from God's best 
Invention... Women! Invention... Women! Invention... Women! Invention... Women! 

12-7-13 This is a ERA of Verizon recording "Pedophile" cell calls and 12-7-13 This is a ERA of Verizon recording "Pedophile" cell calls and 12-7-13 This is a ERA of Verizon recording "Pedophile" cell calls and 12-7-13 This is a ERA of Verizon recording "Pedophile" cell calls and 
not calling 911, a crime by the Pope + Cardinals who refused to call not calling 911, a crime by the Pope + Cardinals who refused to call not calling 911, a crime by the Pope + Cardinals who refused to call not calling 911, a crime by the Pope + Cardinals who refused to call 
911. 911. 911. 911. 

12-7-13 "Smog" in China's Textbooks next year might have the 12-7-13 "Smog" in China's Textbooks next year might have the 12-7-13 "Smog" in China's Textbooks next year might have the 12-7-13 "Smog" in China's Textbooks next year might have the 
ElectricWindmillCar but you can bet the USA Textbooks next year will ElectricWindmillCar but you can bet the USA Textbooks next year will ElectricWindmillCar but you can bet the USA Textbooks next year will ElectricWindmillCar but you can bet the USA Textbooks next year will 
not have "Smog" in China was caused by the USA suppression of the 1980 not have "Smog" in China was caused by the USA suppression of the 1980 not have "Smog" in China was caused by the USA suppression of the 1980 not have "Smog" in China was caused by the USA suppression of the 1980 
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ElectricWindmillCar Era!!! ElectricWindmillCar Era!!! ElectricWindmillCar Era!!! ElectricWindmillCar Era!!! 

12-7-13 Obama signed the Camp Lejeune Veterans and Family Act to 12-7-13 Obama signed the Camp Lejeune Veterans and Family Act to 12-7-13 Obama signed the Camp Lejeune Veterans and Family Act to 12-7-13 Obama signed the Camp Lejeune Veterans and Family Act to 
provide medical care and screening for Marines and their families, but provide medical care and screening for Marines and their families, but provide medical care and screening for Marines and their families, but provide medical care and screening for Marines and their families, but 
not civilians, exposed between 1957 and 1987. The law covers 15 not civilians, exposed between 1957 and 1987. The law covers 15 not civilians, exposed between 1957 and 1987. The law covers 15 not civilians, exposed between 1957 and 1987. The law covers 15 
diseases or conditions, including female infertility, miscarriage, diseases or conditions, including female infertility, miscarriage, diseases or conditions, including female infertility, miscarriage, diseases or conditions, including female infertility, miscarriage, 
leukemia and multiple myeloma, as well as bladder, breast, leukemia and multiple myeloma, as well as bladder, breast, leukemia and multiple myeloma, as well as bladder, breast, leukemia and multiple myeloma, as well as bladder, breast, 
esophageal, kidney and lung cancers. The law was passed after years of esophageal, kidney and lung cancers. The law was passed after years of esophageal, kidney and lung cancers. The law was passed after years of esophageal, kidney and lung cancers. The law was passed after years of 
advocacy by former Marines who blamed the contamination. advocacy by former Marines who blamed the contamination. advocacy by former Marines who blamed the contamination. advocacy by former Marines who blamed the contamination. 

12-7-13 USA Cops burned and burned to Death in fiery Cop Car Wrecks 12-7-13 USA Cops burned and burned to Death in fiery Cop Car Wrecks 12-7-13 USA Cops burned and burned to Death in fiery Cop Car Wrecks 12-7-13 USA Cops burned and burned to Death in fiery Cop Car Wrecks 
blame the Numb Nuts Dictators at BP oil and Exxon but Obama will blame the Numb Nuts Dictators at BP oil and Exxon but Obama will blame the Numb Nuts Dictators at BP oil and Exxon but Obama will blame the Numb Nuts Dictators at BP oil and Exxon but Obama will 
never sign the "Fiery Cop Car Wrecks" Act to provide medical care for never sign the "Fiery Cop Car Wrecks" Act to provide medical care for never sign the "Fiery Cop Car Wrecks" Act to provide medical care for never sign the "Fiery Cop Car Wrecks" Act to provide medical care for 
Gasoline Burns over 70% of your body. MIT Burn Unit Technological Gasoline Burns over 70% of your body. MIT Burn Unit Technological Gasoline Burns over 70% of your body. MIT Burn Unit Technological Gasoline Burns over 70% of your body. MIT Burn Unit Technological 
Inventions were not invented as MIT worked on War Toy Drones. No Inventions were not invented as MIT worked on War Toy Drones. No Inventions were not invented as MIT worked on War Toy Drones. No Inventions were not invented as MIT worked on War Toy Drones. No 
Fleet of Manned Space Telescope Inventions... they have been suppress by Fleet of Manned Space Telescope Inventions... they have been suppress by Fleet of Manned Space Telescope Inventions... they have been suppress by Fleet of Manned Space Telescope Inventions... they have been suppress by 
the Pentagon! For its share of the $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues since the Pentagon! For its share of the $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues since the Pentagon! For its share of the $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues since the Pentagon! For its share of the $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues since 
1980. 1980. 1980. 1980. 

12-7-13 This is a ERA of LOST + STOLE... Picasso Paintings of Inventions 12-7-13 This is a ERA of LOST + STOLE... Picasso Paintings of Inventions 12-7-13 This is a ERA of LOST + STOLE... Picasso Paintings of Inventions 12-7-13 This is a ERA of LOST + STOLE... Picasso Paintings of Inventions 
(Futuristic Manned Space Telescopes) and Picasso's Polygamous (Futuristic Manned Space Telescopes) and Picasso's Polygamous (Futuristic Manned Space Telescopes) and Picasso's Polygamous (Futuristic Manned Space Telescopes) and Picasso's Polygamous 
Marriage made legal to keep the Paintings coming from God's best Marriage made legal to keep the Paintings coming from God's best Marriage made legal to keep the Paintings coming from God's best Marriage made legal to keep the Paintings coming from God's best 
Invention... Women! Invention... Women! Invention... Women! Invention... Women! 

12-7-13 This is a ERA of Verizon recording "Pedophile" cell calls and 12-7-13 This is a ERA of Verizon recording "Pedophile" cell calls and 12-7-13 This is a ERA of Verizon recording "Pedophile" cell calls and 12-7-13 This is a ERA of Verizon recording "Pedophile" cell calls and 
not calling 911, a crime by the Pope + Cardinals who refused to call not calling 911, a crime by the Pope + Cardinals who refused to call not calling 911, a crime by the Pope + Cardinals who refused to call not calling 911, a crime by the Pope + Cardinals who refused to call 
911. 911. 911. 911. 

12-7-13 Key West Citizen Newspaper Today... $4.3 Billion dollar Aircraft 12-7-13 Key West Citizen Newspaper Today... $4.3 Billion dollar Aircraft 12-7-13 Key West Citizen Newspaper Today... $4.3 Billion dollar Aircraft 12-7-13 Key West Citizen Newspaper Today... $4.3 Billion dollar Aircraft 
Carrier 1,022 foot USS Theodore Roosevelt Headlines in the Key West Carrier 1,022 foot USS Theodore Roosevelt Headlines in the Key West Carrier 1,022 foot USS Theodore Roosevelt Headlines in the Key West Carrier 1,022 foot USS Theodore Roosevelt Headlines in the Key West 
with a fleet of noisy Fighter Jets! with a fleet of noisy Fighter Jets! with a fleet of noisy Fighter Jets! with a fleet of noisy Fighter Jets! 

12-7-13 We have the technology to find alien life, 5 Billion Aliens 4.3 12-7-13 We have the technology to find alien life, 5 Billion Aliens 4.3 12-7-13 We have the technology to find alien life, 5 Billion Aliens 4.3 12-7-13 We have the technology to find alien life, 5 Billion Aliens 4.3 
light years away at Alpha Centauri, MIT scientists tell Congress light years away at Alpha Centauri, MIT scientists tell Congress light years away at Alpha Centauri, MIT scientists tell Congress light years away at Alpha Centauri, MIT scientists tell Congress 

12-7-13 $10.3 Billion JFK Aircraft Carrier will launch in 2014 without 12-7-13 $10.3 Billion JFK Aircraft Carrier will launch in 2014 without 12-7-13 $10.3 Billion JFK Aircraft Carrier will launch in 2014 without 12-7-13 $10.3 Billion JFK Aircraft Carrier will launch in 2014 without 
10K windmills and 1 Trillion NASA made cans of H @ -254C 10K windmills and 1 Trillion NASA made cans of H @ -254C 10K windmills and 1 Trillion NASA made cans of H @ -254C 10K windmills and 1 Trillion NASA made cans of H @ -254C 

12-7-13 This is a ERA of LOST + STOLE... Picasso Paintings of Inventions 12-7-13 This is a ERA of LOST + STOLE... Picasso Paintings of Inventions 12-7-13 This is a ERA of LOST + STOLE... Picasso Paintings of Inventions 12-7-13 This is a ERA of LOST + STOLE... Picasso Paintings of Inventions 
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(Futuristic Manned Space Telescopes) and Picasso's Polygamous (Futuristic Manned Space Telescopes) and Picasso's Polygamous (Futuristic Manned Space Telescopes) and Picasso's Polygamous (Futuristic Manned Space Telescopes) and Picasso's Polygamous 
Marriage made legal to keep the Paintings coming from God's best Marriage made legal to keep the Paintings coming from God's best Marriage made legal to keep the Paintings coming from God's best Marriage made legal to keep the Paintings coming from God's best 
Invention... Women! Invention... Women! Invention... Women! Invention... Women! 

12-7-13 This is a ERA of Verizon recording "Pedophile" cell calls and 12-7-13 This is a ERA of Verizon recording "Pedophile" cell calls and 12-7-13 This is a ERA of Verizon recording "Pedophile" cell calls and 12-7-13 This is a ERA of Verizon recording "Pedophile" cell calls and 
not calling 911, a crime by the Pope + Cardinals who refused to call not calling 911, a crime by the Pope + Cardinals who refused to call not calling 911, a crime by the Pope + Cardinals who refused to call not calling 911, a crime by the Pope + Cardinals who refused to call 
911. 911. 911. 911. 

12-7-13 This is a ERA of LOST + STOLE... Picasso Paintings of Inventions 12-7-13 This is a ERA of LOST + STOLE... Picasso Paintings of Inventions 12-7-13 This is a ERA of LOST + STOLE... Picasso Paintings of Inventions 12-7-13 This is a ERA of LOST + STOLE... Picasso Paintings of Inventions 
by Yale not "LEAKING" the 1980 invention + Suppression of the by Yale not "LEAKING" the 1980 invention + Suppression of the by Yale not "LEAKING" the 1980 invention + Suppression of the by Yale not "LEAKING" the 1980 invention + Suppression of the 
ElectricWindmillCar Era that would have given Cynthia Russett 1,001 ElectricWindmillCar Era that would have given Cynthia Russett 1,001 ElectricWindmillCar Era that would have given Cynthia Russett 1,001 ElectricWindmillCar Era that would have given Cynthia Russett 1,001 
Invention Projects from Yale + Harvards list of Ivy League Invention Invention Projects from Yale + Harvards list of Ivy League Invention Invention Projects from Yale + Harvards list of Ivy League Invention Invention Projects from Yale + Harvards list of Ivy League Invention 
Projects 1980. Projects 1980. Projects 1980. Projects 1980. 

12-7-13 This is a ERA of LOST + STOLE... Picasso Paintings of Inventions 12-7-13 This is a ERA of LOST + STOLE... Picasso Paintings of Inventions 12-7-13 This is a ERA of LOST + STOLE... Picasso Paintings of Inventions 12-7-13 This is a ERA of LOST + STOLE... Picasso Paintings of Inventions 
(Futuristic Manned Space Telescopes) and Picasso's Polygamous (Futuristic Manned Space Telescopes) and Picasso's Polygamous (Futuristic Manned Space Telescopes) and Picasso's Polygamous (Futuristic Manned Space Telescopes) and Picasso's Polygamous 
Marriage made legal to keep the Paintings coming from God's best Marriage made legal to keep the Paintings coming from God's best Marriage made legal to keep the Paintings coming from God's best Marriage made legal to keep the Paintings coming from God's best 
Invention... Women! Invention... Women! Invention... Women! Invention... Women! 

12-7-13 This is a ERA of Verizon recording "Pedophile" cell calls and 12-7-13 This is a ERA of Verizon recording "Pedophile" cell calls and 12-7-13 This is a ERA of Verizon recording "Pedophile" cell calls and 12-7-13 This is a ERA of Verizon recording "Pedophile" cell calls and 
not calling 911, a crime by the Pope + Cardinals who refused to call not calling 911, a crime by the Pope + Cardinals who refused to call not calling 911, a crime by the Pope + Cardinals who refused to call not calling 911, a crime by the Pope + Cardinals who refused to call 
911. 911. 911. 911. 

12-6-13 This is a case for "War Crimes" from 1980 invention of the 12-6-13 This is a case for "War Crimes" from 1980 invention of the 12-6-13 This is a case for "War Crimes" from 1980 invention of the 12-6-13 This is a case for "War Crimes" from 1980 invention of the 
ElectricWindmillCar and 1 yale Professors LIFE WORK stole by Numb ElectricWindmillCar and 1 yale Professors LIFE WORK stole by Numb ElectricWindmillCar and 1 yale Professors LIFE WORK stole by Numb ElectricWindmillCar and 1 yale Professors LIFE WORK stole by Numb 
Nuts Dictators who graduated from Yale same year Cynthia did! Nuts Dictators who graduated from Yale same year Cynthia did! Nuts Dictators who graduated from Yale same year Cynthia did! Nuts Dictators who graduated from Yale same year Cynthia did! 

12-7-13 This is a ERA of LOST + STOLE... Picasso Paintings of Inventions 12-7-13 This is a ERA of LOST + STOLE... Picasso Paintings of Inventions 12-7-13 This is a ERA of LOST + STOLE... Picasso Paintings of Inventions 12-7-13 This is a ERA of LOST + STOLE... Picasso Paintings of Inventions 
(Futuristic Manned Space Telescopes) and Picasso's Polygamous (Futuristic Manned Space Telescopes) and Picasso's Polygamous (Futuristic Manned Space Telescopes) and Picasso's Polygamous (Futuristic Manned Space Telescopes) and Picasso's Polygamous 
Marriage made legal to keep the Paintings coming from God's best Marriage made legal to keep the Paintings coming from God's best Marriage made legal to keep the Paintings coming from God's best Marriage made legal to keep the Paintings coming from God's best 
Invention... Women! Invention... Women! Invention... Women! Invention... Women! 

12-7-13 This is a ERA of Verizon recording "Pedophile" cell calls and 12-7-13 This is a ERA of Verizon recording "Pedophile" cell calls and 12-7-13 This is a ERA of Verizon recording "Pedophile" cell calls and 12-7-13 This is a ERA of Verizon recording "Pedophile" cell calls and 
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not calling 911, a crime by the Pope + Cardinals who refused to call not calling 911, a crime by the Pope + Cardinals who refused to call not calling 911, a crime by the Pope + Cardinals who refused to call not calling 911, a crime by the Pope + Cardinals who refused to call 
911. 911. 911. 911. 

“Cynthia Russett," 76 whose scholarship focused on the history of “Cynthia Russett," 76 whose scholarship focused on the history of “Cynthia Russett," 76 whose scholarship focused on the history of “Cynthia Russett," 76 whose scholarship focused on the history of 
American women and the intellectual history of 19th and 20th century American women and the intellectual history of 19th and 20th century American women and the intellectual history of 19th and 20th century American women and the intellectual history of 19th and 20th century 
America, succumbed to cancer at a nearby hospice on Thursday America, succumbed to cancer at a nearby hospice on Thursday America, succumbed to cancer at a nearby hospice on Thursday America, succumbed to cancer at a nearby hospice on Thursday 
morning. morning. morning. morning. 

12-6-13 NBC "Today Show" Comcast: What You Do "Leak" can Arrest the 12-6-13 NBC "Today Show" Comcast: What You Do "Leak" can Arrest the 12-6-13 NBC "Today Show" Comcast: What You Do "Leak" can Arrest the 12-6-13 NBC "Today Show" Comcast: What You Do "Leak" can Arrest the 
Gasoline Czar's at Yale + Harvard for not calling 911 Gasoline Czar's at Yale + Harvard for not calling 911 Gasoline Czar's at Yale + Harvard for not calling 911 Gasoline Czar's at Yale + Harvard for not calling 911 

Cynthia Russett joined the Yale faculty in 1967, publishing her first Cynthia Russett joined the Yale faculty in 1967, publishing her first Cynthia Russett joined the Yale faculty in 1967, publishing her first Cynthia Russett joined the Yale faculty in 1967, publishing her first 
book, “The Concept of Equilibrium in American Social Thought,” Russett book, “The Concept of Equilibrium in American Social Thought,” Russett book, “The Concept of Equilibrium in American Social Thought,” Russett book, “The Concept of Equilibrium in American Social Thought,” Russett 
took a particular interest in the effect of science on non-scientific took a particular interest in the effect of science on non-scientific took a particular interest in the effect of science on non-scientific took a particular interest in the effect of science on non-scientific 
culture. Her 1989 book on the topic, culture. Her 1989 book on the topic, culture. Her 1989 book on the topic, culture. Her 1989 book on the topic, 

12-6-13 This is a case of "Baby Killers" from Vietnam in charge of the 12-6-13 This is a case of "Baby Killers" from Vietnam in charge of the 12-6-13 This is a case of "Baby Killers" from Vietnam in charge of the 12-6-13 This is a case of "Baby Killers" from Vietnam in charge of the 
Dept of Educ who LOST + STOLE millions of Childrens lives from Bush... Dept of Educ who LOST + STOLE millions of Childrens lives from Bush... Dept of Educ who LOST + STOLE millions of Childrens lives from Bush... Dept of Educ who LOST + STOLE millions of Childrens lives from Bush... 
No Child Left Behind or given... "Hooked On Phonics" + Sylvan Tutoring No Child Left Behind or given... "Hooked On Phonics" + Sylvan Tutoring No Child Left Behind or given... "Hooked On Phonics" + Sylvan Tutoring No Child Left Behind or given... "Hooked On Phonics" + Sylvan Tutoring 
Programs offer: Our four-step Sylvan Insight™ process, where we take Programs offer: Our four-step Sylvan Insight™ process, where we take Programs offer: Our four-step Sylvan Insight™ process, where we take Programs offer: Our four-step Sylvan Insight™ process, where we take 
the time to really get to know your child and develop a plan for success. the time to really get to know your child and develop a plan for success. the time to really get to know your child and develop a plan for success. the time to really get to know your child and develop a plan for success. 
Our proven tutoring approach that blends amazing teachers with Our proven tutoring approach that blends amazing teachers with Our proven tutoring approach that blends amazing teachers with Our proven tutoring approach that blends amazing teachers with 
SylvanSync™ technology on the iPad® for a truly engaging learning SylvanSync™ technology on the iPad® for a truly engaging learning SylvanSync™ technology on the iPad® for a truly engaging learning SylvanSync™ technology on the iPad® for a truly engaging learning 
experience. experience. experience. experience. 

12-6-13 NBC "Today Show" Comcast: What You Do "Leak" can Arrest the 12-6-13 NBC "Today Show" Comcast: What You Do "Leak" can Arrest the 12-6-13 NBC "Today Show" Comcast: What You Do "Leak" can Arrest the 12-6-13 NBC "Today Show" Comcast: What You Do "Leak" can Arrest the 
Gasoline Czar's at Yale + Harvard for not calling 911 Gasoline Czar's at Yale + Harvard for not calling 911 Gasoline Czar's at Yale + Harvard for not calling 911 Gasoline Czar's at Yale + Harvard for not calling 911 

12-6-13 Lockheed Martin Corporation: When What You Don’t “LEAK” Is 12-6-13 Lockheed Martin Corporation: When What You Don’t “LEAK” Is 12-6-13 Lockheed Martin Corporation: When What You Don’t “LEAK” Is 12-6-13 Lockheed Martin Corporation: When What You Don’t “LEAK” Is 
Holocaust II Holocaust II Holocaust II Holocaust II 

12-6-13 This is a case of history repeating itself as the British sold 12-6-13 This is a case of history repeating itself as the British sold 12-6-13 This is a case of history repeating itself as the British sold 12-6-13 This is a case of history repeating itself as the British sold 
China Opium, today the British sold SHANGHAI gasoline cars by the 100 China Opium, today the British sold SHANGHAI gasoline cars by the 100 China Opium, today the British sold SHANGHAI gasoline cars by the 100 China Opium, today the British sold SHANGHAI gasoline cars by the 100 
million knowing gasoline exhaust caused childhood birth defects and million knowing gasoline exhaust caused childhood birth defects and million knowing gasoline exhaust caused childhood birth defects and million knowing gasoline exhaust caused childhood birth defects and 
cancers... Baby Killers from Vietnam are Numb Nuts Dictators Today! cancers... Baby Killers from Vietnam are Numb Nuts Dictators Today! cancers... Baby Killers from Vietnam are Numb Nuts Dictators Today! cancers... Baby Killers from Vietnam are Numb Nuts Dictators Today! 
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12-6-13 This is a case of greed... SHANGHAI Dec 6 2013 (Reuters) - 12-6-13 This is a case of greed... SHANGHAI Dec 6 2013 (Reuters) - 12-6-13 This is a case of greed... SHANGHAI Dec 6 2013 (Reuters) - 12-6-13 This is a case of greed... SHANGHAI Dec 6 2013 (Reuters) - 
Hundreds of flights were delayed or cancelled on Friday in China's Hundreds of flights were delayed or cancelled on Friday in China's Hundreds of flights were delayed or cancelled on Friday in China's Hundreds of flights were delayed or cancelled on Friday in China's 
commercial hub of Shanghai as record levels of air pollution shrouded commercial hub of Shanghai as record levels of air pollution shrouded commercial hub of Shanghai as record levels of air pollution shrouded commercial hub of Shanghai as record levels of air pollution shrouded 
the city in smog, prompting authorities to issue the highest level of the city in smog, prompting authorities to issue the highest level of the city in smog, prompting authorities to issue the highest level of the city in smog, prompting authorities to issue the highest level of 
health warning. health warning. health warning. health warning. 

12-6-13 This is a Cause-Effect of the Suppression of the 1980 Model 12-6-13 This is a Cause-Effect of the Suppression of the 1980 Model 12-6-13 This is a Cause-Effect of the Suppression of the 1980 Model 12-6-13 This is a Cause-Effect of the Suppression of the 1980 Model 
ElectricWindmillCar Era... Sail an ultrasonic "wind"... The 1980 history ElectricWindmillCar Era... Sail an ultrasonic "wind"... The 1980 history ElectricWindmillCar Era... Sail an ultrasonic "wind"... The 1980 history ElectricWindmillCar Era... Sail an ultrasonic "wind"... The 1980 history 
+ future "Patch Delivery System" of Rx Drugs, Vaccinations, 1,001 + future "Patch Delivery System" of Rx Drugs, Vaccinations, 1,001 + future "Patch Delivery System" of Rx Drugs, Vaccinations, 1,001 + future "Patch Delivery System" of Rx Drugs, Vaccinations, 1,001 
Medications... the team suggests that a liposome laden with a payload Medications... the team suggests that a liposome laden with a payload Medications... the team suggests that a liposome laden with a payload Medications... the team suggests that a liposome laden with a payload 
of medicine and using microbubbles to sail an ultrasonic "wind" of medicine and using microbubbles to sail an ultrasonic "wind" of medicine and using microbubbles to sail an ultrasonic "wind" of medicine and using microbubbles to sail an ultrasonic "wind" 
should be able to traverse the epidermis and enter the body. An should be able to traverse the epidermis and enter the body. An should be able to traverse the epidermis and enter the body. An should be able to traverse the epidermis and enter the body. An 
adjustment to the ultrasound frequency could then pop the adjustment to the ultrasound frequency could then pop the adjustment to the ultrasound frequency could then pop the adjustment to the ultrasound frequency could then pop the 
microbubbles and split open the liposome to release the medicine. In microbubbles and split open the liposome to release the medicine. In microbubbles and split open the liposome to release the medicine. In microbubbles and split open the liposome to release the medicine. In 
1980 this was the next step for the group... 2013 will be to fine-tune the 1980 this was the next step for the group... 2013 will be to fine-tune the 1980 this was the next step for the group... 2013 will be to fine-tune the 1980 this was the next step for the group... 2013 will be to fine-tune the 
ultrasound patch delivery system and work toward a successful ultrasound patch delivery system and work toward a successful ultrasound patch delivery system and work toward a successful ultrasound patch delivery system and work toward a successful 
transdermal push in 2014... Lost + Stole LIFE WORKS by Numb Nuts transdermal push in 2014... Lost + Stole LIFE WORKS by Numb Nuts transdermal push in 2014... Lost + Stole LIFE WORKS by Numb Nuts transdermal push in 2014... Lost + Stole LIFE WORKS by Numb Nuts 
Dictators... motive was greed for $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues, most of Dictators... motive was greed for $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues, most of Dictators... motive was greed for $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues, most of Dictators... motive was greed for $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues, most of 
this was given to MIT for War Toys! this was given to MIT for War Toys! this was given to MIT for War Toys! this was given to MIT for War Toys! 

12-6-13 NBC "Today Show" Comcast: What You Do "Leak" can Arrest the 12-6-13 NBC "Today Show" Comcast: What You Do "Leak" can Arrest the 12-6-13 NBC "Today Show" Comcast: What You Do "Leak" can Arrest the 12-6-13 NBC "Today Show" Comcast: What You Do "Leak" can Arrest the 
Gasoline Czar's at Yale + Harvard for not calling 911 Gasoline Czar's at Yale + Harvard for not calling 911 Gasoline Czar's at Yale + Harvard for not calling 911 Gasoline Czar's at Yale + Harvard for not calling 911 

12-6-13 Lockheed Martin Corporation: When What You Don’t “LEAK” Is 12-6-13 Lockheed Martin Corporation: When What You Don’t “LEAK” Is 12-6-13 Lockheed Martin Corporation: When What You Don’t “LEAK” Is 12-6-13 Lockheed Martin Corporation: When What You Don’t “LEAK” Is 
Holocaust II Holocaust II Holocaust II Holocaust II 

“Sexual Science: The Victorian Construction of Womanhood,” which “Sexual Science: The Victorian Construction of Womanhood,” which “Sexual Science: The Victorian Construction of Womanhood,” which “Sexual Science: The Victorian Construction of Womanhood,” which 
examined how Victorian-era scientists attempted to prove women examined how Victorian-era scientists attempted to prove women examined how Victorian-era scientists attempted to prove women examined how Victorian-era scientists attempted to prove women 
inferior to men, won the Berkshire Conference of Women Historians inferior to men, won the Berkshire Conference of Women Historians inferior to men, won the Berkshire Conference of Women Historians inferior to men, won the Berkshire Conference of Women Historians 
Annual Book Award. Annual Book Award. Annual Book Award. Annual Book Award. 

Cynthia Russett was promoted to a full professorship in 1990, eventually Cynthia Russett was promoted to a full professorship in 1990, eventually Cynthia Russett was promoted to a full professorship in 1990, eventually Cynthia Russett was promoted to a full professorship in 1990, eventually 
becoming the Learned Professor of History. From 1992 through 1995, becoming the Learned Professor of History. From 1992 through 1995, becoming the Learned Professor of History. From 1992 through 1995, becoming the Learned Professor of History. From 1992 through 1995, 
she was also a fellow of the Whitney Humanities Center. Beyond the she was also a fellow of the Whitney Humanities Center. Beyond the she was also a fellow of the Whitney Humanities Center. Beyond the she was also a fellow of the Whitney Humanities Center. Beyond the 
classroom, Russell chaired the Yale College Executive Committee and classroom, Russell chaired the Yale College Executive Committee and classroom, Russell chaired the Yale College Executive Committee and classroom, Russell chaired the Yale College Executive Committee and 
served as director of undergraduate studies of the History Department served as director of undergraduate studies of the History Department served as director of undergraduate studies of the History Department served as director of undergraduate studies of the History Department 
during her time at Yale. She also was a member of the executive during her time at Yale. She also was a member of the executive during her time at Yale. She also was a member of the executive during her time at Yale. She also was a member of the executive 
committees of the Yale-New Haven Teachers Institute and the Human committees of the Yale-New Haven Teachers Institute and the Human committees of the Yale-New Haven Teachers Institute and the Human committees of the Yale-New Haven Teachers Institute and the Human 
Relations Area Files. Russett stopped teaching in 2012 but remained an Relations Area Files. Russett stopped teaching in 2012 but remained an Relations Area Files. Russett stopped teaching in 2012 but remained an Relations Area Files. Russett stopped teaching in 2012 but remained an 
active member of the St. Thomas More Catholic Chapel at Yale active member of the St. Thomas More Catholic Chapel at Yale active member of the St. Thomas More Catholic Chapel at Yale active member of the St. Thomas More Catholic Chapel at Yale 
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12-6-13 NBC "Today Show" Comcast: What You Do "Leak" can Arrest the 12-6-13 NBC "Today Show" Comcast: What You Do "Leak" can Arrest the 12-6-13 NBC "Today Show" Comcast: What You Do "Leak" can Arrest the 12-6-13 NBC "Today Show" Comcast: What You Do "Leak" can Arrest the 
Gasoline Czar's at Yale + Harvard for not calling 911 Gasoline Czar's at Yale + Harvard for not calling 911 Gasoline Czar's at Yale + Harvard for not calling 911 Gasoline Czar's at Yale + Harvard for not calling 911 

12-6-13 This is a case for "War Crimes" from 1980 invention of the 12-6-13 This is a case for "War Crimes" from 1980 invention of the 12-6-13 This is a case for "War Crimes" from 1980 invention of the 12-6-13 This is a case for "War Crimes" from 1980 invention of the 
ElectricWindmillCar and 1 yale Professors LIFE work stole by Numb Nuts ElectricWindmillCar and 1 yale Professors LIFE work stole by Numb Nuts ElectricWindmillCar and 1 yale Professors LIFE work stole by Numb Nuts ElectricWindmillCar and 1 yale Professors LIFE work stole by Numb Nuts 
Dictators who graduated from Yale same year Cynthia did! Dictators who graduated from Yale same year Cynthia did! Dictators who graduated from Yale same year Cynthia did! Dictators who graduated from Yale same year Cynthia did! 

12-6-13 This is a case of history repeating itself as the British sold 12-6-13 This is a case of history repeating itself as the British sold 12-6-13 This is a case of history repeating itself as the British sold 12-6-13 This is a case of history repeating itself as the British sold 
China Opium, today the British sold SHANGHAI gasoline cars by the 100 China Opium, today the British sold SHANGHAI gasoline cars by the 100 China Opium, today the British sold SHANGHAI gasoline cars by the 100 China Opium, today the British sold SHANGHAI gasoline cars by the 100 
million knowing gasoline exhaust caused childhood birth defects and million knowing gasoline exhaust caused childhood birth defects and million knowing gasoline exhaust caused childhood birth defects and million knowing gasoline exhaust caused childhood birth defects and 
cancers... Baby Killers from Vietnam are Numb Nuts Dictators Today! cancers... Baby Killers from Vietnam are Numb Nuts Dictators Today! cancers... Baby Killers from Vietnam are Numb Nuts Dictators Today! cancers... Baby Killers from Vietnam are Numb Nuts Dictators Today! 

12-6-13 This is a case of greed... SHANGHAI Dec 6 2013 (Reuters) - 12-6-13 This is a case of greed... SHANGHAI Dec 6 2013 (Reuters) - 12-6-13 This is a case of greed... SHANGHAI Dec 6 2013 (Reuters) - 12-6-13 This is a case of greed... SHANGHAI Dec 6 2013 (Reuters) - 
Hundreds of flights were delayed or cancelled on Friday in China's Hundreds of flights were delayed or cancelled on Friday in China's Hundreds of flights were delayed or cancelled on Friday in China's Hundreds of flights were delayed or cancelled on Friday in China's 
commercial hub of Shanghai as record levels of air pollution shrouded commercial hub of Shanghai as record levels of air pollution shrouded commercial hub of Shanghai as record levels of air pollution shrouded commercial hub of Shanghai as record levels of air pollution shrouded 
the city in smog, prompting authorities to issue the highest level of the city in smog, prompting authorities to issue the highest level of the city in smog, prompting authorities to issue the highest level of the city in smog, prompting authorities to issue the highest level of 
health warning. health warning. health warning. health warning. 

12-6-13 NBC "Today Show" Comcast: What You Do "Leak" can Arrest the 12-6-13 NBC "Today Show" Comcast: What You Do "Leak" can Arrest the 12-6-13 NBC "Today Show" Comcast: What You Do "Leak" can Arrest the 12-6-13 NBC "Today Show" Comcast: What You Do "Leak" can Arrest the 
Gasoline Czar's at Yale + Harvard for not calling 911 Gasoline Czar's at Yale + Harvard for not calling 911 Gasoline Czar's at Yale + Harvard for not calling 911 Gasoline Czar's at Yale + Harvard for not calling 911 

12-6-13 This is a ERA of Verizon recording "Pedophile" cell calls and 12-6-13 This is a ERA of Verizon recording "Pedophile" cell calls and 12-6-13 This is a ERA of Verizon recording "Pedophile" cell calls and 12-6-13 This is a ERA of Verizon recording "Pedophile" cell calls and 
not calling 911, a crime by the Pope + Cardinals that cost the Catholic not calling 911, a crime by the Pope + Cardinals that cost the Catholic not calling 911, a crime by the Pope + Cardinals that cost the Catholic not calling 911, a crime by the Pope + Cardinals that cost the Catholic 
Church millions. Verizon is paid Billions by the NSA, CIA. "The Church millions. Verizon is paid Billions by the NSA, CIA. "The Church millions. Verizon is paid Billions by the NSA, CIA. "The Church millions. Verizon is paid Billions by the NSA, CIA. "The 
Invention of Consciousness In The Brain" And what we all know about Invention of Consciousness In The Brain" And what we all know about Invention of Consciousness In The Brain" And what we all know about Invention of Consciousness In The Brain" And what we all know about 
not having a conscience and people mostly men with no conscience. In not having a conscience and people mostly men with no conscience. In not having a conscience and people mostly men with no conscience. In not having a conscience and people mostly men with no conscience. In 
"War + Peace". Crime, for the thrill of it robbing gas stations and drive "War + Peace". Crime, for the thrill of it robbing gas stations and drive "War + Peace". Crime, for the thrill of it robbing gas stations and drive "War + Peace". Crime, for the thrill of it robbing gas stations and drive 
by shootings with no Dash Cam in cars! "Smart Car" masterminds are by shootings with no Dash Cam in cars! "Smart Car" masterminds are by shootings with no Dash Cam in cars! "Smart Car" masterminds are by shootings with no Dash Cam in cars! "Smart Car" masterminds are 
the Numb Nut Dictators of our George Orwell Era. They put in a "Black the Numb Nut Dictators of our George Orwell Era. They put in a "Black the Numb Nut Dictators of our George Orwell Era. They put in a "Black the Numb Nut Dictators of our George Orwell Era. They put in a "Black 
Box" to record speed but no Dash Cam to put an end to Drive by Box" to record speed but no Dash Cam to put an end to Drive by Box" to record speed but no Dash Cam to put an end to Drive by Box" to record speed but no Dash Cam to put an end to Drive by 
Shooting! They put in a "Black Box" to record speed but no Super Air Shooting! They put in a "Black Box" to record speed but no Super Air Shooting! They put in a "Black Box" to record speed but no Super Air Shooting! They put in a "Black Box" to record speed but no Super Air 
Bags on The Outside of "Smart Cars" or the Semi Trucks! Bags on The Outside of "Smart Cars" or the Semi Trucks! Bags on The Outside of "Smart Cars" or the Semi Trucks! Bags on The Outside of "Smart Cars" or the Semi Trucks! 

12-6-13 NBC "Today Show" Comcast: What You Do "Leak" can Arrest the 12-6-13 NBC "Today Show" Comcast: What You Do "Leak" can Arrest the 12-6-13 NBC "Today Show" Comcast: What You Do "Leak" can Arrest the 12-6-13 NBC "Today Show" Comcast: What You Do "Leak" can Arrest the 
Gasoline Czar's at Yale + Harvard for not calling 911 Gasoline Czar's at Yale + Harvard for not calling 911 Gasoline Czar's at Yale + Harvard for not calling 911 Gasoline Czar's at Yale + Harvard for not calling 911 

12-6-13 This is a case of greed... This is a case of greed... serfs + Tolstoy 12-6-13 This is a case of greed... This is a case of greed... serfs + Tolstoy 12-6-13 This is a case of greed... This is a case of greed... serfs + Tolstoy 12-6-13 This is a case of greed... This is a case of greed... serfs + Tolstoy 
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to McDonalds + Walmart. McDonald + Walmart profits into the Billions to McDonalds + Walmart. McDonald + Walmart profits into the Billions to McDonalds + Walmart. McDonald + Walmart profits into the Billions to McDonalds + Walmart. McDonald + Walmart profits into the Billions 
of dollars. McDonalds + Walmart taxes pay for employee Mediad, Food of dollars. McDonalds + Walmart taxes pay for employee Mediad, Food of dollars. McDonalds + Walmart taxes pay for employee Mediad, Food of dollars. McDonalds + Walmart taxes pay for employee Mediad, Food 
Stamps, Dental Emergencies not preventive dentistry... Manpower Temps Stamps, Dental Emergencies not preventive dentistry... Manpower Temps Stamps, Dental Emergencies not preventive dentistry... Manpower Temps Stamps, Dental Emergencies not preventive dentistry... Manpower Temps 
must be owned by a "Kennedy or Rockefeller" as Manpower Temp workers must be owned by a "Kennedy or Rockefeller" as Manpower Temp workers must be owned by a "Kennedy or Rockefeller" as Manpower Temp workers must be owned by a "Kennedy or Rockefeller" as Manpower Temp workers 
are lower down on the Poverty Income Charts and get more Food are lower down on the Poverty Income Charts and get more Food are lower down on the Poverty Income Charts and get more Food are lower down on the Poverty Income Charts and get more Food 
Stamps + Medicare than Walmart employees! Yet the New York Times has Stamps + Medicare than Walmart employees! Yet the New York Times has Stamps + Medicare than Walmart employees! Yet the New York Times has Stamps + Medicare than Walmart employees! Yet the New York Times has 
never ever written up Manpower Temps, the serfs of 2013. "The Origin of never ever written up Manpower Temps, the serfs of 2013. "The Origin of never ever written up Manpower Temps, the serfs of 2013. "The Origin of never ever written up Manpower Temps, the serfs of 2013. "The Origin of 
Consciousness in the Mind." The Origin of Greed, the Invention of Greed Consciousness in the Mind." The Origin of Greed, the Invention of Greed Consciousness in the Mind." The Origin of Greed, the Invention of Greed Consciousness in the Mind." The Origin of Greed, the Invention of Greed 
Scams! Manpower Temps is #1. Scams! Manpower Temps is #1. Scams! Manpower Temps is #1. Scams! Manpower Temps is #1. 

12-6-13 NBC "Today Show" Comcast: What You Do "Leak" can Arrest the 12-6-13 NBC "Today Show" Comcast: What You Do "Leak" can Arrest the 12-6-13 NBC "Today Show" Comcast: What You Do "Leak" can Arrest the 12-6-13 NBC "Today Show" Comcast: What You Do "Leak" can Arrest the 
Gasoline Czar's at Yale + Harvard for not calling 911 Gasoline Czar's at Yale + Harvard for not calling 911 Gasoline Czar's at Yale + Harvard for not calling 911 Gasoline Czar's at Yale + Harvard for not calling 911 

12-6-13 This is a case of Godlike voices.... NSA tracking cell phone 12-6-13 This is a case of Godlike voices.... NSA tracking cell phone 12-6-13 This is a case of Godlike voices.... NSA tracking cell phone 12-6-13 This is a case of Godlike voices.... NSA tracking cell phone 
locations worldwide, Verizon recording the 100's of calls from the 19K locations worldwide, Verizon recording the 100's of calls from the 19K locations worldwide, Verizon recording the 100's of calls from the 19K locations worldwide, Verizon recording the 100's of calls from the 19K 
women in the USA murdered by a drunk man in 2013 without offering women in the USA murdered by a drunk man in 2013 without offering women in the USA murdered by a drunk man in 2013 without offering women in the USA murdered by a drunk man in 2013 without offering 
the "Tracking" of cell phones invention to Humanity, to save her life! the "Tracking" of cell phones invention to Humanity, to save her life! the "Tracking" of cell phones invention to Humanity, to save her life! the "Tracking" of cell phones invention to Humanity, to save her life! 

12-6-13 This is a case of dyslexia. A faulty connection between where 12-6-13 This is a case of dyslexia. A faulty connection between where 12-6-13 This is a case of dyslexia. A faulty connection between where 12-6-13 This is a case of dyslexia. A faulty connection between where 
the brain stores the auditory building blocks of language and where it the brain stores the auditory building blocks of language and where it the brain stores the auditory building blocks of language and where it the brain stores the auditory building blocks of language and where it 
processes them may be to blame for dyslexia, a new research suggests. processes them may be to blame for dyslexia, a new research suggests. processes them may be to blame for dyslexia, a new research suggests. processes them may be to blame for dyslexia, a new research suggests. 

12-6-13 NBC "Today Show" Comcast: What You Do "Leak" can Arrest the 12-6-13 NBC "Today Show" Comcast: What You Do "Leak" can Arrest the 12-6-13 NBC "Today Show" Comcast: What You Do "Leak" can Arrest the 12-6-13 NBC "Today Show" Comcast: What You Do "Leak" can Arrest the 
Gasoline Czar's at Yale + Harvard for not calling 911 Gasoline Czar's at Yale + Harvard for not calling 911 Gasoline Czar's at Yale + Harvard for not calling 911 Gasoline Czar's at Yale + Harvard for not calling 911 

12-6-13 This is a case of greed... "Hooked On Phonics" + Sylvan Tutoring 12-6-13 This is a case of greed... "Hooked On Phonics" + Sylvan Tutoring 12-6-13 This is a case of greed... "Hooked On Phonics" + Sylvan Tutoring 12-6-13 This is a case of greed... "Hooked On Phonics" + Sylvan Tutoring 
Programs offer: Our four-step Sylvan Insight™ process, where we take Programs offer: Our four-step Sylvan Insight™ process, where we take Programs offer: Our four-step Sylvan Insight™ process, where we take Programs offer: Our four-step Sylvan Insight™ process, where we take 
the time to really get to know your child and develop a plan for success. the time to really get to know your child and develop a plan for success. the time to really get to know your child and develop a plan for success. the time to really get to know your child and develop a plan for success. 
Our proven tutoring approach that blends amazing teachers with Our proven tutoring approach that blends amazing teachers with Our proven tutoring approach that blends amazing teachers with Our proven tutoring approach that blends amazing teachers with 
SylvanSync™ technology on the iPad® for a truly engaging learning SylvanSync™ technology on the iPad® for a truly engaging learning SylvanSync™ technology on the iPad® for a truly engaging learning SylvanSync™ technology on the iPad® for a truly engaging learning 
experience. experience. experience. experience. 

12-6-13 This is a case of "Baby Killers" from Vietnam in charge of the 12-6-13 This is a case of "Baby Killers" from Vietnam in charge of the 12-6-13 This is a case of "Baby Killers" from Vietnam in charge of the 12-6-13 This is a case of "Baby Killers" from Vietnam in charge of the 
Dept of Educ who LOST + STOLE millions of Childrens lives from Bush... Dept of Educ who LOST + STOLE millions of Childrens lives from Bush... Dept of Educ who LOST + STOLE millions of Childrens lives from Bush... Dept of Educ who LOST + STOLE millions of Childrens lives from Bush... 
No Child Left Behind or given... "Hooked On Phonics" + Sylvan Tutoring No Child Left Behind or given... "Hooked On Phonics" + Sylvan Tutoring No Child Left Behind or given... "Hooked On Phonics" + Sylvan Tutoring No Child Left Behind or given... "Hooked On Phonics" + Sylvan Tutoring 
Programs offer: Our four-step Sylvan Insight™ process, where we take Programs offer: Our four-step Sylvan Insight™ process, where we take Programs offer: Our four-step Sylvan Insight™ process, where we take Programs offer: Our four-step Sylvan Insight™ process, where we take 
the time to really get to know your child and develop a plan for success. the time to really get to know your child and develop a plan for success. the time to really get to know your child and develop a plan for success. the time to really get to know your child and develop a plan for success. 
Our proven tutoring approach that blends amazing teachers with Our proven tutoring approach that blends amazing teachers with Our proven tutoring approach that blends amazing teachers with Our proven tutoring approach that blends amazing teachers with 
SylvanSync™ technology on the iPad® for a truly engaging learning SylvanSync™ technology on the iPad® for a truly engaging learning SylvanSync™ technology on the iPad® for a truly engaging learning SylvanSync™ technology on the iPad® for a truly engaging learning 
experience. experience. experience. experience. 
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12-6-13 This is a case of "Teacher Bonus $" for all public school while 12-6-13 This is a case of "Teacher Bonus $" for all public school while 12-6-13 This is a case of "Teacher Bonus $" for all public school while 12-6-13 This is a case of "Teacher Bonus $" for all public school while 
never ever again from the New York Times of "LEAKING" the Dept. of never ever again from the New York Times of "LEAKING" the Dept. of never ever again from the New York Times of "LEAKING" the Dept. of never ever again from the New York Times of "LEAKING" the Dept. of 
Educations waste of Trillions on Public School Teacher Bonus $ while Educations waste of Trillions on Public School Teacher Bonus $ while Educations waste of Trillions on Public School Teacher Bonus $ while Educations waste of Trillions on Public School Teacher Bonus $ while 
suppressing Sylvan Tutoring Programs offer: Our four-step Sylvan suppressing Sylvan Tutoring Programs offer: Our four-step Sylvan suppressing Sylvan Tutoring Programs offer: Our four-step Sylvan suppressing Sylvan Tutoring Programs offer: Our four-step Sylvan 
Insight™ process, where we take the time to really get to know your Insight™ process, where we take the time to really get to know your Insight™ process, where we take the time to really get to know your Insight™ process, where we take the time to really get to know your 
child and develop a plan for success. Our proven tutoring approach child and develop a plan for success. Our proven tutoring approach child and develop a plan for success. Our proven tutoring approach child and develop a plan for success. Our proven tutoring approach 
that blends amazing teachers with SylvanSync™ technology on the that blends amazing teachers with SylvanSync™ technology on the that blends amazing teachers with SylvanSync™ technology on the that blends amazing teachers with SylvanSync™ technology on the 
iPad® for a truly engaging learning experience. iPad® for a truly engaging learning experience. iPad® for a truly engaging learning experience. iPad® for a truly engaging learning experience. 

12-6-13 One of Farrah Fawcett's care givers will be allowed to testify 12-6-13 One of Farrah Fawcett's care givers will be allowed to testify 12-6-13 One of Farrah Fawcett's care givers will be allowed to testify 12-6-13 One of Farrah Fawcett's care givers will be allowed to testify 
that the late actress told her an Andy Warhol portrait hanging in her that the late actress told her an Andy Warhol portrait hanging in her that the late actress told her an Andy Warhol portrait hanging in her that the late actress told her an Andy Warhol portrait hanging in her 
home was owned by Ryan O'Neal. Fawcett's alma mater, the University home was owned by Ryan O'Neal. Fawcett's alma mater, the University home was owned by Ryan O'Neal. Fawcett's alma mater, the University home was owned by Ryan O'Neal. Fawcett's alma mater, the University 
of Texas at Austin. will not seek a mistrial, but its lawyer David Beck of Texas at Austin. will not seek a mistrial, but its lawyer David Beck of Texas at Austin. will not seek a mistrial, but its lawyer David Beck of Texas at Austin. will not seek a mistrial, but its lawyer David Beck 
said the school preferred the trial continue. Stole - Andy Warhol said the school preferred the trial continue. Stole - Andy Warhol said the school preferred the trial continue. Stole - Andy Warhol said the school preferred the trial continue. Stole - Andy Warhol 
portrait... of Farrah Fawcett + her Rx Overnight Cure for Anus Cancer. portrait... of Farrah Fawcett + her Rx Overnight Cure for Anus Cancer. portrait... of Farrah Fawcett + her Rx Overnight Cure for Anus Cancer. portrait... of Farrah Fawcett + her Rx Overnight Cure for Anus Cancer. 
Stole not by Ryan O'Neal but by the 1980 President of the USA, Jimmy Stole not by Ryan O'Neal but by the 1980 President of the USA, Jimmy Stole not by Ryan O'Neal but by the 1980 President of the USA, Jimmy Stole not by Ryan O'Neal but by the 1980 President of the USA, Jimmy 
Carter + Yoko Ono! Carter + Yoko Ono! Carter + Yoko Ono! Carter + Yoko Ono! 

12-6-13 NBC "Today Show" Comcast: What You Do "Leak" can Arrest the 12-6-13 NBC "Today Show" Comcast: What You Do "Leak" can Arrest the 12-6-13 NBC "Today Show" Comcast: What You Do "Leak" can Arrest the 12-6-13 NBC "Today Show" Comcast: What You Do "Leak" can Arrest the 
Gasoline Czar's at Yale + Harvard for not calling 911 Gasoline Czar's at Yale + Harvard for not calling 911 Gasoline Czar's at Yale + Harvard for not calling 911 Gasoline Czar's at Yale + Harvard for not calling 911 

12-6-13 NBC "Today Show" Comcast: What You Do "Leak" can Arrest the 12-6-13 NBC "Today Show" Comcast: What You Do "Leak" can Arrest the 12-6-13 NBC "Today Show" Comcast: What You Do "Leak" can Arrest the 12-6-13 NBC "Today Show" Comcast: What You Do "Leak" can Arrest the 
Gasoline Czar's at Yale + Harvard for not calling 911 Gasoline Czar's at Yale + Harvard for not calling 911 Gasoline Czar's at Yale + Harvard for not calling 911 Gasoline Czar's at Yale + Harvard for not calling 911 

12-5-13 Stole - Andy Warhol portrait... of Farrah Fawcett + her Rx 12-5-13 Stole - Andy Warhol portrait... of Farrah Fawcett + her Rx 12-5-13 Stole - Andy Warhol portrait... of Farrah Fawcett + her Rx 12-5-13 Stole - Andy Warhol portrait... of Farrah Fawcett + her Rx 
Overnight Cure for Anus Cancer. Stole not by Ryan O'Neal but by the Overnight Cure for Anus Cancer. Stole not by Ryan O'Neal but by the Overnight Cure for Anus Cancer. Stole not by Ryan O'Neal but by the Overnight Cure for Anus Cancer. Stole not by Ryan O'Neal but by the 
1980 President of the USA, Jimmy Carter + Yoko Ono! A reality television 1980 President of the USA, Jimmy Carter + Yoko Ono! A reality television 1980 President of the USA, Jimmy Carter + Yoko Ono! A reality television 1980 President of the USA, Jimmy Carter + Yoko Ono! A reality television 
producer told a jury on Wednesday 12-4-13 that he believes Ryan producer told a jury on Wednesday 12-4-13 that he believes Ryan producer told a jury on Wednesday 12-4-13 that he believes Ryan producer told a jury on Wednesday 12-4-13 that he believes Ryan 
O'Neal stole an Andy Warhol portrait of Farrah Fawcett done in 1980. O'Neal stole an Andy Warhol portrait of Farrah Fawcett done in 1980. O'Neal stole an Andy Warhol portrait of Farrah Fawcett done in 1980. O'Neal stole an Andy Warhol portrait of Farrah Fawcett done in 1980. 
1980 the ElectricWindmillCar was invented and John Lennon was 1980 the ElectricWindmillCar was invented and John Lennon was 1980 the ElectricWindmillCar was invented and John Lennon was 1980 the ElectricWindmillCar was invented and John Lennon was 
murdered in 1980 before he could "LEAK" the suppression of the 1980 murdered in 1980 before he could "LEAK" the suppression of the 1980 murdered in 1980 before he could "LEAK" the suppression of the 1980 murdered in 1980 before he could "LEAK" the suppression of the 1980 
Model ElectricWindmillCar Era that would have gotten a Rx Overnight Model ElectricWindmillCar Era that would have gotten a Rx Overnight Model ElectricWindmillCar Era that would have gotten a Rx Overnight Model ElectricWindmillCar Era that would have gotten a Rx Overnight 
Cure for Cancer in 1981! Cure for Cancer in 1981! Cure for Cancer in 1981! Cure for Cancer in 1981! 
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12-5-13 Stole - Andy Warhol portrait... of Farrah Fawcett + her Rx 12-5-13 Stole - Andy Warhol portrait... of Farrah Fawcett + her Rx 12-5-13 Stole - Andy Warhol portrait... of Farrah Fawcett + her Rx 12-5-13 Stole - Andy Warhol portrait... of Farrah Fawcett + her Rx 
Overnight Cure for Anus Cancer. Stole not by Ryan O'Neal but by the Overnight Cure for Anus Cancer. Stole not by Ryan O'Neal but by the Overnight Cure for Anus Cancer. Stole not by Ryan O'Neal but by the Overnight Cure for Anus Cancer. Stole not by Ryan O'Neal but by the 
1980 President of the USA, Jimmy Carter + Yoko Ono! One of Farrah 1980 President of the USA, Jimmy Carter + Yoko Ono! One of Farrah 1980 President of the USA, Jimmy Carter + Yoko Ono! One of Farrah 1980 President of the USA, Jimmy Carter + Yoko Ono! One of Farrah 
Fawcett's care givers will be allowed to testify that the late actress told Fawcett's care givers will be allowed to testify that the late actress told Fawcett's care givers will be allowed to testify that the late actress told Fawcett's care givers will be allowed to testify that the late actress told 
her an Andy Warhol portrait hanging in her home was owned by Ryan her an Andy Warhol portrait hanging in her home was owned by Ryan her an Andy Warhol portrait hanging in her home was owned by Ryan her an Andy Warhol portrait hanging in her home was owned by Ryan 
O'Neal. Fawcett's alma mater, the University of Texas at Austin. will not O'Neal. Fawcett's alma mater, the University of Texas at Austin. will not O'Neal. Fawcett's alma mater, the University of Texas at Austin. will not O'Neal. Fawcett's alma mater, the University of Texas at Austin. will not 
seek a mistrial, but its lawyer David Beck said the school preferred the seek a mistrial, but its lawyer David Beck said the school preferred the seek a mistrial, but its lawyer David Beck said the school preferred the seek a mistrial, but its lawyer David Beck said the school preferred the 
trial continue. trial continue. trial continue. trial continue. 

12-5-13 NBC "Today Show" Comcast: What You Do "Leak" can Arrest the 12-5-13 NBC "Today Show" Comcast: What You Do "Leak" can Arrest the 12-5-13 NBC "Today Show" Comcast: What You Do "Leak" can Arrest the 12-5-13 NBC "Today Show" Comcast: What You Do "Leak" can Arrest the 
Gasoline Czar in Moscow + NYC Gasoline Czar in Moscow + NYC Gasoline Czar in Moscow + NYC Gasoline Czar in Moscow + NYC 

12-5-13 Lockheed Martin Corporation: When What You Don’t “LEAK” Is 12-5-13 Lockheed Martin Corporation: When What You Don’t “LEAK” Is 12-5-13 Lockheed Martin Corporation: When What You Don’t “LEAK” Is 12-5-13 Lockheed Martin Corporation: When What You Don’t “LEAK” Is 
Holocaust II Holocaust II Holocaust II Holocaust II 

Jimmy Carter - Clinton, Bush + Bush stole the Rx Overnight Cure for Jimmy Carter - Clinton, Bush + Bush stole the Rx Overnight Cure for Jimmy Carter - Clinton, Bush + Bush stole the Rx Overnight Cure for Jimmy Carter - Clinton, Bush + Bush stole the Rx Overnight Cure for 
Farrah Fawcett's cancer! Greg working like Picasso will paint this "War Farrah Fawcett's cancer! Greg working like Picasso will paint this "War Farrah Fawcett's cancer! Greg working like Picasso will paint this "War Farrah Fawcett's cancer! Greg working like Picasso will paint this "War 
Crime" of "Stealing a Rx Cancer Cure in 1980" into a Andy Warhol Crime" of "Stealing a Rx Cancer Cure in 1980" into a Andy Warhol Crime" of "Stealing a Rx Cancer Cure in 1980" into a Andy Warhol Crime" of "Stealing a Rx Cancer Cure in 1980" into a Andy Warhol 
portrait... "Warhol + Wars." The Medical Revolution Will Be Lead by portrait... "Warhol + Wars." The Medical Revolution Will Be Lead by portrait... "Warhol + Wars." The Medical Revolution Will Be Lead by portrait... "Warhol + Wars." The Medical Revolution Will Be Lead by 
Women MD's with "Cancer" Rx Cures in "Hand to Hand Combat" with Women MD's with "Cancer" Rx Cures in "Hand to Hand Combat" with Women MD's with "Cancer" Rx Cures in "Hand to Hand Combat" with Women MD's with "Cancer" Rx Cures in "Hand to Hand Combat" with 
MIT Drones. Stole Picasso's Polygamous Marriages Made Legal in 1980 MIT Drones. Stole Picasso's Polygamous Marriages Made Legal in 1980 MIT Drones. Stole Picasso's Polygamous Marriages Made Legal in 1980 MIT Drones. Stole Picasso's Polygamous Marriages Made Legal in 1980 
or in 1945... Victory in Paris! Paris Today "Gasoline's Fiery Car Wrecks" or in 1945... Victory in Paris! Paris Today "Gasoline's Fiery Car Wrecks" or in 1945... Victory in Paris! Paris Today "Gasoline's Fiery Car Wrecks" or in 1945... Victory in Paris! Paris Today "Gasoline's Fiery Car Wrecks" 
will steal from those in a multi car pile up in "Fog." Oil in Paris is will steal from those in a multi car pile up in "Fog." Oil in Paris is will steal from those in a multi car pile up in "Fog." Oil in Paris is will steal from those in a multi car pile up in "Fog." Oil in Paris is 
Owned by the French Government, 100's in Africa today working for the Owned by the French Government, 100's in Africa today working for the Owned by the French Government, 100's in Africa today working for the Owned by the French Government, 100's in Africa today working for the 
French Oil Company "Total" will be burned in a gasoline fire or infect French Oil Company "Total" will be burned in a gasoline fire or infect French Oil Company "Total" will be burned in a gasoline fire or infect French Oil Company "Total" will be burned in a gasoline fire or infect 
their children with leukemia coming home from the French Owned Oil their children with leukemia coming home from the French Owned Oil their children with leukemia coming home from the French Owned Oil their children with leukemia coming home from the French Owned Oil 
fields covered in "Oily Poison Molecules". Also Stole from the workers, fields covered in "Oily Poison Molecules". Also Stole from the workers, fields covered in "Oily Poison Molecules". Also Stole from the workers, fields covered in "Oily Poison Molecules". Also Stole from the workers, 
they don't know what a Molecule of Oil is! Atom Bomb but not Atoms they don't know what a Molecule of Oil is! Atom Bomb but not Atoms they don't know what a Molecule of Oil is! Atom Bomb but not Atoms they don't know what a Molecule of Oil is! Atom Bomb but not Atoms 
that make up Oil Molecules! USA Oil Money Windfalls of $177 Trillion that make up Oil Molecules! USA Oil Money Windfalls of $177 Trillion that make up Oil Molecules! USA Oil Money Windfalls of $177 Trillion that make up Oil Molecules! USA Oil Money Windfalls of $177 Trillion 
were Stole from Farrah Fawcett and given to the Pentagon who spent were Stole from Farrah Fawcett and given to the Pentagon who spent were Stole from Farrah Fawcett and given to the Pentagon who spent were Stole from Farrah Fawcett and given to the Pentagon who spent 
the Stolen Money on MIT Drones! A reality television producer told a the Stolen Money on MIT Drones! A reality television producer told a the Stolen Money on MIT Drones! A reality television producer told a the Stolen Money on MIT Drones! A reality television producer told a 
jury on Wednesday 12-4-13 that he believes Ryan O'Neal stole an Andy jury on Wednesday 12-4-13 that he believes Ryan O'Neal stole an Andy jury on Wednesday 12-4-13 that he believes Ryan O'Neal stole an Andy jury on Wednesday 12-4-13 that he believes Ryan O'Neal stole an Andy 
Warhol portrait of Farrah Fawcett done in 1980. 1980 the Warhol portrait of Farrah Fawcett done in 1980. 1980 the Warhol portrait of Farrah Fawcett done in 1980. 1980 the Warhol portrait of Farrah Fawcett done in 1980. 1980 the 
ElectricWindmillCar was invented and John Lennon was murdered in ElectricWindmillCar was invented and John Lennon was murdered in ElectricWindmillCar was invented and John Lennon was murdered in ElectricWindmillCar was invented and John Lennon was murdered in 
1980 before he could "LEAK" the suppression of the 1980 Model 1980 before he could "LEAK" the suppression of the 1980 Model 1980 before he could "LEAK" the suppression of the 1980 Model 1980 before he could "LEAK" the suppression of the 1980 Model 
ElectricWindmillCar Era that would have gotten a Rx Overnight Cure ElectricWindmillCar Era that would have gotten a Rx Overnight Cure ElectricWindmillCar Era that would have gotten a Rx Overnight Cure ElectricWindmillCar Era that would have gotten a Rx Overnight Cure 
for Cancer in 1981! for Cancer in 1981! for Cancer in 1981! for Cancer in 1981! 
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12-5-13 Stole - Andy Warhol portrait... of Farrah Fawcett + her Rx 12-5-13 Stole - Andy Warhol portrait... of Farrah Fawcett + her Rx 12-5-13 Stole - Andy Warhol portrait... of Farrah Fawcett + her Rx 12-5-13 Stole - Andy Warhol portrait... of Farrah Fawcett + her Rx 
Overnight Cure for Anus Cancer. Stole not by Ryan O'Neal but by the Overnight Cure for Anus Cancer. Stole not by Ryan O'Neal but by the Overnight Cure for Anus Cancer. Stole not by Ryan O'Neal but by the Overnight Cure for Anus Cancer. Stole not by Ryan O'Neal but by the 
1980 President of the USA, Jimmy Carter + Yoko Ono! 1980 President of the USA, Jimmy Carter + Yoko Ono! 1980 President of the USA, Jimmy Carter + Yoko Ono! 1980 President of the USA, Jimmy Carter + Yoko Ono! 

12-5-13 NBC "Today Show" Comcast: What You Do "Leak" can Arrest the 12-5-13 NBC "Today Show" Comcast: What You Do "Leak" can Arrest the 12-5-13 NBC "Today Show" Comcast: What You Do "Leak" can Arrest the 12-5-13 NBC "Today Show" Comcast: What You Do "Leak" can Arrest the 
Gasoline Czar in Moscow + NYC Gasoline Czar in Moscow + NYC Gasoline Czar in Moscow + NYC Gasoline Czar in Moscow + NYC 

12-5-13 Lockheed Martin Corporation: When What You Don’t “LEAK” Is 12-5-13 Lockheed Martin Corporation: When What You Don’t “LEAK” Is 12-5-13 Lockheed Martin Corporation: When What You Don’t “LEAK” Is 12-5-13 Lockheed Martin Corporation: When What You Don’t “LEAK” Is 
Holocaust II Holocaust II Holocaust II Holocaust II 

Yoko Ono and Tokyo have a different God than Mecca + the Vatican... Yoko Ono and Tokyo have a different God than Mecca + the Vatican... Yoko Ono and Tokyo have a different God than Mecca + the Vatican... Yoko Ono and Tokyo have a different God than Mecca + the Vatican... 
Yoko missed getting the Nobel John Lennon would certainly have Yoko missed getting the Nobel John Lennon would certainly have Yoko missed getting the Nobel John Lennon would certainly have Yoko missed getting the Nobel John Lennon would certainly have 
gotten... For "Leaking" the 1980 Model of the ElectricWindmillCar... gotten... For "Leaking" the 1980 Model of the ElectricWindmillCar... gotten... For "Leaking" the 1980 Model of the ElectricWindmillCar... gotten... For "Leaking" the 1980 Model of the ElectricWindmillCar... 
invented months before he was murdered in NYC! SHOCK-JOCK Rush invented months before he was murdered in NYC! SHOCK-JOCK Rush invented months before he was murdered in NYC! SHOCK-JOCK Rush invented months before he was murdered in NYC! SHOCK-JOCK Rush 
Limbaugh has accused the Pope Frances of preaching Marxism, Limbaugh has accused the Pope Frances of preaching Marxism, Limbaugh has accused the Pope Frances of preaching Marxism, Limbaugh has accused the Pope Frances of preaching Marxism, 
reflecting an unease among US Christian conservatives with the pro-reflecting an unease among US Christian conservatives with the pro-reflecting an unease among US Christian conservatives with the pro-reflecting an unease among US Christian conservatives with the pro-
poor stance of the first pontiff to come from South America. INVENTION poor stance of the first pontiff to come from South America. INVENTION poor stance of the first pontiff to come from South America. INVENTION poor stance of the first pontiff to come from South America. INVENTION 
PROJECTS-POW GREG LOVESTAR accuses Pope Frances of getting a % of PROJECTS-POW GREG LOVESTAR accuses Pope Frances of getting a % of PROJECTS-POW GREG LOVESTAR accuses Pope Frances of getting a % of PROJECTS-POW GREG LOVESTAR accuses Pope Frances of getting a % of 
$177 Trillion in oil revenues directly from Mecca, both pray to Allah + $177 Trillion in oil revenues directly from Mecca, both pray to Allah + $177 Trillion in oil revenues directly from Mecca, both pray to Allah + $177 Trillion in oil revenues directly from Mecca, both pray to Allah + 
God for forgiveness as BP + Texas Oil Men are "Hitlers" with 184 Trillion God for forgiveness as BP + Texas Oil Men are "Hitlers" with 184 Trillion God for forgiveness as BP + Texas Oil Men are "Hitlers" with 184 Trillion God for forgiveness as BP + Texas Oil Men are "Hitlers" with 184 Trillion 
George Orwell "cameras" behind every "Mirror!" Allah + God can't break George Orwell "cameras" behind every "Mirror!" Allah + God can't break George Orwell "cameras" behind every "Mirror!" Allah + God can't break George Orwell "cameras" behind every "Mirror!" Allah + God can't break 
any! To expose the Numb Nut Dictators... though Greg Lovestar will be any! To expose the Numb Nut Dictators... though Greg Lovestar will be any! To expose the Numb Nut Dictators... though Greg Lovestar will be any! To expose the Numb Nut Dictators... though Greg Lovestar will be 
writing "1984" in "2014" with many wives and the ending - "Breaking writing "1984" in "2014" with many wives and the ending - "Breaking writing "1984" in "2014" with many wives and the ending - "Breaking writing "1984" in "2014" with many wives and the ending - "Breaking 
the Mirror, finding the Camera" getting the call form NSA, CIA, FBI the Mirror, finding the Camera" getting the call form NSA, CIA, FBI the Mirror, finding the Camera" getting the call form NSA, CIA, FBI the Mirror, finding the Camera" getting the call form NSA, CIA, FBI 
over the "crime" of breaking the Mirror hiding the cameras. Officer over the "crime" of breaking the Mirror hiding the cameras. Officer over the "crime" of breaking the Mirror hiding the cameras. Officer over the "crime" of breaking the Mirror hiding the cameras. Officer 
Jason already talked to God about Fiery Cop Car Wrecks, and God will Jason already talked to God about Fiery Cop Car Wrecks, and God will Jason already talked to God about Fiery Cop Car Wrecks, and God will Jason already talked to God about Fiery Cop Car Wrecks, and God will 
have no mercy on "Oil for Food" CIA PR - Yoko Ono and Tokyo have a have no mercy on "Oil for Food" CIA PR - Yoko Ono and Tokyo have a have no mercy on "Oil for Food" CIA PR - Yoko Ono and Tokyo have a have no mercy on "Oil for Food" CIA PR - Yoko Ono and Tokyo have a 
different God than Mecca + the Vatican... Yoko missed getting the Nobel different God than Mecca + the Vatican... Yoko missed getting the Nobel different God than Mecca + the Vatican... Yoko missed getting the Nobel different God than Mecca + the Vatican... Yoko missed getting the Nobel 
John Lennon would certainly have gotten... For "Leaking" the 1980 John Lennon would certainly have gotten... For "Leaking" the 1980 John Lennon would certainly have gotten... For "Leaking" the 1980 John Lennon would certainly have gotten... For "Leaking" the 1980 
Model of the ElectricWindmillCar... invented months before he was Model of the ElectricWindmillCar... invented months before he was Model of the ElectricWindmillCar... invented months before he was Model of the ElectricWindmillCar... invented months before he was 
murdered in NYC! murdered in NYC! murdered in NYC! murdered in NYC! 

12-5-13 Stole - Andy Warhol portrait... of Farrah Fawcett + her Rx 12-5-13 Stole - Andy Warhol portrait... of Farrah Fawcett + her Rx 12-5-13 Stole - Andy Warhol portrait... of Farrah Fawcett + her Rx 12-5-13 Stole - Andy Warhol portrait... of Farrah Fawcett + her Rx 
Overnight Cure for Anus Cancer. Stole not by Ryan O'Neal but by the Overnight Cure for Anus Cancer. Stole not by Ryan O'Neal but by the Overnight Cure for Anus Cancer. Stole not by Ryan O'Neal but by the Overnight Cure for Anus Cancer. Stole not by Ryan O'Neal but by the 
1980 President of the USA, Jimmy Carter + Yoko Ono! 1980 President of the USA, Jimmy Carter + Yoko Ono! 1980 President of the USA, Jimmy Carter + Yoko Ono! 1980 President of the USA, Jimmy Carter + Yoko Ono! 

12-5-13 NBC "Today Show" Comcast: What You Do "Leak" can Arrest the 12-5-13 NBC "Today Show" Comcast: What You Do "Leak" can Arrest the 12-5-13 NBC "Today Show" Comcast: What You Do "Leak" can Arrest the 12-5-13 NBC "Today Show" Comcast: What You Do "Leak" can Arrest the 
Gasoline Czar in Moscow + NYC Gasoline Czar in Moscow + NYC Gasoline Czar in Moscow + NYC Gasoline Czar in Moscow + NYC 
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12-5-13 Lockheed Martin Corporation: When What You Don’t “LEAK” Is 12-5-13 Lockheed Martin Corporation: When What You Don’t “LEAK” Is 12-5-13 Lockheed Martin Corporation: When What You Don’t “LEAK” Is 12-5-13 Lockheed Martin Corporation: When What You Don’t “LEAK” Is 
Holocaust II Holocaust II Holocaust II Holocaust II 

12-5-13 Reuters reporter Lacey Johnson 1 hour ago 4 pm 12-5-13 12-5-13 Reuters reporter Lacey Johnson 1 hour ago 4 pm 12-5-13 12-5-13 Reuters reporter Lacey Johnson 1 hour ago 4 pm 12-5-13 12-5-13 Reuters reporter Lacey Johnson 1 hour ago 4 pm 12-5-13 
Reuters CEO knows about the suppressed Invention "Super Air Bags On Reuters CEO knows about the suppressed Invention "Super Air Bags On Reuters CEO knows about the suppressed Invention "Super Air Bags On Reuters CEO knows about the suppressed Invention "Super Air Bags On 
the Outside" of Cars + Trucks... unborn baby would be alive today if the Outside" of Cars + Trucks... unborn baby would be alive today if the Outside" of Cars + Trucks... unborn baby would be alive today if the Outside" of Cars + Trucks... unborn baby would be alive today if 
Reuters "LEAKED" the suppression of the 1980 Model Reuters "LEAKED" the suppression of the 1980 Model Reuters "LEAKED" the suppression of the 1980 Model Reuters "LEAKED" the suppression of the 1980 Model 
ElectricWindmillCar, and 100 Other Inventions by Greg Buell Lovestar! ElectricWindmillCar, and 100 Other Inventions by Greg Buell Lovestar! ElectricWindmillCar, and 100 Other Inventions by Greg Buell Lovestar! ElectricWindmillCar, and 100 Other Inventions by Greg Buell Lovestar! 

Reuters reporter Lacey Johnson 1 hour ago 4 pm 12-5-13 Jacqueline Reuters reporter Lacey Johnson 1 hour ago 4 pm 12-5-13 Jacqueline Reuters reporter Lacey Johnson 1 hour ago 4 pm 12-5-13 Jacqueline Reuters reporter Lacey Johnson 1 hour ago 4 pm 12-5-13 Jacqueline 
Badger Mars, Mars she had fallen asleep while driving, Mars was Badger Mars, Mars she had fallen asleep while driving, Mars was Badger Mars, Mars she had fallen asleep while driving, Mars was Badger Mars, Mars she had fallen asleep while driving, Mars was 
driving a Porsche SUV on October 4 when it crossed into oncoming driving a Porsche SUV on October 4 when it crossed into oncoming driving a Porsche SUV on October 4 when it crossed into oncoming driving a Porsche SUV on October 4 when it crossed into oncoming 
traffic and collided with a minivan in Aldie, Virginia, Irene Ellisor, traffic and collided with a minivan in Aldie, Virginia, Irene Ellisor, traffic and collided with a minivan in Aldie, Virginia, Irene Ellisor, traffic and collided with a minivan in Aldie, Virginia, Irene Ellisor, 
86, died at the scene. Ashley Blakeslee, driver of the minivan, was eight 86, died at the scene. Ashley Blakeslee, driver of the minivan, was eight 86, died at the scene. Ashley Blakeslee, driver of the minivan, was eight 86, died at the scene. Ashley Blakeslee, driver of the minivan, was eight 
months pregnant and lost the baby she was carrying. Four other women months pregnant and lost the baby she was carrying. Four other women months pregnant and lost the baby she was carrying. Four other women months pregnant and lost the baby she was carrying. Four other women 
in the vehicle were briefly hospitalized. Forbes magazine listed Mars as in the vehicle were briefly hospitalized. Forbes magazine listed Mars as in the vehicle were briefly hospitalized. Forbes magazine listed Mars as in the vehicle were briefly hospitalized. Forbes magazine listed Mars as 
the 15th-richest American with wealth of $20.5 billion. Judge Deborah the 15th-richest American with wealth of $20.5 billion. Judge Deborah the 15th-richest American with wealth of $20.5 billion. Judge Deborah the 15th-richest American with wealth of $20.5 billion. Judge Deborah 
Welsh ordered Mars, 74, to pay a $2,500 fine and suspended her license Welsh ordered Mars, 74, to pay a $2,500 fine and suspended her license Welsh ordered Mars, 74, to pay a $2,500 fine and suspended her license Welsh ordered Mars, 74, to pay a $2,500 fine and suspended her license 
for six months. Brainstorm with Greg + Wives an Invention Project to for six months. Brainstorm with Greg + Wives an Invention Project to for six months. Brainstorm with Greg + Wives an Invention Project to for six months. Brainstorm with Greg + Wives an Invention Project to 
prevent Drivers from Falling Asleep at the Wheel... Numb Nuts Dictators prevent Drivers from Falling Asleep at the Wheel... Numb Nuts Dictators prevent Drivers from Falling Asleep at the Wheel... Numb Nuts Dictators prevent Drivers from Falling Asleep at the Wheel... Numb Nuts Dictators 
Didn't even put this Invention Project in the article by Reuters reporter Didn't even put this Invention Project in the article by Reuters reporter Didn't even put this Invention Project in the article by Reuters reporter Didn't even put this Invention Project in the article by Reuters reporter 
Lacey Johnson 1 hour ago 4 pm 12-5-13 Lacey Johnson 1 hour ago 4 pm 12-5-13 Lacey Johnson 1 hour ago 4 pm 12-5-13 Lacey Johnson 1 hour ago 4 pm 12-5-13 

NEW YORK (AP) — It's sometimes called highway hypnosis or falling NEW YORK (AP) — It's sometimes called highway hypnosis or falling NEW YORK (AP) — It's sometimes called highway hypnosis or falling NEW YORK (AP) — It's sometimes called highway hypnosis or falling 
asleep at the wheel, and it's familiar to anyone who has driven long asleep at the wheel, and it's familiar to anyone who has driven long asleep at the wheel, and it's familiar to anyone who has driven long asleep at the wheel, and it's familiar to anyone who has driven long 
distances along a monotonous route. Drivers are lulled into a semi-distances along a monotonous route. Drivers are lulled into a semi-distances along a monotonous route. Drivers are lulled into a semi-distances along a monotonous route. Drivers are lulled into a semi-
trance state and reach their destination with little or no memory of trance state and reach their destination with little or no memory of trance state and reach their destination with little or no memory of trance state and reach their destination with little or no memory of 
parts of the trip. Drivers in a fiery wreck, just yesterday 3 am on mile parts of the trip. Drivers in a fiery wreck, just yesterday 3 am on mile parts of the trip. Drivers in a fiery wreck, just yesterday 3 am on mile parts of the trip. Drivers in a fiery wreck, just yesterday 3 am on mile 
marker 84 from Key West a Semi rear ended another Semi Stopped for marker 84 from Key West a Semi rear ended another Semi Stopped for marker 84 from Key West a Semi rear ended another Semi Stopped for marker 84 from Key West a Semi rear ended another Semi Stopped for 
construction and it rammed another Stopped Semi, bursting into construction and it rammed another Stopped Semi, bursting into construction and it rammed another Stopped Semi, bursting into construction and it rammed another Stopped Semi, bursting into 
flames and destroying the Highway Road Bed. 1,001 Invention Projects flames and destroying the Highway Road Bed. 1,001 Invention Projects flames and destroying the Highway Road Bed. 1,001 Invention Projects flames and destroying the Highway Road Bed. 1,001 Invention Projects 
if they were preinstalled in Windows 8 or Win 8.1 Fix "Several" PC Users if they were preinstalled in Windows 8 or Win 8.1 Fix "Several" PC Users if they were preinstalled in Windows 8 or Win 8.1 Fix "Several" PC Users if they were preinstalled in Windows 8 or Win 8.1 Fix "Several" PC Users 
would have come up with a "Invention" much more realistic than would have come up with a "Invention" much more realistic than would have come up with a "Invention" much more realistic than would have come up with a "Invention" much more realistic than 
"Google Glasses!" Bill + Melinda spent this interval of time on Microsoft "Google Glasses!" Bill + Melinda spent this interval of time on Microsoft "Google Glasses!" Bill + Melinda spent this interval of time on Microsoft "Google Glasses!" Bill + Melinda spent this interval of time on Microsoft 
Condom Invention Grants of $100K each and spent Several Million Condom Invention Grants of $100K each and spent Several Million Condom Invention Grants of $100K each and spent Several Million Condom Invention Grants of $100K each and spent Several Million 
dollars! Invention for Drivers Falling Asleep, Yale gets a F grade in dollars! Invention for Drivers Falling Asleep, Yale gets a F grade in dollars! Invention for Drivers Falling Asleep, Yale gets a F grade in dollars! Invention for Drivers Falling Asleep, Yale gets a F grade in 
reality TV Shows as in my link above of 850 pages, scroll down to the reality TV Shows as in my link above of 850 pages, scroll down to the reality TV Shows as in my link above of 850 pages, scroll down to the reality TV Shows as in my link above of 850 pages, scroll down to the 
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Yale Grad driving to Boston who fell asleep killing his Yale girlfriend. Yale Grad driving to Boston who fell asleep killing his Yale girlfriend. Yale Grad driving to Boston who fell asleep killing his Yale girlfriend. Yale Grad driving to Boston who fell asleep killing his Yale girlfriend. 
Yale Students wrote a play for her memorial without 1,001 Invention Yale Students wrote a play for her memorial without 1,001 Invention Yale Students wrote a play for her memorial without 1,001 Invention Yale Students wrote a play for her memorial without 1,001 Invention 
Project or even a honorable mention of Inventors not at Yale working, Project or even a honorable mention of Inventors not at Yale working, Project or even a honorable mention of Inventors not at Yale working, Project or even a honorable mention of Inventors not at Yale working, 
thinking, every page and article they read they are looking for the thinking, every page and article they read they are looking for the thinking, every page and article they read they are looking for the thinking, every page and article they read they are looking for the 
"Windmill" in Animal Farm that will say Eureka I can prevent all "Windmill" in Animal Farm that will say Eureka I can prevent all "Windmill" in Animal Farm that will say Eureka I can prevent all "Windmill" in Animal Farm that will say Eureka I can prevent all 
Drivers from Falling Asleep at the Wheel. Train Drivers in NYC too! Drivers from Falling Asleep at the Wheel. Train Drivers in NYC too! Drivers from Falling Asleep at the Wheel. Train Drivers in NYC too! Drivers from Falling Asleep at the Wheel. Train Drivers in NYC too! 
Another 1980 Invention Stole from Humanity by Numb Nuts Dictators, Another 1980 Invention Stole from Humanity by Numb Nuts Dictators, Another 1980 Invention Stole from Humanity by Numb Nuts Dictators, Another 1980 Invention Stole from Humanity by Numb Nuts Dictators, 
many are Yale Grads too! many are Yale Grads too! many are Yale Grads too! many are Yale Grads too! 

12-5-13 Stole - Andy Warhol portrait... of Farrah Fawcett + her Rx 12-5-13 Stole - Andy Warhol portrait... of Farrah Fawcett + her Rx 12-5-13 Stole - Andy Warhol portrait... of Farrah Fawcett + her Rx 12-5-13 Stole - Andy Warhol portrait... of Farrah Fawcett + her Rx 
Overnight Cure for Anus Cancer. Stole not by Ryan O'Neal but by the Overnight Cure for Anus Cancer. Stole not by Ryan O'Neal but by the Overnight Cure for Anus Cancer. Stole not by Ryan O'Neal but by the Overnight Cure for Anus Cancer. Stole not by Ryan O'Neal but by the 
1980 President of the USA, Jimmy Carter + Yoko Ono! 1980 President of the USA, Jimmy Carter + Yoko Ono! 1980 President of the USA, Jimmy Carter + Yoko Ono! 1980 President of the USA, Jimmy Carter + Yoko Ono! 

12-5-13 NBC "Today Show" Comcast: What You Do "Leak" can Arrest the 12-5-13 NBC "Today Show" Comcast: What You Do "Leak" can Arrest the 12-5-13 NBC "Today Show" Comcast: What You Do "Leak" can Arrest the 12-5-13 NBC "Today Show" Comcast: What You Do "Leak" can Arrest the 
Gasoline Czar in Moscow + NYC Gasoline Czar in Moscow + NYC Gasoline Czar in Moscow + NYC Gasoline Czar in Moscow + NYC 

12-5-13 Lockheed Martin Corporation: When What You Don’t “LEAK” Is 12-5-13 Lockheed Martin Corporation: When What You Don’t “LEAK” Is 12-5-13 Lockheed Martin Corporation: When What You Don’t “LEAK” Is 12-5-13 Lockheed Martin Corporation: When What You Don’t “LEAK” Is 
Holocaust II Holocaust II Holocaust II Holocaust II 

12-5-13 Reuters reporter Lacey Johnson 1 hour ago 4 pm 12-5-13 12-5-13 Reuters reporter Lacey Johnson 1 hour ago 4 pm 12-5-13 12-5-13 Reuters reporter Lacey Johnson 1 hour ago 4 pm 12-5-13 12-5-13 Reuters reporter Lacey Johnson 1 hour ago 4 pm 12-5-13 
Reuters CEO knows about the suppressed Invention "Super Air Bags On Reuters CEO knows about the suppressed Invention "Super Air Bags On Reuters CEO knows about the suppressed Invention "Super Air Bags On Reuters CEO knows about the suppressed Invention "Super Air Bags On 
the Outside" of Cars + Trucks... unborn baby would be alive today if the Outside" of Cars + Trucks... unborn baby would be alive today if the Outside" of Cars + Trucks... unborn baby would be alive today if the Outside" of Cars + Trucks... unborn baby would be alive today if 
Reuters "LEAKED" the suppression of the 1980 Model Reuters "LEAKED" the suppression of the 1980 Model Reuters "LEAKED" the suppression of the 1980 Model Reuters "LEAKED" the suppression of the 1980 Model 
ElectricWindmillCar, and 100 Other Inventions by Greg Buell Lovestar! ElectricWindmillCar, and 100 Other Inventions by Greg Buell Lovestar! ElectricWindmillCar, and 100 Other Inventions by Greg Buell Lovestar! ElectricWindmillCar, and 100 Other Inventions by Greg Buell Lovestar! 

12-4-13 NBC "Today Show" Comcast: What You Do "Leak" can Arrest the 12-4-13 NBC "Today Show" Comcast: What You Do "Leak" can Arrest the 12-4-13 NBC "Today Show" Comcast: What You Do "Leak" can Arrest the 12-4-13 NBC "Today Show" Comcast: What You Do "Leak" can Arrest the 
Gasoline Czar in Moscow + NYC Gasoline Czar in Moscow + NYC Gasoline Czar in Moscow + NYC Gasoline Czar in Moscow + NYC 
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NBC’s Lisa Meyers investigates the potential hazard. Jenna Welch Bush NBC’s Lisa Meyers investigates the potential hazard. Jenna Welch Bush NBC’s Lisa Meyers investigates the potential hazard. Jenna Welch Bush NBC’s Lisa Meyers investigates the potential hazard. Jenna Welch Bush 
Hager was on the Today Show again today with part 2 about what Hager was on the Today Show again today with part 2 about what Hager was on the Today Show again today with part 2 about what Hager was on the Today Show again today with part 2 about what 
teens + their parents talk about. Lias Meyers "Leaked" Plastic gas cans teens + their parents talk about. Lias Meyers "Leaked" Plastic gas cans teens + their parents talk about. Lias Meyers "Leaked" Plastic gas cans teens + their parents talk about. Lias Meyers "Leaked" Plastic gas cans 
injuries due to gas can fiery explosion at 45 degree Angel. MIT injuries due to gas can fiery explosion at 45 degree Angel. MIT injuries due to gas can fiery explosion at 45 degree Angel. MIT injuries due to gas can fiery explosion at 45 degree Angel. MIT 
demonstration that pouring the gas into a lawn mower, 45 degree demonstration that pouring the gas into a lawn mower, 45 degree demonstration that pouring the gas into a lawn mower, 45 degree demonstration that pouring the gas into a lawn mower, 45 degree 
Angel hot engine "sparks" you can't see go up the nozzle and the plastic Angel hot engine "sparks" you can't see go up the nozzle and the plastic Angel hot engine "sparks" you can't see go up the nozzle and the plastic Angel hot engine "sparks" you can't see go up the nozzle and the plastic 
gas can explodes. Fix is a steel mesh filter that prevents sparks heat gas can explodes. Fix is a steel mesh filter that prevents sparks heat gas can explodes. Fix is a steel mesh filter that prevents sparks heat gas can explodes. Fix is a steel mesh filter that prevents sparks heat 
flames to get into the nozzle of the can. 1,400 people were burned this flames to get into the nozzle of the can. 1,400 people were burned this flames to get into the nozzle of the can. 1,400 people were burned this flames to get into the nozzle of the can. 1,400 people were burned this 
way in one year 1998. "Today Show" emphasis was they were "Leaking" way in one year 1998. "Today Show" emphasis was they were "Leaking" way in one year 1998. "Today Show" emphasis was they were "Leaking" way in one year 1998. "Today Show" emphasis was they were "Leaking" 
this against the orders of out NUMB "1984" NUTS Dictators! this against the orders of out NUMB "1984" NUTS Dictators! this against the orders of out NUMB "1984" NUTS Dictators! this against the orders of out NUMB "1984" NUTS Dictators! 

12-4-13 NBC "Today Show" Comcast: What You Do "Leak" can Arrest the 12-4-13 NBC "Today Show" Comcast: What You Do "Leak" can Arrest the 12-4-13 NBC "Today Show" Comcast: What You Do "Leak" can Arrest the 12-4-13 NBC "Today Show" Comcast: What You Do "Leak" can Arrest the 
Gasoline Czar in Moscow + NYC Gasoline Czar in Moscow + NYC Gasoline Czar in Moscow + NYC Gasoline Czar in Moscow + NYC 
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I searched Google for Statistics on Gas Station armed robberies and I searched Google for Statistics on Gas Station armed robberies and I searched Google for Statistics on Gas Station armed robberies and I searched Google for Statistics on Gas Station armed robberies and 
found 2.5 percent of 400K armed robberies are at Gas Stations, so you found 2.5 percent of 400K armed robberies are at Gas Stations, so you found 2.5 percent of 400K armed robberies are at Gas Stations, so you found 2.5 percent of 400K armed robberies are at Gas Stations, so you 
do the math or we can wait for Bush Daughter to do the math on her do the math or we can wait for Bush Daughter to do the math on her do the math or we can wait for Bush Daughter to do the math on her do the math or we can wait for Bush Daughter to do the math on her 
Next Today Show. Mary was "Sucker Punched" at a Miami gas station by Next Today Show. Mary was "Sucker Punched" at a Miami gas station by Next Today Show. Mary was "Sucker Punched" at a Miami gas station by Next Today Show. Mary was "Sucker Punched" at a Miami gas station by 
a guy from South America, he got 1 year in jail and Mary got 50 a guy from South America, he got 1 year in jail and Mary got 50 a guy from South America, he got 1 year in jail and Mary got 50 a guy from South America, he got 1 year in jail and Mary got 50 
stitches, blood all over her blouse, and a split lip scar for life... Texas, stitches, blood all over her blouse, and a split lip scar for life... Texas, stitches, blood all over her blouse, and a split lip scar for life... Texas, stitches, blood all over her blouse, and a split lip scar for life... Texas, 
Saudi, and BP Oil Men will get life in Hell or a least the next 4 trillion Saudi, and BP Oil Men will get life in Hell or a least the next 4 trillion Saudi, and BP Oil Men will get life in Hell or a least the next 4 trillion Saudi, and BP Oil Men will get life in Hell or a least the next 4 trillion 
years in Hell! years in Hell! years in Hell! years in Hell! 
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Teen Mom + Dad's listening to their teens talking about Facebook, "go Teen Mom + Dad's listening to their teens talking about Facebook, "go Teen Mom + Dad's listening to their teens talking about Facebook, "go Teen Mom + Dad's listening to their teens talking about Facebook, "go 
kill yourself post" and drinking at 16, nothing about vaginal warts or kill yourself post" and drinking at 16, nothing about vaginal warts or kill yourself post" and drinking at 16, nothing about vaginal warts or kill yourself post" and drinking at 16, nothing about vaginal warts or 
HPV, Hepatitis, DNA dividing trillions of cells a day in 16 year old HPV, Hepatitis, DNA dividing trillions of cells a day in 16 year old HPV, Hepatitis, DNA dividing trillions of cells a day in 16 year old HPV, Hepatitis, DNA dividing trillions of cells a day in 16 year old 
growing into adults. Shock + Awe at how Medical Research found growing into adults. Shock + Awe at how Medical Research found growing into adults. Shock + Awe at how Medical Research found growing into adults. Shock + Awe at how Medical Research found 
causes of spina bifida. Research has shown the lack of folic acid causes of spina bifida. Research has shown the lack of folic acid causes of spina bifida. Research has shown the lack of folic acid causes of spina bifida. Research has shown the lack of folic acid 
(folate) is a contributing factor in the pathogenesis of neural tube (folate) is a contributing factor in the pathogenesis of neural tube (folate) is a contributing factor in the pathogenesis of neural tube (folate) is a contributing factor in the pathogenesis of neural tube 
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defects, including spina bifida. Supplementation of the mother's diet defects, including spina bifida. Supplementation of the mother's diet defects, including spina bifida. Supplementation of the mother's diet defects, including spina bifida. Supplementation of the mother's diet 
with folate can reduce the incidence of neural tube defects by about with folate can reduce the incidence of neural tube defects by about with folate can reduce the incidence of neural tube defects by about with folate can reduce the incidence of neural tube defects by about 
70%, and can also decrease the severity of these defects when they 70%, and can also decrease the severity of these defects when they 70%, and can also decrease the severity of these defects when they 70%, and can also decrease the severity of these defects when they 
occur. It is unknown how or why folic acid has this effect!! Jenna Welch occur. It is unknown how or why folic acid has this effect!! Jenna Welch occur. It is unknown how or why folic acid has this effect!! Jenna Welch occur. It is unknown how or why folic acid has this effect!! Jenna Welch 
Bush Hager as interviewer of the teens should of asked the teens who Bush Hager as interviewer of the teens should of asked the teens who Bush Hager as interviewer of the teens should of asked the teens who Bush Hager as interviewer of the teens should of asked the teens who 
wants to be the MD who discovers how folic acid works? wants to be the MD who discovers how folic acid works? wants to be the MD who discovers how folic acid works? wants to be the MD who discovers how folic acid works? 
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Whooping Cough, birth defects caused by Diesel fuel molecules when Whooping Cough, birth defects caused by Diesel fuel molecules when Whooping Cough, birth defects caused by Diesel fuel molecules when Whooping Cough, birth defects caused by Diesel fuel molecules when 
you shake hands or hug a Diesel fuel mechanic Dad. Childhood you shake hands or hug a Diesel fuel mechanic Dad. Childhood you shake hands or hug a Diesel fuel mechanic Dad. Childhood you shake hands or hug a Diesel fuel mechanic Dad. Childhood 
leukemia from growing kids + teens, cells dividing into new cells base leukemia from growing kids + teens, cells dividing into new cells base leukemia from growing kids + teens, cells dividing into new cells base leukemia from growing kids + teens, cells dividing into new cells base 
pairs of DNA are hit by Diesel fuel atoms and you get childhood pairs of DNA are hit by Diesel fuel atoms and you get childhood pairs of DNA are hit by Diesel fuel atoms and you get childhood pairs of DNA are hit by Diesel fuel atoms and you get childhood 
leukemia. wow leukemia. wow leukemia. wow leukemia. wow 

12-4-13 NBC "Today Show" Comcast: What You Do "Leak" can Arrest the 12-4-13 NBC "Today Show" Comcast: What You Do "Leak" can Arrest the 12-4-13 NBC "Today Show" Comcast: What You Do "Leak" can Arrest the 12-4-13 NBC "Today Show" Comcast: What You Do "Leak" can Arrest the 
Gasoline Czar in Moscow + NYC Gasoline Czar in Moscow + NYC Gasoline Czar in Moscow + NYC Gasoline Czar in Moscow + NYC 

12-4-13 Lockheed Martin Corporation: When What You Don’t “LEAK” Is 12-4-13 Lockheed Martin Corporation: When What You Don’t “LEAK” Is 12-4-13 Lockheed Martin Corporation: When What You Don’t “LEAK” Is 12-4-13 Lockheed Martin Corporation: When What You Don’t “LEAK” Is 
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Norovirus, Jenna Welch Bush Hager as interviewer should have Norovirus, Jenna Welch Bush Hager as interviewer should have Norovirus, Jenna Welch Bush Hager as interviewer should have Norovirus, Jenna Welch Bush Hager as interviewer should have 
mentioned of everyone getting off a Carnival Sunshine ship in Key West mentioned of everyone getting off a Carnival Sunshine ship in Key West mentioned of everyone getting off a Carnival Sunshine ship in Key West mentioned of everyone getting off a Carnival Sunshine ship in Key West 
is given Hand Sanitizer + anyone with the Norovirus sneezing on a is given Hand Sanitizer + anyone with the Norovirus sneezing on a is given Hand Sanitizer + anyone with the Norovirus sneezing on a is given Hand Sanitizer + anyone with the Norovirus sneezing on a 
package of Oreo's at the 7-11 and you put the Oreo's in a plastic bag package of Oreo's at the 7-11 and you put the Oreo's in a plastic bag package of Oreo's at the 7-11 and you put the Oreo's in a plastic bag package of Oreo's at the 7-11 and you put the Oreo's in a plastic bag 
bring it back on the Carnival SunShine getting the Hand Sanitizer bring it back on the Carnival SunShine getting the Hand Sanitizer bring it back on the Carnival SunShine getting the Hand Sanitizer bring it back on the Carnival SunShine getting the Hand Sanitizer 
then opening the Oreo's you touch the Norovirus on the outside package then opening the Oreo's you touch the Norovirus on the outside package then opening the Oreo's you touch the Norovirus on the outside package then opening the Oreo's you touch the Norovirus on the outside package 
of the Oreo's, get a cookie out and eat the Oreo with the Norovirus on of the Oreo's, get a cookie out and eat the Oreo with the Norovirus on of the Oreo's, get a cookie out and eat the Oreo with the Norovirus on of the Oreo's, get a cookie out and eat the Oreo with the Norovirus on 
your fingers. your fingers. your fingers. your fingers. 
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Motivation for robberies, a sense of power or thrill from committing the Motivation for robberies, a sense of power or thrill from committing the Motivation for robberies, a sense of power or thrill from committing the Motivation for robberies, a sense of power or thrill from committing the 
crime was often mentioned as well. I found this on Southland 7-11 crime was often mentioned as well. I found this on Southland 7-11 crime was often mentioned as well. I found this on Southland 7-11 crime was often mentioned as well. I found this on Southland 7-11 
page. page. page. page. 

Southland Corporation (former name of 7-Eleven Corporation) Southland Corporation (former name of 7-Eleven Corporation) Southland Corporation (former name of 7-Eleven Corporation) Southland Corporation (former name of 7-Eleven Corporation) 
conducted an in-depth study into convenient store robberies and the conducted an in-depth study into convenient store robberies and the conducted an in-depth study into convenient store robberies and the conducted an in-depth study into convenient store robberies and the 
individuals most likely to commit the crimes. They discovered that the individuals most likely to commit the crimes. They discovered that the individuals most likely to commit the crimes. They discovered that the individuals most likely to commit the crimes. They discovered that the 
most important things would-be robbers considered when deciding most important things would-be robbers considered when deciding most important things would-be robbers considered when deciding most important things would-be robbers considered when deciding 
whether or not to commit a crime were the ease of escape from the whether or not to commit a crime were the ease of escape from the whether or not to commit a crime were the ease of escape from the whether or not to commit a crime were the ease of escape from the 
store/surrounding area and how much money they thought the store store/surrounding area and how much money they thought the store store/surrounding area and how much money they thought the store store/surrounding area and how much money they thought the store 
would have on hand. They also discovered that while the acquisition of would have on hand. They also discovered that while the acquisition of would have on hand. They also discovered that while the acquisition of would have on hand. They also discovered that while the acquisition of 
money was the most important motivation for robberies, a sense of money was the most important motivation for robberies, a sense of money was the most important motivation for robberies, a sense of money was the most important motivation for robberies, a sense of 
power or thrill from committing the crime was often mentioned as well. power or thrill from committing the crime was often mentioned as well. power or thrill from committing the crime was often mentioned as well. power or thrill from committing the crime was often mentioned as well. 
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12-4-13 Lockheed Martin Corporation: When What You Don’t “LEAK” Is 12-4-13 Lockheed Martin Corporation: When What You Don’t “LEAK” Is 12-4-13 Lockheed Martin Corporation: When What You Don’t “LEAK” Is 12-4-13 Lockheed Martin Corporation: When What You Don’t “LEAK” Is 
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I told Mary, Greg will be her Picasso! New Inventions like Picasso I told Mary, Greg will be her Picasso! New Inventions like Picasso I told Mary, Greg will be her Picasso! New Inventions like Picasso I told Mary, Greg will be her Picasso! New Inventions like Picasso 
Painted New Paintings she loves! Wife's who want a "Inventive Painted New Paintings she loves! Wife's who want a "Inventive Painted New Paintings she loves! Wife's who want a "Inventive Painted New Paintings she loves! Wife's who want a "Inventive 
Husband" who paints Picasso paintings as futuristic invention project Husband" who paints Picasso paintings as futuristic invention project Husband" who paints Picasso paintings as futuristic invention project Husband" who paints Picasso paintings as futuristic invention project 
in Microsoft Paint... for the Wives being God's best invention as she feels in Microsoft Paint... for the Wives being God's best invention as she feels in Microsoft Paint... for the Wives being God's best invention as she feels in Microsoft Paint... for the Wives being God's best invention as she feels 
energetic, her hands, body then playing the Role of a 2013 Picasso he energetic, her hands, body then playing the Role of a 2013 Picasso he energetic, her hands, body then playing the Role of a 2013 Picasso he energetic, her hands, body then playing the Role of a 2013 Picasso he 
Invents World Peace, End to Crime. Brave New World Novel at the Invents World Peace, End to Crime. Brave New World Novel at the Invents World Peace, End to Crime. Brave New World Novel at the Invents World Peace, End to Crime. Brave New World Novel at the 
Hemingway Writing Classes! Win 8.2 fix is not a Cure for WW III as Kim Hemingway Writing Classes! Win 8.2 fix is not a Cure for WW III as Kim Hemingway Writing Classes! Win 8.2 fix is not a Cure for WW III as Kim Hemingway Writing Classes! Win 8.2 fix is not a Cure for WW III as Kim 
executes people himself and holds a 85 year old Korean War Vet for executes people himself and holds a 85 year old Korean War Vet for executes people himself and holds a 85 year old Korean War Vet for executes people himself and holds a 85 year old Korean War Vet for 
"War Crimes". WW III with Korean and a Rx Penicillin Overnight "War Crimes". WW III with Korean and a Rx Penicillin Overnight "War Crimes". WW III with Korean and a Rx Penicillin Overnight "War Crimes". WW III with Korean and a Rx Penicillin Overnight 
Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer are both futuristic Events we know will Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer are both futuristic Events we know will Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer are both futuristic Events we know will Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer are both futuristic Events we know will 
happen! happen! happen! happen! 
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Yale sociology professor Christopher Wildeman said he did not expect Yale sociology professor Christopher Wildeman said he did not expect Yale sociology professor Christopher Wildeman said he did not expect Yale sociology professor Christopher Wildeman said he did not expect 
the influence of social networks to be so great. Face Book is a "War the influence of social networks to be so great. Face Book is a "War the influence of social networks to be so great. Face Book is a "War the influence of social networks to be so great. Face Book is a "War 
Crime" when we are able to get the NSA, CIA, FBI statistic on the Crime" when we are able to get the NSA, CIA, FBI statistic on the Crime" when we are able to get the NSA, CIA, FBI statistic on the Crime" when we are able to get the NSA, CIA, FBI statistic on the 
FaceBook post... "Go Kill Yourself" and other post really Psychotic... FaceBook post... "Go Kill Yourself" and other post really Psychotic... FaceBook post... "Go Kill Yourself" and other post really Psychotic... FaceBook post... "Go Kill Yourself" and other post really Psychotic... 
swearing! Social networks influential in violent crime. Chicago native swearing! Social networks influential in violent crime. Chicago native swearing! Social networks influential in violent crime. Chicago native swearing! Social networks influential in violent crime. Chicago native 
and Yale sociology professor Andrew Papachristos has discovered that and Yale sociology professor Andrew Papachristos has discovered that and Yale sociology professor Andrew Papachristos has discovered that and Yale sociology professor Andrew Papachristos has discovered that 
social networks are the single most predictive factor in violent crime in social networks are the single most predictive factor in violent crime in social networks are the single most predictive factor in violent crime in social networks are the single most predictive factor in violent crime in 
his home city. Social networks constructed from arrest records his home city. Social networks constructed from arrest records his home city. Social networks constructed from arrest records his home city. Social networks constructed from arrest records 
explained violent crime better than gender, race or gang affiliation in explained violent crime better than gender, race or gang affiliation in explained violent crime better than gender, race or gang affiliation in explained violent crime better than gender, race or gang affiliation in 
a subset of the Chicago population. While other studies have looked at a subset of the Chicago population. While other studies have looked at a subset of the Chicago population. While other studies have looked at a subset of the Chicago population. While other studies have looked at 
crime as a disease, this study is among the first to rigorously model crime as a disease, this study is among the first to rigorously model crime as a disease, this study is among the first to rigorously model crime as a disease, this study is among the first to rigorously model 
crime as a disease. Papachristos is now collaborating with police crime as a disease. Papachristos is now collaborating with police crime as a disease. Papachristos is now collaborating with police crime as a disease. Papachristos is now collaborating with police 
departments to identify those at most at risk for committing a crime, as departments to identify those at most at risk for committing a crime, as departments to identify those at most at risk for committing a crime, as departments to identify those at most at risk for committing a crime, as 
opposed to more traditional methods of crime prevention that target opposed to more traditional methods of crime prevention that target opposed to more traditional methods of crime prevention that target opposed to more traditional methods of crime prevention that target 
entire demographics. entire demographics. entire demographics. entire demographics. 
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“This is the anti-stop-and-frisk,” Papachristos said. “This is the anti-stop-and-frisk,” Papachristos said. “This is the anti-stop-and-frisk,” Papachristos said. “This is the anti-stop-and-frisk,” Papachristos said. 

The researchers used arrest records to construct the social network, The researchers used arrest records to construct the social network, The researchers used arrest records to construct the social network, The researchers used arrest records to construct the social network, 
assuming that those arrested together knew each other. The analysis assuming that those arrested together knew each other. The analysis assuming that those arrested together knew each other. The analysis assuming that those arrested together knew each other. The analysis 
revealed that for every social tie separating an individual from a revealed that for every social tie separating an individual from a revealed that for every social tie separating an individual from a revealed that for every social tie separating an individual from a 
homicide victim, one’s chance of being killed decreased by 57 percent. homicide victim, one’s chance of being killed decreased by 57 percent. homicide victim, one’s chance of being killed decreased by 57 percent. homicide victim, one’s chance of being killed decreased by 57 percent. 
While this result came as no surprise to Papachristos, who has been While this result came as no surprise to Papachristos, who has been While this result came as no surprise to Papachristos, who has been While this result came as no surprise to Papachristos, who has been 
working with social networks for years, study coauthor Yale sociology working with social networks for years, study coauthor Yale sociology working with social networks for years, study coauthor Yale sociology working with social networks for years, study coauthor Yale sociology 
professor Christopher Wildeman said he did not expect the influence of professor Christopher Wildeman said he did not expect the influence of professor Christopher Wildeman said he did not expect the influence of professor Christopher Wildeman said he did not expect the influence of 
social networks to be so great. social networks to be so great. social networks to be so great. social networks to be so great. 
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Teens + Parents on NBC Today Show didn't mention the $44 billion Teens + Parents on NBC Today Show didn't mention the $44 billion Teens + Parents on NBC Today Show didn't mention the $44 billion Teens + Parents on NBC Today Show didn't mention the $44 billion 
worldwide in 2013 and the $37 billion last year spent on Sony and worldwide in 2013 and the $37 billion last year spent on Sony and worldwide in 2013 and the $37 billion last year spent on Sony and worldwide in 2013 and the $37 billion last year spent on Sony and 
Microsoft "Games"! Microsoft "Games"! Microsoft "Games"! Microsoft "Games"! 

44 Trillion Lost Invention by Teens! 44 Trillion Lost Invention by Teens! 44 Trillion Lost Invention by Teens! 44 Trillion Lost Invention by Teens! 

Sony said on Tuesday it has sold more than 2.1 million PlayStation 4 Sony said on Tuesday it has sold more than 2.1 million PlayStation 4 Sony said on Tuesday it has sold more than 2.1 million PlayStation 4 Sony said on Tuesday it has sold more than 2.1 million PlayStation 4 
consoles after less than three weeks on the market, as it battles Microsoft consoles after less than three weeks on the market, as it battles Microsoft consoles after less than three weeks on the market, as it battles Microsoft consoles after less than three weeks on the market, as it battles Microsoft 
and Nintendo for supremacy in the lucrative gaming sector. The and Nintendo for supremacy in the lucrative gaming sector. The and Nintendo for supremacy in the lucrative gaming sector. The and Nintendo for supremacy in the lucrative gaming sector. The 
eagerly-awaited PlayStation sold more than one million units in just eagerly-awaited PlayStation sold more than one million units in just eagerly-awaited PlayStation sold more than one million units in just eagerly-awaited PlayStation sold more than one million units in just 
one day after its November 15 debut in North America and Sony said one day after its November 15 debut in North America and Sony said one day after its November 15 debut in North America and Sony said one day after its November 15 debut in North America and Sony said 
Tuesday it was on track to hit a worldwide target of 5.0 million units Tuesday it was on track to hit a worldwide target of 5.0 million units Tuesday it was on track to hit a worldwide target of 5.0 million units Tuesday it was on track to hit a worldwide target of 5.0 million units 
by March. by March. by March. by March. 

12-4-13 NBC "Today Show" Comcast: What You Do "Leak" can Arrest the 12-4-13 NBC "Today Show" Comcast: What You Do "Leak" can Arrest the 12-4-13 NBC "Today Show" Comcast: What You Do "Leak" can Arrest the 12-4-13 NBC "Today Show" Comcast: What You Do "Leak" can Arrest the 
Gasoline Czar in Moscow + NYC Gasoline Czar in Moscow + NYC Gasoline Czar in Moscow + NYC Gasoline Czar in Moscow + NYC 
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44 Trillion Lost Invention by Teens! 44 Trillion Lost Invention by Teens! 44 Trillion Lost Invention by Teens! 44 Trillion Lost Invention by Teens! 

1 LOST invention or it could just be suppressed Today like the 1 LOST invention or it could just be suppressed Today like the 1 LOST invention or it could just be suppressed Today like the 1 LOST invention or it could just be suppressed Today like the 
ElectricWindmillCar is the Dentists warn us that too many sweets can ElectricWindmillCar is the Dentists warn us that too many sweets can ElectricWindmillCar is the Dentists warn us that too many sweets can ElectricWindmillCar is the Dentists warn us that too many sweets can 
cause cavities. In fact, it's not candy, but bacteria on the tooth surface cause cavities. In fact, it's not candy, but bacteria on the tooth surface cause cavities. In fact, it's not candy, but bacteria on the tooth surface cause cavities. In fact, it's not candy, but bacteria on the tooth surface 
that cause tooth decay. If you reduce the amount of cavity-causing that cause tooth decay. If you reduce the amount of cavity-causing that cause tooth decay. If you reduce the amount of cavity-causing that cause tooth decay. If you reduce the amount of cavity-causing 
bacteria... HAS THIS ALREADY BEEN INVENTED OR is it just one of 44 bacteria... HAS THIS ALREADY BEEN INVENTED OR is it just one of 44 bacteria... HAS THIS ALREADY BEEN INVENTED OR is it just one of 44 bacteria... HAS THIS ALREADY BEEN INVENTED OR is it just one of 44 
Trillion Inventions lost by Teens playing Sony games? You do the Math Trillion Inventions lost by Teens playing Sony games? You do the Math Trillion Inventions lost by Teens playing Sony games? You do the Math Trillion Inventions lost by Teens playing Sony games? You do the Math 
as Bush + Bush know the correct answer.. and do a Google Image as Bush + Bush know the correct answer.. and do a Google Image as Bush + Bush know the correct answer.. and do a Google Image as Bush + Bush know the correct answer.. and do a Google Image 
search of Bush Sr. and he has rotten teeth on the bottom, his top teeth search of Bush Sr. and he has rotten teeth on the bottom, his top teeth search of Bush Sr. and he has rotten teeth on the bottom, his top teeth search of Bush Sr. and he has rotten teeth on the bottom, his top teeth 
aren't all that great looking either! Fluoride added to the water was a aren't all that great looking either! Fluoride added to the water was a aren't all that great looking either! Fluoride added to the water was a aren't all that great looking either! Fluoride added to the water was a 
SCAM if you consider Bush Sr! SCAM if you consider Bush Sr! SCAM if you consider Bush Sr! SCAM if you consider Bush Sr! 

12-4-13 NBC "Today Show" Comcast: What You Do "Leak" can Arrest the 12-4-13 NBC "Today Show" Comcast: What You Do "Leak" can Arrest the 12-4-13 NBC "Today Show" Comcast: What You Do "Leak" can Arrest the 12-4-13 NBC "Today Show" Comcast: What You Do "Leak" can Arrest the 
Gasoline Czar in Moscow + NYC Gasoline Czar in Moscow + NYC Gasoline Czar in Moscow + NYC Gasoline Czar in Moscow + NYC 
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12-3-13 "Fat but Fit" is False "Leaked" by Dr Nancy Snyderman Today. 12-3-13 "Fat but Fit" is False "Leaked" by Dr Nancy Snyderman Today. 12-3-13 "Fat but Fit" is False "Leaked" by Dr Nancy Snyderman Today. 12-3-13 "Fat but Fit" is False "Leaked" by Dr Nancy Snyderman Today. 
Gov. Chris Christie will Explode Screaming "Fat Is Fit" fast + loud Gov. Chris Christie will Explode Screaming "Fat Is Fit" fast + loud Gov. Chris Christie will Explode Screaming "Fat Is Fit" fast + loud Gov. Chris Christie will Explode Screaming "Fat Is Fit" fast + loud 
illiterate bully! Teen conversations about shoes, clothes, sex, bully, illiterate bully! Teen conversations about shoes, clothes, sex, bully, illiterate bully! Teen conversations about shoes, clothes, sex, bully, illiterate bully! Teen conversations about shoes, clothes, sex, bully, 
Facebook bullies, on Today Show interview conversation with teens by Facebook bullies, on Today Show interview conversation with teens by Facebook bullies, on Today Show interview conversation with teens by Facebook bullies, on Today Show interview conversation with teens by 
Jenna Welch Bush Hager had nothing about invention projects, the Jenna Welch Bush Hager had nothing about invention projects, the Jenna Welch Bush Hager had nothing about invention projects, the Jenna Welch Bush Hager had nothing about invention projects, the 
Universe, Vaccinations, what teens what to see invented in a New Universe, Vaccinations, what teens what to see invented in a New Universe, Vaccinations, what teens what to see invented in a New Universe, Vaccinations, what teens what to see invented in a New 
Manhattan Project lead by Dr Nancy Snyderman Oppenheimer. Teens Manhattan Project lead by Dr Nancy Snyderman Oppenheimer. Teens Manhattan Project lead by Dr Nancy Snyderman Oppenheimer. Teens Manhattan Project lead by Dr Nancy Snyderman Oppenheimer. Teens 
on Facebook Today are complacent... not doing any homework on 100's on Facebook Today are complacent... not doing any homework on 100's on Facebook Today are complacent... not doing any homework on 100's on Facebook Today are complacent... not doing any homework on 100's 
of Miracle Drugs like Penicillin! These teens of Jenna's NOT Thinking of Miracle Drugs like Penicillin! These teens of Jenna's NOT Thinking of Miracle Drugs like Penicillin! These teens of Jenna's NOT Thinking of Miracle Drugs like Penicillin! These teens of Jenna's NOT Thinking 
ON FACEBOOK to invent several hundred "Miracle Drugs" like ON FACEBOOK to invent several hundred "Miracle Drugs" like ON FACEBOOK to invent several hundred "Miracle Drugs" like ON FACEBOOK to invent several hundred "Miracle Drugs" like 
Penicillin! Jenna Welch Bush Hager's PR of what Teens Today are Penicillin! Jenna Welch Bush Hager's PR of what Teens Today are Penicillin! Jenna Welch Bush Hager's PR of what Teens Today are Penicillin! Jenna Welch Bush Hager's PR of what Teens Today are 
thinking was like "like A Rolling Stone with No Direction Home." thinking was like "like A Rolling Stone with No Direction Home." thinking was like "like A Rolling Stone with No Direction Home." thinking was like "like A Rolling Stone with No Direction Home." 
Question Authority in "Moody Blues" Hate, Death + War linked to Question Authority in "Moody Blues" Hate, Death + War linked to Question Authority in "Moody Blues" Hate, Death + War linked to Question Authority in "Moody Blues" Hate, Death + War linked to 
Psychotic Bush Jr. + Bush Sr. mobilizing an Army for "Desert Storm" Psychotic Bush Jr. + Bush Sr. mobilizing an Army for "Desert Storm" Psychotic Bush Jr. + Bush Sr. mobilizing an Army for "Desert Storm" Psychotic Bush Jr. + Bush Sr. mobilizing an Army for "Desert Storm" 
then "Shock + Awe" when the "Motive" was to keep the then "Shock + Awe" when the "Motive" was to keep the then "Shock + Awe" when the "Motive" was to keep the then "Shock + Awe" when the "Motive" was to keep the 
ElectricWindmillCar Era's Euphoria Suppressed... to teens to invent ElectricWindmillCar Era's Euphoria Suppressed... to teens to invent ElectricWindmillCar Era's Euphoria Suppressed... to teens to invent ElectricWindmillCar Era's Euphoria Suppressed... to teens to invent 
several hundred "Miracle Drugs" like Penicillin! Facebook and Teen several hundred "Miracle Drugs" like Penicillin! Facebook and Teen several hundred "Miracle Drugs" like Penicillin! Facebook and Teen several hundred "Miracle Drugs" like Penicillin! Facebook and Teen 
Conversations. Several Thousand teen conversations Brainstorming Conversations. Several Thousand teen conversations Brainstorming Conversations. Several Thousand teen conversations Brainstorming Conversations. Several Thousand teen conversations Brainstorming 
about "Penicillin" Miracle Drugs are needed to get one 2014 Miracle about "Penicillin" Miracle Drugs are needed to get one 2014 Miracle about "Penicillin" Miracle Drugs are needed to get one 2014 Miracle about "Penicillin" Miracle Drugs are needed to get one 2014 Miracle 
Drug! Jenna Welch Bush Hager would be the most "Hated" Bush on Drug! Jenna Welch Bush Hager would be the most "Hated" Bush on Drug! Jenna Welch Bush Hager would be the most "Hated" Bush on Drug! Jenna Welch Bush Hager would be the most "Hated" Bush on 
Facebook if teens advancing on Baghdad knew the "Motive" for the Facebook if teens advancing on Baghdad knew the "Motive" for the Facebook if teens advancing on Baghdad knew the "Motive" for the Facebook if teens advancing on Baghdad knew the "Motive" for the 
"War... was a Crime" was for $177 Trillion dollars in Oil Revenue. Are "War... was a Crime" was for $177 Trillion dollars in Oil Revenue. Are "War... was a Crime" was for $177 Trillion dollars in Oil Revenue. Are "War... was a Crime" was for $177 Trillion dollars in Oil Revenue. Are 
Lost Miracle Drugs of 2014 a War Crime by Bush + Bush... Yes! Lost Miracle Drugs of 2014 a War Crime by Bush + Bush... Yes! Lost Miracle Drugs of 2014 a War Crime by Bush + Bush... Yes! Lost Miracle Drugs of 2014 a War Crime by Bush + Bush... Yes! 
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Troops who came home from this Shock + Awe killed their Wives + Girl Troops who came home from this Shock + Awe killed their Wives + Girl Troops who came home from this Shock + Awe killed their Wives + Girl Troops who came home from this Shock + Awe killed their Wives + Girl 
friends even still TODAY NBC is prohibited by the Pentagon from friends even still TODAY NBC is prohibited by the Pentagon from friends even still TODAY NBC is prohibited by the Pentagon from friends even still TODAY NBC is prohibited by the Pentagon from 
Headlining these Killings of Women keeping the Statistics of 19K women Headlining these Killings of Women keeping the Statistics of 19K women Headlining these Killings of Women keeping the Statistics of 19K women Headlining these Killings of Women keeping the Statistics of 19K women 
murdered by drunk Men every year from 1980 to 2013 and 19K more murdered by drunk Men every year from 1980 to 2013 and 19K more murdered by drunk Men every year from 1980 to 2013 and 19K more murdered by drunk Men every year from 1980 to 2013 and 19K more 
women will be murdered by drunk men in 2014. Verizon will not put women will be murdered by drunk men in 2014. Verizon will not put women will be murdered by drunk men in 2014. Verizon will not put women will be murdered by drunk men in 2014. Verizon will not put 
out any Amber Alerts for these 19K women... who don't know they will be out any Amber Alerts for these 19K women... who don't know they will be out any Amber Alerts for these 19K women... who don't know they will be out any Amber Alerts for these 19K women... who don't know they will be 
murdered in 2014 by drunk men and Troops coming home from "War," murdered in 2014 by drunk men and Troops coming home from "War," murdered in 2014 by drunk men and Troops coming home from "War," murdered in 2014 by drunk men and Troops coming home from "War," 
War is Hell and Numb Nuts Dictators Bush + Bush are Psychotics! War is Hell and Numb Nuts Dictators Bush + Bush are Psychotics! War is Hell and Numb Nuts Dictators Bush + Bush are Psychotics! War is Hell and Numb Nuts Dictators Bush + Bush are Psychotics! 
Women can do a simple 30 minute test to find out if her Husband has Women can do a simple 30 minute test to find out if her Husband has Women can do a simple 30 minute test to find out if her Husband has Women can do a simple 30 minute test to find out if her Husband has 
no conscience! Prince Harry and his Wounded Warroriors marching to no conscience! Prince Harry and his Wounded Warroriors marching to no conscience! Prince Harry and his Wounded Warroriors marching to no conscience! Prince Harry and his Wounded Warroriors marching to 
the South Pole are Psychotic Killer of Poison Gasoline Exhaust for not the South Pole are Psychotic Killer of Poison Gasoline Exhaust for not the South Pole are Psychotic Killer of Poison Gasoline Exhaust for not the South Pole are Psychotic Killer of Poison Gasoline Exhaust for not 
Leaking Holocaust II. Leaking Holocaust II. Leaking Holocaust II. Leaking Holocaust II. 
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BMI as a proxy for body fat. Calculate your BMI... your IQ, your BMI as a proxy for body fat. Calculate your BMI... your IQ, your BMI as a proxy for body fat. Calculate your BMI... your IQ, your BMI as a proxy for body fat. Calculate your BMI... your IQ, your 
Emotional Intelligence EI, Your Inventor Intelligence II, your George Emotional Intelligence EI, Your Inventor Intelligence II, your George Emotional Intelligence EI, Your Inventor Intelligence II, your George Emotional Intelligence EI, Your Inventor Intelligence II, your George 
Orwell IQ! PR news Today has Pope Frances as a teen Bouncer when Orwell IQ! PR news Today has Pope Frances as a teen Bouncer when Orwell IQ! PR news Today has Pope Frances as a teen Bouncer when Orwell IQ! PR news Today has Pope Frances as a teen Bouncer when 
next News Story is... DAMASCUS, Syria - The mother superior of a Syrian next News Story is... DAMASCUS, Syria - The mother superior of a Syrian next News Story is... DAMASCUS, Syria - The mother superior of a Syrian next News Story is... DAMASCUS, Syria - The mother superior of a Syrian 
convent says 12 nuns have been abducted by opposition fighters and convent says 12 nuns have been abducted by opposition fighters and convent says 12 nuns have been abducted by opposition fighters and convent says 12 nuns have been abducted by opposition fighters and 
taken to a rebel-held town. Raped of course by Troops is a sure thing in taken to a rebel-held town. Raped of course by Troops is a sure thing in taken to a rebel-held town. Raped of course by Troops is a sure thing in taken to a rebel-held town. Raped of course by Troops is a sure thing in 
"War." "War." "War." "War." 
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Next News Story Today is Obama revealed a $100 million HIV research Next News Story Today is Obama revealed a $100 million HIV research Next News Story Today is Obama revealed a $100 million HIV research Next News Story Today is Obama revealed a $100 million HIV research 
initiative during a speech to commemorate World AIDS Day. $177 initiative during a speech to commemorate World AIDS Day. $177 initiative during a speech to commemorate World AIDS Day. $177 initiative during a speech to commemorate World AIDS Day. $177 
Trillion dollars in Oil Revenue is classified as Top Secret! NYC's Trillion dollars in Oil Revenue is classified as Top Secret! NYC's Trillion dollars in Oil Revenue is classified as Top Secret! NYC's Trillion dollars in Oil Revenue is classified as Top Secret! NYC's 
Bloomberg his Economics Editor Michael McKee examines today's Bloomberg his Economics Editor Michael McKee examines today's Bloomberg his Economics Editor Michael McKee examines today's Bloomberg his Economics Editor Michael McKee examines today's 
expected ruling by a federal judge on the future of Detroit's bankruptcy expected ruling by a federal judge on the future of Detroit's bankruptcy expected ruling by a federal judge on the future of Detroit's bankruptcy expected ruling by a federal judge on the future of Detroit's bankruptcy 
nothing will be in Bloomberg News Tomorrow about Mecca the New nothing will be in Bloomberg News Tomorrow about Mecca the New nothing will be in Bloomberg News Tomorrow about Mecca the New nothing will be in Bloomberg News Tomorrow about Mecca the New 
Rich Detroit via a Godsend from $177 Trillion dollars in Oil Revenue! Rich Detroit via a Godsend from $177 Trillion dollars in Oil Revenue! Rich Detroit via a Godsend from $177 Trillion dollars in Oil Revenue! Rich Detroit via a Godsend from $177 Trillion dollars in Oil Revenue! 
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Apple paid more than $200 million for Topsy Today. Topsy has a huge Apple paid more than $200 million for Topsy Today. Topsy has a huge Apple paid more than $200 million for Topsy Today. Topsy has a huge Apple paid more than $200 million for Topsy Today. Topsy has a huge 
amount of Twitter data at its fingertips. Earlier this year the company amount of Twitter data at its fingertips. Earlier this year the company amount of Twitter data at its fingertips. Earlier this year the company amount of Twitter data at its fingertips. Earlier this year the company 
announced that it had indexed Twitter's complete archive of public announced that it had indexed Twitter's complete archive of public announced that it had indexed Twitter's complete archive of public announced that it had indexed Twitter's complete archive of public 
tweets dating back to 2006. Apple needs to archive the New England tweets dating back to 2006. Apple needs to archive the New England tweets dating back to 2006. Apple needs to archive the New England tweets dating back to 2006. Apple needs to archive the New England 
Journal of Medicine, every Medical Article ever written and everyone's Journal of Medicine, every Medical Article ever written and everyone's Journal of Medicine, every Medical Article ever written and everyone's Journal of Medicine, every Medical Article ever written and everyone's 
MD Charts of BP, blood test etc for All of Los Alamos Trillion dollars MD Charts of BP, blood test etc for All of Los Alamos Trillion dollars MD Charts of BP, blood test etc for All of Los Alamos Trillion dollars MD Charts of BP, blood test etc for All of Los Alamos Trillion dollars 
worth of IBM super computers to Crunch for the iPhone 5s 007 Spy users worth of IBM super computers to Crunch for the iPhone 5s 007 Spy users worth of IBM super computers to Crunch for the iPhone 5s 007 Spy users worth of IBM super computers to Crunch for the iPhone 5s 007 Spy users 
to do more than BMI calculations... but invent several hundred to do more than BMI calculations... but invent several hundred to do more than BMI calculations... but invent several hundred to do more than BMI calculations... but invent several hundred 
"Miracle Drugs" like Penicillin was Headlined in the New York Times as "Miracle Drugs" like Penicillin was Headlined in the New York Times as "Miracle Drugs" like Penicillin was Headlined in the New York Times as "Miracle Drugs" like Penicillin was Headlined in the New York Times as 
a Miracle Drug, teens will get hundreds of Miracle Drug Discoveries in a Miracle Drug, teens will get hundreds of Miracle Drug Discoveries in a Miracle Drug, teens will get hundreds of Miracle Drug Discoveries in a Miracle Drug, teens will get hundreds of Miracle Drug Discoveries in 
2014. 2014. 2014. 2014. 
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Oxytocin - the so-called "love hormone", will be given the Nobel Peace Oxytocin - the so-called "love hormone", will be given the Nobel Peace Oxytocin - the so-called "love hormone", will be given the Nobel Peace Oxytocin - the so-called "love hormone", will be given the Nobel Peace 
Prize when Dr, Nancy puts it in the Water for World Peace. Oxytocin - 1 Prize when Dr, Nancy puts it in the Water for World Peace. Oxytocin - 1 Prize when Dr, Nancy puts it in the Water for World Peace. Oxytocin - 1 Prize when Dr, Nancy puts it in the Water for World Peace. Oxytocin - 1 
of several hundred "Miracle Drugs" like Penicillin that would have of several hundred "Miracle Drugs" like Penicillin that would have of several hundred "Miracle Drugs" like Penicillin that would have of several hundred "Miracle Drugs" like Penicillin that would have 
been invented in 2014 if Bush + Bush were not Psychotic War Criminals been invented in 2014 if Bush + Bush were not Psychotic War Criminals been invented in 2014 if Bush + Bush were not Psychotic War Criminals been invented in 2014 if Bush + Bush were not Psychotic War Criminals 
$$$$ Gravity of this will lead teens to discover how Gravity is Generated $$$$ Gravity of this will lead teens to discover how Gravity is Generated $$$$ Gravity of this will lead teens to discover how Gravity is Generated $$$$ Gravity of this will lead teens to discover how Gravity is Generated 
and the Gravity Engine! Faster than the Speed of light is possible, and the Gravity Engine! Faster than the Speed of light is possible, and the Gravity Engine! Faster than the Speed of light is possible, and the Gravity Engine! Faster than the Speed of light is possible, 
George Orwell disinformation PR about the speed of light will be George Orwell disinformation PR about the speed of light will be George Orwell disinformation PR about the speed of light will be George Orwell disinformation PR about the speed of light will be 
Leaked! WHO at the UN knew Haiti Cholera was caused by UN Troops Leaked! WHO at the UN knew Haiti Cholera was caused by UN Troops Leaked! WHO at the UN knew Haiti Cholera was caused by UN Troops Leaked! WHO at the UN knew Haiti Cholera was caused by UN Troops 
from Nepal. STD's, Vaginal Warts, HIV, WHO at the UN knows who in the from Nepal. STD's, Vaginal Warts, HIV, WHO at the UN knows who in the from Nepal. STD's, Vaginal Warts, HIV, WHO at the UN knows who in the from Nepal. STD's, Vaginal Warts, HIV, WHO at the UN knows who in the 
USA spreads hepatitis C to (dozens of patients getting treatment in USA spreads hepatitis C to (dozens of patients getting treatment in USA spreads hepatitis C to (dozens of patients getting treatment in USA spreads hepatitis C to (dozens of patients getting treatment in 
hospitals in Maryland and around the country was sentenced Monday hospitals in Maryland and around the country was sentenced Monday hospitals in Maryland and around the country was sentenced Monday hospitals in Maryland and around the country was sentenced Monday 
to 39 years in federal prison) 10 million others each year just in the to 39 years in federal prison) 10 million others each year just in the to 39 years in federal prison) 10 million others each year just in the to 39 years in federal prison) 10 million others each year just in the 
USA but WHO at the UN cant "Leak" this! Killing 9K people in Haiti via USA but WHO at the UN cant "Leak" this! Killing 9K people in Haiti via USA but WHO at the UN cant "Leak" this! Killing 9K people in Haiti via USA but WHO at the UN cant "Leak" this! Killing 9K people in Haiti via 
Cholera from Nepal Troops then trying to cover this up is Not What the Cholera from Nepal Troops then trying to cover this up is Not What the Cholera from Nepal Troops then trying to cover this up is Not What the Cholera from Nepal Troops then trying to cover this up is Not What the 
UN was created for! $177 Trillion dollars in Oil Revenue was used to UN was created for! $177 Trillion dollars in Oil Revenue was used to UN was created for! $177 Trillion dollars in Oil Revenue was used to UN was created for! $177 Trillion dollars in Oil Revenue was used to 
bribe the UN. bribe the UN. bribe the UN. bribe the UN. 
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Today of the 15 Nations getting the most "Bribes" was a PR story hiding Today of the 15 Nations getting the most "Bribes" was a PR story hiding Today of the 15 Nations getting the most "Bribes" was a PR story hiding Today of the 15 Nations getting the most "Bribes" was a PR story hiding 
the Headlines $177 Trillion dollars in Oil Revenue bribed the Vatican + the Headlines $177 Trillion dollars in Oil Revenue bribed the Vatican + the Headlines $177 Trillion dollars in Oil Revenue bribed the Vatican + the Headlines $177 Trillion dollars in Oil Revenue bribed the Vatican + 
Pope Frances a one time Bouncer... who should have thrown out $177 Pope Frances a one time Bouncer... who should have thrown out $177 Pope Frances a one time Bouncer... who should have thrown out $177 Pope Frances a one time Bouncer... who should have thrown out $177 
Trillion dollars in Oil Revenue Bribe... Putin in Moscow has spent 100 Trillion dollars in Oil Revenue Bribe... Putin in Moscow has spent 100 Trillion dollars in Oil Revenue Bribe... Putin in Moscow has spent 100 Trillion dollars in Oil Revenue Bribe... Putin in Moscow has spent 100 
Trillion in Oil Revenues on Saint Petersburg Skyscrapers... etc. Trillion in Oil Revenues on Saint Petersburg Skyscrapers... etc. Trillion in Oil Revenues on Saint Petersburg Skyscrapers... etc. Trillion in Oil Revenues on Saint Petersburg Skyscrapers... etc. 
tarnishing the reputation of Serf's battle with the Oil Czar... the Last tarnishing the reputation of Serf's battle with the Oil Czar... the Last tarnishing the reputation of Serf's battle with the Oil Czar... the Last tarnishing the reputation of Serf's battle with the Oil Czar... the Last 
Czar of Russia I hope! Ballerinas will Dance to a Ballet titled "Oil Czar of Russia I hope! Ballerinas will Dance to a Ballet titled "Oil Czar of Russia I hope! Ballerinas will Dance to a Ballet titled "Oil Czar of Russia I hope! Ballerinas will Dance to a Ballet titled "Oil 
Czar"! Russian dancer Pavel Dmitrichenko was sentenced to six years Czar"! Russian dancer Pavel Dmitrichenko was sentenced to six years Czar"! Russian dancer Pavel Dmitrichenko was sentenced to six years Czar"! Russian dancer Pavel Dmitrichenko was sentenced to six years 
in a high-security prison on Tuesday for ordering an acid attack that in a high-security prison on Tuesday for ordering an acid attack that in a high-security prison on Tuesday for ordering an acid attack that in a high-security prison on Tuesday for ordering an acid attack that 
nearly blinded the artistic director of the Bolshoi Ballet and tarnished nearly blinded the artistic director of the Bolshoi Ballet and tarnished nearly blinded the artistic director of the Bolshoi Ballet and tarnished nearly blinded the artistic director of the Bolshoi Ballet and tarnished 
the reputation of the renowned theatre. A judge announced the the reputation of the renowned theatre. A judge announced the the reputation of the renowned theatre. A judge announced the the reputation of the renowned theatre. A judge announced the 
sentence after convicting Dmitrichenko and two co-defendants of the sentence after convicting Dmitrichenko and two co-defendants of the sentence after convicting Dmitrichenko and two co-defendants of the sentence after convicting Dmitrichenko and two co-defendants of the 
attack on Sergei Filin last January, which exposed poisonous rivalries attack on Sergei Filin last January, which exposed poisonous rivalries attack on Sergei Filin last January, which exposed poisonous rivalries attack on Sergei Filin last January, which exposed poisonous rivalries 
over roles, money and power at one of Russia's most prominent cultural over roles, money and power at one of Russia's most prominent cultural over roles, money and power at one of Russia's most prominent cultural over roles, money and power at one of Russia's most prominent cultural 
institutions. Yuri Zarutsky, who admitted to being the masked attacker institutions. Yuri Zarutsky, who admitted to being the masked attacker institutions. Yuri Zarutsky, who admitted to being the masked attacker institutions. Yuri Zarutsky, who admitted to being the masked attacker 
who threw acid in Filin's face in January, was sentenced to 10 years in who threw acid in Filin's face in January, was sentenced to 10 years in who threw acid in Filin's face in January, was sentenced to 10 years in who threw acid in Filin's face in January, was sentenced to 10 years in 
prison. Andrei Lipatov, who drove Zarutsky to the scene, was sentenced prison. Andrei Lipatov, who drove Zarutsky to the scene, was sentenced prison. Andrei Lipatov, who drove Zarutsky to the scene, was sentenced prison. Andrei Lipatov, who drove Zarutsky to the scene, was sentenced 
to four years. Judge Yelena Maximova said Dmitrichenko and two co-to four years. Judge Yelena Maximova said Dmitrichenko and two co-to four years. Judge Yelena Maximova said Dmitrichenko and two co-to four years. Judge Yelena Maximova said Dmitrichenko and two co-
defendants had intentionally caused grievous bodily harm. defendants had intentionally caused grievous bodily harm. defendants had intentionally caused grievous bodily harm. defendants had intentionally caused grievous bodily harm. 
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12-3-13 Lockheed Martin Corporation: When What You Don’t “LEAK” Is 12-3-13 Lockheed Martin Corporation: When What You Don’t “LEAK” Is 12-3-13 Lockheed Martin Corporation: When What You Don’t “LEAK” Is 12-3-13 Lockheed Martin Corporation: When What You Don’t “LEAK” Is 
Holocaust II Holocaust II Holocaust II Holocaust II 

A big study out Monday says there’s no such thing as healthy obesity. A big study out Monday says there’s no such thing as healthy obesity. A big study out Monday says there’s no such thing as healthy obesity. A big study out Monday says there’s no such thing as healthy obesity. 
Good lab values don’t protect people from the effects of fat. If your BMI Good lab values don’t protect people from the effects of fat. If your BMI Good lab values don’t protect people from the effects of fat. If your BMI Good lab values don’t protect people from the effects of fat. If your BMI 
is in the overweight category, NBC’s Dr. Nancy Snyderman warns, you is in the overweight category, NBC’s Dr. Nancy Snyderman warns, you is in the overweight category, NBC’s Dr. Nancy Snyderman warns, you is in the overweight category, NBC’s Dr. Nancy Snyderman warns, you 
should not be complacent... 12 nuns have been abducted by opposition should not be complacent... 12 nuns have been abducted by opposition should not be complacent... 12 nuns have been abducted by opposition should not be complacent... 12 nuns have been abducted by opposition 
fighters and taken to a rebel-held town in Syria and Pope France is fighters and taken to a rebel-held town in Syria and Pope France is fighters and taken to a rebel-held town in Syria and Pope France is fighters and taken to a rebel-held town in Syria and Pope France is 
complacent... Teens on Facebook Today are complacent... not doing complacent... Teens on Facebook Today are complacent... not doing complacent... Teens on Facebook Today are complacent... not doing complacent... Teens on Facebook Today are complacent... not doing 
any homework on 100's of Miracle Drugs like Penicillin! Apple is any homework on 100's of Miracle Drugs like Penicillin! Apple is any homework on 100's of Miracle Drugs like Penicillin! Apple is any homework on 100's of Miracle Drugs like Penicillin! Apple is 
archiving all of Facebook, New England Journal of Medicine wants $1 archiving all of Facebook, New England Journal of Medicine wants $1 archiving all of Facebook, New England Journal of Medicine wants $1 archiving all of Facebook, New England Journal of Medicine wants $1 
Trillion in cash if you want to Archive all its medical articles and Trillion in cash if you want to Archive all its medical articles and Trillion in cash if you want to Archive all its medical articles and Trillion in cash if you want to Archive all its medical articles and 
crunch them at Los Alamos! crunch them at Los Alamos! crunch them at Los Alamos! crunch them at Los Alamos! 

12-3-13 Lockheed Martin Corporation: When What You Don’t “LEAK” Is 12-3-13 Lockheed Martin Corporation: When What You Don’t “LEAK” Is 12-3-13 Lockheed Martin Corporation: When What You Don’t “LEAK” Is 12-3-13 Lockheed Martin Corporation: When What You Don’t “LEAK” Is 
Holocaust II Holocaust II Holocaust II Holocaust II 

Mecca has free Medical Care, Detroit is going to be declared Bankrupt Mecca has free Medical Care, Detroit is going to be declared Bankrupt Mecca has free Medical Care, Detroit is going to be declared Bankrupt Mecca has free Medical Care, Detroit is going to be declared Bankrupt 
Today, but teens who know the ElectricWindmillCar has been suppressed Today, but teens who know the ElectricWindmillCar has been suppressed Today, but teens who know the ElectricWindmillCar has been suppressed Today, but teens who know the ElectricWindmillCar has been suppressed 
since 1980 know Mecca got Detroit's Godsend! Bush + Bush failure to get since 1980 know Mecca got Detroit's Godsend! Bush + Bush failure to get since 1980 know Mecca got Detroit's Godsend! Bush + Bush failure to get since 1980 know Mecca got Detroit's Godsend! Bush + Bush failure to get 
into Yale Medical School gave millions cancer, birth defects from SMOG into Yale Medical School gave millions cancer, birth defects from SMOG into Yale Medical School gave millions cancer, birth defects from SMOG into Yale Medical School gave millions cancer, birth defects from SMOG 
in your bloodstream when trillions of cells are dividing via DNA. Atoms in your bloodstream when trillions of cells are dividing via DNA. Atoms in your bloodstream when trillions of cells are dividing via DNA. Atoms in your bloodstream when trillions of cells are dividing via DNA. Atoms 
of poison SMOG cause DNA mutations! Yale Key West Medical School will of poison SMOG cause DNA mutations! Yale Key West Medical School will of poison SMOG cause DNA mutations! Yale Key West Medical School will of poison SMOG cause DNA mutations! Yale Key West Medical School will 
not tarnish the image of Key West, just the Observers who suppressed not tarnish the image of Key West, just the Observers who suppressed not tarnish the image of Key West, just the Observers who suppressed not tarnish the image of Key West, just the Observers who suppressed 
getting it built for the last 3 years! MD assembly line in Key West for getting it built for the last 3 years! MD assembly line in Key West for getting it built for the last 3 years! MD assembly line in Key West for getting it built for the last 3 years! MD assembly line in Key West for 
surgery will be a Key West Revolution Castro with his 100K MD's in South surgery will be a Key West Revolution Castro with his 100K MD's in South surgery will be a Key West Revolution Castro with his 100K MD's in South surgery will be a Key West Revolution Castro with his 100K MD's in South 
America will never ever get as much done! America will never ever get as much done! America will never ever get as much done! America will never ever get as much done! 

12-3-13 Lockheed Martin Corporation: When What You Don’t “LEAK” Is 12-3-13 Lockheed Martin Corporation: When What You Don’t “LEAK” Is 12-3-13 Lockheed Martin Corporation: When What You Don’t “LEAK” Is 12-3-13 Lockheed Martin Corporation: When What You Don’t “LEAK” Is 
Holocaust II Holocaust II Holocaust II Holocaust II 
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12-3-13 Lockheed Martin Corporation: When What You Don’t “LEAK” Is 12-3-13 Lockheed Martin Corporation: When What You Don’t “LEAK” Is 12-3-13 Lockheed Martin Corporation: When What You Don’t “LEAK” Is 12-3-13 Lockheed Martin Corporation: When What You Don’t “LEAK” Is 
Holocaust II Holocaust II Holocaust II Holocaust II 

12-2-13 Money... $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues since 1980, Saudi Kings 12-2-13 Money... $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues since 1980, Saudi Kings 12-2-13 Money... $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues since 1980, Saudi Kings 12-2-13 Money... $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues since 1980, Saudi Kings 
Sex Slaves, Rapes, Murders, Lies via “Clinton,” and Poison Gasoline Sex Slaves, Rapes, Murders, Lies via “Clinton,” and Poison Gasoline Sex Slaves, Rapes, Murders, Lies via “Clinton,” and Poison Gasoline Sex Slaves, Rapes, Murders, Lies via “Clinton,” and Poison Gasoline 
Exhaust: When What You Don’t “LEAK” Is Holocaust II Exhaust: When What You Don’t “LEAK” Is Holocaust II Exhaust: When What You Don’t “LEAK” Is Holocaust II Exhaust: When What You Don’t “LEAK” Is Holocaust II 

12-1-13 Lockheed Martin Corporation DOMINATES the 12-1-13 Lockheed Martin Corporation DOMINATES the 12-1-13 Lockheed Martin Corporation DOMINATES the 12-1-13 Lockheed Martin Corporation DOMINATES the 
ElectricWindmillCar, Rx Cure for Breast Cancer! ElectricWindmillCar, Rx Cure for Breast Cancer! ElectricWindmillCar, Rx Cure for Breast Cancer! ElectricWindmillCar, Rx Cure for Breast Cancer! 

12-1-13 Hydrogen burning process that dominates Lockheed 12-1-13 Hydrogen burning process that dominates Lockheed 12-1-13 Hydrogen burning process that dominates Lockheed 12-1-13 Hydrogen burning process that dominates Lockheed 
Innovation... JFK Super Aircraft Carrier with 10K Windmills on its deck Innovation... JFK Super Aircraft Carrier with 10K Windmills on its deck Innovation... JFK Super Aircraft Carrier with 10K Windmills on its deck Innovation... JFK Super Aircraft Carrier with 10K Windmills on its deck 
and 1 Trillion Cans of NASA made H at -254 C and 1 Trillion Cans of NASA made H at -254 C and 1 Trillion Cans of NASA made H at -254 C and 1 Trillion Cans of NASA made H at -254 C 

12-1-13 Lockheed Martin Corporation innovation with PURPOSE... 12-1-13 Lockheed Martin Corporation innovation with PURPOSE... 12-1-13 Lockheed Martin Corporation innovation with PURPOSE... 12-1-13 Lockheed Martin Corporation innovation with PURPOSE... 
getting the Israel Army to spend $1 Trillion on MIT "War Toys" invented getting the Israel Army to spend $1 Trillion on MIT "War Toys" invented getting the Israel Army to spend $1 Trillion on MIT "War Toys" invented getting the Israel Army to spend $1 Trillion on MIT "War Toys" invented 
at Lockheed. Medical Coverage for "Yearly Combat Deaths" of women at Lockheed. Medical Coverage for "Yearly Combat Deaths" of women at Lockheed. Medical Coverage for "Yearly Combat Deaths" of women at Lockheed. Medical Coverage for "Yearly Combat Deaths" of women 
from 1980 to 2014... 900 women via Breast Cancer! ALL DEAD + from 1980 to 2014... 900 women via Breast Cancer! ALL DEAD + from 1980 to 2014... 900 women via Breast Cancer! ALL DEAD + from 1980 to 2014... 900 women via Breast Cancer! ALL DEAD + 
Lockheed Martin @ Sandia Labs didn't cover this pre- existing "Cancer" Lockheed Martin @ Sandia Labs didn't cover this pre- existing "Cancer" Lockheed Martin @ Sandia Labs didn't cover this pre- existing "Cancer" Lockheed Martin @ Sandia Labs didn't cover this pre- existing "Cancer" 
under ObamaCare! No, No, No, Nancy can't have $1 Trillion under ObamaCare! No, No, No, Nancy can't have $1 Trillion under ObamaCare! No, No, No, Nancy can't have $1 Trillion under ObamaCare! No, No, No, Nancy can't have $1 Trillion 
confiscated from Saudi Arabia + Mecca for the Rx Overnight Miracle confiscated from Saudi Arabia + Mecca for the Rx Overnight Miracle confiscated from Saudi Arabia + Mecca for the Rx Overnight Miracle confiscated from Saudi Arabia + Mecca for the Rx Overnight Miracle 
Cure of Breast Cancer!!! Cure of Breast Cancer!!! Cure of Breast Cancer!!! Cure of Breast Cancer!!! 

12-1-13 Lockheed Martin Corporation innovation with PURPOSE... 12-1-13 Lockheed Martin Corporation innovation with PURPOSE... 12-1-13 Lockheed Martin Corporation innovation with PURPOSE... 12-1-13 Lockheed Martin Corporation innovation with PURPOSE... 
successful in suppressing the 1980 to 2014 Models of the successful in suppressing the 1980 to 2014 Models of the successful in suppressing the 1980 to 2014 Models of the successful in suppressing the 1980 to 2014 Models of the 
ElectricWindmillCar + Dr. Nancy from have $1 Trillion confiscated ElectricWindmillCar + Dr. Nancy from have $1 Trillion confiscated ElectricWindmillCar + Dr. Nancy from have $1 Trillion confiscated ElectricWindmillCar + Dr. Nancy from have $1 Trillion confiscated 
from Saudi Arabia + Mecca! For the "New Manhattan Project" Rx from Saudi Arabia + Mecca! For the "New Manhattan Project" Rx from Saudi Arabia + Mecca! For the "New Manhattan Project" Rx from Saudi Arabia + Mecca! For the "New Manhattan Project" Rx 
Overnight Breast Cancer Cure! Overnight Breast Cancer Cure! Overnight Breast Cancer Cure! Overnight Breast Cancer Cure! 

12-2-13 Money... $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues since 1980, Saudi Kings 12-2-13 Money... $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues since 1980, Saudi Kings 12-2-13 Money... $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues since 1980, Saudi Kings 12-2-13 Money... $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues since 1980, Saudi Kings 
Sex Slaves, Rapes, Murders, Lies via “Clinton,” and Poison Gasoline Sex Slaves, Rapes, Murders, Lies via “Clinton,” and Poison Gasoline Sex Slaves, Rapes, Murders, Lies via “Clinton,” and Poison Gasoline Sex Slaves, Rapes, Murders, Lies via “Clinton,” and Poison Gasoline 
Exhaust: When What You Don’t “LEAK” Is Holocaust II Exhaust: When What You Don’t “LEAK” Is Holocaust II Exhaust: When What You Don’t “LEAK” Is Holocaust II Exhaust: When What You Don’t “LEAK” Is Holocaust II 
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12-1-13 Lockheed Martin Corporation innovation with PURPOSE... 12-1-13 Lockheed Martin Corporation innovation with PURPOSE... 12-1-13 Lockheed Martin Corporation innovation with PURPOSE... 12-1-13 Lockheed Martin Corporation innovation with PURPOSE... 

12-1-13 Vaccination Inventions... "put it in the water! "No! No! No! Not 12-1-13 Vaccination Inventions... "put it in the water! "No! No! No! Not 12-1-13 Vaccination Inventions... "put it in the water! "No! No! No! Not 12-1-13 Vaccination Inventions... "put it in the water! "No! No! No! Not 
reinvented by Lockheed... for Dr. Nancy's Famous Quote... "if it works reinvented by Lockheed... for Dr. Nancy's Famous Quote... "if it works reinvented by Lockheed... for Dr. Nancy's Famous Quote... "if it works reinvented by Lockheed... for Dr. Nancy's Famous Quote... "if it works 
put it in the water!" put it in the water!" put it in the water!" put it in the water!" 

12-1-13 1 billion people drink dirty water today because of Lockheed's 12-1-13 1 billion people drink dirty water today because of Lockheed's 12-1-13 1 billion people drink dirty water today because of Lockheed's 12-1-13 1 billion people drink dirty water today because of Lockheed's 
innovations are paid for by the Pentagon Generals who put Polio innovations are paid for by the Pentagon Generals who put Polio innovations are paid for by the Pentagon Generals who put Polio innovations are paid for by the Pentagon Generals who put Polio 
Vaccine in H2O, who ordered WHO to Not put any Polio Vaccine in the Vaccine in H2O, who ordered WHO to Not put any Polio Vaccine in the Vaccine in H2O, who ordered WHO to Not put any Polio Vaccine in the Vaccine in H2O, who ordered WHO to Not put any Polio Vaccine in the 
water shot drop given to million kids! water shot drop given to million kids! water shot drop given to million kids! water shot drop given to million kids! 

12-1-13 No! No! No!New Vaccine in the "Water"... "Combat... Robots + 12-1-13 No! No! No!New Vaccine in the "Water"... "Combat... Robots + 12-1-13 No! No! No!New Vaccine in the "Water"... "Combat... Robots + 12-1-13 No! No! No!New Vaccine in the "Water"... "Combat... Robots + 
Ships for WW III - Not advanced apps accessories for the Ships for WW III - Not advanced apps accessories for the Ships for WW III - Not advanced apps accessories for the Ships for WW III - Not advanced apps accessories for the 
"ElectricWindmillCar!" "ElectricWindmillCar!" "ElectricWindmillCar!" "ElectricWindmillCar!" 

12-1-13 Google Glasses will lose to 4th generation iPhone5s 007 Spy as it 12-1-13 Google Glasses will lose to 4th generation iPhone5s 007 Spy as it 12-1-13 Google Glasses will lose to 4th generation iPhone5s 007 Spy as it 12-1-13 Google Glasses will lose to 4th generation iPhone5s 007 Spy as it 
can "Hear + See" everything and everyone in "Spy" app... Cardiac Arrest can "Hear + See" everything and everyone in "Spy" app... Cardiac Arrest can "Hear + See" everything and everyone in "Spy" app... Cardiac Arrest can "Hear + See" everything and everyone in "Spy" app... Cardiac Arrest 
until you wake it up out of sight. until you wake it up out of sight. until you wake it up out of sight. until you wake it up out of sight. 

12-1-13 4th generation iPhone5s 007 Spy records everything, every cell 12-1-13 4th generation iPhone5s 007 Spy records everything, every cell 12-1-13 4th generation iPhone5s 007 Spy records everything, every cell 12-1-13 4th generation iPhone5s 007 Spy records everything, every cell 
call and everything overheard in the conference room or living room call and everything overheard in the conference room or living room call and everything overheard in the conference room or living room call and everything overheard in the conference room or living room 
with its super mic app. More than just a Dash Cam app, a Google Glasses with its super mic app. More than just a Dash Cam app, a Google Glasses with its super mic app. More than just a Dash Cam app, a Google Glasses with its super mic app. More than just a Dash Cam app, a Google Glasses 
you will not be kicked out of StarBucks making the same recordings! you will not be kicked out of StarBucks making the same recordings! you will not be kicked out of StarBucks making the same recordings! you will not be kicked out of StarBucks making the same recordings! 

12-1-13 Laws make by 100 Senators not to record Phone Calls when they 12-1-13 Laws make by 100 Senators not to record Phone Calls when they 12-1-13 Laws make by 100 Senators not to record Phone Calls when they 12-1-13 Laws make by 100 Senators not to record Phone Calls when they 
were Paying Verizon Billions to record all cell calls... and failed to were Paying Verizon Billions to record all cell calls... and failed to were Paying Verizon Billions to record all cell calls... and failed to were Paying Verizon Billions to record all cell calls... and failed to 
order Verizon Amber Alert calls to Mom who dropped her baby off at order Verizon Amber Alert calls to Mom who dropped her baby off at order Verizon Amber Alert calls to Mom who dropped her baby off at order Verizon Amber Alert calls to Mom who dropped her baby off at 
Day Care to die of Whooping Cough or the flu. Day Care to die of Whooping Cough or the flu. Day Care to die of Whooping Cough or the flu. Day Care to die of Whooping Cough or the flu. 

12-1-13 Lockheed Martin Corporation innovation with PURPOSE... 12-1-13 Lockheed Martin Corporation innovation with PURPOSE... 12-1-13 Lockheed Martin Corporation innovation with PURPOSE... 12-1-13 Lockheed Martin Corporation innovation with PURPOSE... 
honors "Homeless" women ! honors "Homeless" women ! honors "Homeless" women ! honors "Homeless" women ! 

12-1-13 "Innovation" at Lockheed that let "Poison Gasoline Exhaust" 12-1-13 "Innovation" at Lockheed that let "Poison Gasoline Exhaust" 12-1-13 "Innovation" at Lockheed that let "Poison Gasoline Exhaust" 12-1-13 "Innovation" at Lockheed that let "Poison Gasoline Exhaust" 
kill millions World Wide kill millions World Wide kill millions World Wide kill millions World Wide 

12-1-13 "Innovation" at Lockheed that let 100 kids die left in a Hot Car 12-1-13 "Innovation" at Lockheed that let 100 kids die left in a Hot Car 12-1-13 "Innovation" at Lockheed that let 100 kids die left in a Hot Car 12-1-13 "Innovation" at Lockheed that let 100 kids die left in a Hot Car 
in the Summer of 2013. in the Summer of 2013. in the Summer of 2013. in the Summer of 2013. 
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12-1-13 Lockheed Innovation that let Mexican Nanny + Day Care 12-1-13 Lockheed Innovation that let Mexican Nanny + Day Care 12-1-13 Lockheed Innovation that let Mexican Nanny + Day Care 12-1-13 Lockheed Innovation that let Mexican Nanny + Day Care 
workers refuse the flu and Whooping Cough Vaccinations. workers refuse the flu and Whooping Cough Vaccinations. workers refuse the flu and Whooping Cough Vaccinations. workers refuse the flu and Whooping Cough Vaccinations. 

12-1-13 Vaccination Inventions not reinvented by Lockheed... for Dr. 12-1-13 Vaccination Inventions not reinvented by Lockheed... for Dr. 12-1-13 Vaccination Inventions not reinvented by Lockheed... for Dr. 12-1-13 Vaccination Inventions not reinvented by Lockheed... for Dr. 
Nancy's Famous Quote... "if it works put it in the water!" 1 billion people Nancy's Famous Quote... "if it works put it in the water!" 1 billion people Nancy's Famous Quote... "if it works put it in the water!" 1 billion people Nancy's Famous Quote... "if it works put it in the water!" 1 billion people 
drink dirty water today because of Lockheed's innovations are paid for drink dirty water today because of Lockheed's innovations are paid for drink dirty water today because of Lockheed's innovations are paid for drink dirty water today because of Lockheed's innovations are paid for 
by the Pentagon Generals! by the Pentagon Generals! by the Pentagon Generals! by the Pentagon Generals! 

12-1-13 Bill + Melinda honored women with "Condom" invention 12-1-13 Bill + Melinda honored women with "Condom" invention 12-1-13 Bill + Melinda honored women with "Condom" invention 12-1-13 Bill + Melinda honored women with "Condom" invention 
grants of $100K for a total of several million dollars! grants of $100K for a total of several million dollars! grants of $100K for a total of several million dollars! grants of $100K for a total of several million dollars! 

12-1-13 "Women" God's best invention 12-1-13 "Women" God's best invention 12-1-13 "Women" God's best invention 12-1-13 "Women" God's best invention 

12-1-13 JFK's daughter Caroline Kennedy was to be... God's best 12-1-13 JFK's daughter Caroline Kennedy was to be... God's best 12-1-13 JFK's daughter Caroline Kennedy was to be... God's best 12-1-13 JFK's daughter Caroline Kennedy was to be... God's best 
invention to "Leak" the "ElectricWindmillCar!" invention to "Leak" the "ElectricWindmillCar!" invention to "Leak" the "ElectricWindmillCar!" invention to "Leak" the "ElectricWindmillCar!" 

12-1-13 Lockheed Martin Corporation owns Sandia National 12-1-13 Lockheed Martin Corporation owns Sandia National 12-1-13 Lockheed Martin Corporation owns Sandia National 12-1-13 Lockheed Martin Corporation owns Sandia National 
Laboratories Laboratories Laboratories Laboratories 

12-1-13 Lockheed Martin Corporation innovation with PURPOSE... 12-1-13 Lockheed Martin Corporation innovation with PURPOSE... 12-1-13 Lockheed Martin Corporation innovation with PURPOSE... 12-1-13 Lockheed Martin Corporation innovation with PURPOSE... 
honor women ! honor women ! honor women ! honor women ! 

12-1-13 Summa Cum Lauders from the University of Central Florida 12-1-13 Summa Cum Lauders from the University of Central Florida 12-1-13 Summa Cum Lauders from the University of Central Florida 12-1-13 Summa Cum Lauders from the University of Central Florida 
NOT God's best invention to "Leak" the "ElectricWindmillCar!" NOT God's best invention to "Leak" the "ElectricWindmillCar!" NOT God's best invention to "Leak" the "ElectricWindmillCar!" NOT God's best invention to "Leak" the "ElectricWindmillCar!" 

12-1-13 2007 Israel, 900 Breast Cancer Dead... 1980 to 2014 every year 12-1-13 2007 Israel, 900 Breast Cancer Dead... 1980 to 2014 every year 12-1-13 2007 Israel, 900 Breast Cancer Dead... 1980 to 2014 every year 12-1-13 2007 Israel, 900 Breast Cancer Dead... 1980 to 2014 every year 
900 Breast Cancer Deaths! 900 Breast Cancer Deaths! 900 Breast Cancer Deaths! 900 Breast Cancer Deaths! 

12-1-13 900 Breast Cancer Death NOT recognized by Lockheed Martin! 12-1-13 900 Breast Cancer Death NOT recognized by Lockheed Martin! 12-1-13 900 Breast Cancer Death NOT recognized by Lockheed Martin! 12-1-13 900 Breast Cancer Death NOT recognized by Lockheed Martin! 

12-1-13 "Woman" God's best invention as she will shine like Proxima 12-1-13 "Woman" God's best invention as she will shine like Proxima 12-1-13 "Woman" God's best invention as she will shine like Proxima 12-1-13 "Woman" God's best invention as she will shine like Proxima 
Centauri as your "Soul Mate" for at least 4 Trillion years... into infinite Centauri as your "Soul Mate" for at least 4 Trillion years... into infinite Centauri as your "Soul Mate" for at least 4 Trillion years... into infinite Centauri as your "Soul Mate" for at least 4 Trillion years... into infinite 
Space! Space! Space! Space! 

12-1-13 Lockheed Martin Corporation recognized her as the "senior" 12-1-13 Lockheed Martin Corporation recognized her as the "senior" 12-1-13 Lockheed Martin Corporation recognized her as the "senior" 12-1-13 Lockheed Martin Corporation recognized her as the "senior" 
subcontracts manager, This being her career accomplishment." subcontracts manager, This being her career accomplishment." subcontracts manager, This being her career accomplishment." subcontracts manager, This being her career accomplishment." 

12-1-13 "1,001 Invention Projects" are well know at Sandia Labs and 12-1-13 "1,001 Invention Projects" are well know at Sandia Labs and 12-1-13 "1,001 Invention Projects" are well know at Sandia Labs and 12-1-13 "1,001 Invention Projects" are well know at Sandia Labs and 
Sandia Labs are owned by Lockheed. This being her career Sandia Labs are owned by Lockheed. This being her career Sandia Labs are owned by Lockheed. This being her career Sandia Labs are owned by Lockheed. This being her career 
accomplishment, at Lockheed because 1,001 Invention Projects were accomplishment, at Lockheed because 1,001 Invention Projects were accomplishment, at Lockheed because 1,001 Invention Projects were accomplishment, at Lockheed because 1,001 Invention Projects were 
deleted by Bill + Melinda for 84 Condom Inventions Bill + Melinda deleted by Bill + Melinda for 84 Condom Inventions Bill + Melinda deleted by Bill + Melinda for 84 Condom Inventions Bill + Melinda deleted by Bill + Melinda for 84 Condom Inventions Bill + Melinda 
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paid for with $100K each before they were even manufactured! paid for with $100K each before they were even manufactured! paid for with $100K each before they were even manufactured! paid for with $100K each before they were even manufactured! 

12-1-13 Bush would say you do the math, why didn't "She" get even 1 12-1-13 Bush would say you do the math, why didn't "She" get even 1 12-1-13 Bush would say you do the math, why didn't "She" get even 1 12-1-13 Bush would say you do the math, why didn't "She" get even 1 
invention? invention? invention? invention? 

12-1-13 Bush's daughter was on the Today Show Friday and had the 12-1-13 Bush's daughter was on the Today Show Friday and had the 12-1-13 Bush's daughter was on the Today Show Friday and had the 12-1-13 Bush's daughter was on the Today Show Friday and had the 
comment all she ate was a "Cheese Cube" other women had a comment comment all she ate was a "Cheese Cube" other women had a comment comment all she ate was a "Cheese Cube" other women had a comment comment all she ate was a "Cheese Cube" other women had a comment 
about Pizza Hut why do we need Pizza on Thanksgiving Day? Dr. about Pizza Hut why do we need Pizza on Thanksgiving Day? Dr. about Pizza Hut why do we need Pizza on Thanksgiving Day? Dr. about Pizza Hut why do we need Pizza on Thanksgiving Day? Dr. 
Nancy was not invited into this conversation as if she was Dr. Nancy Nancy was not invited into this conversation as if she was Dr. Nancy Nancy was not invited into this conversation as if she was Dr. Nancy Nancy was not invited into this conversation as if she was Dr. Nancy 
would tell these 2 women and millions of other women Pizza is the #1 would tell these 2 women and millions of other women Pizza is the #1 would tell these 2 women and millions of other women Pizza is the #1 would tell these 2 women and millions of other women Pizza is the #1 
cause of Heart Attacks and Cardiac Arrest... And cholesterol fuels cause of Heart Attacks and Cardiac Arrest... And cholesterol fuels cause of Heart Attacks and Cardiac Arrest... And cholesterol fuels cause of Heart Attacks and Cardiac Arrest... And cholesterol fuels 
Breast Cancer!!! Breast Cancer!!! Breast Cancer!!! Breast Cancer!!! 

12-1-13 Do a Google Search on lipoproteins, cholesterol how they fuel 12-1-13 Do a Google Search on lipoproteins, cholesterol how they fuel 12-1-13 Do a Google Search on lipoproteins, cholesterol how they fuel 12-1-13 Do a Google Search on lipoproteins, cholesterol how they fuel 
Breast Cancer to go faster! Breast Cancer to go faster! Breast Cancer to go faster! Breast Cancer to go faster! 

12-1-13 Jenna Welch Bush Hager born November 25, 1981. One year 12-1-13 Jenna Welch Bush Hager born November 25, 1981. One year 12-1-13 Jenna Welch Bush Hager born November 25, 1981. One year 12-1-13 Jenna Welch Bush Hager born November 25, 1981. One year 
after the invention of the ElectricWindmillCar. Fuel Bush + Bush feed after the invention of the ElectricWindmillCar. Fuel Bush + Bush feed after the invention of the ElectricWindmillCar. Fuel Bush + Bush feed after the invention of the ElectricWindmillCar. Fuel Bush + Bush feed 
her will lead us to WW III over Texas Oil Revenues of $177 Trillion since her will lead us to WW III over Texas Oil Revenues of $177 Trillion since her will lead us to WW III over Texas Oil Revenues of $177 Trillion since her will lead us to WW III over Texas Oil Revenues of $177 Trillion since 
1980. 1980. 1980. 1980. 

12-1-13 WW III successful in that Dr. Nancy can have $1 Trillion 12-1-13 WW III successful in that Dr. Nancy can have $1 Trillion 12-1-13 WW III successful in that Dr. Nancy can have $1 Trillion 12-1-13 WW III successful in that Dr. Nancy can have $1 Trillion 
confiscated from Saudi Arabia + Mecca! For the New Manhattan Project confiscated from Saudi Arabia + Mecca! For the New Manhattan Project confiscated from Saudi Arabia + Mecca! For the New Manhattan Project confiscated from Saudi Arabia + Mecca! For the New Manhattan Project 
to get the Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer. to get the Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer. to get the Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer. to get the Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer. 

12-1-13 "ElectricWindmillCar not recognized in 1980 with the 12-1-13 "ElectricWindmillCar not recognized in 1980 with the 12-1-13 "ElectricWindmillCar not recognized in 1980 with the 12-1-13 "ElectricWindmillCar not recognized in 1980 with the 
President! Not recognized by women who graduated Summa Cum President! Not recognized by women who graduated Summa Cum President! Not recognized by women who graduated Summa Cum President! Not recognized by women who graduated Summa Cum 
Lauders from the University of Central Florida in 2013. Lauders from the University of Central Florida in 2013. Lauders from the University of Central Florida in 2013. Lauders from the University of Central Florida in 2013. 

12-1-13 Summa Cum Lauds from the University of Central Florida! 12-1-13 Summa Cum Lauds from the University of Central Florida! 12-1-13 Summa Cum Lauds from the University of Central Florida! 12-1-13 Summa Cum Lauds from the University of Central Florida! 

12-1-12 Why didn't "She" get even 1 invention? Out of "1,001 Invention 12-1-12 Why didn't "She" get even 1 invention? Out of "1,001 Invention 12-1-12 Why didn't "She" get even 1 invention? Out of "1,001 Invention 12-1-12 Why didn't "She" get even 1 invention? Out of "1,001 Invention 
Projects" Projects" Projects" Projects" 

12-1-13 Israel Sisters + Mothers of the 900 Breast Cancer Dead in 2013 12-1-13 Israel Sisters + Mothers of the 900 Breast Cancer Dead in 2013 12-1-13 Israel Sisters + Mothers of the 900 Breast Cancer Dead in 2013 12-1-13 Israel Sisters + Mothers of the 900 Breast Cancer Dead in 2013 
Why didn't "She" get $1 Trillions for the New Manhattan Project to get Why didn't "She" get $1 Trillions for the New Manhattan Project to get Why didn't "She" get $1 Trillions for the New Manhattan Project to get Why didn't "She" get $1 Trillions for the New Manhattan Project to get 
the Rx Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer? the Rx Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer? the Rx Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer? the Rx Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer? 

12-1-13 Jenna Welch Bush Hager born November 25, 1981, Why didn't 12-1-13 Jenna Welch Bush Hager born November 25, 1981, Why didn't 12-1-13 Jenna Welch Bush Hager born November 25, 1981, Why didn't 12-1-13 Jenna Welch Bush Hager born November 25, 1981, Why didn't 
"She" "Leak" the Rx Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer? "She" "Leak" the Rx Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer? "She" "Leak" the Rx Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer? "She" "Leak" the Rx Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer? 
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12-1-13 Jenna Welch Bush Hager born November 25, 1981. Why didn't 12-1-13 Jenna Welch Bush Hager born November 25, 1981. Why didn't 12-1-13 Jenna Welch Bush Hager born November 25, 1981. Why didn't 12-1-13 Jenna Welch Bush Hager born November 25, 1981. Why didn't 
"900 Women" get 1 invention for the Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle "900 Women" get 1 invention for the Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle "900 Women" get 1 invention for the Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle "900 Women" get 1 invention for the Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle 
Cure for Breast Cancer via Summa Cum Lauders from the University of Cure for Breast Cancer via Summa Cum Lauders from the University of Cure for Breast Cancer via Summa Cum Lauders from the University of Cure for Breast Cancer via Summa Cum Lauders from the University of 
Central Florida! Central Florida! Central Florida! Central Florida! 

12=1=13 Because Bush + Bush + Bill + Melinda are doing the math in 12=1=13 Because Bush + Bush + Bill + Melinda are doing the math in 12=1=13 Because Bush + Bush + Bill + Melinda are doing the math in 12=1=13 Because Bush + Bush + Bill + Melinda are doing the math in 
Saudi Arabia + Mecca! Saudi Arabia + Mecca! Saudi Arabia + Mecca! Saudi Arabia + Mecca! 

12-1-13 "Homeless" in Mecca should be the dominate News story not 11K 12-1-13 "Homeless" in Mecca should be the dominate News story not 11K 12-1-13 "Homeless" in Mecca should be the dominate News story not 11K 12-1-13 "Homeless" in Mecca should be the dominate News story not 11K 
Saudi workers abused, raped, killed on Live Tv Numb Nuts Dictators Saudi workers abused, raped, killed on Live Tv Numb Nuts Dictators Saudi workers abused, raped, killed on Live Tv Numb Nuts Dictators Saudi workers abused, raped, killed on Live Tv Numb Nuts Dictators 
watch all the time. watch all the time. watch all the time. watch all the time. 

12-1-13 Jenna Welch Bush Hager born November 25, 1981. In Mecca she 12-1-13 Jenna Welch Bush Hager born November 25, 1981. In Mecca she 12-1-13 Jenna Welch Bush Hager born November 25, 1981. In Mecca she 12-1-13 Jenna Welch Bush Hager born November 25, 1981. In Mecca she 
can't drive a ElectricWindmillcar! can't drive a ElectricWindmillcar! can't drive a ElectricWindmillcar! can't drive a ElectricWindmillcar! 

12-1-13 Jenna Welch Bush Hager born November 25, 1981. No! No! No! 12-1-13 Jenna Welch Bush Hager born November 25, 1981. No! No! No! 12-1-13 Jenna Welch Bush Hager born November 25, 1981. No! No! No! 12-1-13 Jenna Welch Bush Hager born November 25, 1981. No! No! No! 
"Women in Combat..." WW III is fought over the Rx Overnight Miracle "Women in Combat..." WW III is fought over the Rx Overnight Miracle "Women in Combat..." WW III is fought over the Rx Overnight Miracle "Women in Combat..." WW III is fought over the Rx Overnight Miracle 
Cure for Breast Cancer a "New Manhattan Project" lead by Dr. Nancy Cure for Breast Cancer a "New Manhattan Project" lead by Dr. Nancy Cure for Breast Cancer a "New Manhattan Project" lead by Dr. Nancy Cure for Breast Cancer a "New Manhattan Project" lead by Dr. Nancy 
Oppenheimer with the use of all Los Alamos Super Computers and a $1 Oppenheimer with the use of all Los Alamos Super Computers and a $1 Oppenheimer with the use of all Los Alamos Super Computers and a $1 Oppenheimer with the use of all Los Alamos Super Computers and a $1 
Trillion dollar budget, money confiscated from Saudi Arabia + Mecca! Trillion dollar budget, money confiscated from Saudi Arabia + Mecca! Trillion dollar budget, money confiscated from Saudi Arabia + Mecca! Trillion dollar budget, money confiscated from Saudi Arabia + Mecca! 

12-1-13 Jenna Welch Bush Hager born November 25, 1981. "Poison 12-1-13 Jenna Welch Bush Hager born November 25, 1981. "Poison 12-1-13 Jenna Welch Bush Hager born November 25, 1981. "Poison 12-1-13 Jenna Welch Bush Hager born November 25, 1981. "Poison 
Gasoline Exhaust" would have been history in her Yale History Classes! Gasoline Exhaust" would have been history in her Yale History Classes! Gasoline Exhaust" would have been history in her Yale History Classes! Gasoline Exhaust" would have been history in her Yale History Classes! 

12-1-13 Jenna Welch Bush Hager born November 25, 1981. Observers, 12-1-13 Jenna Welch Bush Hager born November 25, 1981. Observers, 12-1-13 Jenna Welch Bush Hager born November 25, 1981. Observers, 12-1-13 Jenna Welch Bush Hager born November 25, 1981. Observers, 
please tell her High cholesterol fuels the growth and spread of breast please tell her High cholesterol fuels the growth and spread of breast please tell her High cholesterol fuels the growth and spread of breast please tell her High cholesterol fuels the growth and spread of breast 
cancer cancer cancer cancer 

12-1-13 Proxima Centauri is a red dwarf and a flare star that will 12-1-13 Proxima Centauri is a red dwarf and a flare star that will 12-1-13 Proxima Centauri is a red dwarf and a flare star that will 12-1-13 Proxima Centauri is a red dwarf and a flare star that will 
shine for 4 Trillion more years! shine for 4 Trillion more years! shine for 4 Trillion more years! shine for 4 Trillion more years! 

12-1-13 mixing of the fuel at Proxima Centauri's core through 12-1-13 mixing of the fuel at Proxima Centauri's core through 12-1-13 mixing of the fuel at Proxima Centauri's core through 12-1-13 mixing of the fuel at Proxima Centauri's core through 
convection and the star's relatively low energy-production rate suggest convection and the star's relatively low energy-production rate suggest convection and the star's relatively low energy-production rate suggest convection and the star's relatively low energy-production rate suggest 
that it will be a main-sequence star for another four trillion years,or that it will be a main-sequence star for another four trillion years,or that it will be a main-sequence star for another four trillion years,or that it will be a main-sequence star for another four trillion years,or 
nearly 300 times the current age of the universe. nearly 300 times the current age of the universe. nearly 300 times the current age of the universe. nearly 300 times the current age of the universe. 

12-1-13 20 of the next 30 nearest stars are red dwarfs and they make up 12-1-13 20 of the next 30 nearest stars are red dwarfs and they make up 12-1-13 20 of the next 30 nearest stars are red dwarfs and they make up 12-1-13 20 of the next 30 nearest stars are red dwarfs and they make up 
3/4 of the stars in our galaxy. 3/4 of the stars in our galaxy. 3/4 of the stars in our galaxy. 3/4 of the stars in our galaxy. 

12-1-13 Stellar models indicate that red dwarfs with less than 35% of 12-1-13 Stellar models indicate that red dwarfs with less than 35% of 12-1-13 Stellar models indicate that red dwarfs with less than 35% of 12-1-13 Stellar models indicate that red dwarfs with less than 35% of 
the Sun's mass are fully convective. the Sun's mass are fully convective. the Sun's mass are fully convective. the Sun's mass are fully convective. 
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12-1-13 Hence the helium produced by the thermonuclear fusion of 12-1-13 Hence the helium produced by the thermonuclear fusion of 12-1-13 Hence the helium produced by the thermonuclear fusion of 12-1-13 Hence the helium produced by the thermonuclear fusion of 
hydrogen is constantly remixed throughout the star, avoiding a hydrogen is constantly remixed throughout the star, avoiding a hydrogen is constantly remixed throughout the star, avoiding a hydrogen is constantly remixed throughout the star, avoiding a 
buildup at the core. Red dwarfs therefore develop very slowly, having a buildup at the core. Red dwarfs therefore develop very slowly, having a buildup at the core. Red dwarfs therefore develop very slowly, having a buildup at the core. Red dwarfs therefore develop very slowly, having a 
constant luminosity and spectral type for, in theory, some trillions of constant luminosity and spectral type for, in theory, some trillions of constant luminosity and spectral type for, in theory, some trillions of constant luminosity and spectral type for, in theory, some trillions of 
years, until their fuel is depleted. Because of the comparatively short years, until their fuel is depleted. Because of the comparatively short years, until their fuel is depleted. Because of the comparatively short years, until their fuel is depleted. Because of the comparatively short 
age of the universe, no red dwarfs of advanced age of the universe, no red dwarfs of advanced age of the universe, no red dwarfs of advanced age of the universe, no red dwarfs of advanced 

12-1-13 Energy is generated in a red dwarf in the same way that it is 12-1-13 Energy is generated in a red dwarf in the same way that it is 12-1-13 Energy is generated in a red dwarf in the same way that it is 12-1-13 Energy is generated in a red dwarf in the same way that it is 
in the Sun, namely through the fusion of hydrogen into helium. in the Sun, namely through the fusion of hydrogen into helium. in the Sun, namely through the fusion of hydrogen into helium. in the Sun, namely through the fusion of hydrogen into helium. 
Because of their lower mass and core temperature, though, the rate of Because of their lower mass and core temperature, though, the rate of Because of their lower mass and core temperature, though, the rate of Because of their lower mass and core temperature, though, the rate of 
nuclear fusion is much less, and thus they emit a smaller amount of nuclear fusion is much less, and thus they emit a smaller amount of nuclear fusion is much less, and thus they emit a smaller amount of nuclear fusion is much less, and thus they emit a smaller amount of 
light. Even the largest red dwarfs emit only 10% of the Sun’s light, while light. Even the largest red dwarfs emit only 10% of the Sun’s light, while light. Even the largest red dwarfs emit only 10% of the Sun’s light, while light. Even the largest red dwarfs emit only 10% of the Sun’s light, while 
the smallest have just one ten thousandth of the Sun’s luminosity. In all the smallest have just one ten thousandth of the Sun’s luminosity. In all the smallest have just one ten thousandth of the Sun’s luminosity. In all the smallest have just one ten thousandth of the Sun’s luminosity. In all 
stars energy from the core is radiated out from the surface through a stars energy from the core is radiated out from the surface through a stars energy from the core is radiated out from the surface through a stars energy from the core is radiated out from the surface through a 
process known as convection, losing a large amount of mass in the process known as convection, losing a large amount of mass in the process known as convection, losing a large amount of mass in the process known as convection, losing a large amount of mass in the 
process. Red dwarfs, on the other hand, are fully convective. This means process. Red dwarfs, on the other hand, are fully convective. This means process. Red dwarfs, on the other hand, are fully convective. This means process. Red dwarfs, on the other hand, are fully convective. This means 
helium does not accumulate at the core, and the stars can continue to helium does not accumulate at the core, and the stars can continue to helium does not accumulate at the core, and the stars can continue to helium does not accumulate at the core, and the stars can continue to 
burn hydrogen for a much longer time than other stars burn hydrogen for a much longer time than other stars burn hydrogen for a much longer time than other stars burn hydrogen for a much longer time than other stars 

12-1-13 Hydrogen burning process that dominates inside a star is 12-1-13 Hydrogen burning process that dominates inside a star is 12-1-13 Hydrogen burning process that dominates inside a star is 12-1-13 Hydrogen burning process that dominates inside a star is 
determined by the temperature! determined by the temperature! determined by the temperature! determined by the temperature! 

12-1-13 Hydrogen burning process that dominates at Sandia 12-1-13 Hydrogen burning process that dominates at Sandia 12-1-13 Hydrogen burning process that dominates at Sandia 12-1-13 Hydrogen burning process that dominates at Sandia 
Corporation, when a owned subsidiary of AT&T Corporation, managed Corporation, when a owned subsidiary of AT&T Corporation, managed Corporation, when a owned subsidiary of AT&T Corporation, managed Corporation, when a owned subsidiary of AT&T Corporation, managed 
and operated the laboratory until October 1993. The United States and operated the laboratory until October 1993. The United States and operated the laboratory until October 1993. The United States and operated the laboratory until October 1993. The United States 
Congress designated Sandia Laboratories as a National laboratory in Congress designated Sandia Laboratories as a National laboratory in Congress designated Sandia Laboratories as a National laboratory in Congress designated Sandia Laboratories as a National laboratory in 
1979. 1979. 1979. 1979. 

12-1-13 Hydrogen burning process that dominates Today, Sandia 12-1-13 Hydrogen burning process that dominates Today, Sandia 12-1-13 Hydrogen burning process that dominates Today, Sandia 12-1-13 Hydrogen burning process that dominates Today, Sandia 
National Laboratories (SNL) is managed and operated by Sandia National Laboratories (SNL) is managed and operated by Sandia National Laboratories (SNL) is managed and operated by Sandia National Laboratories (SNL) is managed and operated by Sandia 
Corporation, a wholly owned subsidiary of Lockheed Martin Corporation, a wholly owned subsidiary of Lockheed Martin Corporation, a wholly owned subsidiary of Lockheed Martin Corporation, a wholly owned subsidiary of Lockheed Martin 
Corporation, and includes government-owned facilities in Corporation, and includes government-owned facilities in Corporation, and includes government-owned facilities in Corporation, and includes government-owned facilities in 
Albuquerque, New Mexico (SNL/NM); Livermore, California (SNL/CA); Albuquerque, New Mexico (SNL/NM); Livermore, California (SNL/CA); Albuquerque, New Mexico (SNL/NM); Livermore, California (SNL/CA); Albuquerque, New Mexico (SNL/NM); Livermore, California (SNL/CA); 
Tonopah, Nevada; and Kauai, Hawaii. SNL/NM is headquarters and Tonopah, Nevada; and Kauai, Hawaii. SNL/NM is headquarters and Tonopah, Nevada; and Kauai, Hawaii. SNL/NM is headquarters and Tonopah, Nevada; and Kauai, Hawaii. SNL/NM is headquarters and 
the largest laboratory, employing more than 6,600 employees. the largest laboratory, employing more than 6,600 employees. the largest laboratory, employing more than 6,600 employees. the largest laboratory, employing more than 6,600 employees. 

12-1-13 Hydrogen burning process that dominates Lockheed 12-1-13 Hydrogen burning process that dominates Lockheed 12-1-13 Hydrogen burning process that dominates Lockheed 12-1-13 Hydrogen burning process that dominates Lockheed 
Innovation... JFK Super Aircraft Carrier with 10K Windmills on its deck Innovation... JFK Super Aircraft Carrier with 10K Windmills on its deck Innovation... JFK Super Aircraft Carrier with 10K Windmills on its deck Innovation... JFK Super Aircraft Carrier with 10K Windmills on its deck 
and 1 Trillion Cans of NASA made H at -254 C and 1 Trillion Cans of NASA made H at -254 C and 1 Trillion Cans of NASA made H at -254 C and 1 Trillion Cans of NASA made H at -254 C 

12-1-13 Hydrogen burning process that dominates Lockheed 12-1-13 Hydrogen burning process that dominates Lockheed 12-1-13 Hydrogen burning process that dominates Lockheed 12-1-13 Hydrogen burning process that dominates Lockheed 
Innovation... JFK Super Aircraft Carrier with 10K Windmills on its deck Innovation... JFK Super Aircraft Carrier with 10K Windmills on its deck Innovation... JFK Super Aircraft Carrier with 10K Windmills on its deck Innovation... JFK Super Aircraft Carrier with 10K Windmills on its deck 
and 1 Trillion Cans of NASA made H at -254 C and 1 Trillion Cans of NASA made H at -254 C and 1 Trillion Cans of NASA made H at -254 C and 1 Trillion Cans of NASA made H at -254 C 
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12-1-13 Lockheed Martin Corporation DOMINATES the 12-1-13 Lockheed Martin Corporation DOMINATES the 12-1-13 Lockheed Martin Corporation DOMINATES the 12-1-13 Lockheed Martin Corporation DOMINATES the 
ElectricWindmillCar, Rx Cure for Breast Cancer! ElectricWindmillCar, Rx Cure for Breast Cancer! ElectricWindmillCar, Rx Cure for Breast Cancer! ElectricWindmillCar, Rx Cure for Breast Cancer! 

12-1-13 Hydrogen burning process that dominates Lockheed 12-1-13 Hydrogen burning process that dominates Lockheed 12-1-13 Hydrogen burning process that dominates Lockheed 12-1-13 Hydrogen burning process that dominates Lockheed 
Innovation... JFK Super Aircraft Carrier with 10K Windmills on its deck Innovation... JFK Super Aircraft Carrier with 10K Windmills on its deck Innovation... JFK Super Aircraft Carrier with 10K Windmills on its deck Innovation... JFK Super Aircraft Carrier with 10K Windmills on its deck 
and 1 Trillion Cans of NASA made H at -254 C and 1 Trillion Cans of NASA made H at -254 C and 1 Trillion Cans of NASA made H at -254 C and 1 Trillion Cans of NASA made H at -254 C 

12-1-13 Lockheed Martin Corporation innovation with PURPOSE... 12-1-13 Lockheed Martin Corporation innovation with PURPOSE... 12-1-13 Lockheed Martin Corporation innovation with PURPOSE... 12-1-13 Lockheed Martin Corporation innovation with PURPOSE... 

Proxima Centauri Alpha 4.3 light years Proxima Centauri Alpha 4.3 light years Proxima Centauri Alpha 4.3 light years Proxima Centauri Alpha 4.3 light years 

Rigil Kentaurus Alpha 4.3 Rigil Kentaurus Alpha 4.3 Rigil Kentaurus Alpha 4.3 Rigil Kentaurus Alpha 4.3 

Alpha Centauri B 4.3 Alpha Centauri B 4.3 Alpha Centauri B 4.3 Alpha Centauri B 4.3 

Barnard's Star 5.9 light years Barnard's Star 5.9 light years Barnard's Star 5.9 light years Barnard's Star 5.9 light years 

Wolf 359 7.6 Wolf 359 7.6 Wolf 359 7.6 Wolf 359 7.6 

Lalande 21185 8.1 light years Lalande 21185 8.1 light years Lalande 21185 8.1 light years Lalande 21185 8.1 light years 

Sirius A 8.6 light years Sirius A 8.6 light years Sirius A 8.6 light years Sirius A 8.6 light years 

Sirius B 8.6 Sirius B 8.6 Sirius B 8.6 Sirius B 8.6 

Luyten726-8A 8.9 light years Luyten726-8A 8.9 light years Luyten726-8A 8.9 light years Luyten726-8A 8.9 light years 

Luyten 726-8B 8.9 Luyten 726-8B 8.9 Luyten 726-8B 8.9 Luyten 726-8B 8.9 

Ross 154 9.4 Ross 154 9.4 Ross 154 9.4 Ross 154 9.4 

Ross248 10.3 Ross248 10.3 Ross248 10.3 Ross248 10.3 
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Epsilon Eridani 10.7 light years Epsilon Eridani 10.7 light years Epsilon Eridani 10.7 light years Epsilon Eridani 10.7 light years 

Luyten 789-6 10.8 Luyten 789-6 10.8 Luyten 789-6 10.8 Luyten 789-6 10.8 

Ross 128 10.8 light years Ross 128 10.8 light years Ross 128 10.8 light years Ross 128 10.8 light years 

New ----- New YouTube I Just Made -- CLICK HERE * * * New ----- New YouTube I Just Made -- CLICK HERE * * * New ----- New YouTube I Just Made -- CLICK HERE * * * New ----- New YouTube I Just Made -- CLICK HERE * * * 

Greg Buell ON YouTube Video ------------ GREG'S 1ST VIDEO HERE ! Greg Buell ON YouTube Video ------------ GREG'S 1ST VIDEO HERE ! Greg Buell ON YouTube Video ------------ GREG'S 1ST VIDEO HERE ! Greg Buell ON YouTube Video ------------ GREG'S 1ST VIDEO HERE ! 
About End War On Earth and the Cure for Breast CancerAbout End War On Earth and the Cure for Breast CancerAbout End War On Earth and the Cure for Breast CancerAbout End War On Earth and the Cure for Breast Cancer
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IoQ895niX8w http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IoQ895niX8w http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IoQ895niX8w http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IoQ895niX8w 
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Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 33041 Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 33041 Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 33041 Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 33041 

NEW CELL # 305 340 8082 NEW CELL # 305 340 8082 NEW CELL # 305 340 8082 NEW CELL # 305 340 8082 

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/photoshttp://www.electricwindmillcar.com/photoshttp://www.electricwindmillcar.com/photoshttp://www.electricwindmillcar.com/photos

11-28-13 Hanukkah Thanksgiving 2013: Rare overlap of holidays! ... 11-28-13 Hanukkah Thanksgiving 2013: Rare overlap of holidays! ... 11-28-13 Hanukkah Thanksgiving 2013: Rare overlap of holidays! ... 11-28-13 Hanukkah Thanksgiving 2013: Rare overlap of holidays! ... 
THANKSGIVING DAY... No! No! No! Israel Generals say! Israel Army has THANKSGIVING DAY... No! No! No! Israel Generals say! Israel Army has THANKSGIVING DAY... No! No! No! Israel Generals say! Israel Army has THANKSGIVING DAY... No! No! No! Israel Generals say! Israel Army has 
spent $1 Trillion US dollars since 1980 on MIT War Toys. Dr. Nancy spent $1 Trillion US dollars since 1980 on MIT War Toys. Dr. Nancy spent $1 Trillion US dollars since 1980 on MIT War Toys. Dr. Nancy spent $1 Trillion US dollars since 1980 on MIT War Toys. Dr. Nancy 
can't have $1 Trillion confiscated from Saudi Arabia + Mecca! can't have $1 Trillion confiscated from Saudi Arabia + Mecca! can't have $1 Trillion confiscated from Saudi Arabia + Mecca! can't have $1 Trillion confiscated from Saudi Arabia + Mecca! 

11-28-13 Hanukkah Menorah with David's star... Proxima Centauri 11-28-13 Hanukkah Menorah with David's star... Proxima Centauri 11-28-13 Hanukkah Menorah with David's star... Proxima Centauri 11-28-13 Hanukkah Menorah with David's star... Proxima Centauri 
will be a shining star for the next 4 Trillion Years... expanding into will be a shining star for the next 4 Trillion Years... expanding into will be a shining star for the next 4 Trillion Years... expanding into will be a shining star for the next 4 Trillion Years... expanding into 
infinite space for 4 trillion years! 007 Think On Your Sins! infinite space for 4 trillion years! 007 Think On Your Sins! infinite space for 4 trillion years! 007 Think On Your Sins! infinite space for 4 trillion years! 007 Think On Your Sins! 

...for the next 4 Trillion Years... Proxima Centauri will be a shining star ...for the next 4 Trillion Years... Proxima Centauri will be a shining star ...for the next 4 Trillion Years... Proxima Centauri will be a shining star ...for the next 4 Trillion Years... Proxima Centauri will be a shining star 
for the next 4 Trillion Years... read this and then invent a way to hear for the next 4 Trillion Years... read this and then invent a way to hear for the next 4 Trillion Years... read this and then invent a way to hear for the next 4 Trillion Years... read this and then invent a way to hear 
and observe Aliens at Proxima Centauri... Click HERE!and observe Aliens at Proxima Centauri... Click HERE!and observe Aliens at Proxima Centauri... Click HERE!and observe Aliens at Proxima Centauri... Click HERE!
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11-28-13 Hanukkah Menorah with David's star... Proxima Centauri 11-28-13 Hanukkah Menorah with David's star... Proxima Centauri 11-28-13 Hanukkah Menorah with David's star... Proxima Centauri 11-28-13 Hanukkah Menorah with David's star... Proxima Centauri 
will be a shining star for the next 4 Trillion Years... expanding into will be a shining star for the next 4 Trillion Years... expanding into will be a shining star for the next 4 Trillion Years... expanding into will be a shining star for the next 4 Trillion Years... expanding into 
infinite space for 4 trillion years! 007 Think On Your Sins! infinite space for 4 trillion years! 007 Think On Your Sins! infinite space for 4 trillion years! 007 Think On Your Sins! infinite space for 4 trillion years! 007 Think On Your Sins! 

11-28-13 Rina Castelnuovo for The New York Times, THANKSGIVING 11-28-13 Rina Castelnuovo for The New York Times, THANKSGIVING 11-28-13 Rina Castelnuovo for The New York Times, THANKSGIVING 11-28-13 Rina Castelnuovo for The New York Times, THANKSGIVING 
DAY... No! No! No! Dr. Nancy can't have $1 Trillion confiscated from DAY... No! No! No! Dr. Nancy can't have $1 Trillion confiscated from DAY... No! No! No! Dr. Nancy can't have $1 Trillion confiscated from DAY... No! No! No! Dr. Nancy can't have $1 Trillion confiscated from 
Saudi Arabia + Mecca! Saudi Arabia + Mecca! Saudi Arabia + Mecca! Saudi Arabia + Mecca! 

11-28-13 Israel 900 Breast Cancer Dead in 2013 THANKSGIVING DAY... 11-28-13 Israel 900 Breast Cancer Dead in 2013 THANKSGIVING DAY... 11-28-13 Israel 900 Breast Cancer Dead in 2013 THANKSGIVING DAY... 11-28-13 Israel 900 Breast Cancer Dead in 2013 THANKSGIVING DAY... 
No! No! No! "Combat..." WW III vs Rx Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast No! No! No! "Combat..." WW III vs Rx Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast No! No! No! "Combat..." WW III vs Rx Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast No! No! No! "Combat..." WW III vs Rx Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast 
Cancer a "New Manhattan Project" lead by Dr. Nancy Oppenheimer with Cancer a "New Manhattan Project" lead by Dr. Nancy Oppenheimer with Cancer a "New Manhattan Project" lead by Dr. Nancy Oppenheimer with Cancer a "New Manhattan Project" lead by Dr. Nancy Oppenheimer with 
the use of all Los Alamos Super Computers and a $1 Trillion dollar the use of all Los Alamos Super Computers and a $1 Trillion dollar the use of all Los Alamos Super Computers and a $1 Trillion dollar the use of all Los Alamos Super Computers and a $1 Trillion dollar 
budget, money confiscated from Saudi Arabia + Mecca! budget, money confiscated from Saudi Arabia + Mecca! budget, money confiscated from Saudi Arabia + Mecca! budget, money confiscated from Saudi Arabia + Mecca! 

11-28-13 "Poison Gasoline Exhaust" THANKSGIVING DAY... No! No! No! 90 11-28-13 "Poison Gasoline Exhaust" THANKSGIVING DAY... No! No! No! 90 11-28-13 "Poison Gasoline Exhaust" THANKSGIVING DAY... No! No! No! 90 11-28-13 "Poison Gasoline Exhaust" THANKSGIVING DAY... No! No! No! 90 
Million dead for $177 Trillion in BP Oil Revenues from suppressing the Million dead for $177 Trillion in BP Oil Revenues from suppressing the Million dead for $177 Trillion in BP Oil Revenues from suppressing the Million dead for $177 Trillion in BP Oil Revenues from suppressing the 
1980 Model ElectricWindmillCar! 1980 Model ElectricWindmillCar! 1980 Model ElectricWindmillCar! 1980 Model ElectricWindmillCar! 
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11-28-13 Rina Castelnuovo for The New York Times, Dallas, Texas 11-28-13 Rina Castelnuovo for The New York Times, Dallas, Texas 11-28-13 Rina Castelnuovo for The New York Times, Dallas, Texas 11-28-13 Rina Castelnuovo for The New York Times, Dallas, Texas 
Holocaust II... WW III "Poison Gasoline Exhaust" Holocaust II... WW III "Poison Gasoline Exhaust" Holocaust II... WW III "Poison Gasoline Exhaust" Holocaust II... WW III "Poison Gasoline Exhaust" 

11-28-13 Women in "Combat" THANKSGIVING DAY... No! No! No! Israel 11-28-13 Women in "Combat" THANKSGIVING DAY... No! No! No! Israel 11-28-13 Women in "Combat" THANKSGIVING DAY... No! No! No! Israel 11-28-13 Women in "Combat" THANKSGIVING DAY... No! No! No! Israel 
lost 900 Women Breast Cancer Dead in 2013 to Women in "Combat..." lost 900 Women Breast Cancer Dead in 2013 to Women in "Combat..." lost 900 Women Breast Cancer Dead in 2013 to Women in "Combat..." lost 900 Women Breast Cancer Dead in 2013 to Women in "Combat..." 
WW III War on Cancer was rated unwinnable by the Pentagon WW III War on Cancer was rated unwinnable by the Pentagon WW III War on Cancer was rated unwinnable by the Pentagon WW III War on Cancer was rated unwinnable by the Pentagon 
Generals! Generals! Generals! Generals! 

11-28-13 Hanukkah Menorah with David's star, a nine-branched 11-28-13 Hanukkah Menorah with David's star, a nine-branched 11-28-13 Hanukkah Menorah with David's star, a nine-branched 11-28-13 Hanukkah Menorah with David's star, a nine-branched 
candelabrum used on the Jewish holiday of Hanukkah. Two big candelabrum used on the Jewish holiday of Hanukkah. Two big candelabrum used on the Jewish holiday of Hanukkah. Two big candelabrum used on the Jewish holiday of Hanukkah. Two big 
menorahs are in New York City, each standing at 32 feet. One is at menorahs are in New York City, each standing at 32 feet. One is at menorahs are in New York City, each standing at 32 feet. One is at menorahs are in New York City, each standing at 32 feet. One is at 
Grand Army Plaza in Brooklyn, World's Largest Menorah and the other Grand Army Plaza in Brooklyn, World's Largest Menorah and the other Grand Army Plaza in Brooklyn, World's Largest Menorah and the other Grand Army Plaza in Brooklyn, World's Largest Menorah and the other 
is lit at Fifth Avenue and 59th Street in Manhattan near Central Park. is lit at Fifth Avenue and 59th Street in Manhattan near Central Park. is lit at Fifth Avenue and 59th Street in Manhattan near Central Park. is lit at Fifth Avenue and 59th Street in Manhattan near Central Park. 
A 4,000-pound structure, it is the work of Israeli artist Yaacov Agam. A 4,000-pound structure, it is the work of Israeli artist Yaacov Agam. A 4,000-pound structure, it is the work of Israeli artist Yaacov Agam. A 4,000-pound structure, it is the work of Israeli artist Yaacov Agam. 
Because of the menorah's heights, Con Edison assists the lighting by Because of the menorah's heights, Con Edison assists the lighting by Because of the menorah's heights, Con Edison assists the lighting by Because of the menorah's heights, Con Edison assists the lighting by 
using a crane to lift each person to the top. Futuristic invention lifting using a crane to lift each person to the top. Futuristic invention lifting using a crane to lift each person to the top. Futuristic invention lifting using a crane to lift each person to the top. Futuristic invention lifting 
the NYPD to the Top will be Dash Cam recorded by Verizon... its the NYPD to the Top will be Dash Cam recorded by Verizon... its the NYPD to the Top will be Dash Cam recorded by Verizon... its the NYPD to the Top will be Dash Cam recorded by Verizon... its 
iPhone007 app can see and smell, send the cops an Amber Alert to pull iPhone007 app can see and smell, send the cops an Amber Alert to pull iPhone007 app can see and smell, send the cops an Amber Alert to pull iPhone007 app can see and smell, send the cops an Amber Alert to pull 
over the driver! over the driver! over the driver! over the driver! 

11-28-13 Hanukkah Menorah with David's star... Proxima Centauri 11-28-13 Hanukkah Menorah with David's star... Proxima Centauri 11-28-13 Hanukkah Menorah with David's star... Proxima Centauri 11-28-13 Hanukkah Menorah with David's star... Proxima Centauri 
will be a shining star for the next 4 Trillion Years... expanding into will be a shining star for the next 4 Trillion Years... expanding into will be a shining star for the next 4 Trillion Years... expanding into will be a shining star for the next 4 Trillion Years... expanding into 
infinite space for 4 trillion years! 007 Think On Your Sins! infinite space for 4 trillion years! 007 Think On Your Sins! infinite space for 4 trillion years! 007 Think On Your Sins! infinite space for 4 trillion years! 007 Think On Your Sins! 

...for the next 4 Trillion Years... Proxima Centauri will be a shining star ...for the next 4 Trillion Years... Proxima Centauri will be a shining star ...for the next 4 Trillion Years... Proxima Centauri will be a shining star ...for the next 4 Trillion Years... Proxima Centauri will be a shining star 
for the next 4 Trillion Years... read this and then invent a way to hear for the next 4 Trillion Years... read this and then invent a way to hear for the next 4 Trillion Years... read this and then invent a way to hear for the next 4 Trillion Years... read this and then invent a way to hear 
and observe Aliens at Proxima Centauri... Click HERE!and observe Aliens at Proxima Centauri... Click HERE!and observe Aliens at Proxima Centauri... Click HERE!and observe Aliens at Proxima Centauri... Click HERE!

11-28-13 Hanukkah Menorah with David's star... Proxima Centauri 11-28-13 Hanukkah Menorah with David's star... Proxima Centauri 11-28-13 Hanukkah Menorah with David's star... Proxima Centauri 11-28-13 Hanukkah Menorah with David's star... Proxima Centauri 
will be a shining star for the next 4 Trillion Years... expanding into will be a shining star for the next 4 Trillion Years... expanding into will be a shining star for the next 4 Trillion Years... expanding into will be a shining star for the next 4 Trillion Years... expanding into 
infinite space for 4 trillion years! 007 Think On Your Sins! infinite space for 4 trillion years! 007 Think On Your Sins! infinite space for 4 trillion years! 007 Think On Your Sins! infinite space for 4 trillion years! 007 Think On Your Sins! 

11-28-13 Hanukkah Thanksgiving 2013: Rare overlap of holidays! ... 11-28-13 Hanukkah Thanksgiving 2013: Rare overlap of holidays! ... 11-28-13 Hanukkah Thanksgiving 2013: Rare overlap of holidays! ... 11-28-13 Hanukkah Thanksgiving 2013: Rare overlap of holidays! ... 
Jewish practice calls for the first candle of eight-day Hanukkah to be Jewish practice calls for the first candle of eight-day Hanukkah to be Jewish practice calls for the first candle of eight-day Hanukkah to be Jewish practice calls for the first candle of eight-day Hanukkah to be 
lit The roots of the holiday can be traced to the defeat of the lit The roots of the holiday can be traced to the defeat of the lit The roots of the holiday can be traced to the defeat of the lit The roots of the holiday can be traced to the defeat of the 
Greek/Syrian army by a small but determined band of Jewish Greek/Syrian army by a small but determined band of Jewish Greek/Syrian army by a small but determined band of Jewish Greek/Syrian army by a small but determined band of Jewish 
Maccabees between 175 and 164 B.C. When the temple in Jerusalem was Maccabees between 175 and 164 B.C. When the temple in Jerusalem was Maccabees between 175 and 164 B.C. When the temple in Jerusalem was Maccabees between 175 and 164 B.C. When the temple in Jerusalem was 
liberated, the Jews found that there was only enough oil to keep the liberated, the Jews found that there was only enough oil to keep the liberated, the Jews found that there was only enough oil to keep the liberated, the Jews found that there was only enough oil to keep the 
menorah — a lamp that was an important part of daily service in the menorah — a lamp that was an important part of daily service in the menorah — a lamp that was an important part of daily service in the menorah — a lamp that was an important part of daily service in the 
temple — lit for one day. But according to Rabbi Zippel, "it lasted temple — lit for one day. But according to Rabbi Zippel, "it lasted temple — lit for one day. But according to Rabbi Zippel, "it lasted temple — lit for one day. But according to Rabbi Zippel, "it lasted 
miraculously for eight days until new, pure olive oil was produced." miraculously for eight days until new, pure olive oil was produced." miraculously for eight days until new, pure olive oil was produced." miraculously for eight days until new, pure olive oil was produced." 

11-28-13 USA Women in Combat, 40K dead every year from 1980 to 11-28-13 USA Women in Combat, 40K dead every year from 1980 to 11-28-13 USA Women in Combat, 40K dead every year from 1980 to 11-28-13 USA Women in Combat, 40K dead every year from 1980 to 
2013 from Breast Cancer and none buried at Arlington on orders from 2013 from Breast Cancer and none buried at Arlington on orders from 2013 from Breast Cancer and none buried at Arlington on orders from 2013 from Breast Cancer and none buried at Arlington on orders from 
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the Pentagon Generals... no women protesters, now you know why! the Pentagon Generals... no women protesters, now you know why! the Pentagon Generals... no women protesters, now you know why! the Pentagon Generals... no women protesters, now you know why! 

11-28-13 Israel "War Toys" Yes! Yes! Yes! - NO To The "New Manhattan 11-28-13 Israel "War Toys" Yes! Yes! Yes! - NO To The "New Manhattan 11-28-13 Israel "War Toys" Yes! Yes! Yes! - NO To The "New Manhattan 11-28-13 Israel "War Toys" Yes! Yes! Yes! - NO To The "New Manhattan 
Project" lead by Dr. Nancy Oppenheimer to combat the 900 Breast Project" lead by Dr. Nancy Oppenheimer to combat the 900 Breast Project" lead by Dr. Nancy Oppenheimer to combat the 900 Breast Project" lead by Dr. Nancy Oppenheimer to combat the 900 Breast 
Cancer Dead in 2013 Women in "Combat" a WAR TIME Divide from the Cancer Dead in 2013 Women in "Combat" a WAR TIME Divide from the Cancer Dead in 2013 Women in "Combat" a WAR TIME Divide from the Cancer Dead in 2013 Women in "Combat" a WAR TIME Divide from the 
Numb Nuts Dictators in Israel now want to Screen 1 million Israel Numb Nuts Dictators in Israel now want to Screen 1 million Israel Numb Nuts Dictators in Israel now want to Screen 1 million Israel Numb Nuts Dictators in Israel now want to Screen 1 million Israel 
women for the Breast Cancer Genes BRCA1 and BRCA2. NO To The "New women for the Breast Cancer Genes BRCA1 and BRCA2. NO To The "New women for the Breast Cancer Genes BRCA1 and BRCA2. NO To The "New women for the Breast Cancer Genes BRCA1 and BRCA2. NO To The "New 
Manhattan Project" lead by Dr. Nancy Oppenheimer! No! No! No! Israel Manhattan Project" lead by Dr. Nancy Oppenheimer! No! No! No! Israel Manhattan Project" lead by Dr. Nancy Oppenheimer! No! No! No! Israel Manhattan Project" lead by Dr. Nancy Oppenheimer! No! No! No! Israel 
Generals say! Israel Army has spent $1 Trillion US dollars since 1980. Generals say! Israel Army has spent $1 Trillion US dollars since 1980. Generals say! Israel Army has spent $1 Trillion US dollars since 1980. Generals say! Israel Army has spent $1 Trillion US dollars since 1980. 
Dr. Nancy can't have $1 Trillion confiscated from Saudi Arabia + Dr. Nancy can't have $1 Trillion confiscated from Saudi Arabia + Dr. Nancy can't have $1 Trillion confiscated from Saudi Arabia + Dr. Nancy can't have $1 Trillion confiscated from Saudi Arabia + 
Mecca! Mecca! Mecca! Mecca! 

11-28-13 $1 Trillion dollar budget, money confiscated from Saudi 11-28-13 $1 Trillion dollar budget, money confiscated from Saudi 11-28-13 $1 Trillion dollar budget, money confiscated from Saudi 11-28-13 $1 Trillion dollar budget, money confiscated from Saudi 
Arabia + Mecca Arabia + Mecca Arabia + Mecca Arabia + Mecca 

11-28-13 "New Manhattan Project" lead by Dr. Nancy Oppenheimer with 11-28-13 "New Manhattan Project" lead by Dr. Nancy Oppenheimer with 11-28-13 "New Manhattan Project" lead by Dr. Nancy Oppenheimer with 11-28-13 "New Manhattan Project" lead by Dr. Nancy Oppenheimer with 
the use of all Los Alamos Super Computers and a $1 Trillion dollar the use of all Los Alamos Super Computers and a $1 Trillion dollar the use of all Los Alamos Super Computers and a $1 Trillion dollar the use of all Los Alamos Super Computers and a $1 Trillion dollar 
budget, money confiscated from Saudi Arabia + Mecca's Holocaust II... budget, money confiscated from Saudi Arabia + Mecca's Holocaust II... budget, money confiscated from Saudi Arabia + Mecca's Holocaust II... budget, money confiscated from Saudi Arabia + Mecca's Holocaust II... 
"Poison Gasoline Exhaust" "Poison Gasoline Exhaust" "Poison Gasoline Exhaust" "Poison Gasoline Exhaust" 

11-28-13 Rina Castelnuovo for The New York Times, Mecca's Holocaust 11-28-13 Rina Castelnuovo for The New York Times, Mecca's Holocaust 11-28-13 Rina Castelnuovo for The New York Times, Mecca's Holocaust 11-28-13 Rina Castelnuovo for The New York Times, Mecca's Holocaust 
II... "Poison Gasoline Exhaust" II... "Poison Gasoline Exhaust" II... "Poison Gasoline Exhaust" II... "Poison Gasoline Exhaust" 

11-28-13 Israel 900 Breast Cancer Dead in 2013 "Combat" 90 Million 11-28-13 Israel 900 Breast Cancer Dead in 2013 "Combat" 90 Million 11-28-13 Israel 900 Breast Cancer Dead in 2013 "Combat" 90 Million 11-28-13 Israel 900 Breast Cancer Dead in 2013 "Combat" 90 Million 
dead from "Poison Gasoline Exhaust" dead from "Poison Gasoline Exhaust" dead from "Poison Gasoline Exhaust" dead from "Poison Gasoline Exhaust" 

11-28-13 Rina Castelnuovo for The New York Times, Dallas, Texas 11-28-13 Rina Castelnuovo for The New York Times, Dallas, Texas 11-28-13 Rina Castelnuovo for The New York Times, Dallas, Texas 11-28-13 Rina Castelnuovo for The New York Times, Dallas, Texas 
Holocaust II... "Poison Gasoline Exhaust" Holocaust II... "Poison Gasoline Exhaust" Holocaust II... "Poison Gasoline Exhaust" Holocaust II... "Poison Gasoline Exhaust" 

11-28-13 KFAR SABA, Israel — Such family debates are playing out 11-28-13 KFAR SABA, Israel — Such family debates are playing out 11-28-13 KFAR SABA, Israel — Such family debates are playing out 11-28-13 KFAR SABA, Israel — Such family debates are playing out 
across Israel these days. The country has one of the highest rates of across Israel these days. The country has one of the highest rates of across Israel these days. The country has one of the highest rates of across Israel these days. The country has one of the highest rates of 
breast cancer in the world, the so-called Jewish breast cancer genes breast cancer in the world, the so-called Jewish breast cancer genes breast cancer in the world, the so-called Jewish breast cancer genes breast cancer in the world, the so-called Jewish breast cancer genes 
have preoccupied women here for years, but after the actress Angelina have preoccupied women here for years, but after the actress Angelina have preoccupied women here for years, but after the actress Angelina have preoccupied women here for years, but after the actress Angelina 
Jolie revealed in May that she had undergone a double mastectomy Jolie revealed in May that she had undergone a double mastectomy Jolie revealed in May that she had undergone a double mastectomy Jolie revealed in May that she had undergone a double mastectomy 
because she had tested positive for such a mutation, coverage here because she had tested positive for such a mutation, coverage here because she had tested positive for such a mutation, coverage here because she had tested positive for such a mutation, coverage here 
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exploded, with radio and TV talk shows featuring Israeli women exploded, with radio and TV talk shows featuring Israeli women exploded, with radio and TV talk shows featuring Israeli women exploded, with radio and TV talk shows featuring Israeli women 
grappling with similar decisions. grappling with similar decisions. grappling with similar decisions. grappling with similar decisions. 

11-28-13 Angelina Jolie must have secret info that Dr. Nancy will never 11-28-13 Angelina Jolie must have secret info that Dr. Nancy will never 11-28-13 Angelina Jolie must have secret info that Dr. Nancy will never 11-28-13 Angelina Jolie must have secret info that Dr. Nancy will never 
ever get the Rx Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer via the "New ever get the Rx Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer via the "New ever get the Rx Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer via the "New ever get the Rx Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer via the "New 
Manhattan Project" Dr. Nancy Oppenheimer with all Los Alamos Super Manhattan Project" Dr. Nancy Oppenheimer with all Los Alamos Super Manhattan Project" Dr. Nancy Oppenheimer with all Los Alamos Super Manhattan Project" Dr. Nancy Oppenheimer with all Los Alamos Super 
Computers and a $1 Trillion dollar budget, money confiscated from Computers and a $1 Trillion dollar budget, money confiscated from Computers and a $1 Trillion dollar budget, money confiscated from Computers and a $1 Trillion dollar budget, money confiscated from 
Saudi Arabia + Mecca! Saudi Arabia + Mecca! Saudi Arabia + Mecca! Saudi Arabia + Mecca! 

11-28-13 Practical and ethical questions abound. Should men — who 11-28-13 Practical and ethical questions abound. Should men — who 11-28-13 Practical and ethical questions abound. Should men — who 11-28-13 Practical and ethical questions abound. Should men — who 
are just as likely to pass the mutations to their children and who are are just as likely to pass the mutations to their children and who are are just as likely to pass the mutations to their children and who are are just as likely to pass the mutations to their children and who are 
themselves at increased risk for some cancers — also be tested? Will themselves at increased risk for some cancers — also be tested? Will themselves at increased risk for some cancers — also be tested? Will themselves at increased risk for some cancers — also be tested? Will 
ultra-Orthodox Jews participate in screening, knowing a positive test ultra-Orthodox Jews participate in screening, knowing a positive test ultra-Orthodox Jews participate in screening, knowing a positive test ultra-Orthodox Jews participate in screening, knowing a positive test 
could hurt their family’s chances of making a good marriage match? could hurt their family’s chances of making a good marriage match? could hurt their family’s chances of making a good marriage match? could hurt their family’s chances of making a good marriage match? 

11-28-13 Rina Castelnuovo for The New York Times... Tziporah, 38, a 11-28-13 Rina Castelnuovo for The New York Times... Tziporah, 38, a 11-28-13 Rina Castelnuovo for The New York Times... Tziporah, 38, a 11-28-13 Rina Castelnuovo for The New York Times... Tziporah, 38, a 
Canadian-born Orthodox mother of seven who now lives in Israel, talks Canadian-born Orthodox mother of seven who now lives in Israel, talks Canadian-born Orthodox mother of seven who now lives in Israel, talks Canadian-born Orthodox mother of seven who now lives in Israel, talks 
openly about her experience because she wants to reach other religious openly about her experience because she wants to reach other religious openly about her experience because she wants to reach other religious openly about her experience because she wants to reach other religious 
women. women. women. women. 

11-28-13 “You know why God did this to me?” she said. “Because I’ve got 11-28-13 “You know why God did this to me?” she said. “Because I’ve got 11-28-13 “You know why God did this to me?” she said. “Because I’ve got 11-28-13 “You know why God did this to me?” she said. “Because I’ve got 
a really big mouth.” In fact, some 900 Israeli women die of breast a really big mouth.” In fact, some 900 Israeli women die of breast a really big mouth.” In fact, some 900 Israeli women die of breast a really big mouth.” In fact, some 900 Israeli women die of breast 
cancer each year, she had her breasts and ovaries removed. So she is cancer each year, she had her breasts and ovaries removed. So she is cancer each year, she had her breasts and ovaries removed. So she is cancer each year, she had her breasts and ovaries removed. So she is 
spreading the word within the Orthodox community that genetic spreading the word within the Orthodox community that genetic spreading the word within the Orthodox community that genetic spreading the word within the Orthodox community that genetic 
screening can save lives. screening can save lives. screening can save lives. screening can save lives. 

11-28-13 Tziporah, must have secret info that Dr. Nancy will never ever 11-28-13 Tziporah, must have secret info that Dr. Nancy will never ever 11-28-13 Tziporah, must have secret info that Dr. Nancy will never ever 11-28-13 Tziporah, must have secret info that Dr. Nancy will never ever 
get the Rx Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer via the "New get the Rx Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer via the "New get the Rx Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer via the "New get the Rx Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer via the "New 
Manhattan Project" Dr. Nancy Oppenheimer with all Los Alamos Super Manhattan Project" Dr. Nancy Oppenheimer with all Los Alamos Super Manhattan Project" Dr. Nancy Oppenheimer with all Los Alamos Super Manhattan Project" Dr. Nancy Oppenheimer with all Los Alamos Super 
Computers and a $1 Trillion dollar budget, money confiscated from Computers and a $1 Trillion dollar budget, money confiscated from Computers and a $1 Trillion dollar budget, money confiscated from Computers and a $1 Trillion dollar budget, money confiscated from 
Saudi Arabia + Mecca! Saudi Arabia + Mecca! Saudi Arabia + Mecca! Saudi Arabia + Mecca! 

11-28-13 No! No! No! Israel Generals say! Israel Army has spent $1 11-28-13 No! No! No! Israel Generals say! Israel Army has spent $1 11-28-13 No! No! No! Israel Generals say! Israel Army has spent $1 11-28-13 No! No! No! Israel Generals say! Israel Army has spent $1 
Trillion US dollars since 1980. Dr. Nancy can't have $1 Trillion Trillion US dollars since 1980. Dr. Nancy can't have $1 Trillion Trillion US dollars since 1980. Dr. Nancy can't have $1 Trillion Trillion US dollars since 1980. Dr. Nancy can't have $1 Trillion 
confiscated from Saudi Arabia + Mecca! confiscated from Saudi Arabia + Mecca! confiscated from Saudi Arabia + Mecca! confiscated from Saudi Arabia + Mecca! 

11-28-13 $1 Trillion dollars, $1 Trillion confiscated from Saudi Arabia 11-28-13 $1 Trillion dollars, $1 Trillion confiscated from Saudi Arabia 11-28-13 $1 Trillion dollars, $1 Trillion confiscated from Saudi Arabia 11-28-13 $1 Trillion dollars, $1 Trillion confiscated from Saudi Arabia 
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+ Mecca! Free Medicare for All like Mecca has! + Mecca! Free Medicare for All like Mecca has! + Mecca! Free Medicare for All like Mecca has! + Mecca! Free Medicare for All like Mecca has! 

11-28-13 WASHINGTON 40K Combat deaths "all women" in 2014 from 11-28-13 WASHINGTON 40K Combat deaths "all women" in 2014 from 11-28-13 WASHINGTON 40K Combat deaths "all women" in 2014 from 11-28-13 WASHINGTON 40K Combat deaths "all women" in 2014 from 
Breast Cancer so Numb Nuts Dictators in Washington postponed online Breast Cancer so Numb Nuts Dictators in Washington postponed online Breast Cancer so Numb Nuts Dictators in Washington postponed online Breast Cancer so Numb Nuts Dictators in Washington postponed online 
health insurance enrollment for small businesses under Obamacare for health insurance enrollment for small businesses under Obamacare for health insurance enrollment for small businesses under Obamacare for health insurance enrollment for small businesses under Obamacare for 
one year 40K Combat deaths all women in 2014 and Saudi Women one year 40K Combat deaths all women in 2014 and Saudi Women one year 40K Combat deaths all women in 2014 and Saudi Women one year 40K Combat deaths all women in 2014 and Saudi Women 
can't drive a car but have health insurance for free via $4 gasoline... can't drive a car but have health insurance for free via $4 gasoline... can't drive a car but have health insurance for free via $4 gasoline... can't drive a car but have health insurance for free via $4 gasoline... 
Holocaust II Combat deaths from Poison Gasoline Exhaust are Holocaust II Combat deaths from Poison Gasoline Exhaust are Holocaust II Combat deaths from Poison Gasoline Exhaust are Holocaust II Combat deaths from Poison Gasoline Exhaust are 
classified by the CIA! classified by the CIA! classified by the CIA! classified by the CIA! 

11-28-13 Obama healthcare reform law should be Medicare for All like 11-28-13 Obama healthcare reform law should be Medicare for All like 11-28-13 Obama healthcare reform law should be Medicare for All like 11-28-13 Obama healthcare reform law should be Medicare for All like 
Mecca has! Homeless In Mecca will be a problem for Saudi Arabia not Mecca has! Homeless In Mecca will be a problem for Saudi Arabia not Mecca has! Homeless In Mecca will be a problem for Saudi Arabia not Mecca has! Homeless In Mecca will be a problem for Saudi Arabia not 
Key West... minimum wage for Social Security at 65 will be $2K a month Key West... minimum wage for Social Security at 65 will be $2K a month Key West... minimum wage for Social Security at 65 will be $2K a month Key West... minimum wage for Social Security at 65 will be $2K a month 
for everyone$$$ Nothing Less! for everyone$$$ Nothing Less! for everyone$$$ Nothing Less! for everyone$$$ Nothing Less! 

11-28-13 Hanukkah Menorah with David's star... Proxima Centauri 11-28-13 Hanukkah Menorah with David's star... Proxima Centauri 11-28-13 Hanukkah Menorah with David's star... Proxima Centauri 11-28-13 Hanukkah Menorah with David's star... Proxima Centauri 
will be a shining star for the next 4 Trillion Years... expanding into will be a shining star for the next 4 Trillion Years... expanding into will be a shining star for the next 4 Trillion Years... expanding into will be a shining star for the next 4 Trillion Years... expanding into 
infinite space for 4 trillion years! 007 Think On Your Sins! infinite space for 4 trillion years! 007 Think On Your Sins! infinite space for 4 trillion years! 007 Think On Your Sins! infinite space for 4 trillion years! 007 Think On Your Sins! 

...for the next 4 Trillion Years... Proxima Centauri will be a shining star ...for the next 4 Trillion Years... Proxima Centauri will be a shining star ...for the next 4 Trillion Years... Proxima Centauri will be a shining star ...for the next 4 Trillion Years... Proxima Centauri will be a shining star 
for the next 4 Trillion Years... read this and then invent a way to hear for the next 4 Trillion Years... read this and then invent a way to hear for the next 4 Trillion Years... read this and then invent a way to hear for the next 4 Trillion Years... read this and then invent a way to hear 
and observe Aliens at Proxima Centauri... Click HERE!and observe Aliens at Proxima Centauri... Click HERE!and observe Aliens at Proxima Centauri... Click HERE!and observe Aliens at Proxima Centauri... Click HERE!

11-28-13 Hanukkah Menorah with David's star... Proxima Centauri 11-28-13 Hanukkah Menorah with David's star... Proxima Centauri 11-28-13 Hanukkah Menorah with David's star... Proxima Centauri 11-28-13 Hanukkah Menorah with David's star... Proxima Centauri 
will be a shining star for the next 4 Trillion Years... expanding into will be a shining star for the next 4 Trillion Years... expanding into will be a shining star for the next 4 Trillion Years... expanding into will be a shining star for the next 4 Trillion Years... expanding into 
infinite space for 4 trillion years! 007 Think On Your Sins! infinite space for 4 trillion years! 007 Think On Your Sins! infinite space for 4 trillion years! 007 Think On Your Sins! infinite space for 4 trillion years! 007 Think On Your Sins! 

11-28-13 Rina Castelnuovo for The New York Times, THANKSGIVING 11-28-13 Rina Castelnuovo for The New York Times, THANKSGIVING 11-28-13 Rina Castelnuovo for The New York Times, THANKSGIVING 11-28-13 Rina Castelnuovo for The New York Times, THANKSGIVING 
DAY... DAY... DAY... DAY... 

11-28-13 Rina Castelnuovo for The New York Times, THANKSGIVING 11-28-13 Rina Castelnuovo for The New York Times, THANKSGIVING 11-28-13 Rina Castelnuovo for The New York Times, THANKSGIVING 11-28-13 Rina Castelnuovo for The New York Times, THANKSGIVING 
DAY... DAY... DAY... DAY... 

11-28-13 Rina Castelnuovo for The New York Times, THANKSGIVING 11-28-13 Rina Castelnuovo for The New York Times, THANKSGIVING 11-28-13 Rina Castelnuovo for The New York Times, THANKSGIVING 11-28-13 Rina Castelnuovo for The New York Times, THANKSGIVING 
DAY... DAY... DAY... DAY... 
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11-22-13 President John F. Kennedy... would make a Rx Overnight 11-22-13 President John F. Kennedy... would make a Rx Overnight 11-22-13 President John F. Kennedy... would make a Rx Overnight 11-22-13 President John F. Kennedy... would make a Rx Overnight 
Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer a "New Manhattan Project" lead by Dr. Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer a "New Manhattan Project" lead by Dr. Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer a "New Manhattan Project" lead by Dr. Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer a "New Manhattan Project" lead by Dr. 
Nancy Oppenheimer with the use of all Los Alamos Super Computers and Nancy Oppenheimer with the use of all Los Alamos Super Computers and Nancy Oppenheimer with the use of all Los Alamos Super Computers and Nancy Oppenheimer with the use of all Los Alamos Super Computers and 
a $1 Trillion dollar budget, money confiscated from Saudi Arabia + a $1 Trillion dollar budget, money confiscated from Saudi Arabia + a $1 Trillion dollar budget, money confiscated from Saudi Arabia + a $1 Trillion dollar budget, money confiscated from Saudi Arabia + 
Mecca's Holocaust II... "Poison Gasoline Exhaust" Mecca's Holocaust II... "Poison Gasoline Exhaust" Mecca's Holocaust II... "Poison Gasoline Exhaust" Mecca's Holocaust II... "Poison Gasoline Exhaust" 

Proxima Centauri Alpha 4.3 light years Proxima Centauri Alpha 4.3 light years Proxima Centauri Alpha 4.3 light years Proxima Centauri Alpha 4.3 light years 

Rigil Kentaurus Alpha 4.3 Rigil Kentaurus Alpha 4.3 Rigil Kentaurus Alpha 4.3 Rigil Kentaurus Alpha 4.3 
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Alpha Centauri B 4.3 Alpha Centauri B 4.3 Alpha Centauri B 4.3 Alpha Centauri B 4.3 

Barnard's Star 5.9 light years Barnard's Star 5.9 light years Barnard's Star 5.9 light years Barnard's Star 5.9 light years 

Wolf 359 7.6 Wolf 359 7.6 Wolf 359 7.6 Wolf 359 7.6 

Lalande 21185 8.1 light years Lalande 21185 8.1 light years Lalande 21185 8.1 light years Lalande 21185 8.1 light years 

Sirius A 8.6 light years Sirius A 8.6 light years Sirius A 8.6 light years Sirius A 8.6 light years 

Sirius B 8.6 Sirius B 8.6 Sirius B 8.6 Sirius B 8.6 

Luyten726-8A 8.9 light years Luyten726-8A 8.9 light years Luyten726-8A 8.9 light years Luyten726-8A 8.9 light years 

Luyten 726-8B 8.9 Luyten 726-8B 8.9 Luyten 726-8B 8.9 Luyten 726-8B 8.9 

Ross 154 9.4 Ross 154 9.4 Ross 154 9.4 Ross 154 9.4 

Ross248 10.3 Ross248 10.3 Ross248 10.3 Ross248 10.3 

Epsilon Eridani 10.7 light years Epsilon Eridani 10.7 light years Epsilon Eridani 10.7 light years Epsilon Eridani 10.7 light years 

Luyten 789-6 10.8 Luyten 789-6 10.8 Luyten 789-6 10.8 Luyten 789-6 10.8 

Ross 128 10.8 light years Ross 128 10.8 light years Ross 128 10.8 light years Ross 128 10.8 light years 
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New ----- New YouTube I Just Made -- CLICK HERE * * * New ----- New YouTube I Just Made -- CLICK HERE * * * New ----- New YouTube I Just Made -- CLICK HERE * * * New ----- New YouTube I Just Made -- CLICK HERE * * * 

Greg Buell ON YouTube Video ------------ GREG'S 1ST VIDEO HERE ! Greg Buell ON YouTube Video ------------ GREG'S 1ST VIDEO HERE ! Greg Buell ON YouTube Video ------------ GREG'S 1ST VIDEO HERE ! Greg Buell ON YouTube Video ------------ GREG'S 1ST VIDEO HERE ! 
About End War On Earth and the Cure for Breast CancerAbout End War On Earth and the Cure for Breast CancerAbout End War On Earth and the Cure for Breast CancerAbout End War On Earth and the Cure for Breast Cancer
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IoQ895niX8w http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IoQ895niX8w http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IoQ895niX8w http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IoQ895niX8w 

Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 33041 Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 33041 Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 33041 Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 33041 

NEW CELL # 305 340 8082 NEW CELL # 305 340 8082 NEW CELL # 305 340 8082 NEW CELL # 305 340 8082 
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http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/photoshttp://www.electricwindmillcar.com/photoshttp://www.electricwindmillcar.com/photoshttp://www.electricwindmillcar.com/photos

11-22-13 President John F. Kennedy... would he kill millions via 11-22-13 President John F. Kennedy... would he kill millions via 11-22-13 President John F. Kennedy... would he kill millions via 11-22-13 President John F. Kennedy... would he kill millions via 
"Poison Gasoline Exhaust" so Dallas Oil Men could make $177 Trillion "Poison Gasoline Exhaust" so Dallas Oil Men could make $177 Trillion "Poison Gasoline Exhaust" so Dallas Oil Men could make $177 Trillion "Poison Gasoline Exhaust" so Dallas Oil Men could make $177 Trillion 
by suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar? by suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar? by suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar? by suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar? 

11-22-13 Remember Now... Robert Kennedy Jr just killed Mary Kennedy 11-22-13 Remember Now... Robert Kennedy Jr just killed Mary Kennedy 11-22-13 Remember Now... Robert Kennedy Jr just killed Mary Kennedy 11-22-13 Remember Now... Robert Kennedy Jr just killed Mary Kennedy 
by torture of taking away her 5 children, bribing the Judge in front of by torture of taking away her 5 children, bribing the Judge in front of by torture of taking away her 5 children, bribing the Judge in front of by torture of taking away her 5 children, bribing the Judge in front of 
all George Orwell Observers World Wide! all George Orwell Observers World Wide! all George Orwell Observers World Wide! all George Orwell Observers World Wide! 

11-22-13 DALLAS - Fifty years ago, a bullet killed John F. Kennedy, the 11-22-13 DALLAS - Fifty years ago, a bullet killed John F. Kennedy, the 11-22-13 DALLAS - Fifty years ago, a bullet killed John F. Kennedy, the 11-22-13 DALLAS - Fifty years ago, a bullet killed John F. Kennedy, the 
president who promised to use his presidency to excite a new generation president who promised to use his presidency to excite a new generation president who promised to use his presidency to excite a new generation president who promised to use his presidency to excite a new generation 
to dedicate itself to saving the nation and eventually the world. to dedicate itself to saving the nation and eventually the world. to dedicate itself to saving the nation and eventually the world. to dedicate itself to saving the nation and eventually the world. 
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11-22-13 WHO MD's at the UN helped the CIA get a percent of $177 11-22-13 WHO MD's at the UN helped the CIA get a percent of $177 11-22-13 WHO MD's at the UN helped the CIA get a percent of $177 11-22-13 WHO MD's at the UN helped the CIA get a percent of $177 
Trillion in oil revenues for MIT War Toys, not UNICEF. Millions of Trillion in oil revenues for MIT War Toys, not UNICEF. Millions of Trillion in oil revenues for MIT War Toys, not UNICEF. Millions of Trillion in oil revenues for MIT War Toys, not UNICEF. Millions of 
Children died from this support of suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar! Children died from this support of suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar! Children died from this support of suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar! Children died from this support of suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar! 
CIA killed the 1980 Model of the ElectricWindmillCar and 2013 Model CIA killed the 1980 Model of the ElectricWindmillCar and 2013 Model CIA killed the 1980 Model of the ElectricWindmillCar and 2013 Model CIA killed the 1980 Model of the ElectricWindmillCar and 2013 Model 
of 1 Trillion NASA made cans of H @ -254 C free to everyone as of 1 Trillion NASA made cans of H @ -254 C free to everyone as of 1 Trillion NASA made cans of H @ -254 C free to everyone as of 1 Trillion NASA made cans of H @ -254 C free to everyone as 
retribution for War Crimes! retribution for War Crimes! retribution for War Crimes! retribution for War Crimes! 
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"Millions of Cancers via Poison Gasoline Exhaust" Holocaust II "Millions of Cancers via Poison Gasoline Exhaust" Holocaust II "Millions of Cancers via Poison Gasoline Exhaust" Holocaust II "Millions of Cancers via Poison Gasoline Exhaust" Holocaust II 

11-22-13 President John F. Kennedy... would he kill millions via Poison 11-22-13 President John F. Kennedy... would he kill millions via Poison 11-22-13 President John F. Kennedy... would he kill millions via Poison 11-22-13 President John F. Kennedy... would he kill millions via Poison 
Gasoline Exhaust so Dallas Oil Men could make $177 Trillion by Gasoline Exhaust so Dallas Oil Men could make $177 Trillion by Gasoline Exhaust so Dallas Oil Men could make $177 Trillion by Gasoline Exhaust so Dallas Oil Men could make $177 Trillion by 
suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar? suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar? suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar? suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar? 

11-22-13 NASA just "leaked" for the next 4 Trillion Years... Proxima 11-22-13 NASA just "leaked" for the next 4 Trillion Years... Proxima 11-22-13 NASA just "leaked" for the next 4 Trillion Years... Proxima 11-22-13 NASA just "leaked" for the next 4 Trillion Years... Proxima 
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Centauri will be a shining star for the next 4 Trillion Years... Centauri will be a shining star for the next 4 Trillion Years... Centauri will be a shining star for the next 4 Trillion Years... Centauri will be a shining star for the next 4 Trillion Years... 
expanding into infinite space that must be 4 trillion years long for the expanding into infinite space that must be 4 trillion years long for the expanding into infinite space that must be 4 trillion years long for the expanding into infinite space that must be 4 trillion years long for the 
Universe to keep expanding in every direction. Generals spit on the Universe to keep expanding in every direction. Generals spit on the Universe to keep expanding in every direction. Generals spit on the Universe to keep expanding in every direction. Generals spit on the 
idea of 4 trillion years and what it means in the real world that we idea of 4 trillion years and what it means in the real world that we idea of 4 trillion years and what it means in the real world that we idea of 4 trillion years and what it means in the real world that we 
know God's best invention is Women! know God's best invention is Women! know God's best invention is Women! know God's best invention is Women! 

11-22-13 President John F. Kennedy... would he kill millions via Poison 11-22-13 President John F. Kennedy... would he kill millions via Poison 11-22-13 President John F. Kennedy... would he kill millions via Poison 11-22-13 President John F. Kennedy... would he kill millions via Poison 
Gasoline Exhaust so Dallas Oil Men could make $177 Trillion by Gasoline Exhaust so Dallas Oil Men could make $177 Trillion by Gasoline Exhaust so Dallas Oil Men could make $177 Trillion by Gasoline Exhaust so Dallas Oil Men could make $177 Trillion by 
suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar? suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar? suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar? suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar? 

11-22-13 Would President John F. Kennedy let Bill + Melinda kill 11-22-13 Would President John F. Kennedy let Bill + Melinda kill 11-22-13 Would President John F. Kennedy let Bill + Melinda kill 11-22-13 Would President John F. Kennedy let Bill + Melinda kill 
millions of aspiring Inventors for $177 Billion in Microsoft Cash? millions of aspiring Inventors for $177 Billion in Microsoft Cash? millions of aspiring Inventors for $177 Billion in Microsoft Cash? millions of aspiring Inventors for $177 Billion in Microsoft Cash? 

11-22-13 Would President John F. Kennedy let Bill + Melinda kill 11-22-13 Would President John F. Kennedy let Bill + Melinda kill 11-22-13 Would President John F. Kennedy let Bill + Melinda kill 11-22-13 Would President John F. Kennedy let Bill + Melinda kill 
millions of aspiring Inventors for $177 Billion in Microsoft Cash? millions of aspiring Inventors for $177 Billion in Microsoft Cash? millions of aspiring Inventors for $177 Billion in Microsoft Cash? millions of aspiring Inventors for $177 Billion in Microsoft Cash? 

11-19-13 Jackie Kennedy Onassis died from non-Hodgkin's lymphoma. 11-19-13 Jackie Kennedy Onassis died from non-Hodgkin's lymphoma. 11-19-13 Jackie Kennedy Onassis died from non-Hodgkin's lymphoma. 11-19-13 Jackie Kennedy Onassis died from non-Hodgkin's lymphoma. 
Her death came very quickly. She died 5 months after being diagnosed. Her death came very quickly. She died 5 months after being diagnosed. Her death came very quickly. She died 5 months after being diagnosed. Her death came very quickly. She died 5 months after being diagnosed. 
She passed away in her sleep on May 19, 1994. She passed away in her sleep on May 19, 1994. She passed away in her sleep on May 19, 1994. She passed away in her sleep on May 19, 1994. 

11-19-13 Seriously! How can Caroline Kennedy a "Observer", of "Poison 11-19-13 Seriously! How can Caroline Kennedy a "Observer", of "Poison 11-19-13 Seriously! How can Caroline Kennedy a "Observer", of "Poison 11-19-13 Seriously! How can Caroline Kennedy a "Observer", of "Poison 
Gasoline Exhaust" not "Leak" the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar Gasoline Exhaust" not "Leak" the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar Gasoline Exhaust" not "Leak" the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar Gasoline Exhaust" not "Leak" the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar 
since 1980? Was Jackie "Gassed" via pollution? since 1980? Was Jackie "Gassed" via pollution? since 1980? Was Jackie "Gassed" via pollution? since 1980? Was Jackie "Gassed" via pollution? 

11-19-13 The ElectricWindmillCar was invented in 1980, and 11-19-13 The ElectricWindmillCar was invented in 1980, and 11-19-13 The ElectricWindmillCar was invented in 1980, and 11-19-13 The ElectricWindmillCar was invented in 1980, and 
suppressed by Teddy Kennedy! Jackie must have know about this, never suppressed by Teddy Kennedy! Jackie must have know about this, never suppressed by Teddy Kennedy! Jackie must have know about this, never suppressed by Teddy Kennedy! Jackie must have know about this, never 
thinking the Euphoria + "Windmills" would get a Rx Penicillin like thinking the Euphoria + "Windmills" would get a Rx Penicillin like thinking the Euphoria + "Windmills" would get a Rx Penicillin like thinking the Euphoria + "Windmills" would get a Rx Penicillin like 
Overnight Cure for All Cancers in 1981... then brain cancer killed Overnight Cure for All Cancers in 1981... then brain cancer killed Overnight Cure for All Cancers in 1981... then brain cancer killed Overnight Cure for All Cancers in 1981... then brain cancer killed 
Teddy Kennedy! Ironic! Teddy Kennedy! Ironic! Teddy Kennedy! Ironic! Teddy Kennedy! Ironic! 
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"Poison Gasoline Exhaust" "Poison Gasoline Exhaust" "Poison Gasoline Exhaust" "Poison Gasoline Exhaust" 

11-19-13 Dr. Nancy Oppenheimer's New Manhattan Project to get a Rx 11-19-13 Dr. Nancy Oppenheimer's New Manhattan Project to get a Rx 11-19-13 Dr. Nancy Oppenheimer's New Manhattan Project to get a Rx 11-19-13 Dr. Nancy Oppenheimer's New Manhattan Project to get a Rx 
Overnight Miracle Cure for Cancers! Suppressed since the 1980 Overnight Miracle Cure for Cancers! Suppressed since the 1980 Overnight Miracle Cure for Cancers! Suppressed since the 1980 Overnight Miracle Cure for Cancers! Suppressed since the 1980 
Invention of the ElectricWindmillCar! Invention of the ElectricWindmillCar! Invention of the ElectricWindmillCar! Invention of the ElectricWindmillCar! 

11-19-13 Our Numb Nuts Dictators have the power of "God" over 11-19-13 Our Numb Nuts Dictators have the power of "God" over 11-19-13 Our Numb Nuts Dictators have the power of "God" over 11-19-13 Our Numb Nuts Dictators have the power of "God" over 
Caroline Kennedy! Caroline Kennedy! Caroline Kennedy! Caroline Kennedy! 
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11-19-13 Seriously! How can Caroline Kennedy a "Observer", of "Poison 11-19-13 Seriously! How can Caroline Kennedy a "Observer", of "Poison 11-19-13 Seriously! How can Caroline Kennedy a "Observer", of "Poison 11-19-13 Seriously! How can Caroline Kennedy a "Observer", of "Poison 
Gasoline Exhaust" not "Leak" the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar Gasoline Exhaust" not "Leak" the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar Gasoline Exhaust" not "Leak" the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar Gasoline Exhaust" not "Leak" the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar 
since 1980? since 1980? since 1980? since 1980? 

11-14-13 Caroline Kennedy, the lone surviving child of slain US 11-14-13 Caroline Kennedy, the lone surviving child of slain US 11-14-13 Caroline Kennedy, the lone surviving child of slain US 11-14-13 Caroline Kennedy, the lone surviving child of slain US 
president John F. Kennedy, on Wednesday called Tokyo "one of our president John F. Kennedy, on Wednesday called Tokyo "one of our president John F. Kennedy, on Wednesday called Tokyo "one of our president John F. Kennedy, on Wednesday called Tokyo "one of our 
greatest allies and closest friends" as she takes up the post of US greatest allies and closest friends" as she takes up the post of US greatest allies and closest friends" as she takes up the post of US greatest allies and closest friends" as she takes up the post of US 
ambassador to Japan. ambassador to Japan. ambassador to Japan. ambassador to Japan. 

11-14-13 .20 cents a Gallon Gasoline from 1980 to 2013 if the 11-14-13 .20 cents a Gallon Gasoline from 1980 to 2013 if the 11-14-13 .20 cents a Gallon Gasoline from 1980 to 2013 if the 11-14-13 .20 cents a Gallon Gasoline from 1980 to 2013 if the 
ElectricWindmillCar was not suppressed in 1980. Caroline Kennedy ElectricWindmillCar was not suppressed in 1980. Caroline Kennedy ElectricWindmillCar was not suppressed in 1980. Caroline Kennedy ElectricWindmillCar was not suppressed in 1980. Caroline Kennedy 
knows this and will not "Leak" it on "Today Show" or NBC Nightly News! knows this and will not "Leak" it on "Today Show" or NBC Nightly News! knows this and will not "Leak" it on "Today Show" or NBC Nightly News! knows this and will not "Leak" it on "Today Show" or NBC Nightly News! 

11-14-13 Caroline Kennedy goes on charm offensive, she has no Nightly 11-14-13 Caroline Kennedy goes on charm offensive, she has no Nightly 11-14-13 Caroline Kennedy goes on charm offensive, she has no Nightly 11-14-13 Caroline Kennedy goes on charm offensive, she has no Nightly 
News "Orwellian Comments" about the USS JFK $14 Billion dollar News "Orwellian Comments" about the USS JFK $14 Billion dollar News "Orwellian Comments" about the USS JFK $14 Billion dollar News "Orwellian Comments" about the USS JFK $14 Billion dollar 
Aircraft Carrier under construction Today without 10K Windmills on Aircraft Carrier under construction Today without 10K Windmills on Aircraft Carrier under construction Today without 10K Windmills on Aircraft Carrier under construction Today without 10K Windmills on 
Deck and 1 Trillion NASA Made cans of H @ -254 Below Decks... Deck and 1 Trillion NASA Made cans of H @ -254 Below Decks... Deck and 1 Trillion NASA Made cans of H @ -254 Below Decks... Deck and 1 Trillion NASA Made cans of H @ -254 Below Decks... 

...for the next 4 Trillion Years... Proxima Centauri will be a shining star ...for the next 4 Trillion Years... Proxima Centauri will be a shining star ...for the next 4 Trillion Years... Proxima Centauri will be a shining star ...for the next 4 Trillion Years... Proxima Centauri will be a shining star 
for the next 4 Trillion Years... read this and then invent a way to hear for the next 4 Trillion Years... read this and then invent a way to hear for the next 4 Trillion Years... read this and then invent a way to hear for the next 4 Trillion Years... read this and then invent a way to hear 
and observe Aliens at Proxima Centauri... Click HERE!and observe Aliens at Proxima Centauri... Click HERE!and observe Aliens at Proxima Centauri... Click HERE!and observe Aliens at Proxima Centauri... Click HERE!

11-14-13 Mecca + the Pentagon's Godsend of $177 Trillion in Oil 11-14-13 Mecca + the Pentagon's Godsend of $177 Trillion in Oil 11-14-13 Mecca + the Pentagon's Godsend of $177 Trillion in Oil 11-14-13 Mecca + the Pentagon's Godsend of $177 Trillion in Oil 
Revenues from the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar Era.. Revenues from the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar Era.. Revenues from the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar Era.. Revenues from the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar Era.. 

11-14-13 Rome, Mecca + The Pentagon 30% share of Iraq's oil revenues 11-14-13 Rome, Mecca + The Pentagon 30% share of Iraq's oil revenues 11-14-13 Rome, Mecca + The Pentagon 30% share of Iraq's oil revenues 11-14-13 Rome, Mecca + The Pentagon 30% share of Iraq's oil revenues 
from the oil for food program. "Oil for Food" was a scam. from the oil for food program. "Oil for Food" was a scam. from the oil for food program. "Oil for Food" was a scam. from the oil for food program. "Oil for Food" was a scam. 

11-14-13 Rome, Mecca + The Pentagon put the money in Swiss Banks 11-14-13 Rome, Mecca + The Pentagon put the money in Swiss Banks 11-14-13 Rome, Mecca + The Pentagon put the money in Swiss Banks 11-14-13 Rome, Mecca + The Pentagon put the money in Swiss Banks 
same Swiss Banks Hitler used. The Pentagon 30% share of Iraq's oil same Swiss Banks Hitler used. The Pentagon 30% share of Iraq's oil same Swiss Banks Hitler used. The Pentagon 30% share of Iraq's oil same Swiss Banks Hitler used. The Pentagon 30% share of Iraq's oil 
revenues Pentagon used for USS JFK $14 Billion dollar Aircraft Carrier, revenues Pentagon used for USS JFK $14 Billion dollar Aircraft Carrier, revenues Pentagon used for USS JFK $14 Billion dollar Aircraft Carrier, revenues Pentagon used for USS JFK $14 Billion dollar Aircraft Carrier, 
USS Bush $14 Billion, USS Ford $14 Billion, 14 New Aircraft Carriers all USS Bush $14 Billion, USS Ford $14 Billion, 14 New Aircraft Carriers all USS Bush $14 Billion, USS Ford $14 Billion, 14 New Aircraft Carriers all USS Bush $14 Billion, USS Ford $14 Billion, 14 New Aircraft Carriers all 
paid for with 30% share of Iraq's oil revenues... paid for with 30% share of Iraq's oil revenues... paid for with 30% share of Iraq's oil revenues... paid for with 30% share of Iraq's oil revenues... 

11-14-13 When gasoline would have been .20 cents a Gallon from 1980 11-14-13 When gasoline would have been .20 cents a Gallon from 1980 11-14-13 When gasoline would have been .20 cents a Gallon from 1980 11-14-13 When gasoline would have been .20 cents a Gallon from 1980 
to 2013 if the ElectricWindmillCar was not suppressed in 1980. Caroline to 2013 if the ElectricWindmillCar was not suppressed in 1980. Caroline to 2013 if the ElectricWindmillCar was not suppressed in 1980. Caroline to 2013 if the ElectricWindmillCar was not suppressed in 1980. Caroline 
Kennedy knows this and will not "Leak" it on "Today Show" or NBC Kennedy knows this and will not "Leak" it on "Today Show" or NBC Kennedy knows this and will not "Leak" it on "Today Show" or NBC Kennedy knows this and will not "Leak" it on "Today Show" or NBC 
Nightly News! Nightly News! Nightly News! Nightly News! 

11-14-13 Why? Numb Nuts Dictators have the power of "God" over 11-14-13 Why? Numb Nuts Dictators have the power of "God" over 11-14-13 Why? Numb Nuts Dictators have the power of "God" over 11-14-13 Why? Numb Nuts Dictators have the power of "God" over 
Caroline Kennedy, and Pope Frances in Rome... this is unbelievable Caroline Kennedy, and Pope Frances in Rome... this is unbelievable Caroline Kennedy, and Pope Frances in Rome... this is unbelievable Caroline Kennedy, and Pope Frances in Rome... this is unbelievable 
when pictures of Beijing expose 11 million are being "Gassed" by "Poison when pictures of Beijing expose 11 million are being "Gassed" by "Poison when pictures of Beijing expose 11 million are being "Gassed" by "Poison when pictures of Beijing expose 11 million are being "Gassed" by "Poison 
Gasoline Exhaust" Gasoline Exhaust" Gasoline Exhaust" Gasoline Exhaust" 

11-14-13 Holocaust II... US ambassador to Japan Caroline Kennedy 11-14-13 Holocaust II... US ambassador to Japan Caroline Kennedy 11-14-13 Holocaust II... US ambassador to Japan Caroline Kennedy 11-14-13 Holocaust II... US ambassador to Japan Caroline Kennedy 
goes on charm offensive embroiled in Holocaust II "Poison Gasoline goes on charm offensive embroiled in Holocaust II "Poison Gasoline goes on charm offensive embroiled in Holocaust II "Poison Gasoline goes on charm offensive embroiled in Holocaust II "Poison Gasoline 
Exhaust" the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar from 1980 to 2013... Exhaust" the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar from 1980 to 2013... Exhaust" the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar from 1980 to 2013... Exhaust" the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar from 1980 to 2013... 
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11-14-13 Holocaust II the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar from 11-14-13 Holocaust II the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar from 11-14-13 Holocaust II the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar from 11-14-13 Holocaust II the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar from 
1980 to 2013, million have been "Gassed" to death from Toyota "Poison 1980 to 2013, million have been "Gassed" to death from Toyota "Poison 1980 to 2013, million have been "Gassed" to death from Toyota "Poison 1980 to 2013, million have been "Gassed" to death from Toyota "Poison 
Gasoline Exhaust" in Tokyo, London, Paris, and the pictures of "Poison Gasoline Exhaust" in Tokyo, London, Paris, and the pictures of "Poison Gasoline Exhaust" in Tokyo, London, Paris, and the pictures of "Poison Gasoline Exhaust" in Tokyo, London, Paris, and the pictures of "Poison 
Gasoline Exhaust" from Beijing "Leaked" what the Chairman of China Gasoline Exhaust" from Beijing "Leaked" what the Chairman of China Gasoline Exhaust" from Beijing "Leaked" what the Chairman of China Gasoline Exhaust" from Beijing "Leaked" what the Chairman of China 
has keep classified as Top Secret since the 1980 invention and has keep classified as Top Secret since the 1980 invention and has keep classified as Top Secret since the 1980 invention and has keep classified as Top Secret since the 1980 invention and 
suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar! suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar! suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar! suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar! 

11-14-13 US ambassador to Japan Caroline Kennedy goes on charm 11-14-13 US ambassador to Japan Caroline Kennedy goes on charm 11-14-13 US ambassador to Japan Caroline Kennedy goes on charm 11-14-13 US ambassador to Japan Caroline Kennedy goes on charm 
offensive embroiled in 10K windmills on the deck of the JFK, war offensive embroiled in 10K windmills on the deck of the JFK, war offensive embroiled in 10K windmills on the deck of the JFK, war offensive embroiled in 10K windmills on the deck of the JFK, war 
reparations from suppressing the ElectricWindmillCars 1,001 reparations from suppressing the ElectricWindmillCars 1,001 reparations from suppressing the ElectricWindmillCars 1,001 reparations from suppressing the ElectricWindmillCars 1,001 
inventions, Free Health Care and University Education like Saudia inventions, Free Health Care and University Education like Saudia inventions, Free Health Care and University Education like Saudia inventions, Free Health Care and University Education like Saudia 
Arabia has USA would have had since 1980... how could Numb Nuts Arabia has USA would have had since 1980... how could Numb Nuts Arabia has USA would have had since 1980... how could Numb Nuts Arabia has USA would have had since 1980... how could Numb Nuts 
Dictators get Caroline Kennedy to go alone with this? Dictators get Caroline Kennedy to go alone with this? Dictators get Caroline Kennedy to go alone with this? Dictators get Caroline Kennedy to go alone with this? 

11-14-13 Rome imposed large indemnities on Carthage after the First 11-14-13 Rome imposed large indemnities on Carthage after the First 11-14-13 Rome imposed large indemnities on Carthage after the First 11-14-13 Rome imposed large indemnities on Carthage after the First 
and Second Punic Wars. and Second Punic Wars. and Second Punic Wars. and Second Punic Wars. 

11-14-13 Bill + Melinda's war reparations mean all patents Microsoft 11-14-13 Bill + Melinda's war reparations mean all patents Microsoft 11-14-13 Bill + Melinda's war reparations mean all patents Microsoft 11-14-13 Bill + Melinda's war reparations mean all patents Microsoft 
has goes to the Department of Education. 1,001 Invention Projects in has goes to the Department of Education. 1,001 Invention Projects in has goes to the Department of Education. 1,001 Invention Projects in has goes to the Department of Education. 1,001 Invention Projects in 
Win 8.3 fix that pre installs 1,001 Invention Projects. Win 8.3 fix with Win 8.3 fix that pre installs 1,001 Invention Projects. Win 8.3 fix with Win 8.3 fix that pre installs 1,001 Invention Projects. Win 8.3 fix with Win 8.3 fix that pre installs 1,001 Invention Projects. Win 8.3 fix with 
links to click on to get you started InventingSomething! App to record links to click on to get you started InventingSomething! App to record links to click on to get you started InventingSomething! App to record links to click on to get you started InventingSomething! App to record 
this internet session as a YouTube Video so you can share your this internet session as a YouTube Video so you can share your this internet session as a YouTube Video so you can share your this internet session as a YouTube Video so you can share your 
"Brainstorming" is installed too. "Brainstorming" is installed too. "Brainstorming" is installed too. "Brainstorming" is installed too. 

New ----- New YouTube I Just Made -- CLICK HERE * * * New ----- New YouTube I Just Made -- CLICK HERE * * * New ----- New YouTube I Just Made -- CLICK HERE * * * New ----- New YouTube I Just Made -- CLICK HERE * * * 

850 pages moved to this web link 850 pages moved to this web link 850 pages moved to this web link 850 pages moved to this web link 
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/04Wives.htmlhttp://www.electricwindmillcar.com/04Wives.htmlhttp://www.electricwindmillcar.com/04Wives.htmlhttp://www.electricwindmillcar.com/04Wives.html

11-14-13 US ambassador to Japan Caroline Kennedy goes on charm 11-14-13 US ambassador to Japan Caroline Kennedy goes on charm 11-14-13 US ambassador to Japan Caroline Kennedy goes on charm 11-14-13 US ambassador to Japan Caroline Kennedy goes on charm 
offensive embroiled in Holocaust II the suppression of the offensive embroiled in Holocaust II the suppression of the offensive embroiled in Holocaust II the suppression of the offensive embroiled in Holocaust II the suppression of the 
ElectricWindmillCar from 1980 to 2013... ElectricWindmillCar from 1980 to 2013... ElectricWindmillCar from 1980 to 2013... ElectricWindmillCar from 1980 to 2013... 

11-14-13 Caroline Kennedy, the lone surviving child of slain US 11-14-13 Caroline Kennedy, the lone surviving child of slain US 11-14-13 Caroline Kennedy, the lone surviving child of slain US 11-14-13 Caroline Kennedy, the lone surviving child of slain US 
president John F. Kennedy, on Wednesday called Tokyo "one of our president John F. Kennedy, on Wednesday called Tokyo "one of our president John F. Kennedy, on Wednesday called Tokyo "one of our president John F. Kennedy, on Wednesday called Tokyo "one of our 
greatest allies and closest friends" as she takes up the post of US greatest allies and closest friends" as she takes up the post of US greatest allies and closest friends" as she takes up the post of US greatest allies and closest friends" as she takes up the post of US 
ambassador to Japan. ambassador to Japan. ambassador to Japan. ambassador to Japan. 

11-14-13 .20 cents a Gallon from 1980 to 2013 if the 11-14-13 .20 cents a Gallon from 1980 to 2013 if the 11-14-13 .20 cents a Gallon from 1980 to 2013 if the 11-14-13 .20 cents a Gallon from 1980 to 2013 if the 
ElectricWindmillCar was not suppressed in 1980. Caroline Kennedy ElectricWindmillCar was not suppressed in 1980. Caroline Kennedy ElectricWindmillCar was not suppressed in 1980. Caroline Kennedy ElectricWindmillCar was not suppressed in 1980. Caroline Kennedy 
knows this and will not "Leak" it on "Today Show" or NBC Nightly News! knows this and will not "Leak" it on "Today Show" or NBC Nightly News! knows this and will not "Leak" it on "Today Show" or NBC Nightly News! knows this and will not "Leak" it on "Today Show" or NBC Nightly News! 

11-14-13 Numb Nuts Dictators have the power of "God" over Caroline 11-14-13 Numb Nuts Dictators have the power of "God" over Caroline 11-14-13 Numb Nuts Dictators have the power of "God" over Caroline 11-14-13 Numb Nuts Dictators have the power of "God" over Caroline 
Kennedy, Why + How ? Kennedy, Why + How ? Kennedy, Why + How ? Kennedy, Why + How ? 

11-14-13 Numb Nuts Dictators have the power of "God" over Caroline 11-14-13 Numb Nuts Dictators have the power of "God" over Caroline 11-14-13 Numb Nuts Dictators have the power of "God" over Caroline 11-14-13 Numb Nuts Dictators have the power of "God" over Caroline 
Kennedy, Why + How ? Kennedy, Why + How ? Kennedy, Why + How ? Kennedy, Why + How ? 
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11-14-13 IBM "Watson" Super computer in the news today, asking for 11-14-13 IBM "Watson" Super computer in the news today, asking for 11-14-13 IBM "Watson" Super computer in the news today, asking for 11-14-13 IBM "Watson" Super computer in the news today, asking for 
programmers to write apps when Los Alamos Scientists can crunch programmers to write apps when Los Alamos Scientists can crunch programmers to write apps when Los Alamos Scientists can crunch programmers to write apps when Los Alamos Scientists can crunch 
trillions of Estrogen Hormones that cause cancer if they have not trillions of Estrogen Hormones that cause cancer if they have not trillions of Estrogen Hormones that cause cancer if they have not trillions of Estrogen Hormones that cause cancer if they have not 
already done this Super Computer Simulation... already done this Super Computer Simulation... already done this Super Computer Simulation... already done this Super Computer Simulation... 

Greg + Wives can Brainstorm 24/7 in the "Real World" Race for the Cure Greg + Wives can Brainstorm 24/7 in the "Real World" Race for the Cure Greg + Wives can Brainstorm 24/7 in the "Real World" Race for the Cure Greg + Wives can Brainstorm 24/7 in the "Real World" Race for the Cure 
with Dr Nancy Oppenheimer $1 Trillion "New Manhattan Project" for a with Dr Nancy Oppenheimer $1 Trillion "New Manhattan Project" for a with Dr Nancy Oppenheimer $1 Trillion "New Manhattan Project" for a with Dr Nancy Oppenheimer $1 Trillion "New Manhattan Project" for a 
Breast Cancer Cure that gets to use $ Trillions of dollars worth of IBM Breast Cancer Cure that gets to use $ Trillions of dollars worth of IBM Breast Cancer Cure that gets to use $ Trillions of dollars worth of IBM Breast Cancer Cure that gets to use $ Trillions of dollars worth of IBM 
Super Computers at Los Alamos. Super Computers at Los Alamos. Super Computers at Los Alamos. Super Computers at Los Alamos. 
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...for the next 4 Trillion Years... Proxima Centauri will be a shining star ...for the next 4 Trillion Years... Proxima Centauri will be a shining star ...for the next 4 Trillion Years... Proxima Centauri will be a shining star ...for the next 4 Trillion Years... Proxima Centauri will be a shining star 
for the next 4 Trillion Years... read this and then invent a way to hear for the next 4 Trillion Years... read this and then invent a way to hear for the next 4 Trillion Years... read this and then invent a way to hear for the next 4 Trillion Years... read this and then invent a way to hear 
and observe Aliens at Proxima Centauri... Click HERE!and observe Aliens at Proxima Centauri... Click HERE!and observe Aliens at Proxima Centauri... Click HERE!and observe Aliens at Proxima Centauri... Click HERE!

Time Change, we now know how time and gravity were INVENTED! Time Time Change, we now know how time and gravity were INVENTED! Time Time Change, we now know how time and gravity were INVENTED! Time Time Change, we now know how time and gravity were INVENTED! Time 
Change, we now know how time and gravity are generated! We now Change, we now know how time and gravity are generated! We now Change, we now know how time and gravity are generated! We now Change, we now know how time and gravity are generated! We now 
know the "Gravity Engine" will be INVENTED... know the "Gravity Engine" will be INVENTED... know the "Gravity Engine" will be INVENTED... know the "Gravity Engine" will be INVENTED... 

11-11-13 ElectricWindmillCar invented in 1980... Veterans were 11-11-13 ElectricWindmillCar invented in 1980... Veterans were 11-11-13 ElectricWindmillCar invented in 1980... Veterans were 11-11-13 ElectricWindmillCar invented in 1980... Veterans were 
swindled by BP Oil for $177 trillion in oil revenues from 1980 to 2013 swindled by BP Oil for $177 trillion in oil revenues from 1980 to 2013 swindled by BP Oil for $177 trillion in oil revenues from 1980 to 2013 swindled by BP Oil for $177 trillion in oil revenues from 1980 to 2013 
Veterans Day! $4 Gasoline! Veterans Day! $4 Gasoline! Veterans Day! $4 Gasoline! Veterans Day! $4 Gasoline! 

11-13-13 Yale Today News - Sustainable space travel. If Yale University 11-13-13 Yale Today News - Sustainable space travel. If Yale University 11-13-13 Yale Today News - Sustainable space travel. If Yale University 11-13-13 Yale Today News - Sustainable space travel. If Yale University 
won’t divest, itself of "Oil + Coal" stocks worth $15 Billion it can at least won’t divest, itself of "Oil + Coal" stocks worth $15 Billion it can at least won’t divest, itself of "Oil + Coal" stocks worth $15 Billion it can at least won’t divest, itself of "Oil + Coal" stocks worth $15 Billion it can at least 
support intergalactic travel. 3 Yale student... "Rocket Scientists" Glen support intergalactic travel. 3 Yale student... "Rocket Scientists" Glen support intergalactic travel. 3 Yale student... "Rocket Scientists" Glen support intergalactic travel. 3 Yale student... "Rocket Scientists" Glen 
Meyerowitz ’14 and Patrick Wilczynski ’16 have engineered a small-Meyerowitz ’14 and Patrick Wilczynski ’16 have engineered a small-Meyerowitz ’14 and Patrick Wilczynski ’16 have engineered a small-Meyerowitz ’14 and Patrick Wilczynski ’16 have engineered a small-
scale hybrid rocket with a "Gravity Engine," With this innovation, era of scale hybrid rocket with a "Gravity Engine," With this innovation, era of scale hybrid rocket with a "Gravity Engine," With this innovation, era of scale hybrid rocket with a "Gravity Engine," With this innovation, era of 
Space Travel gets the Pentagon's $1 Trillion dollar budget, and Dr. Space Travel gets the Pentagon's $1 Trillion dollar budget, and Dr. Space Travel gets the Pentagon's $1 Trillion dollar budget, and Dr. Space Travel gets the Pentagon's $1 Trillion dollar budget, and Dr. 
Nancy Oppenheimer's Manhattan Project gets all $1 Trillion dollars Nancy Oppenheimer's Manhattan Project gets all $1 Trillion dollars Nancy Oppenheimer's Manhattan Project gets all $1 Trillion dollars Nancy Oppenheimer's Manhattan Project gets all $1 Trillion dollars 
worth of IBM Supercomputers at Los Alamos. What to do with 14 Super worth of IBM Supercomputers at Los Alamos. What to do with 14 Super worth of IBM Supercomputers at Los Alamos. What to do with 14 Super worth of IBM Supercomputers at Los Alamos. What to do with 14 Super 
Aircraft Carriers... put 10K windmills on their decks and get 14 Trillion Aircraft Carriers... put 10K windmills on their decks and get 14 Trillion Aircraft Carriers... put 10K windmills on their decks and get 14 Trillion Aircraft Carriers... put 10K windmills on their decks and get 14 Trillion 
cans of H @ -254 C cans of H @ -254 C cans of H @ -254 C cans of H @ -254 C 

11-13-13 In 10 days, students from both Harvard and Yale will swarm 11-13-13 In 10 days, students from both Harvard and Yale will swarm 11-13-13 In 10 days, students from both Harvard and Yale will swarm 11-13-13 In 10 days, students from both Harvard and Yale will swarm 
the tailgate village next to the Yale Bowl. (Greg was here when I was 13 the tailgate village next to the Yale Bowl. (Greg was here when I was 13 the tailgate village next to the Yale Bowl. (Greg was here when I was 13 the tailgate village next to the Yale Bowl. (Greg was here when I was 13 
years old) Harvard-Yale tailgate at the Yale Bowl in 2011 — a woman years old) Harvard-Yale tailgate at the Yale Bowl in 2011 — a woman years old) Harvard-Yale tailgate at the Yale Bowl in 2011 — a woman years old) Harvard-Yale tailgate at the Yale Bowl in 2011 — a woman 
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was struck and killed by a U-Haul truck... with NO SUPER AIR BAGS ON was struck and killed by a U-Haul truck... with NO SUPER AIR BAGS ON was struck and killed by a U-Haul truck... with NO SUPER AIR BAGS ON was struck and killed by a U-Haul truck... with NO SUPER AIR BAGS ON 
THE OUTSIDE, a invention from Greg, 1 of 1,001 spin off inventions from THE OUTSIDE, a invention from Greg, 1 of 1,001 spin off inventions from THE OUTSIDE, a invention from Greg, 1 of 1,001 spin off inventions from THE OUTSIDE, a invention from Greg, 1 of 1,001 spin off inventions from 
the 1980 invention of the ElectricWindmillCar. Several Yale fraternities the 1980 invention of the ElectricWindmillCar. Several Yale fraternities the 1980 invention of the ElectricWindmillCar. Several Yale fraternities the 1980 invention of the ElectricWindmillCar. Several Yale fraternities 
are planning mixers with Harvard sororities talking up 1,001 are planning mixers with Harvard sororities talking up 1,001 are planning mixers with Harvard sororities talking up 1,001 are planning mixers with Harvard sororities talking up 1,001 
invention projects and polygamous marriage made legal. Lining up invention projects and polygamous marriage made legal. Lining up invention projects and polygamous marriage made legal. Lining up invention projects and polygamous marriage made legal. Lining up 
some wives! She said she would support Yale in whatever the University some wives! She said she would support Yale in whatever the University some wives! She said she would support Yale in whatever the University some wives! She said she would support Yale in whatever the University 
chooses to do to make The Game as safe as possible. She, a Yale Women chooses to do to make The Game as safe as possible. She, a Yale Women chooses to do to make The Game as safe as possible. She, a Yale Women chooses to do to make The Game as safe as possible. She, a Yale Women 
in our George Orwell 1984 Society has no say in Yale's suppression of the in our George Orwell 1984 Society has no say in Yale's suppression of the in our George Orwell 1984 Society has no say in Yale's suppression of the in our George Orwell 1984 Society has no say in Yale's suppression of the 
ElectricWindmillCar Era that started in 1980 and the 1 Trillion ElectricWindmillCar Era that started in 1980 and the 1 Trillion ElectricWindmillCar Era that started in 1980 and the 1 Trillion ElectricWindmillCar Era that started in 1980 and the 1 Trillion 
U-Haul trucks that crashed since 1980, 1 women was killed at the Yale U-Haul trucks that crashed since 1980, 1 women was killed at the Yale U-Haul trucks that crashed since 1980, 1 women was killed at the Yale U-Haul trucks that crashed since 1980, 1 women was killed at the Yale 
Bowl in 2011 who would be alive today if SUPER AIR BAGS WERE ON Bowl in 2011 who would be alive today if SUPER AIR BAGS WERE ON Bowl in 2011 who would be alive today if SUPER AIR BAGS WERE ON Bowl in 2011 who would be alive today if SUPER AIR BAGS WERE ON 
U-HAUL trucks. Nov. 23 tailgate will commence at 8:30 a.m. The Game U-HAUL trucks. Nov. 23 tailgate will commence at 8:30 a.m. The Game U-HAUL trucks. Nov. 23 tailgate will commence at 8:30 a.m. The Game U-HAUL trucks. Nov. 23 tailgate will commence at 8:30 a.m. The Game 
will kick off at noon. Kick Off of 1,001 suppressed inventions + invention will kick off at noon. Kick Off of 1,001 suppressed inventions + invention will kick off at noon. Kick Off of 1,001 suppressed inventions + invention will kick off at noon. Kick Off of 1,001 suppressed inventions + invention 
projects since the 1980 ElectricWindmillcar... no time has been set by projects since the 1980 ElectricWindmillcar... no time has been set by projects since the 1980 ElectricWindmillcar... no time has been set by projects since the 1980 ElectricWindmillcar... no time has been set by 
Numb Nuts Dictators at Yale! Numb Nuts Dictators at Yale! Numb Nuts Dictators at Yale! Numb Nuts Dictators at Yale! 

11-12-13 ElectricWindmillCar Parade drives you to 1,001 11-12-13 ElectricWindmillCar Parade drives you to 1,001 11-12-13 ElectricWindmillCar Parade drives you to 1,001 11-12-13 ElectricWindmillCar Parade drives you to 1,001 
InventSomething... Invention Projects on this web with links you can InventSomething... Invention Projects on this web with links you can InventSomething... Invention Projects on this web with links you can InventSomething... Invention Projects on this web with links you can 
click on to get started InventingSomething! click on to get started InventingSomething! click on to get started InventingSomething! click on to get started InventingSomething! 

11-11-13 Veterans Day, ElectricWindmillCars are driven by women in 11-11-13 Veterans Day, ElectricWindmillCars are driven by women in 11-11-13 Veterans Day, ElectricWindmillCars are driven by women in 11-11-13 Veterans Day, ElectricWindmillCars are driven by women in 
Saudi Arabia! Saudi Arabia! Saudi Arabia! Saudi Arabia! 

11-11-13 VA Hospitals kill more Veterans than Wars! Yale Key West 11-11-13 VA Hospitals kill more Veterans than Wars! Yale Key West 11-11-13 VA Hospitals kill more Veterans than Wars! Yale Key West 11-11-13 VA Hospitals kill more Veterans than Wars! Yale Key West 
Medical Schools built on an Eiffel Tower Structure will infect VA MD's, Medical Schools built on an Eiffel Tower Structure will infect VA MD's, Medical Schools built on an Eiffel Tower Structure will infect VA MD's, Medical Schools built on an Eiffel Tower Structure will infect VA MD's, 
cause them to become Astronaut Clones and be sold on a merger with cause them to become Astronaut Clones and be sold on a merger with cause them to become Astronaut Clones and be sold on a merger with cause them to become Astronaut Clones and be sold on a merger with 
Yale Freedom Tower One Medical School. 1,776' high, distinction of Yale Freedom Tower One Medical School. 1,776' high, distinction of Yale Freedom Tower One Medical School. 1,776' high, distinction of Yale Freedom Tower One Medical School. 1,776' high, distinction of 
being the Tallest Medical School in the World. Is on Veterans Day a being the Tallest Medical School in the World. Is on Veterans Day a being the Tallest Medical School in the World. Is on Veterans Day a being the Tallest Medical School in the World. Is on Veterans Day a 
Causality of war! Causality of war! Causality of war! Causality of war! 

11-11-13 Veterans Day, ElectricWindmillCars are driven by women in 11-11-13 Veterans Day, ElectricWindmillCars are driven by women in 11-11-13 Veterans Day, ElectricWindmillCars are driven by women in 11-11-13 Veterans Day, ElectricWindmillCars are driven by women in 
Saudi Arabia! Saudi Arabia! Saudi Arabia! Saudi Arabia! 
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Veterans were swindled by BP Oil Veterans were swindled by BP Oil Veterans were swindled by BP Oil Veterans were swindled by BP Oil 

11 11 13 Several $14 Billion dollar Aircraft Carriers USS Ford, USS 11 11 13 Several $14 Billion dollar Aircraft Carriers USS Ford, USS 11 11 13 Several $14 Billion dollar Aircraft Carriers USS Ford, USS 11 11 13 Several $14 Billion dollar Aircraft Carriers USS Ford, USS 
Bush, USS JFK (no $14 Billion dollar VA Hospitals) were built with Bush, USS JFK (no $14 Billion dollar VA Hospitals) were built with Bush, USS JFK (no $14 Billion dollar VA Hospitals) were built with Bush, USS JFK (no $14 Billion dollar VA Hospitals) were built with 
"illegal oil Revenues" $1 Billion dollar Yale Key West Medical School + "illegal oil Revenues" $1 Billion dollar Yale Key West Medical School + "illegal oil Revenues" $1 Billion dollar Yale Key West Medical School + "illegal oil Revenues" $1 Billion dollar Yale Key West Medical School + 
$1 Billion dollar Freedom One Medical School NYC after the $1 Billion dollar Freedom One Medical School NYC after the $1 Billion dollar Freedom One Medical School NYC after the $1 Billion dollar Freedom One Medical School NYC after the 
ElectricWindmillCar is driven by women in Saudi Arabia! ElectricWindmillCar is driven by women in Saudi Arabia! ElectricWindmillCar is driven by women in Saudi Arabia! ElectricWindmillCar is driven by women in Saudi Arabia! 

...for the next 4 Trillion Years... Proxima Centauri will be a shining star ...for the next 4 Trillion Years... Proxima Centauri will be a shining star ...for the next 4 Trillion Years... Proxima Centauri will be a shining star ...for the next 4 Trillion Years... Proxima Centauri will be a shining star 
for the next 4 Trillion Years... read this and then invent a way to hear for the next 4 Trillion Years... read this and then invent a way to hear for the next 4 Trillion Years... read this and then invent a way to hear for the next 4 Trillion Years... read this and then invent a way to hear 
and observe Aliens at Proxima Centauri... Click HERE!and observe Aliens at Proxima Centauri... Click HERE!and observe Aliens at Proxima Centauri... Click HERE!and observe Aliens at Proxima Centauri... Click HERE!

850 pages moved to this web link 850 pages moved to this web link 850 pages moved to this web link 850 pages moved to this web link 
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/04Wives.htmlhttp://www.electricwindmillcar.com/04Wives.htmlhttp://www.electricwindmillcar.com/04Wives.htmlhttp://www.electricwindmillcar.com/04Wives.html
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Time Change, we now know how time and gravity were INVENTED! Time Time Change, we now know how time and gravity were INVENTED! Time Time Change, we now know how time and gravity were INVENTED! Time Time Change, we now know how time and gravity were INVENTED! Time 
Change, we now know how time and gravity are generated! We now Change, we now know how time and gravity are generated! We now Change, we now know how time and gravity are generated! We now Change, we now know how time and gravity are generated! We now 
know the "Gravity Engine" will be INVENTED... know the "Gravity Engine" will be INVENTED... know the "Gravity Engine" will be INVENTED... know the "Gravity Engine" will be INVENTED... 

11-11-13 ElectricWindmillCar invented in 1980... Veterans were 11-11-13 ElectricWindmillCar invented in 1980... Veterans were 11-11-13 ElectricWindmillCar invented in 1980... Veterans were 11-11-13 ElectricWindmillCar invented in 1980... Veterans were 
swindled by BP Oil for $177 trillion in oil revenues from 1980 to 2013 swindled by BP Oil for $177 trillion in oil revenues from 1980 to 2013 swindled by BP Oil for $177 trillion in oil revenues from 1980 to 2013 swindled by BP Oil for $177 trillion in oil revenues from 1980 to 2013 
Veterans Day! $4 Gasoline! Veterans Day! $4 Gasoline! Veterans Day! $4 Gasoline! Veterans Day! $4 Gasoline! 

Veterans were swindled by BP Oil Veterans were swindled by BP Oil Veterans were swindled by BP Oil Veterans were swindled by BP Oil 

11-11-13 Chaney is the only one who got a new "Heart" (he cuts in front 11-11-13 Chaney is the only one who got a new "Heart" (he cuts in front 11-11-13 Chaney is the only one who got a new "Heart" (he cuts in front 11-11-13 Chaney is the only one who got a new "Heart" (he cuts in front 
of the line at Disney too) and he wants to attack Iran when the of the line at Disney too) and he wants to attack Iran when the of the line at Disney too) and he wants to attack Iran when the of the line at Disney too) and he wants to attack Iran when the 
ElectricWindmillCar, 1980 Model would have Bankrupt Iran with 10 ElectricWindmillCar, 1980 Model would have Bankrupt Iran with 10 ElectricWindmillCar, 1980 Model would have Bankrupt Iran with 10 ElectricWindmillCar, 1980 Model would have Bankrupt Iran with 10 
cent a barrel OIL from 1980 to 2013. cent a barrel OIL from 1980 to 2013. cent a barrel OIL from 1980 to 2013. cent a barrel OIL from 1980 to 2013. 

11-11-13 Chaney, Bush Medical School never ever entered the minds or 11-11-13 Chaney, Bush Medical School never ever entered the minds or 11-11-13 Chaney, Bush Medical School never ever entered the minds or 11-11-13 Chaney, Bush Medical School never ever entered the minds or 
conversations of Bush + Chaney after he got a new "Heart". $14 Billion conversations of Bush + Chaney after he got a new "Heart". $14 Billion conversations of Bush + Chaney after he got a new "Heart". $14 Billion conversations of Bush + Chaney after he got a new "Heart". $14 Billion 
dollar Bush Aircraft Carrier was built instead of the $1 Billion dollar dollar Bush Aircraft Carrier was built instead of the $1 Billion dollar dollar Bush Aircraft Carrier was built instead of the $1 Billion dollar dollar Bush Aircraft Carrier was built instead of the $1 Billion dollar 
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Yale Key West Medical School. Yale Key West Medical School. Yale Key West Medical School. Yale Key West Medical School. 

11 11 13 "Veterans" die a tortured death from Poison Gasoline Exhaust 11 11 13 "Veterans" die a tortured death from Poison Gasoline Exhaust 11 11 13 "Veterans" die a tortured death from Poison Gasoline Exhaust 11 11 13 "Veterans" die a tortured death from Poison Gasoline Exhaust 
cancers worldwide! Statistics are Classified Top Secret! cancers worldwide! Statistics are Classified Top Secret! cancers worldwide! Statistics are Classified Top Secret! cancers worldwide! Statistics are Classified Top Secret! 

11 11 13 Holocaust II + III are out of control with "Air Pollution!" 11 11 13 Holocaust II + III are out of control with "Air Pollution!" 11 11 13 Holocaust II + III are out of control with "Air Pollution!" 11 11 13 Holocaust II + III are out of control with "Air Pollution!" 
Model 2014 Ford, GM, Toyota's all come with Poison Gasoline Exhaust Model 2014 Ford, GM, Toyota's all come with Poison Gasoline Exhaust Model 2014 Ford, GM, Toyota's all come with Poison Gasoline Exhaust Model 2014 Ford, GM, Toyota's all come with Poison Gasoline Exhaust 
that kills "Veterans" and Civilians in every City on Earth. Numb Nuts that kills "Veterans" and Civilians in every City on Earth. Numb Nuts that kills "Veterans" and Civilians in every City on Earth. Numb Nuts that kills "Veterans" and Civilians in every City on Earth. Numb Nuts 
Dictators in Beijing said number of new cars sales will be cut by 40% in Dictators in Beijing said number of new cars sales will be cut by 40% in Dictators in Beijing said number of new cars sales will be cut by 40% in Dictators in Beijing said number of new cars sales will be cut by 40% in 
2014. 2014. 2014. 2014. 

11 11 13 Holocaust III is diseases that WHO at the UN let Carter, 11 11 13 Holocaust III is diseases that WHO at the UN let Carter, 11 11 13 Holocaust III is diseases that WHO at the UN let Carter, 11 11 13 Holocaust III is diseases that WHO at the UN let Carter, 
Clinton, Bush, Bush + Obama give Syphilis, Hepatitis, HPV's - STD's - to a Clinton, Bush, Bush + Obama give Syphilis, Hepatitis, HPV's - STD's - to a Clinton, Bush, Bush + Obama give Syphilis, Hepatitis, HPV's - STD's - to a Clinton, Bush, Bush + Obama give Syphilis, Hepatitis, HPV's - STD's - to a 
million Chinese women in Beijing, NYC, Paris, London... Carter, million Chinese women in Beijing, NYC, Paris, London... Carter, million Chinese women in Beijing, NYC, Paris, London... Carter, million Chinese women in Beijing, NYC, Paris, London... Carter, 
Clinton, Bush, Bush + Obama gave Syphilis, Hepatitis, HPV's - STD's to Clinton, Bush, Bush + Obama gave Syphilis, Hepatitis, HPV's - STD's to Clinton, Bush, Bush + Obama gave Syphilis, Hepatitis, HPV's - STD's to Clinton, Bush, Bush + Obama gave Syphilis, Hepatitis, HPV's - STD's to 
women world wide knowing they had a sexual transmitted disease! women world wide knowing they had a sexual transmitted disease! women world wide knowing they had a sexual transmitted disease! women world wide knowing they had a sexual transmitted disease! 

11-11-13 ElectricWindmillCar invented in 1980... everyone on Earth 11-11-13 ElectricWindmillCar invented in 1980... everyone on Earth 11-11-13 ElectricWindmillCar invented in 1980... everyone on Earth 11-11-13 ElectricWindmillCar invented in 1980... everyone on Earth 
was swindled out a 1981 Rx Overnight Miracle Cure for Cancer. 1 of was swindled out a 1981 Rx Overnight Miracle Cure for Cancer. 1 of was swindled out a 1981 Rx Overnight Miracle Cure for Cancer. 1 of was swindled out a 1981 Rx Overnight Miracle Cure for Cancer. 1 of 
1,001 spin off inventions from the euphoria of the ElectricWindmillCar 1,001 spin off inventions from the euphoria of the ElectricWindmillCar 1,001 spin off inventions from the euphoria of the ElectricWindmillCar 1,001 spin off inventions from the euphoria of the ElectricWindmillCar 
that ended the Saudi Oil Embargoes of the 1980's. Free Health Care and that ended the Saudi Oil Embargoes of the 1980's. Free Health Care and that ended the Saudi Oil Embargoes of the 1980's. Free Health Care and that ended the Saudi Oil Embargoes of the 1980's. Free Health Care and 
University Education for Saudi Arabia criminals! Criminal seizure of University Education for Saudi Arabia criminals! Criminal seizure of University Education for Saudi Arabia criminals! Criminal seizure of University Education for Saudi Arabia criminals! Criminal seizure of 
$177 Trillion in Oil Revenues! $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues! $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues! $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues! 

11 11 13 Chairman Mao's kids who are the Numb Nuts Dictators in 11 11 13 Chairman Mao's kids who are the Numb Nuts Dictators in 11 11 13 Chairman Mao's kids who are the Numb Nuts Dictators in 11 11 13 Chairman Mao's kids who are the Numb Nuts Dictators in 
Beijing on Veterans Day Today got "Addicted" to "Greed" and could not Beijing on Veterans Day Today got "Addicted" to "Greed" and could not Beijing on Veterans Day Today got "Addicted" to "Greed" and could not Beijing on Veterans Day Today got "Addicted" to "Greed" and could not 
refuse $1 Billion dollar bribes in Secret Swiss Bank Accounts! refuse $1 Billion dollar bribes in Secret Swiss Bank Accounts! refuse $1 Billion dollar bribes in Secret Swiss Bank Accounts! refuse $1 Billion dollar bribes in Secret Swiss Bank Accounts! 

11 11 13 "Poison Gas" used on 11 million people in Beijing, BP Oil 11 11 13 "Poison Gas" used on 11 million people in Beijing, BP Oil 11 11 13 "Poison Gas" used on 11 million people in Beijing, BP Oil 11 11 13 "Poison Gas" used on 11 million people in Beijing, BP Oil 
TODAY is George Orwell 1984 in London and Beijing... Poison Gasoline TODAY is George Orwell 1984 in London and Beijing... Poison Gasoline TODAY is George Orwell 1984 in London and Beijing... Poison Gasoline TODAY is George Orwell 1984 in London and Beijing... Poison Gasoline 
Exhaust, Ford, GM, Toyota's... Exhaust, Ford, GM, Toyota's... Exhaust, Ford, GM, Toyota's... Exhaust, Ford, GM, Toyota's... 

11 11 13 This is a Real World Holocaust II and trials will start in 11 11 13 This is a Real World Holocaust II and trials will start in 11 11 13 This is a Real World Holocaust II and trials will start in 11 11 13 This is a Real World Holocaust II and trials will start in 
Beijing soon I hope! Natural Gas Pipelines into Beijing for "Cooking" Beijing soon I hope! Natural Gas Pipelines into Beijing for "Cooking" Beijing soon I hope! Natural Gas Pipelines into Beijing for "Cooking" Beijing soon I hope! Natural Gas Pipelines into Beijing for "Cooking" 
are just as Poisonous in fumes given off cooking RICE. are just as Poisonous in fumes given off cooking RICE. are just as Poisonous in fumes given off cooking RICE. are just as Poisonous in fumes given off cooking RICE. 

11 11 13 Beijing's Numb Nuts Dictators will never Order a Emergency 11 11 13 Beijing's Numb Nuts Dictators will never Order a Emergency 11 11 13 Beijing's Numb Nuts Dictators will never Order a Emergency 11 11 13 Beijing's Numb Nuts Dictators will never Order a Emergency 
cut of "Natural Gas Cooking Stove" sales unless Observers reading this cut of "Natural Gas Cooking Stove" sales unless Observers reading this cut of "Natural Gas Cooking Stove" sales unless Observers reading this cut of "Natural Gas Cooking Stove" sales unless Observers reading this 
make Natural Gas Cook Stoves Tomorrows "Trans Fats" on the "Today make Natural Gas Cook Stoves Tomorrows "Trans Fats" on the "Today make Natural Gas Cook Stoves Tomorrows "Trans Fats" on the "Today make Natural Gas Cook Stoves Tomorrows "Trans Fats" on the "Today 
Show" and NBC Nightly News! Show" and NBC Nightly News! Show" and NBC Nightly News! Show" and NBC Nightly News! 

11 11 13 "Trans Fats" kill MURDER 7,000 In the USA in 2013 + 2014 via 11 11 13 "Trans Fats" kill MURDER 7,000 In the USA in 2013 + 2014 via 11 11 13 "Trans Fats" kill MURDER 7,000 In the USA in 2013 + 2014 via 11 11 13 "Trans Fats" kill MURDER 7,000 In the USA in 2013 + 2014 via 
Heart Attacks. 70K IN CHINA + no Chinese Nightly News on Trans Fats Heart Attacks. 70K IN CHINA + no Chinese Nightly News on Trans Fats Heart Attacks. 70K IN CHINA + no Chinese Nightly News on Trans Fats Heart Attacks. 70K IN CHINA + no Chinese Nightly News on Trans Fats 
Today as Poison Gasoline Pollution is the Top Story in Beijing Today. Today as Poison Gasoline Pollution is the Top Story in Beijing Today. Today as Poison Gasoline Pollution is the Top Story in Beijing Today. Today as Poison Gasoline Pollution is the Top Story in Beijing Today. 

11 11 13 In the USA... HPV infections, are the most common sexually 11 11 13 In the USA... HPV infections, are the most common sexually 11 11 13 In the USA... HPV infections, are the most common sexually 11 11 13 In the USA... HPV infections, are the most common sexually 
transmitted disease and they cause cervical cancers in tens of transmitted disease and they cause cervical cancers in tens of transmitted disease and they cause cervical cancers in tens of transmitted disease and they cause cervical cancers in tens of 
thousands of deaths in 2013 + 2014 in the USA + Worldwide. Clinton thousands of deaths in 2013 + 2014 in the USA + Worldwide. Clinton thousands of deaths in 2013 + 2014 in the USA + Worldwide. Clinton thousands of deaths in 2013 + 2014 in the USA + Worldwide. Clinton 
would give women HPV virus without telling her, then lie and lie and would give women HPV virus without telling her, then lie and lie and would give women HPV virus without telling her, then lie and lie and would give women HPV virus without telling her, then lie and lie and 
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lie... lie... lie... lie... 

11 11 13 Chinese women were infected (by Clintons) with this sexually 11 11 13 Chinese women were infected (by Clintons) with this sexually 11 11 13 Chinese women were infected (by Clintons) with this sexually 11 11 13 Chinese women were infected (by Clintons) with this sexually 
transmitted virus, (and EVERY OTHER sexually transmitted disease) via transmitted virus, (and EVERY OTHER sexually transmitted disease) via transmitted virus, (and EVERY OTHER sexually transmitted disease) via transmitted virus, (and EVERY OTHER sexually transmitted disease) via 
car salesmen named Clinton, and they can't sue Clinton or Ford or GM car salesmen named Clinton, and they can't sue Clinton or Ford or GM car salesmen named Clinton, and they can't sue Clinton or Ford or GM car salesmen named Clinton, and they can't sue Clinton or Ford or GM 
executives who gave it to them! Clintons will never be scanned at the executives who gave it to them! Clintons will never be scanned at the executives who gave it to them! Clintons will never be scanned at the executives who gave it to them! Clintons will never be scanned at the 
Airport for HPV's STD's unless the Observers reading this make "HPV" + Airport for HPV's STD's unless the Observers reading this make "HPV" + Airport for HPV's STD's unless the Observers reading this make "HPV" + Airport for HPV's STD's unless the Observers reading this make "HPV" + 
STD's the "Trans Fats" on the "Today Show" and NBC Nightly News STD's the "Trans Fats" on the "Today Show" and NBC Nightly News STD's the "Trans Fats" on the "Today Show" and NBC Nightly News STD's the "Trans Fats" on the "Today Show" and NBC Nightly News 
tomorrow! tomorrow! tomorrow! tomorrow! 

11 11 13 HPV sexually Transmitted disease given to millions of Chinese 11 11 13 HPV sexually Transmitted disease given to millions of Chinese 11 11 13 HPV sexually Transmitted disease given to millions of Chinese 11 11 13 HPV sexually Transmitted disease given to millions of Chinese 
women with the New Ford Mustang is the HOLOCAUST III... because women with the New Ford Mustang is the HOLOCAUST III... because women with the New Ford Mustang is the HOLOCAUST III... because women with the New Ford Mustang is the HOLOCAUST III... because 
100K a year in 2020 will die a tortuous death from cervical cancer in 100K a year in 2020 will die a tortuous death from cervical cancer in 100K a year in 2020 will die a tortuous death from cervical cancer in 100K a year in 2020 will die a tortuous death from cervical cancer in 
Beijing! Beijing! Beijing! Beijing! 

11 11 13 Airport Scanners in Beijing will scan all women for HPV! This 11 11 13 Airport Scanners in Beijing will scan all women for HPV! This 11 11 13 Airport Scanners in Beijing will scan all women for HPV! This 11 11 13 Airport Scanners in Beijing will scan all women for HPV! This 
is Super Gravity in the Real World not Super Gravity of a Black Hole 84 is Super Gravity in the Real World not Super Gravity of a Black Hole 84 is Super Gravity in the Real World not Super Gravity of a Black Hole 84 is Super Gravity in the Real World not Super Gravity of a Black Hole 84 
million light years from Earth! million light years from Earth! million light years from Earth! million light years from Earth! 

11 11 13 A new Gravity Engine Made + Invented in the USA. Yale Key 11 11 13 A new Gravity Engine Made + Invented in the USA. Yale Key 11 11 13 A new Gravity Engine Made + Invented in the USA. Yale Key 11 11 13 A new Gravity Engine Made + Invented in the USA. Yale Key 
West Medical Schools built on an Eiffel Tower Structure will infect West Medical Schools built on an Eiffel Tower Structure will infect West Medical Schools built on an Eiffel Tower Structure will infect West Medical Schools built on an Eiffel Tower Structure will infect 
Beijing in 2014! Beijing in 2014! Beijing in 2014! Beijing in 2014! 

11 11 13 Dr. Publix MD Grocery Stores... MD Chairman Mao, lets hope 11 11 13 Dr. Publix MD Grocery Stores... MD Chairman Mao, lets hope 11 11 13 Dr. Publix MD Grocery Stores... MD Chairman Mao, lets hope 11 11 13 Dr. Publix MD Grocery Stores... MD Chairman Mao, lets hope 
the next Chairman of China is a MD Women who was given warts... the next Chairman of China is a MD Women who was given warts... the next Chairman of China is a MD Women who was given warts... the next Chairman of China is a MD Women who was given warts... 
(Condyloma acuminata (genital warts) are a sexually transmitted (Condyloma acuminata (genital warts) are a sexually transmitted (Condyloma acuminata (genital warts) are a sexually transmitted (Condyloma acuminata (genital warts) are a sexually transmitted 
infection that causes small, skin-colored or pink growths on the labia, infection that causes small, skin-colored or pink growths on the labia, infection that causes small, skin-colored or pink growths on the labia, infection that causes small, skin-colored or pink growths on the labia, 
at the opening of the vagina, or around or inside the anus. Genital at the opening of the vagina, or around or inside the anus. Genital at the opening of the vagina, or around or inside the anus. Genital at the opening of the vagina, or around or inside the anus. Genital 
warts are the most common sexually transmitted infection in the warts are the most common sexually transmitted infection in the warts are the most common sexually transmitted infection in the warts are the most common sexually transmitted infection in the 
United States. Although warts affect both genders, more women have United States. Although warts affect both genders, more women have United States. Although warts affect both genders, more women have United States. Although warts affect both genders, more women have 
warts than men) by a Ford or GM salesman from the United States. warts than men) by a Ford or GM salesman from the United States. warts than men) by a Ford or GM salesman from the United States. warts than men) by a Ford or GM salesman from the United States. 
China women at China women at China women at China women at 

Yale will return home with warts! Yale integrity of facilities to preserve Yale will return home with warts! Yale integrity of facilities to preserve Yale will return home with warts! Yale integrity of facilities to preserve Yale will return home with warts! Yale integrity of facilities to preserve 
public health and safety gets a F grade in the real world. public health and safety gets a F grade in the real world. public health and safety gets a F grade in the real world. public health and safety gets a F grade in the real world. 

Vaginal discharge that stinks and is blue is Trichomonas vaginalis is Vaginal discharge that stinks and is blue is Trichomonas vaginalis is Vaginal discharge that stinks and is blue is Trichomonas vaginalis is Vaginal discharge that stinks and is blue is Trichomonas vaginalis is 
an anaerobic, flagellated protozoan, a form of microorganism. The an anaerobic, flagellated protozoan, a form of microorganism. The an anaerobic, flagellated protozoan, a form of microorganism. The an anaerobic, flagellated protozoan, a form of microorganism. The 
parasitic microorganism is the causative agent of trichomoniasis, and parasitic microorganism is the causative agent of trichomoniasis, and parasitic microorganism is the causative agent of trichomoniasis, and parasitic microorganism is the causative agent of trichomoniasis, and 
is the most common pathogenic protozoan infection of humans in is the most common pathogenic protozoan infection of humans in is the most common pathogenic protozoan infection of humans in is the most common pathogenic protozoan infection of humans in 
industrialized countries.[1] Infection rates between men and women industrialized countries.[1] Infection rates between men and women industrialized countries.[1] Infection rates between men and women industrialized countries.[1] Infection rates between men and women 
are the same with women showing symptoms while infections in men are the same with women showing symptoms while infections in men are the same with women showing symptoms while infections in men are the same with women showing symptoms while infections in men 
are usually asymptomatic. Transmission takes place usually directly are usually asymptomatic. Transmission takes place usually directly are usually asymptomatic. Transmission takes place usually directly are usually asymptomatic. Transmission takes place usually directly 
because the trophozoite does not have a cyst. The WHO has estimated because the trophozoite does not have a cyst. The WHO has estimated because the trophozoite does not have a cyst. The WHO has estimated because the trophozoite does not have a cyst. The WHO has estimated 
that 160 million cases of infection are acquired annually worldwide.that 160 million cases of infection are acquired annually worldwide.that 160 million cases of infection are acquired annually worldwide.that 160 million cases of infection are acquired annually worldwide.
[2] The estimates for North America alone are between 5 and 8 million [2] The estimates for North America alone are between 5 and 8 million [2] The estimates for North America alone are between 5 and 8 million [2] The estimates for North America alone are between 5 and 8 million 
new infections each year, in the USA. 24 million Chinese women new infections each year, in the USA. 24 million Chinese women new infections each year, in the USA. 24 million Chinese women new infections each year, in the USA. 24 million Chinese women 
infected each year. infected each year. infected each year. infected each year. 
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11 11 13 White House with a MD Chef will not come into being with the 11 11 13 White House with a MD Chef will not come into being with the 11 11 13 White House with a MD Chef will not come into being with the 11 11 13 White House with a MD Chef will not come into being with the 
Clinton's back in the White House... black hole humor from Greg in Key Clinton's back in the White House... black hole humor from Greg in Key Clinton's back in the White House... black hole humor from Greg in Key Clinton's back in the White House... black hole humor from Greg in Key 
West on 11-11-13 TGIF. West on 11-11-13 TGIF. West on 11-11-13 TGIF. West on 11-11-13 TGIF. 

11 11 13 Deborah Cohan Operating Room YouTube video went viral 11 11 13 Deborah Cohan Operating Room YouTube video went viral 11 11 13 Deborah Cohan Operating Room YouTube video went viral 11 11 13 Deborah Cohan Operating Room YouTube video went viral 
yesterday just before her double mastectomy! Dr. Nancy Oppenheimer yesterday just before her double mastectomy! Dr. Nancy Oppenheimer yesterday just before her double mastectomy! Dr. Nancy Oppenheimer yesterday just before her double mastectomy! Dr. Nancy Oppenheimer 
and the Manhattan Project for the Rx Overnight Cure of Breast Cancer and the Manhattan Project for the Rx Overnight Cure of Breast Cancer and the Manhattan Project for the Rx Overnight Cure of Breast Cancer and the Manhattan Project for the Rx Overnight Cure of Breast Cancer 
has not been viewed on a YouTube Video. has not been viewed on a YouTube Video. has not been viewed on a YouTube Video. has not been viewed on a YouTube Video. 

11 11 13 Friday Beijing Emergency Orders new car sales quotas cut by 11 11 13 Friday Beijing Emergency Orders new car sales quotas cut by 11 11 13 Friday Beijing Emergency Orders new car sales quotas cut by 11 11 13 Friday Beijing Emergency Orders new car sales quotas cut by 
almost 40% as out of 11 million people 10K will get cancers from Poison almost 40% as out of 11 million people 10K will get cancers from Poison almost 40% as out of 11 million people 10K will get cancers from Poison almost 40% as out of 11 million people 10K will get cancers from Poison 
Gasoline Exhaust and 3 Coal Fired Electric Power Plants! Gasoline Exhaust and 3 Coal Fired Electric Power Plants! Gasoline Exhaust and 3 Coal Fired Electric Power Plants! Gasoline Exhaust and 3 Coal Fired Electric Power Plants! 

11 8 13 MARACAY, Venezuela Chavez spent $ 1 Trillion in Oil Revenues 11 8 13 MARACAY, Venezuela Chavez spent $ 1 Trillion in Oil Revenues 11 8 13 MARACAY, Venezuela Chavez spent $ 1 Trillion in Oil Revenues 11 8 13 MARACAY, Venezuela Chavez spent $ 1 Trillion in Oil Revenues 
on MIT War Toys believing Castro's MD's in Havana would get the Nobel on MIT War Toys believing Castro's MD's in Havana would get the Nobel on MIT War Toys believing Castro's MD's in Havana would get the Nobel on MIT War Toys believing Castro's MD's in Havana would get the Nobel 
in Medicine for the Rx Overnight Miracle Cure for Cancer — Evelina in Medicine for the Rx Overnight Miracle Cure for Cancer — Evelina in Medicine for the Rx Overnight Miracle Cure for Cancer — Evelina in Medicine for the Rx Overnight Miracle Cure for Cancer — Evelina 
Gonzalez was supposed to undergo cancer surgery in July following Gonzalez was supposed to undergo cancer surgery in July following Gonzalez was supposed to undergo cancer surgery in July following Gonzalez was supposed to undergo cancer surgery in July following 
chemotherapy but wound up shuttling from hospital to hospital in chemotherapy but wound up shuttling from hospital to hospital in chemotherapy but wound up shuttling from hospital to hospital in chemotherapy but wound up shuttling from hospital to hospital in 
search of an available operating table. On the crest of her left breast, a search of an available operating table. On the crest of her left breast, a search of an available operating table. On the crest of her left breast, a search of an available operating table. On the crest of her left breast, a 
mocha-colored tumor doubled in size and now bulges through her mocha-colored tumor doubled in size and now bulges through her mocha-colored tumor doubled in size and now bulges through her mocha-colored tumor doubled in size and now bulges through her 
white spandex tank top. Gonzalez is on a list of 31 breast cancer white spandex tank top. Gonzalez is on a list of 31 breast cancer white spandex tank top. Gonzalez is on a list of 31 breast cancer white spandex tank top. Gonzalez is on a list of 31 breast cancer 
patients waiting to have tumors removed at one of Venezuela's biggest patients waiting to have tumors removed at one of Venezuela's biggest patients waiting to have tumors removed at one of Venezuela's biggest patients waiting to have tumors removed at one of Venezuela's biggest 
medical facilities, Maracay's Central Hospital. Click on the link above medical facilities, Maracay's Central Hospital. Click on the link above medical facilities, Maracay's Central Hospital. Click on the link above medical facilities, Maracay's Central Hospital. Click on the link above 
to Greg's 850 pages and you can see a picture of an American women to Greg's 850 pages and you can see a picture of an American women to Greg's 850 pages and you can see a picture of an American women to Greg's 850 pages and you can see a picture of an American women 
with the breast tumor coming through her skin, as she sits in the with the breast tumor coming through her skin, as she sits in the with the breast tumor coming through her skin, as she sits in the with the breast tumor coming through her skin, as she sits in the 
Doctors Office in the background! This is a Holocaust by "Venezuela Oil Doctors Office in the background! This is a Holocaust by "Venezuela Oil Doctors Office in the background! This is a Holocaust by "Venezuela Oil Doctors Office in the background! This is a Holocaust by "Venezuela Oil 
Men" + "Texas, Colorado Oil Men," stupid criminals finally exposed, the Men" + "Texas, Colorado Oil Men," stupid criminals finally exposed, the Men" + "Texas, Colorado Oil Men," stupid criminals finally exposed, the Men" + "Texas, Colorado Oil Men," stupid criminals finally exposed, the 
motive was Greed! Clinton could never win a Presidential Election motive was Greed! Clinton could never win a Presidential Election motive was Greed! Clinton could never win a Presidential Election motive was Greed! Clinton could never win a Presidential Election 
against an MD Woman who leaks Hillary's best **** star YouTube Videos against an MD Woman who leaks Hillary's best **** star YouTube Videos against an MD Woman who leaks Hillary's best **** star YouTube Videos against an MD Woman who leaks Hillary's best **** star YouTube Videos 
about the Suppression of the 1980 Model + 2014 Model about the Suppression of the 1980 Model + 2014 Model about the Suppression of the 1980 Model + 2014 Model about the Suppression of the 1980 Model + 2014 Model 
ElectricWindmillCars not on Sale in Beijing or Times Square NYC. ElectricWindmillCars not on Sale in Beijing or Times Square NYC. ElectricWindmillCars not on Sale in Beijing or Times Square NYC. ElectricWindmillCars not on Sale in Beijing or Times Square NYC. 
Mayor's of NYC will be a clone of Toronto's crack smoking Mayor on Mayor's of NYC will be a clone of Toronto's crack smoking Mayor on Mayor's of NYC will be a clone of Toronto's crack smoking Mayor on Mayor's of NYC will be a clone of Toronto's crack smoking Mayor on 
YouTube when the 2014 Model of the ElectricWindmillCar comes into YouTube when the 2014 Model of the ElectricWindmillCar comes into YouTube when the 2014 Model of the ElectricWindmillCar comes into YouTube when the 2014 Model of the ElectricWindmillCar comes into 
being! being! being! being! 

Proxima Centauri Alpha 4.3 light years Proxima Centauri Alpha 4.3 light years Proxima Centauri Alpha 4.3 light years Proxima Centauri Alpha 4.3 light years 

Rigil Kentaurus Alpha 4.3 Rigil Kentaurus Alpha 4.3 Rigil Kentaurus Alpha 4.3 Rigil Kentaurus Alpha 4.3 

Alpha Centauri B 4.3 Alpha Centauri B 4.3 Alpha Centauri B 4.3 Alpha Centauri B 4.3 

Barnard's Star 5.9 light years Barnard's Star 5.9 light years Barnard's Star 5.9 light years Barnard's Star 5.9 light years 
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Wolf 359 7.6 Wolf 359 7.6 Wolf 359 7.6 Wolf 359 7.6 

Lalande 21185 8.1 light years Lalande 21185 8.1 light years Lalande 21185 8.1 light years Lalande 21185 8.1 light years 

Sirius A 8.6 light years Sirius A 8.6 light years Sirius A 8.6 light years Sirius A 8.6 light years 

Sirius B 8.6 Sirius B 8.6 Sirius B 8.6 Sirius B 8.6 

Luyten726-8A 8.9 light years Luyten726-8A 8.9 light years Luyten726-8A 8.9 light years Luyten726-8A 8.9 light years 

Luyten 726-8B 8.9 Luyten 726-8B 8.9 Luyten 726-8B 8.9 Luyten 726-8B 8.9 

Ross 154 9.4 Ross 154 9.4 Ross 154 9.4 Ross 154 9.4 

Ross248 10.3 Ross248 10.3 Ross248 10.3 Ross248 10.3 

Epsilon Eridani 10.7 light years Epsilon Eridani 10.7 light years Epsilon Eridani 10.7 light years Epsilon Eridani 10.7 light years 

Luyten 789-6 10.8 Luyten 789-6 10.8 Luyten 789-6 10.8 Luyten 789-6 10.8 

Ross 128 10.8 light years Ross 128 10.8 light years Ross 128 10.8 light years Ross 128 10.8 light years 
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New ----- New YouTube I Just Made -- CLICK HERE * * * New ----- New YouTube I Just Made -- CLICK HERE * * * New ----- New YouTube I Just Made -- CLICK HERE * * * New ----- New YouTube I Just Made -- CLICK HERE * * * 

Greg Buell ON YouTube Video ------------ GREG'S 1ST VIDEO HERE ! Greg Buell ON YouTube Video ------------ GREG'S 1ST VIDEO HERE ! Greg Buell ON YouTube Video ------------ GREG'S 1ST VIDEO HERE ! Greg Buell ON YouTube Video ------------ GREG'S 1ST VIDEO HERE ! 
About End War On Earth and the Cure for Breast CancerAbout End War On Earth and the Cure for Breast CancerAbout End War On Earth and the Cure for Breast CancerAbout End War On Earth and the Cure for Breast Cancer
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IoQ895niX8w http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IoQ895niX8w http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IoQ895niX8w http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IoQ895niX8w 

Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 33041 Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 33041 Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 33041 Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 33041 

NEW CELL # 305 340 8082 NEW CELL # 305 340 8082 NEW CELL # 305 340 8082 NEW CELL # 305 340 8082 
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http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/photoshttp://www.electricwindmillcar.com/photoshttp://www.electricwindmillcar.com/photoshttp://www.electricwindmillcar.com/photos

11 3 13 Sunday... Time Change, we now know how time and gravity are 11 3 13 Sunday... Time Change, we now know how time and gravity are 11 3 13 Sunday... Time Change, we now know how time and gravity are 11 3 13 Sunday... Time Change, we now know how time and gravity are 
generated! generated! generated! generated! 

11 3 13 Sunday... Time Change, we now know how time and gravity 11 3 13 Sunday... Time Change, we now know how time and gravity 11 3 13 Sunday... Time Change, we now know how time and gravity 11 3 13 Sunday... Time Change, we now know how time and gravity 
were INVENTED! were INVENTED! were INVENTED! were INVENTED! 

11 3 13 Sunday... Time Change, we now know how time and gravity are 11 3 13 Sunday... Time Change, we now know how time and gravity are 11 3 13 Sunday... Time Change, we now know how time and gravity are 11 3 13 Sunday... Time Change, we now know how time and gravity are 
generated! God's best invention is "Women!" Time + Gravity! Time to generated! God's best invention is "Women!" Time + Gravity! Time to generated! God's best invention is "Women!" Time + Gravity! Time to generated! God's best invention is "Women!" Time + Gravity! Time to 
Change Marriage, make Polygamous Marriage Legal with 24/7 Change Marriage, make Polygamous Marriage Legal with 24/7 Change Marriage, make Polygamous Marriage Legal with 24/7 Change Marriage, make Polygamous Marriage Legal with 24/7 
Brainstorming of 1,001 invention projects in the Prenuptial Forms! Brainstorming of 1,001 invention projects in the Prenuptial Forms! Brainstorming of 1,001 invention projects in the Prenuptial Forms! Brainstorming of 1,001 invention projects in the Prenuptial Forms! 

http://www.endwaronearth.com/ http://www.endwaronearth.com/ http://www.endwaronearth.com/ http://www.endwaronearth.com/ 

Link to End War On EarthLink to End War On EarthLink to End War On EarthLink to End War On Earth

http://www.inventor-warp-speed.com/ http://www.inventor-warp-speed.com/ http://www.inventor-warp-speed.com/ http://www.inventor-warp-speed.com/ 
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Link to Inventor Of Warp Speed Which Is Possible!Link to Inventor Of Warp Speed Which Is Possible!Link to Inventor Of Warp Speed Which Is Possible!Link to Inventor Of Warp Speed Which Is Possible!
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1 Trillionth ElectricWindmillCar would HAVE been coming off the Ford 1 Trillionth ElectricWindmillCar would HAVE been coming off the Ford 1 Trillionth ElectricWindmillCar would HAVE been coming off the Ford 1 Trillionth ElectricWindmillCar would HAVE been coming off the Ford 
+ GM assembly line! + GM assembly line! + GM assembly line! + GM assembly line! 
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Copyright Greg Buell 2013 Copyright Greg Buell 2013 Copyright Greg Buell 2013 Copyright Greg Buell 2013 

 "Love  "Love  "Love  "Love 

Bird" Statue BDay present... Aphrodite the Greek Goddess of love. Roman Bird" Statue BDay present... Aphrodite the Greek Goddess of love. Roman Bird" Statue BDay present... Aphrodite the Greek Goddess of love. Roman Bird" Statue BDay present... Aphrodite the Greek Goddess of love. Roman 
goddess is Venus. Today God's Best Invention is Women, just look at the goddess is Venus. Today God's Best Invention is Women, just look at the goddess is Venus. Today God's Best Invention is Women, just look at the goddess is Venus. Today God's Best Invention is Women, just look at the 
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picture of her axon's and the long ago realization they/she is fueled by picture of her axon's and the long ago realization they/she is fueled by picture of her axon's and the long ago realization they/she is fueled by picture of her axon's and the long ago realization they/she is fueled by 
"Electricity," this hits a nerve in "Brain" storming and dissecting our "Electricity," this hits a nerve in "Brain" storming and dissecting our "Electricity," this hits a nerve in "Brain" storming and dissecting our "Electricity," this hits a nerve in "Brain" storming and dissecting our 
Brains for Miracle Godsent Inventions like the ElectricWindmillCar Brains for Miracle Godsent Inventions like the ElectricWindmillCar Brains for Miracle Godsent Inventions like the ElectricWindmillCar Brains for Miracle Godsent Inventions like the ElectricWindmillCar 
which the Pentagon gave to Mecca for Mecca's 1980 BDay Present. A Evil which the Pentagon gave to Mecca for Mecca's 1980 BDay Present. A Evil which the Pentagon gave to Mecca for Mecca's 1980 BDay Present. A Evil which the Pentagon gave to Mecca for Mecca's 1980 BDay Present. A Evil 
deed! Mary "Shrieked OUT on Greg's BDay I will help you Brainstorm a deed! Mary "Shrieked OUT on Greg's BDay I will help you Brainstorm a deed! Mary "Shrieked OUT on Greg's BDay I will help you Brainstorm a deed! Mary "Shrieked OUT on Greg's BDay I will help you Brainstorm a 
"Cure!""... FOR Farrah Fawcett, millions of Farrah's the PENTAGON + NY "Cure!""... FOR Farrah Fawcett, millions of Farrah's the PENTAGON + NY "Cure!""... FOR Farrah Fawcett, millions of Farrah's the PENTAGON + NY "Cure!""... FOR Farrah Fawcett, millions of Farrah's the PENTAGON + NY 
Times never let them be buried at Arlington Cemetery! Times never let them be buried at Arlington Cemetery! Times never let them be buried at Arlington Cemetery! Times never let them be buried at Arlington Cemetery! 

1-26-14 Sunday Fed's Numb Nuts Dictators Trump Over Key West Numb 1-26-14 Sunday Fed's Numb Nuts Dictators Trump Over Key West Numb 1-26-14 Sunday Fed's Numb Nuts Dictators Trump Over Key West Numb 1-26-14 Sunday Fed's Numb Nuts Dictators Trump Over Key West Numb 
Nuts who's Chef's + Cooks are a diseases as they are... laid back pay Nuts who's Chef's + Cooks are a diseases as they are... laid back pay Nuts who's Chef's + Cooks are a diseases as they are... laid back pay Nuts who's Chef's + Cooks are a diseases as they are... laid back pay 
everyone in CASH is the 1st Shock how can everyone including Victor everyone in CASH is the 1st Shock how can everyone including Victor everyone in CASH is the 1st Shock how can everyone including Victor everyone in CASH is the 1st Shock how can everyone including Victor 
Cushman Pay all their workers in CASH out in the open...??? Cushman Pay all their workers in CASH out in the open...??? Cushman Pay all their workers in CASH out in the open...??? Cushman Pay all their workers in CASH out in the open...??? 

1-26-14 IRS puts has put the poverty stricken waitress in a Federal 1-26-14 IRS puts has put the poverty stricken waitress in a Federal 1-26-14 IRS puts has put the poverty stricken waitress in a Federal 1-26-14 IRS puts has put the poverty stricken waitress in a Federal 
Prison for not reporting her tips... for decades now! Victor Cushman Prison for not reporting her tips... for decades now! Victor Cushman Prison for not reporting her tips... for decades now! Victor Cushman Prison for not reporting her tips... for decades now! Victor Cushman 
and I imagine his lawyer John Marston Lawyer 1011 Truman avenue • and I imagine his lawyer John Marston Lawyer 1011 Truman avenue • and I imagine his lawyer John Marston Lawyer 1011 Truman avenue • and I imagine his lawyer John Marston Lawyer 1011 Truman avenue • 
key west Florida • 33040 tel 305.294.0120 • fax 305.296.7314 key west Florida • 33040 tel 305.294.0120 • fax 305.296.7314 key west Florida • 33040 tel 305.294.0120 • fax 305.296.7314 key west Florida • 33040 tel 305.294.0120 • fax 305.296.7314 
marston@keywestlaw.net also pays employees workers in cash. This is marston@keywestlaw.net also pays employees workers in cash. This is marston@keywestlaw.net also pays employees workers in cash. This is marston@keywestlaw.net also pays employees workers in cash. This is 
not heard of in Colorado... wow! not heard of in Colorado... wow! not heard of in Colorado... wow! not heard of in Colorado... wow! 

1-26-14 Well I go to court against Victor Cushman and his lawyer this 1-26-14 Well I go to court against Victor Cushman and his lawyer this 1-26-14 Well I go to court against Victor Cushman and his lawyer this 1-26-14 Well I go to court against Victor Cushman and his lawyer this 
week. I have a Trump Card a invoice for cleaning up Victor Cushmans week. I have a Trump Card a invoice for cleaning up Victor Cushmans week. I have a Trump Card a invoice for cleaning up Victor Cushmans week. I have a Trump Card a invoice for cleaning up Victor Cushmans 
BM mess Irritable Bowel Syndrome or his Colon Cancer I will make a BM mess Irritable Bowel Syndrome or his Colon Cancer I will make a BM mess Irritable Bowel Syndrome or his Colon Cancer I will make a BM mess Irritable Bowel Syndrome or his Colon Cancer I will make a 
invoice for $500 for 2 times I was forced to clean this up at 909 Grinnell invoice for $500 for 2 times I was forced to clean this up at 909 Grinnell invoice for $500 for 2 times I was forced to clean this up at 909 Grinnell invoice for $500 for 2 times I was forced to clean this up at 909 Grinnell 
in Key West. And Victor Cushman told me he had Hepatitis, HIV, STD's in Key West. And Victor Cushman told me he had Hepatitis, HIV, STD's in Key West. And Victor Cushman told me he had Hepatitis, HIV, STD's in Key West. And Victor Cushman told me he had Hepatitis, HIV, STD's 
AIDS etc... so this was a Hazardous BM Shit waste to clean up and I AIDS etc... so this was a Hazardous BM Shit waste to clean up and I AIDS etc... so this was a Hazardous BM Shit waste to clean up and I AIDS etc... so this was a Hazardous BM Shit waste to clean up and I 
charged him $500 for cleaning this twice he didn't make it top the charged him $500 for cleaning this twice he didn't make it top the charged him $500 for cleaning this twice he didn't make it top the charged him $500 for cleaning this twice he didn't make it top the 
toilet and when he did Victor Cushman Exploded Shit in a huge radius toilet and when he did Victor Cushman Exploded Shit in a huge radius toilet and when he did Victor Cushman Exploded Shit in a huge radius toilet and when he did Victor Cushman Exploded Shit in a huge radius 
of 10 feet! wow... Hope Amy Heavilin the Court Clerk at Clerk of Court of 10 feet! wow... Hope Amy Heavilin the Court Clerk at Clerk of Court of 10 feet! wow... Hope Amy Heavilin the Court Clerk at Clerk of Court of 10 feet! wow... Hope Amy Heavilin the Court Clerk at Clerk of Court 
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500 Whitehead Street Key West, FL 33040. 500 Whitehead Street Key West, FL 33040. 500 Whitehead Street Key West, FL 33040. 500 Whitehead Street Key West, FL 33040. 

BY ADAM LINHARDT Citizen Staff WILL NOT WRITE ABOUT HOLOCAUST BY ADAM LINHARDT Citizen Staff WILL NOT WRITE ABOUT HOLOCAUST BY ADAM LINHARDT Citizen Staff WILL NOT WRITE ABOUT HOLOCAUST BY ADAM LINHARDT Citizen Staff WILL NOT WRITE ABOUT HOLOCAUST 
II POISON GASOLINE EXHAUST BUT wrote about Victor Cushmans white II POISON GASOLINE EXHAUST BUT wrote about Victor Cushmans white II POISON GASOLINE EXHAUST BUT wrote about Victor Cushmans white II POISON GASOLINE EXHAUST BUT wrote about Victor Cushmans white 
roof fight... not sick workers... norovirus, the leading cause of food roof fight... not sick workers... norovirus, the leading cause of food roof fight... not sick workers... norovirus, the leading cause of food roof fight... not sick workers... norovirus, the leading cause of food 
borne illness. The likely culprit? Sick food service workers. Health borne illness. The likely culprit? Sick food service workers. Health borne illness. The likely culprit? Sick food service workers. Health borne illness. The likely culprit? Sick food service workers. Health 
Department has concluded that sick workers were the likely or Department has concluded that sick workers were the likely or Department has concluded that sick workers were the likely or Department has concluded that sick workers were the likely or 
suspected cause of over 72 percent of all norovirus cases on average suspected cause of over 72 percent of all norovirus cases on average suspected cause of over 72 percent of all norovirus cases on average suspected cause of over 72 percent of all norovirus cases on average 
each year. “It’s one of the biggest problems in food state Health each year. “It’s one of the biggest problems in food state Health each year. “It’s one of the biggest problems in food state Health each year. “It’s one of the biggest problems in food state Health 
Department’s food borne disease investigation unit. Restaurants and Department’s food borne disease investigation unit. Restaurants and Department’s food borne disease investigation unit. Restaurants and Department’s food borne disease investigation unit. Restaurants and 
food service operators are supposed to have strong practices to keep ill food service operators are supposed to have strong practices to keep ill food service operators are supposed to have strong practices to keep ill food service operators are supposed to have strong practices to keep ill 
employees out of the kitchen. But sometimes, policies aren’t adequate or employees out of the kitchen. But sometimes, policies aren’t adequate or employees out of the kitchen. But sometimes, policies aren’t adequate or employees out of the kitchen. But sometimes, policies aren’t adequate or 
properly communicated to workers, who often have an economic properly communicated to workers, who often have an economic properly communicated to workers, who often have an economic properly communicated to workers, who often have an economic 
incentive to work because otherwise they won’t get paid. incentive to work because otherwise they won’t get paid. incentive to work because otherwise they won’t get paid. incentive to work because otherwise they won’t get paid. 

BY ADAM LINHARDT Citizen Staff WILL NOT WRITE ABOUT HOLOCAUST BY ADAM LINHARDT Citizen Staff WILL NOT WRITE ABOUT HOLOCAUST BY ADAM LINHARDT Citizen Staff WILL NOT WRITE ABOUT HOLOCAUST BY ADAM LINHARDT Citizen Staff WILL NOT WRITE ABOUT HOLOCAUST 
II POISON GASOLINE EXHAUST BUT wrote about Victor Cushmans white II POISON GASOLINE EXHAUST BUT wrote about Victor Cushmans white II POISON GASOLINE EXHAUST BUT wrote about Victor Cushmans white II POISON GASOLINE EXHAUST BUT wrote about Victor Cushmans white 
roof fight... but not Holocaust II Beijing's air would be step up for roof fight... but not Holocaust II Beijing's air would be step up for roof fight... but not Holocaust II Beijing's air would be step up for roof fight... but not Holocaust II Beijing's air would be step up for 
smoggy Delhi. In mid-January, air pollution in Beijing was so bad smoggy Delhi. In mid-January, air pollution in Beijing was so bad smoggy Delhi. In mid-January, air pollution in Beijing was so bad smoggy Delhi. In mid-January, air pollution in Beijing was so bad 
that the government issued urgent health warnings and closed four that the government issued urgent health warnings and closed four that the government issued urgent health warnings and closed four that the government issued urgent health warnings and closed four 
major highways. But in New Delhi, where pea-soup smog created what major highways. But in New Delhi, where pea-soup smog created what major highways. But in New Delhi, where pea-soup smog created what major highways. But in New Delhi, where pea-soup smog created what 
was by some measurements even more dangerous air, there were few was by some measurements even more dangerous air, there were few was by some measurements even more dangerous air, there were few was by some measurements even more dangerous air, there were few 
signs of alarm in the country’s boisterous news media. Key West News signs of alarm in the country’s boisterous news media. Key West News signs of alarm in the country’s boisterous news media. Key West News signs of alarm in the country’s boisterous news media. Key West News 
Media goes along with the Suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar Era! Media goes along with the Suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar Era! Media goes along with the Suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar Era! Media goes along with the Suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar Era! 
by Adam Linhardt Key West Citizen News Paper. by Adam Linhardt Key West Citizen News Paper. by Adam Linhardt Key West Citizen News Paper. by Adam Linhardt Key West Citizen News Paper. 

Sunday, January 26, 2014 Roof paint row not over Energy-saving Sunday, January 26, 2014 Roof paint row not over Energy-saving Sunday, January 26, 2014 Roof paint row not over Energy-saving Sunday, January 26, 2014 Roof paint row not over Energy-saving 
devices at core of case BY ADAM LINHARDT Citizen Staff devices at core of case BY ADAM LINHARDT Citizen Staff devices at core of case BY ADAM LINHARDT Citizen Staff devices at core of case BY ADAM LINHARDT Citizen Staff 
alinhardt@keysnews.com alinhardt@keysnews.com alinhardt@keysnews.com alinhardt@keysnews.com 

A four-year legal battle between a Bahama Village property owner and A four-year legal battle between a Bahama Village property owner and A four-year legal battle between a Bahama Village property owner and A four-year legal battle between a Bahama Village property owner and 
the city of Key West over the color he wants to paint his roof is inching the city of Key West over the color he wants to paint his roof is inching the city of Key West over the color he wants to paint his roof is inching the city of Key West over the color he wants to paint his roof is inching 
toward resolution. And that resolution may shed light on a little-toward resolution. And that resolution may shed light on a little-toward resolution. And that resolution may shed light on a little-toward resolution. And that resolution may shed light on a little-
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known state statute that prohibits local governments from banning the known state statute that prohibits local governments from banning the known state statute that prohibits local governments from banning the known state statute that prohibits local governments from banning the 
use of energy-saving devices. It could feasibly clear the way for property use of energy-saving devices. It could feasibly clear the way for property use of energy-saving devices. It could feasibly clear the way for property use of energy-saving devices. It could feasibly clear the way for property 
owners in the historic district of Old Town to install windmills, or cover owners in the historic district of Old Town to install windmills, or cover owners in the historic district of Old Town to install windmills, or cover owners in the historic district of Old Town to install windmills, or cover 
their property in solar panels or skylights. The issue arose in 2010 when their property in solar panels or skylights. The issue arose in 2010 when their property in solar panels or skylights. The issue arose in 2010 when their property in solar panels or skylights. The issue arose in 2010 when 
property owner Victor Cushman sought to cover his roof with a white, property owner Victor Cushman sought to cover his roof with a white, property owner Victor Cushman sought to cover his roof with a white, property owner Victor Cushman sought to cover his roof with a white, 
heat-reflecting, energy-saving roof paint. The Historical Architectural heat-reflecting, energy-saving roof paint. The Historical Architectural heat-reflecting, energy-saving roof paint. The Historical Architectural heat-reflecting, energy-saving roof paint. The Historical Architectural 
Review Commission (HARC) cried fowl, and ordered Cushman to use a Review Commission (HARC) cried fowl, and ordered Cushman to use a Review Commission (HARC) cried fowl, and ordered Cushman to use a Review Commission (HARC) cried fowl, and ordered Cushman to use a 
different environmentally friendly paint that was a "buttonwood gray" different environmentally friendly paint that was a "buttonwood gray" different environmentally friendly paint that was a "buttonwood gray" different environmentally friendly paint that was a "buttonwood gray" 
color and not the white he preferred at his properties at 720 and 726 color and not the white he preferred at his properties at 720 and 726 color and not the white he preferred at his properties at 720 and 726 color and not the white he preferred at his properties at 720 and 726 
Emma St. HARC guidelines state roofs must be silver or clear-coated. Emma St. HARC guidelines state roofs must be silver or clear-coated. Emma St. HARC guidelines state roofs must be silver or clear-coated. Emma St. HARC guidelines state roofs must be silver or clear-coated. 
The matter was heard before a magistrate judge and bandied back The matter was heard before a magistrate judge and bandied back The matter was heard before a magistrate judge and bandied back The matter was heard before a magistrate judge and bandied back 
and forth until May 2013 when circuit Judge David Audlin ruled that and forth until May 2013 when circuit Judge David Audlin ruled that and forth until May 2013 when circuit Judge David Audlin ruled that and forth until May 2013 when circuit Judge David Audlin ruled that 
HARC cannot tell property owners what "energy-saving devices" they HARC cannot tell property owners what "energy-saving devices" they HARC cannot tell property owners what "energy-saving devices" they HARC cannot tell property owners what "energy-saving devices" they 
may use, as per Florida Statute 163.04. That law states: "The adoption may use, as per Florida Statute 163.04. That law states: "The adoption may use, as per Florida Statute 163.04. That law states: "The adoption may use, as per Florida Statute 163.04. That law states: "The adoption 
of an ordinance by a governing body ... which prohibits or has the of an ordinance by a governing body ... which prohibits or has the of an ordinance by a governing body ... which prohibits or has the of an ordinance by a governing body ... which prohibits or has the 
effect of prohibiting the installation of solar collectors, clotheslines or effect of prohibiting the installation of solar collectors, clotheslines or effect of prohibiting the installation of solar collectors, clotheslines or effect of prohibiting the installation of solar collectors, clotheslines or 
other energy devices based on renewable resources is expressly other energy devices based on renewable resources is expressly other energy devices based on renewable resources is expressly other energy devices based on renewable resources is expressly 
prohibited." City of Key West attorneys subsequently appealed Audlin's prohibited." City of Key West attorneys subsequently appealed Audlin's prohibited." City of Key West attorneys subsequently appealed Audlin's prohibited." City of Key West attorneys subsequently appealed Audlin's 
ruling with the Third District Court of Appeals. Oral arguments before ruling with the Third District Court of Appeals. Oral arguments before ruling with the Third District Court of Appeals. Oral arguments before ruling with the Third District Court of Appeals. Oral arguments before 
that court have yet to be schedule. that court have yet to be schedule. that court have yet to be schedule. that court have yet to be schedule. 

Cushman's attorney, John Marston, is confident the court will rule in Cushman's attorney, John Marston, is confident the court will rule in Cushman's attorney, John Marston, is confident the court will rule in Cushman's attorney, John Marston, is confident the court will rule in 
his client's favor. Lawyer Marston spit on HOLOCAUST II POISON his client's favor. Lawyer Marston spit on HOLOCAUST II POISON his client's favor. Lawyer Marston spit on HOLOCAUST II POISON his client's favor. Lawyer Marston spit on HOLOCAUST II POISON 
GASOLINE EXHAUST BUT wrote about Victor Cushmans" I believe it GASOLINE EXHAUST BUT wrote about Victor Cushmans" I believe it GASOLINE EXHAUST BUT wrote about Victor Cushmans" I believe it GASOLINE EXHAUST BUT wrote about Victor Cushmans" I believe it 
(Audlin's ruling) will be affirmed," Marston said. "Nothing is for sure (Audlin's ruling) will be affirmed," Marston said. "Nothing is for sure (Audlin's ruling) will be affirmed," Marston said. "Nothing is for sure (Audlin's ruling) will be affirmed," Marston said. "Nothing is for sure 
in this world, but we have an extremely strong case." Marston argued in this world, but we have an extremely strong case." Marston argued in this world, but we have an extremely strong case." Marston argued in this world, but we have an extremely strong case." Marston argued 
in court records that the city presented new arguments via federal in court records that the city presented new arguments via federal in court records that the city presented new arguments via federal in court records that the city presented new arguments via federal 
regulations and policies that were not presented before Audlin, which regulations and policies that were not presented before Audlin, which regulations and policies that were not presented before Audlin, which regulations and policies that were not presented before Audlin, which 
Marston said is not proper court procedure. In summary, Assistant City Marston said is not proper court procedure. In summary, Assistant City Marston said is not proper court procedure. In summary, Assistant City Marston said is not proper court procedure. In summary, Assistant City 
Attorney Ron Ramsingh wrote that federal laws which grant local Attorney Ron Ramsingh wrote that federal laws which grant local Attorney Ron Ramsingh wrote that federal laws which grant local Attorney Ron Ramsingh wrote that federal laws which grant local 
government authority to create historic districts and boards trump government authority to create historic districts and boards trump government authority to create historic districts and boards trump government authority to create historic districts and boards trump 
state law, specifically Florida Statute 163.04. Ramsingh could not be state law, specifically Florida Statute 163.04. Ramsingh could not be state law, specifically Florida Statute 163.04. Ramsingh could not be state law, specifically Florida Statute 163.04. Ramsingh could not be 
reached for comment Thursday. "The appellant court doesn't start from reached for comment Thursday. "The appellant court doesn't start from reached for comment Thursday. "The appellant court doesn't start from reached for comment Thursday. "The appellant court doesn't start from 
scratch," Marston said. HOLOCAUST II POISON GASOLINE EXHAUST, scratch," Marston said. HOLOCAUST II POISON GASOLINE EXHAUST, scratch," Marston said. HOLOCAUST II POISON GASOLINE EXHAUST, scratch," Marston said. HOLOCAUST II POISON GASOLINE EXHAUST, 
Victor Cushmans profit from BP Oil's poison gasoline Era via our George Victor Cushmans profit from BP Oil's poison gasoline Era via our George Victor Cushmans profit from BP Oil's poison gasoline Era via our George Victor Cushmans profit from BP Oil's poison gasoline Era via our George 
Orwell Dictators spending their cut of $177 Trillion in oil revenues for Orwell Dictators spending their cut of $177 Trillion in oil revenues for Orwell Dictators spending their cut of $177 Trillion in oil revenues for Orwell Dictators spending their cut of $177 Trillion in oil revenues for 
15 Super Carriers NOT 15 Super Shuttles for NASA. Time and How Gravity 15 Super Carriers NOT 15 Super Shuttles for NASA. Time and How Gravity 15 Super Carriers NOT 15 Super Shuttles for NASA. Time and How Gravity 15 Super Carriers NOT 15 Super Shuttles for NASA. Time and How Gravity 
is Generated. Rx Overnight Miracle Godsent Cure for Breast Cancer in is Generated. Rx Overnight Miracle Godsent Cure for Breast Cancer in is Generated. Rx Overnight Miracle Godsent Cure for Breast Cancer in is Generated. Rx Overnight Miracle Godsent Cure for Breast Cancer in 
2014 has been stifles by Victor Cushman and his Mafia in Key West! 2014 has been stifles by Victor Cushman and his Mafia in Key West! 2014 has been stifles by Victor Cushman and his Mafia in Key West! 2014 has been stifles by Victor Cushman and his Mafia in Key West! 

So, the case has become one of legal semantics, but the ramifications of So, the case has become one of legal semantics, but the ramifications of So, the case has become one of legal semantics, but the ramifications of So, the case has become one of legal semantics, but the ramifications of 
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the Third DCA ruling could pave the way for widening use of so-called the Third DCA ruling could pave the way for widening use of so-called the Third DCA ruling could pave the way for widening use of so-called the Third DCA ruling could pave the way for widening use of so-called 
green technology that thus far has been banned by HARC. "If you went green technology that thus far has been banned by HARC. "If you went green technology that thus far has been banned by HARC. "If you went green technology that thus far has been banned by HARC. "If you went 
in tomorrow and wanted to put solar panels on your roof and they in tomorrow and wanted to put solar panels on your roof and they in tomorrow and wanted to put solar panels on your roof and they in tomorrow and wanted to put solar panels on your roof and they 
(HARC) said no, they would not have the power to do that," Marston (HARC) said no, they would not have the power to do that," Marston (HARC) said no, they would not have the power to do that," Marston (HARC) said no, they would not have the power to do that," Marston 
said. "Our case will make that clear, but the law (state statute 163.04) said. "Our case will make that clear, but the law (state statute 163.04) said. "Our case will make that clear, but the law (state statute 163.04) said. "Our case will make that clear, but the law (state statute 163.04) 
already does that." HARC Chairman Michael Miller said it would be already does that." HARC Chairman Michael Miller said it would be already does that." HARC Chairman Michael Miller said it would be already does that." HARC Chairman Michael Miller said it would be 
inappropriate for him to talk about the case while the matter is still in inappropriate for him to talk about the case while the matter is still in inappropriate for him to talk about the case while the matter is still in inappropriate for him to talk about the case while the matter is still in 
court. alinhardt@keysnews.com court. alinhardt@keysnews.com court. alinhardt@keysnews.com court. alinhardt@keysnews.com 
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1-27-14 END to bottom as I wrote up my on going Holocaust II Poison 1-27-14 END to bottom as I wrote up my on going Holocaust II Poison 1-27-14 END to bottom as I wrote up my on going Holocaust II Poison 1-27-14 END to bottom as I wrote up my on going Holocaust II Poison 
Gasoline Exhaust LEAK... Snowden will not LEAK... Gasoline Exhaust LEAK... Snowden will not LEAK... Gasoline Exhaust LEAK... Snowden will not LEAK... Gasoline Exhaust LEAK... Snowden will not LEAK... 

1 3 14 Greg Buell's "GEORGE ORWELL EVICTION NOTICE" Below as a bmp - 1 3 14 Greg Buell's "GEORGE ORWELL EVICTION NOTICE" Below as a bmp - 1 3 14 Greg Buell's "GEORGE ORWELL EVICTION NOTICE" Below as a bmp - 1 3 14 Greg Buell's "GEORGE ORWELL EVICTION NOTICE" Below as a bmp - 
My Eviction Notice for not Being a Hemingway writer, Victor Cushman My Eviction Notice for not Being a Hemingway writer, Victor Cushman My Eviction Notice for not Being a Hemingway writer, Victor Cushman My Eviction Notice for not Being a Hemingway writer, Victor Cushman 
+ Deborah Barrett told Greg Buell "writing is NOT a JOB" and YOU have + Deborah Barrett told Greg Buell "writing is NOT a JOB" and YOU have + Deborah Barrett told Greg Buell "writing is NOT a JOB" and YOU have + Deborah Barrett told Greg Buell "writing is NOT a JOB" and YOU have 
NO JOB, GREG BUELL is writing a Encyclopedia for Children about NO JOB, GREG BUELL is writing a Encyclopedia for Children about NO JOB, GREG BUELL is writing a Encyclopedia for Children about NO JOB, GREG BUELL is writing a Encyclopedia for Children about 
"1,001 Inventions" Title, and 1,001 Future Inventions in a Childrens "1,001 Inventions" Title, and 1,001 Future Inventions in a Childrens "1,001 Inventions" Title, and 1,001 Future Inventions in a Childrens "1,001 Inventions" Title, and 1,001 Future Inventions in a Childrens 
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Encyclopedia, (One for Adults too) Encyclopedia, (One for Adults too) Encyclopedia, (One for Adults too) Encyclopedia, (One for Adults too) 

Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 33041 NEW Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 33041 NEW Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 33041 NEW Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 33041 NEW 
CELL # 305 340 8082 Call Greg to InventSomething! ...Next Revolution CELL # 305 340 8082 Call Greg to InventSomething! ...Next Revolution CELL # 305 340 8082 Call Greg to InventSomething! ...Next Revolution CELL # 305 340 8082 Call Greg to InventSomething! ...Next Revolution 
will be won by MD women! will be won by MD women! will be won by MD women! will be won by MD women! 

inventsomething@live.com inventsomething@live.com inventsomething@live.com inventsomething@live.com 

850 pages moved to this web link 850 pages moved to this web link 850 pages moved to this web link 850 pages moved to this web link 
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/04Wives.htmlhttp://www.electricwindmillcar.com/04Wives.htmlhttp://www.electricwindmillcar.com/04Wives.htmlhttp://www.electricwindmillcar.com/04Wives.html

NEW CELL # 305 340 8082 NEW CELL # 305 340 8082 NEW CELL # 305 340 8082 NEW CELL # 305 340 8082 

4 Wives Coup D'Etat For 24/ Work Brainstorming a Breast Cancer Cure4 Wives Coup D'Etat For 24/ Work Brainstorming a Breast Cancer Cure4 Wives Coup D'Etat For 24/ Work Brainstorming a Breast Cancer Cure4 Wives Coup D'Etat For 24/ Work Brainstorming a Breast Cancer Cure

Greg Buell LovestarGreg Buell LovestarGreg Buell LovestarGreg Buell Lovestar
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